
CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
INSPECTION REPORT 

There were no Best Management Practices (BMPs) to stabilize the area even though it had been raining and storms 
were expected to resume later in the week (photos 7, 8, 9, & 10). I walked up a road following the creek and 
observed slash (from tree cutting) laying in the creek, and wetland area. Whole downed trees were in the 
watercourse (photos 11, 12, 13, & 14). In one area, it appeared that heavy equipment had been used to access an 
area to cut trees. Sediment and slash were present in the creek (photos 15, & 16). 

I inspected the "Recycling Area" which I estimated to be approximately 200-feet long by 100-feet wide. 
observed horse manure, approximately l O tons, and 6-feet high in parts stacked on two side of an access road. This 
area was not contained, and there was a creak below it. I observed contaminated runoff running dovmhill into the 
creek (photo 17). 

On my way to the office, I pulled across highway 193 and looked at the existing horse barn and paddock area 
(photo 18). 

At approximately 1700 hours, I met with Fred Dean-Turner, General Manager of Auburn Lake Trails, and Richard 
San Miguel. After introductions were made we discussed all of the above issues. From the unauthorized fill that 
has occurred at the campgrollild/arnphitheatre; the slash that is laying in the nearby wetland and creek; the 
proposed filling of wetlands and waters of the U.S. that occur at/or on the shoreline of "Indian Bow Lake"; the 
planned installation of culverts anywhere in ALT, but specifically around the Lake, the taking of riparian habitat 
around the lake; the uncontained horse manure draining into the American River from the Recycling Area; the 
plans to re-grade and build additional horse paddocks and roadways and add additional contaminated storm water 
that would enter the American River; and unchecked home sites that have sediment running into waters of the 
state. Mr. San Miguel admitted to filling in the wetland area at the campgrmmd, as well as working in a seasonal 
drainage that drained into "Indian Bow Lake". Mr. San Miguel said that he used to be the Compliance Officer in 
charge of erosion control, but with his responsibilities now being maintenance, there was no one to resume his 
previous responsibilities as a "compliance officer". 

Mr. Fred Dean-Turner q.ssured me that no additional work would be done at any of the above sites until he receives 
my Inspection Report, a possible "Notice of Violation", and authorization to proceed with his projects. He also 
assured me that no additional fi11 would be placed in and around the campground, or "Indian Bow Lake". 

On Wednesday, May 7, 2003 I contacted Mr. Randy Pollack. Mr. Turner had explained that he was working on 
two residential lots and confim1ed that he did not have adequate Sediment and Erosion Control measures in place. 
I also contacted the Creals who also had a contractor working on their lot without Sediment and Erosion Control 
measures in place. Each stated that they would implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) immediately. 

I also contacted Mr. Bill Schalker, (the volunteer who is coordinating efforts to fill in the wetlands at "Indian Bow 
Lake") and asked him what his plans were. He confirmed that he will oversee the installation of culverts, the 
mowing of wetlands, and the dumping of decomposed granite to make a "walking path" around the lake. I 
informed him that he would need a 404, 401 or WDRs permit to do that project. He stated that there were no 
wetlands present around the lake. He also said all of the residents in ALT wanted this project done, and he had the 
full support of Mr. Fred Dean-Turner, and the ALT Board President, Mr. Plymyer. 

I contacted Mr. Plymyer late in the afternoon and discussed with him the same issues that were addressed with Mr. 
Turner, Mr. San Miguel, and Mr. Schalker. Mr. Plymyer assured me that pennits would be obtained (as discussed 
with Mr. Turner and Mr. San Miguel) for future and current projects requiring them. He stated that Mr. Schalker 
had no support from him, the ALT Board, or anyone in the office. 

Approved: 
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CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
INSPECTION REPORT 

SUMMARY: 

Inspection of the Auburn Lake Trails revealed problems areas, which threaten water quality. Auburn Lake Trails 
Property Owners Association have discharged waste in violation of the California Water Code by constructing an 
amphitheater in a wetlands, by stock piling manure waste, and by failing to provide erosion controls on 
construction project within the subdivision. The ALT Property Owners Association should be requested to take 
corrective action and to obtain the necessary permits to comply with State and Federal Regulations. 

Patrick G. Gillum., Area Inspector 

Approved: 
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VOLUME III - DESIGN STANDARD FOR LOT OR PARCEL 
(NOT SUBDIVISIONS) 

SECTION 1: GRADING PERMIT REQUIREMENTS 

All grading muet comply with the El Dorado County Grading 
Ordinance, Chapter 15.14, for multifamily, commercial and 
industrial construction. 

Grading for single family residence construction shall 
require a grading permit only if one of the following 
prescriptive standards are exceeded: the driveway grade 
below 3,000-foot elevation exceeds 15% (nonsurfaced) or 
20% {asphalt or concrete surfaced) and for above 3,000-
foot elevation exceeds 15% {nonsurfaced) or 15% (asphait 
or concrete surfaced), the cut (not supported by the 
house foundation} or fill earthwork exceeds 5 feet in 
height, the excavation or fill quantity will exceed 250 
cubic yards: the removal, plowing under, or burial of 
more than 10,000 square feet of surface area on slopes 
10% or greater will occur; grading will change existing 
drainage courses {ditches or swales) on lot or parcel; 
the proposed grading/construction ectivity will alter 
previously placed erosion control items on the lot or 
parcel. 
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Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5 
3443 Routier Road, Suite A, Sacramento, California 95827-3003 

Phone (916) 255-3000 • FAX (916) 255-3015 

Auburn Lake Trails Property Owners Association. 
1400 American River Trail 
Cool, CA 95614 

REQUEST FOR CORRECTNE ACTION, AUBURN LAKE TRAILS, IMP ACTS TO WETLANDS 

AND WATER QUALITY, EL DORADO COUNTY 

Enclosed is a copy of an inspection report covering a complaint investigation on 5 May and 9 May 2003. 
During the site visits to the Auburn Lake Trails we identified a number of"areas of concern". The area 
identified as the "campground/amphitheater" was cleared to bare soil without a proper permits. Fill has 
been placed in waters of the state at this location, and without adequate erosion and sediment controls, 
contaminated runoff has entered the watershed. This area needs to be restored to it's original condition, 
water quality needs to be protected, and steps need to be taken to re-vegetate the area adjacent to the 

creek once it has been cleaned out (all the slash that is laying around). 

There were several lots that had heavy equipment operating on them, or that had been scraped to bare 
soil. These lots did not have adequate erosion or sediment controls in place, and contaminated runoff 

was running from the lots and into nearby creeks. 

There is a massive amount of horse manure currently stockpiled at your "recycling center". This 
material is not contained, and is running downhill into the American River watershed. You will be 
contacted by one of our staff from the "confined animal" section. However, the manure waste is a threat 

to water quality and should be addresses immediately. 

There are apparently plans to fill in areas of wetland around "Indian Bow Lake", including culverts, 
decomposed granite, etc., also without the necessary permits. Please be aware that any construction, 
filling or dredging within water of the state or that threaten waters of the state must be properly 
permitted. Failure to obtain the necessary permits may and failure to protect water quality while 
conduction those activities may result in formal enforcement action. The Regional Board can impose 
administrative civil liabilities for violations of the California Water Code. The maximum fine for each 
day of violation is ten thousand dollars ($10,000), with additional liability ofup to $10 per gallon of 

waste discharged, in excess of 1,000 gallons. 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

y Recycled Paper 

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy-consumption. 
For a list of simple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see our Web-site at http:!/www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5 
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Fred Dean-Turner 
ALT Property Owners Association 
El Dorado County 

- 2 - 15 May2003 

In addition, you indicated there are plans to increase the number of horses currently boarded at the 
paddock area upslope and adjacent to Highway 193. These horses would be confined and outside. With 
the additional horses, the grading towards Hw-y 193, and the construction of access roads to the new 
paddocks, there may be additional contaminated runoff entering the tributary to the American River. 
Please consider alternatives, which may be less of a threat to water quality. 

As discussed the current activities which have impacted water quality must stop. Please be aware that 
continued construction, and filling of wetlands without the proper permits is a violation of the California 
Water Code. Please submit a report by 15 June 2003 addressing our concerns. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at (916) 255-3397, or George Day at (916) 255-3506. 

Patrick G. Gillum 
Environmental Scientist 
Water Quality Certification Unit 

cc with enclosure 

Mr. Mike Jewel, US Army Corps of Engineers, Sacramento 
Mr. Orvin Lambert, El Dorado County DOT, Placerville 
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CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 

DISCHARGER: 

LOCATION & COUNTY: 

CONTACT(S}: 

INSPECTED BY: 

1NSPECTION DATE(S): 

BACKGROUND: 

Fred Dean-Turner, General Manager Auburn Lake Trails Property Ovmers 
Association 

John Plymyer, President of the Auburn Lake Trails Property Owners 
Association 

Board of Directors, Auburn Lake Trails Property Owners Association 

1400 American River Trail, Cool, CA 95614 

Richard San Miguel, Fred Dean-Turner, John Plymyer 

Patrick Gillum 

5 May 2003, and 9 May 2003 

During the last week of April, and the first week of May, I received a number of anonymous complaints concerning 
activities that were threaten water quality occurring in the Auburn Lake Trails (ALT) subdivision located ifl Cool. 
The complaints alleged that the ALT Property Owners Association had directed the filling in of a wetland to 
construct an amphitheater; that they had allowed slash from tree cutting to fall into drainages or creeks in the 
campground; that they allowed a number of home sites to be worked on (by contractors) during periods when 
winter-like storms were occurring; that they were in the process of planning major changes in the horse paddock 
area near highway l 93 that would dramatically increase contaminated storm runoff into the American River; that 
they were stockpiling horse manure in a "recycling area" that allowed contaminated runoff to enter the American 
River; that they had entered a wetland/lake area for the purpose of mowing the area, cleaning out seasonal 
drainages, and that they had plans to install culverts in several of those drainages that drained into the wetland and 
the lake and to fill in portions of the wetland by bringing in truckloads of decomposed granite and construct a 
walking trail at the same lake without obtaining any type of permits. 

5 MAY 2003 OBSERVATIONS: 

On 5 May 2003 at 1130 hours I entered the ALT subdivision, after identifying myself at the guard/gate area and 
after obtaining a map of the subdivision, to inspect suspected wetland fill and complaints. At "Indian Bow Lake" 
ALT Property 0\vners Association were planning to install culverts in seasonal creeks, mow riparian habitat, and 
then dump truckloads of decomposed along the lake (photos 1,2,3,4, &5). I noticed there were tracks in the 
wetland area apparently caused by some type of equipment (photo 6). 

I then went to the amphitheater/campground area where I noticed several water quality problems. An area of 
approximately 1-2 acres had recently been cleared, and the adjacent wetlands had been filled by grading and 
placement of dirt, and slash over a natural drainage to a creek. 

I Approved: 
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CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
INSPECTION REPORT 

There were no Best Management Practices (BMPs) to stabilize the area even though it had been raining and storms 
were expected to resume later in the week (photos 7, 8, 9, & 10). I walked up a road following the creek and 
observed slash (from tree cutting) laying in the creek, and wetland area. Whole downed trees were in the 
watercourse (photos 11, 12, 13, & 14). In one area, it appeared that heavy equipment had been used to access an 
area to cut trees. Sediment and slash were present in the creek (photos 15, & 16). 

I inspected the "Recycling Area" which I estimated to be approximately 200-feet long by 100-feet wide. 
observed horse manure, approximately l O tons, and 6-feet high in parts stacked on two side of an access road. This 
area was not contained, and there was a creak below it. I observed contaminated runoff running dovmhill into the 
creek (photo 17). 

On my way to the office, I pulled across highway 193 and looked at the existing horse barn and paddock area 
(photo 18). 

At approximately 1700 hours, I met with Fred Dean-Turner, General Manager of Auburn Lake Trails, and Richard 
San Miguel. After introductions were made we discussed all of the above issues. From the unauthorized fill that 
has occurred at the campgrollild/arnphitheatre; the slash that is laying in the nearby wetland and creek; the 
proposed filling of wetlands and waters of the U.S. that occur at/or on the shoreline of "Indian Bow Lake"; the 
planned installation of culverts anywhere in ALT, but specifically around the Lake, the taking of riparian habitat 
around the lake; the uncontained horse manure draining into the American River from the Recycling Area; the 
plans to re-grade and build additional horse paddocks and roadways and add additional contaminated storm water 
that would enter the American River; and unchecked home sites that have sediment running into waters of the 
state. Mr. San Miguel admitted to filling in the wetland area at the campgrmmd, as well as working in a seasonal 
drainage that drained into "Indian Bow Lake". Mr. San Miguel said that he used to be the Compliance Officer in 
charge of erosion control, but with his responsibilities now being maintenance, there was no one to resume his 
previous responsibilities as a "compliance officer". 

Mr. Fred Dean-Turner q.ssured me that no additional work would be done at any of the above sites until he receives 
my Inspection Report, a possible "Notice of Violation", and authorization to proceed with his projects. He also 
assured me that no additional fi11 would be placed in and around the campground, or "Indian Bow Lake". 

On Wednesday, May 7, 2003 I contacted Mr. Randy Pollack. Mr. Turner had explained that he was working on 
two residential lots and confim1ed that he did not have adequate Sediment and Erosion Control measures in place. 
I also contacted the Creals who also had a contractor working on their lot without Sediment and Erosion Control 
measures in place. Each stated that they would implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) immediately. 

I also contacted Mr. Bill Schalker, (the volunteer who is coordinating efforts to fill in the wetlands at "Indian Bow 
Lake") and asked him what his plans were. He confirmed that he will oversee the installation of culverts, the 
mowing of wetlands, and the dumping of decomposed granite to make a "walking path" around the lake. I 
informed him that he would need a 404, 401 or WDRs permit to do that project. He stated that there were no 
wetlands present around the lake. He also said all of the residents in ALT wanted this project done, and he had the 
full support of Mr. Fred Dean-Turner, and the ALT Board President, Mr. Plymyer. 

I contacted Mr. Plymyer late in the afternoon and discussed with him the same issues that were addressed with Mr. 
Turner, Mr. San Miguel, and Mr. Schalker. Mr. Plymyer assured me that pennits would be obtained (as discussed 
with Mr. Turner and Mr. San Miguel) for future and current projects requiring them. He stated that Mr. Schalker 
had no support from him, the ALT Board, or anyone in the office. 

Approved: 
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CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
INSPECTION REPORT 

SUMMARY: 

Inspection of the Auburn Lake Trails revealed problems areas, which threaten water quality. Auburn Lake Trails 
Property Owners Association have discharged waste in violation of the California Water Code by constructing an 
amphitheater in a wetlands, by stock piling manure waste, and by failing to provide erosion controls on 
construction project within the subdivision. The ALT Property Owners Association should be requested to take 
corrective action and to obtain the necessary permits to comply with State and Federal Regulations. 

Patrick G. Gillum., Area Inspector 

Approved: 
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VOLUME III - DESIGN STANDARD FOR LOT OR PARCEL 
(NOT SUBDIVISIONS) 

SECTION 1: GRADING PERMIT REQUIREMENTS 

All grading muet comply with the El Dorado County Grading 
Ordinance, Chapter 15.14, for multifamily, commercial and 
industrial construction. 

Grading for single family residence construction shall 
require a grading permit only if one of the following 
prescriptive standards are exceeded: the driveway grade 
below 3,000-foot elevation exceeds 15% (nonsurfaced) or 
20% {asphalt or concrete surfaced) and for above 3,000-
foot elevation exceeds 15% {nonsurfaced) or 15% (asphait 
or concrete surfaced), the cut (not supported by the 
house foundation} or fill earthwork exceeds 5 feet in 
height, the excavation or fill quantity will exceed 250 
cubic yards: the removal, plowing under, or burial of 
more than 10,000 square feet of surface area on slopes 
10% or greater will occur; grading will change existing 
drainage courses {ditches or swales) on lot or parcel; 
the proposed grading/construction ectivity will alter 
previously placed erosion control items on the lot or 
parcel. 
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e California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
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Robert Schneider, Chair 
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Philip Crimmins 
State Clearinghouse 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
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3443 Routier Road, Suite A. Sacrameoto, California 95!27-3003 
Phone (916) 255-3000 • FAX (916) 2S5-301S 

Gray Davis 
Gowrnor 

COMMENTS TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE EL DORADO 
COUNTY GENERAL PLAN, SCH NO. 2001082030, EL DORADO COUNTY 

Staff have reviewed the May 2003 " Draft Environmental Impact Report for the El Dorado County 
General Plan (SCH No. 2001082030)". This Draft E1R identifies and assesses the anticipated 
environmental effects of the adoption and implementation of a Genera.I Plan for the County of El 
Dorado. The General Plan is intended to provide a long-term framework with which land use planning 
decisions will be made. 

Our agency is delegated the responsibility of protecting the quality of the groundwater and surface 
waters of the state, and so our cqmments will only address c.oncems surrounding those issues. 

l. The Development Approval Process Section on page 5.1-12 provides a discussion on the 
differences between pennits by right ("ministerial") and discretionary permits. The document states 
that " Uses permitted by right are, by definition, those uses and permits, such as building permits, 
that the County (through the General Plan and/or Zoning Ordinance) has exempted from 
discretionary action. As ministerial projects, these permits are generally exempt from CEQA 
review." Please keep in mind that Section 13260 of the California Water Code (CWC) requires that 
any project for which waste is proposed to be discharged to either surface waters or land must 
submit a Report of Waste Discharge to the Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional 
Board). The Regional Board is not able to adopt Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs), or a 
waiver of WDRs, unless a CEQA document has been prepared for the project. 

2. Section 5 2 discusses, among other items, the El Dorado regulatory programs related to agriculture 
and forest resources in El Dorado County. The Wineries Ordinance discussion states that wineries 
are permitted by right within certain agricultural zone districts. However. wastewater discharges 
from wineries are regulated by the Regional Board, and as stated above, the Board must comply 
with the requirements of CEQA in adopting permits. The "by right" permitting of wineries 
probably does not provide the necessary CEQA documents, and therefore either the County or the 
winery's consultant would be required to prepare a CEQA document for each winery to be 
permitted by the Board. 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

0 Recycled Ptlp'lr 

The energy challenge facing C&iifoniia is rul. Every Californian needs to take immediate actioo to reduce enagy consumption. 
For & list of simple ways you cm reduce demand and rut your energy rosts, see our Web-site at hup:1/www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcbS 
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Philip Crimmins 
State Clearinghouse 

-2- 12 June 2003 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Section 5.5.2 addresses potential impacts related to wastewater flows and system infrastructure 
that could results from population and employment growth, and provides a description of how 
t.iastewater is treated and disposed of within the county. The subsection that discusses 
"'Wastewater Treated by Wastewater Treatment Plants" fails to describe the El Dorado Irrigation 
District's Camino Heights wastewater treatment plant. 

Page 5.5-77 discusses the Union Mine Septage Treatment and Disposal Facility, and states that 
..Within the next two years, and to accommodate growth and acceptance of winery waste, the 
County plans to almost double the capacity of the treatment facility to a maximum capacity of 
approximately 30,000 gallons per day." In addition, the document states that County staff plan to 
expand the sprayfield by two acres to accommodate growth. The Union Mine Septage Treatment 

- --ai1a Storage Fac1htyts curren1fy reguTated byWDRs Order No.98.:,238, whlch allows a current" 
flow of 30,000 gallons per day. Please keep in mind that if the septage treatment and disposal 
facility is expanded handle flows greater that what is allowed by WDRs Order No. 98-238, or the 
sprayfields are expanded to greater than the four acres allowed by the.WDRs, then the County will 
need to apply for updated WDRs. 

Pages 5.5-78 and 5.5-79 provide a description of the regulatory roles provided by the El Dorado 
County Environmental Health Department. the State Water Resources Control Board (State 
Board), and the Regional Board regarding wastewater treatment and disposal systems. The 
document states that the State Board and Regional Board issue and enforce permits (i.e., WDRs) 
for WWTPs. In addition to issuing permits for WWTPs, the Regional Board requires that a 
RWD be submitted for individual onsite septic systems for any residential subdivision of over 100 
homes, and for any development where septic tank effluent is disposed to a community leachfield 
(common disposal systems). In addition, the Regional Board relies on each county to implement 
an on-site sewage disposal system program consistent with our Basin Plan which includes septic 
tank "Guidelines". The Regional Board has waived WDRs for individual on-site septic system 
discharges from single-family residences in those counties enforcing an ordinance that complies 
with the Board's "Guidelines". The "Guidelines" provide that land developments consisting of 
less than 100 lots will be processed by the county while tentative maps containing 100 lots or 
m01e shall be traJ1smltt&ho me-B~ompruued1Jy a RWD. Our Board does nolliive 
resources for a formal program to monitor individual sewage disposal practices for the 38 counties 
within the Central Valley Region. Therefore, it is important for El Dorado County to ensure 
compliance with all of the criteria within the .. Guidelines". 

Page 5.5-81 prqvides a discussion on projected wastewater flows and treatment plant capacities· 
for the El Dorado Irrigation District's El Dorado Hills and Deer Creek WWTPs. Based on the 
projected flows and current capacities, the Draft ElR indicates that the current treatment capacity 
would be reached at the El Dorado Hills WWTP around 2015, and at the Deer Creek WWTP 
around 2025. If the WWTP' s are expanded to treat, store, and dispose of flows greater than what 
each plant is permitted for, then the WDRs will need to be updated. 

Page 5.5-93 provides a very brief discussion on the potential impacts of water quality from 
industrial sources. Specifically, it states that "Industrial land uses such as sand and gravel 
operations, and lumber mills can result in stream turbidity and toxic substances". As stated above, 

------------------------------------·· ---------- ·-------· 
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Philip Crimmins 
State Clearinghouse 

12 June 2003 

8. 

any facility, including industrial facilities, that discharge waste to land and/or surface waters must 
submit a RWD to the Regional Board prior to the initiation of any discharge of wastewater. If 
such facilities are discharging wastewater and are not regulated by WDRs, then the discharge is in 
violation of the California Water Code. 

Page 5.5-94, the Onsite Wastewater Treatment System section, states that onsite sewage systems 
are used for single-family residences, multifamily residences, trailer parks, public facilities, 
campgrounds, and commercial or industrial establishments, including wineries. As stated above, 
the Regional Board has waived WDRs for individual on-site septic system discharges from single
family res.idences in those counties enforcing an ordinance that complies with the Board's 
"Guidelines". The waived WDRs only apply to single-family residences or the equivalent, 
discharging domestic wastewater. Regional Board counsel has determined that .. or equivalent" 
corresponds to flows of less than 5,000 gpd. This waiver does not apply to the discharge of 
winery process .wastewater, or the discharge of other industrial wastewater. 

9. Page 5 .5-105 of the document states that "County regulations for the proper design and 
installation of onsite systems have been adopted by the County Board of supervisors and have 
been reviewed and accepted by the RWQCB." However, Regional Board staff has no record that 
we have reviewed or accepted th& County's regulations for design and installation of onsite septic 
tanks/leachfield systems. As directed by Assembly Bill 885, the State Board is in the process of 
developing updated regulations for onsite septic systems, and the Regional Board will be required 
to implement these updated regulations with, each County within our region. 

10. The section on page 5.5-103 discussing the Regional Board's permitting of wineries is in error. 
Winery wastewater can contajn extremely low pH levels, but this is not the cause of nitrate in the 
groundwater. Winery wastewater also contains high concentrations of nitrogen and salt. 
Groundwater monitoring at wineries throughout the Central Valley has shown that the application 
of winery wastewater to land can cause the underlying groundwater to be degraded by salts 
(measured as total dissolved solids) and nitrogen. The document states that the permitting of 
wineries is completed at the local level. It should be noted that the County has no authority under 

-the California Water Code to permit the discharge of industrial wastewater, including the process 
wastewater from wineries. The Regional Board is in the process of adopting a regulatory scheme 
for wineries, including a General Order for Onsite Storage/Offsite Disposal (adopted in March 
2003), a waiver for small food processors, including wineries (to be considered for adoption in 
July 2003), a General Order for Land Disposal of Winery Wastewater (projected to be considered 
in December 2003), and individual WDRs for wineries that do not meet the conditions of either 
General Order or the waiver. 
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Philip Crimmins -4- 12June2003 

· State Clearinghouse 

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please 

telephone me at (916) 255-3389. 

SCOTI KRANHOill 
Waste Discharge to Land Unit 

cc: John Morgan, El Dorado County Environmen~al Health Department, Placerville 
Conrad Montgomery, El Dorado County Planning Department, Placerville 

- -- -=-Bttt€-arey, El Dwado Comity BuildingDepartment;-PlBl:efVille - -
Dan Hinrichs, DJH Engineering, Placerville 
Steven Proe, Greenwood 

---------------------------· -·------
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Mr. Fred Dean-Turner 
General Manager 

Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5 
3443 Routier Road, Suite A, Sacramento, California 95827-3003 

Phone (916) 255-3000 • FAX (916) 255-3015 

Auburn Lake Trails Property Owners Association. 
1400 American River Trail 
Cool, CA 95614 

REQUEST FOR CORRECTNE ACTION, AUBURN LAKE TRAILS, IMP ACTS TO WETLANDS 

AND WATER QUALITY, EL DORADO COUNTY 

Enclosed is a copy of an inspection report covering a complaint investigation on 5 May and 9 May 2003. 
During the site visits to the Auburn Lake Trails we identified a number of"areas of concern". The area 
identified as the "campground/amphitheater" was cleared to bare soil without a proper permits. Fill has 
been placed in waters of the state at this location, and without adequate erosion and sediment controls, 
contaminated runoff has entered the watershed. This area needs to be restored to it's original condition, 
water quality needs to be protected, and steps need to be taken to re-vegetate the area adjacent to the 

creek once it has been cleaned out (all the slash that is laying around). 

There were several lots that had heavy equipment operating on them, or that had been scraped to bare 
soil. These lots did not have adequate erosion or sediment controls in place, and contaminated runoff 

was running from the lots and into nearby creeks. 

There is a massive amount of horse manure currently stockpiled at your "recycling center". This 
material is not contained, and is running downhill into the American River watershed. You will be 
contacted by one of our staff from the "confined animal" section. However, the manure waste is a threat 

to water quality and should be addresses immediately. 

There are apparently plans to fill in areas of wetland around "Indian Bow Lake", including culverts, 
decomposed granite, etc., also without the necessary permits. Please be aware that any construction, 
filling or dredging within water of the state or that threaten waters of the state must be properly 
permitted. Failure to obtain the necessary permits may and failure to protect water quality while 
conduction those activities may result in formal enforcement action. The Regional Board can impose 
administrative civil liabilities for violations of the California Water Code. The maximum fine for each 
day of violation is ten thousand dollars ($10,000), with additional liability ofup to $10 per gallon of 

waste discharged, in excess of 1,000 gallons. 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

y Recycled Paper 

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy-consumption. 
For a list of simple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see our Web-site at http:!/www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5 
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Fred Dean-Turner 
ALT Property Owners Association 
El Dorado County 

- 2 - 15 May2003 

In addition, you indicated there are plans to increase the number of horses currently boarded at the 
paddock area upslope and adjacent to Highway 193. These horses would be confined and outside. With 
the additional horses, the grading towards Hw-y 193, and the construction of access roads to the new 
paddocks, there may be additional contaminated runoff entering the tributary to the American River. 
Please consider alternatives, which may be less of a threat to water quality. 

As discussed the current activities which have impacted water quality must stop. Please be aware that 
continued construction, and filling of wetlands without the proper permits is a violation of the California 
Water Code. Please submit a report by 15 June 2003 addressing our concerns. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at (916) 255-3397, or George Day at (916) 255-3506. 

Patrick G. Gillum 
Environmental Scientist 
Water Quality Certification Unit 

cc with enclosure 

Mr. Mike Jewel, US Army Corps of Engineers, Sacramento 
Mr. Orvin Lambert, El Dorado County DOT, Placerville 
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CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 

DISCHARGER: 

LOCATION & COUNTY: 

CONTACT(S}: 

INSPECTED BY: 

1NSPECTION DATE(S): 

BACKGROUND: 

Fred Dean-Turner, General Manager Auburn Lake Trails Property Ovmers 
Association 

John Plymyer, President of the Auburn Lake Trails Property Owners 
Association 

Board of Directors, Auburn Lake Trails Property Owners Association 

1400 American River Trail, Cool, CA 95614 

Richard San Miguel, Fred Dean-Turner, John Plymyer 

Patrick Gillum 

5 May 2003, and 9 May 2003 

During the last week of April, and the first week of May, I received a number of anonymous complaints concerning 
activities that were threaten water quality occurring in the Auburn Lake Trails (ALT) subdivision located ifl Cool. 
The complaints alleged that the ALT Property Owners Association had directed the filling in of a wetland to 
construct an amphitheater; that they had allowed slash from tree cutting to fall into drainages or creeks in the 
campground; that they allowed a number of home sites to be worked on (by contractors) during periods when 
winter-like storms were occurring; that they were in the process of planning major changes in the horse paddock 
area near highway l 93 that would dramatically increase contaminated storm runoff into the American River; that 
they were stockpiling horse manure in a "recycling area" that allowed contaminated runoff to enter the American 
River; that they had entered a wetland/lake area for the purpose of mowing the area, cleaning out seasonal 
drainages, and that they had plans to install culverts in several of those drainages that drained into the wetland and 
the lake and to fill in portions of the wetland by bringing in truckloads of decomposed granite and construct a 
walking trail at the same lake without obtaining any type of permits. 

5 MAY 2003 OBSERVATIONS: 

On 5 May 2003 at 1130 hours I entered the ALT subdivision, after identifying myself at the guard/gate area and 
after obtaining a map of the subdivision, to inspect suspected wetland fill and complaints. At "Indian Bow Lake" 
ALT Property 0\vners Association were planning to install culverts in seasonal creeks, mow riparian habitat, and 
then dump truckloads of decomposed along the lake (photos 1,2,3,4, &5). I noticed there were tracks in the 
wetland area apparently caused by some type of equipment (photo 6). 

I then went to the amphitheater/campground area where I noticed several water quality problems. An area of 
approximately 1-2 acres had recently been cleared, and the adjacent wetlands had been filled by grading and 
placement of dirt, and slash over a natural drainage to a creek. 

I Approved: 
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CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
INSPECTION REPORT 

There were no Best Management Practices (BMPs) to stabilize the area even though it had been raining and storms 
were expected to resume later in the week (photos 7, 8, 9, & 10). I walked up a road following the creek and 
observed slash (from tree cutting) laying in the creek, and wetland area. Whole downed trees were in the 
watercourse (photos 11, 12, 13, & 14). In one area, it appeared that heavy equipment had been used to access an 
area to cut trees. Sediment and slash were present in the creek (photos 15, & 16). 

I inspected the "Recycling Area" which I estimated to be approximately 200-feet long by 100-feet wide. 
observed horse manure, approximately l O tons, and 6-feet high in parts stacked on two side of an access road. This 
area was not contained, and there was a creak below it. I observed contaminated runoff running dovmhill into the 
creek (photo 17). 

On my way to the office, I pulled across highway 193 and looked at the existing horse barn and paddock area 
(photo 18). 

At approximately 1700 hours, I met with Fred Dean-Turner, General Manager of Auburn Lake Trails, and Richard 
San Miguel. After introductions were made we discussed all of the above issues. From the unauthorized fill that 
has occurred at the campgrollild/arnphitheatre; the slash that is laying in the nearby wetland and creek; the 
proposed filling of wetlands and waters of the U.S. that occur at/or on the shoreline of "Indian Bow Lake"; the 
planned installation of culverts anywhere in ALT, but specifically around the Lake, the taking of riparian habitat 
around the lake; the uncontained horse manure draining into the American River from the Recycling Area; the 
plans to re-grade and build additional horse paddocks and roadways and add additional contaminated storm water 
that would enter the American River; and unchecked home sites that have sediment running into waters of the 
state. Mr. San Miguel admitted to filling in the wetland area at the campgrmmd, as well as working in a seasonal 
drainage that drained into "Indian Bow Lake". Mr. San Miguel said that he used to be the Compliance Officer in 
charge of erosion control, but with his responsibilities now being maintenance, there was no one to resume his 
previous responsibilities as a "compliance officer". 

Mr. Fred Dean-Turner q.ssured me that no additional work would be done at any of the above sites until he receives 
my Inspection Report, a possible "Notice of Violation", and authorization to proceed with his projects. He also 
assured me that no additional fi11 would be placed in and around the campground, or "Indian Bow Lake". 

On Wednesday, May 7, 2003 I contacted Mr. Randy Pollack. Mr. Turner had explained that he was working on 
two residential lots and confim1ed that he did not have adequate Sediment and Erosion Control measures in place. 
I also contacted the Creals who also had a contractor working on their lot without Sediment and Erosion Control 
measures in place. Each stated that they would implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) immediately. 

I also contacted Mr. Bill Schalker, (the volunteer who is coordinating efforts to fill in the wetlands at "Indian Bow 
Lake") and asked him what his plans were. He confirmed that he will oversee the installation of culverts, the 
mowing of wetlands, and the dumping of decomposed granite to make a "walking path" around the lake. I 
informed him that he would need a 404, 401 or WDRs permit to do that project. He stated that there were no 
wetlands present around the lake. He also said all of the residents in ALT wanted this project done, and he had the 
full support of Mr. Fred Dean-Turner, and the ALT Board President, Mr. Plymyer. 

I contacted Mr. Plymyer late in the afternoon and discussed with him the same issues that were addressed with Mr. 
Turner, Mr. San Miguel, and Mr. Schalker. Mr. Plymyer assured me that pennits would be obtained (as discussed 
with Mr. Turner and Mr. San Miguel) for future and current projects requiring them. He stated that Mr. Schalker 
had no support from him, the ALT Board, or anyone in the office. 

Approved: 
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CENTRAL VALLEY REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
INSPECTION REPORT 

SUMMARY: 

Inspection of the Auburn Lake Trails revealed problems areas, which threaten water quality. Auburn Lake Trails 
Property Owners Association have discharged waste in violation of the California Water Code by constructing an 
amphitheater in a wetlands, by stock piling manure waste, and by failing to provide erosion controls on 
construction project within the subdivision. The ALT Property Owners Association should be requested to take 
corrective action and to obtain the necessary permits to comply with State and Federal Regulations. 

Patrick G. Gillum., Area Inspector 

Approved: 
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VOLUME III - DESIGN STANDARD FOR LOT OR PARCEL 
(NOT SUBDIVISIONS) 

SECTION 1: GRADING PERMIT REQUIREMENTS 

All grading muet comply with the El Dorado County Grading 
Ordinance, Chapter 15.14, for multifamily, commercial and 
industrial construction. 

Grading for single family residence construction shall 
require a grading permit only if one of the following 
prescriptive standards are exceeded: the driveway grade 
below 3,000-foot elevation exceeds 15% (nonsurfaced) or 
20% {asphalt or concrete surfaced) and for above 3,000-
foot elevation exceeds 15% {nonsurfaced) or 15% (asphait 
or concrete surfaced), the cut (not supported by the 
house foundation} or fill earthwork exceeds 5 feet in 
height, the excavation or fill quantity will exceed 250 
cubic yards: the removal, plowing under, or burial of 
more than 10,000 square feet of surface area on slopes 
10% or greater will occur; grading will change existing 
drainage courses {ditches or swales) on lot or parcel; 
the proposed grading/construction ectivity will alter 
previously placed erosion control items on the lot or 
parcel. 

46a 
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e California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Central Valley Region 

Robert Schneider, Chair 
Wimton H. IDdrox 

Secretary for 
Environnwual 

Protection 

12 June 2003 

Philip Crimmins 
State Clearinghouse 
1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Sacramento Main Office 
mtemet Address: hl:lp://www.svm:b.ca.govlrwqcb5 

3443 Routier Road, Suite A. Sacrameoto, California 95!27-3003 
Phone (916) 255-3000 • FAX (916) 2S5-301S 

Gray Davis 
Gowrnor 

COMMENTS TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE EL DORADO 
COUNTY GENERAL PLAN, SCH NO. 2001082030, EL DORADO COUNTY 

Staff have reviewed the May 2003 " Draft Environmental Impact Report for the El Dorado County 
General Plan (SCH No. 2001082030)". This Draft E1R identifies and assesses the anticipated 
environmental effects of the adoption and implementation of a Genera.I Plan for the County of El 
Dorado. The General Plan is intended to provide a long-term framework with which land use planning 
decisions will be made. 

Our agency is delegated the responsibility of protecting the quality of the groundwater and surface 
waters of the state, and so our cqmments will only address c.oncems surrounding those issues. 

l. The Development Approval Process Section on page 5.1-12 provides a discussion on the 
differences between pennits by right ("ministerial") and discretionary permits. The document states 
that " Uses permitted by right are, by definition, those uses and permits, such as building permits, 
that the County (through the General Plan and/or Zoning Ordinance) has exempted from 
discretionary action. As ministerial projects, these permits are generally exempt from CEQA 
review." Please keep in mind that Section 13260 of the California Water Code (CWC) requires that 
any project for which waste is proposed to be discharged to either surface waters or land must 
submit a Report of Waste Discharge to the Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional 
Board). The Regional Board is not able to adopt Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs), or a 
waiver of WDRs, unless a CEQA document has been prepared for the project. 

2. Section 5 2 discusses, among other items, the El Dorado regulatory programs related to agriculture 
and forest resources in El Dorado County. The Wineries Ordinance discussion states that wineries 
are permitted by right within certain agricultural zone districts. However. wastewater discharges 
from wineries are regulated by the Regional Board, and as stated above, the Board must comply 
with the requirements of CEQA in adopting permits. The "by right" permitting of wineries 
probably does not provide the necessary CEQA documents, and therefore either the County or the 
winery's consultant would be required to prepare a CEQA document for each winery to be 
permitted by the Board. 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

0 Recycled Ptlp'lr 

The energy challenge facing C&iifoniia is rul. Every Californian needs to take immediate actioo to reduce enagy consumption. 
For & list of simple ways you cm reduce demand and rut your energy rosts, see our Web-site at hup:1/www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcbS 
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Philip Crimmins 
State Clearinghouse 

-2- 12 June 2003 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Section 5.5.2 addresses potential impacts related to wastewater flows and system infrastructure 
that could results from population and employment growth, and provides a description of how 
t.iastewater is treated and disposed of within the county. The subsection that discusses 
"'Wastewater Treated by Wastewater Treatment Plants" fails to describe the El Dorado Irrigation 
District's Camino Heights wastewater treatment plant. 

Page 5.5-77 discusses the Union Mine Septage Treatment and Disposal Facility, and states that 
..Within the next two years, and to accommodate growth and acceptance of winery waste, the 
County plans to almost double the capacity of the treatment facility to a maximum capacity of 
approximately 30,000 gallons per day." In addition, the document states that County staff plan to 
expand the sprayfield by two acres to accommodate growth. The Union Mine Septage Treatment 

- --ai1a Storage Fac1htyts curren1fy reguTated byWDRs Order No.98.:,238, whlch allows a current" 
flow of 30,000 gallons per day. Please keep in mind that if the septage treatment and disposal 
facility is expanded handle flows greater that what is allowed by WDRs Order No. 98-238, or the 
sprayfields are expanded to greater than the four acres allowed by the.WDRs, then the County will 
need to apply for updated WDRs. 

Pages 5.5-78 and 5.5-79 provide a description of the regulatory roles provided by the El Dorado 
County Environmental Health Department. the State Water Resources Control Board (State 
Board), and the Regional Board regarding wastewater treatment and disposal systems. The 
document states that the State Board and Regional Board issue and enforce permits (i.e., WDRs) 
for WWTPs. In addition to issuing permits for WWTPs, the Regional Board requires that a 
RWD be submitted for individual onsite septic systems for any residential subdivision of over 100 
homes, and for any development where septic tank effluent is disposed to a community leachfield 
(common disposal systems). In addition, the Regional Board relies on each county to implement 
an on-site sewage disposal system program consistent with our Basin Plan which includes septic 
tank "Guidelines". The Regional Board has waived WDRs for individual on-site septic system 
discharges from single-family residences in those counties enforcing an ordinance that complies 
with the Board's "Guidelines". The "Guidelines" provide that land developments consisting of 
less than 100 lots will be processed by the county while tentative maps containing 100 lots or 
m01e shall be traJ1smltt&ho me-B~ompruued1Jy a RWD. Our Board does nolliive 
resources for a formal program to monitor individual sewage disposal practices for the 38 counties 
within the Central Valley Region. Therefore, it is important for El Dorado County to ensure 
compliance with all of the criteria within the .. Guidelines". 

Page 5.5-81 prqvides a discussion on projected wastewater flows and treatment plant capacities· 
for the El Dorado Irrigation District's El Dorado Hills and Deer Creek WWTPs. Based on the 
projected flows and current capacities, the Draft ElR indicates that the current treatment capacity 
would be reached at the El Dorado Hills WWTP around 2015, and at the Deer Creek WWTP 
around 2025. If the WWTP' s are expanded to treat, store, and dispose of flows greater than what 
each plant is permitted for, then the WDRs will need to be updated. 

Page 5.5-93 provides a very brief discussion on the potential impacts of water quality from 
industrial sources. Specifically, it states that "Industrial land uses such as sand and gravel 
operations, and lumber mills can result in stream turbidity and toxic substances". As stated above, 

------------------------------------·· ---------- ·-------· 
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Philip Crimmins 
State Clearinghouse 

12 June 2003 

8. 

any facility, including industrial facilities, that discharge waste to land and/or surface waters must 
submit a RWD to the Regional Board prior to the initiation of any discharge of wastewater. If 
such facilities are discharging wastewater and are not regulated by WDRs, then the discharge is in 
violation of the California Water Code. 

Page 5.5-94, the Onsite Wastewater Treatment System section, states that onsite sewage systems 
are used for single-family residences, multifamily residences, trailer parks, public facilities, 
campgrounds, and commercial or industrial establishments, including wineries. As stated above, 
the Regional Board has waived WDRs for individual on-site septic system discharges from single
family res.idences in those counties enforcing an ordinance that complies with the Board's 
"Guidelines". The waived WDRs only apply to single-family residences or the equivalent, 
discharging domestic wastewater. Regional Board counsel has determined that .. or equivalent" 
corresponds to flows of less than 5,000 gpd. This waiver does not apply to the discharge of 
winery process .wastewater, or the discharge of other industrial wastewater. 

9. Page 5 .5-105 of the document states that "County regulations for the proper design and 
installation of onsite systems have been adopted by the County Board of supervisors and have 
been reviewed and accepted by the RWQCB." However, Regional Board staff has no record that 
we have reviewed or accepted th& County's regulations for design and installation of onsite septic 
tanks/leachfield systems. As directed by Assembly Bill 885, the State Board is in the process of 
developing updated regulations for onsite septic systems, and the Regional Board will be required 
to implement these updated regulations with, each County within our region. 

10. The section on page 5.5-103 discussing the Regional Board's permitting of wineries is in error. 
Winery wastewater can contajn extremely low pH levels, but this is not the cause of nitrate in the 
groundwater. Winery wastewater also contains high concentrations of nitrogen and salt. 
Groundwater monitoring at wineries throughout the Central Valley has shown that the application 
of winery wastewater to land can cause the underlying groundwater to be degraded by salts 
(measured as total dissolved solids) and nitrogen. The document states that the permitting of 
wineries is completed at the local level. It should be noted that the County has no authority under 

-the California Water Code to permit the discharge of industrial wastewater, including the process 
wastewater from wineries. The Regional Board is in the process of adopting a regulatory scheme 
for wineries, including a General Order for Onsite Storage/Offsite Disposal (adopted in March 
2003), a waiver for small food processors, including wineries (to be considered for adoption in 
July 2003), a General Order for Land Disposal of Winery Wastewater (projected to be considered 
in December 2003), and individual WDRs for wineries that do not meet the conditions of either 
General Order or the waiver. 
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Philip Crimmins -4- 12June2003 

· State Clearinghouse 

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please 

telephone me at (916) 255-3389. 

SCOTI KRANHOill 
Waste Discharge to Land Unit 

cc: John Morgan, El Dorado County Environmen~al Health Department, Placerville 
Conrad Montgomery, El Dorado County Planning Department, Placerville 

- -- -=-Bttt€-arey, El Dwado Comity BuildingDepartment;-PlBl:efVille - -
Dan Hinrichs, DJH Engineering, Placerville 
Steven Proe, Greenwood 

---------------------------· -·------
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Assembly Bill :\"o. 885 

CHAPTER 781 

An act ro add Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 13290\ to 
Di,·ision 7 of the \Vater Code, relating to water. 

1'·\ppw..-cd by Go,·emor S<::ptember 27. 2000. Filed 
with Secrerary of State September 27. 2000.] 

LEGlSL.AT!VE COUNSEL'S D!GEST 

AB S85. Jackson. Onsite sewage treatment systems. 
Existing law authorizes a California regional water quality control 

board t0 prohibit. under specified circumstances, the discharge of 
waste from individual disposal systems or community collection and 

disposal systems that use subsurface disposal. 
This bill would require the State Water Resources Control Board, 

on or before January l. 2004, and in consultation with the State 
Department of Health Services. the California Coastal Commission. 
the California Conference of Directors of Environmental Health, 
counties. cities, and other interested parties, to adopt, specified 
regulations or standards for the pamitting and operation of 
prescribed onsitc sewage treatment systems that meet certain 

requirements. 
The bill would require each regional board to incorporate the state 

board's reguiarions or standards into the appropriate regional water 

qualiry control plans. 
The bill would make a statement of legislative intent relating to 

assistance to private property owners \Vith onsite sewage treatment 

systems. 

The people 0(1he Swre o{Cali(ornia do enacr us follows: 

SECTION Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 1329{)) is 

added to OiYision 7 of the Water Code. to read: 

CHAPTER 4.5. 0~S1TE SEWAGE TRL\T\!E:\T SYSTE'.\1S 

! .3 2()0. For the purposes of this chapter: 
(a) ··Local agency" means any of the following entities: 
( l ) 0\ city. county. or city and county. 
(2 l .·\ special district fom1ed pursuant to gcr.cral law or special act 

for the local perfonnance of functions regarding onsite sewage 

treatment systems within limited boundaries. 
i bl "Onsite sewage treatment systems includes indi\·idual 

dispo~al systems. community collection and disposal systems. and 

90 
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Ch. 781 2 

alternative collection and disposal systems that use subsurface 

disposal. 
13291. (al On or before January l. 2004. the stJte board. in 

consultation with the State Department of Health Services. the 
California Coastal Commission. the California Conference of 
Directors of Environmental Health. counties. cities, and other 
interested parties, shall adopt regulations or standards for the 
penmttmg and operation of all of the following onsite sewage 
treatment systems in the state and shall apply those regulations or 
standards commencing six months after their adoptions: 

(I) Any system that is constructed or replaced. 
i 21 Any system that is subject to a major repair. 

Any system that p,1ols or discharges rn the surface. 
system that. in the Judgment of a regional board or 
locai di~chargcs waste that has the reasonable 

potential of \.Yater quality objectives. or to impair 
present or future beneficial uses of water, to cause pollution. 
nuisance, or contamination of the waters of the state. 

i bi Regulations or standards adopted pursuant to subdivision (a), 
shall include, but shall not be limited to. all of the following: 

(I) \1inimum operaung requirements that may include siting. 

constrnction, and performance requirements. 
( 2) Requirements for onsitc se,<.1age treatment systems adjacent 

to impaired waters identified pursuant to subdivision (dl of Section 
303 of the Clean Water Act (33 C.S.C. Sec. 13 I 3(d)). 

( 3) Requirements authorizing a qualified local agency to 
implement those requirements adopted under this chapter within its 
_iuri,;dicnon if that local agency requests that authorization. 

Hi Requirements for conective action when onsitc sewage 
treatment systems fail to meet the requirements or standards. 

( 51 \linimum requirements for monitoring used to determine 
system or systems performance. if applicable. 

i 6 \ Exemption criteria to be established by regional boards. 
, 7 i Requirements for dctcm1ining a system that is subject to a 

maJor repair. as pro\'ided in paragraph \2) of subdi\'ision (a). 
i c i This chapter dc,es not diminish or otherwise affect the 

.1L::l-rnn:y ot· a locil agency to carry out laws. other than this chapter. 
th:ir relate w onsitc scwa:,:c treatment systems 

\Ji This chapter docs not preempt any regional board or local 
agrnc:-, frc,m adopting or retaining standards for onsite sewage 
treatment systems that arc more protective of the public health or 

the c:m ironmcnt than this chapter. 
i e 1 [3ch rcgion~d board sh3ll incorporate the or 

q;ir.dJrds adopted pursuant to subdivisions (a) and into the 
regional \,·atcr quality control plans. 

It 1s the !ntent of the Legislc.turc to assist pri\'ate properry 
owner, 1\ ith cx,strng systems who incur costs as a result of the 

90 
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1mplernentatlon of the regulations established under this section by 
encouraging the state board to make loans under Chapter 6.5 
(commencing with Section 13475) to local agencies to assist private 
oroperrv owners whose cost of comoliance with these regulations 
~xc~ed; one-half of one percent of thd current assessed valu; of the 
property on \,·h1ch the onsitc sewage system is located. 

1329 l.7. Nothmg in this chapter shall be construed to limit the 
land ~1sc authority of any city. county, or city and county. 

0 
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AIS Document Retrieval http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/ cgi-bin/waisgate?WAISdocID=277 6699 ... 

CALIFORNIA CODES 
WATER CODE 
SECTION 13290-13291.7 

13290. For the purposes of this chapter: 
(a) "Local agency" means a.:-iy of the following entities: 
(1) A city, county, or city and county. 
( 2) P.. special district formed pursuant to general law or special 

act for the local performance of £unctions regarding onsite sewage 
treatment systems within limited boundaries. 

(bl "Onsite sewaqe treatment svstems" includes individual discosal 
systems, community ~ollection and. disposal systems, and alternative 
cc-1:ection and disposal systems that i..:se subsurface disposal. 

13291. (a) Or. or before Ja::mary l, 2004, the state board, in 
consultation with the State Department of Health Services, the 
California Coastal Commission, the California Conference of Directors 
of Environmental Health, counties, cities, and other interested 
parties, shall adopt regulations or standards for the permitting and 
operation of all of the following onsite sewage treatment systems in 
the state and shall apply those regulations or standards commencing 
six months after their adoptions: 

(i) Any system that is constructed or replaced. 
(2) fu.'1.Y syscem that is subject to a :najor repair. 
(3) Any system that pools or discharges tc the surface. 
(4) ~.ny that, ir. the judgment of a resional board or 

authorized agency, discharges waste that has the reasonable 
potential to cause a violation of water quality objectives, or co 

present or future beneficial uses of water, to cause 
nuisance, or contamination of the waters of the state. 

(b) Regulations or standards adopted pursuant to subdivision (a), 
shall include, but shall not be limited to, all of the following: 

(1) Minimum operating requirements that may include siting, 
conscruction, and performance requirements. 

(2) Requirements for onsite sewage treatment systems adjacer.t to 
impaired waters identified pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 303 
of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. Sec. 1313(d)). 

( 3) Requiremer.ts authorizing a qualified local agency to imr:;le:nent 
those requirements adopted under this chapter within its 
jurisdiction if that local agency requests that authorization. 

(4) Requirements for corrective action when cnsite sewage 
treatment systems fail to meet: the requirements or standards. 

(5) Minimum requirements for monitoring used to determine system 
er systems performance, if applicable. 

(6) Exemption criteria to be established by regional boards. 
(7) Require:nents for determining a system that is subject to a 

major repair, as provided in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a). 
(c) This chapter does not diminish or otherwise affect the 

authority of a local agency to carry out laws, other than this 
chaoter, that relate to onsite sewaqe treatment systems. 

·(d) This chapter does not preempt any regional board or local 
agency from adopting or retaining standards for or.site sewage 
treatment systems that are mere protective of the public health or 
the environment than this chapter. 

(e) Each regional board shall incorporate the regulations or 
standards adopted pursuant to subdivisions (a) and (bl into the 
appropriate regional water quality control plans. 

.c:11111n, 1.7."1 PT\A 
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13291.5 It is the intent of the Legislature to assist private 
proper::y m,rners with existing systems who incur costs as a result cf 
the implementation of the regulations established under this section 

the stat:e board to make loans uncier Chapter 6.5 by 
(commencing Section 13475) to local agencies to assist private 
property owners whcse ccst of compliance with these regulations 
exceeds one-half of one percent of the current assessed value of the 
property on which the onsite sewage system is located. 

13291.~. Nothing in this chapter sha:l be construed to limit the 
land use authority of any city, county, or city and county. 
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ONE OPTION: 
Gravel is 

inlerspaccd 
with pavcrs 

!I 
toddi'.1e 

a patio. 

'Hardscaping the right way 
There arc benefits lo nol making a concrete decision 
Jl,Y ,\~LA CJ.MN WATFH A<:FN<:IFS 

P tanning a new driveway or 
walkway? H you arc, considrr 

including simple design changPS 
thal will beautify your home and 
prnlecl !fay Arca wat!'fs. 

Designing, also known as 
"hardscaping" a drivcw~y or 
walkway al your home cnn br a 
11111 project Choosing lhe righl 
kind ol materials can make your 
yard and home more allractive 
and inviting, and help protrcl lo
cal creeks, the bay and the dclla. 

"It's one o! those thhlgs most 
people don'I even think about," 
said Geoff Brosseau, executive di
re-:•or ol lhe Bay Area Clean Wa
ter Agencies. "Hui opting for ma
terials olher than concrete when 
hardscaping areas o! your yard 
can have a really positive impacl 

011 walrr quality in 1111' rrgion." animals lhal depend on lhem, and 
l\1osl dnvcways and front walk- prcvcnls some species like tronl 

ways arr conslrnclcd of imprnne- and stcelhcad irom breeding. 
able mal<'rials likr asphall and Tom Richman, landscape ar. 
rnnrrele thal do not ;illow waler chitecl and president of Tom 
to rrach the soil. By preventing Richman and Associales in Palo 
rainwater from infiltraling the Allo, says permeable materials are 
soil, impmneable smlat<'S like tl~<;}ll.~"2!..!.!:£JJQ., 
roads, rooftops and walkways Many people Mt' turning lo 
cause rainwater lo run off directly permeable pavrmenls because of 
to the storm drains, carrying a their allrnctivcncss and benefits lo 
variety o! pollulm1ts such ns pesli- the cnvironmenl," says Richman. 
cides, phosphates, oil and heavy 1.andsr.apc architecl David 
mclals wilh it. This polluted nm· Phelps of Marin's Gardens and 
olf flows untreated lo local waler- Gables agrees. "The trend now is 
ways and can harm fish and other lo use permeable materials !hanks 
wildlife. to the ever-increasing divcrsily 

Compounding the problem, and selcclion of concre!c pavcrs 
the swifter flows caused by imper- i and the popularity or informal 
meable surfaces cause eroswn flagstone patios," says Phelps. 
and deliver rxlra sedimenl inlo Many materials available work 
Bay Area creeks. Scdimenl blocks well for driveways and walkways. 
oul sunlighl, killing plants and Allraclive options include brick, 

natural stone. rrnsl1cd aggregate 
and concrrll' 1111il pavrrs. 

ill Brick. Brick, a lradilional build
ing m~terial lypically made ol 
fiH·d clay, is available in a variety 
of colors, si1.es, materials and fin
ishes to individualiw your walk
way. drivPway or patio design. To 
form a pe1m<'ablc pavcmcnl, lay 
th<' hrir.k wilh sand joinls on a 
crushed rock hasc. firick pave
ment is more pcrmeablc in light 
rains and with widrr joints. 

"Brick would only be used ii 
the clienl alrr.idy had brick us<'d 
in the garden or 011 thr house. )I is 
also somewhat formal and gives 
the ganlrn a more stalely look," 
says Phelps. 

ill Natural stone. Nalural stone, 
like brick, is a traditional building 
material that [orms a permeable 
surface when laid with sand on a 
crushed rock base. These stones 
are available in a variety of natu
ral materials with varying colors, 
shapes, textures and finishes that 
include flagslonc, siale, granite 
and blucslone. 

ill Crushed aggregate. Crushed 
aggregate - or gravel - is a gran
ul~r mat!'rial thal can be laid in 
any shape or conliguration. l'rr
mcabilily increases wilh larger 
aggrrgalc sizes, so open graded 
mi1les are more permeable than 
mixes th~t include fine particles. 

Crushed aggregalr is easy to 
inslall and can he used in walk
ways, patios, parking stalls, or pri. 
vale driveways wilh low potential 
for erosion. Crushed aggregate is 
the best option for expansive soils 
such as clay. For patios and walk
ways, a smaller aggregate should 
be 11sed, but a larger aggregate 
makes a heller driving surface. 

ill Unit paver5. A modem varia
tion of traditional brick tcchnolu· 
gy, concrete unil pavrrs arc dis
crclc unils lhat are usually sci in 
an inlcrlorking pallcrn on a pre
pared sand base. Some of these 

shap<)s form pallNns that inclml(; 
a11 opc11 cell lo increase permc
abilily. 

"As a homeowner, !here are 
lots of factors you take into ron
sideralion when starting a projrct 
likr this," says Brosseau. "Cost is 
in1poria11t, l;ul so is thr look o! 
your house and your neighbor
hood. You want to do soincihing 
lhal will Iii in nicely." 

Phelps helps his clil'nls balance 
these dccisions. "The besl les! !or 
the malerial is to learn the intend
ed use ol the space," says !'helps. 
"Will ii be !or q11icl silling, play
ing sports, tricycle lraflic, vehicu
lar traffic, or just viewed from an 
upstairs window? Form should al
w;1ys follow hmclion." 
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Architects and Urban Planners Can Help Solve Flood. Drought and Water Pollution Problems 

By Roger K. Lewis 

Saturd::iy. September 7. 2002: Page HOS 

\!anagement of the earth's water resources was among the issues discussed at the poliuca!ly charged l.inited Nations World Summit on 
Sustainable Development. which concluded this week in Johannesburg. But l wonder whether there was anv discussion about the 
relationship between managing water resources and architecture and urban design. · 

You didn't ha\"e to anend the conference to know that dealing inteiligentlv with water is a criucal. worldwide challenge. Here and 
else\\ here in the Lnited States. brown lawns. oarched foli::ig;_ drv st;earn~ and water rationing have been constant re~in<lers of this 
summer's drought conditions. Catastrophic f1~oding in Cen~ral a;d Eastern Europe. dramatiz;d by images of the inundated historic heart of 
Prague. underscored the challenge. 

Warer poses three critical sustainability problems: having too little \vhere and when it's needed for habitation. industry and agriculnire: 
ha\·ing too much where and\\ hen it's not wanted: and maintaining water quality to protect and preser.-e natural ecosystems and \viidlifr 

habitats. 

Architecture and urban design can't stop fertilizers and pesticides from washing off farmland into rin:rs and bays, change the jet stream or 
modify rainfall patterns. But they can he1p in addressing and mitigating water problems. \Vhat and how we build directly influences a 
region's water supply as well as the quality of the region's streams. rivers, lakes. bays and coastal waters. 

The essence of the mitigation-by-design strategy is simple: Reduce or minimize the amount of land covered by materials that prevent rain 

from falling directly onto the soil 

Most rain falling on the ground is absorbed. Soil acts as a natural filter and cleanses the water percolating down. The naturally filtered 
\Vater evenrnally reJches underground aquifers or. downhill from where the rain fell. reaches the surface again to feed a spring or stream. 

Because the surfaces of roads and parking lots and the roofs of buildings are impen·ious, v.rtually all the rain falling on these surfaces runs 
off. If it is dumped on the ground. some of it is absorbed. But in urbanized areas, most runoff is collected by storm drains and catch basins, 
These channel the water into networks of culverts and underground pipes. e\·cntually leading to outfalls at streams, bayous. rivers, lakes or 

the sea, 

Rainwater washing across roofs. roadways and parking lots picks up and retains pollutants -- hydrocarbons deposited by vehicles. 
industrially produced chemicals, decaying microorganisms and just plain dirt. \lost of these materials remain in the water and are there 
when it reaches outfal!s. Thus. increasing the amount of impervious surface within J region worsens pollution in the region's waters. 

Adding impervious constrnction to a region's landscape has another unwanted consequence: [t substantially reduces the amount of water 
reaching and recharging the region's underground aquifers, often a critical source of pot:ible weH water as well as a source of water for 

recharging streams and ri\·ers. 

The most ob\"ious negative consequence of pa\·ing and roofing the naturaI landscape is the one that structured drainage systems 
traditionally seek to pre\ent -- flooding. Eventually J storm ::dways comes to on:r!oad the system. no matter how well it has been 
engineered. That's especially true in areas that are flat. abut flood plains or lte \atleys where cresting riYers have no place to go except 

through towns. 

Since the ! 960s. stricter environmental standards h:ive resulted in storm-water systems designed not only to prevent flooding but also to 
improve water qu:ility, In many suburbs. runoff is piped or channeled to retention ponds where sediment can settle out before the vvater 

lea\"es the pond. 

Yet no matter how cffrctive newer systems are in tcmporariiy mz:naging stonn water. co,,ering the landscape with impen'ious materials -

roofing and paving -- still alters the environment 

\Vhat does all this han: to do with architecture·1 

When designing a building or ;.i community. :irchaects. pbnners, engine.:rs and their clients can make sen.:ral intelligent choices to reduce 

damage. 

httn·/ /'-',,,vu: w:1,hinotnnnnst cnm/ac2/wn-dvn/ A46585-2002Seo6?languagc=printer 9/7/2002 
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• Site development plans :md road networks can be configured as efficiently :is possible. with streets no wider than absolutely necessary. 
Reducing the curb-to-curb width of a street from 40 feet to 36 feet. still enough for rwo lanes and curbside parking, reduces pa\·ed surface 
area and runoff by lO percent. It also helps calm traffic by slowing down cars. 

• :vlost sidewalks and parking lots are paved and impervious. but many could be surfaced with more porous paving materials to 
accommodate vehicles while still allowing rain to seep through. In more densely urbanized areas. placing parking under buildings. in 
parking garages or even on building roofs eliminates undesirable runoff from surface parking lots. which are ugly anyway. 

• Geometrically compact buildings reduce roof area :md site coverage while increasing usable. pervious open space. Putting a given amount 
of floor space in a two-stor:y rather than a one-story building reduces the roof and foorprint area by half. Going from two stories to three 
stories reduces site cm·erage and roof runoff by one-third. Compact buildings offer other sustainability benefits: more compact foundations. 
less exterior wall surface, less energy consumption for heating and air conditioning, and usually lower construction and operating costs. 

• Site development plans can incorporate more "green infrastructure." such as networks of vegetated swales and constructed wetlands. to 
disperse and retain srom1 water on-site and allow more of it to soak naturally imo the ground instead of being piped away. 

In the short run. the effects of such design actions. considered project by project, may seem marginal. But in the long nm, and in the 
aggregate. they will make a measurable difference. For a sustainable furure. we need to undertake these design actions now. 

Roger K. Le1t·is is a practicing archirec: and a proressor (~/archirecture a, rhe Uniwrsiry of Jfaryiand. 

t: 2002 The \Vashington Post Company 
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SUN VALLEY SETS OCT TO HARNESS RAINFALL 
Idea 1s to capture and use runoff, reducing water imports and helping environment. 

By Miguel Bustillo, Times Staff Writer 

Five years ago. environmentalist Andy Lipkis took a group of bureaucrats to a bungalow in South Los Angeles 

and faked rainstorm. 

As officials huddled under umbreilas, fire hoses bombarded the roof with hundreds of gallons of water in a 
matter of minutes. But instead of flowing into the street, every drop commg off the tittle house was caught and 

put to use. 

A cistern connected to the roof collected enough moisture to help water the backyard for weeks. Hedges in the 
front absorbed ·water flowing toward the street, directing it back into the ground. A tiny metal grate captured the 
oil-tainted runoff that trickled down the driveway and deposited it ma tank that filtered it dean before releasing 

it into the earth. 

It was iust one bungalow in a city of thousands. But Lipkis, 48, head of the group TreePeople, argued that wha: 
his audience v.:as witnessing could be done every,.vhere in Los . .:\.ngeles - not only to save water, but to prevent 
flooding and stop filthy runoff from polluting the ocean. 

The officials were so impressed that they are now attempting to duplicate the feat on a larger scale - catching 
and reusing rainfall in a 4.4-square-mile residential and industnal area of Sun Valley in the San Fernando 

Valley 

It won't be cheap, but Li plus and a growing number of official converts beiieve the approach could turn out to be 
a maior step toward two important goals - conserving precious water in an arid metropolis and cleaning the 
region's beaches - and in the process, challenging the odd logic of water use in the city. 

To quench Los Angeles· legendary thirst. hugely expensive man-made rivers pipe in water from hundreds of 
miles a.way. Today, the city imports roughly 85':'., of its water. Yet to prevent flash floods, the city pays again to 
convert natural streams into concrete storm drains that shuttle the same precious fluid out of town as sv,1ftly as 

possible when 1t rams 

\Vith roughly 70°.:., of Los Angeles covered by structures or pavement, such a large amount of motor oil. 
chermcals and waste washes down drains and out to sea that the nty repeatedly violates the Clean Water Act It 
is under a federal court order to stop the pollution soon, wluch could cost taxpayers tens of millions of dollars m 
cleanup fees 1f an alternative to mass treatment 1s not found. 

For years, environmental activists have argued that a different approach to how the city handles ramwater could 
accomplish those cleanup goals at a far lower price and produce dnnking water at the same time With the Sun 
Valley project. they will get a chance to see if their theones actually work. 

"It's a \·er~' tmportant pro1ect. not only for Southern California, but for the entire country," said David Beckman, a 

senior attorney wlth the Natural Resources Defense Coune1l 

L1pk.is' 1998 house-dousing captivated Carl Blum, ther: deputy director of the county Public Works Department. 
Before he retired m 2000, Blum saw to it that one of the last parts of the city still prone to major flooding became 

a testing g~ound. 

"Essentially, we are putting in a forest instead of a storm drain," Lipkis said 'The implications are huge for the 

future of L.A." 

The project involves planting thousands of trees, turning old gravel pits into small lakes, and installing 
underground tanks to collect the rain that falls on hundreds of driveways, parking lots and rooftops. 

Supporters say the Sun Valley experiment makes far more sense than diverting storm water into a drain that 
sluices it into the ocean - the county's original plan for copmg with the area's frequent flooding. 
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By directing the water into the ground, the project should also help recharge subterranean water supplies, 
reduce ocean pollution and return naturai beauty to a community called neglected by neighborhood leaders. 

The largely Latino working-class area is home to numerous trash dumps, auto dismantlers and recyclers, many 

of which sit alongside apartment houses and smgLe-family homes. 

The Sun Valley plan will cost in excess of $100 million, more than tv.ice as much as the storm drain, and take at 

least a decade - and possibly l:\vice as long - to complete. 

1\l.though the county, which is spearheading the project, has pledged $42 million and other state and local 

agencies are promising support, the project has not been fully financed. 

Nonetheless, supporters say the benefits will greatly outweigh the costs. 

"'Ne sta.rted to say: 'If this works in one house, v,ould it work on a whole block? An entire neighborhood2' "said 

Vik Bapna. the county official in charge of the Sun Valley project. 

"\Ve started to look at the technical aspects and determined that yes, it was feasible. We looked at the financial 

aspects, the political aspects, and determmed, yes, it was all feasible." 

Sun Valley was built without stom1 drains, and it floods so frequently that television news crews routmely head 

there to film dramatic scenes of high water after rainstorms. 

Such a problem is the flooding that the Los Angeles Unified School District agreed in 2001 to provide a special 
shuttle to bus children to elementary schools outside the neighborhood. The shuttle actually saved money, 
because attendance was down so much in Sun VaHey that its schools were losing state funds 

Parents - some of whom braved the same knee-deep floodwaters themselves decades earlier - were keeping 

children home from school on rainy days for safety reasons. 

''Every time it rained, no matter how hard 1t rained, the streets were always flooded," recalled i\ssemblyv,oman 
Cindy Monta.nez (D-San Fernando), who represents the area. "Kids couldn't get to school because there was a 

raging nver running down the street. And it's still that way." 

The first phases of the Sun Valley project are scheduled to begin next year in a park, a middle school and the 
neighborhood's most notoriously photogenic intersection, Tuxford Street and San Fernando Road. 

If 1t succeeds, it could eventually lead to what conserva.tionists are calling an "environmental retrofit'' of the 
entire city. Over time, Tree People contends. a city,vide retrofit would not oniy curb ocean pollut10n but also 
reduce Los Angeles' demand for outside water by as much as 50% while making the city a greener, more 

destrable place to hve. 

"In the earlier part of this century, we looked at a single strand of a complicated issue," said rv1elanie Winter of 
the River Project, a group pushing for revival of the city's streams. "While William Mulholland {the city engineer 
who built the Los Angeles Aqueduct] was running around like crazy trying to figure out how to bring dnnking 

water to the city, you had engineers figuring out how to carry rainwater out. 

"This 1s a different paradigm of engineering -- working with nature rather than against it." 

Not everyone is so optimistic. 

Although the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power is one of the agencies participating in the Sun Valley 
project, Jerry Gewe, its assistant general manager for water, believes that the approach has limited potential 
because it cannot be duplicated widely enough to meet all of the city's water needs. He predicts that the city will 

eventually have to turn to desalination. 

"Unfortunately, most of our city does not have the type of groundwater basins you have in the San Fernando 
Valley," Gewe said. noting that the sand and gravel beneath the Valley historically have served as a natural 

water filter. 
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Other government officials and environmentalists taking part in the project disagree, saying that although the 
techniques used in Sun Valley may not work throughout the city, some similar mix of rain-saving tools can be 

equally effective. 

Num€rous government agencies and politicians are supporting the Sun Valley proiect. Los Angeles recreation 
officials are part1opating because they see it as an opportunity to add parks and playing fields that could collect 

rainwater on the side. 

Similarly, CalFed, a state-federal collaboration to reorganize water use in the San Joaquin and Sacramento 
valleys, is contnbuting financially because it believes that finding new ways to slake Los Angeles' thlfst will 

help its own efforts to conserve water. 

Persuadmg the doubtful residents of Sun Valley has been a special hurdle. Government officials have pledged 
to fi..x the flooding problem many times but never have, so residents are skeptical of the latest promises. 

The Sun Valley team decided to demonstrate good faith by tack.ling the most visible sign of the problem first: 

the intersection of Tuxford and San Fernando. 

Next year, the team will begin to build a series of catch basins to capture runoff around the intersection and use 
it to water new trees and landscaping. A community activist has already renamed the comer 'Tuxford Green." 

Meanwhile, an adjacent business, Sun Valley Paper Stock, has offered to collect rainwater from its roof and 

channel 1t underground. 

"I have lived here for 33 years and I've seen a lot of changes, most of them bad," said Vicky Burch, the head of 
the Sun Valley Neighborhood Improvement Assn. ''This one I'm excited about" 
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Sewage Sludge Standards Need New Scientific Basis 

WASHINGTON -- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's 
standards that govern using treated sewage sludge on soil are based 
on outdated science, says a new report from the National 
Academies' National Research Council. The agency should update 
its standards using improved methods for assessing health risks, and 
should further study whether treated sewage sludge causes health 
problems for workers who apply it to land and for residents who live 
nearby, added the committee that wrote the report. More rigorous 
enforcement of the standards is needed as well. 

"There is a serious lack of health-related information about 
populations exposed to treated sewage sludge," said committee 
chair Thomas A. Burke, professor, department of health policy and 
management. Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School of Public 
Health, Baltimore. "To ensure public health protection, EPA should 
investigate allegations of adverse health effects and update the 
science behind its chemical and pathogen standards." 

Under a 1993 Clean Water Act rule designed to protect public health 
and the environment. sewage sludge can be applied to land if it is 
sufficiently treated to limit concentrations of certain chemicals and 
reduce disease-causing pathogens. Sewage sludge that meets these 
standards is referred to as biosolids. Depending on the extent of 
treatment, biosolids may be applied as a fertilizer where there is 
limited public exposure to it, such as farms and forests, or on sites 
with more public contact such as parks, golf courses, lawns, and 
home gardens. Since 1992, when a ban on ocean dumping was 
instituted, applying blosolids to land has reduced the amount of 
sewage sludge that would other,.,,vise need to be buried in landfills or 
incinerated. About 5.6 million tons of sewage sludge are used or 
disposed of each year in the United States, and 60 percent of that is 
used for land application. 

f,/')')/01. 11 ·Ml Al\,1 
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Methods for assessing the health risks posed by exposure to 
chemicals have evolved substantially since the 1993 biosolids rule 
was established. In addition, EPA used an unreliable 1988 survey to 
identify hazardous chemicals in sewage sludge when it set the 
standards, and other chemicals have since been found to be of 
potential concern. A new survey and revised risk assessments are 
needed, the committee said. The revised risk assessments also 
should reflect the potential for regional variations in climate, water 
flow, and biosolids characteristics, and should be designed to protect 
individuals against realistic maximum exposures. 

The committee agreed with EPA's general approach for regulating 
pathogens, which requires the level of disease-causing 
microorganisms to be reduced through treatment of sewage sludge 
and restrictions on use of land immediately after biosolids are 
applied. However, the agency should use new pathogen-detection 
technology to ensure that treatments are reliable. Microbial risk 
assessments that include the possibility of secondary transmission of 
disease, such as through person-to-person contact or through food, 
air, or water, also should be developed. As is the case with 
chemicals, a new national survey of pathogens in sewage sludge 
should be carried out. 

To assure the public that biosolids regulations are being followed, 
EPA should increase its efforts to ensure that companies producing 
biosolids meet the regulatory requirements to remove or neutralize 
chemicals and pathogens. EPA also needs to ensure that biosolids 
are applied in accordance with special management practices. In 
certain cases, biosolids can be applied with the understanding that 
the land cannot be used for a specified period to allow pathogens to 
fall below detectable levels. However, EPA has not been verifying if 
pathogens are dying off, whether the land is being used for 
agriculture or grazing, or whether public access is adequately 
restricted. Field data are needed in these cases. the committee said. 

EPA also should conduct studies of the potential health risks, or lack 
thereof, to workers and residential populations exposed to biosolids. 
The report cites anecdotal reports linking biosolids to adverse health 
effects, ranging from mild allergic reactions to more severe chronic 
conditions, along with public concern about those reports. The 
committee also cited a lack of population studies on individuals 
exposed to biosolids, such as farmers and nearby residents. Studies 
on workers exposed to raw sewage are not an adequate substitute 
for studies of populations exposed to biosolids in the environment, 
the committee concluded. More funding and staff are needed to 
support EPA's regulation of biosolids. Some of these resources 
should go toward the needed research. 

The study was sponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. The National Research Council is the principal operating 
arm of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy 
of Engineering. it is a private, nonprofit institution that provides 
science and technology advice under a congressional charter. A 
committee roster follows. 
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The report Biosolids Applied to land: Advancing Standards and 
Practices is available on the Internet at http://www.nap.edu. 
Copies will be available for purchase later this summer from the 
National Academy Press; tel. (202) 334-3313 or 1-800-624-6242. 
Reporters may obtain a pre-publication copy from the Office of News 
and Public Information (contacts listed above). 
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POLLUTION 
SOUTHLAND STORMWATER LESSONS 

;r: the Soutriar.o :riev re called SUS1v11's 
urcan s:ormwater rn1t1ga-

i.ion - Jnd :neff J{bct1cn in Les 
.\.ngi''eS Jr.a Sar: Jiego CJ~sed qu;te , stir 
ac1Dr;a iO(Ji otf\c'.315. U€\·e1cpe:s Jnd enviw 
rcnmemaiiszs. Sa'- .\.re:i ;iroponents favor , 
,ess succmc: :nor:1-;er, !ike ·new ano rede
vE1carr . .ent ~ecui:eri1e:tt5.·· but the 1ssu-e 
:ausrng a D1g russ ,round riere as weii. 

(o_Qtrol 

~~c1anc~<i 
c:c:cS throucnout the counr, wiil have to 
fQ,\('N tne \Jme fUleS for 1la/1agi;19 
r~ncif Hows. 

•c.rn,.C<IT!Prlr< ,V€fe more 
cm where can, 

\·lar:agemert . .l.g.ences 
lssocat1on. Tr.e '"'ew reqwrements 

Bay Area 

'""'"'i'.;I? saec·~ic JOCUt 10W '.TlUC1 :T1l1St 

:apt1Jr€·::!. ::it::"eC ~tr.rougn sctis. ,;ege~.1-
~.or- or ac~~c1 Tacnc ~ilte:s; or ~reate-d or. J 

:]rJ:e·=~ ~He - ~he ·swrt at the source 
1ccroac1 · -- ot:ore :t ,:3n flo\v :r:~C c:ee~s 
Ja',\ Jnd the ocean. Th:s way, 
,j,:, th.e S.~ Oaie Bo,..,yer. ·'You ge 
•r,, ":)f :r,e iiie at ,he ;JfOiE':t. 

;"f':e --,e :.- ~::{:u:r'.:rne::ts al-so define for :~t: 
: '"Sl ~:;11e :,r:at <WGS Jf projects :-nust (Or"."",
J; ,.. Tr:e,, c:r;:,·~. no1.ve,.ier. manaare sptcn,c 

tra, to J de,,eicpe:, 
Some :e11gner1 

JS ·~~:::.SS'- ~::aies. :nto tn-e:r ~ro1ecs 
c\c-e' ::me, :,;c oaw, fiite's Jre more 

3c1:.'\1~' ~a,.~ ~"'is ~ J ·sr:oc:\ir;g n-e~: 
-: 1.0lUt:G'"' f' 'E':::"..l1J~i01\ '.)Ut it :ces DfQ\'IGe 

:~~ii{~ ':1f f ;~0:;::~: o::f ;~;i;~t, 
·:e·:e'OC~'i .:J :r:r.gs :~at ·se:e ~3sy ar~ 

·-r.~ ~ 'J;~.::s oa~ :er oe 1-or:";"!anc:: 
J:"!C :Trc11J'.".C~ ·,<,it:-1 storn1wat£:~ Derr:-".:~.:,, 
~JlS 3rc~)eJu. 'it ~crces munic:callties :o 
'jf~ rr:cri:: ser:cu) Jbout storm.,."ater, anc :c 
.rtegra[': ~tor~·:,ale 
snore ':,II'/ •mo c:tv :""·"•n,r•,,rc 

Jn-a :-;r:;cr::,Jur(s. 

The new SantJ C!ara requ!fements bi;1ld 
or orevious oerrormar.ce standaras estab-
lish~'J in the' c:tY s 1 llC 7 but JIIO 

emorace some iessons i_os Anoeies 
- where the LA Reaional Boara 
th€ state I first SUS~;ip in tvlarCt1 

Thouan .lO of 85 L .. -1.. county cities 
acce,,ed the new SUSMP reas. the State 
Boa:d recemlv ~cneid most of the L.,t r:Jles. 

-l.s a resuit some S0t;thiand deveioµers 
are r:ow going ali out on stormwater con

-·· -• 

tra,. accordina :o 
jeff Okamoto -
with the 

ClUSTEREll lNflLL DEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENT 

(Jurtv office 
RS, c;nsuitir.a, a 
reaicnal enrn-, 
neenng firm lav-

out rna1or 

Beiore the ioCJI 
SLSMP came 
alono, 
;ust iet ail 
rur:oif head 
straight ctowr 
the srorm d:31~ .. 

SUSMP CONTINUED 

·- ' ---
=I~::~§ 

. .'-\'-<. 
,~_,,\ __ '""·: 

"ho~~y wag_om: s~rving 

savs several o, hrs firm's clients 
hJ,e directed him tc go beyond the. mrni
n:Jm reqt.:rrement, and do better on recent 
p:o.ects. 'In '.he current JtllcOI· 
:.;n-ere. ~otr,e Jt our 
)now the c:ty Jnd interest groups 
writing '.o ao what's right: he says. dis
c:osure: Jeff Okamoto 11 the editor's brother 

,r-: l~1w). 

Of co•Jr1e doing all th€se cJ1 cost 
rmre .. .\ddirg bioswJles or basins 
can take sign,fic.int amounts ot land, 

a commodity, and 
1,:rs1e measures are expensive tc 

er oroJects. Board ch:ef Loreto Barsamian 
she ··got an eartur from . rnJnagers 

she met ·,111tn them earher surn-
mH, and OH,: thirtv linea up at a 
July h,wing, to various 

oi the perm!! 

BayKeeper's Jonathar, Kaplan SJ\'\ ~es 
disappointed with the cr'.v officials locbying 
'Whats being E'._Opo,ed ,s in a J.Q1. o_i 
re1pectl'\veaker than what_'tlal_ M,,lfO~ed.,n 
Los Angeles Jnd San Diego." HcwJf'ts to 
see J strong regiona, ipproach. 

Amy Glad of the Home 
A1soc1at:on of Northern 
a one size fits all Jpproach 
because oi localized variations 
rJin!Jll. "Some sta/1dardization 
you need to recocinize re{liOndl 
ThJt ;ssue will ioo'rn 1arq(,in the near future 
The NPDES permits of several other Bay 
Area counties, including Alameda. wil! 
likelv be amended to inc,ude s1in1iar ciew 
storrnwJter provisions soon, says Bowyer 

At press time, the staff was -putting the 
fina: tou{hes on a revised version oi the 
reqwrements, aiming for an August 1 5 
reiease. That wili begin a five weei: comrnt~t 
peno::J, aun'.ig whKh the hole 
muitiple meetings w1tl1 ana 
tweak the cerrn1t detaiil one mDrE time. 1 r.~ 
tuli Board ;; scheduled to vote on :he im:e 
at its October meet1nq (see CJlendM). Tm 
sure we'll be gcing through a pamfui and 
protracted orocess of ceniJi about SUSMP. 
sJvs Brosseau, 'But tne reward :s ·getting 
credit for good front end site de11gn. and 
then not havina to treat so muc!i 
stormwater.' C~ntJct: !an o·Hara 
(510)622-5081 OG & ARO 
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EPA Review Cites 'Gaps' 11'7/.2."° 
In Research on Sludge 

Four million tons of recycled sewage is being 
,11read on suburban and rural fields across the 
country each year, and the government has done 
too little research to ensure humans are safe from 
the viruses, bacteria and toKins in the sludge, an 
internal review condudes. 

Valley counties fight 
use of sewage slud.ge 

q 11) 'J-g11} 
Orange County and Kern County last year passed 

The investigation by the inspector general of 
the Environmental Protection Agency cites "gaps 
in the science" used to approve sludge recycling in 
the 1990s and says the agency has cut money, staff 
and oversight since then despite growing safety 
worries. 

'-' an ordinance all but banning the 
Los Angeles sue Kem practice or putting "biosolids~ on 

C 
. farmland, and a similar ordi-

OUilty over ordinance. nance was enacted a vear earlier 

[BYLINEJBv Lewis Griswold 
<MC>THE FRESNO BEE 
Valley counties, concerned 

in Tulare Countv. · 
Kings County is considerin" im

posing regulations,• and Fr~sno 
Countv supervisors two weeks: 
ago told their staff to write a pro: 
posal limiting or banning the 
practice. Madera County also has 
restrictions. 

"The agency can neither investigate nor keep 
track of all of the complaints of adverse health af. 
fects that are reported." the internal. watchdog 
wrote in a draft report. 

The EPA said it has asked the National Re· 
search Council to study any possible health con
cerns related to the sludge recycling. 

with possible contamination from 
germs and heavy metals, are tell
ing Los Angeles to stop trucking 
treated sewage slu<lge north to 
spread on farmland. 

But Los Angeles says sludge 
has been around as long as 
human history and is good for the 
soil. 

Orange County and Los Ange
les, which bring thousands -of 
tons of treated sewage sludge to 
farmland in Kern Countv and 
other places each year. sued Kern 

PJ1·ase see SI Im~~ P.,n~ A 1.,; 

Sludge: Effect of 'biosolids' remains in dispute 
Continued from Paee Al 
to have the ordi'i1ance over
turned. 

Valley farmers, elected offi
cials. farm bureaus and agricul
tural commissioners are watch
ing the case with interest be
cause pressure to aceept the 
treated sludge has been building 
ever since the federal govern
ment told Los Angeles 10 years 
ago to stop discharging sewer 
waste into the ocean. 

"\Ve're just trying to protect 
the environment," said Deputy 
Tulare County Agricultural Com
missioner Gary Kunkel. 

Last week, Tulare County 
.Judge Paul Vortmann, assigned 
to hear the case after Kem Coun
ty judges recused themselves, is
sued a nonbinding advance rul
ing in favor of Kern County and 
against an assortment of South
ern California sanitation dis
tricts. 

At an all-day hearing in Visa
lia, lawyers for Orange County, 
Los • .\ngeles County and the city 
of Los Angeles argued to Vort
mann that he should reverse his 
ruling in favor of the Southland 
municipalities. 

"lt comes to us seven days a 
week, 52 weeks a year, whether 
we want it or not," said Los Ange
les deputy attorney Christopher 
Westhoff, referring to waste 
water from 4 million Los Angeles 
residents. "Biosoiids are not 
new They've been aro~~1d since 

to do something with it.fi 
Los Angeles will appeal the de

cision if the judge - who has 90 
da vs to make his decision -
ruies against the sanitation dis
tricts. Westhoff said. 

The legal issue involves wheth
er Kern County should have pre
pared an environmental impact 
report before passing its ordi
nance banning most biosolids. 

But the larger issue is what to 
do with treated sewage sludge 
and whether it's harmful or bene
ficial to farmland. Critics say it's 
possibly loaded with pathogens 
- microorganisms that can 
cause disease - and heavv met
als that could harm the environ• 
ment. 

The Kern ordinance bans 
Class B biosolids on farmland 
after 2003. But Class A biosolids 
of"exceptional quality" would he 
allowed. 

Use of any biosolids on farm
land growing food for hum.an con
sumption is barred. 

Critics say that Class B biosol
ids still have pathogens, or 
germs and harmful organisms. 
But advocates say that 97% to 
99% of the pathogens are de
stroyed at the plant and any re
maining germs die when ex
posed to ultraviolet light. 

Class A biosolids are heated to 
kilt the pathogens. Los Angeles 
lawyers argued that it's unneces
sarv to heat biosolids to achieve 
Cla-ss A "exceptional quality" sta-

, .. ,1 +1-... , ... rT;,, .. ,.,..., ... : ....... .- tl1r. 

heat has its own environmental 
impacts. Furthermore, heating 
degrades the useful nitrogen con
tent ofbiosolids, they say. 

Another issue involves the pos
sible concentration of lead, zinc, 
cadmium and other heavv met
als harmful to wildlife, hi'.i.mans 
and growing of crops. 

"This isn't the stuff of a 100 
years ago. It includes industrial 
wastes," said Bob Joyce, a law
yer representing Kern County 
farmers who oppose biosolids on 
farmland. 

The sanitation districts re
spond that heavy metals were 
once a problem in sewage be
cause of heavy industry pouring 
substances into the waste 
stream, but regulation is keep
ing the waste stream free of 
heavy metal. 

Some farmers seem to like it. 
At least three farmers in Kem 
County apply the treated sewage 
sludge to marginal farmland. 

But a who's who of Kem Coun· 
ty farmers including Pando! and 
Sons, Sunworld Inc., M. Caratan 
Inc. and Giumarra Vineyards in
tei:-vened in the suit on behalf of 
Kem County. 

"It's the proverbial case of no
body wants it," said Kern County 
Counsel Bernard C. Barman Sr. 
"Biosolids is a {public relations] 
term. l don't use it. It's sewage 
sludge.fi 

Los Angeles has gone so far as 
to buy 5,000 acres in Kem Coun
t-, <qnth nf BRk<,rsfic,lrl to apply 

the material, and Orange Coun · 
ty has an option on 4,000 acreE. 

Properly treated biosolido 
have some nitrogen and lots of or
ganic matter that farmers like. 
said Lew Nelson, utilities engi
neer for the citv of Visalia. The 
city applies Class A equivaler:: 
biosolids to farml.and that th, 
city owns around its airport an-: 
leases out to a farmer. he said. 

"This year ·we weren't going tc 
apply it, but the farmer called u, 
and asked for it," Nelson said. 

Sanitation districts belie\·r 
that Valley counties fear not the 
sludge but the image of sludge 
said Richard Dowd, a Hanfor: 
lawyer who argued the case fo 
the Southern California Associa 
tion of Publicly-Owned Treat 
ment Works; 

"It's a farmer vs. farme 
issue," Dowd said. ~some farm 
ers believe this could possibl· 
give a taint to products. Percei:; 
tion is like concrete; facts ar 
like putty." 

But the whole issue of impo~ 
ing controls on biosolids may b 
taken away from thf) counties. 

Sen. Richard Polanco, D-L0 
Angeles, sponsored iegislatio 
this year that would have barre 
counties from imposmg restri, 
tions on biosolids greater tha 
state and federal regulation, 
The bill was pulled, but Polanc 
said it remains alive and woul 
be brought back to the legisl: 
ture for more consideration. 
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EPA Review Cites 'Gaps' 11'7/.2."° 
In Research on Sludge 

Four million tons of recycled sewage is being 
,11read on suburban and rural fields across the 
country each year, and the government has done 
too little research to ensure humans are safe from 
the viruses, bacteria and toKins in the sludge, an 
internal review condudes. 

Valley counties fight 
use of sewage slud.ge 

q 11) 'J-g11} 
Orange County and Kern County last year passed 

The investigation by the inspector general of 
the Environmental Protection Agency cites "gaps 
in the science" used to approve sludge recycling in 
the 1990s and says the agency has cut money, staff 
and oversight since then despite growing safety 
worries. 

'-' an ordinance all but banning the 
Los Angeles sue Kem practice or putting "biosolids~ on 

C 
. farmland, and a similar ordi-

OUilty over ordinance. nance was enacted a vear earlier 

[BYLINEJBv Lewis Griswold 
<MC>THE FRESNO BEE 
Valley counties, concerned 

in Tulare Countv. · 
Kings County is considerin" im

posing regulations,• and Fr~sno 
Countv supervisors two weeks: 
ago told their staff to write a pro: 
posal limiting or banning the 
practice. Madera County also has 
restrictions. 

"The agency can neither investigate nor keep 
track of all of the complaints of adverse health af. 
fects that are reported." the internal. watchdog 
wrote in a draft report. 

The EPA said it has asked the National Re· 
search Council to study any possible health con
cerns related to the sludge recycling. 

with possible contamination from 
germs and heavy metals, are tell
ing Los Angeles to stop trucking 
treated sewage slu<lge north to 
spread on farmland. 

But Los Angeles says sludge 
has been around as long as 
human history and is good for the 
soil. 

Orange County and Los Ange
les, which bring thousands -of 
tons of treated sewage sludge to 
farmland in Kern Countv and 
other places each year. sued Kern 

PJ1·ase see SI Im~~ P.,n~ A 1.,; 

Sludge: Effect of 'biosolids' remains in dispute 
Continued from Paee Al 
to have the ordi'i1ance over
turned. 

Valley farmers, elected offi
cials. farm bureaus and agricul
tural commissioners are watch
ing the case with interest be
cause pressure to aceept the 
treated sludge has been building 
ever since the federal govern
ment told Los Angeles 10 years 
ago to stop discharging sewer 
waste into the ocean. 

"\Ve're just trying to protect 
the environment," said Deputy 
Tulare County Agricultural Com
missioner Gary Kunkel. 

Last week, Tulare County 
.Judge Paul Vortmann, assigned 
to hear the case after Kem Coun
ty judges recused themselves, is
sued a nonbinding advance rul
ing in favor of Kern County and 
against an assortment of South
ern California sanitation dis
tricts. 

At an all-day hearing in Visa
lia, lawyers for Orange County, 
Los • .\ngeles County and the city 
of Los Angeles argued to Vort
mann that he should reverse his 
ruling in favor of the Southland 
municipalities. 

"lt comes to us seven days a 
week, 52 weeks a year, whether 
we want it or not," said Los Ange
les deputy attorney Christopher 
Westhoff, referring to waste 
water from 4 million Los Angeles 
residents. "Biosoiids are not 
new They've been aro~~1d since 

to do something with it.fi 
Los Angeles will appeal the de

cision if the judge - who has 90 
da vs to make his decision -
ruies against the sanitation dis
tricts. Westhoff said. 

The legal issue involves wheth
er Kern County should have pre
pared an environmental impact 
report before passing its ordi
nance banning most biosolids. 

But the larger issue is what to 
do with treated sewage sludge 
and whether it's harmful or bene
ficial to farmland. Critics say it's 
possibly loaded with pathogens 
- microorganisms that can 
cause disease - and heavv met
als that could harm the environ• 
ment. 

The Kern ordinance bans 
Class B biosolids on farmland 
after 2003. But Class A biosolids 
of"exceptional quality" would he 
allowed. 

Use of any biosolids on farm
land growing food for hum.an con
sumption is barred. 

Critics say that Class B biosol
ids still have pathogens, or 
germs and harmful organisms. 
But advocates say that 97% to 
99% of the pathogens are de
stroyed at the plant and any re
maining germs die when ex
posed to ultraviolet light. 

Class A biosolids are heated to 
kilt the pathogens. Los Angeles 
lawyers argued that it's unneces
sarv to heat biosolids to achieve 
Cla-ss A "exceptional quality" sta-

, .. ,1 +1-... , ... rT;,, .. ,.,..., ... : ....... .- tl1r. 

heat has its own environmental 
impacts. Furthermore, heating 
degrades the useful nitrogen con
tent ofbiosolids, they say. 

Another issue involves the pos
sible concentration of lead, zinc, 
cadmium and other heavv met
als harmful to wildlife, hi'.i.mans 
and growing of crops. 

"This isn't the stuff of a 100 
years ago. It includes industrial 
wastes," said Bob Joyce, a law
yer representing Kern County 
farmers who oppose biosolids on 
farmland. 

The sanitation districts re
spond that heavy metals were 
once a problem in sewage be
cause of heavy industry pouring 
substances into the waste 
stream, but regulation is keep
ing the waste stream free of 
heavy metal. 

Some farmers seem to like it. 
At least three farmers in Kem 
County apply the treated sewage 
sludge to marginal farmland. 

But a who's who of Kem Coun· 
ty farmers including Pando! and 
Sons, Sunworld Inc., M. Caratan 
Inc. and Giumarra Vineyards in
tei:-vened in the suit on behalf of 
Kem County. 

"It's the proverbial case of no
body wants it," said Kern County 
Counsel Bernard C. Barman Sr. 
"Biosolids is a {public relations] 
term. l don't use it. It's sewage 
sludge.fi 

Los Angeles has gone so far as 
to buy 5,000 acres in Kem Coun
t-, <qnth nf BRk<,rsfic,lrl to apply 

the material, and Orange Coun · 
ty has an option on 4,000 acreE. 

Properly treated biosolido 
have some nitrogen and lots of or
ganic matter that farmers like. 
said Lew Nelson, utilities engi
neer for the citv of Visalia. The 
city applies Class A equivaler:: 
biosolids to farml.and that th, 
city owns around its airport an-: 
leases out to a farmer. he said. 

"This year ·we weren't going tc 
apply it, but the farmer called u, 
and asked for it," Nelson said. 

Sanitation districts belie\·r 
that Valley counties fear not the 
sludge but the image of sludge 
said Richard Dowd, a Hanfor: 
lawyer who argued the case fo 
the Southern California Associa 
tion of Publicly-Owned Treat 
ment Works; 

"It's a farmer vs. farme 
issue," Dowd said. ~some farm 
ers believe this could possibl· 
give a taint to products. Percei:; 
tion is like concrete; facts ar 
like putty." 

But the whole issue of impo~ 
ing controls on biosolids may b 
taken away from thf) counties. 

Sen. Richard Polanco, D-L0 
Angeles, sponsored iegislatio 
this year that would have barre 
counties from imposmg restri, 
tions on biosolids greater tha 
state and federal regulation, 
The bill was pulled, but Polanc 
said it remains alive and woul 
be brought back to the legisl: 
ture for more consideration. 
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
CENTRAL VALLEY REGION 

RESOLUTION NO. 82-036 

WAIVING WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF DISCHARGE 

WHEREAS. Water Code Section 13260( a) requires that any person discharging 
wastes or proposing to discharge wastes within the region, other than to a 
community sewer system, that could affect the quality of the waters of the 
state, shall file a report of waste discharge; and 

WHEREAS~ the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region, 
(hereafter Board), has a statutory obligation to prescribe waste discharge 
requirements except where a waiver is not against the public interest; and 

WHEREAS, waiving requirements for certain specific type of waste discharge 
is not against the public interest because it avoids unnecessary expenditures of 
Board resources; and 

WHEREAS, many types of waste discharges have no adverse effect on the waters 
of the state; and 

WHEREAS, many waste dischargers are willing to self-regulate their discharges 
and thereby protect the waters of the state; and 

WHEREAS, many waste dischargers are effectively regu1ated by local government 
or other·state agencies; and 

WHEREAS, state-of-the-art makes significant improvements in specific types 
of discharges unreasonable; and 

WHEREAS, staff has prepared a Negative Declaration in accordance with 
the California Environmental Quality Act and appropriate regulations and finds 
that there are no significant adverse water quality impacts; and 

WHEREAS, the Board has reviewed the Negative ·Declaration and concurs with 
the staff findings; and 

WHEREAS, the Board, on 26 March 1982, held a hearing in Bakersfield, 
California and considered all evidence concerping this matter: Therefore be 
it 

RESOLVED, That the California Regional Water Quality Board, Central Valley 
Region, waives waste discharge requirements for the following specific types of 
waste discharges except for those dischargers for which waste discharge require
ments have been adopted; and be it further 
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
CENTRAL VALLEY REGION 

RESOLUTION NO. 82-036 

WAIVING WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF DISCHARGE 

WHEREAS 11 Water Code Section 13260{ a) requires that any person discharging 
wastes or proposing to discharge wastes within the region, other than to a 
community sewer system, that could affect the quality of the waters of the 
state, shal 1 file a report of waste discharge; and 

WHEREAS~ the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region, 
(hereafter Board}, has a statutory obligation to prescribe waste discharge 
requirements except where a waiver is not against the public interest; and 

WHEREAS, waiving requirements for certain specific type of waste discharge 
is not against the public interest because it avoids unnecessary expenditures of 
Board resources; and 

WHEREAS, many types of waste discharges have no adverse effect on the waters 
of the state; and 

WHEREAS, many waste dischargers are willing to self-regulate their discharges 
and thereby protect the waters of the state; and 

WHEREASs many waste dischargers are effectively regulated by local government 
or other·state agencies; and 

WHEREAS, state-of-the-art makes significant improvements in specific types 
of discharges unreasonable; and 

WHEREAS, staff has prepared a Negative Declaration in accordance with 
the California Environmental Quality Act and appropriate regulations and finds 
that there are no significant adverse water quality impacts; and 

WHEREAS, the Board has reviewed the Negative.Declaration and concurs with 
the staff findings; and 

WHEREAS, the Board, on 26 March 1982, held a hearing in Bakersfield, 
California and considered all evidence concerping this matter: Therefore be 
it 

RESOLVED, That the California Regional Water Quality Board 1 Central Valley 
Region, waives waste discharge requirements for the following specific types of 
waste discharges except for those dischargers for which waste discharge require
ments have been adopted; and be it further 
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RESOLUTION NO. 82-036 
WAIVING WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF DISCHARGE 

-2-

RESOLVED, That this action waiving waste discharge requirements is conditional 
and may be terminated for any type of di.scharge or any specific discharger at 
any time. 

Type of Waste Discharge 

1. Air conditioner, cooling and 
elevated temperature waters 

2. Drilling muds 

3. Clean oil containing no toxic 
materia1 s 

4. Minor dredger operations 

5. Group 3 solid wastes 

6. Test pumpings of fresh 
water wells 

7. Storm water runoff 

8. Erosion from development 

9. Pesticide rinse waters 
from applicators 

10. Confined animal wastes 

Limitations 

Smal 1 volumnes which will not 
change temperature of receiving 
water more than 1 °c. 
Discharged to sump with two feet 
of freeboard. Sump must be dried 
by evaporation or pumping. Drill
mud may remain in sump only if 
discharger demonstrates that it 
is nontoxic. Sump area shall be 
restored to pre-construction state 
within 60 days of completion or 
abandonment of well. 

Used for beneficial purposes such 
as dust control. weed control and 
mosquito abatement where it cannot 
reach state waters. 

When spoil is nontoxic and dis
charged to land. 

Good disposal practices. 

When assurances are provided that 
po11utants are neither present nor 
added-;--_ 

Where no water quality problems 
are contemplated and no federal 
NPDES pennit is required. 

Where Best Manangement Practices 
(BMP} plans have been fonnulated 
and implemented. 

Where discharger complies with 
Board guidelines. 

Where discharger complies with 
Board guidelines. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 82-036 
WAIVING WASTE "DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF DISCHARGE 

TlQe of Waste Discharge 

11. Minor stream channel 
alterations and suction 
dredging 

l 2. Small, short-term sand and 
gravel operations 

13. Small metals mining 
operations 

14. Swimming pool discharges 

15. Food processing wastes 
spread on land 

16. Construction 

17. Agri cultura 1 commodity 
wastes 

18. Industrial wastes utilized 
for soil amendments 

19. Timber harvesting 

20. Minor hydro projects 

21. Irrigation return water 

22. Projects where application 
for Water Quality Certifica
tion is required 

:.) 
-3-

Limitations 

Where regulated by Department of 
Fish and Game agreements. 

A11 operations and wash waters 
confined to land. 

All operations confined to land, 
no toxic materials utilized in 
recovery operations. 

Where adequate ai1ution exists 
or where beneficial uses are 
not affected. 

Where an operating/maintenance 
plan has been approved. 

Where BMPs used. 

Small, seasonal and confined 
to 1 and. 

Where industry certifies its 
nontoxic content and BMP Ag 
applications used. 

Operating under approved plan. 

Operating under water rights permit 
from State Water Resources Control 
Board~r Fish and Game agreement 
and no water quality impacts 
anticipated. 

Operating to minimize sediment to 
·meet Basin P1an turbidity objec
tives and to prevent concentrations 
of materials toxic to fish or 
wi 1 dl ife. 

Where project (normally minor 
construction) is not expected to 
have a significant water quality 
effect and project complies with 
Fish and Game agreements. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 82-036 
WAIVING WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR SPECIFIC TYPES Of DISCHARGE 

Type of Waste Oischaroe 

23. Septic tank/leachfield 
systems 

-4-

Li mi tat ions 

Where project has county permit 
and county uses Board Guidelines. 

I, JAMES A. ROBERTSON, Executive Officer, do hereby certify the foregoing is a 
full, true and correct copy of a Resolution adopted by the California Regional 
Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region, on 26 March 1982. 

Amended 26 March 1982 
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CALEO:UHA REGIONAL Yi\':'ER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 
CENTRAL VALLEY REG!ON 

Ct:lOE.LlNES _ FO~ WASTE DISPOSAL FKOM LAND DEVELOPMENTS* 

In its June 1971 In~erim ~ater Quality Control Plan, the Board included G~ide
lines for Land Development Planning. , Ihese Guidelines were substantially 
:nocified ~n 15 December 1972 and retitled Guidelines for Waste Disposa: From 
tar.d Developments. The Guidelines that follo'- are substantially the 5air.e as 
these aJopted in 1972 but ccntain changes ba~ed upon experience gained froM 
~orking closely with local governoent~l agencies in the develo?nent of. indivic
ual waste disposa: ordinances. 

s~c~ion 13260 oi the torter-Cologne Water Quality Contrul Ac~ requires any 
person discharging vaste or proposing to discharge waste to file a report of 
the discharge containing such infor!Tlation as may be requLred by the Boa~d. In 
the early l9SO's, the Bo~~d waived ~he filinr, of reports for discharges from 
ind ividuaL sew-age disposal systems in those counties having satisfact-:ory 
,:;,rdinances or regulac::.cns. Traditionally, these individual <lischacge.s have 
been treated by septic tank-leaching systems. 

The ',fater Q11alicy Control Act requii:es local governmental agencies to notify the 
Board of ~he filing of tentative subdivision maps or applications for b~ilcing 
?ermits invclving si:x or mo::e family units except where the waste is discharged 
to a cor.ununity sewer system. 

The Boar~ believes that control of individual ~aste treatment and disposai 
systems can best be accomplished by local County Envircnmen:al Heulth Depart
ments if these d~par~ments are strictly enforcing an ordinance that is designec 
to provide complete protecticn to ground and surface wate::-.s and to the publi:: 
health. 

The follcwing principles and pclicies will be applied by the 3oard in r~viei,; of 
vatcr quality factors relil:ed to lane devel~pme~ts and waste disposJ! from 
septic tank-lea~hing systems: 

1. There ,ue great ::Hfferences in the geology, hydrology, geogra;,hy, a:id 
meteorology cf the 40 counties ~hich lie pa~tially or vholly ~ithin the 
Central Valley. ':'he criteria ccntained herein are co!lsider<>d to be app li
cable to th£ Central Valley and pertajn to: {a) all tentative maps filed 
after 15 Uecenber 1972, (b) al:. divisions of lanrl made after 15 December 
1972, a~d Cc) all f~~al maps for which tentat:ve maps were f:led prior to 
15 December 1971. Local agencies and the Soard may adopt and enforce 
more strir.gent regulations whic."h recognize particular local conditions 
that may be limi~lng tc wa8~ewater treatment and dispos~l. 

2. The Board does not intend to preempt loc2l authority and will support 
loca) authority to the fu:.1.est extent pcssible. Where local authority 

*Excerpt from the Water Quality Control ?lan, Sacramento River Basin (SA). 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Basin (SB), San Joaquin Basin (SC), and Tulare 
Lake Ras in (5D), adopted by the Regional Soard on 25 .July 1975. 
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C:td.dclinc~ J:nr 11:,ste Disposal 
Fro• J.~nfJ Dcwnlofl1"1Ct\t:J (,·ontinucd) -2-

dc,nonstutcs the ina"btl tty or uni.ii lJ inr.naas to adopt an ordinance compatible 
vit:h these guideUn~s. the nonrd inte.nds to withdrav its waiver concerning 
waste disposal from individ~&l ayst~ras and vi.ll requiTe each and every 
party propoetng to discharge waste vithin that county to sybmit a Report 
of Waste Hisebarr,e as required hy Sectiot'I 13260 of the Porter-Cologne Waator 
Quality Act. 

J. Evaluation of the capability of indivtduaJ waste treatment aystema to 
nchicvc continuous aafe diapoaal of \last.es requires detaHed loeal kno-..iledge 
of the .1rea involved. T1Ht ex,eri.CnC'c and reco11'1fflendati.one of local a.gem.ice 
-will, thecefore, he an important fojlUt to the tnfonnation upon vhi.ch th~ 
lloi.rd vUl base its decision. 

'4. TheTe arc numy are.as w1t~in the Central Val l.ey that arc not conduc.:ive t:o 
individual waete treatinent and d1spos3l l!ystema. Io these areas, connecti;m 
t.o au adequate comrauni ty eewer.&f£' sy11tan i8 the mcist satUhctory iaethod ct 
dis11osing of sewa3e. The ~u(] bel:i c,ve.,; that individul disposal systems 
ahoul.d not he used where c:oflillli.mHy syatema are available an<! that every 
effort should be r.sade to secure ~ubJ1c ~ewer extensions~ paycicula~ly in 
urbnn areas, Where connection to e puhUc sewer is not fea•U,le and • 
numher of t'ee1.dencce are to be served, ctuc con$ideration should be given 
to coostruction of a cownunlty sc~~6P treatment and disposal syatem. 

5. l'hc, fostalhtion of individ'Jitl dU,posal systC\118, especially in large 
numbers. creates ~iscrctr disrharees which must ~e considered on an indi
v:idulll huh. The Uh of such dhposal system may be quite li111ited. 
Fai:u:-c~. once they begin :fn an ct"en, teneT'ally will occur on an areawide 
basis. Further. regular ma~ntenAnce is important to succeceful opeTation 
of individual disposal systruu. To assure? continued protection of water 
quality, to prevent vatcr pollution and to avoid the eTention.of public 
heal th hazards and nuisance condHicnu. 1 a public ent1-ty 1/ eh.all be fonacd 
with powun and r~sponsibi11 ttcs deHucd herein for all subdlvtsione having 
100 lot• or more. Subd1vis:1ons wi.th less than 100 lou 'Which threaten to 
cause water <;uality or pubH c heal tl1 pr.obleana will also be required ·to form 
~ public entlty; 

!/ Public Entity - A local agency, as defir.ed in the State of California Govern
ment Section 53090 et aeq •• which is e111powcrcu to plan, design. finance. 
construct, operate, maintain$ and to abandon, if necessary. any sewerage 
system or the expaneion of any sewerage system and sewage treatment facilities 
serving a la1'1.d development. lo addition, the entity shall be empowered t.o 
provide pr-rmits and to have supervision over the location. design~ construc
tion, ope1·atton, maintenance, and abandnn111Cnt of individual aevage disposal 
syateraa within a land developmenty and shall be empowered tQ de61&n, finance, 
construr.t 9 operate, and maintain nuy fadHtha necessary for die diepoeal 
of wastea pwnped from individual srn.1,-ige d:!.spoaal ayste,ns and to con(juct any 
m,;initoring or surveillance programs required for water quali~y control 
pl1r:,o.r:ee. (Unless there la an cxistinp, ;,ublic entity pe-rfoming tbe3e taeke~) 
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Lnidelines for ·.~.iste DispDiial 
From L::ind Drv<.:hpmer.ts {continuc<l) - 3-

The following criteria will be applied to assure contt:rncd preservation anc 
enhanc~ment of state waters !or all present and anticipated beneficial uses. 
prevention of \.ater pollution, health hazards. and nuisance conditions. These 
criteria prescribe cocditions for waste disposal fro~ septic tank-leach:~g 
systm:1s for sin~le fcimily residential units or the equivalent and do not pre
~iud~ the establishmect of more stringent criteria by local agencie$ or ~he 
l3ourd. The Board may prohibit the discharge from septic tank-le.aching systems 
\o/hid· . .lo no: 0..:o:1for.n to these criteria. Systems which cannot meet the. fo.:.low:.ne 
::::itc:-ia rr.;:..y '::;;;: al:.c;..;ed ir. se::.ect~d areas if they are incividually designed. 
Th~ criteria may not ve applicable in all cases to cocmr.ercial cc industrial 
df'velopments. 

The.; sept le :ank, absorption systeJ:15. and disposal area requirenents for ot':let 
tl:a,1 sini!.lf· fami:.y resident ia:. unlts shall be based upon the current edi:icn of 
ci1c "~m,al of Septic Taal< Practic€ 11 or in accordance \.Jith raethods approved by 
th~ fxecu~ive Officer. An aiequace replacement area equivalent to at least the 
initial C:isposal .J.rca shall be required at the time of design of the ini::ial 
inst:JJlatiou and incompatible uses of the replacement .uea shall oe prohibited .. 

rh"- Buar~ has <leter.r.ined the. fellowing m1n1.!t.U.'n clis::ances shoulc'. be io.aowed in 
urdcr to provide ?r0tecticn to Ya:er quality and/or public health: 

!)!stance in Feet 

u.r.ainage Cut 
Course 01" Or 

Danest:::- Pd lie Flowing Ephemeral Fill PropeftY Lake or 
X.c1...~:J .. i~ Well t.:ell s~xeaml St,e.1~2- Bank3 Line ~yoir' ------
5e;:,r i.c l3f!K so 100 so 2S 10 2.5 50 
or SC\JC.r :.i,,e 

.P.:.:.c:Ll.nt; 100 100 100 SC 4h so 200 
t tc'i:'.I 

St- L'P3 se - .' ~ L50 150 100 58 4h 7S 200 r' ....... 

- As measurer. from the line whic~ cefines the limit of a 10-year freq~ency 
flood. 

- As me.:i.sured from the edge of the drainag·e course o:: stream. 
3 - Distance i~ feet equals four ti~es the vertical height of the cut or f~ll 

ba~k. Distance is measured frorn the to? edge of the bank. 
4 - !his distar.ce shall be mainta:.ned .:hen j,ndividual wells are to be installed 

and the ~inimum distance betw~en waste disposal and wells cannot be assured. 
5 - As rn~asured from the high water 1 i:1e. 
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Cuidelines ~or Waste Disposal 
From t.:rnd neovelopmente (continued) 

Hi ninmm Criterio 

1. 

2. 

). 

4. 

5. 

. 2/ 
The pe~olaticn rate- in the dh~oa:d ttT~ sh~ll not be slower than 60 
tdnutca per inch, Ol not RloYcr tha.u 30 minutes per inch if seepage pits 
arf' proposedc The p12rcolation rntc shall not be hcter than 5 minutes per 
:inch unless it can bt> 1:hown that ii Nufficfrnt distance of soil is available 
to assure proper filtrntion. 

Soil depth below the bottoo of the leaching trench shall not be less than 
5 feet nor leaa than 10 feet bclo~ the bottom of a seepage pit. 

Depth t.o anticipated highest level of r,roundwat.er below the bottOOI of the 
le.aching trench shall not be lesi; than 5 feet nor less than 10 feet below 
the bottom of A eeepa~e pit. Greater depths are required if eo11, do not 
provide adequate filtration. 

Ground slore in the dia;poR,d are,a shall not PC greater than JO percent. 

Tbc minimum disposal anrn shall conform to the following: 

Percolat ton Ra ti'! 

__im!nute.,;/ inchl _ 

41-60 
21-,0 
11-20 

Lau than 10 

Minimum U3able Disposal 
··-- -·--· ATCQ~--· 

12.000 
10,000 
a.ooo 
6,000 

6, Areas that ar~ within the minimum dlstemccs that are neceasery to provide 
protect:1on to water qunlity ·nnd/or 11uhHc hNilth shall not be used for 
waste diap~sa1. The followins arcfte nrc Also conR1dered unsuitable for the 
location of disposal systems or replac::ment :irea: 

11 

a. Areas within any easement thnt;: ts d<!dicated for surface or eu'.:lsurface 
irtp ro vemen t • 

b. Paved areas. 

c. Areas r.ot owned or: cor.trolle-d by property owners unlees said area is 
dedicated for vaete diapoeal purposes. 

d. Areas occupied or to be O{'CUpied by structures. 

Detet'Tlir.ed in accordance with procPcures contained in current U.S. Depart
ment of Health, Educnt1on, and Welfare "Manual of Septic Tank Practice11 

or a method approved by ~he Executive Officer.. 
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Cni,ki i.:w'; For ~{;Jstc Dispos.1; 

l. 

Frvm Land Dc-1<.: lopr.1~:nts (,ont inucd) -5-

Thi.! iiC1ar<l \Jil.l r.:-vle..; local ordinances for the ::ontrol of im.:ividual waste 
~isposnl SJStems and will request local agencies to adopt ~riteria that 
arc cornp:1tible with o:- more stri:1r,ent than these guidelines. 

... ]:. thos:: .:0unties which have ado;,tec an ordinanca cot.1;iatible with thes(' 
guidel{~es, the Boar~ will pursue thP following course cf action for dis
c.:haqJ,!:!s !:"rem individual septic tank-leaching sytems. 

~- '.ar;J Jevc.1:,;:::r.ents ,.:onsistinp ':cf !ess th.3.: 100 ]C'tS will he. processl:'d 
ent irc:ly i;v th<! county. Tent.;: ivc maps for subdiv:!.sions ::.:1volvl.11g si:x 
:Jr 1oore Lm:ilv units shall he transmitted to the Board alo:ig ,.,ith 
suf :icient in.fonr.a tion ~/ tc clearly determine that :.he ;::ir:=posed 
uevelopmer:::: .. ,ill meet the aFproved county ordin~nce. Th!:! Eoa,c:., or 
the approp:-iate local authority, may require a public entity if 
potential wJ.ter quJlity or pnblic heRlth problems are ar..ticipated. 

b. Tent:.1tive x.:iaps for land dcvelo;m11:nts ct"tnt.;1inini 100 lots or !!lore sh;id 
be tr;:insmitti:!d t:: th~ l~oard. The mai: shall be u<:companied b-y a Report 
of Waste Dischurge and suf:lci2nt informnti~n to clearly demo~strate 
that th€ proposed cieve:opment ~ill meet these guidelines or the 
<1pproved county c.rdin2.nce. A public entity i~ req'.l::.red prior tc any 
<iisch<lrgc> of -wnste. 

3. The Boad wi 11 i:·rohib i:; the discharge of wastes from la:1d developments 
whic:, threaten to c.:iuse water po:.luticm, qualjty ciegrr1dation, or th.;:, 
;:ceation flf he.a]tr. hazards or nuis.:ince c.ondit:ons. The::;c guidelines vill 
je used tc cvn~uate pntcntial water quality ~r health problems. In certain 
!ocaL.!.<'ns and undt!r special circumstances, the Board's Executive Officer 
:r.:1y :.:,11'./e in<lividu,.il critEcria or he may •...iaive. the rormaticn of a pd:,li.<: 
entity. :.ancl d€'velo?crs are to he aware that a vai vcr by the :.'.JCccuti ve 
:; ff icer is not hinding on any local entity. 

!.:.xam1,Les cf :hese special circumsta.nces wou.lc be: 

;i. Short tine, int2~im use of in<liv:dual septic tank-leaching sys~em.s 
may b~ acceptable in aceas that d~ not meet these guidelines if 
sufficient, dcpcncable f~n~ing cf cO~,!llunity collection, treatment, 
arid cispos..«l is damonstrat:ed and a plan and t:..a:e schedule :o-:: im
;:,le?!lent.ition is bei.ng follot.'ed. 

3/ ·n,e 3o,'lrd's s~atf has developed a doc. ... r;ent entitled "Information Needs for 
Waste Uisposal frn!'n Lane Develcpments." This documet:t discusses th€ 
ntcessary reports, maps, etc., ~hat nust be submitted in order to evaluate 
proposed land deve!.opn:enc.s. 
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GuidoUnes for 1,,J'a:&te Jlisposal 
Fro111 l..and D~ve l.opaient ( C'Ont inued) -6-

b. A foUure to meet th~ ndnimt.111J crHf'ria could be negated by other 
favorable conditiofts. Por cxampJ e. the installation of individual 
&eptic tank-leaching systems Nay ba allo~d in areaua that c&nno~ meet 
the 11inimwn criteria in tht>se J~u:ldclinea U' t.he dbposal are.a ie 
incrcaaed sufficiently to allow for special dcnd.gn 11yste:ms !!I that 
have been 5hown to be effective in eimilar areas. 

4. Severe impact on. water quality l1as rl?aulted trom improper a tom drainage 
and erosion control. . Land developeTs must provide plane for the control 
of •~ch runoff from initial constructjon up to complete build-out of the 
dcvelopw.3nt. 

5. Tho disposal of solid waate can l1avt: ,an 11'11paet on water quality and public 
health. Land developers must subm:f t a plan wbteh conforms to the regional 
or county mae ter pJan and contains 11dequatt? provisions for solid waste cH.s
posal for COltlplete build-out¢[ the develoJ)Jlent. 

6. The disposal of septic tank sludge j~ an important part of any Area-wide 
~eter plan for waste disposal. i.nnd developers must submit a plan th.at 
confoDUs t-0 the regional or county mastpr plan and contaiua adequat~ 
provisjon& for aeptic tank sludge disposal for complete build-out of the 
d evel opmen t. 

7. The reaponaibility fol:' the U.taely submittal of information neceuacy for the 
Board OT the app1=ovriate local authortty to d~teTIBine compU.ance wi~h these 

.guidelines re.s~a with p~rson• sub.ril1ttin& pr01)oaala for development or dis
charge. For thoa~ dcvelopmenta that ~r~ to be submitted to the 3oard. the 
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act pr.ovides that no person shall 
initJate any new diechargea of ,.•;u,t~s prit1r to filing a Report of Waste 
O!scharge and pd.or to (1) iasuanec- of "1t1Ste disch11i-30 require.ent.a. 
(2) the expiration of 120 days after sub111ttal of ar. adequate R.ep~Tt of 
\laote Di.charge, or ()) the issuance of a -.;aiver by the Regional Board. 

·a. A Report cf Waste Discharge that do~fi not provide the information required 
by theae guidelinea i• en inadequate rcpoTt. l1\& i20 day time period does 
not begin until an adequate ~eport has been submitted. Thue. to avoid 
extensive delay. every effort should he made to co~ply with theae guide
lines at tho esrltest possible date during formulation of propoeala. 

!!,/ Special design syste~ vill be accept~d for review from resistered engineers~ 
gcolot;iats, or sanitarians who are lmowledgeable and experienced f.n the 
field of septic tank-leaching syete..-11 <lcuign and installation. T'heee sya~ems 
will include at least a 100% replacement diapoeal area. These syatema ehall 
be inatalled under tbe 1upervlsion of tho designeT. the public entity 
reaponaible, and the local health dopnrtaent. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Environmental Protei; · · Agency 

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUAUlY CONTROL BOARD 
CENTRAL VALLEY REGION 
3443 Routier Road, Suite A 
Sacramento, CA 95827 -3098 
PHONE: (916} 255-3000 
FAX: (91~) 255-3015 

30 August 1996 

Mr. Ron Dwican,-Director 
El Dorado County Environmental Management Department 
2850 Fair Lane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 

SEPTIC TANKS 

PETE WILSON. Governor 

At the Board~s 9 August 1996 meeting in Sacramento, Mr. Steven Proe indicated to the Board that 
El Dorado County was allowing septic tanks to be installed in areas with poor soils. We informed 
Mr. Proe that we have no staff available to work on septic tanks and, therefore, he should present his 
concerns to the County of El Dorado. The Board did ask that I send you information we had on 
appropriate soils for septic tank/leaching systems. 

As you know, our Septic Tanlc Guidelines, which are clearly out of date, contain no definition of 
appropriate soil. The Basin Plan for the North Coast Region.al Board does contain the following generic 
definition: 

"Soil The unconsolidated material. on the surface ofthe earth that exhibits properties and characteristics that are a 
product of the combined factors of parent material, climate, living organisms, topography, and time." 

Although this definition, for example, may include highly weathered rock, such "soils" must satisfy 
other requirements of their "Policy", i.e., acceptable textural analysis or percolation rate. 

The "Model Ordinance"Jbat was drafted by the committee formed by the California CoWlSCl of 
Directors of Environmental Health contains the following definition for soil: 

"Soil: The unconsolidated material over bedrock, in which particles > 2 mm shall not exceed 500/o .by volume 
(dry)." . 

Toe committee felt that this definition would assist regulators in prohibiting the placement of on-site 
systems in materials that were predominantly rock or cemented materials that may perc within accepted 
rates but do not contain sufficient "fines" to provide adequate removal of pathogens. 

The recently adopted On-Site Ordinance for the Town of Paradise contains a generic definition similar to 
the North Coast Region. but includes the following statement that applies to saprolite.(hlghly weathered 
rock): 

"Soil undertain by saprolite: Saprolite is material that can be textured, crushed, or broken with hand pressure .... 
\Vhere the material does not meet the above criteria. it shall be treated as fractured bedrock." 
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Mr. Ron Duncan ~2- 30 August 1996 

We would be glad to discuss this matter further if you wish, but we do not have resources in the 
foreseeable future to revise our Basin Plan Septic Tame Guidelines. 

lvLJi.(ll 
WILLIAM H. CROOKS 
Executive Officer 

cc: Mr. Steven Proe, Greenwood 
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Inspection Report 
Cool Village 
El Dorado County 

Soil mantle #7 excavation pile similar to #1. 

Soil mantle #8 excavation pile similar to #1. 

,~ Note one foot of red day soil on top of the rock 

6 

48 

I 

22 

in the #8excavation. Transition identified by arrow. 

9 July 2002 

#7 excavation sidewalls similar to #1 oxidation due 
to high groundwater observed at 5-6 feet 

#8 excavation sidewalls similar to #1 

23 
Close up look at the rock material removed from the 
Excavation, notice Fe oxidation on fracture facies 
indicating seasonal water table. 
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EPA Home> EPA Newsroom> EPA Provides Tools to City and County Public Health Officials to 
Improve Septic System Management 

EPA Provides Tools to City and County 
Public Health Officials to Improve Septic 
System Management 

local Education Key to Stopping Pollution from Septic Tanks 

March 3, 2003 

Stressing the environmental importance of 
proper septic tank management to prevent 
pollution from entering the nation's rivers, 
lakes, coasts, and groundwater, EPA is 
providing approximately 4,000 city and county 
public health officials with materials to 
continue efforts to educate citizens about 
proper septic system management. Failing 
and improperly managed septic systems are a 
significant source of water pollution, potentially 
causing contamination of drinking water wells 
or restricting shellfish harvest. Septic systems 
serve approximately 25 percent of U.S. households, and one in every three new 
homes built today uses these systems - making proper maintenance essential for 
protecting America's waters. 

"Public education is the key to improving septic system management. Citizens 
need to better understand the potential harm improperly managed septic systems 
can have on the environment and public health and what they can do to help," said 
EPA Assistant Administrator for Water G. Tracy Mehan, 111. 

As part of EPA's year-long celebration of the 30th anniversary of the Clean Water 
Act, the Agency has developed a CO-based kit that communities can use to reach 
out to citizens. Using the CD, communities can inexpensively produce customized 
versions of brochures. utility bi!1 inserts, and other useful information. Each 
document contains space where communities can add local information, so 
citizens will know how to obtain additional information. 

To order copies of the Wastewater Month CD or hard copies of these materials, 
visit the Wastewater Month website at www.epa.gov/npdes/wastewatermonth or 
contact Nikos Singelis, of the Office of Wastewater Management, at 
singelis. n ikos@epa.gov. 

This page originally created: Tuesday, March 4, 2003 

6i9!03 2:51 PM 
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POLLUTION 
SOUTHLAND STORMWATER LESSONS 

n the Sou,riar.d :!le', re called SUSMPs 
;ircan storrr.water :-n1t1aJ· 

- anc :ne!r Jd:iction m LOl

.\nge~es ar:o Sar. 
arior.g ;ocJ: offic'.a1s. Jnd envi
:cr.r;,emai,s,,_ Sa\ '.\re:i :iroponents ravor , 
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5.6 Utilities 

STORMWATER SYSTEMS 

"The two major changes that result from urbanization are changes in stream hydrology and an 
increase in pollutant loading. Changes in stream hydrology resulting from urbanization include: 
increased peak discharges; increased total volume of runoff; decreased time needed tor runoff to 
reach the stream; increased frequency and severity of flooding; changes in streamflow during 
dry periods due to reduced level of infiltration in the water shed; and greater runoff velocity 
during storms. Ample evidence also exists about the pollutants that are entrained in urban 
runoff. The pollutants include sediment, nutrients, oxygen-demanding substances, road salts, 
hemy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, pathogenic bacteria, viruses, and pesticides." 

-The Report of the Technical Advisory Committee on Urban Runoff to the State Water Resources 
Control Board (Urban Runoff TAC Report), Nov 1994. 

See also Section 5.5, Water Resources, rel.ative to water quality (NPDES permits are also 
discussed there); and Section 5.8, Human Health and Safety, relative to "100-year floods" (despite 
the fact that the National Flood Insurance Program and the maps are discussed in Section 5.6 
utilities). 

• Please also see our scoping comments beginning on p. 54 relative to Water Quality and 
respond to unanswered questions. 

The DEIR states (p. 5.6-1) that "developed drainage infrastructure" exists in 10 listed 
drainage basins. 

• Please describe in the FEIR what this "infrastructure" consists of. How long has it been 
in place? On p. 5.6-2, drainage facilities are said to be in the form of "roadways, storm drains, and 
natural creeks and rivers". So defined, the entire County would have infrastructure in place! 
Surely "infrastructure" doesn't include "natural creeks and rivers"? 

On p. 5.6-3 the DEIR states that the County expects to obtain a permit to administer the 
Phase II NPDES permit program directed at smaller operators. We are then referred to more 
complete discussion on p. 5.5-97, where we learn that a Tentative Storm Water Management Plan 
(SWMP) for the west slope was sent by the County to the Regional Water Quality Control Board in 
March 2003. But it apparently applies only to those seeking grading, building, or other development 
permits, and not to ministerial projects. On the other hand, on p. 5.6-5, the DEIR states that the 
County does review ministerial projects under the Grading Ordinance. 

• Because of the high volume/area requirements for needing a grading permit, what 
ministerial projects are likely to be covered? 

It would appear that these high volume/area requirements for needing a grading permit 
specifically omit the very situations of which the writer has personal knowledge where, this past rainy 
season, the Regional Board had to invoke its authority to prevent soil erosion when the County failed 
to do so. 

• See our comments under Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources re the threshold for 
needing a grading permit. See this issue also under Human Health and Safety relative to grading 
on asbestos-containing substrates. 
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• We asked in scoping comments, under Section 5.9 herein, and ask again here that an 
analysis be performed of different thresholds for invoking need for a grading permit. Whatever 
one is chosen needs to be justified. In the Tahoe Basin, it is 3 cu yd. Mitigation Measure 5.9-4(c) 
in the DEIR calls for an acre (43,560 sq ft) for agricultural activities and 10,000 sq ft or 250 cu yds 
for non-agricultural activities. No difference is set forth depending upon the nature of the 
substrate (i.d., the same threshold for asbestos-bearing substrate?). 

Certain drainage basin studies are apparently being conducted under the auspices of the 
Department of Transportation, as described on p. 5.6-6, with those for Carson Creek, New York 
Creek, and Deer Creek having been completed. Conclusions reached, assuming approximately 1996 
general plan construction potential, were: 

o Carson Creek: minor downstream impacts in Sacramento County; negligible increase over existing 
flood inundation areas 

o New York Creek Basin: improvements needed at eight road crossings of the creek and tributary to 
"minimize overtopping of roadways" during 100-year peak flow condition 

o upper Deer Creek: improvements needed at 16 road crossings to preclude overtopping during a 100-
year peak flow condition. 

Impact 5.6-1: Localized Flooding Hazards Caused by Increased Runoff from New Development. 

Development clearly increases the area of impervious and poorly pervious surfaces. Yet 
County policy now supposedly requires all discretionary development to include features that meet 
the requirement that post-development runoff does not exceed pre-development runoff, as 
administered by DOT. Yet please refer to the photograph of Deer Creek in late 1996 near the Deer 
Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (See References.) We have difficulty understanding the 
contradiction inherent in attributing increased downstream flooding to development in view of the 
requirement that it not do so. Presumably this requirement has not been met and will not be met in 
the future either. 

$ Please discuss this situation and the reasons therefor. 

• If County policies "to ensure sufficient runoff control and infrastructure for discretionary 
and ministerial projects" have failed in the past, as seems apparent from the three drainage studies 
and their prognostications, what reason is there to feel that the effects of increased development 
are less than significant relative to increased flooding? 

The discussion in this part of the DEIR seems predicated upon the "100-year floodplain" 
concept inherent in FEMA maps. Yet flood professionals know this approach is seriously flawed: 

What is most disturbing is that many communities actually promote colonization of the edge of 
the 100-year floodplain, permitting concentrated development right up to the line in the sand as 
if this line will somehow protect the inhabitats. This approach to planning is a tragedy in the 
making. 
-Jeffrey Mount, California Rivers and Streams, 1995. 

Floods, or flows in excess of bankfull, are relatively common. Most rivers, on the average, 
experience discharges in excess of bankfull capacity approximately 2 or 3 times a year. 
-Luna Leopold, Water, a Primer, 1974. 

"My place isn't supposed to flood but once eveiy hundred years, and I've been flooded three 
times," said one victim quoted in the Business Journal for the week of 16 Jan 1995. 
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Moreover, FEMA's maps are often outdated; this is true for El Dorado County and, in view of 
the fast-growing western part, is a serious problem for fast-developing communities such as western 
El Dorado County. (See References.} Not all areas have ever been mapped; the effort was 
concentrated in developed areas. Subsequent development may have already overtaken mapping. 
In comments on the 1994 DEIR for the 1996 General Plan(to which please refer; incorporated by 
reference), Quality Grmvth referred to instances of flooding in Cameron Park, El Dorado Hills, and 
Cool, documented by newspaper articles and photographs in the 1995 time frame. A car was washed 
downstream in Knickerbocker Creek, an unmapped area. See also our comments herein under 
Human Health and Safety. 

" We disagree that the middle paragraph on p. 5.6-10 properly defines the baseline 
condition for the analysis, as many of the buildings in question do not yet exist, approved or not, 
and as there is evidence that existing County policies are either inadequate, or inadequately 
enforced, to meet the "no downstream increase in runoff" criterion. Future building does not 
constitute present baseline conditions. This comment applies to arguments presented in discussion 
of impacts relative to all alternatives. In view of the apparent inadequacies, we disagree that any 
alternative mitigates this impact to less than significant. 

* We suggest that the adopted plan incorporate into discretionary development several 
design features to reduce impervious surfaces, such as use of porous paving materials, narrower 
streets, compact building footprints, and so-called "green infrastructure" (vegetated drainage 
swales and constructed wetlandsj. The County could require developers to landscape model homes 
with native drought-resistant plants rather than ubiquitous lawns, which are themselves poorly 
permeable, a measure that, if it led to inspiring subsequent homeowners, would also conserve 
water. (See References.} 

These various measures would also contribute to improved groundwater recharge and cleaner 
runoff through natural filtering of pollutants by vegetation and soil. 

SOLID WASTE AND HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL 

Impact 5.6-2: Potential for Inadequate Landfill Capacity p. 5.6-21 
Impact 5.6-3: Potential Noncompliance with State-Mandated Diversion Rate p. 5.6-26 

• Please refer to our scoping comments, p. 38, under Garbage for the numerous questions 
still unanswered by the DEIR. 

The DEIR says (p. 5.6-15) that 61.5% of the solid waste stream from the unincorporated part of 
the County is generated by residential land uses and sets the figure at about 2.2 pounds per capita 
per day. State law requires the County to divert 50% of the waste stream from landfills by 2000 but 
has not succeeded in doing so. The DEIR refers to an Integrated Waste Management Plan that 
includes both a Source Reduction and Recycling Element and a household Hazardous Waste Element 
the latter topic is treated under Human Health and Safety). In furtherance of its implementation, 
regional Material Recovery Facilities (MRF) have been built. Wastes are brought to these facilities for 
sorting out of recyclables, which are diverted to be reclaimed. Household hazardous wastes are 
collected "periodically", stored at one of the three permanent facilities now in operation. The MRFs 
"are implementing waste acceptance control programs and recycling exchange programs" and the 
Environmental Management Department "is also implementing numerous public education and 
information programs". 

• How are the MRF programs and EMD programs being publicized? 
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" An additional Miff on the Georgetown Divide is contemplated. What is its status? 

:I: Ii additional MRFs are likely to be needed (e.g., p. 5.6-28) their sites should be selected 
as early as possible to avoid conflicts in land use. 

Waste remaining after processing at MRFs is transported to Lockwood Regional Landfill in 
Nevada (DEIR, p. 5.6-20). Lockwood has, however, been faulted for lack of an effective liner to 
prevent groundwater and soil contamination and this may at some time present liability problems for 
users, including the County. Trucking refuse there also involves a long roundtrip and thus is 
vulnerable to both temporary spikes in fuel costs from basically political reasons and from shortages 
as global production of oil peaks and declines, an event predicted to commence prior to the planning 
horizon of 2025 (Deffeyes. Hubbert's Peak: The Impending World Oil Shortage, Princeton University 
Press, 2001; Association for the Study of Peak Oil, website: www.peakoil.net). (See References.) 

• What is the cost of this disposal method and what is its sensitivity to transportation costsl 

Several newspaper articles in 2001 and 2002 referred to the County's exploring German 
technology to improve recycling rates. It would appear from mention of planning for a Tahoe facility 
in the DEIR (p. 5.6-28} that this technology will be on line within another year or so. 

" What is involved in this technology¥ Wm it reduce need for long-distance trucking of 
residue to Lockwood? 

The DEIR also mentions (p. 5.6-21) disposal of some of the County's garbage at the Potrero 
Hills Landfill in Solano County "up until 2 years ago". 

" Why was this landfill used by the County? For a particular kind of garbagel Is the use 
likely to recur, as suggested by its mention in the DEIR. and, if so, why? Compare transportation 
costs with those related to the Lockwood Landfill. It is closer. which would suggest the cost is less. 
If so, why is the County using Lockwoodl 

* Another technology the County might look into is that announced by the Idaho National 
Engineering and Environmental laboratory in January 2002 (see References}. The cost of further 
reduction of the wastestream residue within El Dorado County might compare favorably with the 
cost of transportation to Lockwood. 

In The Waste Crisis: Landfills, Incinerators, and the Search for a Sustainable Future (Oxford 
University Press, 1999), Hans Tammemagi, in a thorough treatment of all aspects of waste, 
emphasizes the need for understanding the constitution of the waste stream to approach ways of 
improving rates of diversion therefrom. The University of Arizona's Garbage Project found that typical 
municipal landfills consisted of 50% paper waste, 19% miscellaneous (including construction and 
demolition debris), 13% organic materials {including wood, yard waste, and food scraps), 10% plastics, 
6% metals, 1% glass, and 1% hazardous materials. El Dorado County might differ, however, in that it 
is largely residential, though with a very active building industry. 

• How does an analysis of the components of the El Dorado County waste stream compare 
with the foregoing figures¥ How is the constitution of the waste stream expected to change as 
construction tapers off with approaching buildouU What about with increased economic activity
are the sorts of activity anticipated to grow likely to change the constitution -0f the waste stream to 
any appreciable degree? 
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The National Association of Home Builders puts construction waste at about 40% of the 
nation's solid waste. Given the active construction industry in the County, this part of the waste 
stream must be considerable. It has been estimated at ca. 4 lbs/sq ft. "Researchers at Cornell 
University found that construction of a single four-bedroom house produced 1,338 pounds of wood 
waste, including 46 pounds of sawdust," according to Inner Voice (Nov/Dec 1997){see References). In 
the same article, it was said that "{a]ccording to industry estimates, if builders cut the amount of 
waste produced in residential construction in half. they would free up enough material to build one 
additional house for every 20 built." Kaufman and Broad, which handled demolition of old housing at 
Mather Field, recycled much of the waste: 725,000 tons of concrete were reused on-site as road base; 
20 tons of wood waste was recycled into particle board. Presumably the techniques applied to wood 
waste could be used for either construction or demolition waste. 

• What portion of the non-residential 38.5% of the waste stream in the unincorporated part 
qf the County is generated by construction adivitiesi 

Discussion of recycling of construction waste may be found in the attached "Sustainable 
Building Sourcebook", as well as at the website for Topical Reports: Green Construction (see 
References). 

t We strongly support proposed mitigation 5.6-3 (5.6-27) to Adopt a Construction and 
Demolition Debris Diversion Ordinance, for all Alternatives. Most construction waste is wood and 
drywall. with corrugated cardboard the third largest category. All three are recyclable or can be 
remanufactured, as we noted in scoping comments. However, we are losing current opportunities 
by years of failure to move forward on requiring such an approach while building activity is so 
great. 

Impact 5.6-4: Potential for Insufficient Facilities/Mechanisms to Dispose of Hazardous Waste. 

We are aware of occasional advertisements for tire-collection days and other purposes in the 
Mountain Democrat, but in comparison with the Sacramento Bee, that paper has comparatively few 
readers in the County, especially in the westernmost-parts. If such notices have appeared in the Bee, 
we haven't noticed them. Moreover, a sizable number of people get their "news" from television, 
where "if it bleeds, it leads" rules the roost. The collection site for tires has always been (for the 
writer) inconveniently far away and with limited hours such that other considerations (like a single
purpose trip and sensitivity to air pollution) discourage its use. 

• How are the hazardous-waste collection programs publicizedl What other means of 
communication besides advertisements in the Mountain Democrat have been usedl If there are 
permanent locations of hazardous-waste drop-off sites, what are they¥ 

:(: We suggest that the various waste-collection franchisees be required to distribute this sort 
of information occasionally to customers at pick-up time, just as they now drop off appropriate 
information to new customers. 

The DEIR (p. 5.6-35) identifies 235 Small and Large Quantity Generators known in the 
County as of October 2002. 

• Please describe the general nature of these enterprises in the FEIR. We do not believe 
the identification preceding this statement in the same paragraph does so adequately (are there 
any pharmaceutical companies and/or chemical manufacturers in the Countyl}. 
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• If the County "has established several programs" to deal with the types of materials listed 
on p. 5.6-35, how does the average citizen participate, for instance, relative to computer monitors, 
fluorescent bulbs, and household batteries¥ What portion of household batteries is estimated to be 
captured by such a program as opposed to those that are merely added to household garbage¥ Are 
they sorted out at the MRFst 

Please also see treatment of hazardous waste under Health and Human Safety. 

NEW IMPACT: Potential for Increase in Illegal Dumping. This appears to be an unidentified 
impad. 

Areas covered by franchised collection services are mapped in Exhibit 5.6-2, but collection is 
mandatory only in areas where ca. 40% of the population lives. Illegal dumping appears to be treated 
i.n the DEIR only relative to hazardous materials in Section 5.8 on Human Health and Safety, yet 
there is evidence that it is a problem in many places. (See References.) The Forest Service 
encounters it on their lands (e.g., at the Stumpy Meadows campground); it is a problem for the El 
Dorado Irrigation District at its Sly Park recreational facility; county residents complain about it in 
letters to the editors. As a problem it has increased dramatically in Placer County with burgeoning 
growth. We recall the rebuff our questions about illegal dumping encountered in comments on the 
DEIR for the 1996 General Plan: that it was no problem because the penalties were so severe. Oearly 
that answer was unsupportable. 

• Although we are aware that illegal dumpers may travel a considerable distance from their 
own homes, it could be instructive to compare the amount oi illegal dumping in areas where 
collection is mandatory and areas where collection is not mandatory. Is there a correlation¥ 

:I: If so, that would indicate consideration of expanding mandatory collection to improve the 
situation. 

• Who enforces the law against illegal dumping! To what extent does that activity take 
place¥ Exactly what are the penalties! How many cases are prosecuted relative to those repoi;ted'? 
Is there an estimate of how many cases are not reported! 

" The topic of junk vehicles is omitted from the DEIR. (See References.) Please discuss this 
issue. How is it currently handled and at what cost to the County! How is the program funded! 
What trends have been displayed as the County's population bas grown¥ As the vehicles 
concerned presumably are on record with the Department of Motor Vehicles, how has law 
enforcement responded to the problem? 

In February 2002, the Sacramento Bee reported that recycling had "more than doubled" in 
the Sacramento area with the introduction of both separate cans for commingled recyclables and new 
sorting technology. Tammemagi (op. cit.) reports a study (Platt, Doherty, Broughton, and Morris, 
Beyond 40%: Record-Setting Recycling and Composting Programs, Institute for Local Self
Reliance/Island Press, 1991) of 17 communities with successful recycling programs that found high 
diversion rates were correlated with a number of important factors: mandatory participation in 
recycling, comprehensive composting programs, recovery of materials from apartments and 
commercial and institutional establishments as well as from residences, targeting a wide range of 
materials for recovery, providing economic incentives for materials recovery such as increased tipping 
fees for non-separated refuse, weekly pick-up of all materials, provision of adequate containers for 
recyclable materials, and implementing education and publicity programs. 
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• Discuss the means and extent by which each of the foregoing factors is operational in El 
Dorado County. 

• How often do the County's contracts with franchisees come up for renewal? Has the 
County ever at renewal time endeavored to change contracts to require curbside pickup of 
additional materials? 

In January 2003, a newspaper reported cases in the County where recyclables had been sent 
to landfills rather than diverted for recycling. In July 2002, the County had "issued a notice of default 
fo Waste Management for failing to operate the Diamond Springs transfer station and material 
recovery facility in accordance with its franchise agreement with the county to achieve maximum 
recycling". 

• To what extent has this been an ongoing problem? How does the County monitor the 
situation and respond? 

The DEIR fails to discuss here former dump sites scattered throughout the County. We have 
heard rumors of properties where old batteries had been dumped in the past, where shooting activity 
had resulted in contamination with lead, where septic tank sludg€ had been illicitly dumped, etc. 

• Please discuss this problem. Are records kept of known old dump sites? How many such 
sites are known? How complete does the County believe such a list, if any, is? Is there a method 
by which potential property owners can be informed of possible problems? Are such sites ever 
known to be contaminated and in need of remediation? If so, who enforces such remediation? 

POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

The reference to PG&E's ownership of Forebay Reservoir on p. 5.6~45 should be corrected. 
Project 184 is now owned by the El Dorado Irrigation District. On this same page and paragraph, 
reference is made to the possibility of an additional PG&E substation in the vicinity of Pine Hill. 

• Please clarify whether this will in any way affect the gabbro-soil rare plants. 

The seIVice area for natural gas is described (p. 5.6-46). It is supplied to El Dorado Hills and 
the Business Park Gas users elsewhere in the County must use propane, the storage and distribution 
system for which is described on pp. 5.6-46 and 47. On p. 5.6-52, Possible expansion of PG&E's 
natural-gas distribution system to the Cameron Park/Shingle Springs/Rescue area and even to 
Latrobe is mentioned. 

• Please supply more information on this possibility. 

" Home propane tanks are now reputed to be capable of underground installation. Please 

evaluate the merits/demerits of requiring this in home installations. Discuss the merits of 
mandating this in areas of high fire hazard. 

Impact 5.6-6: Potential for Land Use Incompatibility and Other Impacts of New and Expanded 
Energy Supply Infrastructure. 

Discussion of new sources of electrical generating capacity is found on p. 5.6-52. However, it 
appears to consider only the mix of large and small plants typical of the current system, rather than 
the mix of small, localized plants of the so-called "distributed" system of the future. Distributed 
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energy is considered inherently much more stable and also avoids the considerable losses associated 
with long-distance transmission and the need for high voltage, which can have implications for 
human health and safety. {See References.) 

t With distributed energy in mind (and especi~lly in view of the coming decline of oil and 
associated products mentioned earlier}, the County should be thinking about changes to zoning 
ordinances that might be needed to allow residential fuel cell installations. solar energy 
installations, and small neighborhood generating facilities. They are coming. 

• Please discuss the California Community Choice Law (AB t t 7, signed into law in 
September 2002) that would allow the County (and its cities, should they wish) to exercise local 
control over electrical services and offer better rates by joining the purchasing power of residents, 
businesses, and public agencies into a single contract. Over 60 California cities, towns, and 
~ounties are now pursuing this possibility. 

• Because of recent publicity given to a plot to sabotage a large propane storage tank south 
of Sacramento, please discuss what possible hazard these tanks might pose for those nearby in 
event of an explosion, as well as the likelihood of success of such an attempt. 

" Please discuss the vulnerability of large centralized storage tanks to vandalism via 
gunshot and the implications for siting new ones. 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Impact 5.6-7: Potential for Impacts Associated with New and Expanded Communications 
Infrastructure. 

For discussion of the siting of Communication Towers, used by wirele.ss phone service 
providers, please see Section 5.3, Visual Resources, herein. See also Section 5.8, Human Health and 
Safety. The County's ability to regulate these towers is not quite as limited as is often believed, and 
implications for health and safety are ambiguous. Hence many jurisdictions recommend the 
"Prudence Principle". 

Hard-wired phone and cable service is required to be undergrounded in new construction. In 
older areas, wires strung from poles present recurring conflict with poorly trained tree trimmers who 
use, on behalf of the utility company, methods detrimental to the long-term health of the tree. 
"Telephone" poles also present hazards to drinking and reckless drivers, conduits for lightning, and 
fire sources when lines fall or sag with heat and brush against flammable vegetation, or transformers 
explode. 

• The FEIR should discuss the regulatory environment relative to progressive 
undergrounding of existing infrastructure. There is, we believe, a mandatory {but very slow!) 
provision for this under the California Public Utilities Commission. What opportunity, if any, does 
the County have for energizing this program on behalf of its residentsi If it has one, it should take 
it. 

• Many members of the public would be interested in extension of DSL to the more rural 
areas of the County where it is now unavailable and what the County can do to assist getting this 
service. Please discuss this in the FEIR. 
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Sourcebook: Construction Waste 

Sponsored in part by: 

SUSTAINABLE 
BUILDING 
SOURCEBOOK 

Construction Waste 

\Villing_Workers in Alternative Technology 

Page 1 of 7 

The purpose of\VWAT is to link those who are interested in learning various skills in Appropriate Technology fields with those who are 
interested in taking on workers in an internship type of arrangement. 

-· --- -·-------- - ·- ---- --~ -~------~~----~-~--------------------~--- ---------------

Do you supply goods or services that relate to Sustainable Building? 
Become a SJ2.0filo...r! 

- ·--------·--~- ·- --------·~--------------- ------------·--------- ---------------------- ------

Construction Waste Contents: 
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DEFINITION: 
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Construction waste recycling is the separation and recycling of recoverable waste materials generated during construction and remodeling. 
Packaging, new material scraps and old materials and debris all constirute potentially recoverable materials. In renovation. appliances. 
masonry materials. doors and \Vindows are recyclable. 

8,000 lbs of waste are typically thrown into the landfill during the construction of a 2,000 square foot home. 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

Most construction waste goes into landfills, increasing the burden on landfill loading and operation. Waste from sources such as solvents or 
chemically treated wood can result in soil and \Vater pollution. 

Some materials can be recycled directly into the same product for re-use. Others can be reconstiruted into other usable products. 
Unfortunately. recycling that requires reprocessing is not usually economically feasible unless a facility using recycled resources is located 
near the material source. Many construction waste materials that are still usable can be donated to non-profit organizarions. This keeps the 
material our of the landfill and supports a good cause. 

The most important step for recycling of construction waste is on-site separation. Initially, this will take some extra effort and training of 
construction personnel. Once separation habits are established, on-site separation can be done at little or no additional cost. 

The initial step in a construction waste reduction strategy is good planning. Design should be based on standard sizes and materials should 
be ordered accurately. Additionally, using high quality materials such as engineered products reduces rejects. This approach can reduce the 
amount of material needing to be recycled and bolster profitability and economy for the builder and customer. 

Construction Waste Recyclin 

COi\lMERCIAL STATUS 

TECHNOLOGY: 

Commercial 
Status 

Implementation 
Issues 

D ••• 
Le{!end 

Satisfactory in most conditions 

Satisfactory in Limited Conditions 

Tnsatisfactory or Difficult 

--------------·-- ----,--~--~----~---·-----------

Technology is quickly developing for recycling of materials into reconstituted building materials. (See sections on reconstituted materials.) 
However, few new technologies are available locally. Recycling of many waste materials that can be reused requires only some additional 
effort and coordination with a salvage company or non-profit organization. 
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SUPPLIERS: 

There are salvage companies and non-profit organizations in the Austin area that can recycle some of the construction waste generated on 

site. 

COST: 

There is some additional cost involved in recycling construction marerial waste until an established procedure is developed. Cost saYings 
can be realized with donations to non-profit organizations that specialize m construction waste recycling resulting m tax deductwns. (\)st 
savings are also realized through the efficient design and use of materials minimizing waste. However. transportation costs and the lack of 
local companies using recycled resources make recycling of many materials that are not directly reusable too expensive to be feasibie at the 

present time. 

--•-,--- -- __ , -·--• --·-• ----- ----- --••-- --·--------···--•-·- ,-------·--------·-- -------~-~------·---x----·---

I:\IPLDIE'.\"TA TIO:\ ISSUES 

;\ vaiiabie. 

:'io financing issues. 

PCBUC ACCEPT.\i\CE: 

The public's wide belief in recycling gives the builder who recycles a positive image with the client. 

REGL'LATORY: 

the use of used materials (i.e. reused studs) as structural members. Non-structural materials such as trim or siding 

GUDEU:\ES 

1.0 What to Recycle 

Before recyding construction waste, identify who will accept it. This is important in designating type of waste to separate, and in making 

:unngements for drop-off or delivery of materials. In Austin. materials that can be recycled include: 

.-\ppli:rnces :md fixtures 
Brush :rnd Trees 
C:irdboard and Paper 
Lumber and Plywood (in reusable fonn) 
Masonry ( in reusable fom1 or as fill) 

\lerals 
Plastics - numbered containers. bags and sheeting 

Roofing (in reusable fonn) 
\.\"ir,dows and Doors 

2.0 \-laterials Separation 

Containers for materi:il recycling must be set up on si1e and clearly labeled. Construction personnel must be trained in material sorting 
policy, and bms must be monitored periodically to prevent waste mixing as a rcsu!t of crews or passersby throwing trash into the bins. 

Some materials will require bins or storage that protect from rain. Other bins may be locked to prevent tampering. 

http://www. greenbui lder .com/sourcebook/Construction Waste.html 
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• 3.0 Recycling and Waste '.\linimization Guidelines 

(The following information is adapted from the Environmental Building News, Nov/Dec 1992. See Resources.) 

• 3.1 Lumber 

Optimize building dimensions to correspond to standard lumber dimensions. 

i\-fodify framing details to optimize lumber use and reduce waste and inform framing contractor of your plan. 

Develop detailed framing layouts to avoid waste when ordering lumber. 

Store lumber on level blocking under cover to minimize warping, twisting and waste. 

Set aside lumber and plywood!OSB cut-offs that can be used later as fire blocking, spacers in header construction. etc. 

In remodeling, evaluate whether salvaging used lumber is possible. 

Save small wood scraps to use as kindling for clients or crew members (no treated wood). 

Larger pieces of leftover lumber (6' or more in length) can be donated to Habitat for Humanity. (See R~,uu:c:c·,.) 

Save clean sawdust for use in compost piles or around gardens. Avoid sawdust that might contain painted or treated \vood. This 
should be bagged separately. Untreated bagged sawdust may be donated to Austin Community Gardens. (See R~ .. ,,,uh:c',.) 

• 3.2 Drywall 

Order dr;v,,all in optimal dimensions to minimize cut-off waste. Drywall is available in different lengths. and designed dimensions 

should correspond to standard sizes. 

Large dry'.vall scraps can be set aside during hanging for use as filler pieces in areas such as closets. 

Technology exists, although it is not available in Austin at this time. for recycling drywall into texrured wall sprays. acoustical 
coatings, gypsum stucco, fire barriers, or agricultural products. Large pieces of dryv,:all ( full to half sheets) can be donated to 

Habitat for Humanity (see iL·,-,,L.i,,·,). 

Reuse joint compound buckets for tool or material storage by clients or cre.,vs. 

• 3.3 Masonry 

Estimate masonry material needs carefully to avoid waste. 

During construction, collect. slack and cover brick and other masonry materials to prevent soiling or loss. 

Clean concrete chunks. old brick, broken blocks, and other masonry rubble c:m be buried on-site during foundation back-filling. 

Salvage usable bricks, biocks, slate tile and other masonry materials from remodeling and construction. Store for future 

jobs or divert to salvage operations. (See 

Check to see if your masonry supplier will accept the return of materials in good condition. 

• 3.4 Metals and Appliances 

During remodeling, separate metal radiators, grates, piping, aluminum siding, and old appliances for salvage or recycling. 

Consider a front yard sale of usable items during the construction process. 

http://www.greenbuilder.com/sourcebook/Construction Waste.html 1/14/200 l 
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During construction, separate metals for recycling. including copper piping, wire and flashing: aluminum siding. flashing and 
gunering; iron and steel banding from bundles, nails and fasteners. galvanized t1ashing and roofing. and rebar: and lead chimTiey 
flashing. It is crirical to keep lead out of landfills because it could leach into groundwater. 

The Ecology Action Diversion Center at the city landfill will accept all metals and appliances. 

• 3.5 Cardboard and Paper 

Avoid excessively packaged materials and supplies. However, be sure packaging is adequate to prevent damage and waste. 

Separate cardboard waste, bundle. and store in a dry place. Recycle through Ecology Action (see Rc·,.i11r,·.·,.). 

Minimize the number of blueprints and reproductions necessary during the design and construction process. 

• 3.6 Insulation 

Install left-over insulation in interior wall cavities or on top of installed attic insulation if it can not be used on another job. 

• 3.7 Asphalt Roofing 

Left over bundled shingles can be donated. 

Technology exists, although it is not available in Austin at this time, to recycle asphalt roofing into road paving or patching 

material. 

• 3.8 Plastic and Vinyl 

?vlinimize waste of vinyl siding, flooring and countertop materials by ordering only quantity needed. 

Trash bags and plastic sheeting can be recycled through Ecology Action (see iZc·,,,:.,<,>). 

3.9 Paints, Stains, Solvents and Sealants 

Donate unused portions to Habitat for Humanity Thrift Center. They accept any quantity of white latex paint and full gallons of 

other paints (see IC·,""'.·,c:,). 

Save unused portions for your next Job. 

Any other unused materials should be taken to a hazardous waste collection facility. (Note that the City of Austin operates a 

household hazardous waste collection facility. See i{,·,,,11:~:-.) 

3.10 Miscellaneous 

Branches and trees from brush clearing can be stored separately and chipped at the city's landfill facility, or a chipper can be used 

on site to create landscaping mulch. 

Old nickel cadmium batteries from portable power tools should be disposed of at a hazardous waste collection facility. 

Cabinets. light fixtures, bathtubs, sinks, mortar mix, hardware, nails. screws and plumbing fittings and supplies are all accepted by 

Habitat for Humanity (see!{ . .-,,,·.::,.·,). 

RESOURCES 

--------------------------------------
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PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE 

_, -·- ·-----------~------------------""_,_ - -------------------------------------~------

Ask for architects and builders who are aware of waste minimization and construction materials recycling practices. 

Jim Walker 
3102 Breeze Terrace 
Austin. TX 78722 
(5!2) 499-D526 
consultant 

CO\IPO:\E,'.\;TS I \IATERIALS / SYSTEMS 

See "Building Materials - lised" in Yellow Pages for salvage companies. 

Austin Community Gardens 
48 l-+ Sunshine Drive 
Austin, TX 
Hours: I 0-6, Tuesday - Saturday 
(512) 458-2009 
Accepts bagged, untreated sawdust. 

Habitat for Humanity Building :Vfaterials Thrift Center 
Comer of 4th & Comal 
Hours: 8:30-5:30. Tuesday thru Saturday 
(512) 478-2165 
'-:on-profit organization. takes donations and re-sells many construction and salvage materials. Warehouse sales operation open to 

the public. 

Ecology .-\ction 
70- E. 9th St. 
Austin. TX 7 8701 
5 l 2-322-0000 
W\VW .eco!ogy-action.org 
recyc!e(c1:ecology-action.org 
Accepts corTUgated cardboard, brown and office paper. plastic containers with recycling number. plastic bags. garbage bags. sheet 

plastic; metals; appliances; operates Diversion Center at City Landfill. 

Rick Ramones 
Texas i\iatural Resources Conser,ation Commission 
P.O. Box 13087 
Austin. Texas 7871 l 
(512) 239-68!6 
rrarr.ones~:mrcc .state. tx. us 
W::iste reduction assistance 

Austin L:rnfill Diverson Inc 
Austin, TX 
(512) 243-1899 
Operates Diversion Center at City Landfill. 
Scrap meta!, old appliances. Ca!! in advance for current infonnation on materials accepted. 

Austin Wood Recycling 
4950 FM 1431 
Leander, TX 78641 
(512) 259-7430 
large scale on-site land clearing and mulching 
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GENERAL ASSISTANCE: 

City of Austin Solid Waste Services 
(512)472-0500 
Information on recycling 

----------~- -----·------------------------- ------·· 

City of Austin Hazardous Materials Recycling Program 
(512) 416-8998 
Information on where to take hazardous materials. 

Environmental Building J\iews 
RR I 
Box 161 
Brattleboro. VT 0530 l 
(802) 257-7300 

--------·-------·- --· ------- -----------~---------------------- ----------------------~---- --· --

Internet Resources: 

/"rticle on potential uses for construction _and demolition waste from the North Carolina Green Building Council. 

----------- ~----------------~--- --------·--- ·----~-------····- ---·----

return to 

B1-1.Ui.ling 
0-fa_1er@l5 

Sustainable Sources is proud of its 
public-J)rivate partnership with 

Austin's Green Building Program. 
We put the Sustainab~e Building 

Sourcebook online in 1994! 

Order the Sustainable Building Sourcebook! 

$Q1JKCbo9k_(Qpter1L~ ! $s;:}tc;Ji Sustainable Sources I GKeo_B_ujJmngf:orrf~.r~oc_~ l BoQ.kstQIC ! S11irninab.lGJlµi!di.ng.Cale1J<.iilI i G.re_e~n 
Bt1i\dir1g rro[~ssionab_Din~c;rnrJ 

Tnis file \a:,t upJateJ on MonJJy. Di::cember r 1.1000 
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7ifiiiifi!'I Topical Reports 
~ Green Construction 

Demolition and Construction Management 

An essential link in the design chain is to plan the demolition and construction process to 
maximize reuse of materials and facilitate recycling of materials that v.-iH not be reused on 
site. 

Questions to Consider 

• What opportunities are available for reducing and recycling demolition waste and 
construction debris? 

• How can the construction job be managed to efficiently sort and collect waste and 
debris for reuse or recycling? 

• How can storrnwater runoff be minimized during site construction? 

GREEN CONTRACTORS 

Green Pages 
Northwest EcoBuilding Guild's Directory of green construction consultants, builders, and 
contractors 
htto:/:'\nV\v.ecobui!dim!.onr 

Also see Comu!ront, 

RESOURCES 

National Association of Demolition Contractors 
This trade group has addressed critical issues and opportunities in deconstruction and has 
published conclusions and case studies in "Demolition: The First Step of Reconstruction". 
http:.·/\\ ww. demol itionassociation. com 

Construction Materials Recycling Association 
Devoted exclusively to the needs of the rapidly expanding construction waste & demolition 
debris processing and recycling industry. Specialty areas include: Information exchange, 
resources and support on current issues and technology; and promotion for acceptance and 
use of recycled construction materials including concrete, asphalt, wood, gypsum, and other 
materials. 

9n/01 7:36AM 
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htto:/,iwyv\v.cdrecvcling_org· 

\Vaste Prevention And Recycled Building Materials Design and Construction and 
Demolition Waste Management 
Contact: City of Seattle Technical i\ssistance 206-389-7281 
hrto:.'/\\,vw.ci.seattle.wa.us/utiLRESCONS/default.htm 

Residential Construction Waste Management: A Builder's Field Guide 
http: :'W\\'\v.nahbrc.onubuilders:l,-reen.-\VASTEPUB.htm 

Setting up Waste Management Plans for Job-Sites - King County Department of Natural 
Resources - Solid Waste Division 
Provides a typical construction work schedule and various opportunities for each of the 
\Vork phases: programming, schematic design & development, and build-out. 
htto: · ·dnr. metro kc gov/s\:vd'bizoro0:-·sus build: a plan. htm 

Publications available in .pdf format on this site include: 

• 2000 Construction, Demolition, and Landclearing Materials 
Recycling, and 

• 2000 Contractor's Guide to Preventing Waste and Recycling 
htto: ·Jnr. metro kc. 2:ov:swd.-bizprrnz ·sus build·hmv others.htm 

Article: "The Economics of Deconstruction u 

Resource Recycling, February 2000 

Article: Checklist for Building Deconstruction 
Environmental Building News, May 2000, p l, by Peter Yost. 
Guidance for designers, O\vners and demolition contractors interested in maximizing 
deconstruction's potential, including discussions on these topics and more: 

• Existing buildings as resources 
• Design new buildings to utilize salvage 
• Design for disassembly 
• Selecting demolition firms 
• Using contract language to maximize reuse potential 
• Maintaining environmental and energy standards 

Waste Management Publications 
Offered by the National Association of Home Builders Research Center 
httD \\ 1,V\, nahbrc oro builders.-·ureen \VASTEPUB htm. 

Building Savings: Strategies for \Va.ste Reduction of Debris from Buildings 
Offered by the Institute for Local Self Reliance and EPA Document number 
EPA-530-f-00-00 I. 
httn:.·:\\'\V\\. ilsrorn-'recvcl ing:bui ldingdehris. pdf 

Environmental Handbooks for Oregon Construction Contractors - Best Pollution 
Prevention Practices. November 1994. Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. 
Contact: 800-452-40 l I 
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Construction ·works - Metro King County 
Factsheets and information on recycling various construction materials in the greater Seattle 
area. 
http:.!dnr. metro kc. !.mv:greem.vorks1 sus build susbui !d. htm 

Recycling Plus Manual - Clean Washington Center 
http::/\V\V\V. CWC. OfQ 
(Go to "Construction") 

Contractors' Guide to Preventing Waste and Recycling 
Scottsdale, Arizona's Greenbuilding Program 
htto:. \\ww.ci.scottsdale.az.us.'£..:rreenbuildimz,.ConstRccvcle.asn 

Annotated Bibliography for Gypsum Recycling 
Lists over 300 references on gypsum recycling opportunities, including fertilzer, soil 
treatment, odor control agent, a feedstock in cement, and more. 
Contact: John Reindl, Recycling Manager, Dane County, WI - 608-267-88 t5 

Stormwater, Grading and Drainage Code: Amendments 2000 - Seattle Department of 
Construction and Land Use 
Amendments to the "Stormwater, Grading and Drainage Code" to minimize runoff from 
sites during construction and operation, the new requirements will further protect Seattle's 
urban creeks and other aquatic habitat from large storms, and keep pollutants and excess 
sediment out of Seattle's lakes and bays. 
hno: •. \V\:V\v. ci. seanlc. wa. us.·ctclu.·Codes. 

National Wood Recycling Directory 
Published by American Forest and Paper Association 
http. www.afar.dpa.orn/recvclinf!:fecvcling.html 

~ Continue to the Green Building initiatives Section 

~ Go Back to the Table of Contents 

·-··---··--·----------------

'.&; 1999, Pacific Nonhwest Pollution Prevention Resource Center 
phone: 206-352-2050, e-mail: office@pprc.org, web: 'Nww.pprc.org 
hmv to~his site 
teedbaf.}; 

917/01 7:36 AM 
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Household trash being dumped 
in Stumpy Meadows dumpster 
:l)l111~1191 'j'~ .. 
· 'I hy Ginny Diehl ~ • ers. boaters. campers and day-use v1s1-

j\,fanagers EJ and Loretta Reiss at tors. Lately. the managers have been 

Swmp;, t'v1_eadows campground have 
reported that they are experiencing a 
problem with finding increasing 
amounts of household trash being 
placed in the dumpster in the parking 

hit. 

finding items such as tires. batteries. 
bed frames. couches and containers of 
household trash. placed in the 

dumpster. 

The dumpster is placed there as a 
courtes~ for the users of the Stumpy 
Meadows complex. such as picnick-

The Stumpy Meadows complex is 

on US Forest Service property. but is 
contracted to American Land and Lei
sure to oversee its operation. Last year 
the fee to empty the dumpster was 

about $89. 
This year 

the cost has 
risen to 
$!35. For 
normal visi
tor use. the 
dumpster 

continued 
on page 12 

Stumpy Meadows trash ••. from page 1 
should only need to be emptied about every 
two to three weeks. With the increased 
amount of dumping of household garbage, 
it has been necessary to empty it weekly. 

At the present time, all day use of the 
picnic facilities, parking lot and the boat 
ramp are provided at no cost to the public. 
However, due to increased costs of opera
tion, some recreation areas have been forced 
to start charging fees for: these services. For 
instance, there is now a $3 charge to launch 

boats at Sugar Pine. 
If visitors are observed placing house

hold garbage within the dumpster, or the 
· garbage can be identified and linked to the 
person or persons who placed it there, they 
can be subject to prosecution. Visitors are 
asked to please respect the rules for use of 
the dumpster at Stumpy Meadows, so that 
we may all continue to enjoy the facilities at 
no cost. 
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Democrat photo by Joanne McCubrey 
TRASH THAT WAS dumped in front of George Moreno's property on French Creek Road is an eyesore. 

Blight of junkers irks county residents 
By NOEL STACK ~ 

Sta.ff writer ->i\?-
1,\,., 

A ghastly surprise greeted 
Debi Moreno when she 
returned to her quiet home on 
French Creek Road after a 
brief trip to San Diego in mid
January. A broken down trailer 
was sitting right in front of her 
property. 

"We' re talking about an 
open trailer full of junk and 
garbage," she said. 

Held together with garden 
hose and scarcely covered 
with a shredded blue tarp, the 
green and brown trailer holds 
old tires, car parts, and house
hold trash. Garbage spills over 
the side and old Budweiser 
boxes and a deflated basket
ball lay on Moreno's property. 

Angry and determined to get 
the safety hazard out of the 
area,' Moreno started making 

. . . . . Democrat photo by Noef Stack 
A HEAP OF ABATED VEHICLES SIT at the Hangtown Tow yard 
before they are sold for parts and metal. Most vehicles, or the var
ious parts, end up at the Pick-N-Pull in Rancho Cordova. 

phone calls. First she called. said, shaking her head. 
the California Highway Unable to help, the CHP 
Patrol. ., . ; employee told Moreno, a 21-

"He said 'you mean that. year. county resident, to call 
ugly green one?."' Moren.a the El · Dorado County 

Sheriff's Office. Her frustra
tion mounted when Sheriff's 
Deputy Lee Baker, vehicle 
abatement officer, also 
acknowledged his familiarity 
with the trailer. 

"He knew about it too," she 
said. 

With a backlog at the 
Sheriff's Office, Baker told 
Moreno 30 to 90 days would 
pass before anything would be 
done, regardless of the con
tents of the trailer. 

Baker, an abatement officer 
for two years, said all requests 
for junk-vehicle pick up must 
be handled in • the order 
received unless the vehicle is 
classified as an • immediate 
hazard. Every day, he said, his 
office gets 20'-to 45 calls from 
people all over the county. So 
far in 2003, over 250 aban-

see TRASH, page A-8 
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TRASH 
cloned vehicles have been abat
ed . 
· "I don't foresee not ever hav

imr a backlog here," said Baker. 
''When the weather turns nice 
they ( abandoned vehicles) are 

1
everywhere. They kind of bud 
like flowers." 
· The Sheriff's Office contracts 
out with Hangtown Tow for all 
'abatement pick ups and Baker is 
1
the only deputy involved. 
Officers can call for another 
:company to pick up an ab~
doned vehicle if, and only 1f, 
they . see it as a hazard. Those 
other towing companies don't 
get paid but Hangtown Tow will 
:;etrieve the towed vehicle from 
the other's lots. 

Baker said abandoned vehi
. cl~s are taken from public and 
· private property. The Sheriff's 
Office doesn't need permission 
to .. tow on private land but, 

;Baker added, he doesn't see Photo by Don Berry 

,yvhy people can't remove junk VEHICLES Lrl'TER THE side of Omo Ranch Road, awaiting pick~~..:_ 

lfrorn their own property, espe- removal by calling.Hangtown vehicle. 0 ~~ers. To, pick up : sible for the mess. 
;cifilly if they own the vehicle. In Tow Service, which she was some ot the slack, B~er add~d, T More calls came in describing 
iases where people call to get t~ld was the company that the abatement program rehes l• another site though, according 
their own junk taken away, he worked with the Sheriff's heavily on STAR volunteers. u to Moreno, dumping doesn't 
added, they're just taking Offi "If it hadn't been for the occur often in the area. 

f h 
· ice. ld' ··on Old French Town Road .. advqntage o t e service. They had no report of the STAR volunteers, we wou ve J1 

· "It's free and everybody trailer. sunk," Baker added. n there was a dryer dumped," she 
~ants it," he said. ··:"The frustrating part is that The volunteer~ complete the r said, adding that a witness saw a 

. :,_'.Why can't private property we pay a tax," said Moreno, stack of pa~erwork nec~s:,~ r person just push it out of the 
owners tow themselves?" Baker , ., for each vducle and take calls \. truck and drive away. The wit
asked. "Instead the taxpayers referring to the $1'. DMV fet from concerned residents about ,, ness did get a plate number and 

i are footing the bill." placed on vehicles less than IC new and reoccurring dump q notified the Sheriff but, accord-
. -,-Moreno worried she would years old that goes for abate· cases and sites. < ing to the witness, an independ-
have to remove the scrapped ment services. "l got the feeling Moreno and her husband ent citizen finally ~ook the dryer 
k~ler herself if it was deter- that they don't care." George didn't stop calling and ., to the dump. 
, iriikd the trailer sat on her That $ L according to Ba~er, soon~ neighbors got involved .. Familiar with the area, Baker 
fioperty. ,, doesn't stretch very far. Sendmg and put more calls into the ; said a lot more dumping occurs 

· >€'At, first I wasn't sure, out one letter to an abando~ed Sheriff's Office. Moreno_ also , than people like to admit and 
: Moreno said but after some vehicle o_wner costs $4. Towmg placed an ad in the Gold Panner, tracking down perpetrators is 
research, and to her relief, it was each ve~1cle costs the co~nty at promising anonymity to anyone difficult and time consuming. 
(liscovered the county owned least $3:,, for a total of $1.000 a 1 who had information. "Most cars we' re dealing 

, ~tie property. month, and because the price of, Unfortunately the owner of with, people don't want,'~ said 
. ,. To make matters worse, the scrap metal is so low, Baker. the trailer didn't call but Baker. "You never know what 
trruler started to spill out more added, the towing company Moreno did get an eye-witness you're·going to find." 
of its contents and lean onto can't recover its loss either. account and more information The deputy has had some luck 

, fvtoreno 's property. The axle "Because th~t is n?t enou~h on other dump sites. _ ~hougl!:._ 1:h~_District Atto'l_ley' s 
: was broken and the tongue was money to do it, the_. -c .. ounty _ is Two· peopI•~ saw · a newer ffi · · · · al 

· .... o ice 1s pursumg cnrnm pros-bent, preventing quick, easy also kicking money m, h.e said. : white pickt1p with one person ecution against a 50-foot home 
i"emoval. :'There's not enough fundmg for i with the trailer but they didn't. trailer owner who tried to dump 

: ;'-Also, ki<ls getting on and off two deputies t<: do this. ~ere ' get a plate number. or, further it, according to Baker. He has 
~bus at a stop near the dilapi- are much mor~ unp?rtant thmg~ , ·description· of the vehicle, she also found several stolen vehi-

i «lied trailer started taking going on than Junk m the road. said. Another resident,·· who cles abandoned in the county 
t~irigs out and throwing them Currently, the Sheriff's Office wished ·10 remain anonymous, but most, he aqded, are just bro-

1 on nearby property. is trying to set up a fee schedule said she saw a trail of trash lead- · ken · down. junkers . nobody 
. :; To prevent the childre~ from to be approved by the Board of. ing to the trailer from a nearby wants. 

; ~e~ng hurt, Moreno tned to Supervisors later tJ:iis year to street and · suspects someone A prime example is the nest of. 
. !\cc'¢lerate the process of collect revenue fr_om aba_~~d who lives in that area is respon- cars abandoned at least six 
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months ago. Drivers on Omo 
Ranch Road pass by and. 
according to area residents. 
nothing has moved. Some of the 
cars have Sheriff's tags on the 
windshields and according ~o 
Baker. are slated for pick up m 
the next few weeks. 

On Indian Diggings Road an 
abandoned trailer home has also 
sat for over a month and one 
resident took it upon himself to 
ta2: the vehicle, pleading the 
Sheriff's Office to take it away. 

Baker said he just did a sw~ep 
over Georgetown and re°:oved 
about 30 vehicles but inevitably 

. more will appear. As soon as we 
leave an area, he said, people 
think it's open season for dump
in2: a,1:ain. 

Iv{e';nwhile, Moreno waits for 
a sweep in her area, hoping to 
rid her neighborhood of the eye 
sore. 

"Nobody's ever come by and 
ta2:ged it." she said, adding t~at 
sh~ has never seen any official 
out in her area looking at the 
trailer. 

In Moreno's case, a Vehicle 
Identification Number was 
stamped on the tongue and 
oiven to Baker. However, Baker 
;as unable to locate an owner 
through OMV and the only pur
pose for a tag is to notify an 
owner that their vehicle will be 
towed unless moved. 

The only thing he can offer 
Moreno and others who find 
themselves waiting for this free 
service. he said, is an urge to be 
patient. 

"Thinos work on a different 
pace up\ere:· he said, adding 
that doesn't necessarily mean 
it's not important. "We have to 
prioritize calls and resources ... 

Fortunately for Moreno. her 
priority nur~ber came up with 
Environmental Management. 

Greg Stanton of 
Environmental Management 
notified last week of the trailer. 
had people come out to the area 
Friday and although they could
n't move it, they removed the 
2,000 pounds of trash inside. ··rt doesn't have to be tagged,'' 

said Baker, adding that the open 
trailer is on his list. '·A tag does
n ·r mean anything:· 

Empty or full. Moreno said 
the whole trailer is a risk as it 
has no reflectors and sits close 
to a narrow street. An unav.·are 

continued from A-1 

driver could sideswipe the sta
tionarv trailer and that could be 
a hug~ liability for the county 
since it sits on county property. 

Not aware of anv such case in 
which that has happened, Baker 
said Moreno's troubles will end 
soon. Her trailer is scheduled 
for pick up this week, providing 
the tow service isn't inundated 
with other priorities and/or 
emergency jobs. 

"'You have to prioritize,'' he 
said. "We try to do what we can 
for them but we can ·t always do 
it right now ... 

Y;t can reach Noel Stack at 
nstack@nudemocrat.net 
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Refuse(ing) to read 

. . Democrat photo by Joanne. McCubrey 
PROVlNGTHATTHE LITERACY rate in the county isn't quite as high as it could be some area resi~ 
dents_ch_ose this spot along Mosquito Road as a good place to dispose of some rubbish.~ _, -}i: 

• . ' /-: . . i 
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Junker patrol cleans up abandoned V:~hi,Q,~.~~, 
,~~-~By OLIVIA LOY ,-µ;rt" Last month, 150 vehicle_s were towed at --- ------ -~~~-~---------------------~ ____ _::_____::___'..:..'..·~···~·"-• 
~~- . StafT writer t>; \')..Oi I an $8,000 county-expense. This year, to 

date, the county has abated over 260 vehi-
Though'iit'one time in their lives they cles, while an equal number have been 

might have been ultimate driving taken care of by the automobile's owner. 
machines, unwanted vehicles, abandoned Financing such efforts, though wrillcn 
all over El Dorado County, are keeping in the county ordinance Lo be the respon
officials running, jumping, and Lowing. sibility of the car owner, is taken care of 

Removing 150 yem·s worth of aban- by ari annual $ I state DM V fee, paid by 
doned vehicles from Sacramento, residents who own cars less than IO years 
Amador, and Placer counties is the task in old. · 
front of El Dorado County Sheriff's Up until now, the county has not 
Deputy Lee Baker, who is in charge of the cracked down on holding vehicle owners 
county's vehicle abatement program. responsible for the costs incurred in tak-

"The program is designed lo remove ing care of the problem, but that's about 
abandoned vehicles that pose a hazard or to change, said Baker, as the county has 
public nuisance," according to the Sheriff's officially entered into financial!y strin-
Department Web site. gent times. 

Baker took over the vehicle abatement The Placerville Police Department, 
.. department two years ago not realizing South Lake Tahoe Police Department and 

"the mess (he) was getting into." the county Sheriff's Department share the 
Almost every morning Baker arrives at revenue and cost of removing the 

work, his message box is full of requests unwanted vehicles. 
from disgruntled property owners, neigh- The first step in the removal process 
bors and· Realtors to remove junk cars begins when someone calls in with a 
from their line of sight. request or a complaint of an abandoned, 

Though most of the perpetrators are stripped, or unsightly vehicle. 
what, Baker calls "backyard mechanics," Baker then checks and tags the speci
he said, "this is El Dorado County, every- fied vehicle, afler verifying the Vehicle 
body's got to have a yard car. Some are Identification Number. 
avid collectors," said Baker. Owners of abandoned vehicles will 

Democrat photo by OiivlJ.'LoY,' 
ABANDONED CARS wait in a holding lot in El Dorado, owned by Hangtown Tow, befo'rei · 
being shipped to scrap yards In the Sacramento area. ··: ·,··:;1 · 

: ' .' l • ~ fl 

sometimes strip and torch the car to erad
icate the YIN so the car cannot be traced, 
but these efforts are usually futile since 
most automobiles have many hidden 
VINs. 

The car's age can also make it har~!~~: 
trace. . ·,·:·, .. ' 

A car may be removed after sitting-ihri~ 
··\: 

see JUNKER, page A-15 
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JUNKER~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---
,.#. ' . 

c(;H1secutive days in violation of 
t~~ county ordinance, which 
i1iHudes such offenses as being 
a~attractive nuisance. and pos
i ~t hazardous conditions, 
a~ong many others. 
~otor homes, mobile homes, 

and travel trailers arc not incluJ
e~\1 the vehicle aba1cmc111 pro~ 
l4'.;m. . 
~~TAR volunteers also play a 

cl)ldal role in the process as 
t2.ey do much of lhe lagging, 
sN"d Baker. 
t]'he county's first approach 
~h the problem car's owner is 
atfriendly one, said Baker, but 
s~Jnetimes a court order is nec
~@ary if the violators are unco
(~rative or the county wishes 
to put a lien on the owner's 
property to receive compensa-

lion. 
Before a car is lowed. and if it 

can be traced back lo a previous 
owner, the county sends him or 
her a letter of notification and 
contacts the Dcpar1111cnt of 
Motor Vehicles. 

011ce a vdiklc is tagged, a con~ 
tractcd tow company removes the 
which:. 

Arter the car has been towed, 
suhsequenl nolil'ication is given 
and the uw11cr has IO days to 
claim their vehicle hcl'orc they 
lose it. "Losing it" essentially 
means that Sclrnitzer's Steel 
scrap yan.ls in Rancho Cordova, 
take possession of' the unwanted 
vehicle. 

The officer also checks to sec if 
the vehicle is stolen. Out of a few 
thousand cars removed lasl 

year. only five were identified 
as stolen, according lo Baker. 

The county contracts with 
Hanglown Tow, which changed 
ownership recently to Roy 
Johnston, lo remove the cars. 
The company has equipment 
cap,rble of removing up to 
seven or eight vehicles at one 
time, said Baker, enhancing the 
efficiency and timeliness of 
cleaning up contentious areas. 

"He who tows the most, gets 
the most," is the interoffice 
mantra, according to Baker. 

The tow company receives 
$:B for every car it removes 
within a five-mile radius of 
Placerville. For every mile trav
eled outside the radius, an extra 
dollar is tacked on to the base 
fee. 

The time ol' year makes a dif
ference in abatement productiv
ity, since wel winter months 
make accessing many cars diffi
cult, according to Baker. Tow 
trucks trying to compete with 
mud, might end, up needing a 
tow themselves. 

Areas where children dwell, 
such as bus stop areas, are given 
priority attention. 

A new task force, referred to 
as the Multi-Agency Abatement 
Team unit, has formed to 
address enforcement of the 
county ordinance, including 
vehicle abatement procedures. 
Representatives from the El 
Dorado County Planning 
Department, the Department of 
Transportation, Environmental 
Management, and the Sheriff's 

Department will work . for 
MAAT, bringing agencies 
together to better tackle ·prob~ 
lems with multiple fronts. 

Oftei1, in the abatement 
process, when the property 
under scrutiny contains multiple 
cars, the owner is running an 
unlicensed scrap yard business 
on the side, which requires the 
expertise of the Planning 
Department. 

Environmental Management 
Department is included in the 
process also, because the car in 
question may be leaking excess 
amounts of oil or creating other 
biohazar<lous conditions. 

To report vehicles for abate
n1e11t leave a message for the 
vehicle abatement officer at 621-
6573. 

Hangtown Towing 626-6573 :, .. 
Olil'io Loy can he c011tacte 

tit oloy@1111dc11wcmt.11et. ;, 
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- istributed Energy Resources Guide: Background -- What is DER? http://www.energy.ca.gov/distger1'backgroundibackground.html 
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~4 
D • s tr I b u t e d E n e r o v R e s o u r c e ~!Jl•tJ 

Distributed energy resources (DER) are parallel and stand-alone electric generation units located within the electric 
distribution system at or near the end user. DER can be beneficial to both electricity consumers and if the integration is 
property engineered. the energy utility. 

sta-.d Alone 

It is generally accepted that centralized electric power plants will remain the major source of electric power supply for the 
near future. DER, however, can complement central power by providing incremental capacity to the utr!ity grid or to an end 
user. Installing DER at or near the end user can also in some cases benefit the electric utility by avoiding or reducing the 
cost of transmission and distribution system upgrades 

For the consumer the potential lower cost. higher service reliability, high power quality, increased energy efficiency. and 
energy independence are all reasons for interest in DER The use of renewable distributed energy generation and "green 
power" such as wind, photovoltaic, geothermal or hydroelectric power, and can also provide a significant environmental 
benefit 

Some of the primary applications for DER include 

• Premium power - reduced frequency variations, voltage transients, surges, dips or other disruptions 
• Standby power - used in the event of an outage. as a back-up to the electric grid 
• Peak shaving - the use of DER during times when electric use and demand charges are high 
• Low-cost energy - the use of DER as baseload or primary power that is less expensive to produce locally than it is 

to purchase from the electric utility 
• Combined heat and power (cogeneration) - increases the efficiency of on-site power generation by using the waste 

heat for existing thermal process 

Users of DER have different power needs Hospitals need high reliability (back-up power) and power quality (premium 
power) due to the sensitivity of equipment. lndustriai plants typically have high energy bills, long production hours, and 
thermal processes, and would therefore seek DER applications that include low-cost energy and combined heat and power 
Computer data centers require steady. high-quality, uninterrupted power (premium power). DER technologies are either 
available now or are being developed to meet these needs. 

l Commission Homepage I $ite lnde~ I Search Site l Glossary I Links I Contact Us I 

Page Updated: January 18, 2002 

5/23/03 3:25 PM 
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INTRODUCTION 

We are at the threshold of reinventing the electric power system. 1 

The distributed generation industry is at a crossroads: it can emerge from its infancy to become a 
major contributor to California's electric system or it can remain on the sidelines, serving niche 
markets for remote, emergency, or other special power needs. When the state teetered on the verge 
of rolling blackouts last year, consumers became more aware of the need for peak-load reduction, 
increased power quality and grid reliability, which are key features offered by distributed generators. 
At present, more than 2,000 megawatts of distributed generation facilities have been installed in 
California, with an expected 300-400 megawatts in small-scale projects to be added on an annual 
basis in the near term. 2 

As the number of distributed generation projects grows in California and optimism increases about 
the potential benefits that these technologies could provide, so do concerns about the impact that 
wide-scale deployment of distributed generation might have on the future performance of the 
California energy system and the environment. This strategic plan is based on the fundamental 
hypothesis that distributed generation technologies can be deployed to benefit California's electric 
grid, energy consumers, and the environment. Initial research and assessments - included in this 
strategic plan - are being conducted or will be conducted to determine the validity of this 
hypothesis. The results of this analytical work will be used to update the contents of this plan, as 
needed. 

This document articulates the Energy Commission's VlSlon of the future relating to distributed 
generation, identifies issues and opportunities affecting the likelihood of that vision being realized, 
and addresses the role that government can play in this process. It considers potential roles for the 
Energy Commission and provides guidance to other State agencies about policies and programs 
within their respective jurisdictions which would contribute to helping the Energy Commission 
realize its vision for distributed generation. 

Before presenting the elements of the strategic pian, this document presents the following, 
relevant background infonnation on distributed generation: definition of DG, overview of DG 
technologies and enterprises, current DG issues, and possible roles for government to address the 
issues and opportunities. The elements of the plan are its vision, mission and principles statements, 
strategies, goals, activities, and guidance to other State agencies. 

Deblasio, Richard D. and Basso, Thomas S. Status on Developing IEEE Standard P1547 for Distributed Power 
Resources and Electric Power Systems Interconnection, March 2002. 

See California Energy Commission. Five-Year Investment Plan, 2002 Through 2006 for the Public Interest Energy Research 
Program, P .600-0 l -004b, March 200 I. 
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Fuel cells'\ 
potential 1 

extends Sc 
(~ 

to.homes~ 
By Rick Popely 
CIIICAGO TRIBUNE 

li/17 /<i:J<:J, 

General Motors, Ford and other auto companies 
may wind up in the same business as your local util
ity - generating electricity to run homes and busi
nesses. 

As car companies develop fuel cells to power 
cars and light trucks of the future, they see other 
possilnlities besides their traditional business. 

Fuel cells mix hydrogen with air to create pollu
tion•free electricity, and once a fuel cell is installed 
in a vehicle, there Is no reason it can't generate elec· 
tricity while it Is parked in a driveway or garage. 

"Once you get that 
technology small enough 
to Ht into a car, you can 
change the world," said 
Ingo Hermann, an engi
neer who works on GM's 
fuel-cell program. 

While fuel-cell vehi
cles are parked over
night. they can generate 
enough power to provide 
a family's electricity 

' needs. Instead of run
ning electric motors that 

' ' My vision is 
to drive up to 

my house. plug 
in the fuel cell 

and power 
everything in 
my house." 

drive the front wheels of lngo Hermann 
a car the fuel cell could . 
run t~levisions, comput- General Motors engineer 

ers and refrigerators. 
"My vision is to drive up to my house, plug in the 

fuel cell and power everything in my house," Her· 
mann said. 

GM hopes to be the first manufacturer to sell l 
million fuel-cell vehicles. Though that is l O or more 
years away, Byron McCormick, co-director of GM's 
global allernative propulsion research, ~"irl th.it 1 

IUlll!Ull lUl'l-l_Lll VL'lllLll'.) •nu1..aai liHb'-. un.,1,. <..i...-..••• 

cal generating power than all of California's ulili· 
ties, 

"This is not just a replacement for the i11ler1fa.l: 
comlrnstion engine," McCormick said. "The bound
aries between industries begin to get blurred." 

l11deed, GM's plans go beyond putting fuel cells 
in vehicles. The automaker recently unveiled a sta
tionary unit that generates enough electricity to run 
a house and said it could build more-powerful units 
capable of running subdivisions and factories. A 
GM-designed fuel reformer extracts hydrogen from 
natural gas to run the stationary fuel cell. 

"This allows us to consider other markets," said 
Larry Burns, GM's head of research and develop· 
ment. He indicated that GM may license its technol
ogy to energy companies. 

"We are currenlly exploring the right path to 
take," he said. 

Bums said that GM could be ready to sell station
ary fuel cells by the middle of this decade. "We 
think we can get the stationary technology to where 
it's very comparable to the peak electricity rates 

' youpay." 
(lo- FUELCELLS, pageG4 

Tile Sacramento Bee • _ Fnd_ily,. A_!:Jg~ig_.1}~?-20. l 

· Fuel cells: 
· Technology's 
·I potential is 
'revolutionary' 

Ill> CONTINUED FROM Gl 
Other automakers have yet to announce 

plans to expand into electric power genera
tion as a revenue source. but others see that 
possibility - and not just [or car companies. 

Michael l(rumpell, manager of fuel-cell 
technology al Argonne National Laboratory 
t\utside Chicago, said fuel cells have the po
tential to "revolutionize our industrial struc
ture allll i,mdscape." Krumpell s,1id il is eas
ier to use [uel cells in homes and businesses 
than in vehicles, which have space and 
weight limitations and nnm'·dema11di11g op
erating conditions. 

"H's a given" thal stationary fuel cells will 
be commercially viable before fuel-cell vehi
cles are, he said. Because fuel cells are small 
gener.iti11g st,1tio11s, they may n·pl.1n• large, 
.,,,1d1 ·d ,,.1,"'1 1 1· 1d 1nie fiH-..d h,1 I'll ll ill' I\Hf'ltl:lf 

puw1.·1cu. 

"You t:.111 have your own power generator 
I i11 .. YOllr .. b,)CkyJH1 .. and .. 1Je.Sl'lf·SUJficienl," 

Krumpelt said. 
Linking dozens of small fuel cells into a 

!WI wmk of generating slat ions would be sim
ilar to linking personal computers - a pro
cess th.it crealt•d the Internet. 

One company tl1at sees that future is H 
Power, a Clifton, N.J.-based manufacturer 
of stationary fuel cells. H Power is beta test
ing a fuel cell in the U.S., Japan and Europe 
that gem•rates a steady 4.5 kilowatts, 

; enough electricity fur a 2,500-square-foot 
house. 

The cube-shape fuel cell is about four feet 
tall and wide - larger than a washing ma
chine and about the size of an industrial air 
comlitioning unit. II nms on 11,1tural gas or 
propane. 

11 Power Chief Executive Frank Gibbard 
said the company plans to start selling the 
unit next year and that the price would be 
$5,000 to $6,000 once full-scale production 
is reached. 

"It will be the cost of a major appliance," 
Gihbard said. "Any place that has expensive 
electricity or an unreliable electricity sup
ply, this will be more reliable, and it also can 
he cheaper." 

I le· said that within five years, consumers 
will be able lo buy miniature fuel-cell car
tridges that will replace batteries in laptop 
computers. cell phones, power tools and 
other small devices and last up to 20 times 
longer. Naturally, this application could be 
expanded to include motor vehicles. 

"They're going to change the way we 
power everything," Gibbard said." Fuel cells 
really have the potential to be revolution
ary." 
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Flood maps don't hold water 
Property owners learn 
the hard way that FEMA 
maps often are outdated. 

BY DIANE MASTRULL 
AND ANTHONY R. WOOD 

PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER 

PHIIADELPHIA - When it comes to 
buying, building and insuring their 
homes, Americans have put their faith 
for the last 30 years in a mammoth set of 
U.S. government maps identifying flood
prone neighborhoods in 20,000 commu
nities. 

But as many are learning at great cost, 
the aging maps have been outdated by 
development and no longer can be trust
ed to keep them out of harm's way. 

Tom and Emily Nicholas had no idea 
that their ranch in Upper Moreland 
Township, near Philadelphia, is in a high
risk flood plain. 

According to the federal map. it isn't. 
Two creeks, the Mill and the Pennypack, 
pass within a mile. but the Nicholases 
believed they had nothing to fear. 

Nothing to fear in the 1970s, when 
creek overflow routinely submerged an 
intersection 130 yards away during 
heavy rain. Or in the 1980s, when water 
began lapping at neighbors· yards. 

Nothing to fear in 1999, when Hurri
cane Floyd so swelled the streams that 
the two houses next door were inundat
ed. 

Nothing even in 2001, when Tropkal 
Storm Allison hit a year ago. 

Six people in a nearby apartment com
plex died and dozens of houses were 
damaged - including the Nicholases', 
where a foot of water destroyed furnish
ings and appliances worth $20,000. 

Last week, having detennined that the 
couple almost surely will be flooded 
again, the government agreed to buy 
their home - which on the map, and 
only on the map, still sits safely in the 
lowest-risk zone. 

Flooding is the nation's costliest natu
ral disaster, causing an annual average of 
$5.9 billion in property damage. Yet at 
least two-thirds of the flood maps kept 
by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency, or FEMA - and relied on by 
home buyers, developers, insurers and 
lenders - are more than 10 years old. 
One-third are more than 15 years old. 

FEMA acknowledges it has not kept 
up, and it posts the equivalent of a sur
geon general's warning on its maps: 

"After publication of the map. flood haz
ards may change significantly in areas 
experiencing urban growth. K 

for $800 million, the problem could 
be solved. says FEMA spokesman Mark 
Stevens. The entire map inventory could 
be updated, then digitized for easier pub
lic access. Between the Army Corps of 
Engineers and private firms, every water
way would be re-evaluated. 

Stevens estimates that fully modern
ized maps could prevent $48 billion in 
property damage over the next SO years. 

In its 2003 budget, the Bush adminis
tration has proposed $300 million for 
remapping. Stevens calls that ~ a dent." 

"It's more than a dent - it's an excel
lent down payment," countered U.S. 
Rep. Joseph Hoeffel. D.-Pa .. who backs 
the project as an "important investment 
for the federal government." 

"Flooding in urban and suburban 
areas," he added. "is a huge problem 
[that isl so expensive to taxpayers." 

Saving money was the whole point 
when Congress created the National 
Flood Insurance Program in 1968. 

Until then, flood coverage had been 
unavailable for 40 years; private insurers 
had bailed out of the business after a cat
astrophic flood along the Mississippi 
River in 1927. Taxpayers were left to 
cover damages through government di
saster relief. 

Under the new program. in theory at 
least. property owners would foot the 
bills with their own premiums on feder
al flood policies, turning the U.S. govern
ment into one of the nation's largest in
surance companies. 

Public interest was underwhelming. 
After Hurricane Agnes racked up record 
losses of life and property in June 1972, 
Congress decided to make National 
Flood insurance mandatory. To deter
mine who would have to subscribe and 
to set rates, the government needed to 
identify every flood hazard. 

So began one of the biggest map 
projects in world history. 

Given the immensity of the task ( more 
than 100,000 map panels). the pace of 
development and the expense of updat
ing, FEMA promptly fell behind. It has 
never caught up. 

"I don't think there was due consider
ation given to maintenance of the prod
uct," said Mike Buckley, a FEMAmap spe
cialist. 

Not ail FEMA maps date back to the 
20th century. For example, most in Ches
ter County are stamped 2002. 

FEMA says it puts its remapping ef-

forts into areas of most rapid develop
ment. 

Sometimes. though. new charts are 
drawn at the request of communities tak
ing steps to lower flood risks. That can 
cut residents· insurance rates - and 
open more land to development. 

A recent date. however, is not neces
sarily an assurance of freshness. 

Tom and Emily Nicholas don't think 
much of FEMA's Upper Moreland.map. 
Yet thanks to it, they havecaught an ab
surd break. 

Eight months aftet Allison ripp€d 
through, they bought their first federal 
flood insurance. Although the govern
ment had put them on its list of poten
tial buyouts by then, their .mnual premi
um was $236 - the rate for FEMA's sup
posedly safe "Zone X." 

On an accurate map, their ranch 
would appear in the high-risk uzone A." 
The premium would be $959. 

"It's really kind of dumb., Tom Nicho
las said. 

But that could soon be water under 
the bridge in that neighborhood. 

Of the homes damaged by Allison, 34 
already have been approved for buyouts; 
three are in FEMA's Zone X 

Where homes are razed, there will be 
preserved open space. 

Township manager Brian Mook won
ders how many more residents sit, un
aware. in the high-risk flood plain. He is 
not waiting for FEMA to tell him. 

Shortly after Allison, he and officials 
of a half-dozen other flood-prone com
munities along the Pennypack turned to 
Temple University for help. Specifically, 
to the Center for Sustainable Communi
ties, created two years ago to help munic
ipalities manage growth. 

Its director.Jeff Featherstone, met the 
concerns of Mook and company with a 
plan to study the 56-square-mile Penny
pack watershed. 

The project is expected to take two 
years and cost more than $500,000 -
and come up with ideas for lowering the 
flood risk in the 11 municipalities with
in the watershed, which runs from Phila
delphia to Upper Southampton, Bucks 
County. 

Tom and Emily Nicholas will be long 
gone from Lancaster Place by then; 

They are awaiting the government's 
fair-market offer on .the home they 
bought in 1961 for$14,500.Theyarenot 
sure where they'll go afterward, except 
that they won't be retying on a FEMA 
map to keep dry. · 

"I want to stay in the area," Emily 
Nicholas said, "away from water." 
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Architects and Urban Planners Can Help Solve Flood, Drought and Water Pollution Problems 

By Roger K. Lewis 

Samrday. September 7. 2002; Page HOS 

Management of the earth's water resources was among the issues discussed at the politically charged United Nations World Summit on 
Sustainable Development, \vhich concluded this week in Johannesburg. But I wonder whether there was any discussion about the 
relatmnship between managing water resources and architecrure and urban design. 

'{ou didn't haYe to attend the conference to know that dealing intelligentlv with water is a critical, worldwide challenge. Here :md 
elsewhere in the United States, brown lawns, parched fo!iag;, dry st;eam; and water rationing have been constant re;inders of this 
summer's droughr conditions. Catastrophic flooding in Central and Eastern Europe. dramatized by images of the inundated historic heart of 
Prague. underscored the challenge. 

\Vater poses three critical sustainability problems: having too little where and when it's needed for habitation, industry and agriculture: 
having too much ,vhere and when it's not wanted; and maintaining water quality to protect and preserve natural ecosystems and wildlife 
habirats. 

Architecture and urban design can't stop fertilizers and pesticides from washing off farmland into rivers and bays. change the jet stream or 
modify rainfall panems. But they can help in addressing and mitigating water problems. What and how we build directly influences a 
region's water supply as well as the quality of the region's streams, rivers, lakes. bays and coastal waters. 

The essence of the mitigation-by-design strategy is simple: Reduce or minimize the amount of land covered by fl!aterials that prevent rain 
from failing directly onto the soil 

Most rain falling on the ground is absorbed. Soil acts as a natural filter and cleanses the \Vater percol:J.ting down. The naturally fiitered 
water c\·enrually reaches underground aquifers or. downhill from where the rain tell. reaches the surface again to feed a spring or stream. 

Because the surfaces of roads and parking lots and the roofs of buildings are impervious. virtually all the rain falling on these surfaces runs 
off. rf it is dumped on the ground. some of it is absorbed. But in urbanized areas, most runoff is collected by storm drains and catch basins. 
These channel the v,arer into networks of culverts and underground pipes, eventually leading to outfalls at streams, bayous, rivers. lakes or 
the se:i. 

R:iinw:1ter \\ ashing across roofs. roadways and parking lots picks up and retains pollutants -- hydrocarbons deposited by vehicles, 
indust~1aily produced chemicals, decaying microorganisms and just plain dirt. \[ost of these materials remain in the water and are there 
when ir reaches outfalls. Thus, increasing the amount of impervious surface within a region worsens pollution in the region's waters. 

Adding impen·ious cunstruction to a region's landscape has another unwanted consequence: It substantially reduces the amount of water 
reaching and recharging the region's underground aquifers. often a critical source of potable well water as well as a source of water for 
recharging streams and rivers. 

The most obvious negative consequence of paving and roofing the natural landscape is the one that structured drainage systems 
tradit1onally seek. to pre\·ent -- flooding. Eventuaily a storm always comes along to overload the system. no matter how well it has been 
engineered. That's espe~1ally true in areas that are flat, abut flood pla111s or lie in valleys where cresting rivers have no place to go except 
through towns. 

Since the I 9b0s. srr.crer environment:il standards have resulted in stonn-">vater systems designed not only to prevent flooding but also to 
improve waEer qual1ty In many suburbs, runoff is piped or channeled to retention ponds where sediment can settle out before the water 
leaves the pond. 

Yet no matter how effective newer systems are in temporarily managing stom1 water, covering the landscape with impervious materials -
rooting and paving -- still alters the environment. 

What does all this ha\·e to do with architccture'.l 

When designing a building or a community, architects, planners. engineers and their clients can make several intelligent choices to reduce 

_j damage. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn.!A46585-2002Sep6?language=printer 9/7/2002 
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• Site development plans and road networks can be configured as efficiently as possible, with streets no wider than absolutely necessary. 
Reducing the curb-to-curb width of a street from 40 feet to 36 feet, still enough for r,vo lanes and curbside parking, reduces paved surface 
area and runoff by 10 percent. It also helps calm traffic by slowing down cars. 

• '.\lost sidewalks and parking lots are paved and impervious. but many could be surfaced ,vith more porous paving materials to 
accommodate vehicles while still allowing rain to seep through. In more densely urbanized areas, placing parking under buildings. in 
parking garages or even on building roofs eliminates undesirable runoff from surface parking lots, which are ugly anyway. 

• Geome,rically compact buildings reduce roof area and site coverage ">Vhile increasing usable. pervious open space. Putting a given amount 
of floor space in a two-story rather than a one-story building reduces the roof and footprint area by half. Going from tv,o stories to three 
stories reduces site coverage and roof runoff by one-third. Compact buildings offer other sustainability benefits: more compact foundations. 
less exterior wall surface. less energy consumption for heating and air conditioning, and usually lower construction and operating costs. 

• Site devdopmem plans can incorporate more "green infrastrucrure." such as nenvorks of vegetated swales and constructed \vetlands. to 

disperse and retain storm water on-site and allow more of it to soak naturally into the ground instead of being piped away. 

In the short run. the effects of such design actions. considered project by project, may seem marginal. Bur "in the long run. and in the 
aggregate. they will make a measurable difference. For a sustainable future, we need to undertake these design actions now. 

Roger K. Lewis is a prac;icing architect and a professor o(archirecrure at the University of Aiaryland. 

:r 2002 The Washington Post Company 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A46585-2002Sep6?languagc=printer 9/7/2002 
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Porous pavement is fundamentally the same as asphalt but it does not contain the fine particles 
that asphalt does and porous pavement is not sealed to be waterproof. Porous pavement is 
designed to allow the filtration of water which eliminates the surface runoff that normal asphalt 
creates. 

Some possible advantages or 
benefits from porous asphalt 

Substantial reduction of runoff rate and volume from imperviou 
surfaces 

:Erosion control on unprotected overland flow and channel area 

Water quality enhancement 

The need for curbs or storm sewer installation or expansion · 
may be avoided 

Natural drainage boundaries and patterns can be maintained 

The nuisance factor to pedestrians and motorists arising from : 
standing puddles in parking lots, streets, and detention basins 

will not be a problem 

Natura! vegetation and drainage patterns can be retained by th 
use of porous pavement 

Groundwater recharge may be possible with porous asphalt 
paving 

Improvement of wet pavement skid resistance 

Taken from EPA-600/2-80-135: August 1980 

click on the picture to enlarge 
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0 northeastern illinois planning commission 

Reducing the Impacts of Urban Runoff 
with Alternative Site Design Approaches 

'.\'IPC Bulletin - :\fay 1997 

How to Get the Full Report: 

This topic 1s covered in much greater derail in a report 11tied Reducina the Impacts o( 
Crban Runoff- The . ..Jc/vantages ofA.lrema1ive Sile Design Approaches. This report, 
which mcludes extensive references, is available from .V!PC's Publications Department 
131 ]--15-1-0-100 extension 210) 

The Problem 

Con\'entional urban development dramatically increases the amount of stonmvater runoff generated by the landscape. 
The principal causes of this effect are impe1vious swfaces -- streets, parking lots, and buildings -- and compaction of the 
soil due to construction activities. Instead of soaking into the ground, rainfall is converted quickly to runoff and is then 
eliminated from the site via sewers and man made channels. 

S,-1me common site development standards may actually worsen storm water runoff problems. For example, modem 
standards ,vh1ch require wide streets, expansive parking lots, and artificial drainage systems produce even more runoff 
than sirrular de\·elopments of 40 to 50 years ago. 

Ir: recogrntion of the effect that increased runoff has had on flooding:, nev,; development often incorporates stormwater 
detention to slmv the release to dov,nstream rivers Unfortunately, this still leaves several runoff-related problems 
inadequate!,· addressed 

• Storm water runoff is contaminated with nrious water poilutants which are byproducts of urban activities such as 
automobik use .. lawn care, and industrial fallout If unchecked. these pollutants \\·ill damage the aquatic life, 
mcluding fish m downstream lakes, streams, and wetlands 

• \:Vater \\h1ch runs off of urban landscapes can no longer recharge groundwater supplies. For communities which 
depend on locally recharged aquifers, resultant ,..vater shortages could limit future development and necessitate 
spnnkling bans and other restrictions 

• Urban runoff causes mstability in the drainage system by l) increasing the high flows, which can cause streams 
to rapidly erode and 2) decreasing the low flows (or baseflows), which literally causes small streams and lakes to 
dn up ar:d concentrates pollutm1ts to damaging le\·els 

• \\bik storm water detention can effectively reduce runoff rates, thereby controlling localized Hooding, it does 
little tn control the increased volume of runoff caused by urbanization As a consequence, flooding continues to 
\\orsen on larger drainage systems. such as the Des Plaines and Fo:-.: rivers. 

A Solution -- Alternative Site Designs 

Fortunately, there are development options involving alternative stormwatcr drainage and site design approaches \\foch 
can substantially reduce the identified impacts. These alternative development techniques, commonly called best 
management practices, or B.iJPs, involve measures which accomplish two basic objectives: 

• reduce the amount of impervious surface area, thereby reducing runoff and 

1!5!01 4:52 Pl\, 
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• utilize the landscape to naturally filter and infiltrate runolfbefore it leaves the development site 

Interestingly. the recommended alternatives reflect both old and new design philosophies. Some mirror a Jesign 
philosophy which existed pnor to the l 950s- l 960s when "modern" subdivisions began to spread across the landscape. 
Older developments, for example, often utilized natural drainage approaches and narrower street widths. In other 
:instances the alternative approaches, such as landscaping vvith native vegetation, emulate conditions prior to the arrival 
of European settlers. Also recommended are innovative planning approaches. such as cluster developments, which have 
not yet been widely implemented in this region 

Recommended Site Design Alternatives 

• Natural drainage measures: Use of drainage swales, vegetated filter strips, and other natural drainage approaches 
-- in contrast to storm sewers, lined channels, and curbs and guners -- \vill reduce mnoff \'olumes and greatly 
enhance the removal of pollutants from runoff water 

• Natural detention basin designs: Natural detention designs incoq:,orate features of natural wetland and lake 
systems, such as gradual shoreline slopes, a border of wetland vegetation, and areas of open water -- in contrast 
to conventional designs which feature dry bottoms or riprap-edged wet basins. Natural designs are much more 
effective in removing stormwater pollutants than conventional wet and dry bottom basins 

• Infiltration practices: \\<'here soils are sufficiently permeable, infiltration trenches and basins dramatically reduce 
surface runoff volumes and naturally recharge groundwater. 

• Permeable paving: The use of permeable paving blocks is a recommended alternative fix low traffic parking 
areas, emergency access roads, and drive\vays to reduce runoff volumes and pollutant loads. 

• Natural landscaping Natural landscaping approaches utilize native plants, particularly wildt1o,Yers. prairie 
grasses, and \vetland species, as an alternative to conventional turf grass and ornamental plants, to reduce 
storrmvater runoff and to reduce the maintenance needs of conventional turt' grass landscaping. 

• Reduced imperviousness via altemati,·e residential streetscapes: The area of irnper\'ious surfaces in a residential 
de·:eJopmem can be reduced in several ways: utilizing nanw,ver streets: reducing setbacks bet,veen streets and 
homes, thereby reducing the length of drive·ways: and by reducing sidevvalk widths 

" Reduced imperv10usness via alternative parkmg lot designs: Impervious surfaces also can be reduced in parking 
lots by dov.-nsizing individual parking stalls, sharing parking between adjacent users, adjusting peak demand 
assumptions, and/or banking parking until it is needed 

• Cluster devclopment/PUDs: Cluster ~eveloprnent increases densities on portions of a development site to 
preser,.:e natural land amenities and common open space, resulting in substantially less o\·erall impervious area. 
Planned unit developments (PUDs) provide for greater tkx:ibility in the site planning process, allowing the 
inclusion of many of the site design alternatives described above 

Summary of Benefits 

When used in combmation on a de\'clopment site. these techniques can remarkably reduce both stormwater-related 
impacts and construction costs. Based on assessments of case studies in northeastern Hlinois and other parts of the 
country, it 1s estimated that alternative site design approaches can 

" reduce stom1water runoff volumes by 20 to 70 percent (in comparison to conventional development); 

• reduce runoff pollutant loads by 60 to 90 percent; 

.. reduce site development costs by$ i ,000 to over $4,000 per lot for residential developments and by $4,000 to 
$10,000 per acre for commercial/industrial deYelopments 

115101 -l:52 P 
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Other documented benefits of these approaches include reduced infrastructure maintenance and replacement costs. 
improved protection of sensitive natural areas. enhanced site aesthetics, improved property values. and t-,reater flexibility 
of site design. 

Tradeoffs 

Clearly. not all of the recommended site design approaches are applicable on all deYelopment sites. \.Vhile the 
recommended alternatives have ob\·ious documented benefits, thev also may have some disadvantages. From a 
developer's perspective, some of these approaches may entail a more difficult and time consuming local government 
approval process. From a local govemrr1t.."Ilt perspective, acceptance of some of these approaches will require education 
of local residents and still might result in complaints from some residents about "standing water" or "weedy conditions." 
Some local planners or engineers may be he::::tant because there is relatively little experience in northeastern Illinois with 
certain alternative design practices. 

t:lt1mately. it is hoped that local officials and developers will thoroughly consider the tradeoffs between conventional and 
alternative site design approaches. In this consideratwn they should weigh all the relevant factors, including construction 
costs, maintenance needs, public safety, aesthetics, marketing considerations, as well as the obvious environmental 
benefits 

Conclusion 

The floods of 1 996 and l 997 ,vhich caused damage in much of the region, are recent rern.inders of the need to better 
control the effects of new development. Experts, both regional and national, are coming to the realization that while 
engineered solutions are important tools in flood prevention, over-reliance on artificial drainage approaches has serious 
negative consequences. This truth actually has been kno\vTl for quite some time as evidenced by the following 
obsen:ation contained in a joint publication of the Urban Land Institute. American Society of Civil Engineers, and 
National Association of Homebuilders from 1975 

"Past philosophy sought maximum convenience at an individual site by the most rapid possible 
elimination of excess surface water after a rainfall and the containment and disposal of that water as 
quickzv as possible through a closed system. The cumularive effects of such approaches have been a 
major cause of increased frequency of downstream flooding, often accompanied by diminishing 
groundwater supplies." -- from Residential Storm Water Manae:ement 

Tins documenr was prepared using r.:.s Env1ronmemal Prorectton Agency funds under Secnon 60-Ub; o(rhe Clean Warer Acr d1srnbured rhrough 
rhe !l/;no1s Env;ronmema/ Pro rec non Agency. The _findings and recommend anons conrained herein are nor necessarily rhose o( the funding 

agenc1t!s 

ll
;m ,:ri~.::_·_:_;_:,_·'_:,_:, .. _ •. ··.: .•. :.~,.:_:.;.,_:_:_,_._;_:·'. 
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WATER AGENCY WINS KEY RULING ON URBAN RUNOFF 
Building industry fought pollution regulations 

By Terry Rodgers 
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER 

Febrnary 14, 2003 

A state water-quality agency won a landmark court ruling yesterday upholding its authority to impose 
one of the nation's toughest permits to curb urban runoff pollution in San Diego County. 

The ruling by San Diego Superior Court Judge Wayne L. Peterson dismissed objections raised by the 
San Diego Building Industry Association to the storm wat€r control regulations that affect the county's 

18 cities, the county and the San Diego Unified Port District. 

"This is an important decision and an important milestone," said Jack Minan, chairman of the San 
Diecro Regional Water Quality Control Board, which adopted the stricter urban runoff controls in 

February 2001 

~linan, who is also a University of San Diego law professor, said the court rnling will affect similar 
legal challenges pending in Los Angeles, Orange County and elsewhere. 

"TI1is decision will be influential for the entire state of California," he said. 

Neither officials from the Building Industry A.ssociation nor its lawyers from the firm of Latham & 

Watkins could be reached for comment. 

At public hearings, the building industry contended the rules could dramatically increase the cost of 
new housing and may not actually result in cleaner water. It also said the rules created an unfair 

burden on nev>' development. 

The June 2002 issue of California Builder, the newsletter of the California Building Industry 
. .\ssociat10n, stated: "The results of the San Diego case will likely shape future actions by the state 
(Water Quality Control) board and set a precedent on how storm-water is regulated in California." 

The regulations builders objected to are contained m a 54-page regional storm-water permit that 
piaces the primary responsibility on local governments to do a better job of controlling pollutants that 

enter their storm drains. 

Under the new rules, developers are being required to install storm drain filters, silt-removal basins 
and other so-called "best manag€ment practices" intended to reduce bacteria, oils, fine metals and 
other pollutants from being flushed to the sea by rain or other random sources of water. 

The building industry argued in court that the strict requirements conflict with a somewhat vague 
standard in federal law, which says compliance is achieved when pollution controls are installed "to 

the maximum extent practicable." 

The tougher rules adopted by the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board require both cities 
and developers to demonstrate their pollution-control measures are in fact making the water cleaner. 

"Tlus decision means they must implement measures that are actually reducing pollutants," said John 

Robertus, executive director of the regional board. "That is a huge victory for us." 

Marco Gonzalez, an environmental attorney for San Diego Baykeeper, which submitted legal 
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arguments supporting the state's position, said the decision clears the way for San Diego's 
storm-water permit to become a national model. 

"This case was all about strict compliance with water quality standards," Gonzalez said. "The building 
industry was trying to protect its profits and make a quick buck at the expense of clean ,vater." 
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POLLUTION 
SOUTHlAND STORMWATER LESSONS 

In the Southland they re called SUSiv1Ps 
- standardized urban stormwater mitiga
tion_ plans-~ and their adoption in Los 
Arioe!es and San Dieao caused quite a stir 
among local officiais,"' developers and envi
ronmentalists. Bay Area proponents favor a 
less succinct moniker, like "'new and rede
velopment reauirements,·· but the issue is 
caus'ing a big fuss around here as well. 

The S.F. R~gional Wa~~ty_~ol 
Board-is in the p-rQ-Ct_:sf..9_!_)!~9!!19 the__gist 

· of SUSMP to the Bav Area, as oart of tb_t; 
reissuanc~- ~LS~~~t{CTar~?q~~,s-f1~~_9_r 
stormwater discharge permit (NPDES_)._ 
Enhanced permit requirements wul mean 
cities throughout the county will have to 
follow the same rules for managing 
runoff flows. 

Previous requirements were more 
generic, "do what you can where you can," 
according to GeDff Brosseau of the Bay Area 
Stormwater Management Agencies 
Association. The new requirements get 
more specific about how much runoff must 
be captured, filtered (through soils, vegeta
tion or actual fabric filters) or treated on a 
project site - the ··start at the source 
approach'' - before it can flow into creeks, 
bays and ultimately the ocean. This way, 
says the S.F. Board's Dale Bovvyer, >!You get 
the benefits for the life of the project.·· 

The new reauirements aiso define for the 
first time what' kinds of projects must com
ply. They don't, however, mandate specific 
technology, leaving that to a developer's 
architects and enaineers. Some desianers 
incorporate mor/ permeable surface' area, 
such as arassv swales, into their orojects: at 
other ti;es c

1

atc1 basin filters ar~ more 
aporopriate. 

Bow;er says this Isn't a 'shocking new 
evolution" in regulation, but it does provide 
more backbone to existing 1990s regulatory 
guidance. "Rather than use that guidance, 
some Bay Area cities have pretty much let 
de11e!opers do things that were easy and 
inexpensive, just enough so they say could 
say 'we checked off that box'," he says. 

"This raises the bar for performance 
and compliance with stormwater permits,'' 
says Brosseau. ''It forces municipalities to 
get more serious about stormwater, and to 
integrate stormwater management 
more fully into city infrastructure 
and procedures." 

The new Santa Clara requirements build 
on previous performance standards estab
lished in the cit'/s 1997 permit, but also 
embrace some 'lessons from Los Angeles 
County - where the L.A. Regional Board 
adopted the state's first SUSMP in March 
2000. Though 30 of 85 L.A county cities 
appealed the new SUStvlP regs, the State 
Board recently upheld most of the L.A. rules. 

As a result, some Southland developers 
are now going all out on stormwater con

• 
he says. N_ow,_ RBF·s pr~cts include <:l_g_zen 
of runoff oolfution 1e.dlli:.:1Qo....measures 
am-ongthern--m_~~~s~~ng· catcl]_basins 
eou1pped W~tCial ''trash bastetL.dfld 
filters to-clean up the first flush of urhao_ 
runoffan-a some1mng_o_ii!noto caH£_·sum
mersloboer'' - soaps, brake dust and k
tifizer from car washing, drivin.9_9.nd i~ 
warenng;, ang_ ~tn~r..?~!~'"Q:Nat€r collection 
units with holding tanks cleaned out bv -

trol, according to 
Jeff Okamoto 
with the Orange 
Countv office of 
RBF Consulting, a 
regional engi
neering firm lay
ing out major 
subdivisions. 
Before the local 
SUSMP came 
along, everyone 
just let all the 
runoff head 
straight down 
the storm drain, 

CLUSTERED lNFlll DEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENT 

SUSMP CONTINUED 

trtJcks simjla~j_othe "honel wagons
11 

_ serving 
po~_ab!e ~o_i!~!_S-____ _ 

Okamoto says several of his firm's clients 
have directed him to go beyond the mini
mum requirements and do better on recent 
projects. ''ln the current political atmos
phere, some of our builders wanted to 
show the city and interest groups they're 
willing to do what's right, 11 he says. (Full dis
closure: Jeff Okamoto is the editor's brother 
in law). 

Of course doing all these things can cost 
more. Adding bioswales or detention basins 
can take up significant amounts of land, 
which can be a precious commodity, and 
some treatment measures are expensive to 
build and maintain, say developers. City 
officials worry that the new requirements 
will make it more difficult to do infill proj
ects and build low income housing. They 
also argue that th~ 2roposed performancJ'. 
standard~

1 
which call for catchin_g__85%_of 

peai<storm runoff,are too_fonfusing, even 
forengTneer~

1
_and they want the board to 

delay implementation, particularly for small-

er projects. Board chief Loretta Barsamian 
says she "got an earful'' from city managers 
when she met with them earlier this sum
mer, and over thirty speakers lined up at a 
July public hearing, objecting to various 
aspects of the permit changes. 

BayKeeper's lonathan Kaplan says he's 
disappointed with the city officials lobbying. 
"What's p~i~g__E_!:9pose_9.__is in a lot of : 
respeds"weaker than '.'!hat wa_~_m:rroye.tl__irl 
Los-Angeles and--SanDi~o," He wants to 
see a strong-reglonafapproach. 

Amy Glad of the Home Builders 
Association of Northern California says that 
a one size fits all approach won't work 
because of localized variations in terrain and 
rainfall. "Some standardization is useful, but 
you need to recognize regional differences.!' 
That issue wilt loom large in the near future. 
The NPOES permits of several other Bay 
Area counties, including Alameda, will 
likely be amended to include similar new 
stormwater provisions soon, says Bowyer. 

At press time, the staff was putting the 
final touches on a revised• version of the 
requirements, aiming for an August 15 
release. That will begin a five week commeht 
period, during which the Hoard will hold : 
multiple meetings with stakeholders and 

1 

tweak the permit details o.· ne more time. The 
h 

. I 

full Board is scheduled to vote on t e issue: 
at its October meeting (see calendar). "l'ml 
sure we'll be going through a painful and I 

protracted process of denial ab?ut S~SMP,j' 
says Brosseau, "But the re~ard 1s ~etting i 

credit for good front end site design, and I 

then not having to treat so much i 

stormwater." Contact: Jan O'Hara 
1 

(510)622-5681 OB & ARO 
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GEOLOGY: 

The Next Oil Crisis Looms Large--and Perhaps 
Close 

Richard A. Kerr 

Many economists foresee another half-century of cheap oil. but a 
growing contingent of geologists warns that oil will begin to run out 

much sooner--perhaps in only 10 years 

Nature took half a billion years to create the world's oil, but observers agree 
that humankind will consume it all in a 2-century binge of profligate energy 
use. For now, as we continue to enjoy the geologically brief golden age of 
oil, the conventional outlook for oil supply is bright: In real dollars, 
gasoline has never been cheaper at the pump in the United States--and by 
some estimates there are a hefty trillion barrels of readily extractable oil left 
in knmvn fields. Thanks to new high-tech tricks for finding and extracting 
oil, at the moment explorationists are adding to oil reserves far faster than 
oil is being consumed. So, many who monitor oil resources, especially 
economists, see production meeting rising demand until about 50 years 
from now--plenty of time for the development of alternatives. 
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Comforting thinking--but wrong, according to an increasingly vociferous contingent, mainly geologists. They 
predict that the world will begin to run short of oil in perhaps only 10 years, 20 at the outside. These pessimists 
gained a powerful ally this spring when the Paris-based International Energy Agency (IEA) of the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reported for the first time that the peak of world oil 
production is in sight. Even taking into account the best efforts of the explorationists and the discovery of new 
fields in frontier areas like the Caspian Sea (see sidebar on p. 1130), sometime between 2010 and 2020 the gush 
of oil from wells around the world will peak at 80 million barrels per day, then begin a steady, inevitable decline, 

the report says. 

"From then on,'1 says consulting geologist L. F. Ivanhoe of Novum Corp. in Ojai, California, "there Will be less 
oil available in the next year than there was in the previous year. We're not used to that." Scarce supply, of 
course, means a higher price, especially because optimists and pessimists alike agree that the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), which triggered the oil crises of 1973 and 1979, will once again 
dominate the world oil market even before world oil production peaks (see sidebar on p. 1129). At the peak and 
shortly thereafter, as more expensive fuel sources such as hard-to-extract oil deposits, the tarry sands of Canada, 
and synfuels from coal are brought on line, prices could soar. urn the 5 to 10 years during the switch, there could 
be some very considerable price fluctuations," says an IEA official. 

11

Then we will plateau out at a higher but not 
enormous pric! e level. 11 In other words, gas lines like those of the Arab oil embargo 25 years ago could return 

temporarily, followed by permanently expensive oil. 

The down side of the curve 
The debate over just when the end of cheap oil will arrive pivots on an interplay of geology and technology. 
There1s only so much oil in the ground, geologists and technology-loving economists agree, but how much of it 

11/5/0l AM 
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geologists can find and engineers can extract at a reasonable cost is much in contention. Geologists considering 
the past record of finding and extracting oil see a fixed, roughly predictable amount left to be produced and put 
the production peak sooner rather than later. Their case for the past being the best predictor of the future depends 
heavily on their success in predicting the oil production peak of the lower 48 states of the United States, the only 
major province whose oil production has already peaked. 

For projections of future oil production, many geologists rely on a kind of analysis pioneered by the late 
geologist M. King Hubbert. In 1956, when he was at Shell Oil Co., he published a paper predicting that, based 
on the amount and rate of past production, output in the lower 48 states--which was then increasing rapidly from 
year to year--would peak between 1965 and 1970 and then inexorably decline. "The initial reaction to this 
conclusion was one of incredulity--'The man must be crazy!'" Hubbert later recalled. But production Peaked 
right on schedule in 1970 and has declined since. 

Hubbert based his successful prediction on what seemed to him a fundamental law governing the exploitation of 
a finite resource--that production will rise, peak, and then fall in a bell-shaped curve. He constructed his curve by 
noting that extraction of oil begins slowly and then accelerates as exploration finds more of the huge fields that 
are too big to miss and that hold most of the oil. That's the ascending side of his bell-shaped curve. 

After this fast start, production begins to stall. By this point~ exploration has turned up most of the easy-to-find 
huge fields. The smaller fields, although far more numerous, are harder to find, more expensive to drain, and 
can't match the volume of the big fields. At the same time, the gush of oil from the big fields slows. Oil in a 
reservoir lies in pores whose surfaces hold onto it like a sponge, so that wells first gush, then slow toward a 
trickle. The declining rate of oil discoveries and slowing production from big, early finds combine to force 
overall production to peak--the top of Hubbert's curve--at about the time that half of all the oil that will ever be 
recovered has been pumped. From then on, production drops as fast as it rose, creating Hubberfs idealized 
symmetrical bell-shaped curve. 

\.\'hen applied to world oil production, Hubbert's curve traces out a relatively grim future. During the oil crisis of 
1979, Hubbert himself made a rough estimate of a tum-of-the-century world peak. At that time, though, 
geologists were slightly underestimating just how much oil Earth contains, and Hubbert1s forecast was too 
gloomy--but perhaps not by much. In recent years, a half-dozen Hubbert-style estimates have been made, and 
they all cluster around a world oil production peak near 2010 (see table). Half the world1s conventional oil has 
already been pumped, these geologists say, so the beginning of the end is in sight. 

PREDICTED PEAK IN WORLD OIL PRODUCTION 

lsoURCE 
I 

IF. Bernabe, ENI SpA (1998) 
i 

! C. Campbell and J. Laherrere, Petroconsultants (1998) 

: J. MacKenzie, World Resources Institute (1996) 

I OECD's International Energy Agency ( 1998) 

j 1. Ed\vards, University of Colorado, Boulder (1997) 

DoE's Energy Information Administration (1998) 

SOURCE: C. CA.1\1PBELL AND J. LAHERRERE 

jPEAKDATE 

2000-2005 

2000-20 l 0 

i 2007-2014 
l 

2010-2020 

2020 

>2020 

One of the most pessimistic recent analyses comes from former international oil geologists Colin Campbell and 
Jean Laherrere, who are associated with Petroconsultants in Geneva; Campbell was an adviser to the IEA on its 
latest estimate. "Barring a global recession, it seems most likely that world production of conventional [ easily 
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extracted] oil will peak during the first decade of the 21st century," they wrote in the March issue of Scientific 

American. 

Campbell and Laherrere's early peak prediction is dravvn in part from their low estimates of existing reserves. Of 
the trillion barrels of oil that countries have reported finding but not yet extracted--thcir proven 
reserves--Campbell and Laherrere accept only 850 billion barrels. Much of the rest they view as "political 
reserves"--overly generous estimates made for political reasons. For example, reserves jumped by 50% to 200% 
overnight in many OPEC countries in the late l 980s--perhaps because OPEC rules allow countries \Vith more 
declared reserves to pump more oil and so make more money, says Campbell. 

Not all Hubbert-type estimates are quite so pessimistic. "I'm an optimist," says former oil industry geologist John 
Edwards of the University of Colorado, Boulder. "I think there's a lot more oil to be found. I used optimistic 
numbers [near the high end of estimated reserves}, but I'm still at 2020" for the world production peak. 
"Conventional oil is an exhaustible resource. That's just the bottom line." 

Technology to the rescue? 
But other geologists and many economists put more faith in technology. Oil will eventually run out, these 
self-described optimists agree, but not so soon. "We're 30, maybe even 40, years before the peak," says oil 
geologist William Fisher of the University of Texas, Austin. Fisher has lots of support from the latest 
international energy outlook prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Information Administration 
(EIA). "We don't see the peak happening until after the limit of our outlook," in 2020, says the EIA's Linda 
Doman. "We think technology and developing Middle East production capacity will provide the oil." 

In the optimists' view, it doesn't matter that there are few if any huge new fields left out there to find. What does 
matter, they say, is how much more oil the industry can find and extract in and around known fields. Even as the 
world consumes 26 billion barrels a year, in their opinion reserves are growing rapidly. They argue that much of 
OPEC's reserve grow1h is real, and that OPEC and others are boosting reserves not so much through the 
discovery of new fields as through the grO\vth of existing fields--and technology is the key. Technology might 
double the yield from an established field, they say. "Technology has managed to offset the increasing cost of 
finding and retrieving new resources," says economist Douglas Bohi of Charles River Associates in Washington, 
D.C. "The prospect is out there for an amazing increase in the [oil] reserve base." 

Three currently used technologies are helping drive this boost in reserves, Bohi and others say. Aided by 
supercomputers, explorationists are using the latest three-dimensional seismic surveying to identify likely 
oil-containing geologic structures. yielding a sharp picture of potential oil reservoirs. A second technology 
involves first dnlling down and then sideways, punching horizontally through a reservoir so as to reduce the 
number of wells needed, and therefore the expense, by a factor of 10. Finally, technology that allows wells to be 
operated on the sea floor many hundreds of meters do,vn is opening up new areas in the Gulf of Mexico, off 

West Africa, and in the North Sea. 

All these new technologies can slow or delay what Hubbert saw as an inexorable production drop in older fields, 
the optimists say. Indeed, such technological achievements have already helped arrest the decline of U.S. oil 

production during the past 3 to 4 years, says Ed\vards. 

But the pessimists are unmoved. "Much of the technology is aimed to increase production rates," says Campbell. 
"It doesn't do much for the reserves themselves." And what new technology does do for reserves, it has been 
doing since the oil industry began in the 19th century, he says. New technologies for better drilling equipment 
and seismic probing have been developed continually rather than in a sudden leap and so have been boosting the 
Hubbert curves all along. The shape of the curve therefore already incorporates steady technology development, 

he and other pessimists note. 

As a result, they argue that today's technological fixes will make only slight changes to the curve. "All these 
things the economists talk about are just jiggling in a minor way with the curve," says Albert Bartlett, a physicist 
at the University of Colorado, Boulder, who calculates a 2004 world peak. "You can get some bumps on the 
[U.S.] curve by breaking your back, but the trend is dmvn." For example, when oil hit $40 a barrel in the early 
1980s, the U.S. production curve leveled out in response to a drilling frenzy--but it soon went right back down 
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again. And besides, the pessimists note, when high prices drive increased production, the oil pumped is not 
cheap oil. Economist Cutler Cleveland of Boston University has found that the price-driven drilling frenzy of the 
late 1970s and early '80s produced the most expensive oil in the history of the industry. So, such production is a 
hallmark of the end of the golden age and the beginning of the transition ! stage of expensive oil. 

The next few years should put each side's theory to the test. If technology can greatly boost reserves, then the 
U.S. production curve should at least stabilize, while if the pessimists are right, it will soon resume its steep 
downward slide. Production from the North Sea should tell how middle-aged oil provinces will fare; pessimists 
expect it will peak in the next few years. But it is the world production curve that will finally reveal whether the 
world is due for an imminent shortfall or decades·more of unbounded oil. 
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THE STRAW ALTERNATIVE 

By MATT RASMUSSEN 

B 
ruce King has heard it before. 
It's a question that goes with 
the territorv when vou earn 

your living buildi~g houses out of 
straw. 

"What about the Three Little Pigs 
and the Big Bad Wolf?" he repeats, a 
note of weariness creeping into an 
upbeat conversation. "We get that a 
lot. Our usual response is that the 
real moral of the storv is don't let a 
pig build your house'." 

King, codirector of the California 
Straw Building Association, is one of 
a growing number of builders and 
designers who belie•;e they've seen 
the future of American home con
struction, and it's made of straw. As 
America's ancient forests disappear 
and lumber prices go up while quality 
goes down, these latter-day pioneers 
point to millions of tons of waste straw 
as the perfect alternative to wood. 

Advocates sav straw homes are 
energy-efficient; affordable, and 
attractive. And, just as important, 
thev are made with a material that is 
abtindant - so abundant, it's 
considered waste. Straw, say those 
on the cutting edge of the move
ment, has the potential to signifi
cantly ease pressures to log forests 
for constmction material bound for 
new homes. 

"There are 1..J:1 million tons of 
straw fiber produced each year in 
America," says Bill Thompson, a vice 
president of Agriboard Industries, a 
firm that fashions construction 
panels from stra,-v. "And it's lying on 
the ground just wasting away." 

Although living between stra,v 
walls might strike modern-day 
Americans as odd, the practice is not 
new. Late- l 9th-centurv settlers in 
l\iebraska built hom<=S, on the prairie 
from bales of stra,\' left over from 
harvests. Some of those homes still 
stand. As the 20th century pro
gressed and American builders grew 
accustomed to a seemingly endless 
supply of virgin old-growth timber, 
the custom faded and nearly disap-

16 

A grou~, ·works t,J raise t!ze walls of a straw-bale 5/udio during a workshop in 
Advocates of straw as a co11strr1cti<.m material believe it could ,ig11ificantl~1 reduce the· 
,cood that is 11eedid for necu homes. 

peared altogether. Then, in the 1980s, 
a handful of progressive builders 
rediscovered the possibilities of 
straw. The concept has gained 
momentum steadilv since. and 
millions of dollars in research and 
development funds are novv being 
invested in efforts to expand the use 
of straw in construction. 

"Ten years ago, there were maybe 
a couple dozen straw-bale homes 
scattered across the country," King 
savs. "Now there are believed to be 
be.tween 1,000 and 2,000." 

Far more than 2,000 stra v,r homes 
would need to be built to make a real 
difference on the health of forests. Of 
the nearlv 1.5 million nev\' homes 
built in the United States last vear, 
the vast majority used traditional 
wood-frame construction. Nearlv 1.2 
million of those were single-family 
homes (the remainder were apart
ments), each of which claimed an 
average of "10 to 50 trees. That works 
out to about 50 million trees cut 
down to satiate the nation's demand 
for new wooden houses. 

Although the annual number of 
housing starts has remained rela-

NOVEMBER/OECEMBEA 1997 · INNER VOICE 

tively stable over the past two 
decades, the average size of new 
homes hasn't. Today, a typical new 
home is twice the size of one built in 
the 1960s. 

Stra,\' isn't the onlv alternati\·e to 
wood for home constmction. 
Rammed earth, adobe, recycled steel, 
and even recycled wood sah·aged 
from old structures have all gained 
popularity in recent years. Eich 
method has its devotees and detrac
tors, and each exacts some environ
mental toll. 

"There are tradeoffs with anv 
building material," says Tracy · 
Mumma, research director for the 
Center for Resourceful Building 
Technology in Montana. "If anybody 
has discovered the perfect material, I 
haven't seen it." 

Others point to another option to 
save wood in home construction -
building smaller houses and cutting 
down on waste. According to 
industry estimates, if builders cut the 
amount of waste produced in 
residential construction bv half, thev 
would free up enough m~terial to · 
build one additional house for every 
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20 built. Researchers at Cornell 
university fmmd that coosfiiidiQn of 
a single four-bedroom house pro
duced 1,338 pounds or wood waste, 
incTuding 46 ounds of sawdust. 

traw-base construe on oes not 
entirelv eliminate the need for wood 
in horri:es. A typical straw-bale home, 
if there is such a thing, is built like 
this: Bales weighing perhaps 80 to 
100 pounds apiece are stacked in a 
staggered fashion, like bricks, to form 
load-bearing walls. Vertical pins, 
made of reinforcing steel or other 
rigid material, link the bales together. 
Then, the walls are covered vVith 
plaster or stucco, creating an effect 
similar to adobe. Frequently, lumber 
is used for flooring and roofing. 

Such homes lessen the need for 
wood by about a third, although 
incorporating other alternative 
materials into the home can cut 
wood use much further. Also, straw
bale homes are typically smaller than 
the 2,000-square-foot houses favored 
bv most homeowners. 
: One of the main attractions of 

straw-bale homes is the wav thev 
look. \Vith thick walls, deeply , 
recessed windows, and subtlv 
undulating plaster surfaces, they 
exude a sense of attractive comfort 
and securitv. 

"As a de.signer, I don't like dead, 
flat walls," savs Ted Butchart, who 
lives in a stra{-v-bale house in 
Winthrop, Wash., and is director of 
the GreenFire Institute, which 
advocates straw homes. "Straw has a 
little bit of a roll to it You get some 
pleasing curves - it's very sensual." 

Building a house with straw bales 
may cost a bit more than building a 
wood-framed house if traditional 
contractors are used. That's largely 
because it takes more time for 
professionals such as plumbers and 
electricians, who are unfamiliar with 
the material, to do their ,.vork. Many 
people who build with straw bales, 
choose to do much of that work 
themselves, which can slash con
struction costs bv thousands of 
dollars. Butchart, for example, says 
he built his 1,300-square-foot home 
for just 528,000. 

Straw homes also offer superior 
insulation and less maintenance than 

I N N E R V O I C E 

typical wood houses, which makes 
them pay off handsomely in the long 
run, supporters say. Straw is some
times used as insulation between the 
wooden studs of traditionallv built 
structures. And despite the straw-

One of the main 
attractions of straw-bale 

homes is the way 
thei; look. With thick 
walls, deeply recessed 
windows, and subtly 
undulating plaster 

surfaces, they exude a 
sense of attractive 

comfort and security. 

stuffed scarecrow's legendary fear of 
fire in the "Wizard of Oz," straw
bale homes are slow to ignite and 
bum, because the material is so 
densely packed. 

One of the primary challenges 
that straw builders face is coping 

-..vith standardized building codes 
that are tailored to wood-f~arne 
construction. Although some juris
dictions have adopted codes and 
standards for straw homes, manv 
local building officials remain unta
miliar with straw-bale construction. 

More studv is needed to evaluate 
hovv well straw-bale homes perform 
in adverse conditions. In California, 
for example, homes built with stra,v 
must incorporate a significant 
amount of wood in the walls because 
it's not knmvn how they will hold up 
in an earthquake. 

"The main obstacle in getting 
straw-bale construction more widelv 
accepted is better data on perfor- ' 
mance," savs Ann V. Edminster, who, 
,vith King, 1s codirector oi the Califor
nia Straw Building Association. 
"That's one of our main missions." 

The association hopes to secure 
funding to conduct such tests, 
Edminster savs. To the north, in 
Oregon, tests· are already under ·way 
to see hovv straw performs in the 
rainv Northwest. 

South of Eugene, staff members of 
the Aprovecho Research Center are 
monitoring the performance of str.aw 
bales stacked as insulation between 
the walls of a wood-framed dormi
tory. In cooperation with the state 

With wide walls and deep windows, the appearance of straw-bale lzomes, like this one in Tucson, 
Ari:., is a key selling point. 
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Department of Agriculture and the 
University of Oregon, the center has 
placed more than a dozen sensors in 
the walls to check temperature and 
relative humiditv. 

"This place stayed nice and cool in 
the summertime, even when it was 90 
degrees outside," says Meera 
Subramanian, office manager at 
Aprovecho, but data have ~ot yet been 
gathered for a soggy winter. However, 
Butchart estimates there are more than 
100 straw-bale homes in Washington 
- including many on the state's 
drippy western side - and they have 
held up fine in rainy conditions. 

Perhaps an even more daunting 
challenge is garnering acceptance for 
straw homes among traditional 
builders and the general public. Many 
in the building industry say they see 
little evidence of an impending straw 
revolution in home construction. 

"It's difficult to switch," savs 
Peter Yost, program manager ·for 
environmental svstems at the 
National Association of Home 
Builders Research Center. "A lot of 
the knov,ledge among builders is 
passed on - it's frequently not a 
formal education. So there's often a 
high learning curve." 

That's one of the reasons some 
analysts believe that £I_efabricated 
buildin"' components made of straw, 
•'>.'bifh r~se~ traditional building 
~aterials,hold the most potential for 
g~~widespread ace~~~ 
SeveraTcompanies alreacty make 
such products. 

Agriboard Industries, which has 
its marketing and development 
headquarters in the Iowa farm belt, 
uses straw to produce thick, sturdy 
panels that company officials claim 
can replace the vast majority of 
wood used in a structure. 

The company buys straw from 
wheat farmers in Texas and Okla
homa and then manufactures the 
boards at a north Texas plant. When 
subjected to heat and pressure, the 
straw releases lignin, a substance 
that binds the material together. The 
panels are 3 \!2 inches thick and can 
be doubled together to form weight
bearing walls in buildings< 

So far, Agriboard has built just 
one structure other than prototypes, 

18 
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Straw-based panels prodiiced liy Agriboard Industries resemble traditional building materials 
and require com1entiona/ construction methods ta install. 

a medical manufacturing building in 
St. Charles, Mo. But Thompson, the 
company's vice president for mar
keting and development says 
Agriboard has secured S5.5 million 
in signed contracts and is laying 
ambitious expansion plans. Stnic
tures that it will soon build with 
straw panels include a post office in 
Fort Worth, Texas. 

Buildings constructed with the 
panels can go up in a matter of just a 
few days, Thompson says, using 
techniques that are familiar to any 
carpenter. About 2D,OOO pounds of 
straw fiber are needed to build a 
2,000-square-foot home, he says, and 
costs a little less than building a 
wood-framed home. 

"This replaces the need for 
framing material and insulation, so 
you can save about 90 percent of the 
wood in a home," Thompson says. 
"You could save millions and 
millions of trees every year by using 
this instead of framing timber." 

Those who are bullish on straw 
believe several factors are coming 
together to encourage Americans to 
make the switch. 

One of those factors is an acute 
need among farmers to find new 
ways to get rid of straw, which can 
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harm the fecunditv of soil if it is 
plo·wed into the field. In the past, a 
favored method was to burn the 
straw after the harvest was in. But 
with more and more Americans living 
near farmlands and stricter pollution
control laws going into effect, most 
fam1ers are losing that option. 

"The rice industrv in California 
has a tremendous probl.em 1,vith 
disposing of much of its straw," 
Edminster savs. ''Thev're under a lot 
of pressure because there's a Jot of 
people affected by the pollution" 
created by burning the straw: 

A more fundamental factor is the 
continued depletion of the forests 
that have supplied the two-by-fours 
and plywood sheets for America's 
homebuilders throughout the 
centurv. As builders face increasing 
difficuities finding ,vood of the 
quality they are accustomed, they 
may soon find themselves grasping 
at straw. 

"This doesn't depend on people's 
green conscience, or people caring 
about trees," King says. "The market 
forces are just pushing things in that 
direction." ! 

Matt Rasmussen is editor of Inner 
Voice. 
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5.7 Public Services 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

The DEIR commences discussion of Law Enforcement on p. 5.7-1 with a description of the 
County Sheriff's Office, its staffing, satellite stations, jail facilities, and special programs. Both 
incorporated cities (Placerville and South Lake Tahoe) have their own police departments, which 
provide secondary response to close-by incidents, as does the California Highway Patrol. In tum, the 
Sheriff's Office provides secondary response to the cities. 

Overall, crime per-capita rates have been fairly stable over the last decade or so, peaking 
slightly and then decreasing (p. 5.7-2, and Table 5.7-1 on p. 5.7-5). Response times remained similar 
for all zones in the past t\vo years (Table 5.7-2, p. 5.7-6), averaging ca. 17.5 minutes in 2002. 

Impact 5.7-1: Potential Land Use Incompatibility Associated with Development and Expansion of 
Law Enforcement Facilities {p. 5.7-6). 

Two mitigation measures are invoked purportedly to reduce this impact to Less Than 
Significant: 5.1-3(b) {p. 5.1-64) and 5.1-3(d) (p. 5.1-67) for all alternatives (though sometimes with 
slightly different numbering). Respectively, these are to implement Mitigation Measure 5.1-3(b) and 
-3(d). The former proposes to require avoidance of land-use incompatible with adjacent lands and 
extend this requirement to all uses permitted by right The latter proposes to establish compatibility 
criteria for siting of Public Facilities. 

The Sheriff's Office anticipates that with population gmwth, a new satellite office would be 
needed in the El Dorado Hills/Cameron Park area, along with a larger Placerville facility, additional 
jail facilities, and more patrol cars and other equipment. Additional staffing {p. 5. 7-8) also will be 
needed. On p. 5.7-11, a facility in the Georgetown Divide area and one in south county are added to 
this list in the discussion of Alternative 2. 

• A facility on the Georgetown Divide is already under discussion. Won't it be needed 
under an alternatives? Why wasn't it included on p. 5.7-81 

Alternatives 2 and 3 contain a number of other policies (sometimes with slightly different 
numbering) that address siting of public facilities, standards for adequate law enforcement, matters 
related to Capital Improvement Programs of both the County and other service providers, consistency 
with CIPs and other long-range plans, evidence of adequate service capacity, standards for 
emergency response times, and per-capita staffing levels. 

All of these measures are worthy, but response times of 17 or more minutes can be far too long 
in emergency situations, through no fault of the Sheriff's Office. The Sheriff's Office appears to be 
doing perhaps a better job than might be expected. But sprawl is the problem and its bad effects 
aren't undone by application of these policies. We disagree that the impact is reduced to Less Than 
Significant. 

* Starting to undo sprawling development patterns would begin to address the problem of 
long response times. 

:f: Scanner traffic indicates that identification of both roads and residence numbers can 
appreciably slow down emergency responders (both law enforcement and medical}. Building 
inspectors should make assurance of such identification part oi their inspection routine, 
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• There is a correlation between community design and crime levels (see References}. 
Whole books are available on this topic (e.g., SateScape: Creating Safer, More livable 
Communities Through Planning and Design, Al Zelinka and Dean Brennan). In the FEIR evaluate 
the merits of having the Sheriff's Office review development proposals relative to this issue and, if 
found worthy, include it in mitigation. For instance, how do emergency responders feel about 
gated communities? This approach to design might also be useful in diluting some of the 
opposition to affordable housing and the proliferation of apartments in some communities. 

"The FEIR should also expand these concepts to inter-department cooperation in 
addressing problems that might exist in already-developed parts of the County that are perceived 
to have more than their share of law-enforcement problems a la the "Safe Communities 
Handbook" approach discussed in Sa/escape, Creating a Safer Physical Environment (see 
References!. 

• The court system should be considered part and parcel of Law Enforcement and is in a 
bad way relative to provision of physical facilities. This topic, too, should be planned for and 
discussed in the FEIR. 

FIRE PROTECTION AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

• Please see our comments herein under Human Health and Safety relative to wildland 
fire. Much of the discussion there also applies to this section. 

• Please also see our scoping comments, p. 22, on Emergency Medical Services. Some 
questions therein remain unaddressed. 

Fire protection in developed parts of the County is related to Emergency Medical Services 
because fire personnel are often the first responders to the latter, as well as to spills of hazardous 
materials and other kinds of emergencies. Structural fires escalate to a critical point within 4 to 10 
minutes of ignition (p. 5. 7-15}, and this is a concern where structures are sparsely scattered and 
response to such areas is likely to be by volunteers and delayed. 

"Public improvements and equipment for fire protection purposes" are financed by a Fire 
District Improvement Fee on all new discretionary and ministerial projects per the DEIR. The DEIR 
doesn't say, in its discussion of Emergency Medical Service (p. 5. 7-16). how this service is financed. 
On p. 5.7-23, however, under the discussion of the County Emergency Medical Services Agency, it 
mentions special taxes, benefit assessments, property taxes, and fees paid on a per-incident basis by 
those benefitting. 

Mutual aid agreements exist among the U.S. Forest Service, the California Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection, and the various fire districts in the County {10 on the west slope). Toe 
Forest Service has primary responsibility for the Eldorado National Forest and private lands therein. 
CDF is responsible for fire protection and medical services in State Responsible Areas (SRAs} and 
also responds to fires on other lands, including vfildland, structural, and vehicle fires. 

Toe 13 local fire protection districts in the County are mapped on p. 5.7-19 (Exhibit 5.7-2). 
Response times can be as long as 20 minutes or more in some of the more remote areas. Response 
times, staffing levels, and Insurance Service Organization ratings are given in Table 5.7-4 {p. 5.7-21}. 
Response times for Emergency Medical Services are given on p. 5.7-25 and range from 10 minutes 
(or more) in urban areas to 20 minutes (or more) in semirural and rural areas. Wilderness areas are 
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problematical. 

Impact 5.7-2: Potential Land Use Incompatibility Associated with Development and Expansion of Fire 
Protection and Emergency Medical Services and Facilities {p. 5.7-2). 

Toe DEIR suggest two mitigation measures consisting of implementing MMs 5.1-3(b) {p. 5.1-
64) and 5.1-3(d) (p. 5.1-67 ) for all alternatives. The former proposes to require avoidance of land 
uses incompatible with adjacent lands and extend this requirement to all uses permitted by right. 
The latter proposes to establish compatibility criteria for siting of Public Facilities. 

While we endorse these mitigation measures, it is difficulty to see that they could possible 
overcome the existing sprawl that contributes to the long response times and dependence upon thinly 
scattered stations staffed largely by volunteers. We thus disagree that this impact would be reduced 
to Less Than Significant by imposition of these mitigation measures. 

We understand that perhaps 80% of fire district response is to accidents and other medical 
emergencies and not to fires. One thing to consider, then, is design that reduces the likelihood of 
accidents. We addressed this in our scoping comments in discussion of Transportation, beginning on 
p. 11: 

"Because pedestrian-friendly streets are not specified in the [engineering) manuals, they are 
simply not possible, despite all the evidence encouraging their use .... {R]ather than convincing 
the engineers to fundamentally rethink their approach, we need only amend the manuals in 
order to reform the profession .... The Institute of Transportation Engineers has recently 
completed a manual entitled Traditional Neighborhood Development Street Design Guidelines, 
which allows narrower roads, tighter corners, and a number of other once-unthinkable 
modifications to current design criteria." 
-Suburban Nation, Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck, 2000 

A few pages later we said: 

Highways and arterials are not the only kinds of roads that are of concern. Typical subdivision 
roads are built for automobiles (and fire-engine access), not for pedestrians (see introductory 
quotation}. The DEIR should explore the County's applying the concepts contained in the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers's Traditional Neighborhood Development Street 
Design Guidelines, in conjunction with the Planning Department, in subdivision design. 
Benefits would include less impervious paving, reduced "heat-island" effect, more pedestrian
friendly design, and slowing-down of automobile traffic. 

Suburban Nation (see References) cites a study in Colorado comparing "fire and traffic 
injuries in residential neighborhoods served by both narrow and wide roads. Over eight years, the 
study found no increased fire injury risk from narrow streets, primarily because there were no fire 
injuries. One serious fire and several smaller fires resulted in property damage only. Meanwhile, in 
the same eight years, there were 227 automotive accidents resulting in injuries, 10 of them fatal. 
These accidents correlated most closely to street width, with new thirty-six-foot wide streets being 
about four times as dangerous as traditional tv.renty-four-foot-wide streets." 

.. Please in the FEIR respond to the boldface request in the indented paragraph above. 

We would, therefore, propose additional mitigation: 

:I: In new subdivisions, design streets so as to reduce the likelihood of accidents. 
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:I: Require use of more fire-resistant materials and construction techniques, especially in 
high fire-hazard areas and more remote areas with sparse fire protection coverage and mainly 
volunteer staffing. (See discussion herein under Human Health and Safety, Fire Hazard.} 

:f: Discourage further sprawling development patterns through land-use design. Alternative 
12 would begin this reform. 

SCHOOLS AND CHILDCARE FACILITIES 

• Generally, the DEIR here did a much better job of discussing issues raised in our scoping 
comments, which see, pp. 22 ff., than in some other subject areas. Nevertheless, there are some 
unanswered questions. Please remedy this in the FEIR. 

The first two paragraphs about Schools and Childcare Facilities (p. 5. 7-33) are confusing. 
first paragraph says that school-age children (defined as between the ages of 5 and 18) in El Dorado 
County comprised 20.38% of the population in 2000. The second paragraph gives 18.42%, citing the 
U.S. Census, 2002. The census took place in 2000. 

• Is the second figure an estimate, based on an estimated total population projected 
forward from 2000, as well as estimated school-age children? 

Children under 5 appear to be declining somewhat in numbers in the County (p. 5.7-34). 

Toe discussion that follows (p. 5.7-34) focuses principally on funding of educational costs. 
Currently, the larger part of funding is split between local sources (developer fees, amounting to less 
than half, and which are capped) and state sources (voter-approved bond measures, which are very 
competitive and have never been sufficient for local needs; they also require a local matching funding 
source). Community facilities district funding (e.g., Mello-Roos funds) have supplemented other 
sources but require a two-thirds vote for passage, and local bonds, which, since 2000, have needed 
only a 55% vote to pass. Additional developer fees may be imposed under certain circumstances. 

The several school districts and schools are mapped on Exhibit 5.7-3 (p. 5.7-35). Enrollment 
in the El Dorado Union High School District, which operates four high schools, at 6,612 students, 
now exceeds "traditional classroom capacity by 2,218". Additional developer fees are currently being 
charged to fund construction of a fifth high school. Two more are being planned. 

The Black Oak Mine Unified School District, K-12 only, has experienced declining 
enrollment in recent years but is nevertheless expected to grow, requiring another elementary school, 
a new middle school. and expansion of Golden Sierra High School. Additional potential school sites 
have been identified: Garden Valley park, one at Greenwood, and one in Pilot Hill Ranch. 

• We understand that the Garden Valley site was sold recently to the Georgetown Divide 
Recreation District, and that the Greenwood site has been turned into a wetland and is no longer a 
candidate for use because of mercury contamination. The Pilot Hill Ranch planned development 
evaporated a few years ago. Please discuss these issues, verify U true, and update potential school 
sites in the FEIR. We would be concerned about diverting parkland to school purposes in any 
event. Advance planning should prevent such diminishing of one need to fulfill another. 

" We are also informed that the Black Oak Mine USD is no longer applying developer fees. 
It would appear that it, perhaps, is no longer anticipating future increased enrollment. Please also 
discuss this in the FEIR. 
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Buckeye Union Elementary School District (p. 5.7-41), which serves Cameron Park, Shingle 
Springs, and parts of El Dorado Hills, is experiencing rapid growth and will need added capacity for a 
projected 2,660 students by 2011. "Potential school sites are located within areas designated for 
development within the El Dorado Hills, Marble Valley, Valley View, and Bass Lake Hills Specific 
Plan Areas." 

• As tremolite asbestos contamination is a possibility at several, perhaps aU, of these 
general locations, what attention has been paid to this by the school district in identifying possible 
sites? 

The Camino Union School District (p. 5. 7-41) is currently operating considerably over 
capacity and is using "relocatable classrooms". Although land adjacent to the present single school 
has been purchased, no new school is now being planned . 

.. No information is offered as to funding for a new school nor as to why a new school is not 
being planned for. In view of the current severe overcrowding, please discuss this situation in the 
FEIR. 

Gold Oak Union School District (p. 5.7-42) has experienced declining enrollment, is now 
under capacity, and has no plans for new schools. 

Gold Trail Union School District (p. 5.7-42) is also experiencing declining enrollment and is 
now under capacity. Renovation will occur, funded by a local bond measure, but no new classrooms 
are anticipated. 

Indian Diggings School District (p. 5.7-42) operates only one school with a capacity of 27 
students and an enrollment (2001-2002) of 38. It anticipates slowly rising enrollment but apparently 
has no plans for enlarging capacity. Neither does it use "relocatable classrooms". 

• This school appears to be operating nearly 41 % over capacity. Nothing is said about 
trends in enrollment, which might begin to justify ignoring this degree of overcrowding. What is 
going on with this school district that it is tolerating such conditions? 

Latrobe Elementary School District (p. 5.7-42} has two schools and has experienced growth in 
recent years. No information is given about the relation between enrollment and capacity, nor as to 
plans for more classrooms. As it is imposing Level. One development fees, one concludes that 
construction is anticipated. 

• Please provide the missing information and plans for solving any problems. 

Mother Lode Union Elementary School District (p. 5. 7-43) has been experiencing declining 
enrollment, though anticipating the reverse. Currently it is within its capacity. It is imposing Level 
One development fees, nevertheless. 

• What rationale does this school district offer for imposing Level One development fees 
despite apparent need? 

Pioneer Union elementary School District (p. 5. 7-43) anticipates declining enrollment and is 
now v,rithin its capacity. 

Placerville Union School District (p. 5.7-43) has been experiencing declining enrollment 
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though anticipating the reverse. It is now within its capacity. 

Pollock Pines Elementary School District (p. 5. 7 -43) has been experiencing declining 
enrollment though anticipaijng the reverse. It is now within its capacity. 

Rescue Union School District (p. 5.7-44) has been growing and is now operating over 
capacity. A new middle school is under construction. It imposes Level Two development fees, has 
established a community facilities district, and has local bond money. 

Silver Fork School District {p. 5.7-44) is a one-school, one classroom district with current 
enrollment of 17. 

El Dorado County has two community colleges (one in Lake Tahoe), and the private 4-year 
Chapman University. 

Private schools account for about 4.7% of the total K-12 enrollment in the County (p. 5.7-45). 

• Are private schools and homeschooling providers supervised in any way by public school 
personnel? How are the numbers of those enrolled in these alternative educational tracks expected 
to change with increasing population? Will more oversight be needed by public school personnel? 
H so, what will be the funding source? Are development fees needed and, if so, could they be 
legally imposed for this purpose? 

Several sources provide childcare services, two of which fall under the Superintendent of 
Schools. Eligibility to participate in these two sources depends upon income level. 

.. Presumably only lower income people are eligible? How is this need expected to change 
with increasing population? If expansion is anticipated, what will be the funding source? 

Impact 5.7-3: Potential Land Use Incompatibility Associated with Development and Expansion of 
Public School Facilities (p. 5.7-45). 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures 5.1-3(b) and -3(d) is proposed to reduce the impacts 
of the need for new schools. In addition, we would propose the following: 

* Utilize the development agreement process to extract land set-asides for school purposes. 
Land values inflate as a result of the paperwork the developer does and the approval the County 
gives. The difference in value is a "gift" to the developer by local government. There is no reason 
the school district should have to pay inflated costs. Rather, the government should extract lesser 
cost as a public benefit in return for the "gift" to the developer. 

* Schools should not be located in areas that may expose children, teachers, parents, and 
administrators to asbestiform minerals, in particular tremolite. See the discussion herein under 
Human Health and Safety. 

=I: Every effort should be made to site and design schools so as to make possible walking 
and bicycling to school rather than driving or being bused. This could also result in significant 
savings relative to the cost of busing children. 
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PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

The County Library system is a branch of County government. It consists of a main library in 
Placerville, two large branches in Cameron Park and South Lake Tahoe, two small branches in 
Georgetown and Pollock Pines, a shared high school library in El Dorado Hills, and a bookmobile. A 
new branch is under construction in El Dorado Hills. 

Libraries have been undergoing significant change in providing for computer facilities and 
new formats like video, DVDs, and recorded books in addition to printed format material. There are 
needs for additional space at several of the libraries. The bookmobile serves the south-county area, 
which has no other library facility. Library space is already considered inadequate for the present 
population. This situation will worsen with a growing population. 

• Also of concern, and not mentioned in the DEIR, is recent County government talk about 
moving the present Main Library to elsewhere to expand government offices into that space. 
Please discuss this proposal and its ramifications for users of the library. 

Library funding derives from assessments and the County general fund. Some funding is 
available from the state when it isn't in a budgetary crisis, and some funding comes from library fines 
and fees. 

Impact 5. 7 -4: Potential Land Use Incompatibility Associated with Development and Expansion of 
Library Facilities (p. 5.7-58). 

The same mitigation measures are invoked here, too: 5.1-3(b) and -3(d) and are again said to 
reduce the impact to Less Than Significant. 

* How has library usage changed with population growtM Please give statistics for the 
past fifteen years. How has property tax revenue changed over the same time periodl Does the 
library system have any set-aside money to fund increased need for space or does it operate "from 
hand to mouth"1 What consideration has been given to imposition of developer fees to help with 
funding needs? 

:I: Every effort should be made to site and design libraries so as to make possible walking 
and bicycling to them rather than driving. 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE 

• Please see our scoping comments, p. 73, under Parks and Recreation Element for the 
questions posed therein. Many are answered in the DEIR's treatment, but not an. Please respond 
to the rest. 

The title of this chapter is something of a misnomer; Open Space isn't treated here. It is 
somewhat dismaying that open space should be lumped with parks when, according to the list 
provided in Exhibit 5.7-4, the sort of parks treated herein dearly are mostly smaller "neighborhood" 
parks. Elsewhere in this DEIR (e.g., Policy LU-3n, p. 65 in Land Use) active recreation is deemed 
incompatible with Natural Resource and Open Space lands. 

• Please also refer to our comments under Open Space in the chapter herein of Biological 
Resources for suggestions to address the problem of incompatibility between some of the uses for 
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lands supposedly serving the purpose of open space. 

Moreover, the Planning and Zoning Law (Government Code Sec. 65560 ff.) seems to have 
something else in mind for Open Space: 

(1) Open space for the preservation of natural resources including, but not limited to, areas 
required for the preservation of pl.ant and animal life, including habitat for fish and wildlife 
species; areas required for ecologic and other scientific study purposes; rivers, streams, bays 
and estuaries; areas adjacent to military installations, military training routes, and restricted 
airspace that can provide additional buffer zones to military adivities and complement the 
resource values of the military iands; and coastal beaches, lakeshores, banks of rivers and 
streams, and watershed lands. 

(2) Open space used for the managed production of resources, including but not limited to, 
forest lands, rangeland, agricultural lands and areas of economic importance for the 
production of food or fiber; areas required for recharge of ground water basins; bays, estuaries, 
marshes, rivers and streams which are important for the management of commercial fisheries; 
and areas containing major mineral deposits, including those in short supply. 

(3) Open space for outdoor recreation, including but not limited to, areas of outstanding 
scenic, historic and cultural value; areas particularly suited for park and recreation purposes, 
including access to lakeshores, beaches, and rivers and streams; and areas which serve as 
links between major recreation and open-space reservations, including utility easements, 
banks of rivers and streams, trails, and scenic highway corridors. 

(4) Open space for public health and safety, including, but not limited to, areas which 
require special management or regulation because of hazardous or special conditions such as 
earthquake fault zones, unstable soil areas, flood plains, watersheds, areas presenting high fire 
risks, areas required for the protection of water quality and water reservoirs and areas required 
for the protection and enhancement of air quality. 

The DEIR commences (p. 5. 7-63) by noting that many of the County's recreational resources 
are under the jurisdiction of state and federal agencies. Here, however, treatment will be confined to 
"parks and. open space". 

• The El Dorado Irrigation District should be added to the account on p. 5.7-63. Sty Park 
(soon to transition from Bureau of Reclamation ownership) has long been operated by EID. 
Recreational opportunities associated with Project 184 are a mix of Forest Service and EID 
ownership. 

County parks are administered through County General Services {p. 5.7-64). Its primary 
responsibility is said to be "to establish a regional trail system throughout the county; regulate and 
manage boating use of the South Fork American River; coordinate the development of a regional and 
community parks system; and to implement the countywide recreation plans." It now has jurisdiction 
over Bradford Park, Henningsen Lotus Park, and Pioneer Park and proposes three more: Bass Lake 
Regional Park, Pollock Pines Park, and a park in South Lake Tahoe. 

" Quite lacking, however, from the entire treatment of Parks and Open Space in the DEIR 
is consideration of the trait system, despite mention of master plans administered by General 
Services. Please see the several questions in our scoping comments (p. 7 4) and respond in the 
FEIR to the several questions therein concerning trails . 

.. A management plan for the old Southern Pacific Right of Way was recently adopted by 
the County, yet it, too, is absent from any mention in this chapter. Please discuss this rail corridor 
relative to recreational use. 
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:f: Moreover, the General Plan should expressly include policies, to be implemented 
immediately, to forestall and reverse any further alteration of this ROW that would preclude 
potential dual use by both heavy (including self-propelled cars) and light rail. It should also 
recognize that utilization of part of this ROW for a connector road between Missouri Flat and 
Pleasant Valley roads would be detrimental to future use by rail and would require approval of the 
Federal Railroad Administration; therefore, the County should determine alternatives to this 
proposed routing. 

The County Parks and Recreation Commission advises General Services and works with local 
service providers, generally community service districts, of which the major ones are the El Dorado 
Hills and Cameron Park CSDs and the Georgetown Divide Recreation District, all of which are non
County public agencies. The two first named have a standard of 5 acres of parkland for every 1,000 
persons (both are now below this standard, EDH, at 96.9 acres, by ca. 11%; and CP, at 56.2 acres, by 
ca. 33°/.)); GDRD has no standard and administers 18.5 acres of parkland . 

.. What is the role of the County with respect to these shortages of parkland relative to the 
County standard of 5 acres per 1000 persons? 

On p. 5.7-68 EID's ownership and operation of the Sly Park Recreation Area is acknowledged 
(actually, it won't own the area until the transfer from the Bureau of Reclamation is completed). It 
also is said to be planning to develop lands around Bass Lake as a park. The recently issued Notice 
Preparation soliciting scoping comments for a Bass Lake Regional Park, however, appears to have the 
County, not EID, as lead agency. 

• Bald Eagles are known to utilize Bass Lake seasonally. How will they be accommodated 
in County Plans for a regional park there? What of other considerations relative to wildlife, as 
disturbance of nocturnal animals? 

General Services is responsible (p. 5. 7-69) for implementation of three adopted recreational 
plans: the River Management Plan, the Bikeway Master Plan, and the Hiking and Equestrian Trails 
Master Plan. 

Park and recreation facilities in the western part of the County, both those administered by 
the County and by local service providers, including the City of Placerville, are listed in Table 5.7-9 
(p. 5.7-70). 

The County can, under the Quimby Act, provide for parks and recreation through required 
dedication of land or payment of in lieu fees as a condition of approval of a tentative map or parcel 
map (pp. 5.7-72-73). The standard, however, is 3 acres per 1,000 residents though if existing park 
area already exceed this standard, up to 5 acres may be required, per the DEIR. The Quimby Act 
applies only to land acquisition, not to development of park facilities nor to operation and 
maintenance costs. 

Impact 5.7-5: Deterioration of Existing Park and Recreation Facilities and Need for New Facilities (p. 
5.7-74). 

Increasing population can be expected to put more pressure upon existing facilities, causing 
their becoming overcrowded, with resulting deterioration, or, alternatively, creating pressure for more 
facilities. All alternative general plans include policies to provide for adequate parkland. The needs 
according to proj€cted population are shown in Table 5.7-10, p. 5.7-75. The DEIR recognizes that 
ministerial residential development and commercial development can contribute to parkland needs 
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without contributing toward either dedicated land or in lieu fees. 

• How is this problem proposed to be addressed? 

Additional problems in providing adequate parklands are possible inadequacy of available 
land, and lack of money to develop new lands and to maintain existing lands. Although Alternatives 
2 and 3 would commit the County to developing a Parks Master Plan and Capital Improvement 
Program, the DEIR appears to recognize that funding problems would nevertheless remain for all 
alternatives because of potential inadequacy of homeowners' associations and benefit assessment 
districts to meet the needs. Alternative funding will probably remain needed. 

Under Alternatives 2 and 3, the County would, by Implementation Measure PR-A, develop 
and implement a Parks Master Plan and Capital Improvement Program. Proposed mitigation would 
expand this measure to Alternatives 1 and 4 and add the concept of additional funding mechanisms 
through homeowners' associations and benefit assessment districts, as well as a county-wide 
development fee applicable to all new development (p. 5.7-81). 

As it is acknowledged in the DEIR that the foregoing measures may, nevertheless, prove 
inadequate, and additional outside funding will likely be needed, the County further, through IM PR
F commits to seeking alternative funding sources. 

• To what extent has the County used Development Agreements as a means of augmenting 
parkland shortages, especially in areas where there is now a deficit? 

A funding problem has been identified and no solution offered-seeking alternative funding 
sources is not money-in-the-hand and possible future mitigation isn't present mitigation. We thus 
must disagree that the offered mitigation reduces the impact to Less Than Significant. 

Impact 5.7-6: Potential Land Use Incompatibility Associated with Development of Park and 
Recreation Facilities (p. 5.7-82}. 

As with the other similar impacts identified in this chapter, the same pair, 5.1-3(b) and 5.3-
l(d) are invoked here for all alternatives. 

• How would the proposed Parks Master Plan and Capital Improvement Program make up 
for the current deficit in parkland? Acquisitions at this point would presumably have to pay 
inflated land prices resulting from approval of development. How would this plan capture revenue 
from ministerial and commercial development? 

:I: In any development of the Bass Lake area as a park and especially so in view of seasonal 
use of the lake by bald eagles, any sport field lighting should be of the top- and side-shielded 
variety so as to be minimally intrusive both for neighbors and for wildlife. See our comments in 
the Visual Resources chapter herein. 

• Absent from mention in the DEIR is Policy PR-2a, "The County shall protect existing 
public access points and encourage new points of public access [emphasis added) to lakes, rivers, 
and streams." Unless qualified, such an exhortation could lead to negation of the protective effects 
of setbacks from waterbodies. Please discuss in the FEIR. We'd suggest wording requiring 
consultation with the Department of Fish and Game. 

• To what extent can shared use of school sports fields contribute to provision of adequate 
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recreational needs? \\.'hat impediments, if any, are there to doing so? 

• How has the County used Conditions of Approval and Development Agreements to add 
the trails network in the County? 

• Please present a list of dedicated trails and easements for trails acquired by the County as 
a result of discretionary land-use decisions. 

REFERENCES 

1. Proper Design Helps Stem Crime. Mark A Kroeker, chief of police, Portland, OR 
2. SafeScape: Creating a Safer Physical Environment. Dean Brennan. 
3. Excerpts from Suburban Nation. 
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Proper Design 
Helps Stem Crime 
SafeScape: Creating Safer, More Uvable Communities 
Through Planning And Design, by Al Zelinka and 
Dean Brennan. Planners Press. 2001 . 

. !iY Mar~~roeker, chief of police, Portland, OR 

September 2001 

~ I have waited three decades for this book. I watched with enthusiasm as the 
r.. 1 process behind reports on environmental impact drew developers, homeowners, t;· ~ planners, and architects closer to my expectations of a safe neighborhood. 

-, Those of us looking at community policing back then thought that all building ~A designs should be considered in efforts to prevent crime. But CPTED (Crime 
Prevention Through Environmental Design} was long in coming and the funds to 

drive it, limited. 

Some street designs say, i dare you.· Some say, "welcome.· 

Meanwhile, crime was flourishing, fear was spreading, and budgets to fight crime were 
shrinking. Public agencies like mine were managing more with less; and, as the years passed, 
our efforts shifted to partnerships, problem solving, and proactive approaches-the tenets of 
community policing. We coupled these efforts with stringent punishments, such as California's 
Three Strikes Law and Oregon's Measure 11. We insisted on command accountability with 
COMSTAT and similar models. But somehow, in the world of house living and house designing, 
there was a noticeable lack of discussion of environmental impact on crime. 

1 recall working on problem-solving efforts that included concrete barriers hastily installed 
across urban streets to limit the passageway of drug traffickers. We knew that gated 
communities were working, so why not an "urban gateway," so to speak. We coined the verb 
"cul-de-sacking"" to describe an effort that should have been tried years ago in the planning 
stages of residential developments. But of course, who could have foreseen the effect of crack 
cocaine on our cities, our residents, our families? Crime accompanied the sprawl of suburbs, 
even as it took firmer root in the cities. 

The discussion of the world of crime and the discussion of the world of environmental impact 
often continued on two separate tracks. Planners and police officers were rarely at the same 
discussions. But now, because of SafeScape, we talk and listen at the same table. The 
authors, Al Zelinka and Dean Brennan, have finally brought us together-cops, architects, 
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planners, designers, developers, elected officials, and occupants of the built world. 

Coordinated furniture contributes to a positive image. 

Zelinka and Brennan's careful definition of terms and concepts create for us a common 
language, a solid base for discussion. Their terms and assumptions give to us an important 
threshold through which can pass a well-developed model. Their three SafeScape principles of 
Information and Orientation, Socialization and Interaction, and Stewardship and Ownership 
construct a solid theoretical framework. The three principles on the implementation side of 
land Use and Design, Activity and Programming, and Management and Maintenance map a 
strategic way forward. 

The book thoroughly addresses the recurring theme of fear and it's impact on the living 
environment. Fear is a perception, and perceptions commit us to courses of action. When the 
fear level is reduced, the possibility is much greater for reasonable crime prevention, or crime 
reduction, strategies. I sensed that Zelinka and Brennan were teaching us to look beyond the 
"broken windows" to consider the building of windows that would not be broken. 

For those of us who are not planners and who don't speak the language of planners and 
architects, there is a refreshing simplicity and clarity of expression in this book, which will serve 
to bring more players to the discussion. One glaring exception was the use of the term 
"delineating spatial hierarchies." I read this one several times and then gave up. 

The excellent essays, such as Phillip langdon's "Gates or Neighbors, Obtaining Safety 
Through Community," offer a variety of perspectives on the common theme. The lavish use of 
photographs and drawings complement the text with attractive examples of points raised. But 
the strength of the book is in the execution strategies that give it a solid practicality, including 
case studies of application steps. All of these examples, illustrations, and case studies provide 
fuel and guidance systems to our planning engines. For more information, contact Chief Mark 
A. Kroeker, Portland Police Bureau, 1111 SW Second Avenue, Room 1526, Portland, OR 
97204. Phone: (503) 823-0000 Fax: (503) 823-0342 E-mail: Mkroeker@police.ci.portland.or.us 
To order SafeScape, contact Planners Book Service at 122 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 1600, 
Chicago, IL 60603. Phone (312) 786-6344 Fax: (312) 431-9985 E-mail: 
Bookservice@planning.org Web site: http://www.planning.org/bookstore/ Protecting the 
environment has become an accepted global ideal. SafeScape gives us a refreshing shot at 
having the built environment protect a precious resource of another kind-neighbors and their 
children, who wiil soon become neighbors with children. 

For more information, contact Chief Mark A. Kroeker, Portland Police Bureau, 1111 SW Second Avenue, Room 
1526, Portland, OR 97204. Phone: (503) 823-0000 Fax: (503) 823-0342 E-mail: 
Mkroeker@police.ci.portfand.or.us To order SafeScape, contact Planners Book Service at 122 S. Michigan Ave., 
Suite 1600, Chicago, IL 60603. Phone (312) 786-6344 Fax: (312) 431-9985 E-mail: Bookservice@planning.org 
Web site: http:llwww.planning.org/bookstorel 

Q32:10PM 
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SAFESCAPE: CREATING A SAFER PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

By Dean Brennan, AICP 

Originally published in Crime Prevention News 

SafeScape is a new concept that makes the case that planners and design professionals can do their 
part to fight crime by making physical environments safer. SafeScape takes the concepts incorporated 
in the widely accepted CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) principles but 
goes a step further by placing a greater emphasis on the key role that building community plays in 
reducing crime. 

The basic premise of the SafeScape philosophy is that public safety is a key component of quality of 
life. One of the primary ways to ensure public safety is through the planning and design of a physical 
environment that respects the most basic human needs. There are three challenges that must be 
addressed before this can be achieved: 

First, the physical environment must be designed, or retrofitted, to recognize the needs of the user. 
Second, the long-term management and maintenance of the physical environment must be a priority. 
Third, and most important, we must focus on creating a "sense of community." 

SafeScape is a holistic approach for responding to the issues of crime and personal safety that plague 
many of our neighborhoods, business districts and communities. The application of the SafeScape 
Principles requires no special training, only a basic understanding of how to use the principles to 
determine why people may not feel safe in a given situation and then how to respond to improve the 
situation. 

Toe Seven SafeScape Principles Human Factor Principles. These help us identify when the physical 
environment is unsafe. 
Principle 1-Information and Orientation-We feel unsafe when we don't know where we are and/or 
where we are going. 
Principle 2-Interaction and Socialization-We feel unsafe when we are alone and there are no other 
people with whom we can interact. 
Principle 3-0wnership and Stewardship-We feel unsafe when the physical environment is not 
properly cared for and not maintained. 
Principle 4-Seeing and Being Seen-We feel unsafe when we can't see other people and they can't see 
us. 

Implementation Principles. These help us identify how to create a sense of safety. 
Principle 5-Land Use and Design-Encourages safety and community building through proper design 
of the physical environment. 
Principle 6-Activity and Programming-Facilitates safety and community building by bringing people 
together in the physical environment. 
Principle ?-Management and Maintenance-Sustains safety and community building through the 
long-term commitment to proper care of the physical environment. 

Applying the Principles 
In 1997, the Phoenix Planning Department initiated the Safe Communities Program. The program's 
focus was to create partnerships among city departments that are involved in creating the physical 
environment. This partnership includes key departments, such as law enforcement, fire, parks and 
neighborhood services-departments that are involved with safety issues on a daily basis. Toe 
partnership also includes departments involved with review of site plans and enforcement of 
neighborhood-preservation ordinances, and departments responsible for providing housing for 
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low-income residents. Toe purpose was twofold-educate the community (including city staff) and 
examine city processes (policies, guidelines and ordinances) to determine how they could be modified 
to better address community safety. 

A Safe Communities Handbook was prepared, and the program was officially kicked-off with a 
workshop for neighborhood groups that featured training by a nationally recognized CPTED expert. 
To respond to public safety issues in the existing physical environment, "neighborhood safety audits!' 
were conducted. The audits, which focused on the city's designated Fight Back Neighborhoods, 
involved walking the neighborhood with neighborhood residents, a planner, a law enforcement officer 
and a city staff person responsible for zoning enforcement. To respond to the need to design a safe 
physical environment for future development, a team drawing from several different departments was 
pulled together to consider design issues. 

The Planning and Development Services departments initiated the process of updating existing 
development guidelines in partnership with the police department. During the time the guidelines 
were being developed, a law enforcement officer was assigned the task of reviewing site plans and 
making recommendations as to how the site plans could be modified to create a safer physical 
environment. 

Although the law enforcement review process was generally beneficial, the process helped identify 
one of the major problems associated with the strict application of CPTED. While a valuable tool. 
CPTED focused heavily on target hardening ·without enough regard for the importance that building 
community plays in the long-tenn success of creating safer communities. 

Tne first design guidelines that were prepared dealt with multifamily communities. In a selected 
model multifamily community, the property management company had taken a crime-ridden 
apartment project in one of Phoenix's worst neighborhoods and created a safe physical environment 
for the residents. This was accomplished through the commitment of the property owners, 
involvement of the Phoenix Police Department and an ongoing process of management and 
maintenance to ensure livability for the residents. Particular attention has been paid to providing 
areas for residents to socialize and interact, such as playgrounds, pool areas and ramadas. These 
amenities have helped create a sense of community for the residents. 

The result: a 60 percent reduction in arrests and a 30-50 percent reduction in police calls to the 
housinq complex. 

Planning Department staff has prepared draft design guidelines for other types of land uses including 
single-family, parks/open space, schools, cornmerciaVretail and employment uses. Copies of these 
guidelines are available by contacting Dean Brennan, Phoenix Planning Department, 200 W. 
Washington St., 6th Floor, Phoenix, AZ 85003-161 l. Brennan served as program manager for the Safe 
Communities Program. 

TI1e SafeScape Philosophy and the SafeScape Principles are described in the recently published book, 
SafeScape: Creating Safer, More Livable Communities through Planning and Design by Dean 
Brennan, AICP, and Al Zelinka, AICP, published by the American Planning Association. 

May 2002 

<£)Copyright 2003 American Planning A.ssociation All Rights Reserved 
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5 .8 Human Health and Safety 

We are inclined to agree with those who argue that suburban life itself is a health hazard (and 
that life in front of a computer screen formulating comments on these documents, too, is a health 
hazard because physical exercise would be better than the mental exercise). 

Says Phillip J. Longman, "On a statistical basis, what's most likely to get you killed in the 
next year: (A) living in Israel during the Intifada; (B) living in crime-ridden inner-city Baltimore, 
Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Philadephia, or Pittsburgh; or (C) living 
in the bucolic outer suburbs of those cities? The answer in oveiwhelmingly C." (See References.) 

Longman cites a recent study by William H. Lucy of the University of Virginia. He found 
"that Americans' migration into sprawling outer suburbs is actually a huge cause of premature 
death." A reduction in crime-related death was more than offset by the likelihood of dying in an 
automobile accident. Also, "metro areas marked by sprawling development and a high degree of 
auto dependency ... are the most dangerous regions to walk in." And auto-dependency "also 
discourages routine exercise .... Sprawl does not fully account for our increasingly sedentary lives, but 
it is a major factor, and therefore a leading cause of premature death." 

Longman goes on to say, "The good news is that reducing subsidies for sprawl is among the 
biggest policy levers available to improve public health. This includes reforming gas taxes that are 
currently nowhere near high enough to recoup the environmental costs of driving, let alone to 
compensate for the losses to the economy caused by auto-related deaths and injuries. And it includes 
ending overinvestment in new roads and highways, and directing more toward mass transit, bike 
trails, and sidewalks." 

Human health and safety thus present another strong argument for turning the tide away 
from the development patterns of the past in El Dorado County. This would also have a profound 
beneficial effect on the public pocketbook. See also comments under Transportation and 
Circulation. 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

" Please refer to our scoping comments, incorporated herein by reference, on Hazardous 
Materials, p. 52, for questions posed there that went unanswered in the DEIR. 

Please also see the discussion herein under Utilities. 

According to the DEIR (p. 5.8-2) there were, as of January 2003, 130 businesses and 
government locations in the County registered as hazardous waste handlers. Nine of these were 
Large Quantity Generators and 106 Small Quantity Generators. 

• Those two numbers don't add to 130. What accounts for the rest? How do the EPA's 
criteria for being registered differ from the County's, whose list numbers 235 (p. 5.8-2)? 

• In scoping comments we asked for locations of known business activities using 
hazardous materials that might, through upset, endanger nearby citizens. We repeat that question. 
We believe this information should be known by both planners and citizens. 

Per the DEIR, collections sites for hazardous wastes include the two MRFs, the El Dorado 
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Hills Fire Department, and "21 public waste oil collections sites" that in addition accept certain other 
substances, such as pesticides and solvents. 

• No addresses are given for any of these. How are they and their locations publicized so 
as to facilitate public use? 

* Waste franchisees could occasionally distribute with bills to customers addresses and 
hours of operation for sites where hazardous wastes may be dropped off, as well as addresses and 
hours of operation for dropping off recyclables not accepted for curbside pickup. This feature 
could be added to franchisees' contracts at renewal time. 

• Table 5.8-1 shows a steady increase in amount of household hazardous waste collected 
except for 2002. To what is the drop attributed? {The second footnote 3 should be corrected to 4.) 

For discussion of illegal dumping, please see Utilities, wherein the DEIR treats Solid Waste 
and Hazardous Waste Disposal, as well as here under Human Health and Safety. 

We note with interest that the County's Hazardous Waste Management Plan estimated in 
1986 that 20 to 30% of the hazardous waste generated by small businesses and industries in the 
county was "improperly or illegally" disposed of. Numbers for households are thought to be similar 
or even higher {pp. 5.8-6 to -7). 

" No cumulative effect connected with hazardous waste is identified in Chapter 7 despite 
the intention in the General Plan to foster economic development and despite the statement here 
that 10 to 20% of that waste generated by small businesses and industries in "improperly or 
illegally" disposed of. It seems obvious, then, that a cumulative effect will be a greater amount of 
hazardous waste "improperly or illegally" disposed of as economic development takes place. 

e As the Hazardous Waste Management Plan is over ten years old, is it considered in need 
of updating and, if so, what efforts to do so are being made? Are the foregoing figures still 
representative of estimates? 

• The DEIR says there are three Superfund sites in the County, none of which is on the 
National Priority List. Where are these sites and what is the nature of the contamination? How is 
this information used in planning and reviewing development proposals? What cleanup efforts are 
being made, by whom, and how paid for? If no efforts are occurring, why not? How are the sites 
being restricted in the meantime? 

Impact 5.8-1: Increased Risk of Exposure Resulting from Routine Use of Hazardous Materials (p. 
5.8-231. 

On p. 5.8-25 of the DEIR, reference is made to a "Household Hazardous Waste Element" that 
the County prepared in 1993 in response to the listed recommended activities from the County's 
Hazardous Waste Management Plan. 

• What is the status of this "Element"? This statement conspicuously does not identify 
what it is an "element" of nor does it cite a County ordinance or identify what it consists of. Please 
correct in the FEIR. What were the recommended activities, and what is the status of their being 
carried out? 

Compliance with the CHWMP is championed in discussion of impacts, but no information is 
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given as to its current adequacy. On the contrary, a policy in both Alternatives 2 and 3 requires its 
updating. Hence we must withhold agreement that compliance with it constitutes appropriate 
mitigation to assure Less Toan Significant impact. Furthermore, questions about how available 
information is used in the planning process have not been answered. Therefore we can't agree that 
the evidence provided demonstrates attainment of Less Than Significant status. 

Impact 5.8-2: Increased Incidents of Illegal Disposal of Household Hazardous Wastes ( p. 5.8-31). 

We agree that addressing this problem presents real difficulty. Website information can reach 
only those with access to the web. Advertisements in the Mountain Democrat are limited to those 
getting that paper, which is a minor part of the County's citizenry. 

* Informative iliers, giving addresses and operating hours of collection sites. to be 
distributed occasionally by garbage collection franchisees, and mandatory garbage collection could 
help in both reducing illegal dumping and increasing the rate of recycling. 

As we aren't given any information about the nature of the County "Household Hazardous 
Waste Element (see above), we don't know how it might apply to this impact. 

• Again, it would seem that there is a cumulative impact involved: this impact would have 
to increase as the numbers of households increase with growth. 

Impact 5.8-3: Increased Risk of Accidental Release of Hazardous Materials {p. 5.8-38). 

The DEIR argues, p. 5.8-40, that an increase in such incidents is more closely related to the 
number of jobs generated that require handling of hazardous materials under the several alternatives 
than to either population increase or amount of traffic. The discussion here doesn't demonstrate that. 
However, we agree that clearly the risk will increase under all alternatives. 

" The Multihazard Functional Emergency Operating Plan is invoked here (p. 5.8~,U, Policy 
6.1.1.1 and later under other alternatives) and was invoked in the 1996 General Plan DEIR in ways 
that seem inappropriate to anyone who has actually examined its contents (we have a copy). It is 
solely a "who does what" plan. Just what would be updated "to keep pace with the growing 
population" isn't clear. There is no requirement therein for increasing staffing. Unless County 
organizational structure should change, change in "who does what" would not be expected. Please 
clarify in the FEIR. 

The only mitigation proposed relates to routes along which hazardous materials would be 
transported. It would be helpful to know where the primary generators of hazardous materials are 
now (see prior question), which might offer some ideas. We agree that this mitigation would not 
greatly change the degree of risk. 

:f: An additional mitigation might be that of requiring haulers of hazardous materials to 
travel only at night when traffic is light. 

• The FEIR should examine, now that some distribution companies are offering the option~ 
whether requiring underground installation of residential propane tanks in new construction, 
together with a retrofit program, perhaps at time of sale, would reduce the risk of accidental 
release and how much the cost over typical above-ground installation would be. We would need 
some figures as to numbers of accidental releases, flammability in wiidland iire situations, and the 
like, to get a feel for cost v. benefits. 
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Impact 5.8-4: Increased Risk of Exposure to Hazardous Waste Resulting from New Development on 
Known, Suspected, and Unknown Contaminated Sites (p. 5.8-45). 

• Please see the discussion herein of contaminated sites under Solid Waste in the Utilities 
section. Some oi the questions we asked there are answered here {p. 5.8-46). Still needed is how 
available information is incorporated into the planning process and into property sales so that 
potential buyers can be informed. 

The revisions proposed to Policy 6.6.1.2 and HS-7b are inconsistent in that one rnfers to a 
"Registered Environmental Assessor" and the other to merely a "qualified assessor". If there is some 
sort of state program under which "environmental assessors" are registered, we approve of specifying 
such a person. "A qualified assessor" doesn't do that. 

:f: Please use same terminology in both revised policies. 

:f: Please incorporate into mitigation a means whereby a potential buyer of a contaminated 
property can learn whether s/he is "buying a pig in a poke" in time to avoid the cost of potential 
remediationo 

FLOOD HAZARDS 

What is most disturbing is that many communities actually promote colonization of the edge of 
the 100-year floodplain, permitting concentrated development right up to the line in the sand as 
if this line will somehow protect the inhabitants. This approach to planning is a tragedy in the 
making. 
-Jeffrey Mount, California Rivers and Streams, 1995. 

• Flooding is also treated in the DEIR under Utilities: Stormwater Systems. Please see our 
comments herein in that section" Please also refer to our scoping comments on Flooding, po 49, 
numerous unanswered questions and respond to them. 

• On p. 508-52 the DEIR states that in this section the General Plan Alternatives are 
evaluated for development potential relative to "the 100-year floodplain and dam inundation 
areas". We have repeatedly pointed out (starting with comments on the 1996 General Plan DEIR
under the rubric of Taxpayers for Quality Growth--- and continuing in scoping comments on the 
present DEIR) that Silver Lake Dam has been omitted from consideration though, in event of dam 
failure, most of the affected downstream area is in El Dorado County. That omission continues in 
this section, which under "Dam Failure" (po 508-53) lists only dams "located with.in the County" 
plus two others "identified by the County" that at least add Caples Lake (Alpine County) to the list, 
Please note, however, that Cameron Park Lake has not been owned by EID for some time. Rather, 
the owner is the Cameron Park Community Services DistricL Moreover, Jenkinson Lake Dam, 
heretofore non-jurisdictional by virtue of being federally owned, is in the process of being 
transferred to EID and thus should also be added to this list. Also, any failure of the Mormon 
Island auxiliary dam on Folsom Lake could inundate portions of development along the 
northwesternmost edge of the county (as noted in the environmental documents for The 
Promontory development). Where in the list is Finnon Lake (seep. 5.8-60)? 

• Are there updated dam inundation maps for Cameron Park lake dam, Jenkinson Lake 
dam, and the Mormon Island auxiliary dam, along with emergency plans? Do both Planning and 
the Office of Emergency Services have copies? The statement on po 5.8-44 at the end of the section 
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on dam failure that these maps are at the Office of Emergem:y Services suggests that Planning 
does not have copies and, hence, that considerations of dam failure do not enter into Planning 
processing. Please discuss in the FEIR. 

There are also numerous smaller, non state-jurisdictional dams in the county, at least some of 
which could present a hazard. An example is a privately-owned stock pond in the 3800 (address) 
area off Marshall Road in Garden Valley that nearly overtopped in a storm, bringing emergency 
workers out in the middle of the night. These small dams apparently are overseen by the Department 
of Transportation. 

" What safety oversight does DOT exercise relative to these smaller dams and how 
frequently? 

On pp. 5.8-52 to -53 the DEIR lists the "primary flood-prone areas on the west slope of the 
County". Absent from this list is the Knickerbocker Creek area where a car was swept downstream, 
as noted in comments by Quality Growth on the DEIR for the 1996 General Plan . 

.. In view of this omission, please clarify the process by which the County accumulates 
flooding data for eventual incorporation into revised FEMA maps and how it uses the information 
in the meantime. 

On p. 5.8-55, the DEIR discusses the County's Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance. Again, 
development within the 100-year floodplain apparently is the principal criterion. 

• As experts (see the introductory quotation from Jeffrey Mount} fault this approach, what 
consideration has been given to updating this ordinance, especially in relation to the 
recommendations of the California Floodplain Management Report (1 t/27/2002), incorporated 
here by reference? (See References for draft Executive Summary thereof.) This report states that 
"existing programs are not adequate to accomplish these goals [to reduce flood losses and 
maximize the benefits of floodplains]." 

• The Multi-Hazard Functional Emergency Operations Plan again is invoked here. But, as 
we commented above under Hazardous Materials, its description in the DEIR bears little 
resemblance to the copy in our possession. It most emphatically does not contain dam failure 
plans nor "response plans for floods resulting from periods of high rainfall or rapid snowmelt". It 
is solely a "who-does-what" generic approach to emergencies. This should be corrected in the 
FEIR. 

The DEIR states, p. 5.8-57, that the most recent Flood Insurance Rate Maps {FIRMs) for El 
Dorado County date from 1995. 

• How many FIRMs cover the county? How many have a 1995 revision date? What are the 
dates for the rest of the FIRMs? What portion of the county over which County government has 
jurisdiction dates from 1995 and what portion from earlier dates? Exactly what changes were made 
in the 1995 maps? Was the mapping itself updated, and, if so, in what way? Was any additional 
mapping done? Are areas such as the Knickerbocker Creek area known to have flooded in the 
recent past now included in the mapping? What portion of the County has been mapped? 

• In the National Inventory of Dams described on p. 5.8-57, are the previously mentioned 
omitted dams included in the breakdown given on po 5.8-60? 
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In view of the serious questions re the appropriateness of using a mapped FEMA 100-year 
flood hazard area as a suitable criterion, together with our belief that most, and perhaps all, of the 
maps for the County are quite out of date, we can't agree that their use constitutes an appropriate 
Threshold of Significance (p. 5.8-62). 

Impact 5.8-5: Risk of Exposure to Flood Hazards Within the 100-Year Floodplain (p. 5.8-62). 

In view of reservations expressed above, we cannot agree that there is sufficient appropriate 
information to say that this is a Less Than Significant impact under any alternative. According to the 
California Floodplain Management Report previously cited, many communities are working toward 
protection against floods that exceed so-called 100-year floods, as is recommended by Jeffrey Mount. 

" The County has an operating GIS system now. Does it include a layer depicting flooding 
such as occurred in association with the New Year's Day flooding of 1997? How is or will be this 
information incorporated relative to setbacks from streams in the General Plan? One of the 
recommendations in the California Floodplain Management Report (see References, p. 9) is that 
of maintaining or restoring natural floodplain processes, suggesting that as a possible criterion for 
minimum appropriate setbacks. Please evaluate. 

* Alternatives 1 & 4 have policies, as noted on pp. 5.8-65 to -66 that invoke conformity to 
FEMA requirements and prohibit construction of critical buildings within the 100-year floodplain. 
As already stated, this approach has defects. A step toward overcoming these defects, in au 
alternatives, should be (a) that ministerial development be included, and (b)that ground floors of 
all buildings should be at least 2 feet above the calculated height of the 100-year flood. 

Impact 5.8-6: Risk of Exposure to Flood Hazards Inside Dam Inundation Areas ( p. 5.8-68). 

As previously stated above, it has not been shown that information about all appropriate dams 
is incorporated into the Planning/Emergency Response framework. Moreover, the Promontory 
development was approved even though it was known that a number of parcels lay entirely within 
dam failure inundation area should the Merman Island auxiliary dam fail. We would support 
proposed mitigation measure 5.8-6(a) (p. 5.8-73) that would prohibit the creation of new parcels that 
are entirely within a dam failure inundation area. 

* If 5.8-6(a} is thought too radical, then there should at least be a mechanism whereby the 
potential hazard is explicitly made known to any potential buyer. Certainly no high-occupancy 
buildings should be allowed in such areas. 

:t: The California Floodplain Management Report should be consulted and the County's Flood 
Damage Prevention Ordinance reviewed and revised in light of the recommendations in the report. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC FrELDS 

" Please refer to our comments on Communication Towers in Section 5.3 herein, and to the 
references therein that concern possible health and safety issues connected with electromagnetic 
fields. 

Impact 5.8-7: Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields Generated by New Electric Energy Facilities at 
School Locations (p. 5.8-81). 

Impact 5.8-8: Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields Generated by Wireless Phone Facilities (p. 5.8-
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85). 

We noted in Section 5.3 that many other nations have chosen, in light of the uncertainty of 
scientific studies as to possible health and safety effects, to have much more stringent standards for 
exposure to EMF than does the United States. Exercise of the Prudency Principle is recommended 
by the sources cited in our comments therein. We cannot, therefore, agree that Impact 5.8-8 should 
be considered Less Than Significant. 

* We urge as mitigation the measures set forth in our comments in Section 5.3. We believe 
they will effectively address both health and safety consideration and those of visual degradation. 

NATURALLY-OCCURRING ASBESTOS 

"I have visited the county myself; tutted tremolite similar in configuration to that in our own 
serpentine belts is apparent at the surface just driving along the highway, and can be coniirmed 
by gross visual inspection on numerous roads. TEM [transmission electron microscopy] 
confirmation has been published in one of your local newspapers, the Sacramento Bee, at veiy 
disturbing air levels (above the OSHA limit!). 

" ... Tremolite occurs, as you know, in a range of habits. Unfortunately for residents of Western EI 
Dorado county, it appears that the habit of the tremolite associated with the serpentine seam that 
comes to the surface there is identical to that which runs underground, and has been mined 
commercially tor its chrysotile content, near the border of Calaveras and Tuolumne counties 
(Copperopolis). This tremolite was shown to be the most potent of any tested in animals .... 
[emphasis added]. 

" ... The idea of construction activity for residences and schools in such a zone is a travesty. It can 
and will produce an epidemic in slow motion; mesothelioma deaths which will not occur for 
many years (in our experience with a much less potent variety of tremolite of 38 such cases in a 
cohort numbering 8009 deaths (PMR 0.5%) the median latency was 46 years, and that was 
among heavily exposed miners and millers; latency may be extended for construction workers 
and residents)." 
---Bruce Case, M.D., M.Sc., Dipl. Occupational Hygiene, FRCP(C). Phone: (514) 398-7192, ext. 

00521; email address for further information: bruce.case@mcgill.ca. 

" Please refer to our scoping comments for discussion of this topic and respond to the 
questions therein. 

The DEIR discusses the physical environment in which asbestos commonly occurs beginning 
on p. 5.8-88. It discusses the tvvo types found in the western part of the county, chrysotile and 
trernolite, noting that both are considered to present public health risks. A5 there have been many 
heated comments in El Dorado County from those denying that either form is harmful, this 
acknowledgment is clearly a step in the right direction. 

• The DEIR should also assess the comparative harmfulness of tremolite and chrysotile in 
view of the occurrence of tremolite in a well-settled part of the county that is undergoing further 
rapid development at this time and that there appears to be authoritative consensus that tremolite 
is considerably more harmful. (See References, letter to CalEPA and CARB from American Lung 
Association of California and California Thoracic Society.) 

The EPA sponsored a workshop in Oakland on 24-25 May 2001 that included discussion of 
the relative toxicity of different forms of asbestos. Amphibole asbestos (tremolite is one) appeared to 
represent a far greater health risk than chrysotile asbestos, in large part because amphiboles don't 
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dissolve once in the lung, while chrysotile does in up to 160 days. It follows that relatively brief 
exposure to lower levels of amphlboles can cause disease and death. This is supported by 
epidemiological studies in many parts of the world. 

Tremolite has been in the news in recent years because of its occurrence in vermiculite 
deposits mined in the vicinity of the town of Libby, Montana and the high rate of lung disease in 
residents that is attributable to exposure to tremolite. (See References, "Up to 30% tested in Libby 
hurt by asbestos" and graph of "Known deaths from tremolite from the Libby mine".) The DEIR, 
however, is silent as to where tremolite, as opposed to merely "asbestos" is found in the county. 

• The County needs to evaluate what background level of mesothelioma it is willing to 
tolerate by not taking action to regulate building on tremolite-bearing substrate. 

• The DEIR should specify where in the county tremolite, specifically, is known to occur. 
This information should exist also in the General Plan. 

The DEIR discusses monitoring air in El Dorado County for detection of asbestos fibers (p. 
5.8-89}, saying that 195 out of 252 samples "were found to be below the minimum detection limit". 
However, tremolite appears to be difficult to sample for, according to Case (author of the introductory 
quotations). The fibers appear to be quite heavy such that when stirred up, they remain airborne 
a very short time. Thus the usual siting of monitoring stations to trap airborne particles will be 
largely unsuccessful in detecting tremotite. The County has not used the "aggressive air monitoring 
and soil sampling practices used by U.S. EPA staff in Libby, Montana" referred to in the letter to 
CalEPA and CARB mentioned previously (see References}. 

As set forth in the DEIR beginning on p. 5.8-91, the approach of both the California Air 
Resources Board and the County to regulation of naturally-occurring asbestos appears to focus solely 
upon dust-generating activities, such as grading, mining, and use for surface applications such as 
road surfacing. {See References for a Lake County approach to this concern.) 

In the discussion of environmental impacts and mitigation measures beginning on p. 5.8-93, 
assumptions impose artificial boundaries to the discussion that are not necessarily true: 

o "Residential uses were selected as the best indicator of potential impacts because future 
residents would be subjected to the greatest postconstruction exposure risk. " 

o "Nonresidential development...was also considered in the context of construction 
impacts, as opposed to postconstruction impacts because these developments often 
result in full coverage of a project site ... , which would cover any naturally occurring 
asbestos .... " 

Relative to postconstruction exposure risk, see References, Asbestos Exposure While 
Rototilling in Soils Containing Less than 1%Asbestos. At Oak Ridge High School, a parking lot was 
not paved and thus allowed generation of dust; a soccer field was not paved and, unfinished, was 
eventually fenced off though not so as to completely restrict access; and a track was not paved. 
Authoritative tests commissioned by private citizens in the absence of school district action turned up 
tremoli.te-actinolite asbestos also around the baseball diamond and playing field and elsewhere on the 
campus. All have presented opportunities for exposure to tremolite raised in activities that generated 
dust. (Incidentally, the 1974 Soil Survey maps do not show serpentine-based soils in this area. We 
have repeatedly commented that presence of tremolite is not necessarily dependent upon presence of 
serpentine.) 

.. In view of all these foregoing considerations, this entire analysis should be redone. 
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Impact 5.8-9: Public Exposure to Asbestos (p. 5.8-94} 

As the DEIR states, none of the four "equal-weight" alternatives has policies addressing 
asbestos. The County ordinance addresses only dust-generating activities, such as grading, mining, 
and use for surface applications. Yet even some of these seem to escape regulation, as we noted in 
scoping comments under Geology, Soils (p. 55 et seq.) and herein under Soils in the section on 
Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources: "The DEIR states that construction of a single family home 
seldom needs a grading permit [presumably because it seldom triggers the need for a grading 
permit]. Yet the incident previously referred to, upon which the Regional Board acted while the 
County did not, involved preparing a single parcel for construction of a single home. Moreover, we 
also witnessed another single lot where a foundation was dug in serpentine by hand labor-therefore 
in close contact with dust that might have contained asbestos. In another nearby case, large grading 
took place in serpentine substrate. In neither case was there any watering down to control fugitive 
dust. Large developers commonly need a geotechnical study that would alert them to the hazard of 
naturally-occurring asbestos. A single-home builder may not recognize the substrate or be aware of 
the danger." The DEIR notes this possibility on p. 5. 8-99. 

All alternatives allow development to occur on substrates that may contain asbestos. We 
strongly disagree that this hazard is reduced to Less Than Significant under any of the proposed 
mitigation. 

• As we do not have a copy of the DOC-prepared asbestos mapping, and as it is used as 
basis for the analysis presented in the DEIR, please clarify whether or not the areas in El Dorado 
Hills that are know to contain tremolite are included in the ca. 10,764 acres ''designated for 
development of residential uses (that are] likely to contain naturally occurring ,asbestos." 
Discussion of such areas generally refers to serpentine and, as we said above, the 197 4 soil survey 
maps do not indicate serpentine substrate in this area. 

Many asbestos experts familiar in particular with the properties of amphibole asbestos such as 
tremolite say that allowing any construction on such a substrate because of the long-term 
ramifications of doing so [" ... The idea of construction activity for residences and schools in such a zone is a 
travesty. It can and will produce an epidemic in slow motion"-introductory quotation! and the potential 
liability. 

It may be noted that extensive grading took place for Town Center south of US 50 in substrate 
that, north of US 50, is known to contain tremolite. It is very probable that this grading stirred up a 
lot of tremolite. The geotechnical work done in connection with Valley View focused on looking for 
serpentine. The tremolite-bearing substrate north of US 50 is not mapped as serpentine in the 197 4 
Soil Survey of the western part of the County. 

A home on Woedee Drive was found in 1999 to have up to 30.25% asbestos in the soil of the 
site. Did children play in this during construction-or afterwards? 

.. The FEIR needs to evaluate not allowing building of any kind-at least not public 
buildings --- on substrate containing amphibole asbestos. Measures to control off-site fugitive dust 
during construction are seldom, if ever, 100% effective and significant exposure to tremolite can 
occur long before air-borne dust becomes visible. If building by private owners is allowed, than 
site-stabilization measures should be required to ensure release of tremolite fibers doesn't occur 
either during or post construction. A vegetation cover (e.g., a lawn} has not been shown to be 
adequate (plants often don't grow well on such a substrate anyway) and could be subject to future 
disturbance connected with landscaping. Any cap of dean material would have to be at least 
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several feet deep because of the likelihood of trenching for service lines and sprinkler systems. 
For swimming pools in a residential setting, as much as 12 feet of clean cap material could be 
needed. Land-use restrictions would be needed to prohibit disturbance of underlying asbestos
containing material. They would also be needed ii paving is the approach to capping underlying 
material, and proper maintenance of the paving would also need to be included. Off-site transport 
of material should be prohibited. (A home is soil during construction?} All these consideration 
should be part of the treatment in the FEIR. 

:f: The County needs to track grading activities on serpentine and amphibole-asbestos 
containing substrate for all discretionary and ministerial activities. We also proposed in the 
Geology section that a grading permit should be triggered by much less than 250 cu yds. 

:f: If grading is permitted, all grading taking place in substrates that may contain asbestos 
should be accompanied by suitable precautions such as those contained in Lake County's "Dust 
Control Guidelines for Grading and Construction Operations" and "Special Guidelines ... " (see 
References), which go beyond the County's current ordinance. Consideration should be given to 
requiring posting of a "hazardous conditions" sign at the work site while such grading is 
occurring. 

The DEIR notes (p. 5.8-99), "There are no policies and/or regulations in effect presently that 
address ... post-construction impacts" such as exposure during landscaping activities or from unpaved 
roads surfaced with asbestos-containing material. 

• Please see the References for "Asbestos Exposure While Rototilling in Soils Containing 
Less than 1% Asbestos" and discuss the potential hazard presented unknowing homeowners who 
buy property situated on such deposits and then engage in typical landscaping activities. Discuss 
how to protect the health of both the homeowner and neighbors. 

The current version of the Real Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement, supposedly required by 
County Code section 8.44.060 relative to the presence of "naturally occurring asbestos", makes no 
mention of tremolite or the elevated level of risk it presents. (See References.} Paul Peronard of the 
EPA. at the conference last December at Tahoe on naturally-occurring asbestos, as one of his main 
points, said, "Understanding the difference in fiber types is imperative. Not only is it likely that they 
have varying toxicity, but they behave differently in the environment." With that in mind, please 
refer to the Real Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement. 

• Are such statements used when ownership transfers from builder to buyer or only at 
times of subsequent sale? 

:f:The County should strengthen its statutory provisions relative to such a disclosure 
statement requiring that it discriminate between amphibole asbestos like tremolite and other forms 
of asbestos generally considered by professionals in this field to be of lesser hazard. 

We note that a newly proposed school site in the Rescue School District has been reported to 
have tremolite present. 

• Has the Rescue School District purchased this property? Was it advised of the presence 
asbestos, and in particular tremolite, through a Real Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement? If not, 
why not and what actions to remedy the situation will the County (or the School District) take? 

:f: County oversight of questions relating to naturally-occurring asbestos should be in the 
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hands of someone with expertise in this area and in the appropriate testing means for the different 
forms of asbestos found in the County. It is unlikely that the average County Health Officer has 
the necessary background. Even less likely is that school district officials have it. 

That the foregoing statement is meritorious is demonstrated by the work plan for remediation 
for the presence of tremolite at the campus of the Oak Ridge High School. Not only are some known 
areas of its occurrence omitted from the work plan, but nowhere is it specified that Transmission 
Light Microscopy should be used to analyze samples. Yet Division 1, California Department of 
Industrial Relations, Chapter 4, Division of Industrial Safety, Subchapter 7, Group 16, Article 110, 
Sec. 5208, Appendix J, states, in part: 

When electron microscopy was applied to asbestos analysis, hundred of fibers were discovered 
present too small to be visible in any light microscope. There are two different types of 
electron microscope used for asbestos analysis: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and 
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). Scanning Electron Microscopy is useful in 
identifying minerals. The SEM can provide two of the three pieces of information required to 
identify fibers by electron microscopy: morphology and chemistry. The third is structure, as 
determined by Selected Area Electron Diffraction-SAED, which is performed in the TEM. 
Although the resolution of the SEM is sufficient for very fine fibers to e seen, accuracy of 
chemical analysis that can be performed on the fibers varies with fiber diameter in fibers of 
less than 0.2 um diameter. The TEM is a powerful tool to identify fibers too small to be 
resolved by light microscopy and should be used in conjunction with this method when 
necessary. The TEM can provide all three pieces of information required for fiber 
identification. 

:f: Proposition 65 notices should be required in areas where amphibole asbestos is known to 
occur. 

Mitigation Measure 5. l-3(a) (p. 5.1-63) is to "Establish a General Plan Conformity Review 
Process for All Development Projects". This would apply to development of any structure greater than 
120 sq ft in size or requiring a grading permit. Though this could bring ministerial projects under 
review, the threshold for requiring a grading permit is too high, as previously commented upon. 
Effectiveness of the alternative policy presented is impossible to judge without knowing what the 
standards alluded to therein would consist of. 

MM 5.8-9(b) (p. 5.8-105) is to Strengthen Naturally Occurring Asbestos and Dust Protection 
Standards. We agree that these standards need strengthening, but cannot judge effectiveness of this 
proposal in absence of specifics. The threshold for needing a grading permit remains too high. As 
previously stated, we have questions about the adequacy of DOC mapping if it is "serpentine" 
dependent because of the occurrence of tremolite in non-serpentine substrate areas. 

MM 5.8-9(c) (p. 5.8-105) is to Provide Disclosure of Naturally Occurring Asbestos on 
Properties. 

• We support such disclosure; indeed, is it not already required by virtue of being a known 
hazard? Yet we see too much potential for a seller to claim ignorance. Moreover, a potential buyer 
must be notified of the much more severe hazard presented by amphibole asbestos. 

MM 5.8-9{d) {p. 5.8-106) is to Conduct Annual Reporting Regarding Asbestos. This might 
keep successive Boards of Supervisors informed but seems ineffective at protecting public health. 

• Which among the proposed MMs would likely be effective relative to the possibly 
contaminated proposed new school site previously mentioned? Refer again to Dr. Case's comments 1 
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on the "travesty" of building on such sites. 

Construction activity on a parcel presents hazards not only to workers, but to neighbors. 
isn't just the owner's problem. None of the proposed mitigation measures, in our judgment, 
individually or collectively reduces this impact to Less Than Significant. 

WILDLAND FIRE HAZARDS 

"According to CDF, an average of 300 fires occur in the County every year, 95 percent of which 
are started by people." 
-General Plan Draft EIR, December 1994 

"The most important [effect of land conversion due to human settlement/ in the Sierra Nevada is 
associated with impacts on the fire regime in both settled areas and adjacent wildlands. Human 
settlement affects the structure and level of fuel load, v'iability of presuppression fuel
management strategies, ignition risk, availability of suppression resources, and the manner in 
which suppression efforts are allocated and deployed (e.g., to protect structures rather than 
wildlandsj," 
-Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project Report, Vol. I, p 

"The presence of structures in the urban-wildland intermix zone alters suppression strategies 
and complicates sharing of fire-management responsibilities among local, state, and federal 
agencies. In particular, resources (e.g., firefighters, water, and equipment) are often allocated to 
the protection of individual structures and public safety rather than protection of wildland 
resources. This could result in both greater wildland resource damage and significantly greater 
fire-suppression costs. Finally, the presence of human settlement affects the viability of many 
presuppression fuel-managment options." 
-Timothy Duane, Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project Report, v. II, Chapter 11, p. 320. 

[T/he state reviews its fire coverage periodically; when authorities in rural counties permit 
development, converting the state's wildlands into urban uses, the state can and does relinquish 
responsibility for fire protection in those areas. Local residents are then required to bear the 
added costs of fire protection either in the form of higher taxes, fees or insurance," 
-part of editorial. Sacramento Bee, 17 Aug 2000. 

It 

• Please see our scoping comments on Fire Protection under Public Services and Utilities, 
incorporated herein by reference, and respond to unanswered questions. 

TI1e DEIR discusses historic fires and their causes on p. 5.8-107. In the Eldorado National 
Forest (ENF), 56% of wildland fires are human-caused and account for 93% of the acreage burned. Of 
those wildland fires occurring within the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection's 
(CDF) jurisdiction, 90% are caused by people and less than 10% by lightning. Encompassing higher 
elevations than CD F's jurisdiction, ENF would be expected to have more lightning-caused fires at 
elevations where forest cover is discontinuous, thus serving to limit extent of fires. 

• How have the statistics for "recent years" given for the Eldorado National Forest been 
affected by inclusion of the big Cleveland Fire? 

• Exhibit 5.8-3 (p. 5.8-109} might be augmented by the fire information for the year 1931 
contained in Fig. 10 in Bulletin 572, The Utilization of El Dorado County Land, University of 
California AgricuUural Experiment Station, May 1934, depicting the areas covered by the 88-man
caused fires that burned about 73,000 acres that year. [See References. The County has a complete 
copy of this, photocopied during evolution of the 1996 General Plan from an original in the writer's 
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possession.) It would add appreciably to the areas depicted as "Fires Before t 950". 

Factors contributing to fire danger in the County are next discussed: hot, dry summers and 
late-season drying winds; poor road access; inadequate clearance around structures; flammable 
vegetation; topography, both in abetting spread of fire and in hindering access thereto; the presence 
of a large amount of low-level flammable vegetation; and development patterns that have increased 
residential intrusion into the wildland interface. 

" We lake exception to the description of causes of conditions (p. 5.8-111) contributing to 
the present potential for catastrophic fire. This should be corrected. No mention is made that it 
originated with logging itself. Whole areas of the western slope now home to just oaks, gray pine, and 
grasslands were, before the gold rush influx, forested with ponderosa pine, incense cedar, and red fir 
(including present-day Shingle Springs). These were converted to grassland, oak woodland, a 
shrubby tangled undergrowth through logging starting with the advent of settlement by European 
man. {See early immigrant diaries, as well as the aforementioned Bulletin 572; the distribution of 
ponderosa pine is also attested to by the widespread presence of Ouercus kelloggii, typically 
occurring naturally with ponderosa pine, and still doing so here and there on the western slope at 
lower elevations.) This induced the present situation, exacerbated by misguided forest management 
practices and fire suppression. 

It should also be noted that allowing "dead and downed fuels ["trees") that result from natural 
causes" to go untreated is what replenishes the soil through natural decay. 

We strongly endorse the statement on p. 5.8-112 that "Allowing substantial population growth 
into the severe and high fire hazard areas increases the risk of igniting a fire, increases the exposure 
of persons and property to wildland fires, and compounds the difficulty of the wildland firefighting 
effort because of access, water, and equipment constraints." 

The DEIR next describes activities associated with wildland fire management (p. 5.8-112): 

o Fire Prevention: This focuses on influencing human activities in ways that minimize accidental 
ignition. 

o Fuel Management: This focuses on altering expression of vegetation in ways that reduce the chances 
of damaging fire and would include both the elimination of slash and the reduction of 
vegetation around structures. 

o Fire Suppression: This involves cooperation among federal, state, and local agencies. 

Suitable access for fire-fighting equipment is a major problem in the County, where narrow, 
dead-end roads are common (p. 5.8-113). Gated subdivisions also have impeded access (p. 5.8-114). 

Since 1991, says the DEIR (p. 5.8-114) road access to all parcels has been subject to a 
requirement of 18-foot minimum width. Dead-end roads are "discouraged" but, if built, have 
requirements for turnarounds and maximum length. Driveways must be at least 10 feet wide with a 
turnout if over 150 feet long. And "fuel clearance standards apply to reduce fire intensity near roads". 

• Where are these requirements set forth and how are they enforced1 
• Please estimate the proportion of substandard roads in the developed part of the County. 
• What retrofitting program, if any, is in effect to bring substandard access up to par? 

Water availability is important in areas removed from piped water and fire hydrants (p. 5.8-
114). Building and fire codes affect allowable construction materials { p. 5. 8-114). The County has 
adopted the 1988 Uniform Fire Code and Standards (Chapter 15.44). 
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• Is there a more recent UFC? If so, the County should also upgrade its version. Actual 
requirements are not set forth in County Code. Are these incorporated into design and building 
standards? How are they presented to individual builders in the building permit process? How do 
these standards differ, if at all, depending upon the degree of hazard presented by location of the 
proposed building? For example, the City of Santa Barbara, which has experienced a number of 
bad fires in the foothills and canyons backing it, has adopted requirements for special construction 
techniques to reduce ease of ignition. (See References.} 

The University of California Forest Products Laboratory website (www.ucfpl.ucop.edu) has 
much useful information about building materials and their resistance to fire, construction 
techniques, fire-resistant plants and landscaping, a research and development report on 
"Performance-Based Building Standards in the Urban-Wildland Interface", a model ordinance, etc. 
(See References.) 

Vegetation management programs include a "Communities at Risk" list under the 2001 
National Fire Plan and ENF's plans for "urban intermix zones" calling for reduction of fuel loads 
within 1/4 mile of such areas (focusing on mechanical reduction because of restrictions imposed by 
air quality concerns and risk associated with prescribed burns). The State has a California Fire Plan 
calling for development of wildfire safety zones. "Defensible space" is a key concept. 

• What are the consequences of being included in the "Communities at Risk" list for El 
Dorado County under the National Fire Plan? 

The County has a Fire Hazard Ordinance with more stringent standards than those required 
by the state. It applies to both discretionary and ministerial development but, judging from a 
"windshield survey", appears to be only laxly enforced. 

• What is the assessment of local and state fire officials as to compliance with this 
ordinance? Is proper enforcement judged a political problem as to acceptability? Is enforcement 
more stringent with new development than with existing developmenH If not, why not? 

• What are the requirements for storage of water for residences dependent upon wells1 
What proportion of such residences actually have storage tanks of the appropriate volume? Why 
could this requirement not be enforced when building permits are issued and followed up on by 
building inspectors? 

" Some relatively remote areas still are served by piped water. In such cases evaluate 
installation of roof-top sprinkler systems as an appropriate mitigation for fire hazard. 

County Code also provides (chapter 13.20) for a Fire District Improvement Fee, paid at 
issuance of a building permit, to fund "improvements and equipment for fire protection purposes". 

• Please clarify whether this applies to both ministerial and discretionary approvals. 

• We asked a number of questions in our scoping comments directed at functioning of fire 
protection services in the more rural areas largely dependent upon volunteers but found no 
answers in the DEIR's treatment of fire hazards. Please be sure to correct this in the FEIR as we 
think the information is significant relative to the degree of risk involved in more remote areas. 

Impact 5.8-10: Increased Potential for Fire Incidents and Fire Hazards (p. 5.8-124). 
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We agree that the potential for fire incidents increases in all alternatives: a CDF study 
correlates increased housing density to increased frequency of human-caused fire incidents. On the 
other hand, dense settlement makes structure protection and evacuation easier. Most fire hazard 
areas classified as High and Very High are in the urban/wildland interface. Development in such 
areas is expected to increase, to a varying degree, in all alternatives. Existing policies may work to 
counter increased hazard but could not eliminate it. 

Proposed mitigation is only two-fold: To implement Mitigation Measure 5.1-3(a), which 
would extend review to ministerial, as well as discretionary, projects, and MM 5.8-10(b), to preclude 
development in areas of high wildland fire hazard. In the case of Alternatives 1 (No Project), 2 
(Roadway Constrained), and 4 (1996 General Plan), MM 5.8-lO(b) is moderated by a clause stating, 
" ... unless it can be demonstrated that the hazard can be reduced to a moderate or better level as 
determined by the local fire protection district and the California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection." In Alternative 3 {Environmentally Constrained) development appears to be flatly banned 
in such places. We think this is probably politically infeasible considering how much of the western 
slope is in such areas. 

We do, however, have some additional suggestions for mitigation: 

:f: Update County Code to incorporate the latest version of the Uniform Fire Code and see 
that it is kept up to date. 

t The Office of the Legislative Analyst has, for several years, been recommending that fees 
be imposed upon property owners benefitting from CDF fire suppression services. See References. 
Similarly, the County should consider high fees for the more remote areas where, we believe, local 

service tends to be dependent upon volunteers with less equipment than in more urban situations. 
Such a policy could help strengthen the capabilities in these situations. 

:t Strengthen the permit issuance and monitoring processes such that existing law and 
regulations are better adhered to, such as the requirement for storage oi appropriate volumes of 
water where hydrants are absent. Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations. Section 1270.06, 
for example, requires inspections prior to, among other things, the final inspection oi any project 
of building permit. 

I Develop more stringent construction and materials requirements for building in High 
and Very High hazard zones. 

• The FEIR should include a GIS-based analysis of areas of High and Very High fire risk 
relative lo zoning for residential development in the several alternatives and quantify the numbers 
of dwelling units involved. 

The Governor's Office of Planning and Research in August 2002 issued a draft Hazard 
Mitigation, Fire Hazard Planning and the General Plan (see References}. It contains many 
suggestions for incorporation of features into various elements of the General Plan. 

"Fire and resource protection can be enhanced (and part of the urban bias can be overcome} if 
the data and analysis portion of the Plan describes the wildland fire environment in detail: tire 
history, slopes, fuel loadings, average/worst fire danger, rates of spread, potential for structural 
threat, access .... The data and analysis section is the starting point for better tire and resource 
protection. The more complete the analysis, the stronger the justifications for action will be." 

• In light of the foregoing exhortation, conduct the described analysis and discuss its 
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ramifications for land-use designations. zoning, and improvement of protection. This should 
include but not necessarily be limited to fire history, slope and fuel-loading information, 
evaluation of fire danger, potential for structural th.real, identifying access problems and means to 
improve them, and prioritizing improvement relative to intensity of associated developmenl 

" Please note that by law the Safety Element must include provisions for evacuation routes, 
water supply, minimum road widths, and clearances around structures. The aforementioned OPR 
publication suggests that the Safety Element "can be used to strengthen or further justify other 
elements. It is an excellent place to include project design requirements to reduce hazard levels, 
and provide for mitigation measures not included elsewhere in the General Plan. it may also be 
used to justify strategic fire defense systems zoning." Please in the FEIR analyze the extent to 
which the Safety Element fulfills these purposes. 

_ :I: In cooperation with the local Fire Safe Council, develop, adopt, and implement a county-
wide fire plan meeting federal and State criteria. 

SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 

Please see our comments herein under 5.9 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources. 
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Hazard Mitigation 

PREFACE 

The motivation behind this document is to illustrate an integrated 
planning process that includes many levels of government and private 
entities and to ensure that planning and funding are most effectively 
linked. Community safety is maximized when local hazard mitigation 
efforts are linked with local land use decisions. 

DRAFT 

This publication is designed as a planning tool to help concerned citizens, planning 
professionals, Fire Safe Councils, and other interested parties, to develop local fire plans 
which can be easily incorporated into a city's or county's (hereafter referred to as 
"county") General Plan. 

This is the first step in preparing a guidance package that incorporates multi-hazard 
mitigation planning into the General Plan and associated local prevention, response and 
mitigation plans. !!)_the coming year, the Partnership will prepare supplemental guidance 
to the General Plan Guidelines-fo-·address flooding,·-ea·rtnquakes, Landslides, severe 
~therJ tsunami anct other .natvra_l a_Q.d, mah:.Cal,!~ed events. California State taw requires 
each county to adopt a general ptan "tor the physicaTdevelopment of the county, and any 
land outside its boundaries which ... bears relation to its planning (Government Code [GC] 
65300)." The role of a community's general plan is to act as a "constitution"; a basis for 
rational decisions regarding a county's long0 term physical development. The general plan 
expresses the community's goals and embodies public policy relative to the distribution of 
future land uses, both public and private. Each general plan must contain seven (7) 
mandatory "elements" which are discussed in Part One of this publication. One (1) 
mandatory "element" of the general plan is the "Safety Element." The aim of the Safety 
Element is to reduce the potential risk of death, injuries, property damage, and economic 
and social dislocation resulting from hazards such as fires, floods, earthquakes, 
landslides, and other hazards. 

A. FIRE SAfE COUNCIL A NEW PLANNING PARTNER 

Fire Safe Councils throughout California are developing fire plans for local communities. 
These councils are voluntary organizations typically consisting of state and federal fire 
agencies, local fire districts and local concerned citizens formed to enhance the 
effectiveness of fire protection. Some councils have combined with neighboring fire safe 
councils to develop countywide fire plans. If developed in conjunction with locally 
enforceable general plans, and related ordinances, these fire plans may provide policy 
direction that can be implemented through the local government. 

Fire Safe Councils can provide a valuable service in the development of the fire 
protection and prevention policies and implementation measures of the Safety Element. 
Fire plans developed by the Fire Safe Councils that are adopted as part of the county 
general plan become part of the locally mandated policies which counties are obligated 
to implement. 

Incorporation of fire plans that meet Federal and State criteria into county general plans 
will ensure funding is utilized consistent with a well-developed plan. Moreover, fire plans 
developed under the expectation of eventual adoption into the general plan utilizes the 
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Hazard Mitigation DRAFT 

energy, commitment and expertise of local fire safe councils while providing counties 
with development oversight, implementation, and regulatory capability. County fire 
plans need to reflect county policy as stipulated in the county's general plan. It is an 
opportunity to shape, direct and unify fire management activities of both public and 
private lands through consistency with county general plans. 

B. ORGANIZATION Of DOCUMENT 

This publication provides a brief introduction to the required contents of a General Plan 
and the relationship of the General Plan to fire safety. (See Part 1 - A Discussion of the 
County General Plan.) Next it explores issue areas that should be addressed when 
developing a fire plan, the general plan elements that may be associated with each of 
these issue areas, suggested data that should be assembled, analysis that should be 
performed, and suggested policy examples for each issue area. Policies should be 
developed after careful review and consideration of the relevant data and analysis. 
Development of the individual elements of the General Plan should be based on a 
foundation of good data collection and sound data analysis. (See Part 2 - Areas to 
Consider When Developing Fire Plans.) Finally this publication provides state and f ederat 
contact information, related web site addresses and a list of useful publications (see Part 
3 - Contact Information and Related Publications). · 

The intent of this document is to encourage fire Safe Councils, concerned citizens and 
professional planners to develop sound fire plans for their communities that can be easily 
integrated by the County into the General Plan. Some of the information needed to 
create the fire plan may be available from the local fire department or other fire 
protection service provider (see Part 3). Conversely, the information developed for the 
local fire plan and the General Plan may assist first responders. 

Funding is available for projects that improve the effectiveness of local fire protection. 
Examples include funds distributed through the National Fire Plan, the California Fire Plan 
and House Resolution (H.R.} 2389 - (The Secure Rural Schools and Community Self
Determination Act of 2000). 
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Hazard Mitigation 

I. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF GENERAL PLANS 

''The legislature also finds that decisions invo{vjng the future growth 
of the state, most of which are made and will continue to be made at 
the local level, should be guided by an effective planning process, 
including the local general plan, and should proceed within the 
framework of officially approved statewide goals and policies directed 
to land use, population growth and distribution, development, open 
space, resource preservation and utilization, air and water quality, 
and other related physical, social and economic development factors." 
(Section 65030. 1, California Government Code.) 

A. INTRODUCTION 

DRAFT 

The General Plan is the master document, or constitution, that governs land use and 
development within a community. State law gives cities and counties (hereafter referred 
to as "county") wide latitude in formatting a General Plan, but every county's General 
Plan must satisfy fundamental content requirements which are described in the 
Government Code and in the General Plan Guidelines from the Office of Planning and 
Research (OPR). Foremost of these content requirements is the inclusion of seven (7) 
mandatory components, or elements, including the land use, transportation, housing, 
open space, conservation, noise and safety element. 

For well over 100 years federal and state courts have upheld the authority of Local 
governments to regulate their own internal affairs, subject only to compliance with state 
and federal laws. Described as "police powers" by the courts, these local authorities 
govern planning (among other things) and the regulations that control the type, size, 
character, and location of development. The General Plan process is one of many ways in 
which local governments exert their police powers. 

The primary purposes of the General Plan are: 

• To plan for the physical development of the county and any land outside its 
boundaries which bears relation to its planning. 

• To act as a "constitution" for development, that is, a basis for rational decisions 
regarding a county's long-term physical development. 

• To express the community's development goals and embody public policy relative 
to the distribution of future land uses, both public and private. 

• To serve as the basis for establishing locally appropriate regulations over 
development. 

• To guide most subsequent land use decisions, including division of land, capital 
improvements, development agreements, zoning, community plans, specific plans 
and use permits. 

As the "constitution" for development, the General Plan guides subsequent development 
undertaken by the County and development approvals granted by the County. All 
development decisions must be consistent with the policy and intent of the General Plan. 
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The Health of 
Nations 

Instead of farcing seniors into HMOs, how about farcing 
them to exercise? 

BY PHILLIP J e LONGMAN 

0 GET AN IDEA OF HOW WILDLY 

ineffective our health-care system is, con
sider this: The United States spends 
roughly $4,500 per person on health care 
each year. Costa Rica spends just $273. 

That small Central American country also has half as 
many doctors per capita as the United States. \et the life 
expectancy of the avera::,oe Costa Rican is virtually the 
same as the average American's: 761 years. 

How can that be? According to public health 
researchers, the biggest reasons are behavior and envi
ronment. Costa Ricans consume about half as many cig
arettes per person as we do. Not surprisingly; they are 
four ti.mes less likely to die of lung cancer. The car own
ership rate in Costa Rica is a fraction of what it is in the 
Cnited States. That not only means that fewer Costa 
Ricans die in auto accidents, but that they do a lot more 
walking, and hence they get more exercise. Thanks to a 
much lower McDonald's-to-citizen ratio, the average 
Costa Rican thrives on a traditional diet of rice, beans, 
fruits, vegetables, and a moderate amount of fried food
and therefore enjoys one of the world's lowest rates of 
heart disease and other stress-related illnesses. 

lbe simple comparison between the health of Costa 
Ricans and Americans suggests a whole ne\V way to think 
about how to fix America's increasingly dysfunctional 
health-care system-a system that these days seems to 
combine spiraling costs, declining cover.ige, and growing 
dissatisfaction with the quality of care. But instead of 
offering new ideas, both political parties in \Vashington 
are sruck in a hopeless rut, each trying to hawk plans that 
essentially expand the current system. 

The battle over a Medicare prescription-drug bene-

PHILLIP J. LONGMAN is a senior felltrJJ at the New America Fuundatim. 

16 \l,'WW.WASHINGTONMONTHLY.COM 

fit is a classic example. In March, President Bush unveiled 
a plan to provide partial drug discounts to all seniors, but 
full discounts onlv to those who leave traditional "fee-for
service" Medic~ and join an Hi\10. Democrats derided 
the plan as a stealth attempt to "privatize" Medicare and 
argued instead for a much more generous phm that would 
give full discounts to all seniors, including those who 
remain in traditional Medicare. 

Neither party seems ro get it. Simply adding an expen
sive new benefit to a Medicare system whose costs are 
running out of control, as Democrnts want to do, is fiscally 
irresponsible. Republicans, however, are deluded if they 
think funneling the elderly into HMOs will do much to 

cut health-care costs for long-HMO costs in the private 
sector are soaring. Moreover, ·when the Clinton adminis
tration experimented with a program to lure seniors into 
HMOs (Medicare+Choice), the result was chaos: Many 
HMOs went broke, others raised premiums, cut benefits, 
shifted costs, or simply dropped hundreds of thousands 
of seniors. 

Both parties should pause and reflect. For all the addi
tional monev we're throwmg- into medicine, Americans 
aren't getting much healthier\,faybe it's time to try a dif
ferent approach. The biggest opportunities for improving 
the health of Americans-and restraining health-care 
costs-lie in keeping people healthy, rather than treating 
them once they become sick. So instead of simply adding 
more benefits to a health-care system tha.t is already finan
cially unsustainable, or using new benefits to herd people 
into HM Os, why not offer a more sensible deal: Bribe peo
ple into ta.king better care of themselves. For instance, 
why not offer seniors who exercise bigger drug discounts 
than those who don't? 

This may sound radical, and it is. But the more Amer
icans learn about the costs and failings of contemporary 
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medicine and the C.!l.traordinarv 
benefits they can reap from sim·
ple behavioral changes like exer
cising, the more such plans ,\ill 
begin to make sense. 

Clean Living 
To understand the value of 

this approach, it is important to 
clarify a common misperception 
about health care. During the 
20th century, the health and life 
expectancy of the average Amer
ican improved dramatically. A 
child born today can eJi..l)eCt to 

live a full 30 years lo~r than one 
born in 1900. Improvements in 
medicine, hmvever, played a sur

Government workers administer vaccination shots in 1917. In the last centuty, the greatest 
medical contributions to increasing life expectancies came from preventative campaigns. 

prisingly small role in this achievement. Public health 
expens agree that it contributed no more than five of 
those 30 vears. 

This.mav seem counterintuitive given the attention 
society pays ·to medical brea1.."througfu. But the changes 
in living and working conditions over the last century are 
the real reason. American cities at the turn of the last cen
tury stank of coal dust, manure, and rotting garbage. 
Most people still used latrines and outhouses. _·\s recem
t' as 1913, industrial accidents killed 23,000 Americans 
annually . .\ulk and meat were often spoiled; the water 
supply untreated. Trichinellosis, a dangerous parasite 
found in meat, infe<..'ted 16 percent of the population, 
while food-borne bacteria such as salmonella, clostridi
um, and stzphylococcus killed millions, especially chil
dren, 10 percent of whom died before their first birthday. 

During the first half of the 20th century, living and 
working conditions improved vastly for most _.\mericans. 
\\otl..-place fatalities dropped 90 percent. This, combined 
v,ith public health measures such as mosquito control, 
quarnntines, and food inspections, led to dramatic declines 
in premature <leath. In 19001 194 of every 100,000 US. res
idents died from tuberculosis .. By 1940, before the advent 
of any effective medical treatment, reductions in over
crowded tenements combined ,vith quarantine effort.<; 
had reduced the death rate by three-fourths. 

As the century progressed, medical care grew enor
mously more sophisticated and effective, particularly in 
managing pain and preventing ~udden death from trau
matic injury, infection, and heart attack. But the overall 
gains to public health remained modest. The greatest 
gains c:ime from strategic vaccination campaigns, which 
have vin:ually eliminated once-common diseases, includ
ing diphtheria, tetanus, poliomyelitis, smallpox, measles, 

mumps, rubella, and meningitis. But even these triumphs 
involved treating people before they became sick. Mod
em medicine's ability to actually cure people is quite 
depressing. The consensus estimate, accepted by the Cen
ters for Disease Control (CDC), is that medicine has 
contributed just two of the seven years in added life 
eA-pectancy achieved since 1950. 

The reason is that, strictly speaking. medicine 
doesn't "sa-.;e" lives, but e.'\-cends them. If you're like my son, 
who spent the first 60 days of his life in a neonatal inten -
sive care unit, medical intervention could e:x.1:end vour 
lifespan 90 years or more-but that number dimicish
es if you're 50, much more so if you're 90. 

This gets at an in1portant truth about the role med
icine plays in public health-it is concentrated primar
ily on the elderly; who consume about 38 percent of all 
health-care dollars, yet account for just 12:4 percent of the 
population. By definition, the elderly have fewer years of 
life to extend than the young. 111is simple fact goes a long 
way toward C.\.l)laining medicines modest role in improv
ing life expectancy: It cannot stop aging. 

Sure, manv best-sellers and newsweeklies tout the 
"longevity rev~lution" prompted by advances in cutting
edge medicine. But overall longevity is due more to dra -
matic reductions in infant mortality, which allow more 
people to grow old, than to modestly extended lives 
among the elderly. Since 1950, life expectancy at 65 has 
increased by just 3:45 years; among women over 65, it has 
actually declined slightly since 1992. 

Domino's Theory 
Another reason for the medical system's limited role 

in extending life is that, frankly, it kills so many people. 
Each year nearly two million patients in US. hospitals get 
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an infection. about 90,000 of whom die as a result. 
According to the CDC, the larg--est preventable cause is 
doctors and nurses \,ith dirty hands. Then there is the 
Instirute oL\Iedicine's well-publicized finding that"more 
people die in a given year as a result of medical errors than 
from motor vehicle accidents (43,458), breast cancer 
(42.297), or AIDS (16516):' Such errors cause 2 to 4 per
cent of all deaths and derive not just from doctors' inde
cipherable handwriting or mix -ups in the lab, but also 
from a lack of the same kinds of systematic quality con
trol procedures that are commonplace in workplaces 
from automakers to Domino's Pizza chains. Had the 
Institute considered deaths caused b>· medical emn'S out
side of hospitals-in doctors' offices. phannacies, or out
patient clinics-the fat'llit:y rate would be even higher. 

(}vermedicat:ion and ad\·erse reactions to prescription 
drugs also cause unnecessary deaths. In 1994, these 
accounted for 106,000 deaths, according to the Journal of 
the American .Hediml Association . .\lore people are killed 
by adverse reactions to prescription drugs th;m by pul
monary disease or accidents. In fact, prescription drng 

and H. Gilbert \Vdch as "disease that would never 
become apparent to patients during their lifetime were 
it not for diagnostic tests'.' .\fost Americans ha,·e a bina
rv view of illness: Either vou have a disease or vou don't. 
But the truth is often mc;re subtle. Autopsy srudies ha\·e 
shown that a third of adults hm:e cancer cells in their thy
roid; up to 40 percent of women in their 40s ha\·e duc
tal carcinoma in situ in their breasts; and half of men in 
their 60s have adenocarcinorna of the prostate. \et each 
of the subjects died of other diseases. In other words. · 
they died with their cancer, not from it, suggesting that 

many who have small cancers 'I-viii never develop symp
toms because they \vill die of something else before their 
cancers become noticeable. 

\et if your doctor discovers that you . have cancer. 
there are two likely results: First, you v,iU experience 
extraordinary and prolonged stress from the di.3:::-onosis. 
along with the attendant risks to health. Second, mu and 
vou; doctor \\ill trv to fight the disease through radia
tion, chemotherap)~ or su;ery. Though it is difficult for 
a doctor and patient to knmv, even in terms of probabil-

~lore medicine isn't extending our lives much. Since 1992, thelife 
expectancy ofAmerican women at age 65 has actually declined. 

deaths are surpassed only by heart disease, cancer, and 
stroke. The elder!:,~ whose bodies often can't tolerate the 
dosages and combinations of pills doctors prescribe them, 
arc particularly susceptible. 

.\ loreover. many of the tre~1tments the medical sys
tem prmides are unnl>cessary, farther Llmiting their effect. 
Consider the v.ide regional disparity in the intensity of 
care gi,·en to patients. fn .\liami, the aYerage .\iedicare 
patient is treated by 25 specialists during the last six 
months of life; in ,\linneapolis, such patients see on~· four 
specialists. \et the result is exactly the same: death with
in six months. \\'here specialists are abundant, they find 
elders to treat-an<l .\Iedicare pays, spending, for ex;1m
plc, S50.000 more per patient in .\ Iiami than .\ linneapolis, 
as my colleague Shannon Brownlee recently wrote in 
The. -I tlmzti[. Bue according to John \ \ e1rnberg of Dart
mouth .\ ie<lical School, elder persons living in regions 
where tl~e use of specialists is high ha,·e no gre-.iter life 
expect~cy than their counterparts in regions where it is 
low. v\ennberg and his col!eai,TUes estimate that nearlv 20 
percent of ;Vl;dicare expendi'rures provide no benefit in 
terms of survival, nor does evidence show improvement 
in quality of life. 

Then there is the growing problem of "pseudo-dis
ease," defined by medical researchers Elliot S. Fischer 

it:y, whether such treatment is necessary, it is dear that frx 
the broade,r population, the spread of diagnostic testing 
is causing an epidemic of "pseudo disease" -and vast 
commitments of medical resources that result in little, if 
an1~ gain in public health. 

But what if we could get doctors and nurses to ,vash 
their hands, fix the errors in the medical system, and 
adapt sensible, e,-idence-based medicine to prevent over
treatment, overmedic-ation, and adverse drug reaction? 
This ,vould dramatical.ly improve our health-care system 
and prevent millions of deaths. But the overall effect on 
the he;1!th and life expectancy of American..,;, and on the 
future demand for health care, would remain startlingly 
small. That's because the health-care svstem kicks in 
after most people are already ill. As the poet Joseph 
,.\lalines aptly put it, it's like an ambulance v.:aiti.ng at the 
bottom of a cliff By the time most people receive treat
ment, their bodies are already compromised by stress, 
indulgent habits, environmental dangers, and injury. As 
.c\faline ,vrote in his poem, ':A.. Fence or an Ambulance": 
"If the cliff we will fence, we might almost dispense/ 
\ Yith the ambulance down in the valley.' 

Joint Survival 
In a recent issue of Health Affiiirs, three researchers 
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from the Robert Hood Johnson Foundation examined 
scores of smdies dating- b,ick to the 1970s on what factors 
cause people to die prematurely. The:; reported that 
genetic predispositions account for 30 percent of prema
mre deaths: social circumstances. i5 percent; environ
mental expo~ures, 5 percent; behavior.:il patterns, -W per
cent; and shortfalls in medical care, 
10 percent. A.s they note. these pro
portions are e:1.Si!y misinterpreted. 
lJltimatel:,,~ nearly everyone's 
health is determined by a combi
nation of factors. For example. 
while only about 2 percent of 
human diseases are caused by 
inherited genetic mutations alone, 
nearly e,·eryone carries various 
genetic dispositions that, when 
combined with a hazardous emi.
ronment or unhealthy lifostyle, can 

contribute to ill health. But this 
only underscores the rdati\·ely 
small role medicine plays in pre
venting premature death. 

it's longer in Jamaica. An argument for medical marijua
na? ~c;, it'.5 ~ argument for ~valking. Dr. DenisC Eldemire 
of the Cniversity of\\est Indies notes that 60 percent of 
Jamaic:is elderlv live in rural ;rreaS. where "walking is the 
only reliable m~ans of transport?' According to h;r srud
ies, 78 percent of Jamaican elders walk daily. By contrast. 

I F_vou ~lrt'Ve 
th,d th ... 

h.tfftc m Jlcoh.,l 
d~s mor<I' h.sr m 
th.sn~-

He!p stop it 

just 60 percent of the entire CS. 
adult population exercises at all. 

Further evidence of medicine's 
limited eftect is the slow pace of 
progress against cancer. The per
centage of the L~. S .. population 
dying of cancer, while modestly 
improved in recent ye.ars.. remains 
higher than in 1973, while the inci
dence of many specific forms of 
cancers, including non -Hodgkin's 
lymphoma, melanoma. and female 
breast and lung cancer have gotten 
,rnrse. Headlines often celebrate 
how many more .. ..\mericans are sur-
viving cancer, but the underl~i.ng 

Consider the startling differ
ence in mortality between Ctah 
;md :\'"e-ada. These two contiguous 
states are similar in demographics, 

As prohibition and the drug war demonstrate, 
simply criminalizing unhealthy behavior only 
goes so far. 

dau offer little to cheer about. The 
fure-vear survi,0al rate for men di,lg"
nos~d ·with prostate cancer h~s 
imprm·ed-but mainly because 
doctors are able to detect it earlier, 

climate, access to health care, and average income. \et 
:',;evadas infant mortality rate is 40 percdm higher tbm 
Ctah's, and :\'°evada adults face an increased likelihood of 
premature death. A.s health-care economists\ 1ctor Fuchs 
and :',;arhan Rosenberg have pointed out, it's hard not to 

:1ttribute much of that difference to the fact that 70 per
cent of L"tah's population frillows the strictures of the 
"\fonnon Church, which requires abstinence from tobac
co. alcohol, premarital sex, and dirnrce. :\'°e\·ada. with irs 
freewheeling, laissez-faire culture, has the hig-hest inci
dence of srn~king-refated death in the cow1tr}'::; Ctah the 
kl\\·est. Ctah has the nation's highest birthrate. but the 
lowest incidence of UTI\\·ed teenage mothers. Culture and 
bchaYior seem to trump access to health care in imprm·
ing human life span. 

Similar!:,~ when comparing life expectanc: in the 
Cnired States to other countries, it becomes clear that the 
nst sums we spend on health care buy very little health. 
The roughly S+,500 per person the Cnited States spem!s 
annually on health care far outp,Kes any other country. 
\et three-fourths of dc\-eloped countries outrank :\rner
ica in lite expectancy and infant morr.1Iity. Indeed, for all 
our high-tech medicine,Jamaican seniors outlive Amer
ican seniors. According to the \\'ixld Health Org-,miza
tion, life expectancy a( age 65 is roughly equal, ~~! at 85 

including cases that may never have prO\·en lethai or been 
so onh· at advanced a1{eS. The five-vear surviral rate for 
hmg c~cer is unchanged since the e~1y 1970s. Breast can
cer Sltr.fral rates ha\·e improved by a matter of months, 
but like prm-tate cancer, much of this is due to earlier diag
nosis, not to the ~uccess of treannent. Though there has 
been real pmgress in detecting.and treating cancer, much 
of the claimed a<h-ance in survivabilitv is reallv just an 
increase in the incidence of pseudo-di~ease. C~cer still 
kills l,500 .-\mericans a day. 

.\lortality from diabetes, liver, and kidney disease, 
meanv,hile, has hardly changed since the l960s-while 
infoctious diseases continue to grow more numerous and 
deadly. Thirty years ago, the surgeon general declared it 
time to "close the book" on infectious disease. Since then, 
at least 20 that were once d10ught conquered, from tuber
culosis to salmonella, have reemerged, while 29 new ones 
have been identified, including HlY'lA1DS, Lyme dis
ease, and hepatitis C. ,vleanwhile, antibiotic-resistant 
strains of all sorts of microbes are cropping up, largely 
because doctors keep dispensing ant:ihiotics to treat what 
are actually viral infections. 

In the face of such trends., even a Cadillac health
insurance plan plays little, if any, measurable role in· 
improving health and life expectancy. A Ri\i.'-JD Corpo-
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ration srudy compared nm groups of families over 15 
years, one v.ith full medical coverage, the other \\1th a 

large deductible. The families with full coverage con
sumed 40 percent more health-care dollars than the other 
groups, but rese:m:hers couldn't detect any measurable dif
ferences in health. 

these factors altogether. Chemotherap1: for example. ma>· 
put a smoker's lung cancer into remission. But he'll con -

tinue to face the risk of d~ing from heart disease or other 

chronic conditions brot1;:,oht on by his behavior :md em·i
ronmem-including the damage his body suffers from 
chemotherapy itse!£ 

Death of a Salesman 
These results may seem odd until one considers that 

the eight leading causes of death in the l:nited States

heart -disease, ~cer, stroke, pulmonary diseases, acci
dents, pneumonia/influenza, diabetes, and suicide-are 
closely tied to living condition.s and beha,ior. According 
to the Institute of ?\.ledicine, social and behavioral factors 
such as smoking-, diet, alcohol use, and sedemarv lifesrvles 
contribute to ;pproxirnately half of all deaths in this 
country. Scientists estimate that up to 75 percent of all 
cancer deaths result from behavior such as smoking, diet, 
and lack of exercise. Though modem medicine can help 
stave off death from such behavior, rarely can it mitigate 

In contrast. !arg-e-scale chanQ;es in social arramre
ments or the ~nvi;onment do have profound effe-crs 
on health. There is prn.verful statistical evidence, for 

instance, that hierarchy and inequality are among the 
major contributing causes of premature death. The 
first hint of this came in a famous 1967 studv of British 
civil service workers, ·which found that, witliin a gi-..-en 
office mortality rates would increase, step.by step.~ one 
moved down the organization chart. Those at the bot
tom suffered three times the death rate of those at the 
top. Since everyone had equal access to health care 
under Britain's universal, socialized svstem, the stud,· 
sug'gested that one's socioeconomic sta~s is a kev dete;-
mi~ant of health. · 

Bills of Health 

L
A WM.AKERS COULD DO ~WCH 

more to improve public health if 

they wrote laws that stressed pre
vention rather than treatment. Here 

are a few ideas that may seem political 

nonstarters on their own, bur, under

stood by the public as viral to their 

O\rn personal health and weU being, 

might well catch on: 

• In addition to free needles, distribute 

free nicotine patches to any American 

who wants them. Following the exam

ple of private life insurance. give 

_\ledicare beneficiaries reduced premi

ums if they test nef,i-ative for nicotine. 

• Require the Food and Drug Admin

istration to develop an operational def

inition of"junk food" based on fat, salt, 

;ind sug;1r content. Require health 

warnings on junk food, and sub

ject it to sales taxes commen

surate \\ith those imposed on 

cigarettes and alcohol. Ban sales 

in school cafeterias and advertising 

on children's teb-ision. Ban the use of 

''.Joe Camel" equivalents, such a5 Ronald 

.'vkDonald, in junk-food advertising. 

20 WWW.WASH!NGTONMONTHLY.CO,I 

• Just as many municipalities limit 

concentrations of liquor stores, let's 

regulate the number of fast-food 

joints through licensure and zoning. 

Restaurants serving food that meets 

the FDA's definition of "junk" would 

require a license to operate, with the 

supply of new Burger Kings and 

_\kDonalds limited hy regional 

quotas. 

• Just as the _-\mericans 1Vith Dis

abilities .·\ct mandates setting aside 

parking spaces for the handicapped, 

let's mandate that new planned urban 

developments indude a set length of 

sidewalks and trails per resident. 

Developments with more than 300 

residents should have mandatory com -

munity centers {or bowling alleys or 

Starbucks) to combat social isolation 

and its adverse health effects. 

Mandate one hour of daily 

physical education in public 

schools. Limit the size of 

school districts so that most 

students can reasonably walk or 

bike to school. Redesignate more 

parking spaces at high schools as 

handicapped only. 

• To reduce the ach-erse health effecrs 

of hierarchy and income inequalit:; 

make the compensation of executi,t!s 

·who earn more than JO rimes the m·er

age American wa::-,oe no longer deductible 

from corporate taxable income. Repeal 

the regressi,·e Jledicare payroll ra.x. 
Increase the progressivity of the feder

al income tax, and finance .\-ledicare 

through increased sin taxes, gas taxes, 

and general revenue. 

•Justa,; federal regulation requires air

lines to relay safety procedures to pas

sengers before every flight. require doc

tors to recite to patients a short 

presentation, developed by the CDC, 
on the dangers of smoking, lack of exer

cise, drug abuse, and unprotected sex at 

the beginning of each consultation. 

• Redirect the research agenda of the 

"National Institutes of Health to put 

greater resources into St\ldying the bio

logical determinants of addiction, 

depre~-sion, and obesity: Canadas equiv

alent of NIH now directs research dol

lars away from high-tech research that, 

while possibly beneficial to individu

als, does little or nothing to improve 

public health. - Pl, 
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Since then, a cascade of srudies has confirmed the 
relationship between equality and health. The health
iest states, such as Utah, Iowa. and New Hampshire, are 
also those v.ith the least disparity of income, while 
states such as Louisiana, ~\1ississippi, and Nev.· York 
lead the nation in both poor population health and 
income inequality. Similarly, wealthy nations with low 
income inequality; such as Sweden and Japan, have high
er life expectancy than wealthy countries in which 
income is less evenly shared, such as the United States 
and Britain. 

This phenomenon isn't associated simply with 
extreme concentrations of poverty or wealth. Across 
nations and races, under both single-payer systems that 
provide universal care and market-driven systems, lite 
expectancy gradually increases according to socioeco
nomic status. There is a raging debate over why this is 
so. Some researchers suggest that a widening gap 
between the rich and everyone else leads to deepening 

American J!edical Association estimates that 4-0 percent 
of all deaths are caused by behavior patterns that could 
be prevented. And yet, approximately 95 percent of the 
Sl trillion dollars the nation spends on health goes for 
direct medical care services to individuais. Only 5 per
cent goes for measures designed to promote more 
healthy behavior among the population as a whole. 

Deadly Suburbs > 

· Persuading Americans to rake better care of them -
selves is no easy task. A.s prohibition and the-drug war 
demonstrate, simply criminalizing unhealthy behador 
goes only so far. Z\1oreover, most of the unhealthy 
behavior we're talking about-say; eating Big Macs
shouldn't be criminalized in the first place. Imposing 
"sin" taxes, while somewhat effective, can onlv do so 
much without creating black markets. And mos~ Amer
icans are appropriately resentful of government efforts 
to penalize them for lifesty·le choices. That's why, 

Most Americans appropriately resent government penalizing their 
lifestyle choices. That's why, instead of punishing citizens for 
unhealthy behavior, government should pay you to dean up your act. 

stress, frustration, and ultimately self-destructive behav
ior among people struggling unsuccessfully tmvard the 
top. (Imagine the unhappy A.merican salesman who 
relieves his stress with booze, cigarettes, and occasion
ally compulsive unprotected se; with strangers.) Oth
ers speculate that political support for government ser
vices critical to health, such as dean water and police 
protection, erodes when too many of a society's 
resources are controlled by a narrow elite. 

Others tum the question on its head, suggesting 
that the rich get ahead because they arc, on average, 
healthier than everyone else to begin with and smart 
enough tO know how to stav that wav. Or it mav be that 
educ;tion plays a key role: too. Th~se who d~ well in 
school may learn a greater awareness of how to lead a 
healthy life, and they may also have greater discipline 
and ability to defer gratification. In any event, those with 
a br.ight financial future certainly have more to lose, in 
a monetarv sense at least, bv indulging in unhealthv 
beh:ivior. - - , ,. · 

But there is one point of agreement among all seri
ous students of public health, which is that environment 
and social conditions play an overwhelming role in 
determining the prevalence of diseases and premature 
death. Indeed, a smdy published in the Journal of the 

instead of punishing citizens for unhealthy behavior, the 
government should concentrate on reducing the major 
environmental causes of premature death-not just 
pollution, but poverty and hazardous living condi
tions-while also paying you to clean up your act. Here 
are three ideas on how to do it: 

Drngs for Jumping Jacks. The benefits to older peo
ple of even moderate exercise arc overwhelming. As a 
report sponsored by the AA.RP and other health and 
aging groups concludes: "Scientific evidence increas
ingly indicates that physical activity can extend years of 
active independent life, reduce disability, and improve 
the quality of lite for older persons:' And yet approxi
mately H percent of those ages 50 and older are seden -
tary, and fewer than half of older adults report that 
their physician has suggested exercise. 

,\leanwhile, with Nledicare's insolvency looming in 
2030, both political parties are competing to offer a 
plan that would subsidize prescription drugs for seniors. 
These plans attempt to meet a real problem: Higher 
prescription drug costs are eating away at the econo!Ilic 
well beine- of manv moderate-income seniors. There's 
little evid;nce, ho;ever, that such an entitlement would 
increase longevity. According to the Department of 
Health and Human Services, only 2 percent of the 
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nation's elderly report being unable to obtain ~1 needed 
prescription drug e,·en once in the course of the year. 
Moreover. an estimated 17 percent of all hospital admis
sions among persons O\·er 70 result from harmful com -
binations of prescriptions drugs. 0Yermedication in 
hospitals and nursing homes is a leading form of elder 
abuse. 

So if we're going to expand Medicare to cover pre
scription drugs, let's extract a quid pro quo to help 
defray the cost while giving seniors more years of active, 
independent life: offer e,·ery .\merican over 50 a rnuch
er to join a gym or exercise program. Those who use 
it and can demonstrate attendance will become entitled 
to he:1vily subsidized prescription drugs, regardless of 
fin:.mcial need-think of it as drngs for jumping jacks. 
So wiH those too frail to exercise. Bur let those who are 
willfully unhealthy pay for their own drugs. 

Death bv Sprrri.::l: On a statistical basis, what's most 
lik~h- to g-et vou killed in the next vear: (A) h·,ing in 
Isra~l du;irn/ the Intifada; (B) li,·ing. in crime-ridden, 
inner-city Baltimore, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, .:\1il
waukee, .\Iinneapolis-St. Paul, Philadelphia, or Pitts
burgh; or (C) living in the bucolic outer suburbs of 
those cities; The answer is overwhelminglv C. _.\ recent 
study by university of Virginia profess;; vViHiam H. 
Lucy found that .\rnericans' migration into spr-a,vling 
outer suburbs is actuallv a huge cause of ~re 
death. In the suburbs, vou're less likelv to be killed bv 
aruanger-unless yo~ count strangers driving car~. 
Residents of inner-city Houston, for example, face 
about a 1.5 in 10,000 chance of being killed in the com.
ing year by either a murderous stranger or in an auto
mobile accident. But in the Houston suburb of .\font
gomery Count:,,~ residents are 50 percent more likely to 
die from one of those two causes because t~ inc;;i.deru::e 
ofill!Qmohile accidents is so much higher. 

Sp;;;1ing, auto-=-~ are unhealthy 
in other ways. too. In such an environment, almost no 
one walks-and for good reason. In 1999, 4,906 pedes
trians died. 873 of them children under H. ?'\at sur
prisingh·, metro areas marked b\· spnwlingde•,elop
r!}~Df._<:lnd a hig!2_~gree of auto dependency-Orlando, 
Ti1mpa. \\est Palm Beach, and \lemphis, among oth
ers-are the most dangerous regions to SA•all;:_in, 

But rarely walking or riding a bike can also be dead
ly. Largely because of sprawl. the number of trips peo
ple take on foot has dropped by 42 percent in the last 
20 years. This is particularly true among children. ill 
I97i; children ages 5 to 15 walked or biked 15.8 percent 
of the time. By 1995, the rate dropped to only 9.9 per
cent. Seventy percent of all trips children take today are 
in the back seats of cars. So sprawl not only substan-

22. wv:w.W:\Slll~GTOS.\tOS"THLY,CO\I 

tially increases the odds of dying in an auto crash. it ;il-; 
discourages routine exercise. 

This is no small matter. \\;1lking tOblocks or mur 
per da~· reduces the chance of heart dise~1se in wome: 
by a third. The risks associated with a sedentary libryl 
rival those of hypertension, high cholesterol. diahete 
and even smoking .. .\ccording to the surgeon gener~; 
the economic costs of ohesiff total SU7 billion a ,·e:1 
about 9.4 percent of health-~are spending ... --\meri~Jr 
who never exercise cost the health-care system S76.6 bil 
lion a year. Sprawl does not fully account for ou 
increasingh· sedentan- lives, but it is a major factor. an< 
therefore~ a· leading c~use of premature death. 

Sprawl also leads to high levels of social iso!arior 
which has its own public-health implications. Lonel: 
individuals who are cut off from regular contact \Vid 
friends and neighbors face highly -elevated risks fo 
heart diseases and other disorders. \Vnat s cause an1 
effect is not entirely clear. but Robert Putnam. a pro 
fessor of public policy at Harvard Unin:rsity. has foun, 
that an isolated individual's chances of dying over tht 

next year fall by half if he joins a group, two-thirds i 

he joins two. 
The good news is that reducing subsidies fQup..r~\, 

is among the biggest policv le\·ers ;m1ilable ro impn)}"c 
puolic health. This includes reformin!l g'JS taxes that art 
currendv nowhere near high enou,rh • to reCOl!J)__!Qc 
enviro~~enral costs of driving, let alone to compensatt 
for the losses to the econom;· caused bv auto-rel~sel 
deaths and injuries . .--\.nd it includes ending overim·est
rriem in new mads and high\\·avs, and directing n10n. 

toward mass transit, bike trails, and sidewalks. Thanb 
tc) the surgeon general's warnings and vastlr increaseL: 
tobacco ~xes. ~iUions of A.m;ricans ha\~ overcomt 
their addiction to nicotine. It's equally important for tht 
federal government to warn Americans about the healtl: 
hazard; of auto-dependent sprawl and provide financial 
incentives to encourage a healthier environment ami 
lifesrvle. 

histead of paying a fare, for example, transit user, 
should recei·ve a dollar's credit on their swipe cards fo,· 
up to three rides a day, financed by drivers who will 
enjoy less traffic, cleaner air, and a smaller burden on 
the health care system. The government could aist · 
offer greater home mortgage deductions to homeown -
ers who move to cities and developments served b~ 
mass transit. These measures might at first seem polit
ically unfeasible, but presented to an aging population 
as a way to improve public health and fix a failing 
health-care system, they may gain real political traction. 

The Ameriams U,'ithont Disabilities Act: The Amer
icans \Nith Disability Act mandates everything from 
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how parking lots and public bathrooms are arranged to 
how employers organize ,rnrkplaces. \et it does noth
ing to prevent disability. \\ ny nor adapt parallel legis
lation that would prevent . .\rnericans from becoming 
disabled in the first place? 

For instance, the ~ational Cancer Instirute rec
ommends at least five servings of fruits and vegetables 
a day-but prices for fntits and vegetabl;s have 
increased more than any other food category in recent 
years. Expand the Food Stan1p progr.1m so that every
one is entitled to generous, free weeklv allowances of 
fruits and vegetabl~s. Or hmv about c~ating an Inter
state Bicvcle Highwav Svstem usimr abandoned rail
road right-of-way? ~read of chargi~ tolls, pay cyclists 
according to the number of miles they've pedaled. Or 
how about mandating that companies th.it employ 25 
or more workers prov-ide on-site C..'Cercise rooms or ta.x
free benefits to cover gym membership? Or offer a 

Costa Rica boasts ,vorld-class plastic surgeons and cos
metic dentists and still offers free universal health. 

That would, however, require more time walking. 
And some of us would have to be bribed to take be;
ter care of ourselves. And there would be big expens
es for building better transit systems, and rnore com -
pact, sociaHy cohesive, less-polluted communities. But 
which system seems like the better barg-.-iin? 

Greek Hygiene 
There .ire dear signs that Americans are becoming 

fed up with the curr;nt health-care system and ope; 
to bold new approaches .. Marcus vVdby · \vould be 
shocked, for example, to know what • .\rnericans think 
of doctors these days. In the late 1960s, \,·hen of mil
lions of viewers tuned in to watch the avuncular .\1.D. 
offer sage advice to his patients about the root causes 
of their illnesses, more than 70 percent of Americans 

Death by Sprawl? 

The number of trips 
Americans take on 
foot has dropped by 
42 percent in the 
last 20 years. 

$200-a-month benefit increase to obese welfare recip
ients who shed at least 20 pounds, using the subse
quent decrease in :Vledicaid expenditures to meet the 
cost? The ideas are practically limitless (see sidebar). 

How might American life change for the better if 
we took this approach? Consider the problem of the 
uninsured. Currently, the cost of health care is outpac
ing economic growth, so maintaining the number of 
insured people would seem enough of a challenge. But 
the question of what health care costs depends on:r
whelminglv on how much is needed-and that is 
determin~<l largely by how . .\mer:icans conduct their 
lives. How fut are we? How sedentary? How much pol
lution do we create? How much do we suffer from 
loneliness, depression, and social isolation? How much 
do we smoke, drink, or abuse drugs? How productive
ly do we age? \Vhat the Costa Rican example shows us 
is that with the right behavioral changes in lifestyle and 
social environment, we too could lower health-care 
costs-maybe not to $273 per person, but low enough 
to affiJrd universal health-care access. And Americans 
wouldn't even need to forego superfluous treatments; 

had confidence in medical leaders; today, only +O per
cent trust doctors. A mere 29 percent of the public 
agrees with the statement: "The health-Gire svstem 
\\~ould work better if doctors had full control of the sys
tem:' 

And it seems the more people know about health 
care, the less faith they have in doctors and their reme
dies. \Vhile half the public nmv says it lacks trust in 
"scientific solutions" for health care, nearly 80 percent 
of health-care policy professionals share this doubt. 
A.ccording to a srudy that appeared recently in the 
medical journal, Jdilbmzk Quarter~}', the largest single 
factor dri\·ing <lmrn trust in doctors-among the gen
eral public, but especially among health-care-policy 
experts-is mounting concern about the ineffective
ness of modem medicine. 

In Greek mythology; the god of medicine, Asclepios, 
had two daughters. Hygeia ,vas the daughter responsible 
for prevention, while, P.macea was responsible for cure. 
Todav, to the detriment of our nation's health, we're fix
ated ~n the idea that medicine will produce a panacea. It's 
time to listen to her more pmverful sister. e 
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City of Santa Barbara 
Building & Safety Division 
High Fire Ha~ard District Requirements 
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SECTION 3703 - CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 

Buildings or structures erected, constructed, moved within, or moved into the High Fire Hazard District shall 

comply with the provisions of this section and the Building Code. 

Exceptions: 
1. Detached accessory buildings and attached or detached patio and carport covers which are construqed 

entirely of non-combustible materials. 
,., Decks designed with a skirt enclosure and constructed of materials which are the same as those used for 

exterior wall protection. 
3. Patio covers, garden pergolas or open lattice shade covers constructed of minimum two ('.2) inch thi¢k 

(nominal) materials and not exceeding 200 square feet. 

3703.1 Exterior Walls. Exterior walls shall be constructed as follows: 
1. 7 /8" minimum thick stucco or; 
2. 112'' minimum gypsum board under minimum ~4" wood drop siding or 3/8" exterior grade 

plywood. 
3. Treated or untreated wood shingle or shake siding shall not be permitted, except on existing 

buildings where less than 20% of the existing shake or shingle area is being replaced due to 

maintenance, provided such· replacement is fire retardant. 
4. All exterior glass shall be double glazed unless the Chief Building Official or Fire Chief appro\"e 

a limited application or acceptable alternatives. 

3703.2 Roof Coverings. Roof coverings on new buildings shall be class A noncombustible in 
accordance with adopted UBC Standards or otherwise as may be approved by the Chief Building 
OfficiaL Roof coverings shall be class A or noncombustible fire retardant materials on existing 

buildings and additions or repairs to existing buildings. 

3703.3 Roof eaves, decks and other horizontal projections. 

3703.3.l Roof eave minimum requirements: 7/8'' thick stucco or 1/i'' gypsum hoard undet 3/8" 
minimum finished wood or exposed two (2) inch thick (nominal) tongue and groove decking 

over minimum 3 x 6 rafters. 

3703.3.2 Structural support beams and posts minimum requirements: 4 x 6 supporting roof 
loads, 6 x 6 supporting floor and deck loads, joists supporting deck Boors may be a minirJ1um of 

two (2) inch thick (nominal) materials. 

Exceptions: 
2.1 Balconies and decks constructed entirely of noncombustible materials. , 
2.2 Balconies and decks more than eight (8) feet above grade, not attached to the ~round 

and where the width is not more than four ( 4) feet and the total area is not mor¢! than 

40 square feet. 

07 !211000.\ \\.'ll'-TD~'S\[A..><;hlop\handours\buildingl.high fire requirern.>nts.cbc 
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3703.3.3 Balcony and deck flooring shall be a minimum of two (2) inch thick (nominal), 
material with spacing no greater than t,4··. Deck flooring less than three (3) feet above grape 

shall have a 1/2"' thick solid skirt enclosure as a draft stop. 

3703.3.4 Handrails and guardrails shall be a minimum of two (2) inch thick (nominal) material 

or non-combustible material. 

3703.4 Fire extinguishing systems. Fire extinguishing systems shall not be substituted for the fire 

retardant roof or vertical and horizontal projection requirements. 

3703.5 Ventilation openings and louvers. Ventilation openings and louvers are prohibited in s;offits. 
between rafters. or at any other overhanging areas measured three (3) feet vertically and horizont~lly 

from any window or door opening. 

3703.6 Spark Arresters. Spark arresters shall be provided on chimneys serving any fireplace. , 
barbecue, incinerator. or any heating appliance in which solid or liquid fuel is used. and shall be ~ade of 
heavy gauge wire mesh or other nqn,.combustible material with openings not to exceed a V2'' in any 

dimension. 

3703.7 Alternatives or waivers. Alternatives or waivers from the High Fire Hazard District 
requirements shall be submitted to and approved by the Chief Building Official and the Fire Chief 
Alternative methods may also be appealed to the Building and Fire Code Board of Appeals. 

Please submit \Vaiver requests in writing to: 

Fire Marshal Wilkinson 
City of Santa Barbara Fire Department 

121 West Carrillo Street 
Santa Barbara. CA 93101 

(805) 564-570'.2 
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PERFORMANCE0 BASED BUILDING STANDARDS IN THE URBAN-WILDLAND INTERFACE 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORT 

Executive Summary: 
This report presents the interim results of a research project for Performance 

Based Building Standards in the Urban-Wildland Interface (UWI). The Project builds 
upon previous research conducted under the umbrella of a grant project called "The 
Strategic Fire and Resource Planning Guide". This grant project was one in the 
production of a series of field guides for the California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection (COF}. This project was undertaken as an additional Hazard Mitigation 
Program Grant (HMPG) project approved by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) and the Governor's Office of Emergency Services (OES}. 

A. Objectives of the Study 

The primary objective of this study was to develop performance-based 
building standards for use in reducing the loss of life and property for one 
specific fire condition: the UWI fire. The secondary objective was to develop 
a "tool set" of new and old test protocols to evaluate the performance of 
building materials. 

The combination of the performance standards and objectives and the fire 
test protocols were designed to begin to provide plan checkers and land use 
planners with the tools they need to solve structural design problems more 
flexibly and cost effectively in the future. 

This report is primarily aimed for use with the authorities having jurisdiction 
(AHJ) when applying planning processes for land use in newly developed 
areas. This performance-based research is also applicable to the 
constructional alternatives contained in existing codes, i.e. alternative 
materials and methods. The performance-based building standards 
developed from this research will be applicable to new construction, 
relocation, repair, remodel and maintenance of any building are applicable in 
areas defined by state or local law as being located in the UWI. 

8. Organization of this Document 

The body of this report consists of the following sections: 

I. Overview of Regulations and Standards - This section reviews the 
concept of prescriptive based standards, the definition of alternative 
materials and methods, transition from prescriptive codes to 
performance-based codes. Another portion of this section talks about 
the objectives of performance-based codes and where we are going 
in terms of acceptable methods to measure objectives. There is a 
short section in the report on the historical perspective on UWI fires. 

II. Developmental Activities - This section provides an overview of the 
literature search to assure the proposed methods and tasks were 
consistent with the overall shift from prescription to performance-
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Summary: 

based codes. This section also includes a glossary of information. 
The sub-components of this chapter include philosophy of test 
protocol development, fire impact management scenarios, fire 
scenarios to be considered, building elements, and functional 
statements. 

Ill. Performance Tables - This section provides a performance table 
based upon roof problems, wall problems, door problems, window 
protection, deck and ancillary structure protection, and vents. 

IV. Future Needs - This section deals with future needs and talks about 
the transition from prescriptive to performance-based codes. It also 
includes a discussion of the rulemaking process, data collection and 
damage assessment. 

V. Glossary, Works Cited and Bibliography, Appendix A: UCFPL Test 
Protocols, Appendix 8: Model Ordinance for Adoption of Performance 
Based Building Standards in the UWI, Appendix C: Performance 
Diagrams, Appendix D: Fire Test Methods 

The fire problem created by the interface of the wildland with structural conditions 
is not a new problem. Fire protection professionals working diligently to limit the losses 
of life and property is not a new problem either; nor are codes and ordinances. The 
difference about this project is the effort to bring together fire issues, fire professionals 
and regulations without having to resort to draconian measures. The concept of a 
performance-based code is still in its infancy. Much more research is needed to 
continue to support this approach. In development of this report, the first steps have 
been taken to move towards a methodology that can eventually be evaluated against its 
own requirements. 

Introduction: 
As a result of several large fires in 1993 now known collectively as the Southern 

California Firestorm, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) provided 
funding for disaster relief and hazard mitigation. Via this FEMA Hazard Mitigation 
Program Grant funding (Disaster Relief 1005), administered by the Governor's Office of 
Emergency Services (OES), the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 
(GDF) and the Office of the State Fire Marshal (SFM} were able to conduct research on 
reducing losses to life and property from wildfire. 

After the 1993 fires, FEMA funded the development of the first Urban-Wild/and 
Interface (UWJ) Code (1997}. That project was managed by the SFM, and the 
prescription-based code was developed in cooperation with the lntemational Fire Code 
Institute (IFCI). With the support of the University of California Forest Products 
laboratory (UCFPL) and other researchers, since the 1993 disaster the SFM has 
successfully completed several additional grant projects. Some of these have resulted 
in such works as: Wild/and Fire Hazard Assessment (CDF 1999), the Structural Fire 
Prevention, Property Inspection and Fire Hazard Zoning field guides {CDF 2000), the !
Zone Series (CDF 2001), Structure lgnUion Assessment (UCFPL 2000), and much more. 
The Mountain Communities Firesafe Project based in Riverside County, California was 
also funded by a FEMNOES Hazard Mitigation Program Grant. 

This performance-based building standards research project builds upon 
research conducted under the umbrella of a grant project called the Strategic Fire and 
Resource Planning Guide, which resulted in the production of the I-Zone Series and 
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several CDF fire prevention field guides. After developing protocols for exterior fire tests 
of building materials and assemblies for a Structure Ignition Assessment grant project, 
the UCFPL and the SFM recognized the need to expand the existing body of research. 
Fire and design scenarios should be coupled with fire test protocols specifically 
developed to simulate the vulnerability of structures when exposed to severe wildfire 
conditions. Most current model codes and testing protocols do not address this 
extremity. To fulfill the growing needs for design flexibility, structure protection and 
public safety, this project has been undertaken thanks to additional Hazard Mitigation 
Program Grant funding approved by FEMA and OES. 

Background: 
The authority to conduct fire prevention activity in California comes from two 

separate sources: California law and the police powers reserved for local governments. 
These local governments are called the "authority having jurisdiction" (AHJ). The state's 
responsibility is to adopt a State Building and Fire Code, which establishes requirements 
for local adoption within 180 days of State publication. local authority may amend the 
State Codes provided they are not less restrictive, and that they justify such 
amendments with findings based on climatic, geographic, and topographical conditions. 
There are specific duties and responsibilities for both state agencies and local agencies 
once they have adopted the latest edition of the code. Once a local entity adopts its own 
code they are required to implement the provisions of the Health and Safety Code for 

specific occupancies. 
Generally speaking, when people use the term "fire prevention" it is in the context 

of preventing the act or omission that causes the fire to start. Fire prevention 
engineering is designed to encourage fire safe behavior in addition to providing 
information on how to mitigate conditions that can contribute to ignition and fire spread. 
Code enforcement, on the other hand, refers to ensuring the fire safe requirements of a 
building are implemented and maintained. This includes adoption and enforcement of 
regulations requiring that conditions within the building allow the occupants to safely exit 

the structure if a fire occurs. 
For many years, the practices of encouraging fire safe behavior and conditions 

have depended upon adoption and enforcement of prescriptive requirements, which 
describe an acceptable solution. Over the last 50 years, the process of developing 
prescriptive requirements has become increasingly complex. In some cases this has 
made designing and constructing buildings costly and restrictive. 

In 1991, Worchester Polytechnic Institute brought together over 100 leaders and 
enlightened practitioners to the First Conference on Fire Safety Design in the 21

51 

century. They considered the fact that prescription-based codes are sometimes cost
prohibitive and are often barriers to innovative solutions and the use of new 
technologies. The Conference called for a paradigm shift in how codes and standards 
are promulgated. This shift is toward performance-based fire and life safety design. tn 
the ensuing decade, a great deal of energy and effort has been devoted to defining what 

performance-based codes mean to the AHJ. 
This is an evolving perspective. There are many issues left to be resolved before 

final answers are accepted. A "first generation" model performance-based building code 
has been created and published by the International Code Council (ICC), but there are 
many questions yet to be answered. The widespread use of the performance-based 
concept is highty dependent upon the creation of user-friendly tools, their availability, 

and the education of those who use them. 
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Purpose: 
The purpose of this project was to develop a body of research on which to 

promulgate performance-based building standards for use in reducing the losses of life 
and property from one specific fire condition: the UWI fire. There already is a 
prescription-based UWI Code, which was cooperatively developed by the SFM and lFCI 
using FEMA grant funds. This new project was aimed at developing the first generation 
of performance-based building standards, accompanied by a "tool-set" of new and old 
test protocols. The new standards and protocols will provide plan checkers and land use 
planners with the tools they need to solve structural design problems with more flexibility 
and cost effectiveness. 

This performance-based building standards research project has been funded 
through a grant from FEMA, and was administered by the SFM with the cooperation of 
the University of California Forest Products Laboratory (UCFPL) in Richmond, California. 
This publication provides the State of California with documentation that can be utilized 
by either state or local AHJs to help increase survivability of structures during a wildfire 
event, thereby preserving public safety and personal property. 

Applicability: 
This report provides a model to the AHJs for application in the land use planning 

process of newly developed areas. It is focused upon future development in the UWI 
areas throughout California. The performance requirements and objectives are 
applicable to the construction alternatives, relocation, repair, remodel and maintenance 
of any building or premise in areas defined by state or local law as UWI. The 
performance statements apply to roof, wall, door, vent, window, deck, and ancillary 
assemblies. As a model, these standards are not intended to be a state-mandated 
program, but rather additional and alternative building standards for consideration during 
the local code adoption cycle. 

Scope of Document: 
This document provides research information about performance-based codes 

and standards for structures exposed to UWI fire. It should be viewed as a work in 
progress, in that detailed testing of the recommended protocols was underway during 
the writrng of this document. The text also includes explanations that are intended to 
provide the user with background information on the needs for model performance
based building standards, definitions related to UWI fire, recent protocols developed to 
test structural subassemblies, and the rationale for the use of the protocols. 

OVERVIEW OF REGULATIONS ANO STANDARDS 

Prescription~Based Standards: 
After the occurrence of so many UWI fires in the last few decades, AHJ have 

begun to adopt prescription-based codes to regulate access, water, building 
construction, defensible space and vegetation management issues. This has been done 
on a piecemeal basis throughout California. Some examples of these regulatory issues 
include roofing standards and automatic fire sprinkler system requirements in high fire 
hazard areas. 

The UWI fire problem has been addressed in several ways throughout the last 
few decades. In 1982, the State legislature enacted Public Resources Code (PRC) 
§§4201-4204, requiring State Responsibility Area (SRA) lands to be classified into fire 
hazard severity zones according to the extremity of fire hazards determined to exist 
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there. Severe wildfires throughout California in 1985 prompted the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) to develop their Standard 299. It established 
infrastructure and access standards, vegetation management for defensible space 
around structures, and minimum structural design requirements for homes in fire 
hazardous areas. Following the 1991 Oakland/Berkeley Hills Tunnel Fire with the 
passage of Assembly Bill 337 (Bates) in 1992, local Responsibility Areas (LRA) were 
assessed based on hazardous conditions such as accumulated fuels, critical fire 
weather, topography, and structure density. In cooperation with local officials, GDF 
mapped these areas into Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones (VHFHSZ), and upon 
local adoption of such maps, specific construction and defensible space provisions were 
to be enforced on properties located within the VHFHSZ. The main purpose of these 
statutes and standards is to identify measures that may retard the rate of wildfire spread, 
and to reduce the potential intensity of wildfires that could destroy resources, lives and 

property. 
Following several firestorms in Southern California in 1993, FEMA provided a 

grant to the SFM and !FCI to develop the prescription-based UWI Code (1997 version). 
That code uses a systematic approach to building in the UWI area. The document 
begins by looking at the fire hazard severity of a location based on vegetation, 
topography, geological conditions. climatic conditions, extreme fire weather conditions, 
fire department access and water for fire suppression. Based on the assessment of the 
conditions, one of three ignition resistant (IR) construction models is used to determine 
the standards for building construction. 

Alternate Materials and Methods: 
For many years, AHJs have had the authority to accept alternate materials and 

methods submitted by designers and builders for fire prevention. Few AHJs have 
chosen to accept alternate materials and methods because they lack adequate means of 

evaluation and testing. 
Uniform Fire Code 103.1.2: Alternate materials and methods: The 
chief, on notice to the building official, is authorized to approve alternate 
materials or methods, provided that the chief finds that the proposed 
design, use or operation satisfactorily complies with the intent of this code 
and that the material, method of work performed or operation is, for the 
purpose intended, at least equivalent to that prescribed in this code in 
quality, strength, effectiveness, fire resistance, durability and safety. 
Approvals under the authority herein contained shall be subject to the 
approval of the building official whenever the alternate material or method 
involves matters regulated by the Building Code. 

The chief is authorized to require tests as proof of compliance with 
the intent of this code. Such tests shall be made by an approved agency 
at the expense of the person requesting approval of the alternate material 
or method of construction. 

Transition: 
At this time, performance-based codes are used in many other countries, and are 

being developed by model code groups in the United States. The driving forces of 
performance-based code development are economics and technology. Performance
based codes allow for flexibility in the design of structures by enabling the designer or 
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builder to demonstrate that the actual performance of the proposed design will provide 
an equivalent or higher level of ignition resistance or fire safety. 

Performance-based codes also use a systems approach in addressing fire 
problems, providing alternate methods and means of fire safe design. This type of code 
will establish: 1) goals to be met, 2) methods to meet the goals, 3} a standard of 
evaluation for the methods, 4) acceptable performance criteria, and 5) the 
documentation necessary for review of the system on a periodic basis. Once 
established, the design documentation used to meet the performance requirement must 
be readily available for the life of the building. Both the AHJ and the building owner 
should retain such documentation. In addition, deed encumbrances are to be attached 
to the property to ensure proper review of planned alterations to structures that were 
built using performance-based design. 

Performance~Based Codes: 

The objective of performance-based codes is to address issues related to 
economics, aesthetics, technology, location, risk and other conditions and circumstances 
that do not lend themselves to prescription-based code requirements. Performance
based codes provide a systems approach in order to allow pragmatic solutions to 
problematic situations. 

Implementation of performance-based codes can effectively reduce losses to 
structures, lives and personal property. Using performance-based codes anows a 
system of design and construction that limits the impact of a wildfire on a building or 
structure, its occupants, and its use. Appropriate performance-based design can also 
serve to limit the spread of a fire within a building, to other buildings or structures, and to 
adjacent vegetation or other flammable materials. 

Where We Are--Objectives: 

0 To apply science to the regulation of design and construction utilizing criteria 
supported by empirical testing. 

0 To permit the use of alternative technologies or methodologies which resurt in 
performance equivalent or superior to prescription-based codes. 

0 To provide a systems approach that addresses and mitigates all the components of 
the built and natural environments affecting the level of fire risk. 

0 To provide a means of sustaining the documentation and maintaining the agreed
upon mitigation system. 

Where We Are Going--Acceptable Methods to Measure Objectives: 

To accurately measure an objective, it must have measurable elements such as 
time, quality and quantity. One can then measure the outcome of the objective utilizing 
the appropriate criteria. Appropriate methods may include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

0 The use of a performance criteria that says, for example, a structure shall not ignite 
after X minutes of exposure to a radiant heat flux of Y. The radiant heat flux would be 
obtained from the output of a BEHAVE model for the particular type of vegetation 
and fuel load present. 

D The use of performance criteria that says a structure shall not ignite from exposure to 
a fire in an adjacent ignited structure. 
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D Actual fire observations, interviews, and videos to observe fire performance and 
design deficiencies. 

D Comparison of the expected flame temperature of the vegetation with the standard 
time temperature curve to determine the needed resistance of a material, such as 
decking. 

D Post fire analysis, damage assessment and lessons learned. 

D Evaluation of annual statewide loss trends in fires in areas where fire safe structures 
and fire safe landscaping are located, as compared to losses in non-fire safe 
communities. 

0 Comparison of dollar loss in specific fires exposing or damaging fire safe structures 
as opposed to fires exposing or damaging non-fire safe structures. 

D Future analysis of the number of fire companies needed and the fire flow utiHzed at 
UWI fires in fire safe communities, as compared to non-fire safe communities. 

D Actual fire tests of building materials such as vents, windows, roofs, walls, openings, 
decks, shutters, etc. 

0 Wind-driven fire tests to assess vulnerability of windows and vents to airborne debris 
and embers. 

0 Actual tests of residential fire sprinkler systems to determine if they will control a fire 
that has entered the structure through an opening during a wind-driven fire event. 

D Actual tests of residentiai fire sprinkler systems to determine if they will prevent a fire 
within a structure from spreading to wildland vegetation. 

D Actual full-scale fire tests of various types of vegetation, vegetation management 
prescriptions, and sizes of vegetation management zones. 

D Cost-benefit analysis on future fires to determine if the additional cost of fire safe 
construction was offset by the reduction in the fire loss. 

The most valuable way to determine the success of an objective will be after future 
fires occur and expose fire safe communities, or by conducting actual full scale wind
driven fire tests of a mock community of several full size structures having fire safe 
construction, fire sprinklers and proper vegetation management. In actuality it will 
probably take many years of evaluating actual fire experience to determine if these 
objectives are being met. The fire service inherently knows from collective experience 
that the objectives are valid and will improve public safety. 

Historical Perspective of UWI Fires: 
Probably the most significant change of perspective that has emerged from the 

fires of the last three decades is the increased attention focused on the combustibility of 
structures. Review of after-action reports for the large loss fires shows consistent 
recognition of a few basic needs-to reduce wildland fuels, maintain defensible space, 
and to construct ignition-resistant buildings. 

Historically, efforts to reduce UW! fire losses have not been effective. Many of the 
issues identified as problems time and time again (e.g. education, regulations, 
vegetation, fire fighting resources, etc.) are still prevalent today. Some of the more 
recent efforts that focus on the UWI fire problem include: 

Community-based fire prevention and protection actions: 
• CDF California Fire Plan 

State and local Fire Safe Councils 
Firewise Communities Program (NFPA) 
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Community-wide Fire Protection Plans (UFC Article 86) 
Strategic Plans 
Vegetation Management Plans 
Evacuation Plans 
Shelter in Place Plans 
Fire sprinkler systems 

New Technology: 
• Structural Ignition Assessment Model (SIAM) 
11 Wildfire modeling-BEHAVE/FARS!TE 
11 GPS/GIS and remote sensing 
11 Fire Behavior Simulators 
11 Ignition Suppressants 
• Building Materials 
• Fire Barriers 

Research & Development Organizations: 
11 UC Forest Products Laboratory 
11 Fire and Resource Assessment Project (FRAP) 
• National Association of State Foresters 

Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) 
• listing services (such as UL, ICBO, etc.) 
• Federal Efforts: 
11 FEMA Grants 

Project Impact 
National Fire Plan 

In addition to these efforts and ongoing activities, there are additional 
investments being made at the federal and state level, focused on reducing structure 
losses within the UWI. For example, the federal land management agencies (BLM, 
USFS) are investing millions of dollars in prescribed fire programs to reduce unusually 
dense accumulated vegetation stands, which reduces fire hazards in and around the 
UWI. FEMA has provided grants for many wildfire hazard mitigation programs including 
the previously mentioned UWI Code (1997) developed jointly by the SFM and IFCI. 
Additionally, the observable level of activity within the regulatory roles at the state, 
federal, and local levels has influenced the private sector to improve materials, devices, 
and systems for fire protection. 

Codes that address the UWI fire problem have been primarily prescription-based 
and have not translated into reduced losses in the UWI. As a result, performance-based 
codes are being developed as an alternative. Adoption of performance-based codes wit! 
allow the implementation of fire hazard mitigation strategies using a systems approach 
with practical solutions. Performance-based codes will allow flexibility and provide an 
alternative to the "one size fits all" historical approach. 

Fire Problem: 
In the twenty-five year period of 1955 through 1979, 2.408 structures were lost to 

wildfire, yet in the fourteen years following (1980-1993) over three times as many 
structures (7,698) were lost And from 1990 through 1999, 6,309 structures were lost to 
wildfires in just nine events. This loss experience dearly demonstrates the changing 
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makeup of the wildlands in California. Nine hundred and fifty-four homes were lost 
during the 1999 fire season in just one conflagration, demonstrating that the potential for 
disaster still exists. 

Rural and wildland development has continuously and increasingly impacted 
wildland fire protection in interface areas. When structures burn, those that lack built-in 
fire protection-such as fire safe design elements and defensible space-cause wildland 
fire suppression resources to be diverted to protect structures at risk. The results of this 
diversion can be more acres burned, higher natural resource losses, and greater fire 
protection and rehabilitation expenses incurred. Additionally, more homes can be 
destroyed, and more lives lost or put at risk. 

Historically, the State of California has taken responsibility for wildland fire 
protection, while the local AHJ governs land use planning and development. Partly 
because of this separation of authority, areas known today as the UWI have continued to 
grow. Such an increase in the number of dwellings intermingled with wildland fuels has 
created statewide wildfire problems. Dense development in the UWI creates an 
additional level of risk. by concentrating flammable fuels in the form of homes and 
ornamental landscaping into relatively small areas, which can result in unprecedented 
fire intensity and spread. 

The effectiveness of pre-fire mitigation is demonstrated by structure survivabmty 
studies. For example, one post-fire study indicated that homes with a noncombustible 
roof and adequate vegetation clearance had a 90% chance of survival, increasing to 
99% when defensive actions were also taken by civilians or firefighters (Foote 1995). 
These mitigation measures tend to create a defensible space so that people may defend 
structures at risk. The same study shows that houses with combustible roofs, no 
vegetation clearance, and lack of intervention had only a 4% chance of survival. Under 
this scenario, pre-fire mitigation provided nearly certain survival as opposed to nearly 
certain destruction. 

State legislators have recognized the need for and effectiveness of pre-fire 
management by way of various laws, encompassing hazard assessment, defensible 
space, fire retardant roofing, and written disclosure of fire hazards when selling real 
estate. Several state and national organizations have also worked to create model 
codes and standards designed to improve structure survivability and community-wide 
fire safety. This document and the model performance-based building standards it 
recommends, moves toward improvement of existing building standards, predicated on 
research directly aimed at the unique fire problem and intense fires experienced in the 
UWI. 

Continuing Processes: 
The process of code development is by its very nature a constantly evolving one. 

Over the last few decades the processes that have made prescription-based codes so 
voluminous and complex has caused increased pressure to develop performance-based 
codes. Unfortunately, the science and methodology to create a comprehensive 
performance-based code will require ongoing research and experimentation in order to 
provide adequate tools for implementation. This document could be best classified as a 
foundation for performance-based building standards, rather than a finished product. 

Politics of the Code Process: 

The development of a code is only the beginning of the process that will have an impact 
on the problem it was created to resolve. Once a code or a code amendment has been 
created it must be adopted by an authority having jurisdiction (AHJ). Depending upon 
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the nature of the problem, a code provision could apply to the federal, state, county or 
local government. Therein lies a potential obstacle that needs to be adequately 
considered. That obstacle is the political process for submittal, advocacy and successful 
adoption of a code by a political entity. 

This document does not propose to identify or suggest any specific course of action for 
code adoption by a political entity. However, it does address the fact that performance
based codes will generate political dialogue. Performance-based codes are new, they 
are not clearly understood, and there will necessarily be a period of transition from older 
prescription-based codes. 

Prescription-based codes regulate by specifying materials and methods. Performance
based codes are moving toward regulation in terms of the measurable behavior of 
materials and methods under certain conditions. This transition will generate both public 
and private comments and concerns. Codes exist to insure public safety, health and 
welfare, but they also create special interests. As we transition from prescription-based 
codes to performance-based codes, certain parties will advocate or resist change based 
upon these special interests. Performance-based codes are an attempt to implement 
rational standards based on scientific and engineering principles supported by 
appropriate testing protocols, however a great deal remains unknown about how 
performance-based codes will function .. 

Historically, most code development has been driven by catastrophic events. Many 
code provisions can be clearly associated with a specific tragedy. Alternatively, 
performance-based codes are more closely aligned with fire behavior and the response 
of materials to specific environmental conditions. It is anticipated that as time goes on, 
the major code development groups will support performance-based codes in the 
political process. It is also anticipated that manufacturers or distributors of products that 
are currently prescribed by code will resist the new performance-based codes. Those in 
a position of elected authority will have to determine how to respond to as these codes 
are considered for implementation. 

The political environment is extremely complex. However, one influential principle 
pervades both locally and nationally: If a code can fulfill the spirit and intent of public 
interest while maintaining cost-effectiveness, it will receive favorable consideration. 
Codes that are more restrictive and do not provide cost effectiveness fall under far more 
scrutiny. 

There is no doubt that as performance-based codes traverse the political process, they 
will face many challenges. Political entities lacking experience with the science and 
technology behind the performance-based code may be slow to respond. This exposes 
a need to provide education and training to planners, builders and political officials in 
order to assure adequate consideration will be given to this evolving concept. 

Advisory Board Function: 
The method used to compile this document was to combine the expertise of fire 

prevention testing and protocol engineers with the needs of the practitioners in the field. 
This project also benefited from the methods used to create the committee. This is one 
of the first projects in which by fire prevention practitioners joined researchers in the 
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process of designing fire test protocols. The synergy that emerged from this relationship 
improved the product and simultaneously improved the knowledge of both parties. 

Dr. Frank Beall, Forest Products Laboratory, is the principal investigator for this 
grant project. An Advisory Board was created to integrate the information and 
processes developed by the lab with fire services utilization requirements. The Board 
consists of the following members: 

Ronny J. Coleman, Retired State Fire Marshal (Chairman) 
Don Oaks, Retired, Santa Barbara County (Vice Chairman) 
Frank Beafl, Director, UCFPL 
Ken Slonski, Fire Mitigation Advisor, UCFPL 
Phil Cocker, Los Angeles County Fire Department 
Forrest Craig, Novato Fire Protection District 
Rolland Crawford, Loma Linda Department of Public Safety 
Page Dougherty, Fire Service Coordinator, IFCI 
Ethan Foote, CDF Sonoma-lake Napa Unit 
Wally Half, Chino Valley Independent Fire District 
James W. Hunt, Hunt Research Corporation 
Cliff Hunter, San Diego County 
Sam Husoe, National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Russ Johnson, Environmental Systems Research Institute 
Steve Quarles, Wood Durability Advisor, UCFPL 
Mike Scott, Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District 
Leonard Temby, Redlands Fire Department 
Robert Brady Williamson, Ph.D., UC Berkeley 

Melissa Frago, the Fire Safe Planning and Research and Development Program 
Coordinator for the SFM, served as the primary contact for document development and 
editing as well as being coordinator of communications for the Advisory Board. 

The Advisory Board was charged with the responsibility to translate the existing 
research findings and test protocols into performance-based statements and objectives. 
The Board was also tasked to identify possible limitations in the UCFPL test array. 
These protocols were to be used to help develop a set of methods and/or technologies 
that would translate into building standards to be included in an appendix for submission 
into the State Building Code. The results of the UCFPL research and Advisory Board 
recommendations are transmitted via this document to the State Fire Marshal for 
introduction into the California rulemaking process. 

The Board held its first meeting on February 13, 2001. Subsequent meetings 
were held in March, April and May. The meeting locations were throughout the state in 
order to obtain maximum local participation in the process. The Board was also divided 
into several subgroups to pursue specific elements of the development process. The 
recommendations of these subgroups were reviewed and adopted into the overall 
process at subsequent Advisory Board meetings. 

Development Activities: 
A comprehensive literature search was conducted to assure the proposed 

methods and tests were consistent with the overall shift from prescription to 
performance-based codes and standards. A glossary of specific terms were developed 
and reviewed by the Advisory Board. The final draft of this document was produced and 
submitted for final edit by the SFM and the UCFPL. 
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Philosophy of Test Protocol Development: 
There were several key needs and assumptions upon which devetopment of the 

protocols were based, as follows: 

D Address key hazardous subassemblies and features of structures 
D Represent the type and degree of exposure in UWI fires 
D Provide both relative and absolute measures of performance whenever possible 
D Reproduce results with replicates of test material 
D Be documented to permit adoption by any weH-equipped fire laboratory 
D Have peer-reviews by leading experts in combustion of wood and related 

materials 
D Be designed for future consideration as American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) standards 

Fire Impact Management~Fire Scenarios: 
"In wildland interface areas, buildings shall be designed, constructed, arranged 

and maintained in such a manner to limit the impact to the building during a wildland fire 
event" {ICC Chapter 1701.2.5). 

Types of Fire Scenarios to be Considered: 
D 

D 

0 

Direc1 Flame Impingement - Burning material including ornamental vegetation 
immediately adjacent to (within 2 meters) the building under critical fire weather 
conditions (951

h to 981
h percentile conditions for wind and relative humidity). 

Radiant Heat - Burning material including ornamental and native vegetation 
under critical fire weather conditions that produces radiant heat flux of "X" kW/m2 

on the exposed building. 
Ember Exposure - Burning material including structures and ornamental and 
natural vegetation under critical fire weather conditions that produces embers 
and flying debris having sufficient mass and velocity to cause ignition and/or 
penetration of the structure. 

In selecting the heat transfer mode (radiation, convection, conduction) for the 
UCFPL test protocols, we chose to use "flame impingement" as a combined mode and 
one that is more realistic in exposure. In order to achieve consistent results, we used a 
standard burner system where the gas flow could be carefully controHed. Also, we 
modeled our intensity of exposure for wall subassemblies from data that we obtained in 
testing ornamental vegetation that might be in the "home zone" {within 2 m. of the 
structure). Of course, in the design of the structural subassemblies, they had to be small 
enough to test in the laboratory, yet large enough to represent how a structure would 
respond. The selection of subassemblies (roofs, decks, and walls) was made to address 
the most vulnerable portions of structures. 

Building Elements: 
D Roofs - Construction of roof assemblies shall resist the spread and penetration 

of fire by limiting their contribution to fire growth and development in accordance 
with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) listed in Table 1: Roofs. 

0 Walls - Construction of exterior wall assemblies shall resist the spread and 
penetration of fire by limiting their contribution to fire growth and development in 
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accordance with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) listed in Table 2: 
Walls. 

D Doors - Doors shall be constructed, arranged, limited or protected to limit fire 
penetration and heat transfer in accordance with the performance criteria and 
test exposure(s) listed in Table 3: Doors. 

D Windows - Windows shall be constructed, arranged, limited or protected to limit 
fire penetration and heat transfer in accordance with the performance criteria and 
test exposure(s) listed in Table 4: Windows. 

0 Decks and Ancillary Structures - Decks and ancillary structures shall be 
constructed, arranged, or protected to limit their contribution to fire growth and 
development in accordance with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) 
listed in Table 5: Decks and Ancillary Structures. 

D Vents - Vent assemblies shall prevent fire and ember penetration to the structure 
in accordance with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) listed in Table 
6: Vents. 

Functionat Statement: 

In Urban Wild/and Interface areas, roofs, wafl, doors, windows, vents, decks and 
ancillary structures in buildings and facilities shall be designed, constructed, arranged 
and maintained in such a manner as to limit the impact to the building and facilities 
during an Urban Wild/and Interface fire event. 
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Performance Tables: 
For detailed test protocols, see Appendix A. 

It em 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Item 

2 

3 

Item 
1 

2 

3 

4 

R f P bl 00 ro em 
Roof covering 
combustibility 

Roof assembly 
combustibility 

Roof assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Gutters and debris in 
gutters contributes to 
ignition of roof edge 

Entrance of flame or 
firebrands between 
roof deck and coverin!'.} 

Wall Problem 
Wall assembly 
combustibilrty 

Wall assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Wall assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Door Problem 
Door assembly 
combustibility 

Door assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Ignition of interior 
combustibles 

Door integrity 

TABLE 1: ROOFS 

Ob >jective Scenario 
Limit the spread of fire beyond Direct flame; 
area of direct flame Radiant heat; 
impingement Ember exposure 

Prevent the fire from entering Direct flame; 
into the interior of the structure Ember exposure 
from the roof assembly 
Prevent production of Direct flame 
firebrands 

Prevent roof edge ignition Direct flame; 
Ember exposure 

Prevent ignition between roof Ember exposure 
deck and covering 

TABLE 2: WALLS 

Ob'ective Scenario 
Limit the spread of fire to other Direct flame; 
building components Ember exposure; 

Radiant heat 

Prevent fire from gaining entry Direct flame; 
directly through the wall Radiant heat 
assembly 

Prevent the production of 
firebrands 

TABLE 3: DOORS 

Ob'ective 
Limit the spread of fire to other 
building components 

Prevent fire from gaining entry 
through the door assembly 

Limit radiant heat transfer 
through door to interior 
combustibles 

Prevent failure due to 
firebrand and debris impact 
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Direct flame 

Scenario 
Direct flame; 
Ember exposure 

Direct flame; 
Ember exposure 

Radiant heat 

Impact exposure 
(TBD) 

Protocol 
ASTM E108 

UCFPL R01 

ASTM E108; 
UCFPL R01 

UCFPL R01 

UCFPL R01 

• 

Protocol 
UCFPL WOi 

UCFPL W01 

UCFPL W01 

Protocol 
UCFPL W01 

UCFPL W01 

UCFPl W01 

TOBE 
DETERMINED 
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TABLE 4: WINDOWS 

Item Window Problem Objective Scenario Protocol 

Window assembly Limit the spread of fire to other Direct flame; UCFPL W01 
combustibility building components Ember exposure 

2 Window assembly Prevent fire from gaining entry Direct flame; UCFPL W01 
combustibility and directly through the window Ember exposure 
integrity assembly 

3 Ignition of interior Limit radiant heat transfer Radiant heat UCFPL W01 
combustibles through window to interior 

combustibles 

4 Window integrity Prevent failure due to Impact exposure TOBE 
firebrand and debris impact (TBD) DETERMINED 

TABLE 5: DECKS AND 
ANCILLARY STRUCTURES 

Deck/Ancillary 
Item Structure Problem Ob"ective Scenario Protocol 

1 Deck and ancillary Limit ignition of deck materials Direct flame; UCFPL D01 
structure component and ancillary assemblies Ember exposure 
material ignition 

2 Deck and ancillary limit the spread of fire to Direct flame; UCFPL 001 
structure component building components or other Radiant heat 
material combustibility combustible materials 

3 Deck material integrity Prevent structural failure of Direct flame loads UCFPL 001 
decks associated with 

use 
4 Deck material integrity Prevent production of Direct flame loads UCFPL D01 

firebrands and other burning associated with 
materials use 

TABLE 6: VENTS 

Item Vent Problem Ob"ective Scenario Protocot 
1 Entrance of flame into Prevent penetration from Direct flame UCFPl W01 

or under structure direct flame impingement 

2 Entrance of embers Prevent penetration from Ember exposure TO BE 
into or under structure firebrand exposure DETEREMINED 
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Future Needs: 
What will be needed in the future is continued emphasis on clarification of test 

methods and evaluation tools for both the public and private sectors. Architects and 
engineers will need additional information on how to evaluate products for inclusion in 
fire prevention designs. Public officials (i.e. fire prevention and building officials) will 
need mechanisms of evaluating the performance of specific designs. This will lead to an 
additional need for training and education of all parties as this information is more fully 
developed. 

The continued emphasis on performance-based codes in many cases will 
continue to be dependent upon code-making bodies. However, the sdence behind the 
performance-based code will. still likely remain a responsibility of academic and research 
institutions. The result of these differing responsibilities wlll require an ongoing 
partnership between academia and practitioners. 

Codes cannot be developed in a vacuum. Once they have been created, an AHJ 
must adopt them; one of the greatest challenges in the field of code development is 
obtaining the support of a suffident number of AHJs to adopt a code. This is not a 
technical process, but a political one. Therefore. the challenge for those who are 
attempting to resolve fire and Hfe safety problems is how to educate. inform and co-opt 
those elected officials who have authority to accept or reiect new code provisions. This 
part of the process cannot be taken for granted: it requires as much attention to detail as 
code development itself. 

Rulemaking Process: 
Upon completion of this project, performance-based building standards will be 

available to any AHJ wishing to adopt appropriate provisions for building safety in UWi 
areas. Elements contained herein can be used as a basis for acceptance of alternate 
materials and methods under Uniform Fire Code (UFC) or California Fire Code (CFC) 
authority. This document will also be turned over to the Regulations Division of the SFM 
for adoption of a model ordinance and the development of code language to be 
introduced into the State rulemaking process. The intent is that specific UWI 
performance-based code language be adopted as an appendix to the State Building 
Code and the Uniform Building Code (UBC) to help improve fire safe design and 
construction to reduce losses to life and property from wildfire. 

Data Collection I Damage Assessment: 
To implement UWI fire hazard mitigation measures effectively and efficiently, 

there is a need to track the severity of the problem and evaluate the performance of 
building design features exposed to interface fires. There are three areas of interface 
fire damage assessment where future work would be most valuable. 

i. The extent and severity of the UWI fire problem needs to be tracked through basic 
fire incident reporting. There are strong indications, however, that this is not being 
done consistently. Fire incident reporting databases for records of known UWI fire 
losses wm likely have large gaps in data. If this is the case, a study could be done to 
determine the necessary changes to fire incident reporting systems and data 
collection methods needed to document basic UWI fire losses. 

2. A method is needed for more detailed anecdotal data collection that can be rapidly 
implemented and produce consistent results on an ad hoc basis. Fire incident 
reporting systems lack the depth and breadth of data collection to fully document and 
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reveal the mechanisms of UWI fire losses. This will be especially true as building 
design moves from prescription to performance-based code implementation. 

3. Additional work is needed to identify some form, or forms. of quantitative analysis to 
fully evaluate performance-based designs under actual fire exposure. Anecdotal 
evidence will not be sufficient to maximize implementation of effective hazard 
mitigation measures. Given the difficulty of full-scale fire tests and of validating 
predictive models, post-fire statistical analysis is a good alternative and has proven 
to yield meaningful results. A possible form of statistical analysis is used in health
related research, where a number of individuals with a disease (cases} are randomly 
selected from a population and compared to a group of similar, but disease free, 
individuals (controls}. Additional work is needed to apply this statistical analysis to 
study the effectiveness of UWI fire mitigation measures. 

Glossary: 
For the purpose of performance-based building standards, certain terms are defined as fo/Jows: 

Alternate Materials and Methods: A process whereby the fire chief is authorized to 
approve alternate materials or methods of design and construction, provided that the 
chief finds that the proposed design, use or operation satisfactorily complies with the 
intent of the code and the method of work performed or operation is, for the purpose 
intended, at least equivalent to that prescribe in the fire code. 

Ancillary Structure: Decks, fences, patio covers, gazebos and any other accessory 
structures that may be attached to or located in proximity to the main structure. 

Authority~Having Jurisdiction (AHJ): The designated entity providing enforcement of 
regulations as they relate to planning, construction and development. A typical 
community will have a fire, building and planning authority. 

BEHAVE: A wildland fire model that provides a fire behavior predictlon based on a 
single calculation for particular site conditions. The model utilizes mathematical 
equations developed in the early 1970's by Richard Rothermel, a research engineer for 
the USDA Forest Service. BEHAVE is currently available as a PC-DOS based computer 
program. 

Brand: A wooden crib of specific materials and dimensions for fire tests of roofs as 
prescribed by ASTM E108, Standard test methods for fire tests of roof coverings. 

Class A Roof: Effective against severe fire test exposures, pursuant to section 
15.202.4.4.1 of the Uniform Building Code (UBC). Under such exposures, roof 
coverings of this class are not readily flammable, afford a fairly high degree of fire 
protection to the roof deck, do not slip from position, and are not expected to produce 
flying brands. 

Class B Roof: Effective against moderate fire test exposures, pursuant to section 
15.202.4.4.2 of the UBC. Under such exposures, roof coverings of this class are not 
readily flammable, afford a moderate degree of fire protection to the roof deck, do not 
slip from position, and are not expected to produce flying brands. 

Class C Roof: Effective against light fire test exposure, pursuant to section 15.202.4.4.3 
of the UBC. Under such exposures, roof coverings of this class are not readily 
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flammable, afford a measurable degree of fire protection to the roof deck, do not slip 
from position, and are not expected to produce flying brands. 

Combustible Vegetation: Material that in its natural state will readily ignite, burn and 
transmit fire from the vegetative growth to any structure, this includes ground fuels which 
are any native or landscape vegetation not considered a tree and generally in contact 
with the ground. 

Dead load: A constant weight or pressure, used in computing strength of beams, floors 
or roof surfaces. 

Deck: An unsheltered flooring material used as structure flooring adjoining the walls of a 
house. 

Defensible Space: An area either natural or man-made, where material capable of 
allowing a fire spread unchecked has been treated, cleared or modified to slow the rate 
and intensity of advancing wildfire. This will create an area for increased safety for 
emergency fire equipment and evacuating or sheltering civilians in place and a point for 
fire suppression to occur. 

Discretionary Project: A project that requires the exercise of judgment or deliberation 
when the public agency or body decides to approve or disapprove a particular activity, 
as distinguished from situations where the public agency or body merely has to 
determine whether there has been conformity with applicable statutes, ordinances, or 
regulations. 

Door: A hinged, pivoted or sliding member, permitting passage through a wall. 

Ember: See Firebrand. 

Ember exposure: Burning materials, including ornamental and native vegetation, under 
critical fire weather conditions, that produces embers and flying debris that has sufficient 
mass and velocity to cause ignition and/or penetration of the structure. 

Exposure: The heat effect from an external fire that might cause ignition of, or damage 
to, an exposed structure, ancillary assemblies and its contents. 

Exposure: Property that may be endangered by a fire in another structure or by a 
wildfire. 

Exposure Fire: Classification for a fire not originating in a building, but which ignites 
building(s). 

Exposure Severity: A fire originating in one building and spreading to another is 
classified under the original cause of the fire. 

FARSITE (Fire Area Simulator): A wildland fire model that provides a fire behavior 
prediction based on multiple calculations fore particular site conditions. FARS!TE uses 
the Rothermel model to calculate fire spread, as does BEHAVE, but is temporally and 
spatially explicit. FARSITE is a Windows based computer program. 
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Fire Protection Plan (FPP): A plan submitted to an AHJ for approval that addresses 
building materials and construction features, water supply, road access, address and road 
name signage and combustible vegetation. 

Firebrand: A burning ember produced by wildfire that are lifted high into the air and carried 
beyond the fire front. Typical firebrand materials include pieces of burning vegetation, and, 
if houses are involved wood shakes or shingles. 

Flame Impingement, Direct: Burning materials, including ornamental and native 
vegetation, immediately adjacent to structure (within 3 meters), under critical fire weather 
conditions (951h/98th percentile for wind, temperature and relative humidity). 
Fuel Modification Zone (FMZ): A wide strip of land where combustible vegetation has 
been removed or modified or both and partially or totally replaced with approved 
drought-tolerant, fire-resistant, and/or irrigated plants to provide an acceptable level of 
risk from vegetation fires. Fuel modification reduces radiant and convective heat, 
thereby reducing the amount of heat exposure on the roadway or structure and providing 
fire suppression forces a safer area in which to take action. 

Functional Statement: Explains in general terms what function the building must 
provide to meet the objective; for example, the building must be constructed to give 
people adequate time to reach a place of safety without exposure to .untenable 
conditions. 

Hazardous fire Area: Any geographic area as set forth by the fire chief that contains 
the type and condition of vegetation, topography, weather, and structure density to 
potentially increase the possibility of vegetation conflagration fires shall be considered a 
hazardous fire area. 

Heat Flux: Heat transfer by radiation as expressed by energy per unit area (kW/m2
) 

Heat Transfer: Movement of heat energy from an area with high temperature to one 
with lower; the mechanism can be radiation, conduction, and/or convection. 

Ignition Source: Any item or substance capable of energy release of a type and 
magnitude sufficient to ignite any flammable materials that could occur in or outside of a 
structure. Examples of ignition sources are storage or use of flammable gases and 
flammable liquids, permanent or temporary electrical wiring and open flame devices. 

Impingement, Flame: Continuous or intermittent contact of flames with test materials or 
structures 

Local Responsibility Area (LRA): An area in which a town, city, county or city and 
county has primary fire protection responsibility. 

Off-site Roadway: A road, street, public highway, or private road used for fire apparatus 
access from a publicly maintained road to the boundary of the subject property. 

On-site Roadway: A road, street, public highway, private road or driveway used for fire 
apparatus access within the boundaries of the subject property or land division. 
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Penetration: Entry of firebrands or flames through the outside building envelope into the 
wall cavities and/or the structure. 

Performance Objectives: A statement of what is expected in terms of societal goals. 
Objectives are topic-specific and deal with particular aspects of performance required in 
a building, such as safeguarding people during escape and rescue. 

Performance Requirements: Detailed statements that are necessary to achieve the 
requirements of the functional statement. 

Radiant Heat: Burning materials, including ornamental and native vegetation, under 
critical fire weather conditions, that produces a radiant heat flux of at least X kW/m2 on 
the exposed building. 

Roof Assembly: Includes the roof deck, substrate or thermal barriers, insulation, vapor 
retardant, underlayment, interlayment, base plies, roofing piles, and roof covering that is 
assigned a roofing classification. 

Roof Covering: The outermost exposed surface material of a roof assembly, such as 
shingles, clay tiles, sheet metal, etc. 

State Responsibility Area: An area of the State in which a State agency has primary 
fire protection responsibility. In some cases, the State will assume fire protection 
responsibilities in local jurisdictions by contract 

Structure: A residence and attached garage, building or related facility that is designed 
primarily for human habitation or buildings designed specifically to house farm animals. 
Decking, fences, and similar facilities are not considered structures for the purposes of 
establishing the limits of the fuel modification zone. Sheds, gazebos, and detached 
garages less than 250 square feet which are located within the fuel modification zone, 
shall be designed, constructed and placed such that they do not require the fuel 
modification zone to be increased beyond that required for the primary structures on the 
property. 

Subassembly: A laboratory test section that simulates a portion of a structure or 
ancillary structure, and is of adequate size for obtaining representative fire testing 
results. The subassembly details are specified in the test protocols. 

Test Protocol, Fire: A testing method developed to provide performance information on 
representative assemblies using agreed-upon fire exposures. 

Urban-Wildland Interface (UWI) Area: A geographical area where structures and other 
human development meet or intermingle with, and threaten or are threatened by, 
vegetative fuels. Includes but is not limited to the hazardous areas defined by the AHJ 
and very high fire hazard severity zones as designated pursuant to Government Code 
and Public Resources Code. 

Vegetation Conflagration: An uncontrolled fire spreading through vegetative fuels, and 
exposing and consuming structures in the advancing path of fire. 
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Ventilation System: All of the equipment intended or installed for the purpose of 
supplying air to, or removing air from, any room or space by natural air flow or 
mechanical means. 

Wall~ Exterior: Any wall or element of a wall, or any member or group of members, that 
define the exterior boundaries or courts of a building and has a slope of 60 degrees or 
greater with the horizontal plane. 

Weep Screed: A layer of corrosion-resistant material placed a minimum of 4 inches 
above the earth or 2 inches above paved areas for the purpose of allowing trapped 
water to drain to the exterior of the building (1998 CFC paraphrased). 

Window: An opening in a wall for light and ventilation, with all its appurtenances. 

Appendices: 

A} UCFPL Test Protocols 1) 
B) Model Ordinance for Adoption of Performance-Based Building 
Standards in the Urban-Wildland Interface 
C) Performance Diagrams 
D) Fire Test Methods - Robert Brady Williamson 
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APPENDIX B 
Model Ordinance for Adoption of Performance-Based Building Standards in 

the Urban-Wildland Interface 

Each jurisdiction will have a style, including rules of construction that is used to 
create internal consistency. The adopting ordinance should be approved with respect to 
style by legal counsel prior to submission to the legislative Body. The draft submitted 
for approval should be as simple in words, terms, and structure as possible. 

Keep it simple. Do not use the text of the ordinance for explanations or 
rationalizations. Use a cover letter or digest for such commentary. Do not bring in 
tangential issues or provide "hooks" that would enable other interests to impact the 
subject properties. Changes may be necessary in the safety element of a respective 
jurisdiction's Comprehensive Plan and other local land use policies and planning 
instruments to be consistent and enforceabie. 

********************************************************************************** 

Ordinance # _______ _ 

An ordinance of the {legislative body) of the (jurisdiction} to amend the (jurisdiction's 
code) in order to provide fire safety regulations applicable to areas within the 
(city/county/district) and particularly within designated urban-wildland interface areas 
which represent an extraordinary fire risk. 

Findings of Fact 

The provisions of this Chapter are reasonably necessary because of the following local 
climatic, geological, or topographical and conditions: 

Periodic conditions of extraordinarily high winds, high temperatures, and low humidity's. 
Unique configurations of slope gradients, elevations and aspects. 
Unusual natural and manmade barriers. 
(provide additional local conditions as appropriate} 
The conditions described above exacerbate the likelihood of fire occurrence and rapid 
spread, negatively impact accessibility and timely response, and present operational 
difficulties for fire suppression and evacuation activities. 

Chapter # ________ _ 

Section 1. 
This chapter shall apply to all real property located within the (iurisdiction) which is 
particularly within the designated urban/wi!dland interface areas as determined and 
declared by the (legislative body) based on location, topography, geology, flammable 
vegetation and climate, and described on a map prepared by the Fire Chief and 
maintained at (list publtc access location(s)). 
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Section 2. 
Any person who constructs, modifies, or relocates, any structure in, or upon, a 
designated urban/wildland interface area, shall: 

submit a Fire Protection Plan (FFP}, to the Fire Chief for approval, describing the 
mitigation measures appropriate to establish and maintain reasonable fire safety in such 
buildings and on such property. This Fire Protection Plan shall address building 
materials and construction features, water supply, road access, address and road name 
signage, and combustible vegetation. And; 
submit to the Fire Chief evidence of deed encumbrance or other device that reasonably 
assures notice to subsequent purchasers of such land, that it is subject to special fire 
mitigation measures. 

Section 3. 
For purposes of developing the Fire Protection Plan (Section 2.a above), the applicant 
may use (the Model Ordinance for Defensibility of Space and Structures (2002 version) 
promulgated by the California State Fire Marshal). 

Section 4. 
Whenever the fire Chief disapproves an application or refuses to grant a permit applied 
for, or when it is claimed that the provisions of the code do not apply or that the true 
intent and meaning of the code have been misconstrued or wrongly interpreted, the 
applicant may appeal from the decision of the Fire Chief to (legislative body) within thirty 
(30) days from the date of the decision appealed. 

Section 5. 
If any provision of this Chapter is found to be unconstitutional or otherwise invalid by any 
court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity shall not affect the remaining provisions 
which can be implemented without the invalid provision, and, to this end, the provisions 
of this ordinance are declared to be severable. 

Section 6. 
Rules of Construction. (provide local designations as appropriate) 

Section 7. 
This ordinance shall take effect and be in force thirty (30) days from and after its 
passage and, before the expiration of fifteen ( 15) days after the passage thereof, shall 
be published once, with the names of the members of the (legislative body) voting for or 
against the same in the (_ _______ ), a newspaper of general circulation, published in 
the County of (county of iurisdiction), State of California. 

(local AHJ format, signature blocks, etc) 
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Purpose: 
The purpose of this project was to develop a body of research on which to 

promulgate performance-based building standards for use in reducing the losses of life 
and property from one specific fire condition: the UWI fire. There already is a 
prescription-based UWI Code, which was cooperatively developed by the SFM and lFCI 
using FEMA grant funds. This new project was aimed at developing the first generation 
of performance-based building standards, accompanied by a "tool-set" of new and old 
test protocols. The new standards and protocols will provide plan checkers and land use 
planners with the tools they need to solve structural design problems with more flexibility 
and cost effectiveness. 

This performance-based building standards research project has been funded 
through a grant from FEMA, and was administered by the SFM with the cooperation of 
the University of California Forest Products Laboratory (UCFPL) in Richmond, California. 
This publication provides the State of California with documentation that can be utilized 
by either state or local AHJs to help increase survivability of structures during a wildfire 
event, thereby preserving public safety and personal property. 

Applicability: 
This report provides a model to the AHJs for application in the land use planning 

process of newly developed areas. It is focused upon future development in the UWI 
areas throughout California. The performance requirements and objectives are 
applicable to the construction alternatives, relocation, repair, remodel and maintenance 
of any building or premise in areas defined by state or local law as UWI. The 
performance statements apply to roof, wall, door, vent, window, deck, and ancillary 
assemblies. As a model, these standards are not intended to be a state-mandated 
program, but rather additional and alternative building standards for consideration during 
the local code adoption cycle. 

Scope of Document: 
This document provides research information about performance-based codes 

and standards for structures exposed to UWI fire. It should be viewed as a work in 
progress, in that detailed testing of the recommended protocols was underway during 
the writrng of this document. The text also includes explanations that are intended to 
provide the user with background information on the needs for model performance
based building standards, definitions related to UWI fire, recent protocols developed to 
test structural subassemblies, and the rationale for the use of the protocols. 

OVERVIEW OF REGULATIONS ANO STANDARDS 

Prescription~Based Standards: 
After the occurrence of so many UWI fires in the last few decades, AHJ have 

begun to adopt prescription-based codes to regulate access, water, building 
construction, defensible space and vegetation management issues. This has been done 
on a piecemeal basis throughout California. Some examples of these regulatory issues 
include roofing standards and automatic fire sprinkler system requirements in high fire 
hazard areas. 

The UWI fire problem has been addressed in several ways throughout the last 
few decades. In 1982, the State legislature enacted Public Resources Code (PRC) 
§§4201-4204, requiring State Responsibility Area (SRA) lands to be classified into fire 
hazard severity zones according to the extremity of fire hazards determined to exist 
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there. Severe wildfires throughout California in 1985 prompted the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) to develop their Standard 299. It established 
infrastructure and access standards, vegetation management for defensible space 
around structures, and minimum structural design requirements for homes in fire 
hazardous areas. Following the 1991 Oakland/Berkeley Hills Tunnel Fire with the 
passage of Assembly Bill 337 (Bates) in 1992, local Responsibility Areas (LRA) were 
assessed based on hazardous conditions such as accumulated fuels, critical fire 
weather, topography, and structure density. In cooperation with local officials, GDF 
mapped these areas into Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones (VHFHSZ), and upon 
local adoption of such maps, specific construction and defensible space provisions were 
to be enforced on properties located within the VHFHSZ. The main purpose of these 
statutes and standards is to identify measures that may retard the rate of wildfire spread, 
and to reduce the potential intensity of wildfires that could destroy resources, lives and 

property. 
Following several firestorms in Southern California in 1993, FEMA provided a 

grant to the SFM and !FCI to develop the prescription-based UWI Code (1997 version). 
That code uses a systematic approach to building in the UWI area. The document 
begins by looking at the fire hazard severity of a location based on vegetation, 
topography, geological conditions. climatic conditions, extreme fire weather conditions, 
fire department access and water for fire suppression. Based on the assessment of the 
conditions, one of three ignition resistant (IR) construction models is used to determine 
the standards for building construction. 

Alternate Materials and Methods: 
For many years, AHJs have had the authority to accept alternate materials and 

methods submitted by designers and builders for fire prevention. Few AHJs have 
chosen to accept alternate materials and methods because they lack adequate means of 

evaluation and testing. 
Uniform Fire Code 103.1.2: Alternate materials and methods: The 
chief, on notice to the building official, is authorized to approve alternate 
materials or methods, provided that the chief finds that the proposed 
design, use or operation satisfactorily complies with the intent of this code 
and that the material, method of work performed or operation is, for the 
purpose intended, at least equivalent to that prescribed in this code in 
quality, strength, effectiveness, fire resistance, durability and safety. 
Approvals under the authority herein contained shall be subject to the 
approval of the building official whenever the alternate material or method 
involves matters regulated by the Building Code. 

The chief is authorized to require tests as proof of compliance with 
the intent of this code. Such tests shall be made by an approved agency 
at the expense of the person requesting approval of the alternate material 
or method of construction. 

Transition: 
At this time, performance-based codes are used in many other countries, and are 

being developed by model code groups in the United States. The driving forces of 
performance-based code development are economics and technology. Performance
based codes allow for flexibility in the design of structures by enabling the designer or 
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builder to demonstrate that the actual performance of the proposed design will provide 
an equivalent or higher level of ignition resistance or fire safety. 

Performance-based codes also use a systems approach in addressing fire 
problems, providing alternate methods and means of fire safe design. This type of code 
will establish: 1) goals to be met, 2) methods to meet the goals, 3} a standard of 
evaluation for the methods, 4) acceptable performance criteria, and 5) the 
documentation necessary for review of the system on a periodic basis. Once 
established, the design documentation used to meet the performance requirement must 
be readily available for the life of the building. Both the AHJ and the building owner 
should retain such documentation. In addition, deed encumbrances are to be attached 
to the property to ensure proper review of planned alterations to structures that were 
built using performance-based design. 

Performance~Based Codes: 

The objective of performance-based codes is to address issues related to 
economics, aesthetics, technology, location, risk and other conditions and circumstances 
that do not lend themselves to prescription-based code requirements. Performance
based codes provide a systems approach in order to allow pragmatic solutions to 
problematic situations. 

Implementation of performance-based codes can effectively reduce losses to 
structures, lives and personal property. Using performance-based codes anows a 
system of design and construction that limits the impact of a wildfire on a building or 
structure, its occupants, and its use. Appropriate performance-based design can also 
serve to limit the spread of a fire within a building, to other buildings or structures, and to 
adjacent vegetation or other flammable materials. 

Where We Are--Objectives: 

0 To apply science to the regulation of design and construction utilizing criteria 
supported by empirical testing. 

0 To permit the use of alternative technologies or methodologies which resurt in 
performance equivalent or superior to prescription-based codes. 

0 To provide a systems approach that addresses and mitigates all the components of 
the built and natural environments affecting the level of fire risk. 

0 To provide a means of sustaining the documentation and maintaining the agreed
upon mitigation system. 

Where We Are Going--Acceptable Methods to Measure Objectives: 

To accurately measure an objective, it must have measurable elements such as 
time, quality and quantity. One can then measure the outcome of the objective utilizing 
the appropriate criteria. Appropriate methods may include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

0 The use of a performance criteria that says, for example, a structure shall not ignite 
after X minutes of exposure to a radiant heat flux of Y. The radiant heat flux would be 
obtained from the output of a BEHAVE model for the particular type of vegetation 
and fuel load present. 

D The use of performance criteria that says a structure shall not ignite from exposure to 
a fire in an adjacent ignited structure. 
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D Actual fire observations, interviews, and videos to observe fire performance and 
design deficiencies. 

D Comparison of the expected flame temperature of the vegetation with the standard 
time temperature curve to determine the needed resistance of a material, such as 
decking. 

D Post fire analysis, damage assessment and lessons learned. 

D Evaluation of annual statewide loss trends in fires in areas where fire safe structures 
and fire safe landscaping are located, as compared to losses in non-fire safe 
communities. 

0 Comparison of dollar loss in specific fires exposing or damaging fire safe structures 
as opposed to fires exposing or damaging non-fire safe structures. 

D Future analysis of the number of fire companies needed and the fire flow utiHzed at 
UWI fires in fire safe communities, as compared to non-fire safe communities. 

D Actual fire tests of building materials such as vents, windows, roofs, walls, openings, 
decks, shutters, etc. 

0 Wind-driven fire tests to assess vulnerability of windows and vents to airborne debris 
and embers. 

0 Actual tests of residential fire sprinkler systems to determine if they will control a fire 
that has entered the structure through an opening during a wind-driven fire event. 

D Actual tests of residentiai fire sprinkler systems to determine if they will prevent a fire 
within a structure from spreading to wildland vegetation. 

D Actual full-scale fire tests of various types of vegetation, vegetation management 
prescriptions, and sizes of vegetation management zones. 

D Cost-benefit analysis on future fires to determine if the additional cost of fire safe 
construction was offset by the reduction in the fire loss. 

The most valuable way to determine the success of an objective will be after future 
fires occur and expose fire safe communities, or by conducting actual full scale wind
driven fire tests of a mock community of several full size structures having fire safe 
construction, fire sprinklers and proper vegetation management. In actuality it will 
probably take many years of evaluating actual fire experience to determine if these 
objectives are being met. The fire service inherently knows from collective experience 
that the objectives are valid and will improve public safety. 

Historical Perspective of UWI Fires: 
Probably the most significant change of perspective that has emerged from the 

fires of the last three decades is the increased attention focused on the combustibility of 
structures. Review of after-action reports for the large loss fires shows consistent 
recognition of a few basic needs-to reduce wildland fuels, maintain defensible space, 
and to construct ignition-resistant buildings. 

Historically, efforts to reduce UW! fire losses have not been effective. Many of the 
issues identified as problems time and time again (e.g. education, regulations, 
vegetation, fire fighting resources, etc.) are still prevalent today. Some of the more 
recent efforts that focus on the UWI fire problem include: 

Community-based fire prevention and protection actions: 
• CDF California Fire Plan 

State and local Fire Safe Councils 
Firewise Communities Program (NFPA) 
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Community-wide Fire Protection Plans (UFC Article 86) 
Strategic Plans 
Vegetation Management Plans 
Evacuation Plans 
Shelter in Place Plans 
Fire sprinkler systems 

New Technology: 
• Structural Ignition Assessment Model (SIAM) 
11 Wildfire modeling-BEHAVE/FARS!TE 
11 GPS/GIS and remote sensing 
11 Fire Behavior Simulators 
11 Ignition Suppressants 
• Building Materials 
• Fire Barriers 

Research & Development Organizations: 
11 UC Forest Products Laboratory 
11 Fire and Resource Assessment Project (FRAP) 
• National Association of State Foresters 

Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) 
• listing services (such as UL, ICBO, etc.) 
• Federal Efforts: 
11 FEMA Grants 

Project Impact 
National Fire Plan 

In addition to these efforts and ongoing activities, there are additional 
investments being made at the federal and state level, focused on reducing structure 
losses within the UWI. For example, the federal land management agencies (BLM, 
USFS) are investing millions of dollars in prescribed fire programs to reduce unusually 
dense accumulated vegetation stands, which reduces fire hazards in and around the 
UWI. FEMA has provided grants for many wildfire hazard mitigation programs including 
the previously mentioned UWI Code (1997) developed jointly by the SFM and IFCI. 
Additionally, the observable level of activity within the regulatory roles at the state, 
federal, and local levels has influenced the private sector to improve materials, devices, 
and systems for fire protection. 

Codes that address the UWI fire problem have been primarily prescription-based 
and have not translated into reduced losses in the UWI. As a result, performance-based 
codes are being developed as an alternative. Adoption of performance-based codes wit! 
allow the implementation of fire hazard mitigation strategies using a systems approach 
with practical solutions. Performance-based codes will allow flexibility and provide an 
alternative to the "one size fits all" historical approach. 

Fire Problem: 
In the twenty-five year period of 1955 through 1979, 2.408 structures were lost to 

wildfire, yet in the fourteen years following (1980-1993) over three times as many 
structures (7,698) were lost And from 1990 through 1999, 6,309 structures were lost to 
wildfires in just nine events. This loss experience dearly demonstrates the changing 
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makeup of the wildlands in California. Nine hundred and fifty-four homes were lost 
during the 1999 fire season in just one conflagration, demonstrating that the potential for 
disaster still exists. 

Rural and wildland development has continuously and increasingly impacted 
wildland fire protection in interface areas. When structures burn, those that lack built-in 
fire protection-such as fire safe design elements and defensible space-cause wildland 
fire suppression resources to be diverted to protect structures at risk. The results of this 
diversion can be more acres burned, higher natural resource losses, and greater fire 
protection and rehabilitation expenses incurred. Additionally, more homes can be 
destroyed, and more lives lost or put at risk. 

Historically, the State of California has taken responsibility for wildland fire 
protection, while the local AHJ governs land use planning and development. Partly 
because of this separation of authority, areas known today as the UWI have continued to 
grow. Such an increase in the number of dwellings intermingled with wildland fuels has 
created statewide wildfire problems. Dense development in the UWI creates an 
additional level of risk. by concentrating flammable fuels in the form of homes and 
ornamental landscaping into relatively small areas, which can result in unprecedented 
fire intensity and spread. 

The effectiveness of pre-fire mitigation is demonstrated by structure survivabmty 
studies. For example, one post-fire study indicated that homes with a noncombustible 
roof and adequate vegetation clearance had a 90% chance of survival, increasing to 
99% when defensive actions were also taken by civilians or firefighters (Foote 1995). 
These mitigation measures tend to create a defensible space so that people may defend 
structures at risk. The same study shows that houses with combustible roofs, no 
vegetation clearance, and lack of intervention had only a 4% chance of survival. Under 
this scenario, pre-fire mitigation provided nearly certain survival as opposed to nearly 
certain destruction. 

State legislators have recognized the need for and effectiveness of pre-fire 
management by way of various laws, encompassing hazard assessment, defensible 
space, fire retardant roofing, and written disclosure of fire hazards when selling real 
estate. Several state and national organizations have also worked to create model 
codes and standards designed to improve structure survivability and community-wide 
fire safety. This document and the model performance-based building standards it 
recommends, moves toward improvement of existing building standards, predicated on 
research directly aimed at the unique fire problem and intense fires experienced in the 
UWI. 

Continuing Processes: 
The process of code development is by its very nature a constantly evolving one. 

Over the last few decades the processes that have made prescription-based codes so 
voluminous and complex has caused increased pressure to develop performance-based 
codes. Unfortunately, the science and methodology to create a comprehensive 
performance-based code will require ongoing research and experimentation in order to 
provide adequate tools for implementation. This document could be best classified as a 
foundation for performance-based building standards, rather than a finished product. 

Politics of the Code Process: 

The development of a code is only the beginning of the process that will have an impact 
on the problem it was created to resolve. Once a code or a code amendment has been 
created it must be adopted by an authority having jurisdiction (AHJ). Depending upon 
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the nature of the problem, a code provision could apply to the federal, state, county or 
local government. Therein lies a potential obstacle that needs to be adequately 
considered. That obstacle is the political process for submittal, advocacy and successful 
adoption of a code by a political entity. 

This document does not propose to identify or suggest any specific course of action for 
code adoption by a political entity. However, it does address the fact that performance
based codes will generate political dialogue. Performance-based codes are new, they 
are not clearly understood, and there will necessarily be a period of transition from older 
prescription-based codes. 

Prescription-based codes regulate by specifying materials and methods. Performance
based codes are moving toward regulation in terms of the measurable behavior of 
materials and methods under certain conditions. This transition will generate both public 
and private comments and concerns. Codes exist to insure public safety, health and 
welfare, but they also create special interests. As we transition from prescription-based 
codes to performance-based codes, certain parties will advocate or resist change based 
upon these special interests. Performance-based codes are an attempt to implement 
rational standards based on scientific and engineering principles supported by 
appropriate testing protocols, however a great deal remains unknown about how 
performance-based codes will function .. 

Historically, most code development has been driven by catastrophic events. Many 
code provisions can be clearly associated with a specific tragedy. Alternatively, 
performance-based codes are more closely aligned with fire behavior and the response 
of materials to specific environmental conditions. It is anticipated that as time goes on, 
the major code development groups will support performance-based codes in the 
political process. It is also anticipated that manufacturers or distributors of products that 
are currently prescribed by code will resist the new performance-based codes. Those in 
a position of elected authority will have to determine how to respond to as these codes 
are considered for implementation. 

The political environment is extremely complex. However, one influential principle 
pervades both locally and nationally: If a code can fulfill the spirit and intent of public 
interest while maintaining cost-effectiveness, it will receive favorable consideration. 
Codes that are more restrictive and do not provide cost effectiveness fall under far more 
scrutiny. 

There is no doubt that as performance-based codes traverse the political process, they 
will face many challenges. Political entities lacking experience with the science and 
technology behind the performance-based code may be slow to respond. This exposes 
a need to provide education and training to planners, builders and political officials in 
order to assure adequate consideration will be given to this evolving concept. 

Advisory Board Function: 
The method used to compile this document was to combine the expertise of fire 

prevention testing and protocol engineers with the needs of the practitioners in the field. 
This project also benefited from the methods used to create the committee. This is one 
of the first projects in which by fire prevention practitioners joined researchers in the 
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process of designing fire test protocols. The synergy that emerged from this relationship 
improved the product and simultaneously improved the knowledge of both parties. 

Dr. Frank Beall, Forest Products Laboratory, is the principal investigator for this 
grant project. An Advisory Board was created to integrate the information and 
processes developed by the lab with fire services utilization requirements. The Board 
consists of the following members: 

Ronny J. Coleman, Retired State Fire Marshal (Chairman) 
Don Oaks, Retired, Santa Barbara County (Vice Chairman) 
Frank Beafl, Director, UCFPL 
Ken Slonski, Fire Mitigation Advisor, UCFPL 
Phil Cocker, Los Angeles County Fire Department 
Forrest Craig, Novato Fire Protection District 
Rolland Crawford, Loma Linda Department of Public Safety 
Page Dougherty, Fire Service Coordinator, IFCI 
Ethan Foote, CDF Sonoma-lake Napa Unit 
Wally Half, Chino Valley Independent Fire District 
James W. Hunt, Hunt Research Corporation 
Cliff Hunter, San Diego County 
Sam Husoe, National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Russ Johnson, Environmental Systems Research Institute 
Steve Quarles, Wood Durability Advisor, UCFPL 
Mike Scott, Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District 
Leonard Temby, Redlands Fire Department 
Robert Brady Williamson, Ph.D., UC Berkeley 

Melissa Frago, the Fire Safe Planning and Research and Development Program 
Coordinator for the SFM, served as the primary contact for document development and 
editing as well as being coordinator of communications for the Advisory Board. 

The Advisory Board was charged with the responsibility to translate the existing 
research findings and test protocols into performance-based statements and objectives. 
The Board was also tasked to identify possible limitations in the UCFPL test array. 
These protocols were to be used to help develop a set of methods and/or technologies 
that would translate into building standards to be included in an appendix for submission 
into the State Building Code. The results of the UCFPL research and Advisory Board 
recommendations are transmitted via this document to the State Fire Marshal for 
introduction into the California rulemaking process. 

The Board held its first meeting on February 13, 2001. Subsequent meetings 
were held in March, April and May. The meeting locations were throughout the state in 
order to obtain maximum local participation in the process. The Board was also divided 
into several subgroups to pursue specific elements of the development process. The 
recommendations of these subgroups were reviewed and adopted into the overall 
process at subsequent Advisory Board meetings. 

Development Activities: 
A comprehensive literature search was conducted to assure the proposed 

methods and tests were consistent with the overall shift from prescription to 
performance-based codes and standards. A glossary of specific terms were developed 
and reviewed by the Advisory Board. The final draft of this document was produced and 
submitted for final edit by the SFM and the UCFPL. 
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Philosophy of Test Protocol Development: 
There were several key needs and assumptions upon which devetopment of the 

protocols were based, as follows: 

D Address key hazardous subassemblies and features of structures 
D Represent the type and degree of exposure in UWI fires 
D Provide both relative and absolute measures of performance whenever possible 
D Reproduce results with replicates of test material 
D Be documented to permit adoption by any weH-equipped fire laboratory 
D Have peer-reviews by leading experts in combustion of wood and related 

materials 
D Be designed for future consideration as American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) standards 

Fire Impact Management~Fire Scenarios: 
"In wildland interface areas, buildings shall be designed, constructed, arranged 

and maintained in such a manner to limit the impact to the building during a wildland fire 
event" {ICC Chapter 1701.2.5). 

Types of Fire Scenarios to be Considered: 
D 

D 

0 

Direc1 Flame Impingement - Burning material including ornamental vegetation 
immediately adjacent to (within 2 meters) the building under critical fire weather 
conditions (951

h to 981
h percentile conditions for wind and relative humidity). 

Radiant Heat - Burning material including ornamental and native vegetation 
under critical fire weather conditions that produces radiant heat flux of "X" kW/m2 

on the exposed building. 
Ember Exposure - Burning material including structures and ornamental and 
natural vegetation under critical fire weather conditions that produces embers 
and flying debris having sufficient mass and velocity to cause ignition and/or 
penetration of the structure. 

In selecting the heat transfer mode (radiation, convection, conduction) for the 
UCFPL test protocols, we chose to use "flame impingement" as a combined mode and 
one that is more realistic in exposure. In order to achieve consistent results, we used a 
standard burner system where the gas flow could be carefully controHed. Also, we 
modeled our intensity of exposure for wall subassemblies from data that we obtained in 
testing ornamental vegetation that might be in the "home zone" {within 2 m. of the 
structure). Of course, in the design of the structural subassemblies, they had to be small 
enough to test in the laboratory, yet large enough to represent how a structure would 
respond. The selection of subassemblies (roofs, decks, and walls) was made to address 
the most vulnerable portions of structures. 

Building Elements: 
D Roofs - Construction of roof assemblies shall resist the spread and penetration 

of fire by limiting their contribution to fire growth and development in accordance 
with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) listed in Table 1: Roofs. 

0 Walls - Construction of exterior wall assemblies shall resist the spread and 
penetration of fire by limiting their contribution to fire growth and development in 
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accordance with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) listed in Table 2: 
Walls. 

D Doors - Doors shall be constructed, arranged, limited or protected to limit fire 
penetration and heat transfer in accordance with the performance criteria and 
test exposure(s) listed in Table 3: Doors. 

D Windows - Windows shall be constructed, arranged, limited or protected to limit 
fire penetration and heat transfer in accordance with the performance criteria and 
test exposure(s) listed in Table 4: Windows. 

0 Decks and Ancillary Structures - Decks and ancillary structures shall be 
constructed, arranged, or protected to limit their contribution to fire growth and 
development in accordance with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) 
listed in Table 5: Decks and Ancillary Structures. 

D Vents - Vent assemblies shall prevent fire and ember penetration to the structure 
in accordance with the performance criteria and test exposure(s) listed in Table 
6: Vents. 

Functionat Statement: 

In Urban Wild/and Interface areas, roofs, wafl, doors, windows, vents, decks and 
ancillary structures in buildings and facilities shall be designed, constructed, arranged 
and maintained in such a manner as to limit the impact to the building and facilities 
during an Urban Wild/and Interface fire event. 
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Performance Tables: 
For detailed test protocols, see Appendix A. 

It em 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Item 

2 

3 

Item 
1 

2 

3 

4 

R f P bl 00 ro em 
Roof covering 
combustibility 

Roof assembly 
combustibility 

Roof assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Gutters and debris in 
gutters contributes to 
ignition of roof edge 

Entrance of flame or 
firebrands between 
roof deck and coverin!'.} 

Wall Problem 
Wall assembly 
combustibilrty 

Wall assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Wall assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Door Problem 
Door assembly 
combustibility 

Door assembly 
combustibility and 
integrity 

Ignition of interior 
combustibles 

Door integrity 

TABLE 1: ROOFS 

Ob >jective Scenario 
Limit the spread of fire beyond Direct flame; 
area of direct flame Radiant heat; 
impingement Ember exposure 

Prevent the fire from entering Direct flame; 
into the interior of the structure Ember exposure 
from the roof assembly 
Prevent production of Direct flame 
firebrands 

Prevent roof edge ignition Direct flame; 
Ember exposure 

Prevent ignition between roof Ember exposure 
deck and covering 

TABLE 2: WALLS 

Ob'ective Scenario 
Limit the spread of fire to other Direct flame; 
building components Ember exposure; 

Radiant heat 

Prevent fire from gaining entry Direct flame; 
directly through the wall Radiant heat 
assembly 

Prevent the production of 
firebrands 

TABLE 3: DOORS 

Ob'ective 
Limit the spread of fire to other 
building components 

Prevent fire from gaining entry 
through the door assembly 

Limit radiant heat transfer 
through door to interior 
combustibles 

Prevent failure due to 
firebrand and debris impact 
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Direct flame 

Scenario 
Direct flame; 
Ember exposure 

Direct flame; 
Ember exposure 

Radiant heat 

Impact exposure 
(TBD) 

Protocol 
ASTM E108 

UCFPL R01 

ASTM E108; 
UCFPL R01 

UCFPL R01 

UCFPL R01 

• 

Protocol 
UCFPL WOi 

UCFPL W01 

UCFPL W01 

Protocol 
UCFPL W01 

UCFPL W01 

UCFPl W01 

TOBE 
DETERMINED 
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TABLE 4: WINDOWS 

Item Window Problem Objective Scenario Protocol 

Window assembly Limit the spread of fire to other Direct flame; UCFPL W01 
combustibility building components Ember exposure 

2 Window assembly Prevent fire from gaining entry Direct flame; UCFPL W01 
combustibility and directly through the window Ember exposure 
integrity assembly 

3 Ignition of interior Limit radiant heat transfer Radiant heat UCFPL W01 
combustibles through window to interior 

combustibles 

4 Window integrity Prevent failure due to Impact exposure TOBE 
firebrand and debris impact (TBD) DETERMINED 

TABLE 5: DECKS AND 
ANCILLARY STRUCTURES 

Deck/Ancillary 
Item Structure Problem Ob"ective Scenario Protocol 

1 Deck and ancillary Limit ignition of deck materials Direct flame; UCFPL D01 
structure component and ancillary assemblies Ember exposure 
material ignition 

2 Deck and ancillary limit the spread of fire to Direct flame; UCFPL 001 
structure component building components or other Radiant heat 
material combustibility combustible materials 

3 Deck material integrity Prevent structural failure of Direct flame loads UCFPL 001 
decks associated with 

use 
4 Deck material integrity Prevent production of Direct flame loads UCFPL D01 

firebrands and other burning associated with 
materials use 

TABLE 6: VENTS 

Item Vent Problem Ob"ective Scenario Protocot 
1 Entrance of flame into Prevent penetration from Direct flame UCFPl W01 

or under structure direct flame impingement 

2 Entrance of embers Prevent penetration from Ember exposure TO BE 
into or under structure firebrand exposure DETEREMINED 
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Future Needs: 
What will be needed in the future is continued emphasis on clarification of test 

methods and evaluation tools for both the public and private sectors. Architects and 
engineers will need additional information on how to evaluate products for inclusion in 
fire prevention designs. Public officials (i.e. fire prevention and building officials) will 
need mechanisms of evaluating the performance of specific designs. This will lead to an 
additional need for training and education of all parties as this information is more fully 
developed. 

The continued emphasis on performance-based codes in many cases will 
continue to be dependent upon code-making bodies. However, the sdence behind the 
performance-based code will. still likely remain a responsibility of academic and research 
institutions. The result of these differing responsibilities wlll require an ongoing 
partnership between academia and practitioners. 

Codes cannot be developed in a vacuum. Once they have been created, an AHJ 
must adopt them; one of the greatest challenges in the field of code development is 
obtaining the support of a suffident number of AHJs to adopt a code. This is not a 
technical process, but a political one. Therefore. the challenge for those who are 
attempting to resolve fire and Hfe safety problems is how to educate. inform and co-opt 
those elected officials who have authority to accept or reiect new code provisions. This 
part of the process cannot be taken for granted: it requires as much attention to detail as 
code development itself. 

Rulemaking Process: 
Upon completion of this project, performance-based building standards will be 

available to any AHJ wishing to adopt appropriate provisions for building safety in UWi 
areas. Elements contained herein can be used as a basis for acceptance of alternate 
materials and methods under Uniform Fire Code (UFC) or California Fire Code (CFC) 
authority. This document will also be turned over to the Regulations Division of the SFM 
for adoption of a model ordinance and the development of code language to be 
introduced into the State rulemaking process. The intent is that specific UWI 
performance-based code language be adopted as an appendix to the State Building 
Code and the Uniform Building Code (UBC) to help improve fire safe design and 
construction to reduce losses to life and property from wildfire. 

Data Collection I Damage Assessment: 
To implement UWI fire hazard mitigation measures effectively and efficiently, 

there is a need to track the severity of the problem and evaluate the performance of 
building design features exposed to interface fires. There are three areas of interface 
fire damage assessment where future work would be most valuable. 

i. The extent and severity of the UWI fire problem needs to be tracked through basic 
fire incident reporting. There are strong indications, however, that this is not being 
done consistently. Fire incident reporting databases for records of known UWI fire 
losses wm likely have large gaps in data. If this is the case, a study could be done to 
determine the necessary changes to fire incident reporting systems and data 
collection methods needed to document basic UWI fire losses. 

2. A method is needed for more detailed anecdotal data collection that can be rapidly 
implemented and produce consistent results on an ad hoc basis. Fire incident 
reporting systems lack the depth and breadth of data collection to fully document and 
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reveal the mechanisms of UWI fire losses. This will be especially true as building 
design moves from prescription to performance-based code implementation. 

3. Additional work is needed to identify some form, or forms. of quantitative analysis to 
fully evaluate performance-based designs under actual fire exposure. Anecdotal 
evidence will not be sufficient to maximize implementation of effective hazard 
mitigation measures. Given the difficulty of full-scale fire tests and of validating 
predictive models, post-fire statistical analysis is a good alternative and has proven 
to yield meaningful results. A possible form of statistical analysis is used in health
related research, where a number of individuals with a disease (cases} are randomly 
selected from a population and compared to a group of similar, but disease free, 
individuals (controls}. Additional work is needed to apply this statistical analysis to 
study the effectiveness of UWI fire mitigation measures. 

Glossary: 
For the purpose of performance-based building standards, certain terms are defined as fo/Jows: 

Alternate Materials and Methods: A process whereby the fire chief is authorized to 
approve alternate materials or methods of design and construction, provided that the 
chief finds that the proposed design, use or operation satisfactorily complies with the 
intent of the code and the method of work performed or operation is, for the purpose 
intended, at least equivalent to that prescribe in the fire code. 

Ancillary Structure: Decks, fences, patio covers, gazebos and any other accessory 
structures that may be attached to or located in proximity to the main structure. 

Authority~Having Jurisdiction (AHJ): The designated entity providing enforcement of 
regulations as they relate to planning, construction and development. A typical 
community will have a fire, building and planning authority. 

BEHAVE: A wildland fire model that provides a fire behavior predictlon based on a 
single calculation for particular site conditions. The model utilizes mathematical 
equations developed in the early 1970's by Richard Rothermel, a research engineer for 
the USDA Forest Service. BEHAVE is currently available as a PC-DOS based computer 
program. 

Brand: A wooden crib of specific materials and dimensions for fire tests of roofs as 
prescribed by ASTM E108, Standard test methods for fire tests of roof coverings. 

Class A Roof: Effective against severe fire test exposures, pursuant to section 
15.202.4.4.1 of the Uniform Building Code (UBC). Under such exposures, roof 
coverings of this class are not readily flammable, afford a fairly high degree of fire 
protection to the roof deck, do not slip from position, and are not expected to produce 
flying brands. 

Class B Roof: Effective against moderate fire test exposures, pursuant to section 
15.202.4.4.2 of the UBC. Under such exposures, roof coverings of this class are not 
readily flammable, afford a moderate degree of fire protection to the roof deck, do not 
slip from position, and are not expected to produce flying brands. 

Class C Roof: Effective against light fire test exposure, pursuant to section 15.202.4.4.3 
of the UBC. Under such exposures, roof coverings of this class are not readily 
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flammable, afford a measurable degree of fire protection to the roof deck, do not slip 
from position, and are not expected to produce flying brands. 

Combustible Vegetation: Material that in its natural state will readily ignite, burn and 
transmit fire from the vegetative growth to any structure, this includes ground fuels which 
are any native or landscape vegetation not considered a tree and generally in contact 
with the ground. 

Dead load: A constant weight or pressure, used in computing strength of beams, floors 
or roof surfaces. 

Deck: An unsheltered flooring material used as structure flooring adjoining the walls of a 
house. 

Defensible Space: An area either natural or man-made, where material capable of 
allowing a fire spread unchecked has been treated, cleared or modified to slow the rate 
and intensity of advancing wildfire. This will create an area for increased safety for 
emergency fire equipment and evacuating or sheltering civilians in place and a point for 
fire suppression to occur. 

Discretionary Project: A project that requires the exercise of judgment or deliberation 
when the public agency or body decides to approve or disapprove a particular activity, 
as distinguished from situations where the public agency or body merely has to 
determine whether there has been conformity with applicable statutes, ordinances, or 
regulations. 

Door: A hinged, pivoted or sliding member, permitting passage through a wall. 

Ember: See Firebrand. 

Ember exposure: Burning materials, including ornamental and native vegetation, under 
critical fire weather conditions, that produces embers and flying debris that has sufficient 
mass and velocity to cause ignition and/or penetration of the structure. 

Exposure: The heat effect from an external fire that might cause ignition of, or damage 
to, an exposed structure, ancillary assemblies and its contents. 

Exposure: Property that may be endangered by a fire in another structure or by a 
wildfire. 

Exposure Fire: Classification for a fire not originating in a building, but which ignites 
building(s). 

Exposure Severity: A fire originating in one building and spreading to another is 
classified under the original cause of the fire. 

FARSITE (Fire Area Simulator): A wildland fire model that provides a fire behavior 
prediction based on multiple calculations fore particular site conditions. FARS!TE uses 
the Rothermel model to calculate fire spread, as does BEHAVE, but is temporally and 
spatially explicit. FARSITE is a Windows based computer program. 
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Fire Protection Plan (FPP): A plan submitted to an AHJ for approval that addresses 
building materials and construction features, water supply, road access, address and road 
name signage and combustible vegetation. 

Firebrand: A burning ember produced by wildfire that are lifted high into the air and carried 
beyond the fire front. Typical firebrand materials include pieces of burning vegetation, and, 
if houses are involved wood shakes or shingles. 

Flame Impingement, Direct: Burning materials, including ornamental and native 
vegetation, immediately adjacent to structure (within 3 meters), under critical fire weather 
conditions (951h/98th percentile for wind, temperature and relative humidity). 
Fuel Modification Zone (FMZ): A wide strip of land where combustible vegetation has 
been removed or modified or both and partially or totally replaced with approved 
drought-tolerant, fire-resistant, and/or irrigated plants to provide an acceptable level of 
risk from vegetation fires. Fuel modification reduces radiant and convective heat, 
thereby reducing the amount of heat exposure on the roadway or structure and providing 
fire suppression forces a safer area in which to take action. 

Functional Statement: Explains in general terms what function the building must 
provide to meet the objective; for example, the building must be constructed to give 
people adequate time to reach a place of safety without exposure to .untenable 
conditions. 

Hazardous fire Area: Any geographic area as set forth by the fire chief that contains 
the type and condition of vegetation, topography, weather, and structure density to 
potentially increase the possibility of vegetation conflagration fires shall be considered a 
hazardous fire area. 

Heat Flux: Heat transfer by radiation as expressed by energy per unit area (kW/m2
) 

Heat Transfer: Movement of heat energy from an area with high temperature to one 
with lower; the mechanism can be radiation, conduction, and/or convection. 

Ignition Source: Any item or substance capable of energy release of a type and 
magnitude sufficient to ignite any flammable materials that could occur in or outside of a 
structure. Examples of ignition sources are storage or use of flammable gases and 
flammable liquids, permanent or temporary electrical wiring and open flame devices. 

Impingement, Flame: Continuous or intermittent contact of flames with test materials or 
structures 

Local Responsibility Area (LRA): An area in which a town, city, county or city and 
county has primary fire protection responsibility. 

Off-site Roadway: A road, street, public highway, or private road used for fire apparatus 
access from a publicly maintained road to the boundary of the subject property. 

On-site Roadway: A road, street, public highway, private road or driveway used for fire 
apparatus access within the boundaries of the subject property or land division. 
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Penetration: Entry of firebrands or flames through the outside building envelope into the 
wall cavities and/or the structure. 

Performance Objectives: A statement of what is expected in terms of societal goals. 
Objectives are topic-specific and deal with particular aspects of performance required in 
a building, such as safeguarding people during escape and rescue. 

Performance Requirements: Detailed statements that are necessary to achieve the 
requirements of the functional statement. 

Radiant Heat: Burning materials, including ornamental and native vegetation, under 
critical fire weather conditions, that produces a radiant heat flux of at least X kW/m2 on 
the exposed building. 

Roof Assembly: Includes the roof deck, substrate or thermal barriers, insulation, vapor 
retardant, underlayment, interlayment, base plies, roofing piles, and roof covering that is 
assigned a roofing classification. 

Roof Covering: The outermost exposed surface material of a roof assembly, such as 
shingles, clay tiles, sheet metal, etc. 

State Responsibility Area: An area of the State in which a State agency has primary 
fire protection responsibility. In some cases, the State will assume fire protection 
responsibilities in local jurisdictions by contract 

Structure: A residence and attached garage, building or related facility that is designed 
primarily for human habitation or buildings designed specifically to house farm animals. 
Decking, fences, and similar facilities are not considered structures for the purposes of 
establishing the limits of the fuel modification zone. Sheds, gazebos, and detached 
garages less than 250 square feet which are located within the fuel modification zone, 
shall be designed, constructed and placed such that they do not require the fuel 
modification zone to be increased beyond that required for the primary structures on the 
property. 

Subassembly: A laboratory test section that simulates a portion of a structure or 
ancillary structure, and is of adequate size for obtaining representative fire testing 
results. The subassembly details are specified in the test protocols. 

Test Protocol, Fire: A testing method developed to provide performance information on 
representative assemblies using agreed-upon fire exposures. 

Urban-Wildland Interface (UWI) Area: A geographical area where structures and other 
human development meet or intermingle with, and threaten or are threatened by, 
vegetative fuels. Includes but is not limited to the hazardous areas defined by the AHJ 
and very high fire hazard severity zones as designated pursuant to Government Code 
and Public Resources Code. 

Vegetation Conflagration: An uncontrolled fire spreading through vegetative fuels, and 
exposing and consuming structures in the advancing path of fire. 
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Ventilation System: All of the equipment intended or installed for the purpose of 
supplying air to, or removing air from, any room or space by natural air flow or 
mechanical means. 

Wall~ Exterior: Any wall or element of a wall, or any member or group of members, that 
define the exterior boundaries or courts of a building and has a slope of 60 degrees or 
greater with the horizontal plane. 

Weep Screed: A layer of corrosion-resistant material placed a minimum of 4 inches 
above the earth or 2 inches above paved areas for the purpose of allowing trapped 
water to drain to the exterior of the building (1998 CFC paraphrased). 

Window: An opening in a wall for light and ventilation, with all its appurtenances. 

Appendices: 

A} UCFPL Test Protocols 1) 
B) Model Ordinance for Adoption of Performance-Based Building 
Standards in the Urban-Wildland Interface 
C) Performance Diagrams 
D) Fire Test Methods - Robert Brady Williamson 
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APPENDIX B 
Model Ordinance for Adoption of Performance-Based Building Standards in 

the Urban-Wildland Interface 

Each jurisdiction will have a style, including rules of construction that is used to 
create internal consistency. The adopting ordinance should be approved with respect to 
style by legal counsel prior to submission to the legislative Body. The draft submitted 
for approval should be as simple in words, terms, and structure as possible. 

Keep it simple. Do not use the text of the ordinance for explanations or 
rationalizations. Use a cover letter or digest for such commentary. Do not bring in 
tangential issues or provide "hooks" that would enable other interests to impact the 
subject properties. Changes may be necessary in the safety element of a respective 
jurisdiction's Comprehensive Plan and other local land use policies and planning 
instruments to be consistent and enforceabie. 

********************************************************************************** 

Ordinance # _______ _ 

An ordinance of the {legislative body) of the (jurisdiction} to amend the (jurisdiction's 
code) in order to provide fire safety regulations applicable to areas within the 
(city/county/district) and particularly within designated urban-wildland interface areas 
which represent an extraordinary fire risk. 

Findings of Fact 

The provisions of this Chapter are reasonably necessary because of the following local 
climatic, geological, or topographical and conditions: 

Periodic conditions of extraordinarily high winds, high temperatures, and low humidity's. 
Unique configurations of slope gradients, elevations and aspects. 
Unusual natural and manmade barriers. 
(provide additional local conditions as appropriate} 
The conditions described above exacerbate the likelihood of fire occurrence and rapid 
spread, negatively impact accessibility and timely response, and present operational 
difficulties for fire suppression and evacuation activities. 

Chapter # ________ _ 

Section 1. 
This chapter shall apply to all real property located within the (iurisdiction) which is 
particularly within the designated urban/wi!dland interface areas as determined and 
declared by the (legislative body) based on location, topography, geology, flammable 
vegetation and climate, and described on a map prepared by the Fire Chief and 
maintained at (list publtc access location(s)). 
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Section 2. 
Any person who constructs, modifies, or relocates, any structure in, or upon, a 
designated urban/wildland interface area, shall: 

submit a Fire Protection Plan (FFP}, to the Fire Chief for approval, describing the 
mitigation measures appropriate to establish and maintain reasonable fire safety in such 
buildings and on such property. This Fire Protection Plan shall address building 
materials and construction features, water supply, road access, address and road name 
signage, and combustible vegetation. And; 
submit to the Fire Chief evidence of deed encumbrance or other device that reasonably 
assures notice to subsequent purchasers of such land, that it is subject to special fire 
mitigation measures. 

Section 3. 
For purposes of developing the Fire Protection Plan (Section 2.a above), the applicant 
may use (the Model Ordinance for Defensibility of Space and Structures (2002 version) 
promulgated by the California State Fire Marshal). 

Section 4. 
Whenever the fire Chief disapproves an application or refuses to grant a permit applied 
for, or when it is claimed that the provisions of the code do not apply or that the true 
intent and meaning of the code have been misconstrued or wrongly interpreted, the 
applicant may appeal from the decision of the Fire Chief to (legislative body) within thirty 
(30) days from the date of the decision appealed. 

Section 5. 
If any provision of this Chapter is found to be unconstitutional or otherwise invalid by any 
court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity shall not affect the remaining provisions 
which can be implemented without the invalid provision, and, to this end, the provisions 
of this ordinance are declared to be severable. 

Section 6. 
Rules of Construction. (provide local designations as appropriate) 

Section 7. 
This ordinance shall take effect and be in force thirty (30) days from and after its 
passage and, before the expiration of fifteen ( 15) days after the passage thereof, shall 
be published once, with the names of the members of the (legislative body) voting for or 
against the same in the (_ _______ ), a newspaper of general circulation, published in 
the County of (county of iurisdiction), State of California. 

(local AHJ format, signature blocks, etc) 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION DEPARTMENTS 

Enact "Polluter Pays" Fees 

Recommendation 

Require fees to fully cover costs of (1) environmental regulatory 
programs designed to prevent or reduce pollution and 
(2) programs for the cleanup and restoration of polluted prop
erties and natural resources. 

Rationale 

Private parties that benefit from using public resources should 
be responsible for paying the costs imposed on society to regu
late such activities. Environmental regulatory programs that are 
not fully funded from fees include the Air Resources Board's 
stationary and mobile source programs, the State Water Re
sources Control Board's (SWRCB's) core water quality regula
tory and water rights programs, and timber harvest plan review 
by the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and SWRCB. 

LAO Reference 

Please see our 1992-93 Analysis, page IV-19 (financing of re
sources and environmental programs). 

Also see our 1999-00 Analysis, page B-109; and 1993-94 Analysis, 
pages B-44, B-59, B-65, and B-69. 

LAO Contact 

Mark Newton: 445-5921 

legislative Analyst's Office 31 
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DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Levy Fire Protection Fees 

Recommendation 

Require that property owners who directly benefit from fire 
protection services of the California Department of Forestry 
and Fire Protection (CDFFP) partially offset the costs of that 
service by paying a fee or obtaining fire insurance coverage. 

Rationale 

The CDFFP provides fire protection services in state responsibil
ity areas (SRAs). The SRA lands generally consist of all forest
lands, watersheds. and rangelands that are not owned by the 
federal government or located within the jurisdiction of a city. 
Property owners in the SRAs directly benefit from the program, 
as does the state's population through the preservation of 
natural lands. Thus. the state and property owners who benefit 
from the program should share in the costs of providing fire 
protection services. 

LAO Reference 

Please see our 1993-94 Analysis, page B-43. 

LAO Contact 

Jennifer Giambattista: 445-5921 

32 legislative Analyst's Office 
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"Consistent" means that development approvals and other related decisions of the 
County will further the policies and intent of the General Plan. 

California law gives local governments wide latitude in designing or formatting General 
Plans. The seven (7) mandatory elements may be prepared as separate documents or 
combined. Regardless of format, the General Plan must be an integrated, internally 
consistent and compatible statement of policies. No one element has greater legal status 
or importance over another. Every policy in each of the elements must be compatible 
with the others. 

In recognition of local differences, State law allows counties to tailor the General Plan to 
locally relevant issues. Within the seven (7) mandatory elements, the county need only 
address issues that are of local importance. Optional elements may be adopted in 
addition to the mandatory seven. These local differences make it rare to find two (2) 
General Plans that look alike. 

There are many opportunities to address fire protection, fire prevention and hazard 
mitigation in the General Plan, most obviously in the safety element which deals with all 
manner of natural and man-made hazard to life and property. Unfortunately, wildlife 
hezard is often underplayed ii) the General Plan, either due to lack .o(..recognition of the 
~sue or because other issues have taken more· prom1~ence· 1n the gen~~al'iRf6)11ng 
process. With population growth creating more "urban-wildland interface" issues, and the 
increasing economic loss caused by wildland fire, this topic is due for review and 
incorporation into many local general plans. 

B. OPR GENERAL PLAN GUIDELINES 

OPR's guidelines for the preparation of General Plans recommend that t•attention be 
devoted to issues of concern to the community", and that "cities and counties need to 
address each issue to the extent it applies to the community." Counties have wide 
discretion in addressing locally important issues. The types of safety issues that concern 
each county may be very different, but many rural counties recognize wHdland fire 
hazard as a growing concern, exacerbated by population growth and increasing demands 
on natural resources. 

The General Plan must contain a statement of development policies and a diagram or 
diagrams and text setting forth objectives, principles, standards and p[an proposals (GC 
Section 65302). The General Plan Gu;deUnes attempt to clarify these terms and 
recommends a method to achieve this directive. OPR recommends that for every locally 
relevant issue, the county should articulate one or more broad objectives, establish more 
specific policies that would help achieve those objectives, and finally, devise 
implementation measures (specific action items or funding programs) to implement the 
policies. Before starting this process, adequate and accurate data and information must 
be collected and analyzed to provide the basis for sound policy decisions. 

1. DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Collection of appropriate data is necessary to describe the conditions, constraints, 
opportunities, and character of the issue. Fire and resource protection can be enhanced 
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(and part of the urban bias can be overcome) if the 9ata_ and analysis portion of the Plan 
d_e.sc;_ribe Jh~ wildl<!nd ftr._e_ e_nvironrneot. iD _ d_etait: _ fJr~_Jjfst()ry, slopes, fuel loadings, 
a~eraget'._~~st fit~_da1_1g~r,J~tes of spread, potent_ial_ for structural threat;-access·~-Post
fire flood d_afl'!~ge p_()tentials could also be described. The data· and analysis secffon may 
include narrative descriptions, numerical data, maps, charts, and any other means of 
providing information about the issue of concern. 

The data and analysis section is the starting point for better fire and resource protection. 
The more complete the analysis, the stronger the justifications for action will be. If data 
and analysis are weak or incomplete, then everything the follows will also be weak. 

2. POLICY DEVELOPMENT 

After an issue or concern is described in the data and analysis, there must be policies that 
state the jurisdiction's decisions to act, control, or mitigate the defined problems. Every 
aspect of a problem must have some kind of coping policy identified. For example, if fuel 
loading was identified in the data and analysis section as a problem, there should be 
some statement(s) to the effect that development will be designed or controlled to 
reduce the volume. if access was identified as a problem, there should be policies to 
improve road design. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES 

These are the actual steps local government wilt take to implement their defined 
policies. Each policy described must have at least one (1) implementation measure, and 
may have several. For example, if a policy calls for improveLlg;;~ss1 then the 
implementation measure might be to adopt the road and street design recommendations 
in"Fire Safe Guides for Residential Development in California" into local ordinance. If a 
policy requires fuel reduction measures, then key ridges might be zoned for fuel breal<:s;·
and the zoning ordinance could require construction and maintenance by the developer. 

4. THE MANDATORY ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN 

Section 65000 et. seq. of the Government Code is referred to as the Planning and Zoning 
Law. Section 65302 of the Government Code defines the seven (7) mandatory elements 
of a General Plan. Each of the elements must contain text that incorporates descriptions, 
policies, objectives, and standards. The text must be accompanied by, and consistent 
with, description "diagrams." (Planning law does not require detailed maps, only these 
"diagrams" approximate the planning intent.) 

GC Section 65860 requires that General Plans be "internally consistent." From a practical 
standpoint, the requirement for internal consistency has two important meanings. First, 
it means that one element cannot contradict or conflict with any other element. AU 
parts of the Plan must be integrated and offer mutual support to other parts of the Plan. 
Second, it means that the actions which follow general planning, such as specific plans, 
zoning ordinances, capital outlay projects, and development permits must meet the 
intent of the Plan's policies and objectives. 
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Six (6) of the mandated elements (excluding the noise element) are briefly described 
below, along with comment on their importance to fire and resource protection, and 
sample evaluation criteria (see Figure 1 ). 

i. land Use 
The Land Use element "dedicates" lands to particular purposes. It tells how the 
jurisdiction will designate and separate various uses such as commercial, industrial, and 
residential. Natural resource, agriculture, timber production, and flood plain areas (if 
any) must be included. A major intent of the element is to desjgn areas for development 
that are compatible with one another. That is, "heavy industrial" areas should be 
separated from, and not adjacent to, residential areas. On the other hand, "light 
commercial" or "shopping center" designations may be compatible with residential uses. 
Sometimes commercial areas are designed as "buffers" or 'gradual-change" uses between 
residential and industrial areas. 

Importance: 

Examination of the Land Use element in comparison with State Responsibility Area {SRA) 
lands may show current or future conflicts with fire and resource protection. AH too 
frequently, the "compatibility" of uses is violated where development encroaches into 
witdlands. All types of uses are designated in, or adjacent to, hazardous fire areas 
without buff er zones or other mitigating measures. land Use policies should consider and 
reduce these conflicts. Since zoning districts are derived from land use designations, it is 
important to assure that those designations, policies, and ordinances are compatible with 
wildland protection. For example, Residential, Open Space, Agriculture, and Timber 
Preserve land uses could be designated to include fuel break and fuel reduction zones. 

~pie_ Eva._luation Criteria: 

Does the Land Use element include wildland fire risks and hazards in the data and analysis 
section? Do policies include requirements to reduce hazard levels by various means? Are 
recreation areas (parks, golf courses) and agricultural uses (pastures, irrigated tree 
farms) located to provide "buffers" between development and wildlands? 

ii. Housing 

This element is required to designate how the government wilt regulate density and 
intensity of residential development. It includes provisions for low income and 
handicapped needs. In some cases, it may actually allow lower standards of design and 
construction to encourage "affordable" housing. 

~amp I: __ Evalu~!i?_i:!_ Cri_~~i_a~ _ 

Does the data and analysis section for this element describe vulnerable, unsafe areas for 
"sub-standard" housing? Do the policies recognize these areas so that this type of 
development is prohibited there? Are required construction standards in conflict with 
defined fire protection needs (access, roofing, fire flow)? If so, what compensating 
mitigation measures are required to provide safety? 
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FIGURE 1 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FIRE AND RESOURCE PROTECTION IN 
GENERAL PLAN ELEMENTS 

August 2002 

ELEMENTS 

Land Use 

Housing 

Circulation 

Conservation 

Open Space 

Safety 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Greenbelts, Fuelbreaks, Fuel 
Reduction, Buff er Zones, Water 
Supply Requirements 

Definition of Hazard Areas and 
appropriate mitigation for 
"Affordable Housing". 

Strategic Access, Road Design, 
Helibases, Helispot, Evacuation 
Routes (ground and air). 

Fuelbreaks, Fuel Reduction Zones, 
Additional Design Requirements for 
Development near Commercial 
Timber Zones (TPZ's), Air Tanker 
Base Locations, Helibases and 
Helispots. 

Fuelbreaks, Fuel Reduction Zones, 
Strategic Access and Water Supplies, 
Off-Site linking of Strategic 
Improvements. 

Evacuation Routes, Water Supplies, 
Road Standards, Fuel Reduction 
Buffer Zones, Air Access, Definition 
of Hazard Areas and Mitigation 
Requirements. 
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Circulation 
This element consists of the general location of existing and planned transportation 
routes and public utilities. Designations, policies, and implementation measures in this 
element (and alt others) must be correlated (consistent) with the Land Use element. The 
information is usually shown on maps or diagrams to show how the transportation system 
serves the various land use designations. 

Importance: 

This is the primary designator of access routes and road design requirements (not 
engineering standards). GC Section 14000 requires that the Circulation element provide 
transportation facilities that reduce hazards to human life and minimize damage to 
natural resources. This provides the opportunity to make strong recommendations about 
transportation routes and design requirements such as turn-outs, helispots, and safety 
zones. 

Sample Evaluation Criteria: -------- .. 

Does the element plan for satisfactory access to high hazard areas? Are standards high 
enough to provide safe evacuation from residential (and other) land use designations? Are. 
policies defined to limit the number and length of one-way roads? Are heliports and 
helispots designated in areas that will facilitate suppression and other emergency needs? 

iv. Conservation 
This element describes how the jurisdiction intends to protect and conserve its natural 
resources. The element should cover water, soils, forests, wfldlife, and fisheries. 
Potential fire and flood impacts on all resources should be included. 

Importance: 

This element ties directly to the CDF m1ss1on of protecting SRA lands. It should be 
written to facilitate that mission. As with all other elements, this one must be consistent 
with the overall General Plan. ft has to "make sense" in the way it relates the natural 
resource management policies to everything else. (In some counties, urban bias shows 
itself quite clearly in this element: only the local wastelands, rocky ridges, and 
impassable canyons are included in the element. This practice is not the intent of the 
Legislature nor the Planning and Zoning Law.) 

5-~'!lPJ~< Evaluation ~r_!~!ria: < 
Is the element consistent and logically applied, or does it just gather up unusable areas 
and "lump" them into a conservation category? Does the element discuss resource 
values? Are potential resource losses from fire (soil loss, sedimentation, local flooding, 
timer production, wildlife habitat, etc.) included in the data sand analysis section? Do 
policies include management options of prescribed fire and fuelbreaks to enhance 
protection? 
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v. Open Space 

This element designates areas for preservation and managed production of natural 
resources, outdoor recreation, and public health and safety. The Open Space element is 
related to the Conservation element in some ways, and designated lands in either 
element could be actually or nearly the same. The important difference between 
Conservation and Open Space elements is the very specific inclusion of public health and 
safety requirements in Open Space. Section 65560-4 of the Government Code dictates 
that the element should include designation of "areas that require special management 
because of fire risks." The Code authorizes the connecting or linking of these areas into 
complete networks in the interest of public safety. 

Importance: 

The Open Space element offers opportunity to analyze conflagration potential and to 
design fuelbreak and fuel reduction zones, helispots, access, and water systems into 
strategic fire defense improvement systems. Developers can be required to construct and 
maintain the improvements. Inclusion of strategic defense improvements in the Open 
Space and Safety elements will lead to zoning for such improvements and eliminate the 
owner-by-owner agreements and public agency financing now necessary for construction 
and maintenance. 

~-~J?le Evaluation C~it~_rjc1: _ 

Does the element relate to fire safety and suppression effectiveness? Is it correlated with 
the Land Use, Safety, and Conservation elements to provide integrated and systematic 
resource and public protection improvement? Does the element contain policies and 
implementation measures requiring dedication, construction, and/or maintenance of 
these improvements on all projects? 

vi. Safety 
The Safety element defines community protection measures in relation to fires, seismic 
and geological hazards. It must include provisions for evacuation routes, water supply, 
minimum road widths, and clearances around structures. It should include mapping of 
fire hazard severity zones, and could include analyses of minimum suppression resources 
required. 

Importance: 

The element can be used to strengthen or further justify other elements. It is an 
excellent place to include project design requtrements to reduce hazard levels, and 
provide for mitigation measures not included elsewhere in the General Plan. It may also 
be used to justify strategic fire defense systems zoning. 

Sample Evaluation Criteria: 
- ., •• ,i,,~.~ -1- .... __.-.. •• ..,.,.- .... 

~-·-the element correlate with others to provide for the best and safest suppression 
actions? Does it recognize evacuation needs? Does it address the traditional suppression 
problems and include policies and implementation measures to eliminate those problems? 
(Almost all of the suggestions and evaluation criteria for the other elements can be 
applied.) 
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If any General Plan element (or elements) is judged legally inadequate, development 
approvals in the jurisdiction could be suspended until the deficiencies have been 
corrected. This is a powerful incentive to any jurisdiction to review its Plan for 
completeness and adequacy. 

Format review is a job for attorneys and the courts, but the following questions can be 
used as an informal or initial test to determine whether or not a General Plan is weak or 
strong in terms of legal adequacy. 

It is complete? Are the seven (7) mandatory elements included? 

Dcf'.~each of the elements contail")S,, supporting data, analysis, policies and 
implementation measures? 

• Is it internally consistent? Do elements, data, policies, and implementation 
measures fit together? Are there omissions, conflicts? 

• ls H long-term in perspective? Does it plan for the population growth, 
development potential, and resource issues that the community wiH face in the 
foreseeable future (usually 20 years)? 

• Does it address all locally-relevant issues? What does it say about fire? Does it 
include a strategy to deal with wildland protection and fire hazards? 

• Does it meet statutory criteria? Do the Conservation, Open Space, and Safety 
elements provide for public safety and resource protection? Does the Land Use 
element define hazard areas? 

• Are maps and diagrams adequate? Can you tell where specific uses are authorized? 
Where restrictions apply? Are map and diagram descriptions in agreement with the 
General Plan text? 

General Plans should be reviewed periodically to ensure that they continue to reflect 
current values and policies of the community, and that they contain accurate information 
about existing resources and hazards. If necessary, the General Plan should be revised or 
amended to remain current. 

C. SUBOROJNATE PLANNING TOOLS 

California courts have placed General Plans "atop the hierarchy of local government law 
regulating land use." It is clearly established that all other planning and development 
approvals are subordinate to the General Plan and must be consistent with the General 
Plan. Alt development permits, public works projects, and zoning decisions must be 
consistent with the General Plan and its policies. There are numerous subordinate 
ptanning tools that may be used to implement the General Plan. Three commonly used 
tools are briefly described below to illustrate how fire safety can be incorporated into 
site specific or project specific developments. 

1 . SPECIFIC PLAN 

A Specific Plan is a tool for the systematic implementation of the General Plan within all 
or a portion of the county's planning area. It may encompass unlimited land area within 
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the jurisdiction, may deal with only one or all po[kies in the General Plan, and may even 
delve into subjects that were not addressed in the General Plan if they are relevant to 
the community. At a minimum, the Specific Plan must include a text and diagram whkh 
specifies all of the following: (1) the proposed distribution, location and extent of alt 
land uses including open space, (2) the proposed distribution, location, and extent of 
major components of the transportation, sewage, water, drainage, solid waste disposal, 
energy, and other essential facilities that are needed to support the proposed land uses, 
(3) standards and criteria by which development will proceed and standards for the 
conservation and use of natural resources, and (4) a program of implementation measures 
including regulations, programs, public works projects, and financing measures to carry 
out the Specific Plan. 

All principles, goals, objectives, policies, standards, and implementation measures of the 
Specific Plan must be consistent with the General Plan. Adoption of a Specific Plan is a 
legislative act similar to the adoption of the General Plan or zoning ordinance. It can be 
adopted by resolution or by ordinance and may be amended as often as necessary. All 
future public works projects, zoning actions and development activities within the 
planning area must be consistent with the Specific Plan. 

A Specific Plan is particularly useful for planning Large projects whose development may 
be phased over time. It can be used to assemble a set of land use specifications and 
implementation programs tailored to the unique characteristics of a particular site. 
Specific Plans can stipulate development timing or set a schedule for infrastructure 
f~~rovements to solve problems like exposure to wi~dlcmd fire hazard. 

2. SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE 

Land cannot be subdivided for sale, Lease or financing in California without local 
government approval. The Subdivision Map Act (GC Section 66410, et seq.) establishes 
the basic subdivision procedures, while giving local government the authority to regulate 
the design and improvement of subdivisions, require dedications of public improvements, 
require payment of impact fees, and require compliance with the objectives and policies 
of the General Ptan. 

These regulatory powers can promote the usual array of land use, circulation, open space 
and safety element objectives, policies, and implementation measures. Regulation of 
subdivision design can encourage numerous General Plan objectives including wildland 
fire safety, through the requirement to address fire prevention measures such as 
emergency access, adequate infrastructure and facilities, and separation (buffers) 
between buHdable lots and wildland areas. Local governments can also require 
dedication of public improvements and land (through fee title or easements) to serve the 
subdivision. 

A tentative subdivision map or parcel map cannot be approved unless the county finds 
that the subdivision, together with design and improvement conditions, is consistent with 
all aspects of the General Plan or any applicable Specific Plan. Two (2) of the findings 
that can cause a subdivision to be denied are (1) that the site is physically ill suited for 
the proposed type or density of the development or (2) that the subdivision's design or 
improvements are likely to cause substantial environmental damage or cause public 
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health problems (GC Section 66474). These are important considerations for counties 
who are reviewing subdivision proposals in areas that are subject to wild land fire hazard. 

3. DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 

Development Agreements are contractual agreements voluntarily entered into by a 
county and a developer to vest development rights for a specific development project. 
They provide the developer with the advantage of "locking-in" zoning and development 
regulations for a specified time period, giving the developer a degree of assurance that 
some future local policy or regulation will not nullify a development proposal. In 
exchange, the Development Agreement allows the local jurisdiction to obtain additional 
concessions from the developer, such as higher design standards or dedication of 
additional public facilities, or otherwise obligate the developer to provide improvements 
in excess of the usual legal limits on exactions. 

Through the Development Agreement, the county may require the reservation or ) 
dedication of land for public purposes and may include conditions and restrictions for / 
subsequent discretionary actions, For example, the county may require dedication of \ 
emergency access easements, dedication of land for fire fighting facilities, on-going I 
maintenance of those facilities, and subsequent review of fire safety plans before later 
phases of development can·begin. (GC Section 65865.2.) 

It is important that local governments be aware of their authority to negotiate and 
enforce the terms of a Development Agreement to prevent and mitigate. Wildtancfifre 
hazards. Since many Agreements include phased development anticipated to occur over 
many years, they often describe the first phase of development in detail, but leave later 
phases less well defined. To ensure that fire prevention, protection and mitigation are 
adequately considered in all phases of a project, it is important for local jurisdictions to 
anticipate fire protection needs for all phases of the project, condition the Agreement 
accordingly, and monitor and enforce the terms of the Agreement. 

GC Section 65865.1 requires annual review of the Development Agreement at which time 
the developer must demonstrate good faith compliance with the terms of the Agreement. 
If the county finds that this has not occurred and makes the necessary findings, it may 
terminate or modify the Agreement. Where measures to prevent and mitigate fire hazard 
have been incorporated into a Development Agreement and have not been implemented 
according to the Agreement, the county should be aware that it has this power to enforce 
compliance. 
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II. THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN DEVELOPING FIRE PLANS 

A$ FIRE HAZARD - ALL AREAS 

Fires are regular occurrences in California and mitigation opportunities exist at all stages 
including before, during and after a fire event. This subsection includes general 
considerations for prevention, protection and fire loss mitigation. Subsequent 
subsections address special considerations for wildland, urban interface and urban areas. 

1 . ASSETS AT RISK FROM WILDFIRE 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Housing , Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of assets at 
risk, both public and private, which may be effected by wildfire. In order to identify the 
local assets at risk from wildfire collect and analyze the following: 

• Check with the local CDF unit for California Fire Plan information with regards to 
assets at risk. 

• Identify assets at risk including, but not limited to: 

:,, Recreational areas ~ Water supplies 
-,, Scenic areas > Watersheds prone to contribute to ,. Ecologically significant flooding 

areas p Air Quality ,. Critical watersheds }- Historic sites ,. Public and private y Emergency Shelters 
timberland y Structures, such as homes and ,. Wildlife habitat business 

y Rangelands > Utilities and accompanying ,. Sensitive soils infrastructure 

:,. landslide prone areas 
,. Population and economic centers. 

• Classify assets based on their vulnerability to wildfire. 

• Evaluate the identified assets based on economic and social value to the 
community and replacement value. 

• Prioritize the assets for assisting in the selection of mitigation efforts and 
development of fire response plans. 

Note: Assets are tangible and intangible. Prioritization can be accomplished in a 
variety of ways: most expensive to replace, easiest to protect, broadest 
benefit to community, closest to urbanized areas and any other priority 
system that may be relevant to the community. 
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• Additional data and analysis may be appropriate based on local conditions and 
geographic circumstances. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data, analysis and prioritization of the local assets, policies should be 
developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. 

tn developing appropriate local policies to protect assets which may be at risk in the 
event of a wildfire, there are several key areas to consider including but are not limited 
to, cost of protectton/rnitigation, ability to protect the asset or mitigate the threat, and 
the consequences of losing the asset to the community. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
damage to assets, both public and private, related to a wildfire: 

• The County shall establish site specific safety measures to protect county assets 
from wildfire. 

• Public and Private landowners shall implement site specific safety measures that 
mitigate to a low risk condition fire hazards around county assets. 

• County agencies shall work cooperatively with other agencies and private interests 
to educate private landowners on fire-safe measures to achieve a low risk 
condition. 

• Public and private funding, where available shall be used to the greatest extent 
practical to assist private landowners in implementing safety measures to achieve 
a low risk condition. 

• Public and private property owners shalt create and maintain a 1 / 4 mile fuel 
modification zone (buffer zone) around county assets to achieve a low risk 
condition. 

2. WATER SUPPLY 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Conservation and Open Space 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of water 
supplies related to wildfire suppression. In order to identify inadequate water supplies 
with regards to wildfire suppression collect and analyze the following: 

• Review National Fire Protection Association Standards 1141 and 1231. 

• Identify existing peakload water supply including private water supplies which 
might be used to fight wildfires. 

• Determine current minimum peakload water supply necessary to serve the 
area. 

• Project future peakload water supply and demand 

• Evaluate the adequacy of the water delivery system. 
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• Identify and price potential improvements to the water supply to meet the current 
and projected identified need. 

• identify peakload water supply requirements necessary to avoid unacceptable 
risks. 

• Evaluate cost benefit analysis of additfonal water storage with regards to 
wildfire suppression. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities, associated with 
water supply, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to ensure 
access and availability of water supply in case of a wildfire. Issues which policy makers 
may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, protecting existing water supplies, 
developing additional water supplies and maintaining and/or enhancing the integrity of 
the delivery systems. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to water supply and fire hazards: 

• Public agencies shall maintain. adequate water supplies to provide reasonable 
protectton of assets from wildfire without disruption to community water supplies. 

• Implement Office of Emergency Services URAMP Program. 

• The county shall adopt a specific water supply standard such as NFPA 1142, "Rural 
Water Supplies". A developer shall certify compliance with that standard and 
continue maintenance and availability of that water supply. 

• Each property outside of a developed water system shall maintain sufficient usable 
water storage to provide wildfire and structure protection on the property. 

3. EMERGENCY SERVICES 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Circulation, Land Use, Open Space, 
Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of emergency 
services related to wildfire. In order to identify the local emergency services needs 
related to wildfire, collect and analyze the following: 

• Emergency response: 

,- Identify the LAFCO approved service areas of emergency services including fire, 
police, ambulance, etc. 

~ Review the LAFCO municipal service review (MSR}, if completed, for the 
emergency services in the area. If no MSR is available, undertake your own review 
of the services including cost, municipal service level, response time, condition of 
existing facilities and vehicles, local delivery system and other relevant 
information. 

;.;.. fdentify (map) existing and proposed emergency service facilities. 
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, Identify areas where emergency services are not readily available. 

, Determine the projected need for emergency services in the area. 

DRAFT 

" Based upon the LAFCO MSR, your own MSR and any other related information, 
evaluate the adequacy of existing emergency services and demand for additional 
services for current and projected need in the area. 

Note: Beginning in 2000 ... MSR background 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of local emergency services, policies should be 
developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. 
Issues which policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, mutual 
aid and other protection/response partnerships, desired emergency service levels, 
available resources to sustain the desired level of emergency services, the cost of 
maintaining protection measures, reasonable supplemental funding mechanisms, public 
awareness of emergency service levels, protection capability relative to growth and 
development, and centralized verses decentralized training opportunities. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to emergency services: 

• No development shall be approved unless the local government can make a finding 
that development can be reasonably accessed and served in the case of a wildfire. 

• New development and subdivisions shall include appropriate facilities to assist and 
support wildfire suppression. 

• Fire safe measures shall be commensurate with the response ttme for emergency 
services (e.g. longer distance to a fire department calls for more stringent 
mitigation measures). 

• Communities and open space areas shall provide 114 mile fuel modification zone for 
areas suitable for emergency protective services. 

• Fire Districts/Departments will engage in wHdland fire training with a recognized 
state or federal wildland fire agency at least once a year. 

• All new fire district/ department staff responsible for fire suppression activities 
shalt receive a minimum of _ hours of training in local terrain during their first 
year. 

• County shall identify and/or construct a low risk fire safety area (location) where 
community members can evacuate to and wait until emergency service providers 
can reach them. The county shalt annually review the adequacy of the fire 
protection infrastructure relative to growth and development. 

• The county shall consider the long-term maintenance needs of emergency service 
equipment and facilities when developing its annual budget. 
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4. EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safet}j Circulation, Land Use, Open Space 

Data & Analysis: 

DRAFT 

Below is a list of data that may be usef ut in establishing a current picture of local need 
and potential response strategies for emergency evacuations related to wildfire. In order 
to evaluate local emergency evacuattons with regards to wildfire collect and analyze the 
following: 

• Identify previously designated emergency evacuation routes. 

• Identify the number of people who currently use these routes. 

• Develop a projected tncrease of people who would need to use these routes over 
the next ten years. 

• Identify potential circulation improvements necessary to avoid unacceptable 
community risks. 

• Evaluate the availability and access of signed routes for use by evacuees and 
response vehicles during a fire emergency. 

• Identify potential availability of alternate routes. 

• Identify the adequacy of the access and evacuation routes relative to the degree 
of development or use (e.g., road width, road type, length of dead-end roads, 
turnouts, etc.) (Public Resources Code (PRC) 4290.) 

• Evaluate the potential for disruption to evacuation routes from fire, landslide 
movement, fault ruptures, earthquake-triggered failures, volcanic eruption and 
other hazards. 

• Identify the location and capacity of existing emergency shelters. 

• Estimate the need for expanded capacity at existing shelters or the need for 
additional emergency shelters. Shelter needs include residents, workers, campers, 
tourists and other people reasonably expected in the area. 

Policy Example: 

Based upon the data and analysis of various scenarios for emergency evacuations at the 
local level, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions. issues which 
policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, the cost for 
retrofitting evacuation routes relative to sheltering in place, public awareness of 
evacuation routes, maintain the availability of evacuation routes and unique conditions 
relative to specific land uses or special needs populations. The foHowtng are examples of 
policies that a local government might adopt with regards to emergency evacuations: 

• The county shall designate and maintain safe emergency evacuation routes from 
all communities and assets at risk. 

• The county shalt establish a unified road signing and street addressing system. 
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• The county shall establish and maintain low risk fire safety areas (location) and/or 
emergency shelters. 

• The county shall establish a public information program educating the public on 
evacuation routes and fire safety. 

• The county shall provide for broad public access to information regarding 
evacuation routes. 

• The county shall establish minimum roads widths and flammable vegetation 
clearances for evacuation routes. (PRC Sections 4290 and 4291) 

5. FIREFIGHTER SAFETY 

Possible affected GP Elements: ~fe_!y, Land Use 

Data ft Analysis: 

Bet ow is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of firefighter 
safety related to wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at risk with regards to 
firefighter safety collect and analyze the following: 

• Identify existing defense zones. 

• Identify low risk fire safety areas (location). 

• Identify existing and alternate evacuation routes. 

• Evaluate adequacy of existing defense zones. 

• Evaluate need for additional defense zones to protect assets or communities at 
risk. 

• Evaluate area to determine where it would be unsafe for ground fire fighting. 

• Designate and map updated defense zones. 

Policy Example; 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities, regarding 
firefighter safety, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions. Issues 
which policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, ability to 
maintain safety areas and defense zone, the appropriateness of centralized or 
decentralized training and unique geographic considerations for fire fighters. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to firefighter safety: 

• Public agencies shall designate and maintain tow risk fire safety areas (locations). 

• Public agencies shall designate and maintain fire defense zones where fire fighters 
can control wildfire without undue risk to their lives. 

• Designate and publicize areas where firefighter safety prohibits ground attack fire 
fighting. 
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• Public Agencies and residential developments shall maintain fire defense 
improvements. 

6. FIRE EFFECTS (MINIMIZING FIRE Loss) 

Possible affected GP Elements: Conservation, Open Space, Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a Hst of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fire effects 
related to wildfire: 

• Establish desired initial attack success rate. 

• Identify maximum acceptable fire size. 

• Determine which geographic areas would benefit from mitigation programs to 
reduce fire effects in the event of fire. 

• Estimate cost of treatment methods and compare to cost of suppression. 

• Determine which mitigation measures should be used in each geographic area to 
accomplish fuel modification and reduce fire risk. The following are possible 
choices: 

;;... Education 
, Increase initial attack capability 
, Prescribed Burns 
, Wildfire protection zones 
, Forest thinning 
,. Grazing 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
fire effects, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions. Issues which 
policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, treatment costs 
verses suppression costs; cost, benefits and opportunities for mitigation at the parcel 
level verses the landscape level; cost to replace a community asset; impact of an 
irreplaceable community asset; the potential impact of mitigation measures on areas of 
special concern (cultural, environmental); and, fixed fire defense opportunities vs land 
management opportunities. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
fire effects: 

• Forest thinning, grazing, and hand or mechanical clearing shall be conducted tn 
lieu of prescribed fire unless prescribed fire can be clearly shown to provide the 
greatest overall benefit. 

• Each community shall establish and maintain a plan that identmes hazards and 
risks, identifies targeted priority areas, and establishes preferred vegetation/fuel 
treatment methods and timing. 
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B. FIRE HAZARD - WILDLANO AREAS 

In addition to the areas of concern listed in the "Fire Hazards-All Areas" section, the 
following should be considered when developing policies related to wildland areas. 

1. FUEL MODIFICATION 

Possible affected GP Elements: S~, Land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fuel 
modification in wildland areas related to wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at 
risk with regards to fuel modification collect and analyze the following. 

• fdentify and classify fire hazard severity zones based on: 

;,... Degree of development. 
, Fuel loading. 
,. Weather. 

;,... Slope. 
, Aspect. 

~ Accessibility to fire protection assistance (i.e., response time, availability of 
helispots, proximity of air tanker attack bases, availability of woods workers, 
etc.). 

;,... Proximity to communities or assets at risk. 
;,... Historic fire data. 
, Other perttnent information and maps (see GC Sections 51178-51189. 5, PRC 

Sections 4201-4205 and http: I /www.fire.ca.gov/ab6/ab61st.html). 

• Analyze the potential for fire to critically impact or eliminate habitat or open
space values. 

• Identify the policy implications for fire safe or fuels reduction policies of both 
public and private conservation or open-space areas. 

• Prioritize areas needing vegetation/fuel treatment by: 

,. Identify maximum acceptable fire size. 
, Estimating costs of treatment methods. 

;.- Developing timeline for implementation and maintenance of fuels treatments. 

, Evaluating how treatment methods impact habitat and open space resources and 
floodplatns. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vutnerabilities with regards to 
fuet modification, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to 
mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. In addition to the issues discussed in Fire 
Hazards - All Areas, poUcy makers may wish to consider other issues unique to wildland 
fires including, but are not limited to, acceptable level of fire risk, the degree of 
consistency and coordination between public and private landowner fuel modtfication 
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activities, the variety of fuel modification techniques and public awareness and ability to 
comply with residential clearance policies. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to fuel modification to mitigate fire hazards in wHdland areas. 

• Prior to the construction of any structure, whether residential, recreational, or 
commercial, a site specific fuel mitigation plan shall be prepared. The location and 
development of any road, or any other man-made structure that may act as a fuel 
barrier, shall be done in consideration of its maximum benefit as a fuel 
barrier /fire break. 

• All residences shall comply with the fuel modification requirements of PRC Section 
4291, whether located in state responsibility or local responsibility areas. 

• Forest thinning and grazing and hand or mechanical clearing shall be conducted in 
lieu of prescribed fire unless prescribed fire is dearly shown to provide the 
greatest overall benefit. 

• County resources will work with landowners to assist in choosing the best method 
of fuel reduction. 

• County shall establish desired initial attack success rate. 

• Evaluate how methods impact habitat and open space resources and floodplains. 

• identify preferred methods for areas needing treatment: 

,- Education 
, Increase initial attack capabiltty 

;.. Prescribed fire 
, Wildfire protection zones 

,. Forest thinning 

,. Grazing 

>- Mechanical clearing 

, Hand clearing (piling, burning/chtpping) 

C. URBAN INTERFACE AREAS 

In addition to the areas of concern listed in the "Fire Hazards-AU Areas" section, the 
following should be considered when dealing with urban interface areas. 

1. URBAN INTERFACE HAZARDS 

Possible affected GP Elements: Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fire hazards 
in the Urban Interface. The purpose of the collection and analysis of the following data is 
to determine areas containing hazards, risks, and vulnerabilities in the Urban Interface. 
In order to identify the local areas at risk from wildfire collect and analyze the following: 
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• Check the list of "Communities at Risk" per the National Fire Plan (see 
www.cafirealliance.org). 

• Check "high fire hazard severity zones" maps. (GC Section 51178, see maps at 
http:/ /ceres.ca.gov/planning/nhd/ and check wtth local governments for 
updates). 

• Update "high fire hazard severity zones" maps as necessary. 

• Inventory and prioritize your assets at risk (public and private). 

• Undertake cost/benefit analysis of various hazard mitigation measures as opposed 
to fire suppression. 

• Establish low risk category standards (tree spacing, predicted surface fuels flame 
length to crown height ratios, etc). 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities, policies should 
be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. 

In addition to the issues discussed in Fire Hazards - All Areas, urban interface areas may 
require the consideration of other conditions including construction and zoning 
requirements, impact of permanent residents vs seasonal residents, and maintenance of 
mitigated areas. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
fire hazards in the urban interface: 

• Public and private landowners shall minimize the risk of wildfire moving from one 
property to adjacent property. 

• Public landowners shall provide a minimum of v.i mile defensible fuel profile 
(buffer zone) at property lines and near points of special interest. 

• Public landowners shall implement safety measures that result in a low risk 
category designation for wildfires threatening the urban interface. 

• County agencies shall work cooperatively with other agencies and private interests 
to educate private landowners on fire-safe measures to implement in order to 
achieve a low risk category designation. 

• Public and private funding for fire risk hazard reduction shall be prioritized to 
assist private landowners in implementing safety measures for a low risk 
designation. 

• AH residential, commercial and industrial construction and development will 
comply with the Board of Forestry's State Responsibility Area Fire Safe Regulations 
(see California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Sections 1270 et seq.) relating to 
roads, water, signing and fuel modification. 

• Public and private property owners shall maintain property in a low risk category 
(PRC Section 4291 and GC Section 51182). 
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D. FIRE HAZARD - URBAN AREAS 

In addition to the areas of concern listed in the "Fire Hazards-All Areas" section the 
following should be considered when dealing with urban areas. ' 

1. FUEL/STRUCTURE MODIFICATION 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Land Use, Open Space, Conservation, Housing 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fuel and 
structure modifications in urban areas related to wildfire. In order to identify the local 
areas/structures at risk with regards to fuel and structure modifications collect and 
analyze the following: 

• Identify and classify fire hazard severity areas (Bates Bill?). 

• Evaluate age, condition, and size of structures (code related issues) . 

• Evaluate use and occupancy of structures. 

• Evaluate construction materials and roofing assemblies. 

• Evaluate structure density. 

• Evaluate access and evacuation routes. 

• Evaluate historical fire data. 

• Evaluate other pertinent information (maps). 

• Evaluate landscaping as potential fire hazard. 

• Evaluate neighborhood defensible space (island of safety). 

• f dentify fire protection jurisdictions. 

• Evaluate use of open space and other facilities as part of overall fire 
protection I mitigation plan. 

• Inventory urban forests and evaluate affect with regard to fire hazard. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
fuel/structure modifications, policies should be developed appropriate for local 
conditions to mitigate potential losses due to fire. In addition to the issues discussed in 
Fire Hazards - All Areas, urban areas may require the consideration of other conditions 
including construction and zoning requirements, impact of permanent residents vs 
seasonal residents, maintenance of mitigated areas, access routes, acreage of open space 
and/or areas having wildtand fuel characteristics vs wildfire response capability. The 
following are examples of policies that a tocat government might adopt to mitigate fire 
hazards in urban areas. 

• Urban developments shall be planned and constructed to resist the encroachment 
of uncontrolled fire. 
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• Creation of a self assessment district to maintain a fuel modification program. 

• Establish public education services through the appropriate fire protection 
agencies. 

• Open space facilities will be planned, designed, and placed to provide for fire 
protection/ mitigation. 

• Structures with fire protection sprinkler systems must provide for outside alarm 
notification. 

• In high fire hazard areas fire rated roofing and construction materials shall be used 
in reconstruction and new development. 

• Use of fire rated materials for construction purposes shall not be used as a means 
to discriminate against affordable housing policies. 

• Open spaces shall be maintained so that ground fuels don't promote the spread of 
wildfire and aerial fuels don't allow the spread of a fire through the tree canopy. 

• Public Open Spaces shall be used as demonstration areas and examples to 
neighborhood residents. 

• Create an urban forestry plan to be concert with local fire plan. 

E. POST EVENT RECOVERY & MAINTENANCE 

1 . POST EVENT SECTION 

Introduction 

The Recovery and Maintenance phase is an opportunity for the community and 
landowners to re-evaluate land uses and practices. A current General Plan will usually 
have the baseline data which to make the analysis. 

2. SHORT TERM RECOVERY: DIRECTLY RELATED TO IMPACTS OF FIRE 

Possible affected GP Elements: Land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data ft Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of short-term 
recovery possibilities related to impacts of a wildfire. 

• Evaluate post fire fuel hazard ratings. 

• Evaluate vegetation/fuel conditions relative to future flood and fire control 

• Evaluate vegetation conditions relative to future fire conditions and wildlife 
habitat 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis, policies should be developed for short term recovery 
methods that are appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential future losses due 
to wildfire. Issues that public policy makers may choose to consider include but are not 
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limited to, benefit of recommended measure commensurate with the protection needed, 
opportunities for re-introduction of native species, short term recovery needs vs long 
term environmental health, debri~ removal vs habitat health, and consider short term 
flood risks and mitigation opportunities. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
wildfire impacts in the shortly after an event. 

• The County shall endeavor to reduce post fire recovery time by replanting native 
species. 

• Ensure fire protection measures provide sustainability for restoration projects. 

• Ensure reduced future fire risk by removing sufficient dead woody vegetation while 
retaining reasonable wildlife habitat (cross-link with water quality). 

• Retain sufficient downed logs for erosion control as well as habitat 

3. LONG TERM OPPORTUNITIES-MAINTENANCE 

Possible affected GP Elements: ~ land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of long term 
maintenance opportunities related to wildfire: 

• Identify endangered species, cultural and historic resources, hazardous material 
conditions. 

• Evaluate patterns and trends of development. 

• Evaluate impacts, and potential impacts, of event on availability and condition of 
infrastructure. 

• Evaluate impact, and potential impacts of the event on environment and 
ecosystem, including primary, secondary, and tertiary impacts. 

• Evaluate "F~t~n",_Safety Elem.e_nt, for adequacy. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the long term maintenance opportunities policies 
should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to 
wildfire. Issues that public policy makers may choose to consider include but are not 
limited to, the extent to which existing land use designations are appropriate, the 
potential for the re-evaluation of community assets, the success of past mitigation 
measures, sustainability of recommended fire mitigation measures and assurance that 
mitigation measures are continued to be implemented. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
fire impacts over the long term. 

• Subdivisions and developments shall be designed to exist in concert with the 
natural ecosystem and to promote forest health and stewardship. 
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• Protect investment through reduction of fire risk. 

• Extend defensible fuel profile zone agreements to subsequent landowners. 

• Promote the opportunity to return to native plant species. 

• In high risk wildland fire areas rebuild structures with a minimum 100 foot setback 
(when feasible) from property lines. 

• Residential dwellings will be re-built using state of the art construction methods, 
materials, codes, and standards to reduce their susceptibility to wildfire. 

• The Legislative body shall periodically review the jurisdictions fire history and 
lessons learned, for the purpose of ensuring that mitigation measures are being 
maintained. 

Fe FLOOD HAZARD RELATED TO WILDFIRE (PRE- AND POST-FIRE) 

1. FIRE EFFECTS 

Possible affected GP elements: land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of flood hazards 
related to wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at risk from floods due to wildfire 
collect and analyze the following: 

• Collect historical data on flooding, such as frequency and intensity. 

• Identify (map) areas within floodplains or subject to inundation by a 100-year flood 
and the 500-year flood (see http://ceres.ca.gov/planning/nhd/ ) . 

• Identify historic rainfall intensity. 

• Determine and map areas that are potentially prone to flooding, and debris flow, 
following a catastrophic wildfire. 

• Determine specific vulnerabilities within the identified flooding areas. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
flooding, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate 
potential losses due to wildfire. Issues that public policy makers may choose to consider 
include but are not limited to, the need to re-asses an area after a wildfire to determine 
increased risk to flooding, and the cost and benefit associated with new mitigation 
measures regarding flooding due to wildfire. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
flood hazards related to a wildfire: 

• AH wildfire burned areas shall be treated to control storm water runoff prior to 
winter rains. 
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• Wildfire areas shall be restored by planting native vegetation cover or encouraging 
the re-growth of native species as soon as possible to aid in control of storm water 
runoff. 

• Potential for future flood hazard shall be reduced by sufficient removal of dead, 
woody vegetation along watercourses fallowing a catastrophic fire to reduce the 
risk of future catastrophic fires. 

• Fire hazard reduction measures should balance forest health with fuel reduction 
activities while keeping in mind the potential effect on flood management. 

(Note: Reduction in fire risk will simultaneously reduce flood risk.) 

G. LANDSLIDE HAZARD 

1. WILDFIRE EFFECTS 

Possible affected GP Elements: Conservation, Open Space 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be usef ut in establishing a current picture of landslide 
effects as a result of a wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at risk from landslides 
due to a wildfire collect and analyze the following: 

• Identify landslide prone areas from the Division of Mines and Geology and the U.S. 
Geological Survey landslide inventory and landslide and debris-flow susceptibility 
maps where maps exist. 

• Identify areas which would be prone to landslides following a catastrophic wildfire. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
landslides, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate 
potential losses due to wildfires and subsequent landslides. Issues that public policy 
makers may choose to consider include but are not limited to, the extent to which the 
area is at risk to landslides due to wildfire, the need to adopt new mitigation measures, 
and the potential impact of mitigation measures on areas of special concern (cultural, 
environmental), and cost of mitigation vs benefits. 

The following are examples of policies that a locat government might adopt to mitigate 
landslide hazards. 

• All wildfire areas prone to landslides shall be treated avert storm water runoff 
prior to winter rains. 

• Native vegetation cover shall be planted or temporary slope stabilization measures 
wHl be installed as soon as possible to aid in landslide control. 

• Potential for landslides shall be reduced by sufficient removal of dead, woody 
vegetation following a catastrophic fire. 

(Note: Reduction in fire risk will simultaneous reduce landslide.) 
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H. TERRORIST RISK 

This sub-section is included to ensure that your terrorist preparedness actions do not 
substantially increase your fire risk or unduly restrict emergency response. Communities 
should carefully way the impact of both terrorism preparedness activities and fire 
prepardness activities and ensure that clear communication exists pre-incident and during 
the incident between the legislative body, Law enforcement, emergency response units. 

Possible affected GP Elements: Circulation, Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Development of the individual elements of the General Plan should be based on a 
foundation of good data collection and sound data analysis. Policies should be developed 
after review and reflection of the relevant data and analysis. 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of terrorist risks 
that are related to wildfire: 

• Identify potential access barriers which, if removed, would prevent fire fighter 
acces~ (bridges, dams, etc.). 

• Develop an alternative emergency access plan. 

• Identify areas for treatment as survivor zones (areas that could survive without 
protection assistance). 

• Prioritize zones of treatment if sufficient suppression forces are unavailable. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
terrorists, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate 
potential losses due to wildfire. issues that public policy makers may choose to consider 
include but are not limited to, identify and prioritize assets at risk for protection in the 
absence of response forces, are ground circulation routes adequate in the event of 
wildfire due to terrorist attacks, identify areas that could be exploited by terrorists that 
would tie up fire response assets and/or inhibit emergency response. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
terrorist risks related to wildfires: 

• Wildfires shall be limited in size by the establishment of survivor zones (areas that 
could stop fires without protection assistance). 

• Second-line defense zones shall be strategically placed to be used independent of 
key structures (bridges, dams). 

• Key structures (bridges, dams) shall be protected from terrorist attack to prevent 
fire emergencies. 

• Defense zones shalt be adequate for fire protection without dependency on air 
attack. 
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m. CONTACT INFORMATION, RELATED WEB-PAGES AND 
PUBLICATIONS 

Contact names, phone numbers and emails for emergency preparedness and planning. 

Organization Contact 

State Fire Marshall's Office Melissa Frago, Program Coordinator 
(SFMO) Data Collection & Analysis/Fire Safe Planning 

OSFM - Code Development & Analysis Division 
(916) 445-8422 
Melissa. f rago@fire.ca. gov 

California Department of Rich Schell, Staff Chief 
Forestry and Fire Protection California Fire Plan 
(CDF) California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 

(916) 65H472 
rich.scheU@f ire .ca .gov 

Governor's Office of Planning P.O. Box 3044 
and Research (QPR) Sacramento CA 95812-3044 

State Clearinghouse and Planning 
(916)·445-0613 
web page: www.opr.ca.gov 

Unit E-mail: state.clearinghouse@o12r.ca.gov 

Office of Emergency Services Hazard Mitigation Unit - North 
(OES) Phone: 916-845-8150 Fax: 916-845-8386 

Hazard Mitigation Unit - South 
Phone: 626-683-6700 Fax: 626-683-6702 

Web-Page Addresses 

Organization Address Description 

Governor's Office of Planning www.oQr.ca.gov Information on the Governor's Office 
and Research (OPR) of Planning and Research and 

publication produced by OPR. 

California Department of www.fire.ca.gov Direct link to the Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection Forestry and Fire Protections Web-
(CDF) Page. Look here for listing of local 

CDF units in your area. 

U.S. Department of Forestry WWW. r5. f s. fed. us/ Direct link to the Department of 
Forestry's Pacific Southwest Region 
Home Page which contains contact 
information for California Field 
offices. 
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Organization 

Governor's Office of 
Emergency Services ( OES) 

Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) 

Federal Insurance f:t 
Mitigation Administration 
(FIMA) 

FEMA's State and local 
Mitigation Planning 

FEMA' s Hazards 

Element 

General Plan Guidelines 

Planning, Zonning, and 
Development Law 

Planners Training Series 

General Planning Publication 

CEQA Technical Advice Series 

Fire Hazard Severity Zoning 
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Web-Page Addresses 

Address 

www.oes.ca.gov 

www.fema.gov/txt/libr 
ary/fr02-4321.txt 

www. f ema. gov I fima 

www.fema.gov/fima/pt 
anning toc3.shtm 

Description 

Direct link to the Governor's Office of 
Emergency Services Home Page. 

Hazard Mitigation Planning and Hazard 
Mitigation Grant Program 

Manages the National Flood Insurance 
Program and oversees FEMA's 
mitigation programs. 

How to Guide. Understanding Your 
Risks (identifying hazards and 
estimating losses). 

www.fema.gov/hazards For information about a specific 
hazard and how to deal with it. 

list of Available Planning Resources 

Authority Description 

OPR Comprehensive Guide to city and 
county planning. Discussion of the 
General Plan and its contents. 

OPR California Government Code Secbons 
65000 - 66037 (Planning and Zoning 
law) and Sections 66410-66499.58 
(Subdivision Map Act) plus 
Miscellaneous Planning-Retated Laws 

OPR Publications discusstng planning 
specific topics (i.e. Variances, 
Conditional Use Permits) 

OPR Publications covering a variety of 
general planning topics (i.e. Citizens 
Guide to Planning, The Planning 
Commissioner's Book) 

OPR Publications dealing with the California 
Environmental Quality Act. 

SFMO Assessment of fire hazard severity and 
identification / adoption of hazardous 
areas for the purpose of pubic safety 
and fire prevention is currently 
required in both SRA and LRA. 
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List of Available Planning Resources 

Element Authority Description 

Firewise Planning www.firewise.org Through presentations by experts and 
local stakeholders and workshop tools 
such as state-of-the-art mapping and 
wildfire simulations, community 
leaders and professionals wilt learn 
first hand the complexities involved in 
building communities {and citizenry) 
that are prepared for the inevitable 
effects of unwanted wildland fire. 

Participants team how to: . recogntze interface fire hazards . design Firewise homes and landscapes 
• deliver fire education 
• and incorporate Firewise planning into 

existing and developing areas of 
communities 

Model Ordinance for Publication - SFMO Includes Zontng, Fire Protection 
Defensibility of Space and Planning, Building Standards and 
Structures. Enforcement of fire prevention 

measures within Very High Fire Hazard 
Severity Zones. 

Real Estate (Wildfire) Natural Publication - SFMO Requires written disclosure upon sate 
Hazard disclosure of real property whether or not the 

property is located in an identified or 
V 

adopted Very High Fire Hazard Severity 
Zone. 

A discussion of the County Publication - SFMO Outlines strategic planning for fire 
General Plan and the role of safety and prevention within a County 
Strategic Fire Protection General Plan update. 
Planning 

I-Zone - Urban/Wildland fire Publication - SFMO Contains several informative articles 
Prevention and Mitigation about fire prevention in the Urban-

Wildtand Interface areas of California. 

Fire Hazard Zoning f ietdguide Publication - SFMO Outlines and explains state laws 
relating to LRA and SRA fire hazard 
zoning. 

Structural Fire Prevention PubHcation - Sf MO Outlines and explains state laws and 
field guide strategies relating to structural fire 

safety in Urban-WHdland interface 
areas within California. 

Wildland Fire Hazard Publication - SFMO A research document containing 
Assessment information about fire hazard zoning 
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List of Available Planning Resources 

Element Authority Description 
history, laws and levels of compliance 
in local jurisdictions. This document 
also includes several different fire 
hazard assessment methods. 

Wildland Urban lnterf ace Publication - SFMO A model fire safety code for reference 
Code (IF() and/or adoption in Urban-Wftdland 

Interlace areas. 

RxR, Powerline, Industrial Publication - SFMO Outlines and explains state Laws and 
Operations Field Guides regulations pertaining to fire 

prevention in association with timber 
operations, railroads, power tines 

Statuary and other requirement of the plan(s) 

Element Authority Description 

California Fire Plan PRC 4130 A plan for adequate statewide fire 
protection of state responsibility areas 
shall be prepared by the board in 
which all land of each type shall be 
assigned the same intensity of 
protection. 

The CA Fire Plan is a statewide 
planning framework to assess wildtand 
fire related conditions and apply 
appropriate pre-fire actions to reduce 
the costs and losses from wildfire. 
Currently adopted by OES as the State 
Hazard Mitigation Plan. Required by 
the CA BOF&:FP to be updated by CDf 
every 5 years. The plan is built at the 
local level with significant input from 
federal and local government and 
stakeholders 

State Responsibility Area PRC 4128.5 Requires the Board of Forestry and Fire 
Review Protection to review and adopt 

updates to State Responsibility Area 
(that area of the State where CDF has 
wHdland fire protection responsibility}, 
every 5 years 

Pipeline Safety 

CUPA 
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Statuary and other requirement of the plan(s} 

Element Authority Description 

Board of Forestry & Fire PRC 4290 Regulations require that specific fire 
Protection's Fire Safe safe standards be met in the planning 
Regulations and development of a subdivision as 

well as the issuance of a building 
permit. 

Building Standards GC 51189 Authorizes the State Fire Marsha! to 
adopt building standards for fire safety 
in Very High Fire Hazard Severity 
Zones, and to publish a model 
ordinance for structure defensibility. 

California All Incident HSC 13110.5 Requires reporting to State Fire 
Reporting System Marshal of all fire, emergency medical 

services, hazardous materials and 
other fire department responses. 

Fire Hazard Severity Zones GC 51175-51179 Requires local jurisdictions to assess 
hazards and adopt fire prevention 

standards for defensible space within 
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones. 

list of current planning and outreach processes 

Element Source 

CA Fire Plan CDF Units 

Description 

The CA Fire Plan is an assessment toot 
based upon scientific data and 
stakeholder validation of the input 
values and resulting assessment. The 
plan is developed locally in 27 
independently assessed and assembled 
plans that evaluate Assets at Risk, 
Level of Service, Vegetation and Fire 
Weather. The resulting data aggregate 
identifies priority areas for pre-fire 
management projects. Community and 
local government planning can take 
advantage of the data and assessments 
that are readily available. 

Baseline data used in planning and evaluating programs and plans 

Element Authority Description 
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Baseline data used in planning and evaluating programs and plans 

Element Authority 

State Responsibility Area PRC 4128.5 

Description 

Acts as trigger for application of 
regulations and standards. 

List of programs which provide planning money 

Element 

National Ftre Plan 

FEMA - Hazard Mitigation 
Planning and Hazard 
Mitigation Grant Program 

August 2002 
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Federal Funding 

Federal Funding 
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Description 

Through CDF or via the State Fire Safe 
Council, grant funding is available for 
community wildfire planning. 

For implementing Section 322 of the 
Robert T. Stafforc:t Disaster Relief and 
Emergency Assistance Act which 
provides new and revitalized 
approaches to mitigation planning. 
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IV. GLOSSARY 
Fuel Modification Zone 

"shelter in place" 

defense zones 

fuel loading 
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APPENDIX 

FEMA REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO LOCAL PLANNING 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEN\A) Interim Final Rule (IFR), published 
in the Federal Register on February 26, 2002, includes new requirements for State and 
local mitigation planning, a~_~_el~!:~--~~ic:.b....m~s~ be approved EY~-ff~ _ _gx_N_ov~rr_1~~ 
~ These state and local plans are required in order for the state and/or Local 
communities to be eligible for disaster assistance grants and other Stafford Act 
assistance, excluding emergency assistance. 

The IFR is intended to provide guidelines for implementing Section 322 of the Robert T. 
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act), enacted under §104, 
the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA 2000). In addition, the FEMA ffR established 
local planning criteria so that local jurisdictions could actively begin the hazard 
mitigation planning process, and to develop comprehensive, local hazard mitigation plans 
before disaster events. 

FEMA and the State of California recognize that local governments are involved in a range 
of planning activities. The local hazard mitigation plan is the representation of the 
jurisdiction's commitment to reduce risks from natural hazards, and serves as a guide for 
decision makers as they commit resources to reducing the effects of natural hazards. 
Local plans will also serve as the basis for the State to provide technical assistance and to 
prioritize project funding. However, for some communities, meeting the deadline of 
having an approved local hazard mitigation plan in place by November 1, 2003 would 
appear to be difficult. 

Fortunately, there. is a good deal of information already documented and available _tn.Jre 
G~ec_al_PJa_n, and other community emergency and hazard.plans,_ This information may 
be linked or referenced to complete sections of a jurisdiction's local hazard mitigation 
plan. 

A review of the local planning requirements of the IFR indicate that the followin__g 
r!guired. .. ~~c;tipns_ o.f a_ local mitigatipn P!?.~--s~2._l_Jl~_ a~~ l~as~_ be _ _P._?rtia_ttx .. c~_t'TIP!~.!~~ 
up-t_o.:d~te. Gener:aLelan,, and that a jurisdiction's General Plan should be considered a 
major resource and source of information for completing a community's local hazard 
mitigation plan. 

Improved integration of mitigation planning with other community planning efforts and 
documents, will result in a better understanding of risks and vulnerabilities, as well as 
serve to expedite implementation of mitigation measures and activities to reduce the risk 
of hazards to the community, both pre- and post-disaster. 

Sections of the Local Mitigation Plans, required by the !FR for Section 322 of the Stafford 
Act, that may be linked or referenced from information found in General Plans include: 

NOTE: The significant hazards, including natural, technological and non-natural are 
identified and analyzed in a comprehensJVe, up-to-date General Plan, and mitigation 
measures to reduce the risk of those hazards are also discussed in detail. 
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IFR §201.6 Local Mitigation Plans. 

(a)(3) Multi-jurisdictional plans (e.g. watershed plans) may be accepted, as appropriate, 
as long as each jurisdiction has participated in the process and has officially adopted the 
plan. State-wide plans will not be accepted as multi- jurisdictional plans. 

NOTE: A local government should include in it's local hazard mitigation plan, documentation 
of attendance and partkipation in regional or multi-jurisdictional emergency and hazard 
prevention/ mitigation meetings where the General Plan or other local plans were discussed. 

!FR §201.6 (b) Planning Process - An open public involvement process is essential to the 
development of an effective plan. In order to develop a more comprehensive approach to 
reducing the effects of natural disasters, the planning process shall include: 

(b)(1) An opportunity for the public to comment on the plan during the drafting stage and 
prior to plan approval; 

(b)(2) An opportunity for neighboring communities, Local and regional agencies involved 
in hazard mitigation activities, and agencies that have the authority to regulate 
development, as well as businesses, academia and other private and non-profit interests 
to be involved in the planning process; and 

NOTE: A local government should include in it's local hazard mitigation plan, documentation 
of the public's or neighboring communities official's attendance and part1cipation in meetings 
or council sessfons where the General Plan sections, concerning emergency and hazard 
prevention/mitigation issues, were discussed. 

(b)(3) Review and incorporation, if appropriate, of existing plans, studies, reports, and 
technical information. 

NOTE: Local governments are encouraged to integrate1 link and reference information from 
hazardous materials and other non-natural hazard ptans and planning efforts within the 
community. 

NOTE: For the items listed below in IFR §201.6 (c), Plan Content, A jurisdiction's General 
Plan, emergency plans, hazardous materials and other non-natural hazard plans should be 
considered a major resource and source of information for completing a community's local 
hazard mitigation plan. 

fFR §201.6 (c) Plan Content - The plan shall include the following: 

(c)( 1) Documentation of the planning process used to develop the plan, including how it 
was prepared, who was involved in the process, and how the public was involved. 

(c)(Z) A risk assessment that provides the factual basis for activities proposed in the 
strategy to reduce losses from identified hazards. Local risk assessments must provide 
sufficient information to enable the jurisdiction to identify and prioritize appropriate 
mitigation actions to reduce losses from identified hazards. The risk assessment shall 
include: 

(c)(2)(i) A description of the type, location, and extent of all natural hazards that can 
affect the jurisdiction. The plan shall include information on previous occurrences of 
hazard events and on the probability of future hazard events. 
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(c)(2)(ii) A description of the jurisdiction's vulnerability to the hazards described in 
paragraph (c)(2)(i) of this section. This description shaU include an overall summary of 
each hazard and its impact on the community. The plan should describe vulnerability in 
terms of: 

(c)(2)(ii)(A) The types and numbers of existing and future buildings, infrastructure, and 
critical facilities located in the identified hazard areas; 

(c)(2)(ii)(B) An estimate of the potential dollar losses to vulnerable structures identified 
in paragraph (c)(2)(i)(A) of this section and a description of the methodology used to 
prepare the estimate; 

NOTE: Not all local jurisdictional General Plans prov1de "An estimate of the potential dollar 
losses to vulnerable structures." This informatfon may exist only in the completed local 
hazard mitigation plan. 

(c)(2)(ii)(C) Providing a general description of Land uses and development trends within 
the community so that mitigation options can be considered in future land use decisions. 

(iii) For multi-jurisdfctional plans, the risk assessment section must assess each 
jurisdiction's risks where they vary from the risks facing the entire planning area. 

(c)(2)(iii) For multi-jurisdictional plans, the risk assessment section must assess each 
jurisdiction's risks where they vary from the risks facing the entire planning area. 

NOTE: Information on how a local jurisdiction's risk varies from a Multi-jurisdictional 
planning area may not be included m local General Plans or other local plans. This 
information may exist only in the completed local hazard mitigation plan. 

(c)(3) A mitigation strategy that provides the jurisdiction's blueprint for reducing the 
potential losses identified in the risk assessment, based on existing authorities, policies, 
programs and resources, and its ability to expand on and improve these existing tools. 
This section shall include: 

(c)(3)(i) A description of mitigation goals to reduce or avoid long-term vulnerabilities to 
the identified hazards. 

(c)(J)(ii) A section that identifies and analyzes a comprehensive range of specific 
mitigation actions and projects being considered to reduce the effects of each hazard, 
with particular emphasis on new and existing buildings and infrastructure. 

NOTE: A local jurisdiction's analysis of a comprehensive range of specific mitigation actions 
for new and ex1sting buildings and infrastructure may not be included m local General Plans 
or other local plans. This information may exist only in the completed local hazard 
mitigation plan. 

(c)(3){iii) An action plan describing how the actions identified in paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of 
this section will be prioritized, implemented, and administered by the local jurisdiction. 
Prioritization shall include a special emphasis on the extent to which benefits are 
maximized according to a cost benefit review of the proposed projects and their 
associated costs. 
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NOTE: An action P.lan, developed by local jurisdictions, describing how the spec;ftc 
mitigation actions w1ll be prioritized, 1mplemented and administered, according to a cost 
benefit analysis, may not be included in local General Plans or other local plans. This 
information may exist only in the completed local hazard mitigation plan. 
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"Consistent" means that development approvals and other related decisions of the 
County will further the policies and intent of the General Plan. 

California law gives local governments wide latitude in designing or formatting General 
Plans. The seven (7) mandatory elements may be prepared as separate documents or 
combined. Regardless of format, the General Plan must be an integrated, internally 
consistent and compatible statement of policies. No one element has greater legal status 
or importance over another. Every policy in each of the elements must be compatible 
with the others. 

In recognition of local differences, State law allows counties to tailor the General Plan to 
locally relevant issues. Within the seven (7) mandatory elements, the county need only 
address issues that are of local importance. Optional elements may be adopted in 
addition to the mandatory seven. These local differences make it rare to find two (2) 
General Plans that look alike. 

There are many opportunities to address fire protection, fire prevention and hazard 
mitigation in the General Plan, most obviously in the safety element which deals with all 
manner of natural and man-made hazard to life and property. Unfortunately, wildlife 
hezard is often underplayed ii) the General Plan, either due to lack .o(..recognition of the 
~sue or because other issues have taken more· prom1~ence· 1n the gen~~al'iRf6)11ng 
process. With population growth creating more "urban-wildland interface" issues, and the 
increasing economic loss caused by wildland fire, this topic is due for review and 
incorporation into many local general plans. 

B. OPR GENERAL PLAN GUIDELINES 

OPR's guidelines for the preparation of General Plans recommend that t•attention be 
devoted to issues of concern to the community", and that "cities and counties need to 
address each issue to the extent it applies to the community." Counties have wide 
discretion in addressing locally important issues. The types of safety issues that concern 
each county may be very different, but many rural counties recognize wHdland fire 
hazard as a growing concern, exacerbated by population growth and increasing demands 
on natural resources. 

The General Plan must contain a statement of development policies and a diagram or 
diagrams and text setting forth objectives, principles, standards and p[an proposals (GC 
Section 65302). The General Plan Gu;deUnes attempt to clarify these terms and 
recommends a method to achieve this directive. OPR recommends that for every locally 
relevant issue, the county should articulate one or more broad objectives, establish more 
specific policies that would help achieve those objectives, and finally, devise 
implementation measures (specific action items or funding programs) to implement the 
policies. Before starting this process, adequate and accurate data and information must 
be collected and analyzed to provide the basis for sound policy decisions. 

1. DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Collection of appropriate data is necessary to describe the conditions, constraints, 
opportunities, and character of the issue. Fire and resource protection can be enhanced 
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(and part of the urban bias can be overcome) if the 9ata_ and analysis portion of the Plan 
d_e.sc;_ribe Jh~ wildl<!nd ftr._e_ e_nvironrneot. iD _ d_etait: _ fJr~_Jjfst()ry, slopes, fuel loadings, 
a~eraget'._~~st fit~_da1_1g~r,J~tes of spread, potent_ial_ for structural threat;-access·~-Post
fire flood d_afl'!~ge p_()tentials could also be described. The data· and analysis secffon may 
include narrative descriptions, numerical data, maps, charts, and any other means of 
providing information about the issue of concern. 

The data and analysis section is the starting point for better fire and resource protection. 
The more complete the analysis, the stronger the justifications for action will be. If data 
and analysis are weak or incomplete, then everything the follows will also be weak. 

2. POLICY DEVELOPMENT 

After an issue or concern is described in the data and analysis, there must be policies that 
state the jurisdiction's decisions to act, control, or mitigate the defined problems. Every 
aspect of a problem must have some kind of coping policy identified. For example, if fuel 
loading was identified in the data and analysis section as a problem, there should be 
some statement(s) to the effect that development will be designed or controlled to 
reduce the volume. if access was identified as a problem, there should be policies to 
improve road design. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES 

These are the actual steps local government wilt take to implement their defined 
policies. Each policy described must have at least one (1) implementation measure, and 
may have several. For example, if a policy calls for improveLlg;;~ss1 then the 
implementation measure might be to adopt the road and street design recommendations 
in"Fire Safe Guides for Residential Development in California" into local ordinance. If a 
policy requires fuel reduction measures, then key ridges might be zoned for fuel breal<:s;·
and the zoning ordinance could require construction and maintenance by the developer. 

4. THE MANDATORY ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL PLAN 

Section 65000 et. seq. of the Government Code is referred to as the Planning and Zoning 
Law. Section 65302 of the Government Code defines the seven (7) mandatory elements 
of a General Plan. Each of the elements must contain text that incorporates descriptions, 
policies, objectives, and standards. The text must be accompanied by, and consistent 
with, description "diagrams." (Planning law does not require detailed maps, only these 
"diagrams" approximate the planning intent.) 

GC Section 65860 requires that General Plans be "internally consistent." From a practical 
standpoint, the requirement for internal consistency has two important meanings. First, 
it means that one element cannot contradict or conflict with any other element. AU 
parts of the Plan must be integrated and offer mutual support to other parts of the Plan. 
Second, it means that the actions which follow general planning, such as specific plans, 
zoning ordinances, capital outlay projects, and development permits must meet the 
intent of the Plan's policies and objectives. 
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Six (6) of the mandated elements (excluding the noise element) are briefly described 
below, along with comment on their importance to fire and resource protection, and 
sample evaluation criteria (see Figure 1 ). 

i. land Use 
The Land Use element "dedicates" lands to particular purposes. It tells how the 
jurisdiction will designate and separate various uses such as commercial, industrial, and 
residential. Natural resource, agriculture, timber production, and flood plain areas (if 
any) must be included. A major intent of the element is to desjgn areas for development 
that are compatible with one another. That is, "heavy industrial" areas should be 
separated from, and not adjacent to, residential areas. On the other hand, "light 
commercial" or "shopping center" designations may be compatible with residential uses. 
Sometimes commercial areas are designed as "buffers" or 'gradual-change" uses between 
residential and industrial areas. 

Importance: 

Examination of the Land Use element in comparison with State Responsibility Area {SRA) 
lands may show current or future conflicts with fire and resource protection. AH too 
frequently, the "compatibility" of uses is violated where development encroaches into 
witdlands. All types of uses are designated in, or adjacent to, hazardous fire areas 
without buff er zones or other mitigating measures. land Use policies should consider and 
reduce these conflicts. Since zoning districts are derived from land use designations, it is 
important to assure that those designations, policies, and ordinances are compatible with 
wildland protection. For example, Residential, Open Space, Agriculture, and Timber 
Preserve land uses could be designated to include fuel break and fuel reduction zones. 

~pie_ Eva._luation Criteria: 

Does the Land Use element include wildland fire risks and hazards in the data and analysis 
section? Do policies include requirements to reduce hazard levels by various means? Are 
recreation areas (parks, golf courses) and agricultural uses (pastures, irrigated tree 
farms) located to provide "buffers" between development and wildlands? 

ii. Housing 

This element is required to designate how the government wilt regulate density and 
intensity of residential development. It includes provisions for low income and 
handicapped needs. In some cases, it may actually allow lower standards of design and 
construction to encourage "affordable" housing. 

~amp I: __ Evalu~!i?_i:!_ Cri_~~i_a~ _ 

Does the data and analysis section for this element describe vulnerable, unsafe areas for 
"sub-standard" housing? Do the policies recognize these areas so that this type of 
development is prohibited there? Are required construction standards in conflict with 
defined fire protection needs (access, roofing, fire flow)? If so, what compensating 
mitigation measures are required to provide safety? 
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FIGURE 1 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FIRE AND RESOURCE PROTECTION IN 
GENERAL PLAN ELEMENTS 

August 2002 

ELEMENTS 

Land Use 

Housing 

Circulation 

Conservation 

Open Space 

Safety 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Greenbelts, Fuelbreaks, Fuel 
Reduction, Buff er Zones, Water 
Supply Requirements 

Definition of Hazard Areas and 
appropriate mitigation for 
"Affordable Housing". 

Strategic Access, Road Design, 
Helibases, Helispot, Evacuation 
Routes (ground and air). 

Fuelbreaks, Fuel Reduction Zones, 
Additional Design Requirements for 
Development near Commercial 
Timber Zones (TPZ's), Air Tanker 
Base Locations, Helibases and 
Helispots. 

Fuelbreaks, Fuel Reduction Zones, 
Strategic Access and Water Supplies, 
Off-Site linking of Strategic 
Improvements. 

Evacuation Routes, Water Supplies, 
Road Standards, Fuel Reduction 
Buffer Zones, Air Access, Definition 
of Hazard Areas and Mitigation 
Requirements. 
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Circulation 
This element consists of the general location of existing and planned transportation 
routes and public utilities. Designations, policies, and implementation measures in this 
element (and alt others) must be correlated (consistent) with the Land Use element. The 
information is usually shown on maps or diagrams to show how the transportation system 
serves the various land use designations. 

Importance: 

This is the primary designator of access routes and road design requirements (not 
engineering standards). GC Section 14000 requires that the Circulation element provide 
transportation facilities that reduce hazards to human life and minimize damage to 
natural resources. This provides the opportunity to make strong recommendations about 
transportation routes and design requirements such as turn-outs, helispots, and safety 
zones. 

Sample Evaluation Criteria: -------- .. 

Does the element plan for satisfactory access to high hazard areas? Are standards high 
enough to provide safe evacuation from residential (and other) land use designations? Are. 
policies defined to limit the number and length of one-way roads? Are heliports and 
helispots designated in areas that will facilitate suppression and other emergency needs? 

iv. Conservation 
This element describes how the jurisdiction intends to protect and conserve its natural 
resources. The element should cover water, soils, forests, wfldlife, and fisheries. 
Potential fire and flood impacts on all resources should be included. 

Importance: 

This element ties directly to the CDF m1ss1on of protecting SRA lands. It should be 
written to facilitate that mission. As with all other elements, this one must be consistent 
with the overall General Plan. ft has to "make sense" in the way it relates the natural 
resource management policies to everything else. (In some counties, urban bias shows 
itself quite clearly in this element: only the local wastelands, rocky ridges, and 
impassable canyons are included in the element. This practice is not the intent of the 
Legislature nor the Planning and Zoning Law.) 

5-~'!lPJ~< Evaluation ~r_!~!ria: < 
Is the element consistent and logically applied, or does it just gather up unusable areas 
and "lump" them into a conservation category? Does the element discuss resource 
values? Are potential resource losses from fire (soil loss, sedimentation, local flooding, 
timer production, wildlife habitat, etc.) included in the data sand analysis section? Do 
policies include management options of prescribed fire and fuelbreaks to enhance 
protection? 
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v. Open Space 

This element designates areas for preservation and managed production of natural 
resources, outdoor recreation, and public health and safety. The Open Space element is 
related to the Conservation element in some ways, and designated lands in either 
element could be actually or nearly the same. The important difference between 
Conservation and Open Space elements is the very specific inclusion of public health and 
safety requirements in Open Space. Section 65560-4 of the Government Code dictates 
that the element should include designation of "areas that require special management 
because of fire risks." The Code authorizes the connecting or linking of these areas into 
complete networks in the interest of public safety. 

Importance: 

The Open Space element offers opportunity to analyze conflagration potential and to 
design fuelbreak and fuel reduction zones, helispots, access, and water systems into 
strategic fire defense improvement systems. Developers can be required to construct and 
maintain the improvements. Inclusion of strategic defense improvements in the Open 
Space and Safety elements will lead to zoning for such improvements and eliminate the 
owner-by-owner agreements and public agency financing now necessary for construction 
and maintenance. 

~-~J?le Evaluation C~it~_rjc1: _ 

Does the element relate to fire safety and suppression effectiveness? Is it correlated with 
the Land Use, Safety, and Conservation elements to provide integrated and systematic 
resource and public protection improvement? Does the element contain policies and 
implementation measures requiring dedication, construction, and/or maintenance of 
these improvements on all projects? 

vi. Safety 
The Safety element defines community protection measures in relation to fires, seismic 
and geological hazards. It must include provisions for evacuation routes, water supply, 
minimum road widths, and clearances around structures. It should include mapping of 
fire hazard severity zones, and could include analyses of minimum suppression resources 
required. 

Importance: 

The element can be used to strengthen or further justify other elements. It is an 
excellent place to include project design requtrements to reduce hazard levels, and 
provide for mitigation measures not included elsewhere in the General Plan. It may also 
be used to justify strategic fire defense systems zoning. 

Sample Evaluation Criteria: 
- ., •• ,i,,~.~ -1- .... __.-.. •• ..,.,.- .... 

~-·-the element correlate with others to provide for the best and safest suppression 
actions? Does it recognize evacuation needs? Does it address the traditional suppression 
problems and include policies and implementation measures to eliminate those problems? 
(Almost all of the suggestions and evaluation criteria for the other elements can be 
applied.) 
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If any General Plan element (or elements) is judged legally inadequate, development 
approvals in the jurisdiction could be suspended until the deficiencies have been 
corrected. This is a powerful incentive to any jurisdiction to review its Plan for 
completeness and adequacy. 

Format review is a job for attorneys and the courts, but the following questions can be 
used as an informal or initial test to determine whether or not a General Plan is weak or 
strong in terms of legal adequacy. 

It is complete? Are the seven (7) mandatory elements included? 

Dcf'.~each of the elements contail")S,, supporting data, analysis, policies and 
implementation measures? 

• Is it internally consistent? Do elements, data, policies, and implementation 
measures fit together? Are there omissions, conflicts? 

• ls H long-term in perspective? Does it plan for the population growth, 
development potential, and resource issues that the community wiH face in the 
foreseeable future (usually 20 years)? 

• Does it address all locally-relevant issues? What does it say about fire? Does it 
include a strategy to deal with wildland protection and fire hazards? 

• Does it meet statutory criteria? Do the Conservation, Open Space, and Safety 
elements provide for public safety and resource protection? Does the Land Use 
element define hazard areas? 

• Are maps and diagrams adequate? Can you tell where specific uses are authorized? 
Where restrictions apply? Are map and diagram descriptions in agreement with the 
General Plan text? 

General Plans should be reviewed periodically to ensure that they continue to reflect 
current values and policies of the community, and that they contain accurate information 
about existing resources and hazards. If necessary, the General Plan should be revised or 
amended to remain current. 

C. SUBOROJNATE PLANNING TOOLS 

California courts have placed General Plans "atop the hierarchy of local government law 
regulating land use." It is clearly established that all other planning and development 
approvals are subordinate to the General Plan and must be consistent with the General 
Plan. Alt development permits, public works projects, and zoning decisions must be 
consistent with the General Plan and its policies. There are numerous subordinate 
ptanning tools that may be used to implement the General Plan. Three commonly used 
tools are briefly described below to illustrate how fire safety can be incorporated into 
site specific or project specific developments. 

1 . SPECIFIC PLAN 

A Specific Plan is a tool for the systematic implementation of the General Plan within all 
or a portion of the county's planning area. It may encompass unlimited land area within 
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the jurisdiction, may deal with only one or all po[kies in the General Plan, and may even 
delve into subjects that were not addressed in the General Plan if they are relevant to 
the community. At a minimum, the Specific Plan must include a text and diagram whkh 
specifies all of the following: (1) the proposed distribution, location and extent of alt 
land uses including open space, (2) the proposed distribution, location, and extent of 
major components of the transportation, sewage, water, drainage, solid waste disposal, 
energy, and other essential facilities that are needed to support the proposed land uses, 
(3) standards and criteria by which development will proceed and standards for the 
conservation and use of natural resources, and (4) a program of implementation measures 
including regulations, programs, public works projects, and financing measures to carry 
out the Specific Plan. 

All principles, goals, objectives, policies, standards, and implementation measures of the 
Specific Plan must be consistent with the General Plan. Adoption of a Specific Plan is a 
legislative act similar to the adoption of the General Plan or zoning ordinance. It can be 
adopted by resolution or by ordinance and may be amended as often as necessary. All 
future public works projects, zoning actions and development activities within the 
planning area must be consistent with the Specific Plan. 

A Specific Plan is particularly useful for planning Large projects whose development may 
be phased over time. It can be used to assemble a set of land use specifications and 
implementation programs tailored to the unique characteristics of a particular site. 
Specific Plans can stipulate development timing or set a schedule for infrastructure 
f~~rovements to solve problems like exposure to wi~dlcmd fire hazard. 

2. SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE 

Land cannot be subdivided for sale, Lease or financing in California without local 
government approval. The Subdivision Map Act (GC Section 66410, et seq.) establishes 
the basic subdivision procedures, while giving local government the authority to regulate 
the design and improvement of subdivisions, require dedications of public improvements, 
require payment of impact fees, and require compliance with the objectives and policies 
of the General Ptan. 

These regulatory powers can promote the usual array of land use, circulation, open space 
and safety element objectives, policies, and implementation measures. Regulation of 
subdivision design can encourage numerous General Plan objectives including wildland 
fire safety, through the requirement to address fire prevention measures such as 
emergency access, adequate infrastructure and facilities, and separation (buffers) 
between buHdable lots and wildland areas. Local governments can also require 
dedication of public improvements and land (through fee title or easements) to serve the 
subdivision. 

A tentative subdivision map or parcel map cannot be approved unless the county finds 
that the subdivision, together with design and improvement conditions, is consistent with 
all aspects of the General Plan or any applicable Specific Plan. Two (2) of the findings 
that can cause a subdivision to be denied are (1) that the site is physically ill suited for 
the proposed type or density of the development or (2) that the subdivision's design or 
improvements are likely to cause substantial environmental damage or cause public 
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health problems (GC Section 66474). These are important considerations for counties 
who are reviewing subdivision proposals in areas that are subject to wild land fire hazard. 

3. DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 

Development Agreements are contractual agreements voluntarily entered into by a 
county and a developer to vest development rights for a specific development project. 
They provide the developer with the advantage of "locking-in" zoning and development 
regulations for a specified time period, giving the developer a degree of assurance that 
some future local policy or regulation will not nullify a development proposal. In 
exchange, the Development Agreement allows the local jurisdiction to obtain additional 
concessions from the developer, such as higher design standards or dedication of 
additional public facilities, or otherwise obligate the developer to provide improvements 
in excess of the usual legal limits on exactions. 

Through the Development Agreement, the county may require the reservation or ) 
dedication of land for public purposes and may include conditions and restrictions for / 
subsequent discretionary actions, For example, the county may require dedication of \ 
emergency access easements, dedication of land for fire fighting facilities, on-going I 
maintenance of those facilities, and subsequent review of fire safety plans before later 
phases of development can·begin. (GC Section 65865.2.) 

It is important that local governments be aware of their authority to negotiate and 
enforce the terms of a Development Agreement to prevent and mitigate. Wildtancfifre 
hazards. Since many Agreements include phased development anticipated to occur over 
many years, they often describe the first phase of development in detail, but leave later 
phases less well defined. To ensure that fire prevention, protection and mitigation are 
adequately considered in all phases of a project, it is important for local jurisdictions to 
anticipate fire protection needs for all phases of the project, condition the Agreement 
accordingly, and monitor and enforce the terms of the Agreement. 

GC Section 65865.1 requires annual review of the Development Agreement at which time 
the developer must demonstrate good faith compliance with the terms of the Agreement. 
If the county finds that this has not occurred and makes the necessary findings, it may 
terminate or modify the Agreement. Where measures to prevent and mitigate fire hazard 
have been incorporated into a Development Agreement and have not been implemented 
according to the Agreement, the county should be aware that it has this power to enforce 
compliance. 
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II. THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN DEVELOPING FIRE PLANS 

A$ FIRE HAZARD - ALL AREAS 

Fires are regular occurrences in California and mitigation opportunities exist at all stages 
including before, during and after a fire event. This subsection includes general 
considerations for prevention, protection and fire loss mitigation. Subsequent 
subsections address special considerations for wildland, urban interface and urban areas. 

1 . ASSETS AT RISK FROM WILDFIRE 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Housing , Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of assets at 
risk, both public and private, which may be effected by wildfire. In order to identify the 
local assets at risk from wildfire collect and analyze the following: 

• Check with the local CDF unit for California Fire Plan information with regards to 
assets at risk. 

• Identify assets at risk including, but not limited to: 

:,, Recreational areas ~ Water supplies 
-,, Scenic areas > Watersheds prone to contribute to ,. Ecologically significant flooding 

areas p Air Quality ,. Critical watersheds }- Historic sites ,. Public and private y Emergency Shelters 
timberland y Structures, such as homes and ,. Wildlife habitat business 

y Rangelands > Utilities and accompanying ,. Sensitive soils infrastructure 

:,. landslide prone areas 
,. Population and economic centers. 

• Classify assets based on their vulnerability to wildfire. 

• Evaluate the identified assets based on economic and social value to the 
community and replacement value. 

• Prioritize the assets for assisting in the selection of mitigation efforts and 
development of fire response plans. 

Note: Assets are tangible and intangible. Prioritization can be accomplished in a 
variety of ways: most expensive to replace, easiest to protect, broadest 
benefit to community, closest to urbanized areas and any other priority 
system that may be relevant to the community. 
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• Additional data and analysis may be appropriate based on local conditions and 
geographic circumstances. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data, analysis and prioritization of the local assets, policies should be 
developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. 

tn developing appropriate local policies to protect assets which may be at risk in the 
event of a wildfire, there are several key areas to consider including but are not limited 
to, cost of protectton/rnitigation, ability to protect the asset or mitigate the threat, and 
the consequences of losing the asset to the community. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
damage to assets, both public and private, related to a wildfire: 

• The County shall establish site specific safety measures to protect county assets 
from wildfire. 

• Public and Private landowners shall implement site specific safety measures that 
mitigate to a low risk condition fire hazards around county assets. 

• County agencies shall work cooperatively with other agencies and private interests 
to educate private landowners on fire-safe measures to achieve a low risk 
condition. 

• Public and private funding, where available shall be used to the greatest extent 
practical to assist private landowners in implementing safety measures to achieve 
a low risk condition. 

• Public and private property owners shalt create and maintain a 1 / 4 mile fuel 
modification zone (buffer zone) around county assets to achieve a low risk 
condition. 

2. WATER SUPPLY 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Conservation and Open Space 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of water 
supplies related to wildfire suppression. In order to identify inadequate water supplies 
with regards to wildfire suppression collect and analyze the following: 

• Review National Fire Protection Association Standards 1141 and 1231. 

• Identify existing peakload water supply including private water supplies which 
might be used to fight wildfires. 

• Determine current minimum peakload water supply necessary to serve the 
area. 

• Project future peakload water supply and demand 

• Evaluate the adequacy of the water delivery system. 
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• Identify and price potential improvements to the water supply to meet the current 
and projected identified need. 

• identify peakload water supply requirements necessary to avoid unacceptable 
risks. 

• Evaluate cost benefit analysis of additfonal water storage with regards to 
wildfire suppression. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities, associated with 
water supply, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to ensure 
access and availability of water supply in case of a wildfire. Issues which policy makers 
may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, protecting existing water supplies, 
developing additional water supplies and maintaining and/or enhancing the integrity of 
the delivery systems. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to water supply and fire hazards: 

• Public agencies shall maintain. adequate water supplies to provide reasonable 
protectton of assets from wildfire without disruption to community water supplies. 

• Implement Office of Emergency Services URAMP Program. 

• The county shall adopt a specific water supply standard such as NFPA 1142, "Rural 
Water Supplies". A developer shall certify compliance with that standard and 
continue maintenance and availability of that water supply. 

• Each property outside of a developed water system shall maintain sufficient usable 
water storage to provide wildfire and structure protection on the property. 

3. EMERGENCY SERVICES 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Circulation, Land Use, Open Space, 
Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of emergency 
services related to wildfire. In order to identify the local emergency services needs 
related to wildfire, collect and analyze the following: 

• Emergency response: 

,- Identify the LAFCO approved service areas of emergency services including fire, 
police, ambulance, etc. 

~ Review the LAFCO municipal service review (MSR}, if completed, for the 
emergency services in the area. If no MSR is available, undertake your own review 
of the services including cost, municipal service level, response time, condition of 
existing facilities and vehicles, local delivery system and other relevant 
information. 

;.;.. fdentify (map) existing and proposed emergency service facilities. 
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, Identify areas where emergency services are not readily available. 

, Determine the projected need for emergency services in the area. 

DRAFT 

" Based upon the LAFCO MSR, your own MSR and any other related information, 
evaluate the adequacy of existing emergency services and demand for additional 
services for current and projected need in the area. 

Note: Beginning in 2000 ... MSR background 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of local emergency services, policies should be 
developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. 
Issues which policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, mutual 
aid and other protection/response partnerships, desired emergency service levels, 
available resources to sustain the desired level of emergency services, the cost of 
maintaining protection measures, reasonable supplemental funding mechanisms, public 
awareness of emergency service levels, protection capability relative to growth and 
development, and centralized verses decentralized training opportunities. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to emergency services: 

• No development shall be approved unless the local government can make a finding 
that development can be reasonably accessed and served in the case of a wildfire. 

• New development and subdivisions shall include appropriate facilities to assist and 
support wildfire suppression. 

• Fire safe measures shall be commensurate with the response ttme for emergency 
services (e.g. longer distance to a fire department calls for more stringent 
mitigation measures). 

• Communities and open space areas shall provide 114 mile fuel modification zone for 
areas suitable for emergency protective services. 

• Fire Districts/Departments will engage in wHdland fire training with a recognized 
state or federal wildland fire agency at least once a year. 

• All new fire district/ department staff responsible for fire suppression activities 
shalt receive a minimum of _ hours of training in local terrain during their first 
year. 

• County shall identify and/or construct a low risk fire safety area (location) where 
community members can evacuate to and wait until emergency service providers 
can reach them. The county shalt annually review the adequacy of the fire 
protection infrastructure relative to growth and development. 

• The county shall consider the long-term maintenance needs of emergency service 
equipment and facilities when developing its annual budget. 
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4. EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safet}j Circulation, Land Use, Open Space 

Data & Analysis: 

DRAFT 

Below is a list of data that may be usef ut in establishing a current picture of local need 
and potential response strategies for emergency evacuations related to wildfire. In order 
to evaluate local emergency evacuattons with regards to wildfire collect and analyze the 
following: 

• Identify previously designated emergency evacuation routes. 

• Identify the number of people who currently use these routes. 

• Develop a projected tncrease of people who would need to use these routes over 
the next ten years. 

• Identify potential circulation improvements necessary to avoid unacceptable 
community risks. 

• Evaluate the availability and access of signed routes for use by evacuees and 
response vehicles during a fire emergency. 

• Identify potential availability of alternate routes. 

• Identify the adequacy of the access and evacuation routes relative to the degree 
of development or use (e.g., road width, road type, length of dead-end roads, 
turnouts, etc.) (Public Resources Code (PRC) 4290.) 

• Evaluate the potential for disruption to evacuation routes from fire, landslide 
movement, fault ruptures, earthquake-triggered failures, volcanic eruption and 
other hazards. 

• Identify the location and capacity of existing emergency shelters. 

• Estimate the need for expanded capacity at existing shelters or the need for 
additional emergency shelters. Shelter needs include residents, workers, campers, 
tourists and other people reasonably expected in the area. 

Policy Example: 

Based upon the data and analysis of various scenarios for emergency evacuations at the 
local level, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions. issues which 
policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, the cost for 
retrofitting evacuation routes relative to sheltering in place, public awareness of 
evacuation routes, maintain the availability of evacuation routes and unique conditions 
relative to specific land uses or special needs populations. The foHowtng are examples of 
policies that a local government might adopt with regards to emergency evacuations: 

• The county shall designate and maintain safe emergency evacuation routes from 
all communities and assets at risk. 

• The county shalt establish a unified road signing and street addressing system. 
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• The county shall establish and maintain low risk fire safety areas (location) and/or 
emergency shelters. 

• The county shall establish a public information program educating the public on 
evacuation routes and fire safety. 

• The county shall provide for broad public access to information regarding 
evacuation routes. 

• The county shall establish minimum roads widths and flammable vegetation 
clearances for evacuation routes. (PRC Sections 4290 and 4291) 

5. FIREFIGHTER SAFETY 

Possible affected GP Elements: ~fe_!y, Land Use 

Data ft Analysis: 

Bet ow is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of firefighter 
safety related to wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at risk with regards to 
firefighter safety collect and analyze the following: 

• Identify existing defense zones. 

• Identify low risk fire safety areas (location). 

• Identify existing and alternate evacuation routes. 

• Evaluate adequacy of existing defense zones. 

• Evaluate need for additional defense zones to protect assets or communities at 
risk. 

• Evaluate area to determine where it would be unsafe for ground fire fighting. 

• Designate and map updated defense zones. 

Policy Example; 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities, regarding 
firefighter safety, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions. Issues 
which policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, ability to 
maintain safety areas and defense zone, the appropriateness of centralized or 
decentralized training and unique geographic considerations for fire fighters. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to firefighter safety: 

• Public agencies shall designate and maintain tow risk fire safety areas (locations). 

• Public agencies shall designate and maintain fire defense zones where fire fighters 
can control wildfire without undue risk to their lives. 

• Designate and publicize areas where firefighter safety prohibits ground attack fire 
fighting. 
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• Public Agencies and residential developments shall maintain fire defense 
improvements. 

6. FIRE EFFECTS (MINIMIZING FIRE Loss) 

Possible affected GP Elements: Conservation, Open Space, Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a Hst of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fire effects 
related to wildfire: 

• Establish desired initial attack success rate. 

• Identify maximum acceptable fire size. 

• Determine which geographic areas would benefit from mitigation programs to 
reduce fire effects in the event of fire. 

• Estimate cost of treatment methods and compare to cost of suppression. 

• Determine which mitigation measures should be used in each geographic area to 
accomplish fuel modification and reduce fire risk. The following are possible 
choices: 

;;... Education 
, Increase initial attack capability 
, Prescribed Burns 
, Wildfire protection zones 
, Forest thinning 
,. Grazing 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
fire effects, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions. Issues which 
policy makers may wish to consider include, but are not limited to, treatment costs 
verses suppression costs; cost, benefits and opportunities for mitigation at the parcel 
level verses the landscape level; cost to replace a community asset; impact of an 
irreplaceable community asset; the potential impact of mitigation measures on areas of 
special concern (cultural, environmental); and, fixed fire defense opportunities vs land 
management opportunities. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
fire effects: 

• Forest thinning, grazing, and hand or mechanical clearing shall be conducted tn 
lieu of prescribed fire unless prescribed fire can be clearly shown to provide the 
greatest overall benefit. 

• Each community shall establish and maintain a plan that identmes hazards and 
risks, identifies targeted priority areas, and establishes preferred vegetation/fuel 
treatment methods and timing. 
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B. FIRE HAZARD - WILDLANO AREAS 

In addition to the areas of concern listed in the "Fire Hazards-All Areas" section, the 
following should be considered when developing policies related to wildland areas. 

1. FUEL MODIFICATION 

Possible affected GP Elements: S~, Land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fuel 
modification in wildland areas related to wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at 
risk with regards to fuel modification collect and analyze the following. 

• fdentify and classify fire hazard severity zones based on: 

;,... Degree of development. 
, Fuel loading. 
,. Weather. 

;,... Slope. 
, Aspect. 

~ Accessibility to fire protection assistance (i.e., response time, availability of 
helispots, proximity of air tanker attack bases, availability of woods workers, 
etc.). 

;,... Proximity to communities or assets at risk. 
;,... Historic fire data. 
, Other perttnent information and maps (see GC Sections 51178-51189. 5, PRC 

Sections 4201-4205 and http: I /www.fire.ca.gov/ab6/ab61st.html). 

• Analyze the potential for fire to critically impact or eliminate habitat or open
space values. 

• Identify the policy implications for fire safe or fuels reduction policies of both 
public and private conservation or open-space areas. 

• Prioritize areas needing vegetation/fuel treatment by: 

,. Identify maximum acceptable fire size. 
, Estimating costs of treatment methods. 

;.- Developing timeline for implementation and maintenance of fuels treatments. 

, Evaluating how treatment methods impact habitat and open space resources and 
floodplatns. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vutnerabilities with regards to 
fuet modification, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to 
mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. In addition to the issues discussed in Fire 
Hazards - All Areas, poUcy makers may wish to consider other issues unique to wildland 
fires including, but are not limited to, acceptable level of fire risk, the degree of 
consistency and coordination between public and private landowner fuel modtfication 
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activities, the variety of fuel modification techniques and public awareness and ability to 
comply with residential clearance policies. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt with regards 
to fuel modification to mitigate fire hazards in wHdland areas. 

• Prior to the construction of any structure, whether residential, recreational, or 
commercial, a site specific fuel mitigation plan shall be prepared. The location and 
development of any road, or any other man-made structure that may act as a fuel 
barrier, shall be done in consideration of its maximum benefit as a fuel 
barrier /fire break. 

• All residences shall comply with the fuel modification requirements of PRC Section 
4291, whether located in state responsibility or local responsibility areas. 

• Forest thinning and grazing and hand or mechanical clearing shall be conducted in 
lieu of prescribed fire unless prescribed fire is dearly shown to provide the 
greatest overall benefit. 

• County resources will work with landowners to assist in choosing the best method 
of fuel reduction. 

• County shall establish desired initial attack success rate. 

• Evaluate how methods impact habitat and open space resources and floodplains. 

• identify preferred methods for areas needing treatment: 

,- Education 
, Increase initial attack capabiltty 

;.. Prescribed fire 
, Wildfire protection zones 

,. Forest thinning 

,. Grazing 

>- Mechanical clearing 

, Hand clearing (piling, burning/chtpping) 

C. URBAN INTERFACE AREAS 

In addition to the areas of concern listed in the "Fire Hazards-AU Areas" section, the 
following should be considered when dealing with urban interface areas. 

1. URBAN INTERFACE HAZARDS 

Possible affected GP Elements: Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fire hazards 
in the Urban Interface. The purpose of the collection and analysis of the following data is 
to determine areas containing hazards, risks, and vulnerabilities in the Urban Interface. 
In order to identify the local areas at risk from wildfire collect and analyze the following: 
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• Check the list of "Communities at Risk" per the National Fire Plan (see 
www.cafirealliance.org). 

• Check "high fire hazard severity zones" maps. (GC Section 51178, see maps at 
http:/ /ceres.ca.gov/planning/nhd/ and check wtth local governments for 
updates). 

• Update "high fire hazard severity zones" maps as necessary. 

• Inventory and prioritize your assets at risk (public and private). 

• Undertake cost/benefit analysis of various hazard mitigation measures as opposed 
to fire suppression. 

• Establish low risk category standards (tree spacing, predicted surface fuels flame 
length to crown height ratios, etc). 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities, policies should 
be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to wildfire. 

In addition to the issues discussed in Fire Hazards - All Areas, urban interface areas may 
require the consideration of other conditions including construction and zoning 
requirements, impact of permanent residents vs seasonal residents, and maintenance of 
mitigated areas. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
fire hazards in the urban interface: 

• Public and private landowners shall minimize the risk of wildfire moving from one 
property to adjacent property. 

• Public landowners shall provide a minimum of v.i mile defensible fuel profile 
(buffer zone) at property lines and near points of special interest. 

• Public landowners shall implement safety measures that result in a low risk 
category designation for wildfires threatening the urban interface. 

• County agencies shall work cooperatively with other agencies and private interests 
to educate private landowners on fire-safe measures to implement in order to 
achieve a low risk category designation. 

• Public and private funding for fire risk hazard reduction shall be prioritized to 
assist private landowners in implementing safety measures for a low risk 
designation. 

• AH residential, commercial and industrial construction and development will 
comply with the Board of Forestry's State Responsibility Area Fire Safe Regulations 
(see California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Sections 1270 et seq.) relating to 
roads, water, signing and fuel modification. 

• Public and private property owners shall maintain property in a low risk category 
(PRC Section 4291 and GC Section 51182). 
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D. FIRE HAZARD - URBAN AREAS 

In addition to the areas of concern listed in the "Fire Hazards-All Areas" section the 
following should be considered when dealing with urban areas. ' 

1. FUEL/STRUCTURE MODIFICATION 

Possible affected GP Elements: Safety, Land Use, Open Space, Conservation, Housing 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of fuel and 
structure modifications in urban areas related to wildfire. In order to identify the local 
areas/structures at risk with regards to fuel and structure modifications collect and 
analyze the following: 

• Identify and classify fire hazard severity areas (Bates Bill?). 

• Evaluate age, condition, and size of structures (code related issues) . 

• Evaluate use and occupancy of structures. 

• Evaluate construction materials and roofing assemblies. 

• Evaluate structure density. 

• Evaluate access and evacuation routes. 

• Evaluate historical fire data. 

• Evaluate other pertinent information (maps). 

• Evaluate landscaping as potential fire hazard. 

• Evaluate neighborhood defensible space (island of safety). 

• f dentify fire protection jurisdictions. 

• Evaluate use of open space and other facilities as part of overall fire 
protection I mitigation plan. 

• Inventory urban forests and evaluate affect with regard to fire hazard. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
fuel/structure modifications, policies should be developed appropriate for local 
conditions to mitigate potential losses due to fire. In addition to the issues discussed in 
Fire Hazards - All Areas, urban areas may require the consideration of other conditions 
including construction and zoning requirements, impact of permanent residents vs 
seasonal residents, maintenance of mitigated areas, access routes, acreage of open space 
and/or areas having wildtand fuel characteristics vs wildfire response capability. The 
following are examples of policies that a tocat government might adopt to mitigate fire 
hazards in urban areas. 

• Urban developments shall be planned and constructed to resist the encroachment 
of uncontrolled fire. 
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• Creation of a self assessment district to maintain a fuel modification program. 

• Establish public education services through the appropriate fire protection 
agencies. 

• Open space facilities will be planned, designed, and placed to provide for fire 
protection/ mitigation. 

• Structures with fire protection sprinkler systems must provide for outside alarm 
notification. 

• In high fire hazard areas fire rated roofing and construction materials shall be used 
in reconstruction and new development. 

• Use of fire rated materials for construction purposes shall not be used as a means 
to discriminate against affordable housing policies. 

• Open spaces shall be maintained so that ground fuels don't promote the spread of 
wildfire and aerial fuels don't allow the spread of a fire through the tree canopy. 

• Public Open Spaces shall be used as demonstration areas and examples to 
neighborhood residents. 

• Create an urban forestry plan to be concert with local fire plan. 

E. POST EVENT RECOVERY & MAINTENANCE 

1 . POST EVENT SECTION 

Introduction 

The Recovery and Maintenance phase is an opportunity for the community and 
landowners to re-evaluate land uses and practices. A current General Plan will usually 
have the baseline data which to make the analysis. 

2. SHORT TERM RECOVERY: DIRECTLY RELATED TO IMPACTS OF FIRE 

Possible affected GP Elements: Land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data ft Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of short-term 
recovery possibilities related to impacts of a wildfire. 

• Evaluate post fire fuel hazard ratings. 

• Evaluate vegetation/fuel conditions relative to future flood and fire control 

• Evaluate vegetation conditions relative to future fire conditions and wildlife 
habitat 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis, policies should be developed for short term recovery 
methods that are appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential future losses due 
to wildfire. Issues that public policy makers may choose to consider include but are not 
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limited to, benefit of recommended measure commensurate with the protection needed, 
opportunities for re-introduction of native species, short term recovery needs vs long 
term environmental health, debri~ removal vs habitat health, and consider short term 
flood risks and mitigation opportunities. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
wildfire impacts in the shortly after an event. 

• The County shall endeavor to reduce post fire recovery time by replanting native 
species. 

• Ensure fire protection measures provide sustainability for restoration projects. 

• Ensure reduced future fire risk by removing sufficient dead woody vegetation while 
retaining reasonable wildlife habitat (cross-link with water quality). 

• Retain sufficient downed logs for erosion control as well as habitat 

3. LONG TERM OPPORTUNITIES-MAINTENANCE 

Possible affected GP Elements: ~ land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of long term 
maintenance opportunities related to wildfire: 

• Identify endangered species, cultural and historic resources, hazardous material 
conditions. 

• Evaluate patterns and trends of development. 

• Evaluate impacts, and potential impacts, of event on availability and condition of 
infrastructure. 

• Evaluate impact, and potential impacts of the event on environment and 
ecosystem, including primary, secondary, and tertiary impacts. 

• Evaluate "F~t~n",_Safety Elem.e_nt, for adequacy. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the long term maintenance opportunities policies 
should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate potential losses due to 
wildfire. Issues that public policy makers may choose to consider include but are not 
limited to, the extent to which existing land use designations are appropriate, the 
potential for the re-evaluation of community assets, the success of past mitigation 
measures, sustainability of recommended fire mitigation measures and assurance that 
mitigation measures are continued to be implemented. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
fire impacts over the long term. 

• Subdivisions and developments shall be designed to exist in concert with the 
natural ecosystem and to promote forest health and stewardship. 
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• Protect investment through reduction of fire risk. 

• Extend defensible fuel profile zone agreements to subsequent landowners. 

• Promote the opportunity to return to native plant species. 

• In high risk wildland fire areas rebuild structures with a minimum 100 foot setback 
(when feasible) from property lines. 

• Residential dwellings will be re-built using state of the art construction methods, 
materials, codes, and standards to reduce their susceptibility to wildfire. 

• The Legislative body shall periodically review the jurisdictions fire history and 
lessons learned, for the purpose of ensuring that mitigation measures are being 
maintained. 

Fe FLOOD HAZARD RELATED TO WILDFIRE (PRE- AND POST-FIRE) 

1. FIRE EFFECTS 

Possible affected GP elements: land Use, Open Space, Conservation 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of flood hazards 
related to wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at risk from floods due to wildfire 
collect and analyze the following: 

• Collect historical data on flooding, such as frequency and intensity. 

• Identify (map) areas within floodplains or subject to inundation by a 100-year flood 
and the 500-year flood (see http://ceres.ca.gov/planning/nhd/ ) . 

• Identify historic rainfall intensity. 

• Determine and map areas that are potentially prone to flooding, and debris flow, 
following a catastrophic wildfire. 

• Determine specific vulnerabilities within the identified flooding areas. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
flooding, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate 
potential losses due to wildfire. Issues that public policy makers may choose to consider 
include but are not limited to, the need to re-asses an area after a wildfire to determine 
increased risk to flooding, and the cost and benefit associated with new mitigation 
measures regarding flooding due to wildfire. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
flood hazards related to a wildfire: 

• AH wildfire burned areas shall be treated to control storm water runoff prior to 
winter rains. 
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• Wildfire areas shall be restored by planting native vegetation cover or encouraging 
the re-growth of native species as soon as possible to aid in control of storm water 
runoff. 

• Potential for future flood hazard shall be reduced by sufficient removal of dead, 
woody vegetation along watercourses fallowing a catastrophic fire to reduce the 
risk of future catastrophic fires. 

• Fire hazard reduction measures should balance forest health with fuel reduction 
activities while keeping in mind the potential effect on flood management. 

(Note: Reduction in fire risk will simultaneously reduce flood risk.) 

G. LANDSLIDE HAZARD 

1. WILDFIRE EFFECTS 

Possible affected GP Elements: Conservation, Open Space 

Data & Analysis: 

Below is a list of data that may be usef ut in establishing a current picture of landslide 
effects as a result of a wildfire. In order to identify the local areas at risk from landslides 
due to a wildfire collect and analyze the following: 

• Identify landslide prone areas from the Division of Mines and Geology and the U.S. 
Geological Survey landslide inventory and landslide and debris-flow susceptibility 
maps where maps exist. 

• Identify areas which would be prone to landslides following a catastrophic wildfire. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
landslides, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate 
potential losses due to wildfires and subsequent landslides. Issues that public policy 
makers may choose to consider include but are not limited to, the extent to which the 
area is at risk to landslides due to wildfire, the need to adopt new mitigation measures, 
and the potential impact of mitigation measures on areas of special concern (cultural, 
environmental), and cost of mitigation vs benefits. 

The following are examples of policies that a locat government might adopt to mitigate 
landslide hazards. 

• All wildfire areas prone to landslides shall be treated avert storm water runoff 
prior to winter rains. 

• Native vegetation cover shall be planted or temporary slope stabilization measures 
wHl be installed as soon as possible to aid in landslide control. 

• Potential for landslides shall be reduced by sufficient removal of dead, woody 
vegetation following a catastrophic fire. 

(Note: Reduction in fire risk will simultaneous reduce landslide.) 
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H. TERRORIST RISK 

This sub-section is included to ensure that your terrorist preparedness actions do not 
substantially increase your fire risk or unduly restrict emergency response. Communities 
should carefully way the impact of both terrorism preparedness activities and fire 
prepardness activities and ensure that clear communication exists pre-incident and during 
the incident between the legislative body, Law enforcement, emergency response units. 

Possible affected GP Elements: Circulation, Land Use 

Data & Analysis: 

Development of the individual elements of the General Plan should be based on a 
foundation of good data collection and sound data analysis. Policies should be developed 
after review and reflection of the relevant data and analysis. 

Below is a list of data that may be useful in establishing a current picture of terrorist risks 
that are related to wildfire: 

• Identify potential access barriers which, if removed, would prevent fire fighter 
acces~ (bridges, dams, etc.). 

• Develop an alternative emergency access plan. 

• Identify areas for treatment as survivor zones (areas that could survive without 
protection assistance). 

• Prioritize zones of treatment if sufficient suppression forces are unavailable. 

Policy Examples: 

Based upon the data and analysis of the hazards, risks and vulnerabilities with regards to 
terrorists, policies should be developed appropriate for local conditions to mitigate 
potential losses due to wildfire. issues that public policy makers may choose to consider 
include but are not limited to, identify and prioritize assets at risk for protection in the 
absence of response forces, are ground circulation routes adequate in the event of 
wildfire due to terrorist attacks, identify areas that could be exploited by terrorists that 
would tie up fire response assets and/or inhibit emergency response. 

The following are examples of policies that a local government might adopt to mitigate 
terrorist risks related to wildfires: 

• Wildfires shall be limited in size by the establishment of survivor zones (areas that 
could stop fires without protection assistance). 

• Second-line defense zones shall be strategically placed to be used independent of 
key structures (bridges, dams). 

• Key structures (bridges, dams) shall be protected from terrorist attack to prevent 
fire emergencies. 

• Defense zones shalt be adequate for fire protection without dependency on air 
attack. 
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m. CONTACT INFORMATION, RELATED WEB-PAGES AND 
PUBLICATIONS 

Contact names, phone numbers and emails for emergency preparedness and planning. 

Organization Contact 

State Fire Marshall's Office Melissa Frago, Program Coordinator 
(SFMO) Data Collection & Analysis/Fire Safe Planning 

OSFM - Code Development & Analysis Division 
(916) 445-8422 
Melissa. f rago@fire.ca. gov 

California Department of Rich Schell, Staff Chief 
Forestry and Fire Protection California Fire Plan 
(CDF) California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 

(916) 65H472 
rich.scheU@f ire .ca .gov 

Governor's Office of Planning P.O. Box 3044 
and Research (QPR) Sacramento CA 95812-3044 

State Clearinghouse and Planning 
(916)·445-0613 
web page: www.opr.ca.gov 

Unit E-mail: state.clearinghouse@o12r.ca.gov 

Office of Emergency Services Hazard Mitigation Unit - North 
(OES) Phone: 916-845-8150 Fax: 916-845-8386 

Hazard Mitigation Unit - South 
Phone: 626-683-6700 Fax: 626-683-6702 

Web-Page Addresses 

Organization Address Description 

Governor's Office of Planning www.oQr.ca.gov Information on the Governor's Office 
and Research (OPR) of Planning and Research and 

publication produced by OPR. 

California Department of www.fire.ca.gov Direct link to the Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection Forestry and Fire Protections Web-
(CDF) Page. Look here for listing of local 

CDF units in your area. 

U.S. Department of Forestry WWW. r5. f s. fed. us/ Direct link to the Department of 
Forestry's Pacific Southwest Region 
Home Page which contains contact 
information for California Field 
offices. 
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Organization 

Governor's Office of 
Emergency Services ( OES) 

Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) 

Federal Insurance f:t 
Mitigation Administration 
(FIMA) 

FEMA's State and local 
Mitigation Planning 

FEMA' s Hazards 

Element 

General Plan Guidelines 

Planning, Zonning, and 
Development Law 

Planners Training Series 

General Planning Publication 

CEQA Technical Advice Series 

Fire Hazard Severity Zoning 

August 2002 
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Web-Page Addresses 

Address 

www.oes.ca.gov 

www.fema.gov/txt/libr 
ary/fr02-4321.txt 

www. f ema. gov I fima 

www.fema.gov/fima/pt 
anning toc3.shtm 

Description 

Direct link to the Governor's Office of 
Emergency Services Home Page. 

Hazard Mitigation Planning and Hazard 
Mitigation Grant Program 

Manages the National Flood Insurance 
Program and oversees FEMA's 
mitigation programs. 

How to Guide. Understanding Your 
Risks (identifying hazards and 
estimating losses). 

www.fema.gov/hazards For information about a specific 
hazard and how to deal with it. 

list of Available Planning Resources 

Authority Description 

OPR Comprehensive Guide to city and 
county planning. Discussion of the 
General Plan and its contents. 

OPR California Government Code Secbons 
65000 - 66037 (Planning and Zoning 
law) and Sections 66410-66499.58 
(Subdivision Map Act) plus 
Miscellaneous Planning-Retated Laws 

OPR Publications discusstng planning 
specific topics (i.e. Variances, 
Conditional Use Permits) 

OPR Publications covering a variety of 
general planning topics (i.e. Citizens 
Guide to Planning, The Planning 
Commissioner's Book) 

OPR Publications dealing with the California 
Environmental Quality Act. 

SFMO Assessment of fire hazard severity and 
identification / adoption of hazardous 
areas for the purpose of pubic safety 
and fire prevention is currently 
required in both SRA and LRA. 
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List of Available Planning Resources 

Element Authority Description 

Firewise Planning www.firewise.org Through presentations by experts and 
local stakeholders and workshop tools 
such as state-of-the-art mapping and 
wildfire simulations, community 
leaders and professionals wilt learn 
first hand the complexities involved in 
building communities {and citizenry) 
that are prepared for the inevitable 
effects of unwanted wildland fire. 

Participants team how to: . recogntze interface fire hazards . design Firewise homes and landscapes 
• deliver fire education 
• and incorporate Firewise planning into 

existing and developing areas of 
communities 

Model Ordinance for Publication - SFMO Includes Zontng, Fire Protection 
Defensibility of Space and Planning, Building Standards and 
Structures. Enforcement of fire prevention 

measures within Very High Fire Hazard 
Severity Zones. 

Real Estate (Wildfire) Natural Publication - SFMO Requires written disclosure upon sate 
Hazard disclosure of real property whether or not the 

property is located in an identified or 
V 

adopted Very High Fire Hazard Severity 
Zone. 

A discussion of the County Publication - SFMO Outlines strategic planning for fire 
General Plan and the role of safety and prevention within a County 
Strategic Fire Protection General Plan update. 
Planning 

I-Zone - Urban/Wildland fire Publication - SFMO Contains several informative articles 
Prevention and Mitigation about fire prevention in the Urban-

Wildtand Interface areas of California. 

Fire Hazard Zoning f ietdguide Publication - SFMO Outlines and explains state laws 
relating to LRA and SRA fire hazard 
zoning. 

Structural Fire Prevention PubHcation - Sf MO Outlines and explains state laws and 
field guide strategies relating to structural fire 

safety in Urban-WHdland interface 
areas within California. 

Wildland Fire Hazard Publication - SFMO A research document containing 
Assessment information about fire hazard zoning 
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List of Available Planning Resources 

Element Authority Description 
history, laws and levels of compliance 
in local jurisdictions. This document 
also includes several different fire 
hazard assessment methods. 

Wildland Urban lnterf ace Publication - SFMO A model fire safety code for reference 
Code (IF() and/or adoption in Urban-Wftdland 

Interlace areas. 

RxR, Powerline, Industrial Publication - SFMO Outlines and explains state Laws and 
Operations Field Guides regulations pertaining to fire 

prevention in association with timber 
operations, railroads, power tines 

Statuary and other requirement of the plan(s) 

Element Authority Description 

California Fire Plan PRC 4130 A plan for adequate statewide fire 
protection of state responsibility areas 
shall be prepared by the board in 
which all land of each type shall be 
assigned the same intensity of 
protection. 

The CA Fire Plan is a statewide 
planning framework to assess wildtand 
fire related conditions and apply 
appropriate pre-fire actions to reduce 
the costs and losses from wildfire. 
Currently adopted by OES as the State 
Hazard Mitigation Plan. Required by 
the CA BOF&:FP to be updated by CDf 
every 5 years. The plan is built at the 
local level with significant input from 
federal and local government and 
stakeholders 

State Responsibility Area PRC 4128.5 Requires the Board of Forestry and Fire 
Review Protection to review and adopt 

updates to State Responsibility Area 
(that area of the State where CDF has 
wHdland fire protection responsibility}, 
every 5 years 

Pipeline Safety 

CUPA 
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Statuary and other requirement of the plan(s} 

Element Authority Description 

Board of Forestry & Fire PRC 4290 Regulations require that specific fire 
Protection's Fire Safe safe standards be met in the planning 
Regulations and development of a subdivision as 

well as the issuance of a building 
permit. 

Building Standards GC 51189 Authorizes the State Fire Marsha! to 
adopt building standards for fire safety 
in Very High Fire Hazard Severity 
Zones, and to publish a model 
ordinance for structure defensibility. 

California All Incident HSC 13110.5 Requires reporting to State Fire 
Reporting System Marshal of all fire, emergency medical 

services, hazardous materials and 
other fire department responses. 

Fire Hazard Severity Zones GC 51175-51179 Requires local jurisdictions to assess 
hazards and adopt fire prevention 

standards for defensible space within 
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones. 

list of current planning and outreach processes 

Element Source 

CA Fire Plan CDF Units 

Description 

The CA Fire Plan is an assessment toot 
based upon scientific data and 
stakeholder validation of the input 
values and resulting assessment. The 
plan is developed locally in 27 
independently assessed and assembled 
plans that evaluate Assets at Risk, 
Level of Service, Vegetation and Fire 
Weather. The resulting data aggregate 
identifies priority areas for pre-fire 
management projects. Community and 
local government planning can take 
advantage of the data and assessments 
that are readily available. 

Baseline data used in planning and evaluating programs and plans 

Element Authority Description 
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Baseline data used in planning and evaluating programs and plans 

Element Authority 

State Responsibility Area PRC 4128.5 

Description 

Acts as trigger for application of 
regulations and standards. 

List of programs which provide planning money 

Element 

National Ftre Plan 

FEMA - Hazard Mitigation 
Planning and Hazard 
Mitigation Grant Program 

August 2002 

Authority 

Federal Funding 

Federal Funding 
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Description 

Through CDF or via the State Fire Safe 
Council, grant funding is available for 
community wildfire planning. 

For implementing Section 322 of the 
Robert T. Stafforc:t Disaster Relief and 
Emergency Assistance Act which 
provides new and revitalized 
approaches to mitigation planning. 
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IV. GLOSSARY 
Fuel Modification Zone 

"shelter in place" 

defense zones 

fuel loading 
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APPENDIX 

FEMA REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO LOCAL PLANNING 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEN\A) Interim Final Rule (IFR), published 
in the Federal Register on February 26, 2002, includes new requirements for State and 
local mitigation planning, a~_~_el~!:~--~~ic:.b....m~s~ be approved EY~-ff~ _ _gx_N_ov~rr_1~~ 
~ These state and local plans are required in order for the state and/or Local 
communities to be eligible for disaster assistance grants and other Stafford Act 
assistance, excluding emergency assistance. 

The IFR is intended to provide guidelines for implementing Section 322 of the Robert T. 
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act), enacted under §104, 
the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA 2000). In addition, the FEMA ffR established 
local planning criteria so that local jurisdictions could actively begin the hazard 
mitigation planning process, and to develop comprehensive, local hazard mitigation plans 
before disaster events. 

FEMA and the State of California recognize that local governments are involved in a range 
of planning activities. The local hazard mitigation plan is the representation of the 
jurisdiction's commitment to reduce risks from natural hazards, and serves as a guide for 
decision makers as they commit resources to reducing the effects of natural hazards. 
Local plans will also serve as the basis for the State to provide technical assistance and to 
prioritize project funding. However, for some communities, meeting the deadline of 
having an approved local hazard mitigation plan in place by November 1, 2003 would 
appear to be difficult. 

Fortunately, there. is a good deal of information already documented and available _tn.Jre 
G~ec_al_PJa_n, and other community emergency and hazard.plans,_ This information may 
be linked or referenced to complete sections of a jurisdiction's local hazard mitigation 
plan. 

A review of the local planning requirements of the IFR indicate that the followin__g 
r!guired. .. ~~c;tipns_ o.f a_ local mitigatipn P!?.~--s~2._l_Jl~_ a~~ l~as~_ be _ _P._?rtia_ttx .. c~_t'TIP!~.!~~ 
up-t_o.:d~te. Gener:aLelan,, and that a jurisdiction's General Plan should be considered a 
major resource and source of information for completing a community's local hazard 
mitigation plan. 

Improved integration of mitigation planning with other community planning efforts and 
documents, will result in a better understanding of risks and vulnerabilities, as well as 
serve to expedite implementation of mitigation measures and activities to reduce the risk 
of hazards to the community, both pre- and post-disaster. 

Sections of the Local Mitigation Plans, required by the !FR for Section 322 of the Stafford 
Act, that may be linked or referenced from information found in General Plans include: 

NOTE: The significant hazards, including natural, technological and non-natural are 
identified and analyzed in a comprehensJVe, up-to-date General Plan, and mitigation 
measures to reduce the risk of those hazards are also discussed in detail. 
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IFR §201.6 Local Mitigation Plans. 

(a)(3) Multi-jurisdictional plans (e.g. watershed plans) may be accepted, as appropriate, 
as long as each jurisdiction has participated in the process and has officially adopted the 
plan. State-wide plans will not be accepted as multi- jurisdictional plans. 

NOTE: A local government should include in it's local hazard mitigation plan, documentation 
of attendance and partkipation in regional or multi-jurisdictional emergency and hazard 
prevention/ mitigation meetings where the General Plan or other local plans were discussed. 

!FR §201.6 (b) Planning Process - An open public involvement process is essential to the 
development of an effective plan. In order to develop a more comprehensive approach to 
reducing the effects of natural disasters, the planning process shall include: 

(b)(1) An opportunity for the public to comment on the plan during the drafting stage and 
prior to plan approval; 

(b)(2) An opportunity for neighboring communities, Local and regional agencies involved 
in hazard mitigation activities, and agencies that have the authority to regulate 
development, as well as businesses, academia and other private and non-profit interests 
to be involved in the planning process; and 

NOTE: A local government should include in it's local hazard mitigation plan, documentation 
of the public's or neighboring communities official's attendance and part1cipation in meetings 
or council sessfons where the General Plan sections, concerning emergency and hazard 
prevention/mitigation issues, were discussed. 

(b)(3) Review and incorporation, if appropriate, of existing plans, studies, reports, and 
technical information. 

NOTE: Local governments are encouraged to integrate1 link and reference information from 
hazardous materials and other non-natural hazard ptans and planning efforts within the 
community. 

NOTE: For the items listed below in IFR §201.6 (c), Plan Content, A jurisdiction's General 
Plan, emergency plans, hazardous materials and other non-natural hazard plans should be 
considered a major resource and source of information for completing a community's local 
hazard mitigation plan. 

fFR §201.6 (c) Plan Content - The plan shall include the following: 

(c)( 1) Documentation of the planning process used to develop the plan, including how it 
was prepared, who was involved in the process, and how the public was involved. 

(c)(Z) A risk assessment that provides the factual basis for activities proposed in the 
strategy to reduce losses from identified hazards. Local risk assessments must provide 
sufficient information to enable the jurisdiction to identify and prioritize appropriate 
mitigation actions to reduce losses from identified hazards. The risk assessment shall 
include: 

(c)(2)(i) A description of the type, location, and extent of all natural hazards that can 
affect the jurisdiction. The plan shall include information on previous occurrences of 
hazard events and on the probability of future hazard events. 
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Hazard Mitigation DRAFT 

(c)(2)(ii) A description of the jurisdiction's vulnerability to the hazards described in 
paragraph (c)(2)(i) of this section. This description shaU include an overall summary of 
each hazard and its impact on the community. The plan should describe vulnerability in 
terms of: 

(c)(2)(ii)(A) The types and numbers of existing and future buildings, infrastructure, and 
critical facilities located in the identified hazard areas; 

(c)(2)(ii)(B) An estimate of the potential dollar losses to vulnerable structures identified 
in paragraph (c)(2)(i)(A) of this section and a description of the methodology used to 
prepare the estimate; 

NOTE: Not all local jurisdictional General Plans prov1de "An estimate of the potential dollar 
losses to vulnerable structures." This informatfon may exist only in the completed local 
hazard mitigation plan. 

(c)(2)(ii)(C) Providing a general description of Land uses and development trends within 
the community so that mitigation options can be considered in future land use decisions. 

(iii) For multi-jurisdfctional plans, the risk assessment section must assess each 
jurisdiction's risks where they vary from the risks facing the entire planning area. 

(c)(2)(iii) For multi-jurisdictional plans, the risk assessment section must assess each 
jurisdiction's risks where they vary from the risks facing the entire planning area. 

NOTE: Information on how a local jurisdiction's risk varies from a Multi-jurisdictional 
planning area may not be included m local General Plans or other local plans. This 
information may exist only in the completed local hazard mitigation plan. 

(c)(3) A mitigation strategy that provides the jurisdiction's blueprint for reducing the 
potential losses identified in the risk assessment, based on existing authorities, policies, 
programs and resources, and its ability to expand on and improve these existing tools. 
This section shall include: 

(c)(3)(i) A description of mitigation goals to reduce or avoid long-term vulnerabilities to 
the identified hazards. 

(c)(J)(ii) A section that identifies and analyzes a comprehensive range of specific 
mitigation actions and projects being considered to reduce the effects of each hazard, 
with particular emphasis on new and existing buildings and infrastructure. 

NOTE: A local jurisdiction's analysis of a comprehensive range of specific mitigation actions 
for new and ex1sting buildings and infrastructure may not be included m local General Plans 
or other local plans. This information may exist only in the completed local hazard 
mitigation plan. 

(c)(3){iii) An action plan describing how the actions identified in paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of 
this section will be prioritized, implemented, and administered by the local jurisdiction. 
Prioritization shall include a special emphasis on the extent to which benefits are 
maximized according to a cost benefit review of the proposed projects and their 
associated costs. 
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Hazard Mitigation DRAFT 

NOTE: An action P.lan, developed by local jurisdictions, describing how the spec;ftc 
mitigation actions w1ll be prioritized, 1mplemented and administered, according to a cost 
benefit analysis, may not be included in local General Plans or other local plans. This 
information may exist only in the completed local hazard mitigation plan. 
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Executive Summary 

In 200t1. Gm-ernor Gra:,- D:n-is signed _-\ssembl~- Bill 11-1-7, \\-hich 

recommended the creation of the California Floodplain 

I\hn;igement Task Force (Task Force). 

Floodplain Management 
Floodplain management includes actions to the 
floodplain to reduce losses to human resourcirs 
within the floodplain and/or protect benefits ro 
natural resources associated with flooding. For 
example: ~ 

In Febmary 2002, the Governor tasked the Department of W'ater 

Resources (D\\R) with convening a Floodplain Management Task 

Force. The Task Force focused on the intent of .-\ssembly Bill 

11.r. In this bill "the Legislature finds and declares that the 

impacts of flooding can be reduced through better coordination of 

floodplain management decisions. It is the intent of rhe 

l. Minimizing impacts of flows 
2. Maintaining or restoring Natural 

Floodplain Processes 
3. Removing obstacles ·within the 

floodplain voluntarily or with just 
compensation 

4. Keeping obstacles out of the 
floodplain 

5. Educating and emergency 
preparedness planning 

Legislature that the Gm-ernor established a B.oodplain management 

task force \Vith broad membership from the local, state, and federal 

gm-ernments and stakeholders \vith an interest in flood control. If 

the task force is established, it is the intent of the Legisiature that ir 

exarrune specific issues related to state and local floodplain 

6. Ensuring that operations of floodwater 
management systems are not 
compromised by activities that 
interfere with, or are damaged by, 
design floods of these systems. 

management, mcluding, bur not limited to, features that substantially reduce potential flood damages, and make 

recommendations for more effective stateYvide floodplain management policies." 

The nc\,·k formed Task Force sought to recommend floodplain management strategies designed to reduce flood 

losses :rnci rn.axim1ze the benefits of floodplains. The Task Force found that existing programs are not adequate w 

:iccompbh rhese g()als, and that for many Californians rime is of the essence. They mO"ved fonvard \Vith an 

under,tar:dmg that failure to take action ma;- result in loss of life and i.ncreascd economic, agricultural and propert,

los~es, and erffironmental decline or lack of ecosystem restoration opportunities. 

The Task Force identified the need for California to comph- \virh the :\iarional Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). It 

also de.-elopeJ recommendations for impro,·ing floodplain management b\· adopting Best Management Practices 

iB'.',fPs; and inregnting multi-objccfr,.-e management (:'.f-0-:'1) approaches. 

frum 39 reports on rhe subject, including: the Flood 

In den:lopmg their recommendations, the Task Force considered an array of previously idenrjfied options dra\vn 

A.dlon Tr:am Report (FE,\ T Report); Shan·ng the Challen.,ge -

Eio,H{D!'.un .\lmuepnen! !!!!o the 2 J ·1 Centmy ("Gailmvay Report"); as weU as government agency publications; books; 

published paper:o; internet sites; and specific recommendations from stakeholders. Recommendations then grew 

from rhree basic themes: 
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• Better Understanding and Reducing Risks 

from Reasonably Foreseeable Flooding - Local, 

State and federal agencies should consider the risk to 

life and property from reasonabl;: foreseeable floods 

\vhen making their land use and floodplain 

management decisions. To do this effecti,·ely, 

decision-makers need better tools and information 

and specific methods to comply \,,irh the federal 

~acional Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). 

Reasonably Foreseeable Flood 
A reasonably foreseeable flood is a flood event that is 
realistically probable for a particular area. In many 
cases, this event could exceed a predicted "100-year'.' 
flood. It is important to note that the determination <tJf 
a reasonably foreseeable flood can vary depending o:n 
its use and application for any given area. Sources of 
information on reasonably foreseeable floods may 
include historic floods, paleo-floods. hydrologic 
modeling using transposition, historical flood damage 
data, and hydrologic models. Communities such as 
Sacramento, West Sacramento, Yuba City, 
Marysville, Los Angeles, and Orange County are all 
working toward protection against floods that exceed 
the "I 00-year floods." 

• l\folti-Objective Management Approach for 

Floodplains - ~folti-Objective Management 

Approach for Floodplains - State, local and 

It is up to each community to consider this 
information in making land use and flood 
management decisions. 

federal agencies should implement multi-objective floodplain management on a watershed basis. \'\bere 

feasible, projects should provide adequate protection for natural, recreational, residential, business, economic, 

agricultural, and cultural resources, and protect water quality and supply. 

• Local Assistance, Funding, and Legislation for Floodplain Management - D\XR should identify and 

acm·el~· pursue funding opportunities, technical assistance to local governments and other organizations, and 

legis!auve proposals to unplement Task Force ~ecommendations and ensure successful floodplain 

management, recog·nizing rhar local go,,ernments ha,·e the primary responsibility and authority for land use 

deos1ons. 

--\n addinonal separate. but key element was to establish a common understanding of not only the issues but also 

the terms and definitions associated wirh floodplain management. The language associated with floodplain 

management often ,;aries :imong the various professional disciplines and government bodies discussing it. 

Definition of terms became a critical eiement of the discussion. Table 1 includes the \Vorking terms and 

definitions used b:· the group for this process. 

The Task Force's consensus recommendations are summarized below. 

Summary of Task Force Recommendations 

Better Understanding and Reduced Risks From Reasonably Foreseeable Flooding 

1. Awareness Floodplain Mapping - The State should expand its .-\wareness Floodplain t'vfapping ProgratTI 
for use by local governments and the public. 
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2. Future Build-Out Mapping - Locil 1nd State agencies preparing floodplain maps should consider 
current and future planned de:elopment. 

3. Watershed-Based Mapping - \\l1ere\·er practical, floodplain maps should be prepared on a watershed 
basis. 

4. Geographic Information System (GIS)-Based Flood Maps - Local, State and federal agencies should 
create, develop, produce, and disseminate compatible GIS based flood maps. 

5. Alluvial Fan Floodplains - Priority for alluvial fan floodplain mapping should be given to those alluvi:ril 
fan floodplains being considered for development. The State should convene an alluvial fan task force ro 
re-.-iew infom1ation on allu,:ial fan floodpbins, determine furure research needs, and develop 
recommendations specific to allm·ial fan floodplain management. 

6. Stream Gauging and Monitoring - D\\R and od1cr agencies should sponsor projects in cooperation 
,,-ith the Cnited States Geological Surny (L.SGS; to install real time gauges in priority locations throughoui 
California. 

7. Repetitive Losses - Local agencies should work ,v-ith the Go...-ernor's Office of Emergency SetTices 
(OES) and D\XR to idenci~, repeatedly flooded structures and inform qualifying residents of rnluntary 
programs to prevent future flood loss. 

8. Flood Warning and Local Community Flood Response Programs - The State should increase 
assistance to local agencies to impro',:e flood-warning programs for specific watersheds. 

9. Flood Insurance Rate Map Issues - Decision-makers should gather information and data beyond 
Flood Insurance Rate Maps to better assess reasonably foreseeable floods. 

10. Exceeding Minimum Flood Insurance Requirements - Local communities should be encouraged tb 

reqmre new and substantially imprm·ed buildings to set their lowest floor elevations to at least one foot above 
the ~FIP's base flood ele·varion, thus factoring in the effect of full build-out of the watershed. 

11. Executive Order - The Gm·ernor's l 977 Executi,:e Order should be updated to direct State agencies to 

meet or exceed NFIP standards for State frtcilities. 

12. State lvfodel Hazard Mitigation Plan - D\\"R, OES and other agencies should incorporate the State 
\Iodel Hazard J\1iugation Plan floodplain management measures that \vill meet the Federal Emergency 
:\fanagement .-\gency's (FEr.L\) requirements. 

13. Multi-Hazard Mapping - OES should coordinate v.-irh other hazard mapping efforts to develop GIS
ba:,;cd multi-hazard advisory maps and distr:bute them to local governments and the public. 

14. State Building Codes - Ensure that modifications to the California Building Standards Code applicabltj 
to ail ne\v development and substantial replacemer:t or improvement projects meets the NFIP and other local 
floodplain management requirements. 

i\folti-Objective Management Approach For Floodplains 

15. Multi-Objective Management - Promote a .),f-0-i\f approach to flood management projects. 

16. Flood Management Approaches to Ecosystem Restoration and Agricultural Conservation - Flood 
management programs and projects should provide for public safety and should maximize opportunities fori 
agricultural conservation and ecosystem protection and restoration. 
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17. Role of Nonstructural Approaches, Restoration, and Conservation of Agriculture and Natural 
Lands - In planning ne,\· or upgraded floodwater management programs and projects, including structural 
projects, local and state agencies should encourage as part of the design, where appropriate, nonstmctural 
approaches and the conservation of beneficial uses and functions of the floodplain. 

18. Tools for Protection of Flood Compatible Land Uses - The State should identify, de,:elop, and 
support tools to protect flood-compatible land uses. 

19. Protection of Floodplain Ground'\vater Recharge Areas - Permitting agencies should consider rhe 
impacts of iand use decisions on the capaci~- of d1e floodplain to recharge groundwater. 

20. Vector Control - During the planning and <lenlopment of ecosystem restoration projects should 
consider the costs and impacts invoked with vector control and monitoring related to mosquito-transmid:ed 
diseases. 

21. Multi-Jurisdictional Partnerships - The State should encourage multi-jurisdictional partnerships 
floodplain management projects are planned and implemented. 

22. \Vatershed Monitoring- The State and others should financially support the monitoring of flood 
management projects on a watershed level. 

23. Proactive and Adaptive Management of Floodplains - Stare and local agencies should manage 
floodplains proactively and adaptively by adjusting to changing ph~·sical conditions, information, and 
kr:mdedgc. 

24. Best Management Practices - D\-XR should \Vork with srakeholders to identify, monitor, and updat(i 
,·olunra0· B.\fPs for multi-ob1ecriH floodplain managemenr. 

25. Training, Education, and. Professional Certification for Multi-Objective Floodplain Management 
- The Sute should encourage the inclusion of muln-ob1ecm·e floodplain management curricula in college and 
un:n°rs1ty degree programs. 

26. Coordination among Agencies and Groups - The State should encourage and create incentives for 
addit10nai coordination among stakeholders. 

27. State General Plan Guidelines - The Guidelines should be updated to reflect California Floodplain 
?-.fanagement Task Force recommendations as applicable, and to reflect other programs, policies and 
standards, including the NFIP, for f1oodplain management. 

Local Assistance, Funding, and Legislation For Floodplain Management 

28. New and Existing Funding Sources - The S::ate and loci! go\-ernments should encourage federal, 
Stare. local, public and nongovernmental cost to achie\·e equitable and fair financing of multi-
objectn-e floodplain management actions and planning. 

29. Task Force Recommendations Priorities - D\'\R and The Reclamation Board should lead the 
de,·elopment of a consensus process, involvmg appropriate stakeholders, to identify criteria and prioritize 
implementation of Task Force recommendacions, \V1th expected expendirures, using existing an<l new fund~ng 
sources. 

30. Department of \Vater Resources Outreach Programs - D\'(1{, should expand outreach programs to 
include public sen,ice announcements to increase public awareness of floodplain values, flooding hazards, 
public safety and hazard mitigation measures. 
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31. Designated Floodways - D\,R and The Recbmacion Board should include. in the Communin; 
_-\ssistance \X'orkshops, information on the Reclamation Board's current authorit:· m adopt and update 

designated floodwavs m the Central Valle~· 

32. State Floodplain Management Assistance to Local Governments - The State should proYide 
additional resources to continue and expand implementation of the State's floodplain management programs. 
mcluding full support of the Community Assistance Contact program. 

33. National Flood Insurance Program Compliance Encouragement - Public agencies not subject m 
local gm-ernment floodplain management requirements or the Grn;emor's Execmin: Order on Floodplain 

:\fanagernent should comph- with NFIP requirements. 

34. Community Rating System - D\\R should educate local officials and the public about the elements 
:rnd benefits of the Community Raring System (CRS) insurance-rate adjusting program. 

35. State Community Rating System Program Coordinator - D\v'R should designate a State level CRS 
Program Coordi.naror famili:tr \vith State agencies and local governments that use the CRS program. 

36. Environmental Restoration Authority - Enable The Reclamation Board to participate in multi
objecci\-e projects that include ecosystem restoration, \Vatershed protection and recreation components as 
long as the project advances the mission of public safety and flood damage reduction. 

37. California Environmental Quality Act Local A.nalysis Improvement- D\XR should provide 
rechniol assistance to local agencies and practitioners \Vith a practical step-by-step CEQ/1. flood hazard an,d 
imp:icts assessment guide. ~fodify the CEQ.\ Guidelines, .\ppendix G, to include the changes as shO\vn in 
_\ppendix F of this report 

38. Establishment of a California Floodplain Management Advisory Committee - D\X'R should 
sponsor :1 floodpbin management advisory committee composed of local and State governments, floodplain 
managers. deYelopers, farmers, special interest groups, and other stakeholders to de\·elop additional 

recommendations to impro\·e floodplain management practices. 

The T.1;;k Force worked \,1th and considered conflicting interests and de\·eloped many consensus 

recommendauo1b. Due to the nature and format of the Task Force and the numerous issues related to 

t:.oodplain m:magement, it was not reasonabh· possible to form recommendations on all of the issues 

dbcu:-;~ed :md presented b,· the Task force members. Some remaining issues include coastal floodplain 

management. Sr:He insurance rec.1uircments be~·ond ~FIP, floodwater management, floodwater storage, life

mappmg k,·ee flood mks, disclosure and map anilabiliry, acuons to conscn-e rural floodplains, 

L:rbaniz:uio:1 of tlie floodpbim, benefits and risks to flood?lains from structural flood control; and the 

methods net.:d to address ad,:erse impacts to adjacent properties. 
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Winston Hickox. Secretary 
California Environmental Protection Agency 
1 OOi "I" Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dr. AJan Lloyd, Chairman 
California Air Resources Board 
1001 ''!'' Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

RE: Public Health Concerns Regarding Naturally Occurriilll_ 
Asbestos (NOA> Exposure 

Dear Secretary Hickox and Chairman Lloyd: 

l am writing on behalf of the American Lung Association cf California 
and the California Thoracic Society to urge your agencies to undertake 
additional actions to protect public health from naturally occurring 
asbestos (NOA) exposure, especially exposure to tremo!ite ar:d other 
amphibole asbestos. NOA is present in 44 out of 58 count:es in 
California, and tremolite is present in at least sever1 of those counties. 
NOA is a human health hazard when airborne, and expcsure may 
cause lung diseases and cancer aftet' a long latency period. We 
appreciate the recent regulatory action taken by the California Air 
AeSources Board (CARS) to control dust emissions in areas known to 
contain NOA, and to conduct monitoring of neighborhoods in and 
around asbestos quarries, however, we remain concerned tha~ a public 
healtt1 threat from NOA may still exist, especially in areas :.r.lhe:-e 
tremoltte outcroppings have been identified. In order to fuliy 
understand the public health impacts from NOA and to better 
characterize areas of potent1al concern for NOA-exposure. additional 
research induding air monitoring, so:l sampling arm exposure studies 
must be conducted. 

While we are concerned about public health risks from aJl NOA 
exposure, we are particularly concerned about tremolite and other 
types of amphibole asbestos fibers because recent research has 
demonstrated that amphiboles pose tile greatest public health threat. 
Amphibole includes: tramollte, actinoHte, amosite, crocidolite, and 
anthophyllite. Tremoiite is highly carcinogenic and has been showr. to 
cause mesothelioma from environmental exposures in several other 
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countries, induding Cyprus, Turkey, Greece, Canada, and New Caledonia. In Libby. 
Montana. exposure to tremolite asbestos (as a contaminant of vermicuJite) has 
produced asbestos-related disease and death among workers and local residents, 
including those exposed as children. Tremolite in California consists of long, thin fibers, 
the most lethal kind when inhaled. Tremolite from Calaveras County has been found to 
be more carcinogenic in animal tests than five other types of tremolite obtained from 
sites in other countries. Given the prevalence of tremolite and other amphibotes in 
California, we are concerned about the lade of good information on human exposure to 
assess potential public health impacts. Specifically, we are calling on your agencies to 
establish the foUowing research priorities: 

• Conduct expanded and aggressive air mcnitortng and soil sampling for 
amphibole asbestos fibers, .specialty tremolite, in areas where soil has 
been disturbed due to construction or where outcroppings of tremoli1e 
asbestos have been identified (such as the Sierra foothills). This expanded 
monitoring should be conducted using the aggressive air monitoring and sail 
sampHrrg practices used by U.S. EPA staff in Libby, Montana, that provide the 
most comprehensive level of NOA detection. Cal/EPA should coordinate with the 
U.S. Geolo9ical Survey and the California Department of Mines and Geology to 
target areas far air monitoring and soil sampHng. 

• Conduct additional research on exposure to NOA to fill information gaps 
on NOA exposure In non-ocoupatlonal settings and to better characterize 
the risks to the general population in areas of ultramaflc rock, espec:iaUy in 
thoM areas containing amphlbole asbestos. Exposure studies should target 
a range of pla.usibie exposure .'K;enarios involving typical activities in unpaved 
parking lots, unpaved playgrounds and yards, day care centers, schools, 
residences, off-road vehicle use, as well as paved roads and sidewalks in 
Mighborhoods located in areas of tremo!ite asbestos. 

• Conduct epidemiologleal inveatigations of the health effects of tremolite 
and other amphlboJe exposure In order to identify any unique health 
Impacts potentially associated with such exposures. 

It is our understanding that there are no formal research projects regarding asbastos 
exposure or health effects planned by CARB in its current research plan. We beli-ave it 
is critical tor Cal/EPA and CARS to conduct these additional research studies to better 
understand NOA impacts on pub!ic health in California. and to determine whether 
additional reguiatory action may be needed to protect the public, particularly infants and 
children. In addition to astabHshing these research priorities. we recommend that 
Ca;/EP /A. and CARB expand efforts to educate the public about potential NOA 
exposures, health impacts, and methods for testing for NOA. especially with regard to 
tremolite asbestos. 
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We will contact ycu soon to set up an appointment to further discuss our concerns 
abcut NOA exposure and to seek your assistance in conducting the recommer.ded 
monitoring and public health studies, 

Sincerely, 

Earl Withycombe 
Chair, Government Relations Committee 
American Lung Association of California 

cc: Members, AJ..AC Government Relations Committee 
Members, ALAC Clean Air Technical Advisory Committee 
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Up to 30% tested in Libby hurt by asbestos 

Montana mining town residents hear findings of health survey 

Friday, August 24, 2001 

By CAROL SMITH 
SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER REPORTER 

LIBBY, Mont. -- Ron Masters, 49, never worked in the asbestos-contaminated vermiculite mine here. 
~either did his 24-year-old son. But both are among more than 1,000 residents whose lung 
abnormalities have just been documented by a federal study of widespread asbestos-related disease 

here. 

"I can't walk like I used to. I can't get out of my rig and go hunting. I can't run 50 feet from here to th~ 
street," said Masters, a former avid outdoorsman. "I can't get enough air." · 

The nation's largest environmental health study found a rate of lung abnormalities of 18 percent 
among the 5,590 tested adults, all of whom had lived, worked or played here before the W.R. Grace 

Co. mine closed in 1990 . 

. A.nd that's a conservative estimate based on two of three experts agreeing in each case. In 30 percent 
of the cases, one expert found abnormalities, said the study director, Dr. Jeffrey Lybarger, who 
presented results to Libby residents last night at a packed meeting at City Hall. 

Lung abnormalities are often an early sign of fatal or disabling asbestos-related disease, which can 
emerge 20 years or longer after exposure to asbestos. The rate of abnormalities found in the study is 
strikingly high compared with the normal range of 0.2 percent to 2.3 percent among people with no 

k110\VI1 asbestos exposure. 

The Agency For Toxic Substances and Disease Registry launched the S6 million health study after a 
1999 Seattle Post-Intelligencer investigation found that hundreds had died or been diagnosed with 
fatal asbestos-related disease associated with the mine that for decades covered the town and nearby 

mountainside with a fine white dust. 

No other community in the country has been affected so broadly by asbestos contamination. "This is 
one of the few cases, and certainly the largest in the U.S., where the exposure and abnormalities are 

extending beyond the workers and immediate family," Lybarger said. 

For decades, mine workers took pinkish vermiculite ore from nearby Zonolite Mountain, not knowing 
it contained deadly tremolite asbestos fibers. W.R. Grace has maintained that it knew nothing of the 
danger from the contaminated ore and that, until the P-I investigation, it had no reason to believe there 

was a continuing environmental problem. 

In its heyday, the mine produced 80 percent of the world's vermiculite. It was the area's largest 
employer from 1924 to 1990. At times its largest stack spewed l 0,000 pounds of asbestos each daY:, 

according to W.R. Grace figures cited by lawyers for asbestos victims. 
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The federal health study -- designed to identify asbestos exposure and help detem1ine treatment needs 
-- included chest X-rays, lung tests and face-to-face interviews with 6,149 adults and children. 
Residents were asked if they ever worked for W.R. Grace or lived with workers who may have 
brought asbestos home on their clothes, for example, or if they ever played at the ban field near the 

\V.R. Grace plant or in the piles of vermiculite around town. 

I\fost people in the study were exposed to asbestos in more than one way. 

In presenting results to the public last night, the toxic substances agency said that nearly 1,000 of the 
5,590 adults in the study had lung abnormalities -- a rate of 18 percent. The agency also said it founcl 
abnormalities in 159 of the 328 former W.R. Grace mineworkers participating in the medical tests-~ a 

rate of 48 percent. 

Those conservative estimates are based on instances in which two out of three experts reading each 
chest radiograph spotted abnormalities. The 30 percent rate, cited by Lybarger in an interview, is 
based on instances in which one of three experts found abnormalities. It is consistent with the 30 
percent rate of lung abnormalities revealed in preliminary findings announced by the agency in 

February. 

The latest findings confinned the worst fears of those who have spent years watching friends and 
neighbors -- including those who never worked at the mine -- succumb to lung diseases. 

"I'm one of the innocent ones who never set foot" in the mine, Masters said. "We lived 2 1/2 or 3 
miles from where they stored (ore), and I played baseball near there since I was 8." 

Diane Keck, 62, is another victim. Keck's grandmother built the town funeral parlor, and her father 

,vas the funeral director in the 1940s. 

"He noticed the miners dying," said Keck, who used to play in the Zonolite piles. "He told me, 

'Something's wrong. Don't go over there to play."' 

Keck moved from Libby when she was 13, but moved back in the early 1990s to retire in this peaceful 
valley. A lifelong non-smoker, she was shocked when she started having trouble breathing and was 

told she'd been exposed to asbestos. 

That was before the dangers of Libby were widely knmvn. The recent health study confirmed the 

diagnosis. One of her four siblings also has been diagnosed. 

She wonders no\v about her grandmother. "She died on the oxygen tank," she said. "Back then, they 

just called it smokers' disease." 

About 120 people attended last night's meeting, listening raptly as federal and state officials prese1~ted 

the stark numbers and discussed "routes of exposure" to asbestos. 

"My primary exposure route is the fact I lived in Libby for most of my life," said Clinton Maynard1 

whose father worked at the mine. 

Maynard questioned why just breathing the air was not listed as possible exposure. Lybarger said, 

"You're correct that ambient exposure probably did occur." 

Lybarger said the study findings support the need for more testing as the current population ages. The 

6/41/03 10:50 AM 
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o 30% tested in Libby hurt by asbestos 
http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/printer2/index.asp''ploc=b&~efer=http: 

toxic substances agency already has enrolled an additional 800 people for more screening in a second 

phase of the study, which will extend through September. 

So far, 84 percent of those screened have been Montana residents, although the agency is advertising 
in major news outlets to reach people around the country who might be eligible. To be eligible, peoplie 
must have either worked for W.R. Grace, or lived, worked or played in Libby for at least six months · 

prior to Dec. 3 L 1990. 

Gayla Benefield lost both parents to the ravages of asbestos disease and has fought for a quarter of a 
century to bring them justice. Now both Benefield and her husband, as well as their oldest daughter, 
have been diagnosed with abnormalities in their lungs. In her extended family, 37 people have signs H 
the disease. · 

Seated at the kitchen-table headquarters where she commands a regiment of victim volunteers, 
Benefield runs through a litany of friends and family members who are sick and dying. 

The normally unflappable Benefield has to stop talking briefly when she thinks about her 11 
grandchildren, many ohvhom played at a contaminated elementary school site. "My babies being 

exposed -- I took that real hard," she said. 

The Environmental Protection Agency, which is managing a massive emergency cleanup in Libby, 
identified the field used as an ice rink at the Plummer Elementary School as a hot spot last spring an~ 
finished a cleanup this summer. A similar cleanup is under way at the town middle school and high j 

school. i 

i 

At the high school, in fact, EPA cleanup supervisor Due Nguyen said the agency will have to destroy 
all the track and football equipment because it is too expensive to decontaminate .. 

Six miles out of town, federal workers are detoxifying the land at the foot of Zonolite Mountain where 
W.R. Grace screened the vermiculite into different-sized grades before sending it for processing. 

Yesterday, an eagle circled over the cement crushers and men in hazardous-waste suits as they loaded 
trucks to be hauled up the mountain, where the waste will be sealed forever in the now-closed mine. 

The EPA was not satisfied with Grace's cleanup and has ordered the demolition of remaining 
contaminated buildings on the site beginning Monday, Nguyen said last night. 

P-I reporrer Carol Smith can be reached at 206-448-8070 or carolsmith@seattlepi.com 

© J 998-2003 Seattle Post-Intelligencer 

10:50 AM 
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FROM i:.n LU'u AS:SH ;:;;EDWOOO EMP . P-£NE NO. 

._,~sbestos Exposure While Rototilling in Soils 
Containing Less than 1 % Asbestos 

As part of EPA's Phase 2 Study in Libby, Montana, samples of personal air were 
collected by an indivicual engaged in rotctilling a garden. Tne soil concentrations in this 
garden were measured in si.~ samples by PLM. Four -0f the six samples aoalvzed were 
wnon-dd~cts," and two sampies detected "trace'' nmougts (kss than 1 % bv mass·1 of 

asbestos. 

Using PCM analytical method .. 227 fibers/cc were detected using a personal monitor. 
Stationary monitor5 recorded .020 fibers/cc. Gsing TEM inalysis, personal monitors 
detected .0666 fibe:s!cc and stationary monitors detected .019 fibers cc. 

_;i._s seen, elevated leveis of fibers were observable in both personal air samples and in 
nearby stationary monitors during the rototilling activity. 111e incre~ is larger when 
measur~d by PCM than by TEM (PCME-~b), suggesting that some of the i.ncre3sc 
detected by PC\f i:; non-asbestos in nature. 

Source: US Environ.mental Proiecti..on Agency Region VIII, Amphibok Mineral Fibers in 
Source Materials in Residential and Corr.mercialAreas of Libby Pose an {11".m.inem and 
Substar..tial Endangerment to Public Healtlt. Chnstopher P. Weis, Ph.D., DA.BT. Senior 
Toxicologist. Science Support Coordinator, Libby Asbestos Site, Dec. 20, 2001 

Let's calculate how many fibers could be inhaled by the measurements from this test. For 

puQose!'\ of this formula. we use the TEM assay of .066 fibers/cc. 

Tr:e av~rage person t;;.kes 16 breaths per minute at rest, higher during activities 

Each cf ,he 16 brea,hs takes in about 500 cc of air in each breath. (500 x 16 = 8,000) 

8,000 cc of air are inhaled each minute 

.066 f/cc K 8,000 cc of air= 528 fibers/minute 

One hour of rotctiHing would generate 31,680 fibers inhaled 

Four hours of rototiUing = 126,720 fibers inhaled 

Please keep in mind chat this fiber cowu was from soil ~ontent of. 
significantly less than 1 percent. $qil. samples from a high school mEl . 
Dorado Hills tested at 1 to 5 percent tremolite asbestos using TEM analyszs. 
These soil samples were taken from a dirt parking lot used f nr student 

parking - for years. 

1 
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Dust Control Guidelines for Grading and Construction Operations 

1) Available and adequate water source and method for application. Plan for 
dust control in advance of beginning construction. 
2) Time activities for optimum soil moisture conditions. 
3) Application of water prior to soil stripping under dry conditions. 
4) Supplemental watering of loose exposed surfaces subject to traffic as 
dictated by weather conditions, use and location. Populated locations, dry and 
windy conditions require more extensive dust controls. 
5) Stabilizing loose fines from wind erosion after construction. 
6) Avoid disturbing surface. Wet surfaces to form 0 crust" and/or place straw~ 
"mulch", vegetative cover, hydroseed or other surface treatment to prevent wind 
blown dust. 
6) Maintain stockpiles, yards and access with adequate water, dust palliatives 
or a combination. Adequately wet dry material transfers. Cover or wet transport 
loads into and away from job site. 
7) Establish and maintain clean access to site. Attempt to avoid tracking 
material onto public roadways by using washed gravel and/or palliative treatment. 
Palliatives or other "non-tracking" surface treatment is preferable on access areas. 
Maintain clean roadway access by washing or wet brooming traveled surfaces 
daily. 

Special Guidelines for Serpentine Grading and Construction Activities 
Projects May Require a Lake County Air Quality Management District Asbestos Hazard 

Dust Mitigation Plan and ReYiew 

1) Perform work during wet season, when possible, preferably during light 
rainfall. 
2) Pre-wet work area and immediately follow with fine spray application 
preferably on the immediate area being worked to eliminate visible dust to the 
extent possible. 
3) Limit vehicle access and speed on exposed serpentine areas to reduce fiber 

releases. 
4) Cover areas exposed to vehicle travel with non-asbestos cover material. 
5) r-..faintain a high moisture condition of the disturbed surface or apply a 
"binder" material to seal loose fibers together and to the parent rock particle. Dust 
palliatives such as lignin sulfonate, magnesium chloride, pitch, rosin and polymer 
emulsions can be effectively utilized in a variety of applications. 
6) Material transfers or stockpiles of loose material should be kept adequately 
wet, sealed by a palliative or covered where conditions warrant. 
7) Provide employee notification of potential health risk of airborne asbestos 
and the requirements of the asbestos dust mitigation plan. 
8) Worker safety precautions and exposure monitoring should be consid~red 
but is not specifically required by District regulation. Other agency regulat10ns 
may apply. 10/92 
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REAL EST A TE TRA.l\iSFER 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

THIS DISCLOSURE ST A TEMENT CONCERNS THE REAL PROPERTY SITUATED IN 
THE COUNTY OF El DORADO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS 

THIS STATEMENT IS A DISCLOSURE OF THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE 
DESCRIBED PROPERTY IN COMPLIANCE WITH ORDINANCE NO. 4548, SECTION 
8.44.060, OF THE EL DORADO COUNTY CODE AS OF JUNE 12, 2003. IT IS NOT A 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND BY THE SELLER(S) OR ANY AGENT(S) REPRESENTING 
ANY PRINCIPAL(S) IN THIS TRANSACTION, AND IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR ANY 
INSPECTIONS OR WARRANTIES THE PRINCIPAL(S) MAY WISH TO OBTAIN. 

I 
SELLER'S INFORMATION 

The Seller discloses the following information with the knowledge that even though this is not a 
warranty, prospective buyers may rely on this information in deciding whether and on what 
tenns to purchase the subject property. Seller hereby authorizes any agent(s) representing any 
principal(s) in this transaction to provide a copy of this statement to any person or entity in 
connection with any actual or anticipated sale of the property. 

THE FOLLO\VING ARE REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE SELLER(S) AS REQUIRED 
BY THE COUNTY OF EL DORADO AND ARE NOT THE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 
AGENT(S), IF ANY. THIS INFOR..fv1A TION IS A DISCLQSURE AND IS NOT INTENDED 
TO BE PART OF ANY cmrrRACT BETWEEN THE BUYER AND SELLER. 

1. Seller discloses that the subject property may be located in an area containing naturally 
occurring asbestos. Disturbance of naturally occurring asbestos may result in the release of 
asbestos in the environment potentially triggering federal, state and local laws and regulations 
and threatening public health. Seller further discloses that naturally occurring asbestos on the 
subject property has has not __ been disturbed by Seller. 

2. Seller discloses the following details regarding disturbed naturally occurring asbestos 

3. The seller discloses that the subject property __ does/ __ does not contain 
aggregate materials imported to the property after June 12, 2003, containing more than 0.25 
percent naturally occurring asbestos. Disturbance of naturally occurring asbestos may result in 
the release of asbestos in the environment potentially triggering federal, state and local laws and 

regulations and threatening public health. Setler 
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Real Estate Transfer 
Disclosure Statement 
Page 2 

discloses that naturally occurring asbestos on the subject property is in the following location(s); 
_________________ , and has /has not been disturbed 

by the Seller. 

4 The seller discloses that a geologic evaluation has ___ /has not __ been performed 
by a Registered Geologist qualified to perform a NOA assessment to determine whether 
naturally occurring asbestos does or is likely to occur on the property. The geologic evaluation 
was performed by on (date). Based 
on the assessment, naturally occurring asbestos is likely to or does / in not likely 
to or does not occur on the property. 

Seller certifies that the information herein is true and correct to the best of the Seller's 
knO\vledge as of the date signed by the Seller. 

Seller: Date: 

Seller: Date: __________ _ 

2 
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Real Estate Transfer 
Disclosure Statement 
Page 3 

II 

BUYER(S) AND SELLER(S) MAY \\FISH TO OBTAIN PROFESSIONAL ADVICE ANDiOR 
INSPECTIONS OF THE PROPERTY AND TO PROVIDE FOR APPROPRIATE 
PROVISIONS IN A CONTRACT BETWEEN BUYER AND SELLER(S) WITH RESPECT TO 

ANY ADVICE/INSPECTIONS/DEFECTS. 

VWE ACKJ',JOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS STATEMENT. 

Seller: 

Seller: 

Buyer: 

Buyer: 

Agent {Broker Representing Seller): 

g, .. 
)· 

(Associate Licensee or Broker-Signature) 

Agent (Broker obtaining the Offer): 

By: 
(Associate Licensee or Broker-Signature) 

s:joni:isbest0s disclosure sunt 

3 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: _________ _ 

Date: 
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20 rxffERSITY OF CA.LIF0R~u.-E.S:PERn1EXT STA.TIO~ 

able watershed cover. The woodland is composed of various oaks. black. 
blue, valley, and interior live oak, with which the Digger pine is fre
quently admixed. The chaparral, or brush field, cover, similar to that 
sho,n1 in figures 8 arid 9, consists primarily of one or more of three spe
cies: chamise. s which in this region is usually confined to the poorest 

WESTERN 

ELDORADO COUNTY 

NAT'lONAL 

! FORESt 

~ 
I 
! 
i 
I 
L__,__, 

I 

, 

Fig. 10.-Duriug 1931, the year in which the ,·egetation surYey \\·as made, about 
,3,000 aeres, or 15 per cent of "·ester11 El Dorado County, was burned o\·er a$ a re
sult of 88 man·('.rtused firPs. 

soil,; on nonforest land, manzanita. and buckbrush.9 Brush field ar"eas 
with more or' less scattered indh-iduals and clumps of wo<)dland trees 
at'e designated as "woodland-chaparral." AH of the ,voodland-tre¢ spe
cies except the California black oak are characteristic of nonforest land 
and have been spread to adjacent forest lands as a result of the frequent 
fires. 

The year l!Hl, in ,rhich this vegetation survey was made, furnished 
an example of ho,,· extensin an area may be burned over in a single sea
son ( fig. 10). In that year there "·ere 88 fires, l() aH man-caused, ,rhich 
burned OWr' about 73,000 acres, or 15 per cent of western El Dc>rado 
County. 'rhese were summer fires and do not include the so-called "light-

• ..:l.deuostoma fasciculaf!tm. 

9 :\Ianzanita = Arcto.~taphylos vicida; buekhrush = Ceanotlws c1111.eat11s. 
10 From the official records of the State Division of Forestry, Sacramento. 
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5.9 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources 

• Please review our scoping comments, incorporated by reference, under Conservation an.d 
Open Space: Geology and Soils, p. 57-59; and Public Health and Safety: Risk of Upset: Avalanches. 
p. 48, Earthquake, p. 48, for unanswered questions and respond to them. 

GEOLOGY 

Impact 5.9-1: Increased Development in Areas Potentially Subject to Seismic Hazards (p. 5.9-36) is 
judged to be Less Than Significant. 

We agree that El Dorado County does not have the potential for earthquake hazard present~d 
by areas close to, for instance, the San Andreas and Hayward Faults. Nevertheless, as the DEIR i 

acknowledges, there is potential for seismic activity in the County. And one never knows about 1 

previously unknown faults. Therefore, prompt inclusion of improvements in the Uniform Building 
Code continues to be a concern. At the time of the DEIR on the 1996 General Plan, although a 
revision of the UBC had been issued in May 1994, the Building Department, astonishingly, had asked 
the County Llbrary to require readers to sign that they understood that it was not yet to be used in the 
County! 

* When was the most recent UBC issued and is it currently in use by the County? If not, 
why not? 

:f: In the case of the 1996 General Plan, prompt adoption of changes to the UBC was 
proposed as appropriate mitigation. If delay in such adoption still exists, we propose the same 
mitigation. 

Impact 5.9-2: Increased Development in Areas Susceptible to Landslide and Avalanche (p. 5.9-42). 

We agree that this is most likely to be of concern in the American River Market Area and that 
extending appropriate review to ministerial development is generally appropriate mitigation. 

:f: This is an instance where the calculations of the Resource Conservation District, 
mentioned under Soils, below, should be considered in appropriate review. 

The discussion of avalanches in the DEIR in the same context as landslides is problematical.J 
The word can, to be sure, apply to either snow or rock and soil substrate (together with the vegetatio.ir
thereon). or to debris flows triggered by heavy rainfall in susceptible areas. When discussed under : 
"Geology", it would seem to refer to the latter two, though an avalanche of snow could be precipitate("} 
by ground shaking, as well as by the mere weight of the snow itself. All three, however, can be 
enormously destructive. Thinking of the collapse of, say, the rock wall at Glacier Point in Yosemite, 
or the huge debris flows that have occurred more than once in the canyon of the South Fork American 
River, we remain very dubious, as was the court in its 1999 ruling, about the statement of the , 
Building Official quoted in the DEIR that it is "physically feasible" to "design structures to withstand\ 
avalanche events". i 

"As neither the U.S. Geological Survey nor the FEMA websites indicate other than 
avoidance techniques, please provide evidence of buildings that have withstood destruction by 
large avalanches of either snow or rock, soil, and associated vegetation. 

* Please refer to our September 2001 scoping comments {p. 48), incorporated herein by 

5.9 Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources 1 
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reference, for suggestions concerning mitigation relative to snow avalanches. Avoidance of 
avalanche-prone areas is, we continue to believe in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the 
most appropriate mitigation. 

Extending appropriate review to ministerial projects, as well as discretionary ones, is clearly a 
step in the right direction and we support this. 

SOILS 

Soils are geological bodies that take thousands to mi11ions of years to develop. And, unlike 
living species, they do not reproduce nor can they be recreated. 
-Ronald Amundson, pedologist, University of California, Berkeley; 2002 

Soil is the essential building block for sustainable agriculture and healthy ecosystems. 
-California Agriculture, Apr-Jun 2003 

Soil erosion is a major source of nonpoint pollution of lakes and waterways, especially with 
mineral sediments, humus, phosphate, and other pollutants that are so well retained that they 
seldom appear in underground waters. 
-Michael Singer and Donald Munns in Soils, an Introduction, ed. 3, 1996 

The DEIR lists soil types found in western El Dorado County and the Tahoe Basin, along with 
their general characteristics, and provides a large-scale map of their distribution beginning on p. 5.9-
13. See 1974 Soil Survey, incorporated by reference. On p. 5.9-19 the DEIR briefly discusses erosiotn, 
quantifying the occurrence of slopes greater than 25% (and thus presenting challenges in 
development) by market area, and expansive soils. The regulatory environment is described 
beginning on pp. 5.9-25. 

Impact 5.9-4: Additional Development Could Affect the Rate or Extent of Erosion (p. 5.9-53). 

As indicated in the quoted material at the beginning of this section, once lost, soils are not 
replaceable in the scale of a human lifetime. Moreover, soil erosion is a major pollutant consisting 
not only of the sediment itself, but of the various kinds of pollutants that adhere to soil particles. It 
thus of great importance to minimize soil erosion connected with human activities. {Refer also to 
agricultural and forestry practices.) 

• Please add in the FEIR the potential for erosion of the various soil series found in the 
western part oi the county. Please include in the FEIR the table of maximum slopes for different 
soil types developed by the Resources Conservation District in October 1994 and referred to in the 
DEIR on the 1996 General Plan. The FEIR should state how this information is used by the County 
in reviewing development proposals throughout the County and, if so, how it influences decision-: 
making. Ii it is not used, or its use is limited to only certain areas, the FEIR should explain why I 

that is the case. I 

Draft policies in August 2002 included provision for applicant-funded monitoring of erosion
control measures. However, this was moved to Implementation Measure CO-A in both Alternatives 2 
and 3. (And there it is toothless because it doesn't say actually to revise County Code but merely to 
review it.) This seems tacit admission that there is no current effective oversight, which we believe (o 
be the case. 

• Please discuss enforcement of the standards of the Grading, Erosion and Sediment 
Control Ordinance. Who does it? What enforcement power does that entity have? When violations 

5.9 Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources 2 
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are found, what happens? What follow-up monitoring occurs? Analyze how the standards therein 
reflect the standards of the Regional Water Quality Control Board. How is enforcement funded? 

We are particularly interested in the foregoing topic because of having recently experienced 
(and heard of even more) consequences of gross violations of the Regional Board's standards in a 
situation that would seem to have been under county jurisdiction, where the County failed to act. 

:I: Ii the Grading, Erosion and Sediment Control Ordinance fails to reflect completely the 
standards of the Regional Water Quality Control Board, it should, as appropriate mitigation, be 
upgraded to do so. 

:I: We support the proposed changes in Policy 7.1.2.t (p. 5.9-61} reducing from 40% to 25% 
and changing to "prohibited" from "discouraged" the criterion for slope steepness upon which 
development "or disturbance" may take place. As for the further change :relative to septic systems. 
we note incidents of failure of septic systems placed upon 30% slopes, so the reduction to 25% also 
is good. Nevertheless, allowable slope can be expected to vary with soil type and susceptibility to 
erosion, as calculated by the Resource Conservation District, as previously mentioned, and this 
should be incorporated into policy. 

0 How does the figure of 25% compare with the RCD's calculations for the several soil 
types? 

• If the RCD has similarly considered ability of various soil types adequately to serve as 
sites for septic system, please present those recommendations. 

We also support Policy CO-le in Alternative 3 precluding grading activities during the rainy 
season without effective mitigation to prevent offsite sedimentation. We do, however, have some 
doubts that such mitigation can be effectively provided during the rainy season. 

We are also aware of incidents involving conversion of sloping timbered land to an 
agricultural pursuit, vvith consequent erosion, again causing "heartburn" to the Regional Water 
Quality Control Board. 

~ What oversight does the County exercise in such a situation? What is the permit process, 
if any, when timbered land is converted to an agricultural pursuit? Are both considered forms of 
"agriculture"? 

* With the aforementioned incident in mind, we also support Mitigation Measure 5.9-4{c} 
to apply erosion control measures to agricultural grading. But one acre is too large a threshold to 
invoke this measure. At 43,650 sq ft, that is over four times as big as the 10,000 sq ft of the non
agricultural threshold, itself too big. 

In the Tahoe Basin, we noted in scoping comments that the threshold for needing a permit is ; 
a mere 3 cu yds, while the County's standard for elsewhere is 250 cu yds. The DEIR states that i 

construction of a single family home seldom needs a grading permit, presumably for that reason. Ye~ 
the incident previously referred to, upon which the Regional Board acted while the County did not, I 

involved preparing a single parcel for construction of a single home. Moreover, we also witnessed 1 

another single lot where a foundation was dug in serpentine by hand labor-therefore in close contact 
with dust that might have contained asbestos. In another nearby case, large grading took place in 
serpentine substrate. In neither case was there any watering down to control fugitive dust. Large 
developers commonly need a geotechnical study that would apprise them of the hazard of naturally-
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occurring asbestos. A single-home builder may not recognize the substrate or be aware of the danger. 

• Justify using the same threshold for a grading permit on serpentine as off serpentine, and 
ior grading on tremolite asbestos as on chrysotne asbestos. See also comments under Human 
Health and Safety. 

i! Unless all grading shall be done only by permit, there should be much lower thresholds 
for grading on serpentine and on tremolite. 

• How does the County keep track of grading activities on serpentine so as to be able to 
invoke the precautions in County ordinance to minimize fugitive dust1 

* If it has no method to do so, one should be established. 

• We repeat the request in our scoping comments that the EIR evaluate different thresholds· 
for invoking a grading permit and justify the one chosen, which should be much closer to that in 
the Tahoe Basin. 

• We reiterate the question posed in our scoping comments as to whether the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service was regularly offered the chance to review development proposals 
for potential soilprelated problems such as erosion hazard, suitability for septic systems, and 
expansiveness of soils. What is the funding source for this activity and is it adequate for careful 
review of all such proposals? If not, what portion do receive careful review and how are these 
chosen from the rest? Does the NRCS have any authority relative to decisions? 

MINERAL RESOURCES 

The County is peppered with old-and sometimes still operating-mining sites. Not long 
ago, a mine adit in Placerville collapsed, endangering a building. See References. Abandoned mine 
sites present hazards of several kinds, from collapse of underground tunnels to mercury 
contamination, to the physical hazard of falling into a poorly protected shaft (or being stuffed into 
one, as happened to a murder victim not long ago). In development of the 1996 General Plan, an old 
asbestos mine site was mentioned but, though the location was requested in DEIR comments, its 
location was never specified. Toe State of California recently compiled a report on abandoned mines 
and the hazards they present. See References. 

• In our scoping comments, we asked for indusion in this DEIR of the Exploration and 
Mining Activity map mentioned on p. V.7-15 of the DEIR on the 1996 General Plan, and that it 
include abandoned mines. This map was described as including 26 sites. Please provide an 
appropriate map in the FEIR. Exhibit 5.9-7 is far from adequate. (E.g., where is the Hazel Creek 
Mine, source of contamination to water courses? Where is the shaft into which the murder victim 
was stuffed? Where is the old asbestos mine? It is plainly less satisfactory even than the map 
referred to in 1996, as it has only 16 mapped sites.} Please also discuss the hazards that 
abandoned mines can present, as well as means to mitigate such hazards with intensifying 
development. 

The County's oversight of the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act was in considerable 
disarray at the time of the 1996 General Plan. The disarray continued such that the State Mining 
Geology Board, as noted by the DEIR (p. 5.9-34), in June 2001 assumed lead agency status in certain 
respects, a role in which it continues today. 
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• Please describe the current condition of County oversight relative to the various mines in 
the County and their reclamation, as reflected in reports to the State Mining and Geology Board 
its executive officer. What role is the County playing to encourage adherence to law by mine 
operators? 

• At the time of the previous DEIR, the County recognized that its ordinance implementing 
SMARA was in need of revisions. What were the deficiences and how have they been corrected? 

• Describe the County's current oversight program. 

Impact 5.9-5: Reduction in the Accessibility of Mineral Resources (p. 5.9-63). 
Impact 5.9-6: Issues of Land Use Compatibility with Mining Operations. (p. 5.9-74). 

Especially in view of Measure A, access to potential mineral resources is already restricted. 
This is especially significant in the case of new sources for construction aggregate in the County. 
These need to be identified and protected to avoid the added cost of eventual importation of this 
material from out of county sources. 

• In the Environmentally-Constrained Alternative, Agricultural Lands are deemed 
compatible with mining, while in the Roadway-Constrained Alternative, they are not. This seems 
backwards, if anything. Please justify. Are lands in the Agriculture overlay (-A} also deemed 
available for mining? 

• ·what is the estimated Hie of present sources of construction aggregate? Have new ones 
been identified? As mining is considered a potential use for land designated as agricultural, is thi~ 
the sole means by which such land is being protected? Does that mean that they are protected only: 
in the Environmentally-Constrained Alternative? Are potential sites indicated on the Land-Use 
maps in any way beyond the agricultural designation? 

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS: None is listed in Chapter 7. However, progressive exhaustion of 
present sources of construction aggregate and inaccessibility of new sources within the County 
surely is at least one such effect. 
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:ollapsed mine causes evacuations 
By JONATHAN Al\ 

SCHWARZBERG \rv~ 
Staff writer ~ \"' 

1 mine collapsed near down~ 
•n Placerville Saturday mom
' forcing nine people out of . 
ir homes and into the arms of 
nds and family. 
'.aptain Sam Huffman, of 
;;erville Fire Station No. 25, 
i the.mine collapsed just below 
Sierra Manor sometime Friday 
ht or early Saturday morning. 
he mine went into the g,mige 
1 house under the Sierra Manor, 
Jcal retirement home, located 
of· DeBemardi Court. The 

th between the garage and 
:-ra Manor collapsed, exposing 
.veen four and six feet of the 
ndation of an outbuilding at 
rra Manor. 
our men from the outbuilding 
·e evacuated to the main prut of 
rra Manor, which was not 
:cted. Five people from the 
se with the garage were evac
!d and went to a friends' house, 
'fman said. 
1fficials also closed part of 
utz Alley behind the · Carey 
1se and part of Reservoir Street 

see MINE, page A-9 

Democrat photo by Joanne McCubrey 
CAPT. SAM HUFFMAN of County Fire shows the two structures that 
were evacuated due to the collapsing mine In Placerville. 

MINE 
in the same vicinity. 

Paula Venegas, a care provider 
for the Sierra Manor. said she did-
11 ·1 even know there was u mine 
below the house. 

.. I was just going about my 
daily chores and noticed there 
was a tire truck in front of the 
facility." Venegas said. 

And though she was surprised 
by the lire truck. Veneg;is said she 
had a little forewarning. 

"There was like a li11le spirit of 
havoc this morning." she said. 

She and the residents gathered 
for prayer because of it. About an 
hour later. the lire truck arrived. 

"It's so wonderful how the Lord 
kind of prepares our hearts for 
these kind of situations." Venegas 
said. 

The family in the house below 
could not be reached for com
ment. 

The fire station received a call 
011 the incident at about 11 u.m. 
and arrived on scene at 11 :08 a.m. 

continued from A-1 

By 11 JO. firefighters had evacu
ated all the people. The mine was 
on the hill south of Main Street 
directly across from Robinson's 
Pharmacy. 

Huffman said they still don't, 
know how much damage has 
been done and how long the peo
ple will have to stay away from 
their houses. It's hard to deter
mine how for underneath Sierra 
Manor outbuilding the mine 
went. Hopefully. residents will be 
ahle to return shortly. he said. 

"If it's long-term. we'll have to 
find different housing for them," 
Huffman said. 

The Fire Department called Jeff 
Crovitz. Public Works Director 
for the city of Placerville, to 
inspect the damage and determine 
what measures need to be taken 
for the protection of the city. 

Jo11athm1 Sclnrnr::.he,g cm, he 
reached bl' e-mail at 
jsd111·ar:be1~(?@mtdemocrat.11et 
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January 24, 2001 

Contact: Carol Dahmen 
Mark Oldfield 
Don Drysdale 
Ed Wilson 
(916) 323-1886 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION REPORT 
SAYS STATE MAY HAVE MORE THAN 39,000 ABANDONED MINES; 

MANY ARE HAZARDOUS 

WEIMAR, Ca. -- David Stam didn't mean to eavesdrop, but he couldn't help but overhear his three children 
talking about the "hole in the ground" they had discovered last spring near the family's property in Weimar, 
about 38 miles northeast of Sacramento near Colfax. He was absolutely right to be alarmed. 

"\Ve had the property cleared and the kids were running around playing," Stam recalled. "I asked them, ''What's 
this hole you're talking about?' Once I saw it, 1 told them, 'If you ever want to see the outside of the house again, 
stay away from that hole.'" 

The "hole" discovered by Stam's twin 10-year-olds, Danielle and Gabrielle, and 13-year-old son Kyler, 1s 5 1/2 
feet in diameter and at least 32 feet deep. It is probably a test shaft, one of the many thousands of potentially 
hazardous legacies of mining in California. 

"'vVe \Vere lucky," said Kim Hughes, Stam's wife. ''We moved here five years ago when the kids were very small. 
They or one of their friends or one of the dogs could have fallen in." 

A recent report following a nearly three-year study by the California Department of Conservation concludes that 
there are at least 39,000 abandoned mine sites in the state. Prior to this report, the number of abandoned mines 
reported in California was based solely on old databases and ranged from a low of 7,000 to a high of 20,000. 

Of the 39,000 abandoned mines, approximately 32,760 (84 percent) present physical safety hazards, many with 
several openings such as the one on Stam's property that pose a threat to humans and wildlife. Other physical 
hazards include unstable highwalls or structures such as mine buildings that could collapse at a touch; dark, 
twistmg tunnels in which an explorer could become hopelessly lost; and disease-carrying, predatory or 
poisonous animals which sometimes make old mines their homes. 

On November 30, a deer was discovered 15 feet down an abandoned mine shaft in Mokelumne Hill. The 
landowner had no idea the shaft existed on the property. The buck, nicknamed "Lucky" by local children, was 
pulled to safety after several hours and released. Fortunately for Stam, the Department of Conservation 
contracted with Foam Concepts Inc. of Aurora, Minn., to permanently close the hole on his property as a 
c!ernonstrat10n of what can be done with some hazardous openings. The foam sealant requires no equipment, no 
power source, can be backpacked into remote areas and is environmentally friendly. 

"I wanted that hole sealed up for my kids' safety," Stam said. "It's a big hazard. Kids will be kids." 

The DOC study states that approximately 4,300 (11 percent) of California's abandoned mine sites present 
environmental hazards. There are acute environmental hazards such as old explosives, drums of chemicals or 
direct exposure to toxic mine tailings. There are also subtle hazards inside of a mine --

poisonous gases or low oxygen levels. More often, there are chronic environmental hazards. Contaminated 
runoff from abandoned mines affects land, groundwater, streams, rivers and lakes in many areas throughout the 
state. Water can carry heavy metals associated with acid-rock drainage, mercury from placer gold processing, 
mercury from mercury mines, arsenic, asbestos and chromium. Windblown dust containing contaminants such 
as chromium and asbestos also is a concern. 

''The mining industry today is high tech and generally environmentally conscious," DOC Director Darryl Young 
said. "But the historic mining industry that helped build this state developed in a time of less-sophisticated 
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rninmg methods and before environmental regulations. Since most of these sites date back to the 19th century, 
the individuals or companies responsible for the problems are no longer present to assist with remediation and 
reclamation. 

"Addit10nally, there isn't a statewide clearinghouse for information or a coordinated statewide effort to address 
abandoned mine lands. But the danger of abandoned mines is becoming more evident as the population grows 
in high-density abandoned mine areas such as the Sierra Nevada foothills." 

Another example of the danger is ongoing near Grass Valley, where a Bay Area family's dream home, built over 
a mine shaft that had been covered with topsoil. had to be condemned after the ground collapsed under it. 

Approxunately 50 percent of the abandoned mines are on private lands, while 48 percent are on federal lands 
a!ld 1.5 percent on state lands. The report recommends field visits to assess the physical hazards of each site. It 
states: "A mine site may be represented by one five foot shaft, presenting only a safety hazard; or a site may 
mclude 42 shafts, three waste piles, two tailings dams and a processing area, all encompassing in excess of 200 
acres and presenting both safety and environmental hazards." 

With a limited staff, DOC's Office of Mine Reclamation/Abandoned Mine Lands Unit worked from September 
1997 to June of 2000 to produce the statewide inventory and report. Staff collected and entered data for 790 
mine sites and 3,980 features in 21/2 years. Thus, while confident in its extrapolated figures, the report points 
out that only 1.5 percent of the state's sites and features have been located and recorded using modern methods. 

The report -- entitled "California's Abandoned Mines: A Report on the Magnitude and Scope of the Issue in the 
State·· -- was mandated by and has been given to the Legislature. It concludes, "in general, the existing 
authorities and funding mechanisms are inadequate to address this huge statewide issue." The abandoned 
mines report can be accessed at http://v,wvv',COnsrv.ca.gov/omr/AMLU/amlurpt/index.htm. 

DOC's Office of Mine Reclamation urges citizens who come across a suspected abandoned mine to call its 
toll-free number, 1-877-0LD-MINE (653-6463). That's how DOC learned of Stam's problem. 
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California's Abandoned Mines 
A Report on the Magnitude and Scope of the Issue in the State 

Department Of Conservation 
Office of Mine Reclamation 

Abandoned Mine Lands Unit 

June 2000 

Overview 

Since the Gold Rush of 1849, tens of thousands of mines have been dug in California. Many of these mines were 
immediately abandoned when insufficient minerals were found, others were abandoned later when poor 
economics of the commodity made mining unprofitable, while still others were abandoned in 1942 after the 
issuance of War Production Board Order L-208. The result is that California's landscape contains tens of 
thousands of abandoned mine sites, many of which pose health, safety, or environmente.l hazards. Every year 
people fall victim to the hazards of abandoned mines. Many sites possess serious physical safety hazards, such 
as open shafts or adits (mine tunnel}. Thousands of sites have the potential to contaminate surface water, 
groundwater, or air quahty. Some are such massive problems as to earn a spot on the Federal Superfund list 

In the interest of environmental and public health and safety, the Department of Conservation (DOC) undertook 
a three-year effort to determine "the magnitude and scope of the abandoned mine problem in California." An 
inventory of abandoned mines was accomplished, culminating in this report to the Governor and Legislature. 
Prior to this effort, the number of abandoned mines reported was based solely on legacy databases and ranged 
from a low of 7,000 to a high of 20,000 abandoned mines. To get a more accurate picture of the nature and 
extent of this problem, existing literature and data were collected, input, and spatially analyzed through the 
implementation of a Geographic Information System (GIS). Data gaps were identified, and a field program was 
implemented to acquire site specific information. Data were collected at selected abandoned mine sites, by 
watershed, in various bioregions throughout the state. Significant mine features were photographed and 
precisely located by differentially corrected Global Positioning System (GPS). A standardized assessment and 
rank.mg protocol were applied to potential physical and chemical hazards observed. Field data. in addition to 
mformation collected from existing sources, were entered into a relational database and spatially and 
statistically analyzed for this report. 
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Introduction 

Arrangement of the DEIR has been confusing to work with in not following the arrangement 
in the several Alternative Plans. Issues skip around. E.g., Open Space is combined v,rith Parks and 
treated under Public Services in the DEIR, while in the general plans it is part of the Conservation 
and Open Space Element Land Use and Housing, separate elements in the draft general plans, are 
treated together in the DEIR. Flooding is treated under three different chapters: Utilities, Human 
Health and Safety, and Water Resources. Communication Towers are treated under Utilities, Human 
Health and Safety, and Visual Resources. Stormwater Runoff is treated under Utilities (!) as well as 
Water Resources. Hazardous Waste is treated under both Human Health and Safety and Utilities. 

Please incorporate by reference all comments from Taxpayers for Quality Growth relative to 
the DEIR and SDEIR on the 1996 General Plan because of the similarity of Alternatives 1 and 4 to 
that plan. 

Please also incorporate by reference all scoping comments from the Maidu Group of the 
Sierra Club because of the numerous questions proposed therein that were not addressed in the 
present DEIR. and because of our frequent reference to those comments. For convenience, they are 
provided again as an Appendix herein. 

In all cases, references cited during a particular section will be found at the end of that 
section. 

We have used throughout two symbols: 

as a symbol for questions that should be answered and 
:f: as a symbol for suggested mitigation 

Beginning on page 3 of our earlier Scoping Comments, we raised a number of issues relative 
to Energy Conservation and "Green" Building that appear, again, to have been overlooked in the 
DEIR's analysis. As we said then, "This is a curious oversight in view of the fact that both the 
California Environmental Quality Act (Appendix F of the Guidelines) and the Subdivision Map Act 
(Section 664 73.1) have requirements for consideration of energy efficiency." 

" This oversight should be remedied in the FEIR. 

Introduction 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Please see our scoping comments, p. 75, incorporated herein by reference. The Notice of 
Preparation for this DEIR omitted mention of the Economic Development Element. We argued in our 
comments that this was misguided, that economic activity in the past history of the County had a 
profound impact on the physical environment, which, after all, CEQA is designed to address. Yet the 
DEIR again omits any analysis of this factor. 

Past economic activities resulted in disruption of streams, erosion and deposition of sediments 
and dredging tailings, blocking of rivers with dams, destruction of fisheries, air and water pollution, 
profound change in forest cover, probable climate change associated with loss of forest cover and the 
"heat island" effect of urbanization, etc. 

It would be well to strategize efforts to develop the local economy in ways that are as kindly 
as possible toward the physical environment, yet apparently there has been a conscious decision not 
to approach the matter in that way. Our scoping comments were intended to provoke this kind of 
thinking and policy formulation. 

The policies of Alternatives 2 and 3 are, we think, considerably improved over the lengthy and 
complex ones of Alternates 1 and 4. Yet policies that would fall within the prior discussion here are 
only a couple: ED-3a, to encourage economic development that inCTeases the percentage of total 
personal income spent in the county; and ED-Sa, to support and promote arts and tourism-related 
industries. 

" Among other things, the nature of the economic development pursued might create 
excessive demand for scarce water. It might discharge efiluent that present sewage treatment 
plants are ill-equipped to process safely for subsequent use of reclaimed water or for discharge into 
local creeks. It might contribute to making sewage sludge undisposabie in the way now being 
used. It might add to the problem of coming into conformance with air quality plans, or dealing 
with hazardous waste. It might create more potential for erosion. It might cause more change, 
loss of, and degradation of habitat for wildliie and effect the movement thereof. Or economic 
development could be planned to minimize such effects. These factors and others are, we feel, 
legitimate topics of discussion. 

The County also needs to decide-and perhaps adopt a policy-whether or not to offer 
subsidies to attract a particular business. (V,Je are interested in the fate of the "jewel-box" plant that 
pulled out after only a few years operation, and how much that cost the County.} 

We believe this topic should have been included in the DEIR. 

Economic Development 1 
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To: EI Dorado County Planning Department 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, California 95667 

Attn: Peter Maurer, Principal Planner 

SCOPING COM?+AENTS 

NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF A 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 

ADOPTION OF THE EL DORADO COUNIT 
GENERAL PLAN 

7 September 2001 

Submitted by: Maidu Group, Mother Lode Chapter 
Sierra Club 

Respond to: Alice Q. Howard, Conse1Tation Chair 
1487 Crooked l\file Court, Placerville 95667 
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and shielded outside lights 
• model homes to incorporate horizontal-axis washing machines 
• resist institution of CC&R's that forbid clotheslines for drying laundry 
• utilization of solar systems such as photovoltaic tiles on roofs 
• mixed-use facilities--combining homes and businesses, such that residents can walk to local shopping 

facilities 
• incorporation of a "town plaza", a greenspace of some kind, as a focal point for community interaction 
• incorporation of attributes facilitating alternative modes of transpornition 
• narrow streets 
• vegetated drainage swales, together with wetlands to slow and filter runoff 
• incorporation of pedestrian/bikeways 

LAND USE ELEMENT 

u/F]or the past fifiy years, we Americans have been bu,1ding a national landscape 
that is largely devoid of places worth caring about. Soulless subdivisions, 
residenlial 'communities' ufferly lacking in communal life; strip shopping centers, 
'big box' chain stores, and artificially festive malls wef within barren seas on 
parking; antiseptic office parks, ghost towns after 6 p.m.; and mile upon mile of 
clogged colledor roads, the only fabric tying our disassociated lives bock together." 

-Andres Duany, Elijabeth Plater-Zyberk, and JeH Speck, Suburban Notion, 
2000 

"'Some of the more pleasing traditional settlement paffems to he found in older 
villages, neighborhoods, and rural areas today would nof be permitted under 
common zoning and subdivision standards. " 

-Stokes, Watson, and Masfran, Saving America's Countryside, National 
Trust for Hisfonc Preservation, 199 7 

'JT]he only pedestnans to be found in a residential subdivision belong to that 
limited segment of the population which walks for exercise. Otherwise, there is no 
reason to walk .... 0 

-Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and JeH Speck, Suburban 
Nation, 2000 

''Corporate franchise bu,'ldings do not all have to look alike .... Burger King is one 
of a number of fast-food restaurant chains that hove adapted building design to 
conform with local architedurol sly/es or fo satisfy local design guidelines. " 

---Stokes,, Walson, and Mastran, Saving America's Countryside, National 
Trust for Historic Preservation, 199 7 

HDespite all our efforts, there is a steady, perceptible degradalion of the 
countryside-an erosion of the disfindive qualifies Iha! differentiate one place from 
another. As they confront piecemeal urbanization, people all over the country are 
asking, how can we save our special places{"' 

-William K. Reilly, speech, Commonwealth Club, San Francisco, 1987. 

6 
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uSocial space, now almost exdusively the purview of !he Woll Disney Corporation 
and the mall developers, used fo be provided by bw1ders of cities as a matter of 
course .... n 

-Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plafsr-Zyberk, and JeH Speck, Suburban 
Nation, 2000 

u[T]he open space that is conservable in nearly every new residential development 
can be required to be laid out so that if will ultimately coalesce to form an 
interconneded system of profeded lands running across {the] community. 1r 

-Randall Arendt, Growing Greener, 1999 

.,~ growing body of evidence suggests that quality of life 1s a dominant fador in 
otfrading businesses. n 

-Jim, Howe, Ed McMahon, and Luther Propst, Balancing Nature and 
Commerce in Gateway Communities, 199 7. 

We'ye learned nothing with the passage of time. Development patterns in the Sierran 
foothills were a concern in 1934 (The Utilization ef Land in El Dorado Counq, University of California 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 572) and remain so today (Final Report kl Congress of the Siemi 
1\:emda E"[)'Slem Prf!ject, 1996; and Shaping the Sierra, 1999). With this new DEIR and new proposed 
General Plan and alternatiYes, we have an opporrunity to improve upon past efforts. 

This, the Land-Use Element, implements the other elements and thus should reflect policies 
and mitigation measures incorporated into those elements. But these are not yet known because the 
proposed General Plan exists only in barest outline. Maps being an integral part of the Land-Use 
Element, some people strongly urged at the outset that any choice of maps follow, rather than 
precede, deYelopment of policies that could reflect constraints on the maps. 

Some of the decisions that should be so reflected could be public-utility service areas and 
spheres of influence (EID is in the process of determining its, and is the purveyor of water to the 
areas most likely to be where grmvth is concentrated), setbacks from wetlands and streams, 
identification oflocation of regional and local parks, considerations of a county-wide multi.species 
Habitat ConserYation Plan, the need for new utility substations, and identification of cemeteries and 
possible need for more land devoted to them. 

The DEIR should describe in detail the proposed General Plan and its alternatives, 
including the Vision, Plan Strategies, and Plan Concepts of the NOP. It should identify the 
objectives (lower case) it hopes to achieve through application of the Vision, Strategies, and 
Concepts. It should also identify and define the terminology it will be using in addressing 
land-use issues (i.e., Community Regions, etc.), and defining uses ofland ( e.g., Multi
Family Residential, etc.). If the various scenarios are predicated upon any assumptions, 
these should be given. Any overlays should be defined. 

The differences between the various alternatives should be recounted in detail. The 
degree to which each meets the standards set forth in the Vision, Strategies, and Concepts 
should be discussed. 
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The present General Plan effort was preceded by Area Plans, which reflected differences 
between the ,·arious communities in the County. The DEIR should assess the desirability or 
lack thereof of a "one size fits all" approach to designing for growth. El Dorado Hills isn't 
Placerville; Cameron Park isn't Georgetown. Coloma isn't Latrobe. There are differences in 
topography, climate, ,·egetarive cover, life styles; these might properly be reflected in approaches to 
design of development. Do our "places" reflect us or do we reflect our "placesn? How has this 
concept been incorporated into formulation of policies, if at all? 

The Principles given for the Project Description (NOP, p. 5) again make reference to 
"economic grO\vth" and we again refer the reader to the distinction between "gro\\-W" and 
"development'' made herein under Economic Development Element. According to the NOP, an 
environmental analysis seems not to be projected for this element. We think that would be a 
mistake and urge thar our comments be carefully considered. 

The 1996 General Plan went far beyond what the EPS study performed in connection with 
it deemed fiscally and financially feasible. As the study said, however, '1....and-use planning has 
significant fiscal and financial implications because the designation of land for urban purposes 
carries with it an implied commitment to provide infrastructure and public sen'ices." The DEIR 
should make a parallel study of the various scenarios presented for a General Plan this time 
around. 

The DEIR should calculate population projections for each scenario. EPS suggested 
150% of anticipated grov.'th as a reasonable amount to be accommodated. The prior DEIR 
made use of the concept of "achievable density" in making population projections to reduce the 
figures, arguing that some parcels would not be buildable because of topography, rock outcrops, or 
other constraints. Duane, in Shaping the Sim-a7 argues that "unbuildable" is an economic concept 
rather than a physical one, however, and we agree. Wben land is scarce, its value rises sharply, 
making "economical" extraordinary investment in order to build. Anyone seeing houses perched on 
steep hillsides in the Oak.land-Berkeley Hills knows that happens. 

Sprawl. The DEIR should analyze how per capita amount ofland used for housing 
has changed over the last 25 years to assess the impact of sprawl in the County. It should 
discuss how the proposed General Plan scenarios will continue or halt the trend. It should 
explain how the scenarios operate to concentrate growth to maximize energy efficiency and 
minimize impacts to the environment and to the free services it affords us. It should 
describe how the policies in the proposed General Plan scenarios help to control sprawl and 
its effects on air quality and traffic congestion. 

Availability of infrastructure. The DEIR should include maps of the service-district 
boundaries of the principal purveyors of water and sewer services, as well as the boundaries 
of their spheres of influence. It should analyze how these boundaries and the availability of 
infrastructure are reflected in land-use designations to minimize impacts to provision of 
public services. Include the effect, in the case of EID, of its overwhelming need for revenue 
to service the bonds it sold in 1996 and 1999 and its dependence upon selling new 
connections to supply that revenue. This "Ponzi scheme" like situation compels it to want 
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more growth in order to pay for facilities to meet that growth. (See, also, the discussion 
herein under Wastewater-both its sewage treatment plants apparently are near capacity 
despite recent upgrades.) 

Road infrastructure is also an issue, and a circular one: The fact that road-building 
contributes to generation of more traffic is in conflict with growth that would seem to 
require increasing capacity. The DEIR should take analyze the predicament. 

ProYision of public services, however, brings up the subject of Measure Y and the issue of 
concurrency. Measure Y requires concurrency (Plan Strategy #3, p. 2). Concurrency needs a 
definition. (fhat in the 1996 General Plan stated, "The public facilities and services must be 
available, operational, and have sufficient capacity to meet the needs of new development at 
the rime that such development is created.") Policy to implement concurrency must be 
developed before analysis of impacts because it is intimately involved in minimizing those 
impacts. The DEIR must assess the effectiveness of any such policy in all General Plan 
scenarios. This topic should be discussed relative to schools, park and recreation facilities, 
roads, and other public services. 

Separation of Communities. The DEIR should explain how the land-use 
designations will work , in the various General Plan ~enarios, to preserve separation of 
communities. Please include maps showing areas protected to serve this purpose. In 
particular, the history of development endeavors in the Bass Lake area, their fate, and their 
current status should be discussed. How will the proposed General Plan or alternatives for 
this area serve the purpose of separation of communities? How do areas proposed for 
separation of communities relate to utility district service area boundaries? If infrastructure 
already exists that could serve such areas, will development still be minimized therein and, 
if so, how? How can the General Plan keep infrastructure extensions from invading these 
areas if development can be expected to follow? 

In connection with developing policies for the General Plan, the DEIR should 
evaluate the merits of Conservation Subdivision Design (e.g., Arendt's Growing Greener), 
mixed-use zoning (contributes to "community", ability to walk to destinations, and 
possibility of affordable housing), existing-use zoning (Saving America,s Countryside, p. 
169---provides for stable land-use, protecting farmers from speculation that land use will 
change), flexible land-use regulations (Saving America's Countryside, p. 176--allows 
alternatives that vary as appropriate for the specific site). 

Analyze the merits of protecting viewsheds through restricting further building on 
ridgetops in connection with developing General Plan policies. 

Golf courses. (See also discussion under Surface Water Supply) Consider the merits 
of subjecting proposals for new courses to a "point" system for incorporation of "green" 
attributes that will allow them to earn prorated credit as open space. Traditional golf courses 
are heavy water users. They have little value as wildlife habitat and contribute to water pollution 
through their use off ertilizers and pesticides. Initial design is an important approach in creating a 
"green" course. Some attributes that could be incorporated into such a system would be the 
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following: 1) No cutting of trees during construction, or replacement of all cut; 2) Landscaping 
predominately of plants native to the area; 3) Turf oflow water need; 4) Turfed areas to be minimal; 
5) Roughs left in natural vegetation to provide habitat for native wildlife; 6) Best Management 
Practices required in maintenance to minimize use of harmful chemicals and fertilizers (m some 
courses, use of pesticides is completely banned); 7) Public im·olvement during planning stages; 8) 
Monitoring devices to detech leaching of chemicals; 9) Board"1-alks across pre-existing wetlands 
rather than dredge-and-fill activities. 

The DEIR should assess how well the design features incorporated into the 
proposed General Plan scenarios contribute to protection of water quality> control of the 
volume of storm runoff, and protection against flooding. 

The DEIR should analyze street design in subdivisions, i.e., whether the ttaffic
calming effect of narrow streets contributes more to public safety by reducing accidents 
than does the fire-protection access afforded by wide streets. Do firefighters respond to 
more medical/ accident emergencies or to more fire calls? In Portland~ the fire chief backs 
narrow streets over wide streets (Snburban Nation, pp. 65-68). 

The DEIR should analyze how the policies in the General Plan scenarios will 
contribute to a sense of community rather than isolation among its citizens. 

The DEIR should analyze how the policies in the General Plan scenarios will help to 
meet the County's responsibilities to provide affordable housing. How well has the County 
been meeting this obligation? What sort of policies in the General Plan scenarios would 
help in this regard? Evaluate the contributions that could he made toward this end of 
requiring, as some jurisdictions do, that a given percentage of any subdivision he this type 
of housing? Of mixed-use land-use zoning? Of zero-lot-line housing? Of co-housing? Of 
row-housing? Of two- to four-unit attached dwellings (we have seen photographs of 4-unit 
dwellings designed to look like a "monster" house in the same development)? How do 
policies of the General Plan scenarios accommodate such development? 

What portion of the County's population consists of seniors? How many live alone? 
What problems are presented for senior who no longer can drive and what ways exist of 
overcoming these problems? What kinds of housing are available for them? If a senior 
doesn't like segregated senior housing ("assisted living»), what other options are there? 

What policies of the various General Plan scenarios would provide for permanent 
protection of open space? What policies protect scenic corridors? 

The DEIR should discuss the pros and cons of gated communities. Some 
jurisdictions prohibit them. Please list those deveJopments in the County that are of this 
type and give the total number of dwelling units so accommodated. 

The DEIR should describe how the requirements of the Subdivision Map Act, 
Section 66473.1 ( "The design of a subdivison for which a tentative map is required pursuant 
to Section 66426 shall provide, to the extent feasible, for future passive or natural heating or 
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and shielded outside lights 
• model homes to incorporate horizontal-axis washing machines 
• resist institution of CC&R's that forbid clotheslines for drying laundry 
• utilization of solar systems such as photovoltaic tiles on roofs 
• mixed-use facilities--combining homes and businesses, such that residents can walk to local shopping 

facilities 
• incorporation of a "town plaza", a greenspace of some kind, as a focal point for community interaction 
• incorporation of attributes facilitating alternative modes of transpornition 
• narrow streets 
• vegetated drainage swales, together with wetlands to slow and filter runoff 
• incorporation of pedestrian/bikeways 

LAND USE ELEMENT 

u/F]or the past fifiy years, we Americans have been bu,1ding a national landscape 
that is largely devoid of places worth caring about. Soulless subdivisions, 
residenlial 'communities' ufferly lacking in communal life; strip shopping centers, 
'big box' chain stores, and artificially festive malls wef within barren seas on 
parking; antiseptic office parks, ghost towns after 6 p.m.; and mile upon mile of 
clogged colledor roads, the only fabric tying our disassociated lives bock together." 

-Andres Duany, Elijabeth Plater-Zyberk, and JeH Speck, Suburban Notion, 
2000 

"'Some of the more pleasing traditional settlement paffems to he found in older 
villages, neighborhoods, and rural areas today would nof be permitted under 
common zoning and subdivision standards. " 

-Stokes, Watson, and Masfran, Saving America's Countryside, National 
Trust for Hisfonc Preservation, 199 7 

'JT]he only pedestnans to be found in a residential subdivision belong to that 
limited segment of the population which walks for exercise. Otherwise, there is no 
reason to walk .... 0 

-Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and JeH Speck, Suburban 
Nation, 2000 

''Corporate franchise bu,'ldings do not all have to look alike .... Burger King is one 
of a number of fast-food restaurant chains that hove adapted building design to 
conform with local architedurol sly/es or fo satisfy local design guidelines. " 

---Stokes,, Walson, and Mastran, Saving America's Countryside, National 
Trust for Historic Preservation, 199 7 

HDespite all our efforts, there is a steady, perceptible degradalion of the 
countryside-an erosion of the disfindive qualifies Iha! differentiate one place from 
another. As they confront piecemeal urbanization, people all over the country are 
asking, how can we save our special places{"' 

-William K. Reilly, speech, Commonwealth Club, San Francisco, 1987. 
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uSocial space, now almost exdusively the purview of !he Woll Disney Corporation 
and the mall developers, used fo be provided by bw1ders of cities as a matter of 
course .... n 

-Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plafsr-Zyberk, and JeH Speck, Suburban 
Nation, 2000 

u[T]he open space that is conservable in nearly every new residential development 
can be required to be laid out so that if will ultimately coalesce to form an 
interconneded system of profeded lands running across {the] community. 1r 

-Randall Arendt, Growing Greener, 1999 

.,~ growing body of evidence suggests that quality of life 1s a dominant fador in 
otfrading businesses. n 

-Jim, Howe, Ed McMahon, and Luther Propst, Balancing Nature and 
Commerce in Gateway Communities, 199 7. 

We'ye learned nothing with the passage of time. Development patterns in the Sierran 
foothills were a concern in 1934 (The Utilization ef Land in El Dorado Counq, University of California 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 572) and remain so today (Final Report kl Congress of the Siemi 
1\:emda E"[)'Slem Prf!ject, 1996; and Shaping the Sierra, 1999). With this new DEIR and new proposed 
General Plan and alternatiYes, we have an opporrunity to improve upon past efforts. 

This, the Land-Use Element, implements the other elements and thus should reflect policies 
and mitigation measures incorporated into those elements. But these are not yet known because the 
proposed General Plan exists only in barest outline. Maps being an integral part of the Land-Use 
Element, some people strongly urged at the outset that any choice of maps follow, rather than 
precede, deYelopment of policies that could reflect constraints on the maps. 

Some of the decisions that should be so reflected could be public-utility service areas and 
spheres of influence (EID is in the process of determining its, and is the purveyor of water to the 
areas most likely to be where grmvth is concentrated), setbacks from wetlands and streams, 
identification oflocation of regional and local parks, considerations of a county-wide multi.species 
Habitat ConserYation Plan, the need for new utility substations, and identification of cemeteries and 
possible need for more land devoted to them. 

The DEIR should describe in detail the proposed General Plan and its alternatives, 
including the Vision, Plan Strategies, and Plan Concepts of the NOP. It should identify the 
objectives (lower case) it hopes to achieve through application of the Vision, Strategies, and 
Concepts. It should also identify and define the terminology it will be using in addressing 
land-use issues (i.e., Community Regions, etc.), and defining uses ofland ( e.g., Multi
Family Residential, etc.). If the various scenarios are predicated upon any assumptions, 
these should be given. Any overlays should be defined. 

The differences between the various alternatives should be recounted in detail. The 
degree to which each meets the standards set forth in the Vision, Strategies, and Concepts 
should be discussed. 
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The present General Plan effort was preceded by Area Plans, which reflected differences 
between the ,·arious communities in the County. The DEIR should assess the desirability or 
lack thereof of a "one size fits all" approach to designing for growth. El Dorado Hills isn't 
Placerville; Cameron Park isn't Georgetown. Coloma isn't Latrobe. There are differences in 
topography, climate, ,·egetarive cover, life styles; these might properly be reflected in approaches to 
design of development. Do our "places" reflect us or do we reflect our "placesn? How has this 
concept been incorporated into formulation of policies, if at all? 

The Principles given for the Project Description (NOP, p. 5) again make reference to 
"economic grO\vth" and we again refer the reader to the distinction between "gro\\-W" and 
"development'' made herein under Economic Development Element. According to the NOP, an 
environmental analysis seems not to be projected for this element. We think that would be a 
mistake and urge thar our comments be carefully considered. 

The 1996 General Plan went far beyond what the EPS study performed in connection with 
it deemed fiscally and financially feasible. As the study said, however, '1....and-use planning has 
significant fiscal and financial implications because the designation of land for urban purposes 
carries with it an implied commitment to provide infrastructure and public sen'ices." The DEIR 
should make a parallel study of the various scenarios presented for a General Plan this time 
around. 

The DEIR should calculate population projections for each scenario. EPS suggested 
150% of anticipated grov.'th as a reasonable amount to be accommodated. The prior DEIR 
made use of the concept of "achievable density" in making population projections to reduce the 
figures, arguing that some parcels would not be buildable because of topography, rock outcrops, or 
other constraints. Duane, in Shaping the Sim-a7 argues that "unbuildable" is an economic concept 
rather than a physical one, however, and we agree. Wben land is scarce, its value rises sharply, 
making "economical" extraordinary investment in order to build. Anyone seeing houses perched on 
steep hillsides in the Oak.land-Berkeley Hills knows that happens. 

Sprawl. The DEIR should analyze how per capita amount ofland used for housing 
has changed over the last 25 years to assess the impact of sprawl in the County. It should 
discuss how the proposed General Plan scenarios will continue or halt the trend. It should 
explain how the scenarios operate to concentrate growth to maximize energy efficiency and 
minimize impacts to the environment and to the free services it affords us. It should 
describe how the policies in the proposed General Plan scenarios help to control sprawl and 
its effects on air quality and traffic congestion. 

Availability of infrastructure. The DEIR should include maps of the service-district 
boundaries of the principal purveyors of water and sewer services, as well as the boundaries 
of their spheres of influence. It should analyze how these boundaries and the availability of 
infrastructure are reflected in land-use designations to minimize impacts to provision of 
public services. Include the effect, in the case of EID, of its overwhelming need for revenue 
to service the bonds it sold in 1996 and 1999 and its dependence upon selling new 
connections to supply that revenue. This "Ponzi scheme" like situation compels it to want 
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more growth in order to pay for facilities to meet that growth. (See, also, the discussion 
herein under Wastewater-both its sewage treatment plants apparently are near capacity 
despite recent upgrades.) 

Road infrastructure is also an issue, and a circular one: The fact that road-building 
contributes to generation of more traffic is in conflict with growth that would seem to 
require increasing capacity. The DEIR should take analyze the predicament. 

ProYision of public services, however, brings up the subject of Measure Y and the issue of 
concurrency. Measure Y requires concurrency (Plan Strategy #3, p. 2). Concurrency needs a 
definition. (fhat in the 1996 General Plan stated, "The public facilities and services must be 
available, operational, and have sufficient capacity to meet the needs of new development at 
the rime that such development is created.") Policy to implement concurrency must be 
developed before analysis of impacts because it is intimately involved in minimizing those 
impacts. The DEIR must assess the effectiveness of any such policy in all General Plan 
scenarios. This topic should be discussed relative to schools, park and recreation facilities, 
roads, and other public services. 

Separation of Communities. The DEIR should explain how the land-use 
designations will work , in the various General Plan ~enarios, to preserve separation of 
communities. Please include maps showing areas protected to serve this purpose. In 
particular, the history of development endeavors in the Bass Lake area, their fate, and their 
current status should be discussed. How will the proposed General Plan or alternatives for 
this area serve the purpose of separation of communities? How do areas proposed for 
separation of communities relate to utility district service area boundaries? If infrastructure 
already exists that could serve such areas, will development still be minimized therein and, 
if so, how? How can the General Plan keep infrastructure extensions from invading these 
areas if development can be expected to follow? 

In connection with developing policies for the General Plan, the DEIR should 
evaluate the merits of Conservation Subdivision Design (e.g., Arendt's Growing Greener), 
mixed-use zoning (contributes to "community", ability to walk to destinations, and 
possibility of affordable housing), existing-use zoning (Saving America,s Countryside, p. 
169---provides for stable land-use, protecting farmers from speculation that land use will 
change), flexible land-use regulations (Saving America's Countryside, p. 176--allows 
alternatives that vary as appropriate for the specific site). 

Analyze the merits of protecting viewsheds through restricting further building on 
ridgetops in connection with developing General Plan policies. 

Golf courses. (See also discussion under Surface Water Supply) Consider the merits 
of subjecting proposals for new courses to a "point" system for incorporation of "green" 
attributes that will allow them to earn prorated credit as open space. Traditional golf courses 
are heavy water users. They have little value as wildlife habitat and contribute to water pollution 
through their use off ertilizers and pesticides. Initial design is an important approach in creating a 
"green" course. Some attributes that could be incorporated into such a system would be the 
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following: 1) No cutting of trees during construction, or replacement of all cut; 2) Landscaping 
predominately of plants native to the area; 3) Turf oflow water need; 4) Turfed areas to be minimal; 
5) Roughs left in natural vegetation to provide habitat for native wildlife; 6) Best Management 
Practices required in maintenance to minimize use of harmful chemicals and fertilizers (m some 
courses, use of pesticides is completely banned); 7) Public im·olvement during planning stages; 8) 
Monitoring devices to detech leaching of chemicals; 9) Board"1-alks across pre-existing wetlands 
rather than dredge-and-fill activities. 

The DEIR should assess how well the design features incorporated into the 
proposed General Plan scenarios contribute to protection of water quality> control of the 
volume of storm runoff, and protection against flooding. 

The DEIR should analyze street design in subdivisions, i.e., whether the ttaffic
calming effect of narrow streets contributes more to public safety by reducing accidents 
than does the fire-protection access afforded by wide streets. Do firefighters respond to 
more medical/ accident emergencies or to more fire calls? In Portland~ the fire chief backs 
narrow streets over wide streets (Snburban Nation, pp. 65-68). 

The DEIR should analyze how the policies in the General Plan scenarios will 
contribute to a sense of community rather than isolation among its citizens. 

The DEIR should analyze how the policies in the General Plan scenarios will help to 
meet the County's responsibilities to provide affordable housing. How well has the County 
been meeting this obligation? What sort of policies in the General Plan scenarios would 
help in this regard? Evaluate the contributions that could he made toward this end of 
requiring, as some jurisdictions do, that a given percentage of any subdivision he this type 
of housing? Of mixed-use land-use zoning? Of zero-lot-line housing? Of co-housing? Of 
row-housing? Of two- to four-unit attached dwellings (we have seen photographs of 4-unit 
dwellings designed to look like a "monster" house in the same development)? How do 
policies of the General Plan scenarios accommodate such development? 

What portion of the County's population consists of seniors? How many live alone? 
What problems are presented for senior who no longer can drive and what ways exist of 
overcoming these problems? What kinds of housing are available for them? If a senior 
doesn't like segregated senior housing ("assisted living»), what other options are there? 

What policies of the various General Plan scenarios would provide for permanent 
protection of open space? What policies protect scenic corridors? 

The DEIR should discuss the pros and cons of gated communities. Some 
jurisdictions prohibit them. Please list those deveJopments in the County that are of this 
type and give the total number of dwelling units so accommodated. 

The DEIR should describe how the requirements of the Subdivision Map Act, 
Section 66473.1 ( "The design of a subdivison for which a tentative map is required pursuant 
to Section 66426 shall provide, to the extent feasible, for future passive or natural heating or 
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cooling opportunities in the subdivision") are fulfilled by policies in the various General 
Plan scenarios. 

The DEIR should describe how policies in the various General Plan scenarios would 
facilitate siting of small dispersed electrical-generating facilities, including single-home 
based, such as roofGinstallarion of photovoltaic-cells, microturbines, and fuel cells. 

The DEIR should discuss the merits of requiring model homes to be landscaped 
with native and drought-resistant plants to exemplify to prospective buyers attractive 
alternatives to lawn-centered (and water-using) landscaping. How might such a 
requirement be incorporated into policies of the various General Plan scenarios? 

How do policies in the various General Pian scenarios provide for adequate 
monitoring for compliance with all pertinent regulations and with conditions of approval? 
What process assures that Certificates of Compliance a.re issued only after adequate review 
to assure compliance? 

TRANSPORTATION/CIRCULATION ELEMENT 

7 rying to cure traffic congesfion by adding more capacity is like frying to cure 
obesity by loosening your belt. 0 

-Suburban Nation, Andres Duany, Elizabeth Pfafer-Zyberk, and Jeff 
Speck, 2000, quoting an engineering aphorism 

[Rjoads are often bu;1t fo relieve congestion or fac,1/fate the movement of traffic, but 
they lead, almost invanably, to new development. Road consfrudion is thus 
responsible for much of the sprawl that covers the rural landscape." 

-Stokes, Watson, and Mastran, Saving America's Countryside, National 
Trust for Historic Prese,vation, 199 7 

Mehicle fuel economy ... has been consistently falling ... [since} the middle 1970s 
through the late 1980s .... [A/verage new vehicle fuel economy fell in 2000 lo 24 
mpg, its lowest level in 20 years. The increasing market share of light trucks and 
SUVs accounts for much of the decline in fuel economy of the overall new light 
vehicle fleet. 

-EPA, 2001 

"America's cars and light trucks alone produce nearly 20 percent of US. carbon 
dioxide pollution-more carbon dioxide than all but four countries worldwide. 0 

~n These limes, lOApr 2001 

NBecause pedestrian-friendly streets are not specified in the /engineering/ manuals, 
they are simply not possible, despite all the evidence encouraging their use . 
... {Rjather than convincing the engineers to fundamentally rethink their approach, 
we need only amend the manuals in order to reform the profession . ..• The lnsfifufe 
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of Transporlafion Engineers has recently completed a manual entilledT raditional 
Neighborhood Development Street Design Guidelines, which allows narrower 
roads, fighter comers, and a number of other once-unthinkable modifications fo 
CUffent design Cfll8J70, H 

-Suburban Notion., Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and JeH 
Speck, 2000 

At present. U.S. Highway 50 is the sole road carrying traffic east-west and the County, and 
State Route 49 is the major carrier of north-south traffic. Both are now crowded during peak traffic 
hours. The DEIR should describe the present road system in the County, together with the 
current levels of service (LOS) associated with this system, as well as accident rates for road 
segments and intersections where they are now prevalent. LOS analysis should include 
duration of times when LOS E and F occur. 

It should do the same for each of the scenarios of the proposed General Plan, adding 
to the segments and intersections as indicated from anticipated effects of growth. Analysis 
should include effects from the bu.ildout now going on of areas in El Dorado Hills that were 
previously authorized, such as Carson Creek, Promontory, Valley View, Marble Valley, and 
various other projects. 

Increased congestion on Highway 50 may discourage those using it to get to South Lake 
Tahoe. The DEIR should analyze the possible effects of this on recreation and business in 
the Tahoe Basin. Similar effects associated with Highway 50 and western slope businesses 
(including the rafting industry), and with Highway 49 should also be analyzed in the DEIR. 

Effects of increased traffic congestion related to growth on public safety should also 
be assessed. Recently eYacuation of a school in the EI Dorado Hills Business Park threatened by 
fire was halted (per radio traffic) because of traffic congestion on Highway 50 during evening 
commuting hours. 

The DEIR should assess the total mileage of County-maintained roads and assess 
their present condition , their unmet needs for repair/ maintenance, and ways to fund those 
needs. How will this situation change if maintenance is deferred? How will it change with 
growth under the proposed General Plan? How current with maintenance needs is DOT 
now? If it is behind, how long is it anticipated to take to catch up to current? 

What County roads or segments thereof, if any, are now surfaced with crushed 
serpentine? Identify any privately-maintained roads that are so surfaced and the mileage 
thereof. In view of the recently adopted new State regulation affecting such surfacing, how 
can these roads be brought into compliance to eliminate the health risk? 

The DEIR should explicate the provisions of Measure Y and their implications for 
the road system. 

How will traffic on Highway 50 and the Missouri Flat Road Interchange be affected 
by the improvements contemplated in the recent environmental document on interchange 
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improvement? How is this project related to the amount of growth anticipated in the 
Diamond Springs-El Dorado-Somerset area under the various General Plan alternatives? 
How is it related to the proposed connector road from Missouri Flat Road to Pleasant Valley 
Road that utilizes a portion of the railroad corridor? 

The various sources for funding road building, maintenance, and repair costs should 
be described, including road-impact fees now in existence. Adequacy of these sources fully 
to meet the costs for which they are intended should be evaluated. The cost of road 
improvements should include acquisition of rights-of-way, moving utilities, and altering 
drainage systems, as well as financing. In view of the Grand Jwyscriticisms of DOT's 
accounting system relative to fees, the DEIR should also examine how these funds are 
managed and used for the purposes for which they are collected. 

The DEIR should present figures as to the size of the resident workforce that 
commutes to jobs outside the County, as well as of the workforce employed within the 
County and the major employment centers within the County. It should project, for each 
General Pian scenario, how these figures will change with growth. 

It should identify the principal highway corridors that will have to handle the 
increased workforce population to be supported by each of the proposed General Plan 
scenarios and how the added traffic will affect present LOS. How can this situation be 
mitigated in any realistic way? (With the 1996 General Plan, the projected costs of road 
improvements by 2015 was given as ca. $1.4 bj}Jjon., excluding the cost of correcting existing 
deficiencies.) Describe any situation where enlarging road capacity has been known to 
solve a capacity problem over time. Describe and evaluate possible funding sources for 
such roadway improvements. Evaluate the acceptability and desirability of a reduction in 
LOS, proposed in the 1996 plan, as a part of the mix of approaches to solving the problem. 

The Department of Transportation now has modeling capabilities, acquired very late 
in evolution of the 1996 plan and, therefore, not used therein, to correlate land-use decisions 
mth traffic. Please incorporate these analyses into the DEIR for all proposed General Plan 
scenarios. 

Please also include an analysis of the effects of additional levels of traffic on air 
quality for all General Plan scenarios. Include in this analysis the effect of the increase in 
representation of SUV s in the mix of commuting vehicles. El Dorado County is already a 
non-attainment area relative to air quality. 

The DEIR should analyze the Transportation Element for consistency with respect 
to State plans for Highways .50, 49, and 193, the County's Transportation Plan, Sacramento 
County's transportation plan, the SACOG plan, Regional Air Quality Plans, and the State's 
California Transportation Plan. 

NEIGHBORHOOD ROADS. Highways and arterials are not the only kinds of roads that 
are of concern. Typical subdivision roads are built for automobiles (and fire-engine access), not for 
pedestrians (see introductory quotation). The DEIR should explore the County's applying the 
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concepts contained in the Institute of Transportation Engineers's Traditional 
Neighborhood Development Street Design Guidelines, in conjunction with the Planning 
Department, in subdivision design. Benefits would include less impervious pavin~ reduced 
"heat-island" effect, more pedestrian-friendly design, and slowing-down of automobile traffic. 

Please give information in the DEIR about the degree to which private roads also 
must adhere to the various existing ordinances and policies proposed in the various General 
Plan scenarios. Do what extent do design standards apply? What of drainage standards? 
How, if at all, do these differ in rural areas from standards in more built-up parts of the 
County? 

Analyze to what extent neighborhood schools are now planned to allow children 
walking to them safely. How can the situation be improved by changes in design? 

ALTER..>....:XI1\'ES. The DEIR should assess the merits of conforming to Caltrans 
Deputy Directive 64 (DD-64) concerning alternative transportation. 

• Transit. Analyze the need for added public transit with additional growth under 
the several scenarios of the General Plan, both bus service to employment centers both 
within and outside the County, and local van service. Will expanded and/ or additional 
"park and ride" facilities be needed and, if so, where and how paid for? With an aging 
population, is local van service adequate for the needs of non-driving seniors and others? 
How could it be better publicized? 

• More efficient cars. In anticipation of increasing numbers of electric-powered cars, 
Sacramento has for some time required that garages include wiring for recharging such vehicles. 
The DEIR should analyze the merits of a similar provision in El Dorado County for both 
new construction and renovation. Another idea would be a few places equipped with 
charging facilities set aside for such cars in parking lots. Where charges are assessed for 
parking privileges, they could be waived for electric cars. 

• Bicycles. The DEIR should analyze the potential for facilitation of greater use of 
this mode of transportation~ New subdivision design could include multi-use trails that 
separate such traffic from roads and lead to, for instance, "park and ride" lots or other 
destinations and incorporation into the design of the latter storage facilities for bicycles. 

• Rail transportation. The DEIR should examine the various ways in which the 
County or other entities have compromised or are planning to compromise use of the 
railroad corridor for possible future use by rail transport. Any such planned projects should 
be halted and redesigned as being in conflict with the federal R.ails~to-Trails Act under 
which the corridor was obtained. 

The DEIR should analyze the various schemes advanced to utilize the railroad 
corridor for transportation extending into the County, such as Light Rail, excursion trains, 
and occasional freight trains serving businesses in the County, several of which have 
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expressed interest in such a service. To what extent would tne ;au~--., 

service meet needs of County residents to go to employment centers? What studies na"''"' 
been made of who might use such a service and what were the results? 

• Better planning and design. The DEIR should analyze possible ways to reduce 
out-of-county commuting by increasing the number and desirability of in-county jobs for 
residents. See also discussions under Economic Development Element and under the 
Housing Element. 

HOUSING ELEMENT 

Population: 

0[The} world population increased at 2 to 5 percent a century during the first fifteen 
centuries of the Christian era, the rate in some countries today is between 3 and 4 
percent per year, very dose fo the biological maximum."' 

-lester R. Brown, The Twenty-Ninth Doy,. 7978, The Worldwafch Institute 

''If now appears that the period of rapid population and industrial growth that has 
prevailed during the last few centuries, instead of being the normal order of things 
and capable of continuance info the indefinite future, is aduolly one of the mos! 
abnormal phases of human history. "' 

--M. King Hubberl, Resources and Mon, 1969 

,,,Ca!itomia 's population is 16 m,1/ion, ifs grow!h rate 3. 8% per year; the United 
Stoles has 180 million people and a growth rate of 1.696 per year. California's 
population extrapolates to 72 million at the end of the century: to l 00 million in 
the year 2010, and in about 115 years-that would be 2075-if ovsrtokes the 
national population. That is, all Americans then would be living in California. ,,, 

-Dan Luten, landscape, 1962-1963, 12(2):3-7. 

*It actually was 33.8 miillon in .'.WOO. 

The 1996 General Plan had as one objective to "[oJversupply residential and non-residential 
land use designations in order to provide market and landowner flexibility to more feasibly 
accommodate the market." But market-driven "planning" isn't planning at all. Decisions are being 
abandoned to market forces. 

As the introductory quotations demonstrate, the period of rapid population growth 
experienced in modem times is highly unusual and forecasts based on trends of the recent past can 
be guite inaccurate. 

The population that would have been accommodated at buildout of the 1996 General Plan 
was 384,667. Even the so-called Low GrO\vth Alternative provided for a population of 266,549. 
But the actual population of the County in 2000 was 156,290, and that for the year 2010 projected 
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from the rate of grov.--tli between 1990 and 2000 would be only 190.554, and for 2020 only 232,214. 
No alternative considered came dose to reality. And the court found that a reasonable range of 
alternatives had not been considered. 

Changes of the land stemming from a concept of "oversupply" can't be undone. One should err on 
the side of caution. .Any "low-grovvth" alternative should aim for a population lower than that projected for 
ten years out or it -u,,fil be buying into the idea of oversupply and therefore be in conflict with the court's 
finding. 

Housing 

The DEIR should give basic demographics of the County's population: age, income 
level, gender. 

In order to ascertain housing needs, detailed knowledge is needed about the County's 
present housing stock. Thus the DEIR should provide the following information, in each 
case broken down b_v region: 

"' An inventory of the current supply of undeveloped parcels, including unoccupied 
parcels within tentatively-approved subdivisions. Break this down by EID 
and Georgetown Divide PUD service areas, and other. How does this 
inventory relate to housing needs for the life of the General Plan. (Recognize 
that the "unbuildable" parcel is an economic concept, not a physical one. As 
vacant land becomes scarcer, the value of such land rises, justifying more and 
more extraordinary measures to develop it. One has only to look at the 
Berkeley Hills or San Francisco to see this truth.) 

• Figures on numbers of homes built each year over the past ten years, together with 
the numbers of such homes supplied with piped potable water, piped 
reclaimed water, or wells, and the numbers having sewer service. These 
figures should include the service provider, as appropriate (i.e., EID, 
GDPUD, Grizzly Flat CSD, or other small private supplier) and be broken 
down by type (see following). 

• Figures, by region, on the numbers of housing units by type, including single
family detached residential, "granny flats", townhouses, condominiums, 
apartments (there have been complaints that some communities are being 
given more than their "fair share" of apartments, mobile homes, mixed-use 
(housing above commercial), and cabins. 

"' The foregoing information should be broken down by owner-occupied, rental, and 
unoccupied (a second or vacation home). If a rental, give the age-distribution 
for the head of household. 

• Give the vacancy rate for all rentals. 
"' For single-family detached residential, give numbers of homes within certain size 

ranges, as less than 1000 fr, between 1001 and 1500, between 1501 and 2000, 
between 2001 and 3000, between 3001 and 5000, over 5000. State how many 
are rentals. Is El Dorado County becoming a "haven for the rich" with an 
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oversupply of upscale housing? 
• For affordable housing, define it by cost/income and break down the numbers by 

type, including, but not necessarily limited to, apartments, granny flats, 
mobile homes, cabins, mixed-use (housing above commercial). 

• How much housing in the County is within a gated community? List those 
developments that are of this type. Evaluate the pros and cons of gated 
communities. 

• What has been the effect of granny flats on land-use densities and the demand for 
services (e.g., schools, emergency services, law enforcement) and for 
infrastructure ( roads, water, sewer)? 

• How many elderly people live alone? 

The DEIR should also include a county-wide assessment of the condition of the 
housing stock, by region. 

The foregoing information should be analyzed, by region, to ascertain unmet or 
inadequately met housing needs for various ages and income levels and to formulate goals 
to be met for various types of housing. Such goals should contribute to decisions on 
development proposals. 

Have the Planned Developments of the recent past included affordable housing? 
Evaluate requiring a certain percentage of affordable housing (12 . .5 to 15 is a figure 
encountered where this requirement has been in effect) for assuring provision of a "fair 
share" of this type of housing. 

Evaluate the consistency of the Housing Element with the State Housing Plan. 

Housing-Employment Balance: 

It is commonly realized that houses generally do not pay their way, that they require more in 
services than they pay for in property taxes. If ta."< reYenues derived from a business do not make up 
the difference, it won't be advantageous for the County to attract that business unless its employees 
commute from outside the County. (Commuters add fewer trips to County roads--only two per 
day, while the Department of Transportation uses 9 to 10 a day for the typical house.) It follows 
that it may not be cost-effective to try to attract businesses that will cause new residences to be built 
in the County. Rather, it is an advantage to employ existing County residents. Therefore, what 
businesses should the County try to attract to improve its Housing-Employment balance? 

Businesses unlikely to generate enough in tax revenues could be expected to include serrice 
agencies and govemmt..'flt offices, while light manufacturing, bio-tech, and high-tech soft- and 
hardware firms might be examples of desirable businesses. 

The DEIR should analyze these issues. The 1996 General Plan resolved the issue of 
funding shortfall by lowering Levels of Sen-ice, the alternative being to raise impact fees to the point 
that housing truly paid its way. Analyze the likely acceptability of these approaches both to 
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present residents and to the housing market. 

How much unemployment is there in the County? How has it changed over rime? 
Is it high enough now to be worrisome? 

What has been the effect on housing needs of employment shifts, such as the decline 
of the timber industry? 

What is the ratio of the number of residents employed in the County to the number of 
employable residents of the County? 

PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES ELEMENT 

Fire protection 

'~ccording to CDF, an average of 300 fires occur in the County every year; 95 
percent of which are sfarled by people. n 

-General Pkm Draft EIR, December 1994 

"'The most imporlant feHed of land conversion due to human settlement} in the 
Sierra Nevada is associated with impods on the fire regime in both seJtled areas 
and adjacent wild/ands. Human seHlement aHeds the structure and level of fuel 
loacl viab,1ify of presuppression fuel-management strategies, ignition risk, 
availab,1ify of suppression resources, and !he manner in which suppression efforls 
are allocated and deployed (e.g., fo proted sfrudures rather than wild/ands). " 

-SNEP Report, Vol. I, p.39. 

EYery summer we hear accounts of wildland fires threatening or destroying homes and 
causing evacuations and eYen deaths of residents or firefighters. These catastrophes can occur even 
in a metropolitill area such as Oakland (1991 ). Common themes run through these accounts, of 
building in rislq· places, of inadequate access, of deficient firefighting infrastrucrure~ of poorly 
managed vegetation, etc. Weather conditions often are a factor, and sometimes an originator, of 
conflagrations and can't be managed, but many of the other factors are the result of human 
influences that could be altered. 

What was the original fire regimen as influenced by Native Americans? How does 
this compare with the regimen as practiced over the last 100 years or so? How have these 
practices affected the constitution of the forest today? What of its fuel load and 
flammability? How are practices changing today? What is the likelihood that the original 
forest can reconstitute itself to the original condition of mixed-age and mixed-species better 
able to withstand natural fire? 

In the DEIR, please set forth the fire protection services available in the County. 
How do the various districts differ in funding and staffing? What are their funding sources? 
How do available funds compare between districts with mostly newly built structures (and 
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up-to-date propeny assessments) versus districts with older homes (where assessments may 
be constrained by Proposition 13)? What of the effects of infill-second homes and lower
to-medium range housing--on such districts? What are staffing standards and are they met 
everywhere? What are response-time standards and are they met everywhere? 

Provide a map of the county as delineated into fire-hazard risk zones by severity of 
ris~ What are the standards for such delineations? Does the information available to the 
County fully agree with fire-hazard maps of the California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection? Compare also with the map in Bulletin 572, referred to under Forestry in the 
Agriculture and Forestry Element. If not, these should be reconciled. The combined map 
should be continuously updated as new information becomes available. 

In reviewing proposed development does the County indude comparison with fire
history or fire-hazard maps? If not, why not? Are there policies relative to such a review 
that guide decision-makers? If so, what are they? If not, why not? Evaluate the merits of 
maintaining large parcel size in areas of fire risk to reduce the number of dwemngs needing 
protection in case of fire. 

Which districts and fire houses depend upon volunteers? Are these more likely to be 
in high or very high fire hazard zones? How does dependence upon volunteers affect 
services? With what training and equipment are volunteers provided? 

Descnoe any fees associated with building permits to fund additional needs of fire 
districts associated with new building. Do property taxes adequately fund fire protection 
needs in high-risk area? Do homes there tend to be more modest, contributing to funding 
shortfalls? Does that affect staffing numbers and dependence upon volunteers? ls 
likelihood of fire greater in these more rural areas where fuel loads are likely to be greater 
and topography often presents more of a challenge? 

Evaluate inclusion of a provision that for approval of new development a finding, 
supported by evidence, shall be required that the development will produce no net reduction 
in levels of fire protection services. 

Is there a master plan incorporating techniques to minimize exposure to fire hazard? 
Evaluate the provisions of any such plan. For example, do large parcels and low densities 
make fire protection easier than in the case of clustered development? Are there special 
construction standards for use in high-hazard areas? How is fuel load reduction 
incorporated? 

Quantify the origins of fires, whether weather- or human-caused. (The old 
Backgroundvolume says in El Dorado County they are 95% human-caused. Is this still 
true?) Is the spread of homes and roads into wild.lands likely to affect the occurrence of fire 
and, if so, how? How will the fragmentation associated with such a spread affect fire 
protection and vegetation-management strategies such as controlled bums? 

What strategies are used to reduce risk in zones deemed high and very high? 
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Discuss standards for adequate access, large parcel size to reduce concentrations of homes, 
available water supplies, special construction standards (e.g., fire-retardant exterior siding, 
roof-top sprinkler systems, etc) required at the rime of issuance of a building permit or a 
special-use permit (such as are used in some Southern California communities that have 
experienced repeated devastating fires), vegetation management, and, especially, adequate 
monitoring. Have are use of such strategies affected by the scattered presence of homes? 

What is the present review procedure by fire protection agencies of development 
p.roposals? If it is by individual project, how are cumulative effects on fire-fighting 
capabilities assessed? Are site-specific fire protection plans required of applicants for 
projects in high-risk areas? If so, evaluate their effectiveness with respect to both the 
property in question and adjacent properties. 

How are responsibilities shared among local, state, and federal firefighting agencies? 

Does the proposed General Plan contain a fire-protection master plan, including 
land-use management incorporated? State the fire-safety standards recommended by CDF. 
Are these incorporated into any such plan? How are the provisions of any such plan 

. incorporated into discretionary decisions on development proposals? 

What of Strategic Fire Planning , including fire stations, helipads, water sources, 
greenbelts, and fuel brea~ and coordination of the various jurisdictions? Analyze the 
provisions of any such plan. What of evacuation routes? (In the case of one recent fire, 
evacuation of a school was halted because Highway 50 was too jammed with evening 
commuter traffic to accommodate the added load.) 

How do the various districts compare in needs for possibly different kinds of fires 
(e.g., hook-and-ladder trucks for districts that have large commercial/industrial buildings v. 
wildland fire equipment for the more rural areas)? 

What methods for self-help are available to a homeowner in a high risk area aside 
;. . . from appropriate vegetation management? What of products like "Barricade"~ a system 

"that attaches to a garden hose and with which-well in advance of an approaching 
wildfire--you can coat your house with a nontoxic gel that offers superb, albeit temporary, 
protection from heat, flames, and burning embers." 

Law Enforcement 

Has population growth been accompanied by an increase in crime and gang-related 
activities? What is the correlation, if any? What of drug-related activities? 

How is the County approaching dealing with gang activity? What of drug-related 
activity? 

Is other teenage delinquency a problem? If so, how is the County addressing this? 
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What help is given schools? Are activities for teenagers needed? If so, what efforts are 
being made to provide them and what kinds of activities are being considered? Is funding 
as issue and, if so, in what way? How does "sprawl" and dependence upon automobiles 
affect problems with teenagers? 

Discuss the interplay of the various law enforcement jurisdictions in the County (the 
two cities, the Sheriffs department, and the California Highway Patrol). How are 
responsibilities shared? How have numbers of personnel changed over time? Are current 
numbers considered adequate? Is there a standard of numbers of officers per numbers of 
residents? If so, what is that number and how does it compare with standards elsewhere in 
the state? How is our standard affected by local conditions such as road conditions, travel 
time with sprawling development, lack of visible house numbering, inadequate signing in 
remote areas? Axe inequities in pay a problem and, if so, how? 

What is deemed an acceptable response time? Is it attained throughout the County? 
If not, why not? How can the situation be corrected? 

Relari\·e to funding for adequate law enforcement, what portion of revenues does the 
County budget for this purpose? How has it met increasing needs? Is there any provision 
for increased funding relative to approval of new housing developments? Does the presence 
of a relatively large number of retirees affect funding capabilities? 

Evaluate requiring that for approval of any new development there shall he a finding, 
supported by evidence, that the development will cause no net reduction in level of law
enforcement services. 

How is the proposed casino at the Shingle Springs Rancheria expected to affect the 
Sheriffs Department's staffing needs? 

Discuss the Sheriffs crime prevention program. Is there a law-enforcement master 
plan for the County? 

The recently passed County ordinance regulating shielding of exterior lighting will, if 
implemented, reduce glare that inhibits monitoring by patrolling law enforcement officers for illicit 
activities. Shielded lighting is one design feature that is mentioned on several web sites concerning 
crime prevention. Axe there other design features that, relative to development proposals, 
would assist law enforcement personnel in providing better service? If so, what are they? 
Has the Sheriff's Department ever communicated these to county planners or the 
supervisors for inclusion in appropriate regulations and/ or ordinances? How do gates on 
subdivisions help or hinder provision of services? 

What provisions are there to assure for adequate associated services such as court 
children's protective services and other social services, holding facilities for both adults and 
juveniJes, etc.? Are these needs also expected to increase with population growth? How are 
they funded? Are property tax revenues expected to be adequate or will funding, and 
services, decline? Are there any fees associated with development that are devoted to these 
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purposes? 

Emergency Medical Services: 

This topic was not mentioned in the NOP but belongs in this section. Increasing 
population brings with it increased likelihood of traffic accidents and other needs for emergency 
medical response. Our sprawling development patterns also hamper rapid response. 

Describe the present structure of the system that delivers emergency medical 
services. Who delivers paramedic services and who delivers emergency medical technician 
services? Where are available trauma centers? What air evacuation service is available? 
How are these services funded? Are funding sources adequate to fund salaries and benefits 
for personnel and maintenance and replacement of equipment? Are fees paid by new 
development to fund increases in services? 

Evaluate a provision that for approval of all proposals for new development a finding 
shall be required, supported by evidence, that the development shall cause no net reduction 
in level of service for emergency medical services. 

Do levels of service and standards for response time differ with location? What are 
the current standards? How is it expected they will change with a growing population? 
What is the impact of"granny flats" and infill on service to rural regions and rural centers? 

What is the current review process by emergency medical services agencies of 
development proposals to determine impacts on services? If project-by-project, how are 
cumulative effects evaluated? 

Schools: 

This topic is another one for which an updated and corrected "Background" volume is 
especially needed. 

The DEIR should map the several school districts in the County. It should describe 
each with respect to enrollment and state capacity for adequately housing students and 
state, for each district, whether facilities meet this standard~ 

Will new schools be needed to keep up with the growth that has been occurring and 
that is anticipated under the General Plan? Give projects of numbers of new students by 
grade level for the various General Plan alternatives that are considered. If new schools are 
needed, have sites been or are they being identified and set aside as part of the land-use 
planning? If not, why not? 

Note that state noise requirements relative to schools consider the effect of surroundings on 
the schools but not the reverse. However, the latter should influence siting~ especially for high 
schools with their athletic fields. Has this been the case? How has this problem been 
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addressed? Note that there no longer is anr excuse for banks of glaring lights illuminating athletic 
fields, as alternative shielded systems are now anilable. 

EYet")' year~ newspapers print "wish lists" for local and regional schools. Wishes range from 
enrichment-related needs to ones that sound quite basic to the schools' missions. How are schools 
now funded? Discuss interest in home-schooling, including how, if any, it has affected 
funding? 

How are site acquisition and new construction to be funded? Recount the history of 
bond issues to fund new construction. What fees are currently assessed builders for impacts 
on schools? Are they adequate for complete funding? What of funding for ongoing 
maintenance and staffing? What of equipment need8> including, but not limited to, 
textbooks and library books? If funds are inadequate, specify the shortfall and identify 
remedies for addressing it. Include not only alternative or additional funding sources· but 
implementation of year-round operation, reducing approval of deve1opment proposals, or 
requiring their reduction, and requiring donation ofland suitable for school location. 

Present details on management of fees paid-whether and how much actually spent 
on site acquisition and construction of new schools, how invested in the meantime, and 
whether kept separate from other moneys. 

Evaluate the merits of requiring for the approval of residential subdivisions a finding, 
supported by evidence, that school impact fees are sufficient to pay for any needed 
expansion of existing schools or construction of new schools and that equipment needs are 
also adequately funded. 

How do students get to and from school? By bus, by personal car, driven by parent 
or friend? Walle? Bicycle? How does sprawl affect transportation? Have longer bus routes 
and traffic congestion affected costs and time? How are costs recouped? 

Libraries 

Judging from recent newspaper stories concerning libraries, these do not seem to have kept 
up with serYing a growing population. The DEIR should analyze this situation and how it will 
be affected by growth under the proposed General Plan and its alternatives. What are 
funding sources? Is there a development fee associated with providing for the construction, 
staffing, operating, and maintenance of community libraries? Not eYen school libraries seem 
well proYided with books. 

Electricity 

Futurists (e.g., World Watch lnstitute,July 2000) say that "distributed" energy is the path of 
the future, especially as renewable sources of energy must increasingly be relied upon. Electricity 
wheeled from large central power plants to end-users suffers losses estimated by the California 
Ener61y Commission as upwards of 50'%. "Distributed energy" plants are more efficient (even 
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modem fossil-fuel plants are only about 40° o efficient in producing electrical energy-the difference 
goes to wasted heat), cleaner, and more reliable than large central plants, which, if they go off line 
for whatever reason, can greatly destabilize the whole grid system. 

Gmwth supported by a ne\\,· General Plan will place new demands upon the electrical grid. 
The DEIR should analyze new power requirements to serve new homes and businesses 
under the proposed plan and each of the alternatives. It should consider the possibility of 
new transmission lines and substations, and identify sites for the latter, if needed. 

Please also discuss what considerations govern undergrounding service lines with 
new construction, and what governs retrofitting existing overhead lines to be underground 
(which might reduce the number of vehicles that manage to run into poles). 

The possibility of reducing new demand through encouragement of use of solar 
energy , site design that optimizes use of solar energy, energy-efficient lights and 
appliances, "cool roofs" and landscaping that provides cooling benefits and thereby reduces 
need for air conditioning, and other measures should also he explored. 

The DEIR should analyze the merits of facilitating, through the zoning ordinance, 
siting of small "distributed energy" power plants, including roof-top photovoltaic cell 
installations, microturbines, and even home-based fuel cells. 

Natural Gas and Propane 

Natural gas is more efficient than electricity for heating applications, but is not very widely 
available in the County. The DEIR should include a map of the area of availability and 
discuss new demands that growth will bring. It should discuss the likelihood of wider 
distribution as grovvth proceeds. 

Propane, delivered to on-site storage tanks and periodically replenished by distributors, is the 
alternative in those parts of the County where natural gas is not a,·ailable. The DEIR should 
analyze how the need for this service will grow under the different General Plan scenarios 
and whether additional central storage tanks will be needed. If so, what would the 
considerations be for public safety in planning sites and where should these be located? 

Communication Towers: 

This topic was largely absent from the 1995 DEIR but, with proliferation of wireless 
communication devices, requests for new towers, and aesthetic concerns of property owners, has 
assumed considerable importance. Innonfr1;e approaches to making communication towers more 
acceptable have been developed and the County is beginning to utilize them (e.g., the fake pine tree 
near the Missouri Flat Road overpass on Highway 50, concealment within the drying-rack structure 
at a firehouse in El Dorado Hills). A regulatory ordinance has recently been passed. 
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The DEIR should discuss the regulatory framework. Federal law restricts the ability 
oflocal communities to have much say in the matter. The provisions of the new County 
ordinance should be discussed. 

The DEIR shouJd include a map of present towers in the County and analyze the 
need for new ones as growth proceeds and their possible siting to he as unobtrusive as 
possible. 

Ways to camouflage towers should be presented-the fake tree approach, 
concealment within buildings (e.g., church steeples) or behind signs, etc., along with ways 
to minimize their proliferation by requiring sharing of facilities whenever possible. 

The DEIR should also discuss the possibility of retrofitting existing towers to make 
them less obtrusive. In one case, a service building was allowed to violate an existing 
cemetery, a use that is illegal. How will such situations be avoided in the future? 

Surface Water Resources 

"The frog does not drink up the pond in which he lives.,, 
-American Indian proverb1 quoted in David Zwick, Water 

Wasteland, 7977 

'''Only by managing water demancl rather than ceaselessly striving to meet 
it, is there hope for a truly secure and sustainable wafer future. " 

---Sandra Postel, Conserving Water: The Untapped Alternative, 
Worldwatch lnsfifvfe, Sep 1985 

This portion of the proposed General Plan also depends upon a part of Volume II, 
Background, that is very outdated. This deficiency should be rectified before issuance of the DEIR 
and the proposed General Plan and alternatives. 

The hydrography of the County should be explicated completely somewhere (we ask 
for it also under Conservation and Open Space). For the present section, we ask that this 
should include a description of the hydropower systems that exist in the County, including 
the Sacramento Municipal Utility District's Upper American River Project, Project 184, 
Georgetown Public Utility District's Project 4303, and any other small ones that may exist. 
Give also the history of small hydropower efforts in the County, such as the failed Sayles 
Flat, the abandoned Weber Darn and others that may exist or have existed, together with 
their fates. (We should learn from history.) 

Benefidal uses of water in the County should be described, including municipal and 
industrial uses,. agriculture, recreation (including its relation to the County's economy), in-
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stream uses supporting the aquatic ecosystem, and support of native plants and animals. In 
addition, beneficial uses of waters outside the County that serve, in part, to supply needs 
within the County, should be described (e.g., the importance of Caples and Silver Lakes to 

the counties in which they are located). 

A factor that has become increasingly dear and that has profound implications for our water 
supply is the evidence that global warming is occurring and that, according to model projections, 
increasingly unstable weather, with more precipitation falling as rain and less as snow, may be in 
store for our part of the world. For example, the EP A's publication Climate Change and California 
(EPA 230-F-97-008e) may be consulted. In this connection, it is of interest to note that EID was 
advised a few years ago by two hydrological consultants to shorten the hydrological history it uses in 
calculating anticipated yield because the consultants believed a climatic change was occurring. The 
DEIR should analyze the implications for the water collection and delivery system upon 
which our water purveyors depend. 

The DEIR should explicate the regulatory environment in which surface water 
supplies exist, including the roles of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), 
the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)( explain the nature of the various kinds 
of water rights), the Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCB: Central Valley for 
the western slope of the County and the Lahontan for the eastern slope), the Department of 
Health Services, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, and the U.S. Forest Service. What is the 
role of the County Water Agency? 

The two major hydropower systems, that of SMUD and of EID are both undergoing 
relicensing considerations under FERC. The DEIR should discuss the process and its 
possible implications for future changes in operations. For example, relative to Project 184, it 
is widely anticipated that present fish releases may be altered in light of on-going studies, and that 
Lake Aloha may be withdrawn as a storage facility (tt is in a wilderness area) and returned to a 
natural condition. 

Concern about water supply has been long-standing in El Dorado County. 'This concern 
was reflected in a citizen initiative a few years ago that, with every indication of o,·envhelming 
suppo~ was adopted as a County ordinance by the Board of Supervisors in 1994. The ordinance 
reguires that an annual assessment of supply versus demand be presented to the citizens that 
combines the situations of all water pun-eyors. However, public-notification requirements have not 
been adhered to for cyrer two years now. 

The DEIR must fill this void. Thus it should stan by describing the systems and 
service areas of the several water purveyors in the County, including the three small ones 
(Grizzly Flats Community Services District, South Lake Tahoe Public Utility District, and 
Tahoe City Public Utility District), Georgetown Divide Public Utility District (GDPUD), 
and the largest, the El Dorado Irrigation District (EID). Also discuss the Spheres of 
Influence of these districts. State how these considerations affect the General Plan. 

How many customers, broken down into residential, commercial and agricultural 
users, does each system have? What figure does each use for average household water 
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usage and how was it derived? 

For each system, give the sources of water delivered to customers, including both 
potable and raw water, and the nature of the treatment and delivery infrastructure relative to 
any delivery constraints attributable thereto. Customers should include the numbers of 
those now served as well as latent demand from now unserved parcels in both approved 
developments and outside such developments. Figures should be developed for both within 
district boundaries and within district spheres of influence. (In EID's case, breakdown may 
have to be given by Eastern District, Western District, and El Dorado Hills District because 
EID's latest supply v. demand report is so broken down to take into account infrastructure 
constraints relative to sources that affect delivery areas. EID also wholesales water to 
Placerville, which also should be induded.) Llst and describe water rights and water 
contracts, and give the firm and safe yields for all sources, defining those terms. Tabulate 
actual usage for the last 25 years. Existing ditch systems that deliver raw water for 
agricultural use should be included, together with their associated water rights and figures 
as to customers. (Except for Crawford Ditch~ this has never been the case in those County-wide 
annual reports that have been produced.) All figures as to amounts should be given in the same 
units, preferably acre-feet, but in no event should units be mixed unless equivalents are 
given. (Miner's inch is a more common unit for ditches, but is not easily compared with acre-feet.) 

The DEIR should include analysis of the arrangement whereby a developer has 
made funds available to EID in exchange for a specified amount of water from a seismic 
retrofit of Weber Dam, in anticipation of granting by the SWRCB of a request for change in 
point of diversion from Weber Dam to Folsom Lake. Thus water rights (and firm and safe 
yields) associated with Weber Dam should be included in the analysis in the preceding 
paragraph. 

Another project that EID has undertaken is to abandon ditch delivery of raw water in favor 
ofletting the water run through natural stream courses eventually into Folsom Lake in the 
expectation that loses would be reduced over those associated with ditch delivery and water, 
therefore, would be gained. Again, a change in point of diversion would eventually be necessary 
through action of the SWRCB. The DEIR should examine this proposal and its timeline and 
analyze the likely augmentation of the water supply resulting therefrom. As ditches tend to 
be leaky and are also quite old, micro-ecosystems maintained by leakage probably have 
developed over time. The DEIR should also analyze the effects of cessation of such 
leakage. 

For the three small districts, assess their likelihood to grow significantly under the 
jurisdiction of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and their ability to supply the water 
needs of increased population from their present sources. 

The two larger districts, EID and GDPUD, need to be examined in greater detail. Does 
either have an obligation to release flows to help maintain downstream water quality to 
support fish and to improve conditions in the Bay-Delta? Explain. How might this affect 
their supplies in time of drought? 
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How has water supply been influenced by the need to protect listed rare species? 
How might development of a multi-species county-wide Habitat Conservation Plan serve to 
alleviate this situation? 

EID is the principal water purveyor in the County, and serves those areas that have grown 
most rapidly in recent years and where the proposed General Plan presumably continues to 
authorize most gro·wth in the County, namely from the Sacramento County line east to about 
Cameron Park and Shingle Springs. 

In assessing adequacy of supply, one needs to know usage rates. Therefore, the DEIR 
should describe how EID breaks its service area into three subareas, supply a map of where 
they are, and give the average Equivalent Dwelling Units(EDU) for each subarea. This 
figure is the anticipated amount of water needed to supply each new meter sold. How much 
uncommitted water is, thus, a function of how many meters EID says it still has to sell. 

But EID's figures as to the value of an EDU have changed considerably over time without 
any change in total water supply. Cynics have long felt that this manifested an overwilli:ngness to 
accommodate de,·elopment interests at the expense of the interests of present customers in time of 
brief or extended drought. As evidence they cite how conservation efforts practiced with the advent 
of the 1977 drough~ when a water emergency was declare~ caused unwatered landscaping to die~ 
but led to EID's lowering the subsequent value of an EDU, thus ucreating" more meters to sell. A 
few years ago it also halved the minimum pool in Sly Park from 4000 acre-feet to 2000 acre-feet, 
thereby reducing the drought "cushion" but again "creating' more water. Please in the DEIR 
give the history of changes in the value of an EDU over the last 25 years without any change 
in supply. Please also show how the numbers of meters available for sale have changed. 

Another factor influencing what some find an overwillingness to accommodate development 
interests lies in the two bond issues that EID undertook in 1996 and 1999 through a joint powers 
authority to avoid a vote of the public. Please discuss in the DEIR how the EID's financial 
situation and the need to service these revenue bonds may influence EID's desire to get 
revenue by selling new connections and how this may jeopardize existing customers. 

EID and GD PUD share a provision in the Central Valley Project Improvement Act 
(Public Law 101-514) granting them jointly 15,000 acre-feet of water to be taken at Folsom 
Lake (the so-called Fazio water). What is the current status of obtaining this water? Is the 
figure a farm-yield figure? Would it he subject to cutback in rime of drought or other need 
and, if so, under what rules? Explain the origin of the 1:1 split between the two districts. 

Assess the likelihood that GDPUD would have a need for its half of the Fazio water 
under the growth projected in the proposed General Plan and its alternatives? Include 
provision for public uses such as schools, churches, convalescent homes, and fire 
protection. How would it access its half economically given the cost of pumping the water 
so far uphill? 

We have already asked for an accounting of EID's existing water rights and contracts. 
Relative to the existing contract for water with USBR from Folsom Lake~ please describe the area 
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in which water from this source is delivered under the constraint of cost of pumping it 
uphill. What has been the history of amount of usage over the last 25 years relative to the 
7550 afa available under the contract? What is the furn yield? Has the amount delivered 
ever been constrained because of drought or other reason and, if so, when and by how 
much? State USBR's policy governing the amount by which such contracts may be cutback 
in light of Bay-Delta water quality standards. Does the contract have a minimum figure? 
What is the present capacity of EID's treatment pbnt that processes Folsom water? Does it 
have the capacity to treat the full contracted amount? Can it also treat EID's half of the 
anticipated Fazio water or will it have to be expanded? What plans and timeframe does 
EID have for doing so? 

El Dorado Hills has been growing vet}' rapidly in recent years. As suggested (and funded) 
by one of the developers of the area, EID now has infrastructure to produce high quality treated 
water from its two main sewage treatment plants (Deer Creek and El Dorado Hills) to dcliYer to 
homes in portions of El Dorado Hills for landscape use in separate plumbing, as well as for golf 
course irrigation. Please give the details of thls system in the DEIR. How is this system 
affecting EDU size in the El Dorado Hills service area? 

What is the maximum anticipated demand for water in the EI Dorado Hills service 
area of EID when all anticipated parcels authorized under the proposed General Plan are 
developed? Include provision for public uses such as schools, churches, convalescent 
homes, and fire protection, as well as commercial use. 

Moving on to the contract for water from USBR's Jenkinson Lake at Sly Park, please 
discuss the terms whereby this facility may be purchased, as authorized by Congress, by 
EID from USBR. Explain the benefits to EID of doing so in relieving it from various 
responsibilities it had so Jong as USBR was the owner, such as meeting USBR's 
requirement for a conservation plan, obligations to protect listed rare species from threats 
related to growth facilitated by water supply, an obligation to furnish specified amounts to 
agriculture but applied to "irrigable land", having a tiered pricing structure that encouraged 
conservation, etc. In particular, state what the obligations have been relative to supplying 
water to agriculture and what portion. How much water has actually been delivered to 
agriculture and how much to residential use over time? Is there a deficit owed to 
agriculture and, if so, how much? 

What is the timeline for change in ownership and what paperwork needs to he 
accomplished? What effect on usage of water is the change in ownership expected to have? 

Relative to water obtained through operation of Project 184 and its infrastructure, 
describe the basis for the 15,080 afa derived from the 1919 contract with Western States Gas 
and Electric. Give the recent history of outages and negotiations with the prior owner, 
Pacific Gas and Electric. State how the relicensing process may affect operations. 

Give the history of application to the SWRCB for additional water from Project 184, 
together with the numerous legal challenges thereto up to and including the decision of the 
Third District Court of Appeal upholding the trial court decision that set aside Decision 
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1635, the recent issuance, conditionally, of a revised D-1635 granting 17,000 afa to be taken 
at Folsom Lake, and probable challenges thereto. What role does adoption of a General 
Plan play in this saga? 

What effect will implementation of D-1635 have for upstream storage reservoirs and 
the riverine ecosystem downstream of Kyburz? 

The DEIR should analyze how this water can be used within the El Dorado Hills 
service area of EID and what the consequences to the environment will be. 

GEORGETOWN DIVIDE PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT 

GDPUD also is undertaking to convert from ditch delivery. It also has been exploring 
restoring a hydropower-generating system that has been out of operation for a few years. In the 
DEIR, please describe both these systems and the programs related to the proposed 
changes. Analyze the likely augmentation of the water supply by converting ditches, 
together with the effects on microbabitats that have grown up dependent upon leakage. 

Describe the hydropower system, the water rights on which it depends, and the history of 
its past construction and operation, then its phasing out, and now the proposal to restore it. 

CONCLUSION: 

For each version of the General Plan, buildout should be analyzed against existing 
water rights and safe yields of existing facilities, with and without the 17,000 afa that are the 
subject of the disputed Decision 1635, and taking into account the constraints of delivery via 
existing infrastructure. 

The DEIR should analyze the effects of the General Plan's containing the following 
principles: 

1) Existing customers have first priority for a secure water supply. 
2) To protect the contribution of agriculture to the economy of the County, 

agricultural water is to be protected; no new hookups for residences at the 
expense of agriculture. 

3) A buffer adequate to protect existing customers against drought or emergencies 
caused by catastrophic outages, and for fire protection, shall be maintained. 

To protect existing customers against over-commitment of water resources to new 
development, the following provisions should be evaluated in the DEIR: 

For approval of a tentative map or other parcel map for which a tentative map is not 
required, and for approval of any development agreement pertaining thereto, any 
development proposal of 50 or more residences to be served by piped water, shall require a 
finding that there is a sufficient, reliable water supply available to meet the reasonable needs 
of the project. The finding shall he based upon substantial evidence, including written 
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verification from the applicable purveyor based upon the purveyor's most recently adopted 
urban water management plan, and 

1) written contracts or other proof of entitlement to the identified water supply, 
2) copies of an adopted capital outlay program for financing the delivery of said 

water supply, 
3) securing of applicable federal, state, and local permits for construction of 

necessary infrastructure for delivery of said water supply; and 
4) any necessary regulatory approvals. 

"Sufficient, reliable water supply" is defined to mean adequate to meet demand 
during multiple consecutive dry water years without impairing the purveyor's ability to meet 
existing and forecasted demands, including agricultural needs, in its service area, consistent 
with its water-supply planning criteria. These criteria may include reasonable reductions in 
deliveries during multiple dry years if these reductions are fairly apportioned and not 
disproportionately affect agricultural or other existing water users unless provided for by 
contract. 

The following measures to conserve water should be evaluated in the DEIR: 

1) In new construction, requiring gray-water systems to supply landscape needs in 
areas not served with recycled water. 

2) Requiring retrofitting of existing houses and commercial buildings with ultra-low 
flush toilets & low-flow shower heads at the time of sale. 

3) Requiring developers to fund a pool to assist in retrofitting existing homes with 
ultra-low flush toilets and low-flow shower heads at a level of, say, 2 retrofitted 
homes per 1 new home. 

4) Requiring that model homes be landscaped without lawns and primarily with 
drought-tolerant plants to show prospective buyers the possibilities and offer 
encouragement to this type of landscaping. 

5) Requiring such landscaping of government buildings. 
6) Requiring such landscaping of commercial buildings. 
7) Forbidding the construction of golf courses unless reclaimed or other nonpotahle 

water is available for their irrigation. 

Groundwater Resources 

'When the we/l's d!)I; we know the worlh of wafer. u 

-Beniamin Franklin, Poor Richard's Almanac., 7 7 46 

''A feature that is all too common in wells drawing wafer from fradure 
systems is a high or moderate initial yield that decreases rapidly with time. 
Usually the cause is insufficient storage of groundwater near the well ,, 

-Davis and De J..i,1esf., Hydrogeology, 1966 
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verification from the applicable purveyor based upon the purveyor's most recently adopted 
urban water management plan, and 

1) written contracts or other proof of entitlement to the identified water supply, 
2) copies of an adopted capital outlay program for financing the delivery of said 

water supply, 
3) securing of applicable federal, state, and local permits for construction of 

necessary infrastructure for delivery of said water supply; and 
4) any necessary regulatory approvals. 

"Sufficient, reliable water supply" is defined to mean adequate to meet demand 
during multiple consecutive dry water years without impairing the purveyor's ability to meet 
existing and forecasted demands, including agricultural needs, in its service area, consistent 
with its water-supply planning criteria. These criteria may include reasonable reductions in 
deliveries during multiple dry years if these reductions are fairly apportioned and not 
disproportionately affect agricultural or other existing water users unless provided for by 
contract. 

The following measures to conserve water should be evaluated in the DEIR: 

1) In new construction, requiring gray-water systems to supply landscape needs in 
areas not served with recycled water. 

2) Requiring retrofitting of existing houses and commercial buildings with ultra-low 
flush toilets & low-flow shower heads at the time of sale. 

3) Requiring developers to fund a pool to assist in retrofitting existing homes with 
ultra-low flush toilets and low-flow shower heads at a level of, say, 2 retrofitted 
homes per 1 new home. 

4) Requiring that model homes be landscaped without lawns and primarily with 
drought-tolerant plants to show prospective buyers the possibilities and offer 
encouragement to this type of landscaping. 

5) Requiring such landscaping of government buildings. 
6) Requiring such landscaping of commercial buildings. 
7) Forbidding the construction of golf courses unless reclaimed or other nonpotahle 

water is available for their irrigation. 

Groundwater Resources 

'When the we/l's d!)I; we know the worlh of wafer. u 

-Beniamin Franklin, Poor Richard's Almanac., 7 7 46 

''A feature that is all too common in wells drawing wafer from fradure 
systems is a high or moderate initial yield that decreases rapidly with time. 
Usually the cause is insufficient storage of groundwater near the well ,, 

-Davis and De J..i,1esf., Hydrogeology, 1966 
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'Careful management /of groundwater/ to control overdralis is a self.. 
evident need, but !he reality is that groundwater has never been subjed to 
any management worthy of the name and remains at the whim of 
confradidory lows." 

-Norris Hundley, The Great Thirst, 1992 

There are no identified groundwater basins in El Dorado County. The source of 
groundwater is interstices in fractures in rock underlying what is usually a rather thin layer of soil. 
Neither has there bt"etl any comprehensive study of groundwater in the County that would help 
understand its nature. For purposes of well-dependent development:, many questions need to be 
answered; the best entity to conduct such a study and to provide insight to answer those questions is 
the U.S. Geological Suffer, which did such a study for Nevada County. 

Groundwater is a finite resource replenished only over time. The County has no regulation 
governing collection of data needed to put growidwater-dependent development on a truly rational 
footing. A groundwater ordinance was promised during evolution of the 1996 General Plan but 
none eyer vlas adopted. 

The DEIR should state the present regulatory framework for this resource. What are 
County requirements and what are State requirements relative to weU-driiling and provision 
of information about groundwater? Are the data acquired and kept in a systematic way so 
that they can be used to answer questions and detect trends? If no4 why not? What are 
reporting requirements re dry we Us? What of "closure" requirements for dry wells? Is there 
any reason to believe that all such wells are reported by drillers? 

It shouJd look at what factors influence the availability of groundwater. It should 
examine the possibility of interference benveen wells. How does topographic relief and the 
possibility of bank cuts that intersect groundwater affect the resource? What of replacement 
of vegetated surfaces by impervious surfaces (roads, roofs, even lawns): how is the resource 
affected? How does the kind of surface vegetation affect infiltration? 

The DEIR should provide a map that shows areas of the County where finding 
adequate groundwater is known to be problematical, or where its quality is known to be 
troublesome because of natural conditions. Areas where wells have failed and annexation 
to a purveyor of piped water should be indicated. Such information should be used in 
reviewing development proposals. 

Incidents should he cited in the DEIR where new wells have been known to affect 
the yield of existing wells. Especially in anticipation of extended or short-term hut severe 
drought, policies to prevent this should be developed. 

Various factors, including Jack of suitable infrastructure, could influence whether or not a 
purveyor of piped water would be willing to supply water to a well-dependent user should the well 
fail. The DEIR should examine the policies of the various purveyors in the County in such a 
circumstance. 
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The USGS study in Nevada showed that well yields were dependent upon local precipitation. 
Discuss the portion of local precipitation that actually infiltrates to replenish supplies drawn 
upon by wells and the portion lost to runoff and evapotranspiration. The USGS estimates 
infiltration as, on average, about 5 percent. 

In the absence of a comprehensive study, the DEIR should analyze, from such 
information and data as to the amount of average annual precipitation in various parts of 
the County, how big a parcel is needed for well-dependent development to produce 
adequate recharge from year to year. 

Are there any recharge areas now identified in the County? If so, how a.re they being 
protected to facilitate recharge and prevent groundwater contamination? 

Analyze the adequacy of the County's standard for minimum parcel size to protect 
water supply and quality with combined well-septic system construction. 

What would be the recourse for an existing well-dependent resident if new 
development had an adverse impact upon the quantity and quality of water from his/her 
well? Evaluate holding members of permitting agencies and owners of new wells and septic 
systems financially responsible for any and all damages to existing systems caused by new 
wells and septic systems. 

The DEIR should analyze whether anticipated recharge requirements as to pa.reel 
size are met in those areas where the proposed General Plan anticipates well-dependent 
development. If recharge needs are not met, land-use planning should be altered to reflect 
this information. 

The DEIR should analyze methods of testing newly-dug wells for reliable yield 
under long-term use. A tapped source of a "gusher'' could be (and has been known to be in the 
County) a large pocket replenished at only a trickle. Once the pocket is used up~ the well may not 
yield enough to supply the needs of a residence. Current yield-testing procedures are not adequate 
to detect such instances. 

Analyze the merits of developing a new groundwater ordinance for the County, 
including discussion of the following factors: 

• provision for periodic collecting of data on wells in the County such as quality, 
quantity, rate of use, seasonal depth to water 

• specifies particular yield-testing methodology to establish likelihood of long-term 
sustainability 

• identifies a minimum yield for development on a given parcel size 
• relates yield to storage capacity both to sustain a household and to be adequate for 

fire emergencies 
• allows for "granny flats" 
• addresses the possibility of interference with nearby wells 
• specifies adequate recharge area and its protection 
• sets a safe distance between well and septic system 
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The DEIR should analyze the potential effects on native vegetation, including 
wetlands, and wildlife if more groundwater is withdrawn to sustain development. The Los 
Angeles Department of Water and Power created 'widespread death of vegetation by pumping 
groundwater out of Owens Valley. 

Do any water purveyors in the County manage groundwater-dependent systems? 
Please map where such systems are found relative to watershed in which found. When and 
why were these systems installed (e.g., failure of a neighboring well)? What has been the 
purveyors' experience with such systems relative to such factors as quantity, quality, 
dependability, risks, etc.? How have any problems been addressed? Are data similar to 
those proposed above for private wells collected from such systems so that they, also, can be 
queried and analyzed? If not, why not? 

What are state requirements for small water systems? 

How many units of well-dependent housing will the proposed General Plan allow? 

Wastewater treatment: 

Here we are separating our comments into two sections, Sewage Treatment Plants and 
Septic Systems. Both are topics where, again, Voiwne II, Background, is badly in need of updating. 
The El Dorado Irrigation District has, under order from the Central Valley Regional Water Quality 
Control Board as influenced by the needs generated by rapid growth, carried out significant 
improvements at its two primary se\\'ag'C treatment plants, the Deer Creek and the El Dorado Hills 
Wastewater Treatment Plants. The County also recently adopted a revised ordinance governing 
septic systems. And in 2000 the EPA issued new guidelines for septic systems. 

SEWAGE TREATMENT: 

Of the water purveyors in the County, only EID and the Gty of Placerville operate sewage 
treatment plants. (Placerville buys its water from EID. It is outside the jurisdiction of the proposed 
General Plan.) 

The Deer Creek and EI Dorado Hills plants are EID's two primary plants, though EID also 
operates a small one in Camino, where effluent is disposed of through spray irrigation. 

There are other small community systems overseen bJ some sort of public entity. EID has 
at least the Ponderosa facility. Georgetown Divide Public Utility District operates a system serving 
Auburn Lake Trails. All this background information should he updated in a revised Volume 
II in a quantitative manner, setting forth design capacities and amount of sewage collected 
for treatment, areas served, treatment process used, and means of disposal of effluent, 
discharge standards to be met, and success in meeting those standards. The DEIR should 
analyze how dose these facilities are to serving design capacity and the implications of this 
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for additional growth. 

Please note and correct figures given in the earlier DEIR for the Camino plant, 
where there was an inconsistency between the figures shown in Table V-4-6 and those given 
on p. V.4-17. The discussion therein (p. V.4-17) says capacity is determined by the spray 
fields; thus the Camino plant apparently is now over its capacity. Thus the DEIR should 
assess what growth authorized by the proposed General Plan will he served by this plant 
and how it l\<'lll be accommodated. What, if any, plans does EID have to expand the plant's 
capacity? 

EID has been struggling with renewed NPDES permits for both plants because the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board finally upgraded its discharge standards as it had long promised. 
Please recount "'ilat has been happening with this situation. How is the growth anticipated 
wtder the proposed General Plan expected to affe.ct the volume of discharge from the plants 
and their ability to meet discharge requirements? 

Provide information about water quality in the Cosumnes River both above the 
confluence with Deer Creek and below. Discuss how this might be expected to change up 
to the point of full buildout of the proposed General Plan and what might be the 
implica~ions for aquatic life in the river and in Deer and Carson Creeks. 

Describe the system whereby EID supplies recycled water from its two large plants 
to end users for certain uses and under specified conditions. How has this affected the 
amount of treated effluent discharged into Deer and/ or Carson Creeks? How much 
reclaimed water is supplied versus how much could be supplied if there were more buyers? 
What is expected to he the buildout-use versus the supply? What other users might be 
developed? 

EID has been replacing deteriorated collection mains and upgrading lift stations. In the 
DEIR, please discuss how much of this program has been completed and how much 
remains to be done. Wet-weather flows in the treatment plants have been much larger than 
dry-weather flows and have threatened to overwhelm the treatment plants, although there is 
no storm-water collection system in the County. What has been the cause and how, if at all, 
have collection-system upgrades affected the situation? 

Tributyltin has been found in inflows at the treatment plant in the past. What unusual 
chemicals, if any, are now being found in inflows? Have they been successfully traced to a 
source and eliminated? Is the treatment plant able to treat these chemicals effectively or do 
they remain in effluent when it is discharged? 

There has been growing concern as to the fate of medicines that may get into the sewage 
system and whether or not they are removed in the treatment process, or whether they pass through 
unchanged to effect downstream users or to be taken up by members of the aquatic ecosystem, 
including fish, and what effects might follow. Please discuss this in the DEIR. 

Comments on the prior DEIR included asking for an analysis of the financial risk associated 
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with under- or oversizing new facilities in relation to grmvth. Since that time, utilizing a joint
powers-agreement to escape the need for voter approval, EID sold revenue bonds to finance, 
among other things, upgrades of the sewage treatment plants. As a consequence, it has found itself 
in the position of needing to sell new connections to fund servicing the bonds. Please discuss 
how this might have influenced decisions to halve the minimum pool in Sly Parle and to 
disobey EID's own policies when, as has just happened, a modest cut-back in Folsom Lake 
supplies have put EID up against the wall of running out of water to serve the rapid growth 
that continues in El Dorado Hills. Although EID has repeatedly stated that it is not a land
use planning agency, please discuss how this circumstance makes it a defacto one. 

Closely related to treatment of collected wastewater is the problem of disposal of sludge from all 
the treatment plants. The DEIR should discuss this. Some processing methods are less likely to 

remove or reduce pathogens than do others. What methods are used in processing sludge at 
the plants and how successfully do they remove pathogens? Is the dewatered sludge 
disposed of at a landfill? If so, where? Is dewatered sludge applied to land as a soil 
amendment? If so, where? What amounts are involved? What have analyses of the sludge 
shown as to composition? How will the amount of sludge change with increasing 
population allowed under the proposed General Plan? 

A growing number of counties in the Central Valley are instituting bans on disposal 
of sewage sludge on farmlands. What environmental effects are of concern in such actions? 
What would EID do if it met such resistance? 

The El Dorado Hills sewage treatment plant, beside Latrobe Road and surrounded by the 
proposed Valley View project, is much closer to people than is the Deer Creek plant and thus is 
more likely to be a source of offensive odors eliciting complaints. This will be increasingly the case 
as the Valley View project builds out. The DEIR should analyze the consequences of this location 
and the processing load increases. Would it be expected to generate a rising number of complaints? 
If so, what would EID's response be? 

SEPTIC SYS1F .. MS: 

.,,More than half existing systems fin the U.S. as a whole] ore over 30 years old; and 
homeowners indicate that at least 10 percent of all systems are no! working of all 
at any given time. Other data hove shown that of least 25 percent of systems are 
malfundioning to some degree. In a maiorify of coses, the homeowner is not 
aware of a system failure until H backs up in the home or breaks out on the ground 
surface . .,, 

-Draft EPA Guidelines, September 2000 

In its draft Guidelines, the EPA outlines five different management programs, the least 
intrusive of which is intended for conventional installations without any particular siting problems. 
Even for these, however, it suggests that the regulatory agency should have an inventory of the 
location of all such systems and that it periodically send information to owners about operation and 
maintenance. This approach, however, fails to ensure compliance with maintenance or to have a 
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mechanism for identifying problems prior to failure. 

The ne)..1: "step up" in EP A's guideli.oes is a management program that incorporates a 
requirement for a contract for routine maintenance by properly trained and equipped personnel. 
Such a program would be of special importance in the case of substandard systems. Even for 
properly constructed ones, a mechanism for educating their owners as to operation and maintenance 
could forestall failure, according to the EPA. 

The DEIR should set forth the regulatory framework within which septic systems 
operate, including both Regional Water Quality Control Board rules and those of the new 
revised local ordinance. What changes were made in the revision of the ordinance and 
what problems were these changes designed to address? 

Explain how the provision in the new ordinance requiring 4 feet of soil below the 
bonom of the leach trenches meets the standard of 5 feet set by the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board. 

Explain how allowing fractures in underlying rock up to 5 inches wide will assure 
adequate filtration of sewage before it reaches groundwater with the possibility of 
contaminating the source of weU water on the same parcel. 

Explain how soil characteristics affect functioning of septic systems. Axe soils rated 
as poorly drained by the soil maps considered suitable for septic systems? 

Discuss available scientific studies that support the 4-foot, 5-inch standards 
mentioned above in the revised ordinance in relation to minimum distances between septic 
systems and wells in the thin, poorly drained soils prevalent in rural El Dorado County. 

The DEIR should include maps of those parts of the County where soil conditions 
are considered unsuitable for septic systems (poorly drained, or too shallow, or too steep). 
and where septic systems are known to have experienced failure. It was failing septic systems 
that precipitated EID's first venture into building a sewage-treatment plant. The proposed 
General Plan should minimize development in such areas when infrastructure is not 
present. 

The DEIR should discuss how septic systems work, what maintenance is required to 
prevent failure, and how frequently it should take place. Why is it that 100°/o replacement 
area is required for each septic system? What is the average life of a septic system even with 
regular maintenance? How do life-style practices affect life span of such systems? 

At one time septic systems and wells ,vere allowed together on smaller lots than is now the 
case. 'These "~'lt'andfathered" systems, now substandard, haYe heightened potential for contributing 
to water pollution. Moreover, many homeowners do not understand how septic systems work and 
contribute to their failure through life-style practices or inadequate maintenance. This situation 
would be especially signifcant when the original system is a grandfathered substandard one. The 
new ordinance seems to be silent on the need for post-construction inspection of such systems. 
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Moreo,,er, it was failing septic systems that proYided the impetus for EID to build its first sewage 
treatment plant, 

What is current practice relative to required post-construction inspections? Is 
inspection required at times other than a change in ownership? The DEIR should discuss 
the adequacy of this requirement considering that ownership is unlikely to change nearly as 
often as maintenance should be conducted. 

Evaluate a policy in the proposed General Plan requiring both !)regular inspection to 
ascertain proper functioning and 2) routine maintenance and repair, if needed, both 
utilizing properly trained and certified personnel and a standard protocol. This should he in 
conjunction with a computerized data-management system that inventories all septic 
systems fo the County and maintains for them a record of inspections, maintenance, and 
performance. 

We hm:e heard of homeowners who think an occasional dose of coffee grounds is "good 
foi' a septic system, whereas they a.re specifically cautioned against How many homeowners buy 
doses of bacteria because an advertisement touts them for imp.roving performance of a septic 
system? How many homeowners read the labels on household cleaners carefully to see whether 
they will harm septic,systems? How many homeowners have septic systems that require excavation 
to access the lid to the tank, thus discouraging periodic pumping? 

There is widespread lack of understanding of how septic systems function. Thus the 
DEIR should evaluate the advisability of the proposed General Plan's making distribution 
of information mandatory as part of disclosure to the new owner of such property at the time 
of sale, with periodic reminders sent subsequently. 

It is often recommended that garbage disposals not be used in conjunction with 
septic systems. Please evaluate the merits of disallowing garbage disposals in homes served 
by a septic system. 

Present rules allow septic systems on slopes up to 30 percent in steepness without 
consideration of soil type, The DEIR should present and analyze evidence that 30 percent is 
acceptable, especially as experience ,vithin the County has demonstrated washout on slopes ranging 
from only 26 to 28 percent. 

Please explain tn the DEIR. how sludge pumped from septic system tanks during 
periodic maintenance is subsequently treated and disposed of. What impacts does this 
process have for the environment? 

Garbage: 

'The disposal of solid waste con have an impod on water quality and public 
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health. Land developers must submif a pion which conforms lo the regional or 
county master plan and contains adequate provisions fur solid waste disposal for 
complete build-out of the development. s 

'The disposal of septic lank sludge is an imporlanf porl of any area-wide master 
plan for waste disposal Land developers mus! submiJ a plan fhaf confurms to the 
regional or county master plan and contains adequate provisions for septic tank 
sludge disposal for complete build-out of the development. " 

---Guidelines for Waste Disposal from Land Development, Central Valley 
Regional Water Quality Control Board. 

This topic doesn't appear to be mentioned in the NOP. It is one of those for which the 
Background Volume is quite dated. This should be corrected before issuance of the DEIR. \Vben 
last we heard, the state-mandated goal of 50% diversion of the wastestream by 2000 had not been 
met but, instead, had plateaued at about 41 %. (More recently, we heard that it was only 38%.) What 
is it? Is waste sent to Nevada counted as "diverted"? 

The DEIR should set forth the existing regulatory framework and the County's 
approach to garbage collection, including complete discussion of the organization of 
franchise~ the Resource Recovery Facilities, the Union Mine Landfill and its leachate
septage treatment facility, and the arrangement with the Lockwood landfill in Nevada. 

Are additional Resource Recovery Facilities planned? If so, where will they be 
located? A map showing the location of all existing and planned Resource Recovery 
Facilities should be included in the DEIR. 

The Union Mine Landfill has detention ponds in which leachate accumulates. 
Can/ do liquids from these ponds discharge into Martinez Creek? If so, what treatment do 
these liquids undergo before this occurs? What mechanism exists for testing their quality 
before any such discharge in order to assure no degradation of the waters of Martinez 
Creek? What have been the results of such monitoring over time since the ponds were built? 

Describe how leachate and septage are treated and disposed of. To where does the 
effluent go? What of solid residues? How is sludge from sewage treatment plants treated 
and to where does it go? As there is growing concern at the possible presence of both pathogens 
and contaminants in treated sludge (see, e.g., Wor!dWatch, 1-2/ 1998)~ a growing number of farming 
counties in the state have been passing ordinances to ban its disposal on farmlands. Does EID 
now dispose of any sludge in this way and, if so, what backup plans does it have if this 
avenue becomes no longer available? 

Describe the Nevada landfill relative to its own environmental and regulatory setting, 
i.e., the potential for contamination of groundwater, etc. The County should be considering 
end-use problems no matter where they occur. There is no such place as "away". 

Describe operation of the system that catches off-gases from the decay processes 
occurring in the landfill and flares them. Are all gases captured by this system or is there 
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outgassing from areas outside the collection system? What State or Federal permitting 
process regulates these discharges and have all needed permits been obtained? Answer the 
same questions for gases that are flared. Is the flaring a open candle-flame type or a 
shrouded flare? 

Gases from burning garbage can contain toxic substances that can be made more toxic in the 
process of incineration. Describe any part of the system that filters these substances out 
before the combustion process. Also describe and discuss all such substances found, 
through analysis, to be contained in either flared gases or "outgassed" gases, together '"rith 
their possible effects on downwind areas. Why was flaring chosen over alternative 
strategies? 

The landfill occupies a site atop a network of old mine tunnels. As we rec~ at least one of 
these old mines was a source of groundwater heaYily contaminated with arsenic that had to be 
disposed of. Therefore, the DEIR should discuss all problems presented by the dump's 
overlying old mine tunnels relative to leaking groundwater or to serving as a conduit to 
contaminate groundwater. How are such problems addressed? 

The DEIR should discuss failure to meet state-mandated goals for diversion of 
garbage from disposal in a landfill and explore ways of correcting this situation in light of 
growing population and active construction. Include at least the following among measures 
to be explored: 

• More comprehensive street-side pickup programs for all franchisees. Not all 
franchisees offer pickup of all kinds of recyclables. 

• A separate container for yard waste in areas of the County where landscaping is 
more prevalent, accompanied by a composting program at the landfill and offering the end
product to customers as mulch. Some jurisdictions make composting bins available to 
homemvners for purchase at a discounted cost and even bold classes in composting. 

• As a variant of the prior measure, a program whereby chippers could be made 
available to customers to make their o'\\'11 mulch from landscape debris. This could be 
encouraged as an alternative for those who othenvise might bum such material; such a program thus 
would simultaneously help to alleviate air pollution. 

• A fee program structured to encourage recycling, such as smaller fees for smaller 
amounts of non-recyclable garbage, or rate reduction for customers willing to separate 
recyclables. The DEIR should also analyze the merits of having reduced fees for low
income households to discourage their engaging in illegal dumping because of economic 
stress. 

"Consideration of different pickup strategies for the elderly (a growing segment of 
the population) and infirm when long access roads and topography might make curb-side 
placement increasingly difficult. 

• Requiring for issuance of a building permit that construction waste he recycled as 
much as possible. During the 1996 General Plan process, its DEIR treated only post-occupancy 
generation of waste. Suggestions for reducing crmstm,tion waste were given repeatedly and uniformly 
responded to a.,; applying to demolition waste. However, construction waste is a major contributor to 
landfills, estimated at ca. 4 lbs/fr, and must be particularly so in this County, with its very active 
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building industry and the "McMonster' houses so popular now. Most construction waste is \Vood 
and d!)'\\'all, with corrugated cardboard the third largest category. But scrap lumber can be reused 
(e.g., for fire blocking inside walls, if large enough,) or chipped for mulch (except for pressure
treated wood), or remanufactured into particle- or fiber-board, or used by manufacturers of wood
plastic composites. Scrap gypsum board can be remanufactured. Cardboard is recyclable. The 
more who are required to participate in such a program of segregation-at-the-source, the easier 
carrying it out would be. And it has a potential for creating new jobs through start-up ventures to 
service construction sites. The large-scale building of many homes simultaneously that is occurring 
in the El Dorado Hills should make initiation of such a program easier. Some of the problem is just 
forming new habits. Moreover, recycling would save dump fees for contractors. Scraps of building 
materials such as sheet flooring can be utilized by programs to assist low-income residents with 
housing maintenance, or by programs such as Habitat for Humanity. 

• Reuse of demolition waste as much as possible. For instance, chunks of concrete 
could be crushed and reused for roadbase and shoulder surfacing, or to surface walk-ways and trails, 
or to be mi.xed in asphalt. 

Discuss how the County "shows the way" in reducing waste through its own 
procurement and disposal policies. 

Evaluate the policies and effectiveness thereof by means of which the County 
implements and enforces the Guidelines for Waste Disposal from Land Development issued 
by the Regional Water Quality Control Board quoted at the outset. 

HAZ:\RDOCS ~·ASTE. The DEIR should discuss the present mechanism for 
collecting and disposing of household hazardous waste. Where, and how often, are present 
collection efforts held? Are these times and locations convenient for the public? Where can 
such materials be taken between coUection days? Iflocal fire houses are recipients, how 
safe is this considering that many are staffed by volunteers who may not have adequate 
training or equipment to deal safely with all such materials? What is the final disposal site 
and what environmental impacts are associated with the use? How have quantities of such 
materials changed over time and how are they expected to change under the proposed 
General Plan? 

Ill..EG"-\L DC:\fPL"'.;G. The DEIR should present details on the extent oftlris problem, 
how it has changed in the past with population increase, and how it would be expected to 
change in the future. How is the problem now addressed? What clean-up of iHegaJ dump 
piles now occurs and who pays the costs? How has the Eldorado National Forest been 
affected and how does it address the problem? Note that these questions were dismissed in the 
prior General Plan process with the comment that the problem was less than significant because of a 
County ordinance invoking "severe penalties". This is an unsatisfactory response because, despite 
such a law, the problem does exist. Many people know of such dump piles that are never deaned 
up. And newspaper accounts suggest that it has bec."tl a growing problem for at least the National 
Forest. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ELEMENT 

Air Quality: 

Hff happens that the most susceptible ffo air polluhon} are the very young and the 
very old-nof as some would suggest, peculiarly squeamish groups whose interests 
the society can aHord fo compromise if 11 begins lo look like if might be expensive 
to profed them. H 

-Lois JeHrey, l Nov 19 73, to an audience, University of North Carolina 

This section is another one relevant to which significant changes have occurred that should 
be reflected in an updated Yersion of Volume 2 of the General Plan, Background. Both baseline 
information and regulatory information have appreciably changed since its isssuance. 

These revisions should be set forth in the DEIR. 

In all cases calling for detailed technical analyses, the DEIR should include 
documentation of methodology, models, together with the input data, and assumptions 
used, together Vl.,jth the results. Where emissions are temperature-related, temperature data, 

too, should be explicitly set forth to support the temperatures assumed in modeling. Please 
note also, that the 1994 DEIR assumed that data concerning base and top altitudes of temperature 
inYersions taken from Sacramento could be applied without change to El Dorado County, when 
elentions in the '\Vestem part of the County generally exceed base altitudes of Sacramento and 
sometimes exceed top altitudes. If repeated in the analysis forthcoming for the present DEIR, 
this statement should be clarified as to whether the implication is that base and top 
altitudes would be the same distance from the ground as in Sacramento County. Any 
assumptions must be justified by supporting evidence. 

Both state and federal laws require good air quality to be maintained in areas that are in 
attainment with applicable standards or, like EI Dorado County, are designated as unclassified (see 
what follows). Therefore, a General Plan whose EIR indicates that applicable standards will be or 
are likely to be violated is unacceptable in that it would violate state and federal law. These laws do 
not allo·w adoption of such a General Plan based on a finding of overriding considerations. 

In the 1994 Backgromzd volume, the basic sources of man-made air pollution in the County 
were said to be stationary, mobile, area, and pollution transported from elsewhere on prevailing 
winds. There were said to be 47 major stationary point sources of air pollution on the western slope. 
They were primarily industrial in nature and included lumber mills, quarries, and a crematory. 

Is this information still correct? Have any of the mills or quarries dosed? What of 
new industries? 

Emissions from mobile sources, primarily vehicles, were stated to include carbon monoxide 
(CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), small suspended particulate matter (PMl 0), and sulfur dioxide (S02), 
for which the State and Federal government have ambient air quality standards, as well as 
hydrocarbons (also referred to as reactive organic gasses or ROG) for which there are emission 
regulations. Nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons are the chemical precursors of ozone, the primary 
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component of smog. Vehicle and heaYJ equipment use also raises dust on the roads. ~'here soils 
haYe naturally high background concentrations of metals, dust entrained by vehicle and equipment 
use on dirt roads can expose receptors to toxic substances such as lea~ cadmi~ and nickel. 
Serpentine soils may also pose a risk due to the entrainment of asbestos particles by vehicle and 
heaYy eguipment use. Diesel engines can produce foul odors. 

Arra sources were defined as local sources not falling under the prior two categories, such as 
trash burning, wildfires, dust from grading, residential emissions, etc. 

OZOI',;E. lbe air quality standard for ozyne is health-based. Prolonged exposure, even at 
Jeyels below federal standards, can reduce the lung's ability to resist infection and cause premature 
aging oflung tissue. As of 1996, El Dorado County frequently exceeded allowable levels of ozone 
under both state and federal standards. Indee~ regional "weather" predictions regularly predict air 
quality and call for "spare-the-air'' days when predicted levels rise to worrisome levels, 
recommending that especially susceptible people stay indoors and that all avoid unnecessary travel 
Plants, too, can be affected. Some important local trees and crops known to be particularly sensitive 
to ozone are grapes, ponderosa pine, white fir, incense cedar, and California black oak. 

Ozone forms from hydrocarbons and NOx in the presence of sunlight. Motor vehicles are 
the primary sources of both hydrocarbons and NOx in El Dorado County and the problem is most 
pre,·alent in summer with high temperatures. The County is dassifed as a serious non-attainment 
area for ozone by both state and federal governments. This classification brings with it several 
requirements, which the DEIR should set forth. Has the County met these requirements or 
has it taken action to meet them? What is (was) the deadline for doing so? What of the 
requirements of the California Clean Air Act? 

How have the EPA's new ozone standards affected compliance in El Dorado 
County? 

Show that the proposed General Plan is consistent with the provisions of the 
Sacramento Area Regional Ozone Attainment Plan (SAROAP). SAROAP indicates that 
ROG and NOx emissions must be reduced to meet the "carrying capacity" of the region (El 
Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Yolo, and Solano counties). The DEIR must show that the 
emissions for the entire region, induding El Dorado County, will still be within the carrying 
capacity of the region as a whole. If projected emissions at the end of the life of the General 
Plan are not lower than current ]evels, the DEIR needs to show how the County will meet 
the emission reductions required in the SARO AP. 

The DEIR must assess whether the General Plan will exacerbate the County's non
compliance with respect to ozone by leading to increased emissions of hydrocarbons and 
NOx. There are sophisticated models that can make these assessments given 
comprehensive information about emissions and traffic. 

Both state and federal law require more stringent air pollution controls if local emissions, as 
distinct from emissions transported into the area from elsewhere, cause violations of ozone 
standards. Does El Dorado County now have an air quality plan that identifies how the goal 
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of no violation of ozone standards after 15 November 1999, as required by fed.era) law, will be 
met? How will the proposed General Plan be consistent with this requirement? What 
mitigations can prevent an increase in emissions? What are the County's obligations with 
respect to regional problems and the regional attainment plan? 

See prior discussion concerning the ''heat island" contribution to smog formation and steps 
that could be taken to mitigate this. 

P:\RTICCL:\TES_ Because of cold-weather inversions, automotive exhausts, wood-burning 
stoves, and agricultural and silvicultural practices, particulate standards are frequently exceeded in El 
Dorado County. There is evidence that nrious health problems are correlated with particulates 
even smaller than the 10 micron size upon which the standard was based and the EPA has recently 
revised the standards. 

How have the EPA's new particulate standards affected compliance in El Dorado 
County? 

Evaluate and quantify, as a means of reducing particulate emissions from trash 
burning, having the County, in conjunction with its garbage-collection franchisees, ban this 
activity and instead encourage composting of orgaajc materials. 

Many homes in the County, especially encouraged by rapidly escalating energy prices, are 
increasingly using wood-burning fireplaces as a sole or supplementary source of heat. fa,en before 
the energy crisis hit, a pall of woodsmoke has been a common sight in winter in many residential 
areas. The SNEP report states, ''High-ele\.itton towns of modest population can generate Yet)' high 
leYels of fine particles in winter smoke, with concentration levels larger than typically seen even in 
the largest urban areas of California" (Cahill, et al., Air Quali!:f, SNEP Vol. II, p. 1227 .) In the Bay 
Area, the air pollution control district has ascertained that woodsmoke is the largest single stationary 
source of particulates, comprising in some places as much as 40% even though there are only 1.5 
million fireplaces as compared with 6 million motor vehicles. Wood-burning also produces carbon 
monoxide. In the Bay Area, several jurisdictions no longer allow wood-burning ft.replaces in new 
home construction, though gas fireplaces, pellet stoves, and EPA-certified wood stoves or fireplace 
inserts are allowed and reduce woodsmoke by 75 to 99 percent over a traditional fireplace. 

The DEIR should evaluate and quantify this approach to reducing particulate matter 
in the airshed. A model ordinance is available from the Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District that is now being used by several jurisdictions. 

The DEIR should evaluate and quantify the possibility of forbidding agricultural 
burning and instead encouraging chipping waste for use as mulch~ 

Since the 1994 DEIR, new regulations on both local and state levels have been issued 
concerning naturally-occurring asbestos and diesel engines. The DEIR should provide updated 
information. However, both local and state regulations now concentrate on serpentine 
sources. Therefore, the DEIR should also discuss the issue of asbestos particles originating 
in non-serpentine naturally-occurring deposits, such as those in El Dorado Hills, where 
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construction of homes and schools, both, has occurred on non-serpentine parent material 
containing tremolite. 

CARBON MONOXIDE. This is a poisonous gas that interferes with the blood abilities to carry 
oxygen from the lung.; to the rest of the body. The primary source of this gas is gasoline engines, 
especially during cold starts and cold operating temperatures. Exceedences tend to be associated 
with crowded traffic intersections and winter driving conditions. 

For lack of information (rn 1994, there was only one monitoring station in the County and it 
was sited "west of Placerville') El Dorado County is now "unclassified" with respect to carbon 
monoxide standards. However, occasionally an EIR will include site-specific studies associated with 
traffic that will be generated by a particular project. One such document was certified by the County 
(November, 1993) despite the fact that it indicated that an intersection already exceeded both state 
and federal standards and two others would be expected two as influenced by the project proposed. 

Is it still correct that there is only one station monitoring carbon monoxide? If there 
are more, the data coUected should be included in discussion of CO. What criteria were 
used to choose the site(s)? Does it (do they) monitor emissions driven upslope from outside 
the County? Does it (do they) monitor emissions generated within the County at sites of 
heavy traffic congestion? 

If exceedances are projected along Highway 50, the DEIR should evaluate and 
quantify the effect of mitigating the impact on receptors by setbacks and/ or a greenbelt 
adjacent to the highway rather than high-density land uses. 

What does Section 161 of the federal Clean Air Act say about requirements "to 
prevent significant deterioration of air quality" for unclassified areas? Similarly, what does 
Section 4001 of the California Health and Safety Code say? Has EI Dorado County 
complied? What are the implications for addressing air quality in the General Plan? How 
will this be done? 

TOXIC _-\IR CO~T.t\..\flNA:'-.TS. These can derive from both mobile and stationary sources. 
They comprise chemicals known to be or strongly suspected to be causes of cancer. These 
emissions are associated with gasoline- and diesel-powered vehicles and are most serious in the cold 
temperatures of winter. Both the California Air Resources Board and the EPA have published ways 
to estimate these emissions from mobile sources and to relate these data to health risk. 

Thereforey the DEIR should analyze the effects of the proposed General Plan and its 
attendant increase in population and traffic on increased toxic air contaminants and, 
therefore, on public health. 

VEHlCL'L.\R EMISSIONS. Air pollution originating with vehicles is closely tied to land-use 
practices that contribute to the need to use single cars because alternative transportation modes are 
not available (sprawl) or because solely residential developments have been approved rather than 
mixed-use ones that require use of automobiles to run all errands. The DEIR should examine the 
process by which and to what extent these factors have received attention in approving 
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development proposals in El Dorado County. It should propose ways to strengthen this 
approach to reducing dependence upon automobiles. 

Increase in v-ehicular emissions will occur proportional to the increase in numbers of 
additional vehicles. Increase in numbers of vehicles will occur proportional to increases in 
residential development. 

According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, the average fuel economy of all cars 
and light trucks (pickups, SUV s, minivans) for the model year 2001 was 24.5 miles per gallon. That 
is the lowest figure since 1980. The average fuel economy of just the light-truck category on the 
road today is only 17.4 mpg. The DEIR should analyze the ways in which the situation has 
deteriorated since 1994 when the earlier DEIR was developed because of the increase in 
popularity since then of SUV s as the single-occupancy vehicle of choice for commuters in 
view of their poor gas mileage and the fact that they are not required to meet emission 
standards for passenger cars. 

The DEIR should evaluate and quantify all possible ways of encouraging 
transportation alternatives to limited-occupancy automobiles. Reducing both the number 
of trips and the miles traveled per trip are important. See suggestions under, e.g., trails (Parks 
and Recreation), design (Land Use), Transportation and Circulation. 

In the 1996 General Plan, in response to a comment the County at the last minute added 
Objectiw 6.7.8 concerning the effects of air pollution on vegetation. Its sole policy, 6.7.8.1, 
promised to monitor ongoing scientific research and, "[ijf and when such research conclusively 
determines ... that air pollution is causing significant harm to vegetation within El Dorado County'' it 
\vou1d "consider ,vhether to add policies to the General Plan to try to mitigate such harm." We 
should, therefore, like to call to the County's attention discussions in the SNEP report (Cahill, et al., 
Air Q11afi(J, Vol. II, p. 1227 f£, and Paul B. Miller's, Biological Effects of Air Pollution in the Siem1 Nevada, 
Vol. III, p. 885. The economically important ponderosa and Jeffrey pines are especially sensitive to 
chronic ozone pollution. Though effects on forest trees are more seyere the farther south one goes 
(there were numerous dead trees in the San Bernardino National Forest thirty years ago), damage 
was reported in 1993 to trees at SJy Park at only 60 ppb (the California standard is 90 ppb "). It 
would be \Veil to keep this in mind in considering the effects on ozone pollution stemming from the 
proposed General Plan. 

(*Also from SNEP rpt: (cited in abbreviated form from the Rock Creek FEIS): CarroRJ. and A. 
Dixon. 1993. Sierra Ozone Impact Assessment Study--Y ear Three. Contract A 132-188 CARB NTIS 
PD94-208865J 

Noise: 

°The multiple and insidious ill effeds of noise constifule an inadequately 
recognized, baneful influence on lives of millions of persons throughout the 
country. u 

---C P McCord et al., Journal of the American Medical Association,. 
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Lack of noise is an important factor in defining a "rural atmosphere" as opposed to an urban 
or suburban atmosphere. The State's General Plan Guidelines provide guidance for defining the 
existing environment and for determining noise contour maps for various types of sources. But the 
1995 DEIR modeled these with respect to surrounding land contours only for a single airport. 
Except for temporary construction work (and emergency services, traffic may be the most important 
source of background noise. With spreading residential development, this ooise source, too, will 
increase and spread. (And with i4 one of the more frequent complaints to the sheriff-barking 
dogs.) 

The 1996 General Plan accepted 60 to 65 decibels as an acceptable goal for noise-sensitive 
receptors. However, the World Health Organization in a 1995 report recommended a limit of 50 
decibels for constant daytime noise exposure and 45 decibels at night. "Above those thresholds," it 
said, "most people begin to become annoyed and many suffer ill effects." The Environmental 
Protection Agency, after a \'ery broad study. in 197 4 reached a similar conclusion-that 55 decibels 
should be an outdoor limit and 45 an indoor one "to protect public health and well-being". The 
state's Office of Planning and Research takes 60dB as the upper limit of "Normally Acceptable" for a 
single-family residence. All these sources support a lower limit than that adopted in the 1996 
General Plan. 

The DEIR should present aU these recommendations relative to the issue of public 
health and justify whatever standard it adopts for the County. 

The DEIR should provide a comprehensive sampling of present sources of noise in 
the County, as well as background noise levels in quiet neighborhoods for comparison. 
Information should be presented about traffic noise from sampling the freeway, highways, 
and major arterials, in both free-flowing and stop-and-go conditions. Industrial and 
commercial sites also should be sampled and information presented. The effect of changes 
in elevation and curves on noise, as well as weather, should be included and related to 
attenuation of noise by topography, dense vegetation, or other types of mitigation. 

Noise being somewhat subjective, the DEIR should present information as to the 
attitudes of residents concerning the acceptability of noise levels where they live. It should 
quantify the nature of complaints to the Sheriff or other agencies about noise and the cost of 
responding to such complaints. 

The DEIR should discuss the pros and cons of various types of mitigation of noise, 
such as setbacks, berms, sound walls, and dense vegetation. Does tire noise vary with type 
of pavement? If special types of pavement, such as rubberized asphalt, can reduce traffic 
noise, this also should be discussed. 

The DEIR should discuss the present regulatory framework, starting with local 
ordinances. It should also present for comparison as to standards and enforceability 
ordinances from elsewhere, such as the City of Davis. 
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Risk of Upset: 

AY.\L\.-....:CHES. The County's approach to this hazard in the 1996 General Plan, to require 
building techniques that could withstand the forces of an anlanche, was rejected by the court. The 
DEIR should discuss the merits of an avalanche overlay zone to apply to all residential and 
commercial areas subject to avalanche, to rate the risk as high, potential, and none, and to 
set standards for construction within areas rated as having potential risk. In high-risk 
zones, no buildings or parking lots should be permitted. In potential-risk zones, no 
buildings that encourage the gathering of people would be permitted, though private homes 
might be allowed. This proposal follows the approach in s~ritzerland, which is in the forefront of 
protectiYe zoning techniques. It utilizes a three-level hazard approach: ''high" where the return 
interval is less than 30 years and the impact pressure could exceed 3 tons per cubic meter, 
"potential .. where the return interval is between 30 and 300 years and the impact pressure is 3 tons 
per cubic meter, and "none". Jurisdictions in the United States that have progressive zoning laws to 
protect from anlanches include Colorado and Utah, especially Alta. in Utah. Considerable 
information is available oo the internet. 

D_<\M E\ILCRE Volume H, Background, omitted mention of Silver Lake Dam, 
presumably because it is Amador County, though most of the downstream reach is in EI 
Dorado County. This should be corrected. 

The DEIR should describe the regulatory framework relative to dam safety under 
both state Jaw and County ordinance. It should track where emergency plans for each state
or federal-regulated dam are kept, including for Silver Lake. Does the Planning 
Department have a set of these plans, which show areas likely to be flooded by a dam failure 
in relation to the time for the flow to arrive at downstream locations? How are these plans 
utilized in the review process for development proposals? 

Dams that don't meet the requirements to fall under state jurisdiction fall under a County 
ordinance administered by the Department of Transportation. The DEIR should explain what 
oversight DOT exercises relative to these damso Do they, like state-jurisdictional dams, also. 
get periodic inspection for safety? 

What dams, if any, in the County are now considered in need of retrofitting to 
improve seismic safety? What is the current status of such retrofitting? 

The DEIR should include a map of dam-failure inundation zones and the proposed 
General Plan should include a zoning overlay to be used by Planning in its review of 
development proposals. As there are no large tracts of land so influenced, the DEIR should 
discuss how individual home-builders would be apprised of this information. Do single 
homes undergo any review by Planning? If not, how can the Building Department be 
included in the process of checking whether a proposed home is sited within a dam-failure 
inundation zone? 

EARTHQL'AKES. The Uniform Building Code provides guidance for building techniques 
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that mitigate the hazard from this source. During evolution of the 1996 General Plan, we found 
tardiness in adoption of the most recent revision on the UBC rather dismaying, even to the point 
that the Building Department had requested that the County Library have readers of the latest 
version sign that they understood that the edition was not yet to be used in the County. 

The DEIR should state how the proposed General Plan will remedy the situation of 
tardy adoption of the latest information. What version of the UBC is currently "approved" 
for use in the County? How does the County propose to respond to occasional emergency 
revisions issued in the wake of some disaster? 

FLOODI:'.',;G. 

"'Floods, or flows in excess of ban/dull, are relatively common. Mos! rivers, on lhe 
average, experience discharges in excess of ban/dull capacity approximately 2 or 3 
times a year. ,,. 

-Luna Leopold, Water, a Primer,. 7974. 

u{ljf is a virtual certainly /hot the defined 7 OO~year floodplain-the planning fool of 
the twentieth century-1s nof the aduol l 00-year floodplain of any given point in 
time. 0 

-Jeffrey Mount/ California Rivers and Streams., 7995. 

Nit is the engineers' and planners' craving for hard numbers and the development 
interests who want to colonize floodplains that drive the conversion of hones! 
estimates of chance info predse but highly inaccurate predidors of the future. 
1-11,at is most disturbing is that many communities adually promote colonization 
of the edge of the l 00-yeor floodplain, permitting concentrated development 
right up to the line in the sand as if this line will somehow proted !he inhabitants. 
This approach to planning is a tragedy in the making. " 

-Jeffrey Moun!, California Rivers and Streams, 7995. 

Flooding is not unknown in the County. Major flooding occurred locally and regionally in 
March 1986,January 1995~ and January 1997. During the last event, houses were flooded and 
destroyed in the famous New Year's Day flood of 1997, which also did severe damage to the 
hydropower system upon which the El Dorado Irrigation District depends for delivery of part of its 
water supply. 

Past flooding had precipitated a study reported on in 1985 by the Natural Resources 
ConserTation Sen-ice (then the Soil ConserYation Service) of the upper Deer Creek drainage in the 
Cameron Park area. This study identified the cause as "primarily poor planning" -poor subdivision 
layout, failure to consider natural drainage patterns, failure to maintain storm runoff channels) and 
indicted all levels from the homeowner on up through county planners and the building department, 
to contractors and developers. 

The DEIR should explicate the federal regulatory framework applicable to the 
flooding problem. Thus it should describe the Federal Emergency Management Agency's 
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role in providing flood insurance, and, relative to that, in preparing maps showing 100-year 
floodplains. Stemming from that role is the County's obligation, if it wishes to participate in 
the insurance program, to implement floodplain management regulations acceptable to 
FEMA. 

What is the date of the most recent FEMA maps for the County? Are all streams 
mapped for their 100-year floodplains or are only developed areas mapped, where flooding 
damage is most likely to occur? 

Have all areas that experienced flooding over the last 20 years been mapped as flood
prone on these FEMA maps? (E.g., in 1995 a car was swept downstream by the waters of 
Knickerbocker Creek, near Cool, where no flood zone appears on FEMA maps.) 

How have areas subject to possible flooding changed over the last 30 years as 
development has proceeded? How are they expected to change under each of the proposed 
General Plan alternatives? 

Whatis the County's methodology for systematically gathering information as to 
flooding and requesting updates to FEMA maps? Does the Planning Department have this 
accumulated information? How, if at all, is this information incorporated into·the various 
proposed General Plan alternatives? 

Please describe and discuss the various ways in which development can increase the 
likelihood of flooding, including at least these: 

• increasing the area of impermeable and poorly permeable (e.g., lawns) surfaces and 
how this reduces infiltration that replenishes groundwater and causes an increase in 
both volume and velocity of runoff 

• poor lot layout that sites buildings in natural drainage swales or within the 
floodplains of creeks and streams 

" erection of obstructions, such as fences, across stream beds that inhibit free flow 
and accumulate trash, which increases the obstruction 

• destruction of wetlands and/or alteration of streambeds such that natural flood 
attenuation processes are foregone or reduced in effectiveness 

Please evaluate the degree to which the last of the previous categories has occurred 
in the County. 

The DEIR should discuss the nature of the 100-year floodplain, including the 
floodway and the floodway fringe, as described by FE~ It should elucidate the meaning 
of "100-year flood" to clear away widespread misunderstanding of this term. 

It should include in this discussion the County's response to this obligation through 
zoning and its Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance. How does the latter apply to building 
in the 100-year floodplain? Is building prohibited? What restrictions and/ or special 
building provisions apply? How does the ordinance acknowledge and address the 
contribution ofloss of wetlands, alteration of stream beds, and spread of poorly- and non-
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permeable surfaces? 

What is the provision whereby the State Department of Water Resources audits the 
County to assess implementation of floodplain management restrictions? When did this last 
happen? What were DWR's conclusions? 

Please discuss and clarify the apparent conflicts between provisions of the Flood 
Damage Prevention Ordinance and other County regulations. For example, Sec. 17 .25.040 
(A)(4) appears to sanction alteration of watercourses, which the Grading Ordinance, at 
15.14.090 and 15.14.610 provides for setbacks. 

Does FEMA prohibit local jurisdictions from implementing regulations that go 
beyond FEM.A's minimum requirements? Would doing so be rewarded by lower insurance 
premiums? What changes to local ordinances might be rewarded in this way? 

See also the discussion of Water Quality herein under Public Health and Safety and the 
recommendations referred to there of the Urban Runoff TAC. Discuss the merits of including 
provisions in the Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance and other County regulations of 
avoidance of floodplains in building, standards for peak runoff rates after development, 
avoidance of disturbance of natural drainage features, including wetlands, as much as 
possible, and limits on the area of impervious surfaces, etc. 

Please describe the recommendations made by the NRCS in its 1985 study of Deer 
Creek in Cameron Park. Have any of these recommendations been implemented, either 
County-wide or in the Cameron Park area? If so, what has been the mechanism of 
implementation? To what extent, if any, have the recommendations been incorporated into 
the Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance or into other County code? 

Please evaluate in the DEIR benefits of the concept of Flood Zone Parkways that 
would protect natural drainage courses, provide more "channel storage" for flood waters, 
and serve as more effective filters of sediment and pollutants, as well as serve as 
groundwater recharge areas. 

Discuss and analyze way5> in developing areas, of increasing infiltration of storm 
water and reducing the amount of impermeable and poorly permeable surfaces that 
contribute to increasing runoff. These could include use of gravel or pavers with holes for 
areas of relatively low-use where topography would not be conducive to erosion, 
discouragement of landscaping with lawns and encouragement of use of French drains, 
utilization of natural drainage channeJs with vegetation, narrow streets to serve local 
residential areas, etc. 

How does the recently developed County Drainage Manual contribute to solving 
runoff problems? 

Accounts of flooding in extra-County localities in the recent past have assigned blame to 
upstream development. The DEIR should address what happens to flood waters after they 
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pass from the boundaries of individual development proposals to "downstream". How does 
present regulation affect the amount and timing of discharge to "downstream"? How do 
increases in amount accumulate to contribute to flooding in downstream areas? How is this 
cumulative problem addressed in project review? 

The 1996 General Plan, as Objective 5.4.1, indicated intent to "[i]nitiate a County
wide drainage and flood management program .... " Has this occurred? What are its 
provisions? 

The DEIR should sketch out the provisions of the California Storm Waters Best 
Management Practices Handbooks and state how the County has been implementing their 
recommendations. 

R\ZARDOCS :.\L\ TERIALS. The DEIR should describe and give locations for any 
known business activities in the County that use hazardous materials that might, through 
some sort of upset, endanger nearby citizens. (Examples could include large propane storage 
tanks and the chlorine used at sewage treatment plants.) Does this knowledge influence land-use 
decisions and, if so, how? (See also discussion of hazardous materials under Garbage in Public 
Services and Utilities.) 

What is the existing mechanism and responsibility for responding to spills of 
hazardous materials? 

Does the County have an inventory of lands in the County that are contaminated by 
hazardous wastes? Who maintains such a list? Does it go beyond locations of leaking 
underground storage tanks and old dump sites to include such as arsenic and mercury 
contamination from old mining activity? What of contamination by such as MTBE, old 
batteries, antifreeze, and the like at sites formerly devoted to automobile-connected 
business, or deaning fluid chemicals at sites of former dry cleaners? Include discussion of 
the lead contamination at the shooting range at the Union Mine Landfill. Is there any 
program that tracks such historical usage of a parcel to keep track of potential 
contamination problems that may not yet have been discovered? What branch of County 
government would have such a responsibility? 

How is the information of concern in the prior paragraph made available to owners 
and/ or prospective purchasers? What use, if any, is made of the information by Planning? 

~1\TUJL\LLY-OCCURRING ASBESTOS. Although an old asbestos mine was mentioned in 
the DEIR for the 1996 Genenu Plan, the fact that the EPA had come to the County in 1986 to pave 
over roads in the Garden Valley area that were surfaced with crushed serpentine was not mentioned. 
(It had been part of a version of Volume II, Background, earlier than that made available to the 
public, however.) There was no mention that the County had moved around the time of the 1986 
incident to protect Department of Transportation employees by requiring that road-base material. 
haYe no asbestos content. 
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The re-emergence of naturally-occurring asbestos as an issue happened in 1998, when the 
Sacramento Bee published a series of articles on its presence in El Dorado County. Contrm·ersy has 
followed: Some argued that the most common form chrysotile, presented little~ if any, risk. Owners 
of undeveloped sites and of homes both feared loss of value and difficulty selling. Some people did 
sell and moved awa}' from the hazard. Some vigorously protested validity of the assessment of risk 
made by various State agencies. Residents living near serpentine-located quarry sites and chronically 
exposed to dust forcefully sought regulatory protection. 

Because the principal sources of crushed rock available to homeowners have been serpentine 
and limestone, there are many instances throughout the county of driveways and gravel-surfaced 
rural roads that are surfaced with crushed serpentine and present a continuing hazard. 

The DEIR should describe the new regulatory framework, both State and local, that 
addresses the problem of naturally-occurring asbestos during construction activities and for 
road-surfacing, as well as for quarrying. 

Developers of large-scale projects generally have geotechnical studies done and are, 
therefore, likely to be aware of the possibility/ probability of serpentine's presence-though maybe 
not of tremolite (see below). What of the small developer, such as the single-home builder? The 
DEIR should discuss how a single-home builder will be made aware of the special need for 
control of fugitive dust when he may be ignorant of the presence of asbestos-containing 
deposits or of the need for special measures. How might the building- or grading-permit 
process effectively address the problem, especially with the relatively large amount of 
grading that can be performed without seeking a grading permit? (E.g.~ one of our members 
experienced grading occw:ring on a nearby lot that looked to have gotten down to serpentine f which 
crops out nearby], but with no dust control practiced. Subsequent foundation work had several men 
working in trenches in dose contact with the presumed serpentine, again '\\-'ithout wetting.) Do 
building inspectors watch out for such things or can they be empowered to? Does the 
County have a computerized parcel base in which individual parcels subject to special 
treatment (known to be in a serpentine area, a contaminated are~ a tremolite area; or with 
some special provision, as a court-approved agreement) can be flagged so that all County 
Departments would have immediate access to the information and could act accordingly? 

It should discuss the prevalence of crushed serpentine as a surfacing material for 
roads and driveways throughout the County, giving at least general locations. (For example, 
there may be little meeting this description in El Dorado Hills because there are few unpaved roads 
and/ or driveways.) 

The DEIR should also analyze the hazard presented by tremolite, a form of asbestos 
that all agree is hazardous, in view of the fact that its known occurrences in the County are 
not on serpentine. How does the proposed General Plan address this fact? 

In the interests of protecting the long-term health of residents who might purchase 
homes on such sites, and workers who might be employed on such sites, the DEIR should 
discuss the merits of the proposed General Plan's addressing building and site standards for 
parcels in the County presenting a threat of containing naturally-occurring asbestos that 
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could be disturbed by construction activities, including both serpentine and non-serpentine 
areas. 

Water Quality; 

NThe fwo maior changes that result from urbanization are changes in stream 
hydrology and an increase in pollutant loading. Changes in stream hydrology 
resulting from urbanization include: increased peak discharges.: increased total 
volume of runoff; decreased time needed for runoff lo reach the stream; increased 
frequency and severity of flooding; changes in sfreamflow during dty periods due 
to reduced level of infiltation in the watershed; and greater runoff velocify during 
storms. Ample evidence also exists about fhe pollufanfs !hot are entrained in 
urban runoff. The pol/utonfs include sediment, nutrients, oxygen-demanding 
substances, road salts, heavy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, pathogenic 
baderia, viruses, and pesticides. N 

---The Report of the Technical Advisory Commi'flee on Urban Runoff to the 
State Water Resources Control Board (Urban Runoff TAC Report), Nov 

7994) 

The DEIR should describe present quality of waters in the County and the primary 
threats to that quality, including urban runoff, sediment from development and logging 
activities, and the possibility of discharges from sources such as commercial activities, 
leaking underground tanks, and old mines. 

Explain the regulatory framework that governs water quality, including the sanctions 
that exist. What permits are required for what activities and from which agencies? Explain 
the applicability of the State Water Resources Control Board's Watershed Management 
Initiative and its draft revised Water Quality Enforcement Policy. How have the provisions 
of SB 709 affected conformity to regulatory requirements? 

Explain the role of the County, if any, relative to the problem of the El Dorado 
Irrigation District's numerous uncovered and unlined reservoirs in which it stored treated 
drinking ·water until the State Department of Health Services required it to undertake 
corrective action. Did any County entity, such as Environmental Health or Environmental 
Management have any oversight of this situation that it failed to exercise? If so, why was 
this not done in a timely way? 

Describe the County's program to monitor water quality. What County department 
has this responsibility? Are all streams sampled? If not, what fraction is sampled and how 
are they chosen? How often does sampling of any given spot occur? If not done on a 
regular basis, what triggers doing it? If contamination is found, how are citizens notified? 

To set priorities for any such efforts, the County should have information as to what, 
where, how much, and the level of risk presented. Does it have such information? If not, 
how does it formulate a corrective program? 
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According to the State Water Resources Control Board, as attributed in Jeffrey Mount's 
California's Rivers and Streams, there are m·er 15,000 abandoned hard rock mines in California of 
which about 2,500 are known to be potential problems; some 150 of these are known to be 
discharging very polluted fluids into rivers and streams. Are there any abandoned mines in the 
County that are known to he a source of pollution? If so, does the discharge vary seasonaJly, 
where a.re these mines, what waters are affected, and what remediation is occwring? 

What other trouble spots, if any, are known to exist? What is the source of the 
problem? What measures have been or are being taken to correct the situation? Are any 
illicit discharges known to occur? What have they been and how has the County responded? 

To what extent is utilization of saJt on roads in snowy areas as problem? What of the 
use of sand? 

MTBE is rumored to have been found to occur in Jenkinson Lake, and we know that the 
Tahoe Basin has experienced such contamination. What other places, if any, in the County are 
known to be so contaminated? How has or will the County respond? 

How are leaking underground storage tanks regulated? What is the deadline for 
upgrading these and have all such tanks complied with the new requirements? A.re, or 
were, any of these tanks situated so as to be a source of contamination of nearby waters and 
did they do so? 

As arsenic was used for embalming purposes between about 1863 and 1910, the DEIR 
should analyze the possiblity that wells on properties adjoining or near historic cemeteries 
might be contaminated. 

The TAC Report from which the introductory quotation is taken recommends a three
pronged approach to control of pollution from urban runoff: l) Prevention, 2) Control, and 3) 
Treatment. To this end, the TAC Report on Urban Runoff and the TAC Report on 
Hydromodification. Wetlands, and Riparian Areas take very similar approaches to the problem 
presented by development: 

"To the extent feasible, preserve, and where possible, create or restore areas that provide water 
quality benefits, such as riparian corridors and wetlands, and promote the design of new 
developmenr so that it protects the natural integrity of drainage systems and water bodies." 

-T :\C Report on Urban Runoff, p. 9, "General Principles for Control of Urban Runoff 
from :\i"ew Development and Construction", Nov 1994 

"~ew dei.·elopment shall be designed to minimize changes in watershed hydrology, maintain 
natural channel configurations, and, as much as possible, avoid floodplain encroachment to allow 
natural flooding, in order to protect beneficial uses and avoid increased downstream flooding." 

--TAC Report on Hydromodification, Wetlands, and Riparian Areas, p. 26, "Site 
Development", ~ov 1994 

Describe in the DEIR how this approach is incorporated into the proposed General 
Plan and/ or its alternatives, if it is. If not, explain why not. 
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Analyze how welJ the measures in the Countys approach to controlling erosion and 
sediment are implemented and monitored as to their efficacy. What standards, if any, a.re 
the.re for Total Suspended Solids in runoff. What sanctions are there for not meeting these 
standards? 

Are unpaved, ungraveled roads permitted anywhere, including on private land, and, 
if so, considering their high erosional potential, is their use at all limited by topography? 
Give an estimate of the mileage of such roads at present and under the several alternative 
General Plans. Is this an unregulated source of erosion and sedimentation? 

With increasing de,.-elopment, urban runoff from impervious surfaces, with its usual load of 
dirt; oil, heavy metals, and other chemical from vehicles; rubber from tires; animal feces and urine; 
etc., can only present a growing problem to preserving water quality. What is the proposed 
General Plan's approach to controlling and reducing this problem? Among aspects to he 
discussed are the following: 

Wetlands are quite good at filtering pollutants. Has the County anywhere used the 
concept of constructed wetlands in its arsenal of weapons to filter pollutants from urban 
runoff? If so, where and how has it worked? If not, why not? How might they be used in 
conjunction with detention ponds that serve to mitigate the volume of runoff from 
development and to provide settling time? 

Setbacks from streams and wetlands are another way of minimizing entry of pollutants into 
surface waters, both in the case of new development and for ongoing land-use. For discussion of 
appropriate widths, see the Wetlands section herein under the Conservation and Open Space 
section. Please analyze the efficacy of the County's existing setback program and how weU 
it has been implemented and how monitored. Assess possible room for improvement and 
how such measures have been incorporated into the General Plan. 

Has grazing affected riparian zones and wetlands anywhere within the jurisdictional 
part of the County and, if so, how? What policies of the proposed General Plan would 
prevent degradation of water quality from this source? 

To what extent has culverting been used in the County to contafo intermittent or 
perennial streams except at road or driveway crossings? Analyze the effects of prohibiting 
any such culverting and, instead, maintaining natural vegetated drainage swa]es that would 
have the added benefit of filtering pollutants and slowing down flows, which would be in 
accord with the TAC recommendations. 

What sort of filtration systems, if any, are now used or required to filter runoff from 
parking lots and off roads? Explain how they work to remove pollutants before the runoff 
enters surface waters. If not already required, explain why they should not be. 

Explore the possible use of requiring permeable paving, such as "turf blocks" or 
gravel, in appropriate places, with the benefit of increasing infiltration and reducing runoff, 
especially that associated with vehicles, as driveways and parking lots might be a place for 
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this approach to be used. 

CONSERVATION AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT 

GEOWGYANDSOII.S: 

"The pnncipal 9eo/09ic fadors lo be taken info account in urban planning and 
development are ... soil types and choraden"sfics, earthquake faults, polenliol 
landslide areas, land subsidence, and natural resources {e.9., pnine ogricullurol 
land, mineral resources/. " 

---H. G. Crowle ill Engineering Geology in the Urban Environment, 
proceedings of a symposium, 1969. U.S. Geological Survey (Dept. of 
the Inferior) and Office of Research and Development {Dept. of Housing 

and Urban Development}. 

SOILS. Protection of agricultural and timber soils is very important for both industries and 
is discussed further later under the Agriculture and Forestry section. As stated there, soils form over 
geologic time scales, not human time scales. Soils have been greatly abused in El Dorado County 
since the acfrent of European man. Mining activity was particularly devastating. (See paragraph 4 
under discussion of the Economic Development Element.) 

Depth of soiL which filters out pathogens, is an important factor in the disposal of 
wastewater on septic system-dependent sites. We address the issue of soils with respect to this topic 
under Wastewater in the Public Sen·ices and Utilities section. 

Soil erodability and slope stability are important considerations in construction and grading 
actiYities in order to protect water quality. Expansion potential of soils (dependent upon the day 
content present) is also an important consideration for building actiYities. 

The DEIR should describe the regulatory framework within the County governing 
construction and grading activities. What are the governing rules and standards? Who 
permits such activities? Who enforces adherence to the rules? What differences exist, if 
any:, between public and private roads relative to the regulatory framework? 

What is the potential for erosion of the soil series found in the County? How is this 
potential affected by steepness of slopes? The DEIR should include the table of maximum 
slopes for different soil types that was developed by the District Conservationist of the 
Resources Conservation District based on erosion potential (letter to Planning dated 25 Oct 
1994). Is this information used by the County in reviewing development proposals 
throughout the County and, if so, how does it influence decision-making? If it is not used, 
or its use is limited to certain areas only, the DEIR should explain why this is the case. 

We believe that within the Tahoe Basin, the need for a grading permit is triggered at 3 yd3
, 

while the County's standard for elsewhere is 250 yd3 or 10,_000 ft2. The DEIR should evaluate the 
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merits of a lower limit. It should also discuss how precautionary measures for disturbance 
of naturaUy-occwring asbestos( see also under Public Health and Safety) will be enforced in 
the absence of a need for a permit for disturbance of smaller amounts and areas. 

Is the Natural Resources Conservation Service regularly offered the chance to review 
development proposals for potential soil-related problems such as erosion hazard, suitability 
for septic systems, and expansiveness? How is this activity funded? Are funds adequate to 
enable careful review of aU such proposals? If not, what portion do receive careful review? 
Does it have any authority relative to decisions? 

The DEIR should justify whatever standard is presented for allowable steepness of 
slopes on which development can take place. 

GEOLOGY. The DEIR should describe the geologic setting of the County and 
present maps. Known earthquake fault zones should be included in both description and 
mapping, as well as known occurrences of serpentine and of t:remolite, which bas been 
found in the County outside of serpentine areas. For discussion of possible dam failure, please 
see the section herein on Dam Failure under Public Health and Safety. 

Relative to mineral resources, the DEIR should discuss the historical occurrence of 
mining activity in the County and the kinds of minerals thereby knO'wn to have occurred. 
Current mining activity also should be described. 

The DEIR should include the Exploration and Mining Activity map mentioned on p. 
V.7-15 of the DEIR on the 19% General Plan. Abandoned mines should be included 
thereon, and a list of same presented in the DEIR. Risks that might be associated with 
such mines, such as mercury contamination, should be described, along with any County 
program to mitigate those risks. Note that the earlier DEIR made mention of an old asbestos 
mine but did not identify its location. Also, the recent cave-in of an abandoned mine in the Gty of 
Placen-iUe raises the possibility of other occurrences of this nature. 

The regulatory framework, both state and local, governing mining activity should be 
described completely for both surface and below-surface mining, including requirements for 
reclamation. The State's program, through its Mineral Land Classification maps, for 
conserving mineral resources should be included. The County's Measure A and its effects 
also should be described. 

The status of reclamation activities should be described-what mines have them, the 
status of each mine's fulfi1Iment of reporting requirements, and the status of reclamation 
efforts. 

The DEIR should discuss the sources in the County of construction aggregate and 
how the problem of new sources will be solved in the proposed General Plan. 

In accordance with Government Code Sec. 65302(g), the General Plan should include 
maps for "known seismic and other geologic hazards". The DEIR should analyze these 
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maps. 

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

GENERAL The DEIR should describe the natural setting of El Dorado County 
relative to wildlife and plants and how this has changed over time, leading to listing of 
species under both state and federal law as endangered or threatened and/ or so-calJed 
"sensitive" species and candidates for listing. It should identify all these species and 
describe their ranges and habitats, and trends in populations. In the case of easily mobile 
animals that migrate seasonally, needs for suitable habitat at different life stages could vary 
considerably; all such habitat needs should be considered as to both quantity and quality. 

The DEIR should analyze whether and how the proposed General Plan will 
contribute to fragmentation of habitat and how this will affect native wildlife and plants. 
How likely is the plan to result in listing of additional animals or plants in the coming 
years? This analysis should be made for all alternatives presented and trends discussed for 
each species. 

!flLDLJFE. 

nAdequate assessment of the potential responses of all these species to alternative 
land and resource management programs requires an up-to-date data bass on the 
habitat requirements and basic life history of each species.* 

-Jared Verner and Allan S. Boss, in California Wildlife and Their Habitats: 
Western Sierra Nevada. US.D.A., U.S.F.S., Pacific Southwest Forest and 
Range Experiment Station, 1980. 

The DEIR should discuss the contribution of deer herds to the economy of the 
County. It should present regulatory framework and responsibility for managing the deer 
herds of the County. It should identify the different deer herds recognized by the 
Department of Fish and Game and discuss their ranges and current condition thereof, 
current condition of the herds, including population estimates and trends, 

Discuss the human-related impacts on deer, including of roads and road kill, 
poaching, fragmentation of habitat, loss of forage ( such as destruction of oaks, alteration of 
habitat by grazing of domestic animals). Ways of protecting deer-migration corridors and 
designated and critical winter ranges should he analyzed. The Department of Fish and 
Game recommends, for the latter two, parcels of at least 20 and 40 acres, respectively. 
Discuss the impacts of smaller parcel sizes on deer. 

WETLANDS, STREAMS, AND RIPARIAN A.REAS 

Hff we fa,'l lo save the we/lands, we will be losing more than an economic and 
aesthetic asset that con never be recreated. The loss may also signal an impending 
and crushing defeat in the larger eHor! to maintain an environment that civilized 
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man can inhabit. * 
-William Saxbe/ U.5.Alfomey General, Tarpon Springs; Rorida, 18 Jul 
1974. 

Water is the foundation of life. Wetlands perform many "free" functions for us. According 
to the 1994 Report ef the Technical AdiisOTJ' Committee on lfydromodffication, Wetlands, and Riparian A1eas 
(State Water Resources Control Board, Nonpoint Source Control Program; hereinafter the "TAC 
Report''), 

"Wetland and riparian areas provide important natural functions, including aquatic habitat, associated 
terrestrial habitat, pollutant removal, flood retention, bank stabilization, groundwater recharge, and 
recreation. These functions are particularly critical in arid regions like California. Yet California has 
lost a higher percentage of its wetlands than anv other State as well as much r:warian habitat 
[emphasis added}." 

Moreover, they provide habitat and food for plants, birds, and other animals. Loss of wetlands has 
been an important contributor to the fact that some 25 % of the plants and 55% of the animals 
"designated by the state as either threatened or endangered have wetlands as their essential habitat" 
( California\ Changing Landscapes, Barbour~ Pavlik, Drysdale, and Lindstrom, 1992). 

Rivers supply us with water for drinking and household tasks, and for growing our food, and 
for conducting our businesses. They store power in their flows that we harness to make electricity. 
They support fisheries that give us recreational pleasure as well as food. They support the aquatic 
ecosystem that, in tum, supports those fish. They offer opportunities for swimming. boating, 
rafting, kayaking, and, as do all wetlands, give us aesthetic enjoyment. 

Despite all these virtues, we ha,~e abused both wetlands and rivers and streams. We destroy 
our wetlands---the EPA in 1995 calculated that California had lost 99% of its wetlands. It is nearly 
impossible find in California a natural free-flowing river unaffected by dams, hydropower 
development, or the discharge of wastes to be taken "away". Many native fishes are e:-..--tinct or 
severely reduced in numbers. 

The DEIR should describe the County's hydrological setting in detail. It should 
also discuss how this has changed in historical times. 

The condition of the native and planted fisheries should be described. How have 
these changed over time? (For instance, the place name Salmon Falls presumably indicates 
that salmon once migrated at least that far upstream.) Which kinds of fish now found in the 
rivers and streams are native and which introduced? How far upstream were fish present 
before planting programs were introduced to mountain lakes? What conditions enable 
planted fish to survive and reproduce? Where do these conditions obtain and where must 
replanting occur? How has introduction of fish into the higher elevation lakes affected 
other members of those ecosystems? 

How were the County's lakes and streams and their aquatic ecosystems affected by 
mining activities, including hydraulic mining? By the dams and diversions of water that 
began to supply mining activities and communities? By later, larger dams and diversions? 
By logging and grazing activities? By roadbuilding? 
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How have instream flows been affected by diversions and/ or pulsed flows because of 
hydropower release~ and how have fisheries and the aquatic and riparian ecosystems been 
affected? 

Describe the regulatory framework in which protection of wetlands and rivers and 
streams operates. How is discharge to or alteration of wetlands and rivers and streams 
regulated? 

The DEIR should include a map of the County's streams and wetlands, together 
with the County's criteria for identifying the latter. As the California Department of Fish 
and Game uses criteria developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (see Sec. 703 of the 
Fish and Game Code), if the County uses other criteria, it should justify why this is the case. 
The County uses Corps of Engineers criteria for identifying wetlands. 

The California Department of Fish and Game applies a policy of "no net loss" to its 
review of discretionary projects. "No net loss" was also a policy of the Bush I and Clinton 
administrations. {We don't know about any policy of the Bush II administration.) How do 
policies in the proposed General Plan or any of its alternatives reflect a policy of "no net 
loss" of wetlands? 

"The County's grading ordinance states (Sec. 15.14.610 (D)), «wherever possible, natural 
features, including vegetation, oak trees, terrain, watercourses~ wetlands and similar resources shall 
be preserved. Limits of grading shall be dearly defined and marked to prevent damage by 
construction equipment. Wetlands and oak trees shall be protected from construction activity as 
described in the Design and Improvement Standards Manual." The DEIR should analyze the 
effectiveness of enforcement of this provision. It should also clarify the reference to the 
Design and Improvement Standards Manual, in our copy of which we were unable to find 
the protective measures referred to. 

Please assess and quantify losses of wetlands and alterations of streams that have 
occurred or been authorized to occur in the County over the last 25 years. Identify what 
replacement mitigation, if any, has occurred and where and how far away it was from the 
area lost. 

The DEIR should analyze the effectiveness of no-disturbance setbacks for streams, 
rivers, lakes, ponds, and wetlands in protecting the biological integrity of these assets. 
Included in this analysis should be assessing a suitable width for such setbacks (including 
gauging it by reference to riparian vegetation, as well as by reference to high-water mark), 
and of varying the width according to topography, the nature of the substrate, the biotic 
ecosystem of the feature and possible need of some of its members for upland habitat at 
times in their life cycle. Please discuss the desirability, in view of all the factors that could 
come into play, of having the size of such setbacks determined by a professional on a site
by-site basis. 

In the ()v.,ens Valley, increased groundwater pumping for export to Los Angeles cause 
widespread demise of surface vegetation. What are the implications of increased groundwater 
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pumping connected to gro'Wth supported by the proposed General Plan for decreased 
contribution to surface waters (streams, rivers, wetlands) and for the well-being of the 
vegetation and wildlife dependent thereon? 

BOTANICAL RESOURCES: 

HCalifomia become known as the land of flowers from the lime !he first explorer set 
foot here. Explorers and others who followed mwe amazed by the side range of 
plant types, including trees, shrubs, perennials, bulb plants, vines, succulents., 
grasses, and nonflowering plants. They soon discovered tho!, while some of these 
plants were similar lo those of their homeland, many were new lo them . ... Many 
of California's wild plants ... were brought info cultivafion as early as the /ale 
l 700s, when explorers sent seeds and cuffings fo their home countries. Gardeners 
in the British Isles, espeaally, have deep admiration for many of our native 
plants .... n 

-Mariorie G. Schmidt,, Growing California Native Plants, 1980 

Volume II, Background, presents a very sketchy overview of animal species found within the 
County but does not similarly discuss its native plants before going to lists of sensitive and 
en.dangered, rare, and threatened species. 

Thus, the DEIR should describe the botanical wealth of the County, including the 
many different types of plant communities that result from the different soil types, 
eievational ranges, topography, and climatic variation that occur within the County. It 
should discuss the uniqueness of the Pine Hill Intrusion and the various serpentine islands 
and how they have contributed to the botanical diversity found in the County. 

For the plants in the two lists in Volume II, the DEIR must provide information 
about range, both historical and present, and habitat needs. Population trends should also 
be given. 

The DEIR should explain how development activity contributed to causing the 
listing of the gabbro-soil plants under federal and/or state law, thus leading to the 
establishment of a system of Ecological Preserves. 

The DEIR should describe the ecological preserve system established to protect the 
gabbro-soil rare plants. How do acquired lands and those recommended by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife compare? Is more acquisition needed? What provisions have been made for 
effective management? Who is responsible? How are acquisitions being funded? How will 
be or is management being funded? How might management techniques affect local 
landowners ff they assure long-term ability of natural processes to occur? How can any 
effects be mitigated? 

What development plans exist for parts of the Pine Hill Intrusion and how might 
they affect the well-being of the gabbro-soiI plants? 
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'What protection, if any, exists for any of the listed species that are not gabbro-soil 
plants? How can this situation be remedied? 

What plant communities are present that have experienced decline under human 
influence, where are they found, and what measures exist to protect any of these? 

Oak woodland is one such community that is very important for many reasons, to both 
native animals and to humans, especially in the western parts of the County that have been 
experiencing rapid growth. 

The DEIR should discuss and anaJyze the many benefits of maintaining and 
augmenting tree cover, including conservation of energy (see also the discussion under 
Electricity in the Public Services and Utilities section) through providing shade and cooling, 
serving as a carbon sink relative to global warming, producing oxygen, attenuating noise, 
providing habitat and food for various forms of wild.life, attenuating the impact and 
augmenting the infiltration of precipitation and thereby reducing runoff and erosion, 
enhancing visual appeal and thereby increasing property values, and contributing to the 
natural amenities that attract visitors and business. 

It should in particular discuss the gradual eradication of the County's oak woodlands 
and the reasons therefor, quantifying losses. It should discuss their statewide reproductive 
problems and the new threat posed by Sudden Oak Death, the disease that has been 
devastating coastal oaks, and the possibility that this plague might make it across the 
barrier of the Central Valley to the foothills, where some of the susceptible species, such as 
Quercus kelloggii and lithocarpus densiDora, occur. It should describe the regulatory 
framework within which these effects have occurred and explore possibilities for reducing or 
halting the losses and, especially, maintaining continuity between stands so as to provide 
corridors for movement of animals to meet their life needs. 

The DEIR should analyze the merits of incorporation of a tree ordinance into the 
proposed General Plan that acts to maintain native trees and connections between stands. 
It should analyze standards for retention of canopy, such as those recommended by the 
California Department of Forest and Fire Protection's Urban Forestry Program, versus 
standards for replacement of trees removed in the course of implementing development 
proposals. 

The DEIR should include an inventory of especially large/old or historically 
significant trees ("heritage trees"), and identify a way of protecting them through a parcel
based computerized database or other means. 

Serpentine chaparral is another significant plant community in the County that is often home 
to special kinds of plants, including several in the "sensitive" lists of Volume II. This plant 
community to a large extent occurs in that part of the County undergoing particularly intensive 
development. The DEIR should discuss how this plant community would be affected by 
development as proposed in the General Plan. To what extent would the preserve system 
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for the gabbro soil plants afford any protection? 

Human activity of one kind or another has contributed greatly to the spread of such 
aggressi,,e noxious weeds as Yellow Star Thistle that can outcompete existing vegetation. The 
DEIR should quantify the spread of this weed over the last ten years and analyze factors 
that have contributed to this spread, such as soil disturbance leading to colonization, 
introduction of seed in animal feed and on grading and road-maintenance equipment, etc. 
What measures have been or are being used to control and reduce its occurrence and how 
effective have they been? How is it expected that further development under the proposed 
General plan will affect spread of this plant? 

Do the same for other noxious weeds in the County, such as Klamath Weed, Italian 
Thistle, and Scotch Broom. 

CONCLUSION 

HHuman sefflement can fit within ecological systems without disrupting their 
strudure and fundi'on/ but ecological systems cannot be maintained with only the 
scaffered patches that remain after human seff/ement without regard for fhe 
strudure and fundion of ecological systems. The spatial arrangement of 
wi'ldlands is an important determinant of the long-term viability of maintaining 
ecological fundion in the landscape." 

-Timothy P. Duane/ Shaping the Sierra, 1999, p. 379 

"The agencies could under!okt, cooperation {like that which exists to provide fire 
profedionj for implementation of ecologically sensitive resource management .. •; 
but they hove nof .. u 

-SNEPFinal Report to Congress/ Vol. I, 7996. 

It is a quandary how to arrest the continuing decline of the natural amenities that 
contribute so much to the appeal of the county as a place to live. The proposed General 
Plan should include policies contributing to maintaining the health of plant-wildlife 
communities and arresting the decline of those whose populations are trending downwards. 
Approaches to be examined should indude at least: 

• Analysis of the effects on plant-animal communities of a range of land-use 
densities. 

• Requiring that every discretionary development proposal include a plan to protect 
and enhance habitat with the goal of enabling long-term sustainable populations of native 
plants and animals. Long-term management and monitoring would have to be provided 
for. 

• A commitment on the part of the County to avoid degrading sensitive wildlife 
habitat if at an possible and, if not, to require off-site mitigation of at least the same amount 
of habitat near the affected project area. Any habitat involved in such off-site mitigation to 
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be protected, enhanced, or created must be like or similar to that being affected. If habitat 
is to be created, likelihood of success shall be demonstrated prior to allowing destruction of 
existing habitat. Long-term management and monitoring would have to be provided for. 

• Requiring a canopy-retention standard (mentioned previously) that would afford 
benefits also to dependent animals. Analysis here should indude also effects of the various 
alternative general plans set forth. 

• Development of a county-wide multi-species Habitat Conservation Plan to protect 
the ecological integrity of natural lands. It should allow for adaptive management and be 
accompanied by memoranda of understanding with various "stakeholder" state, federal, 
and citizen entities, such as the Department of Fish and Game, the Department of Forestry 
and Fire Protection, the Park Department, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. 
Bureau of Land Management, the U.S. Forest Service, the American River Conservancy, 
and the California Native Plant Society, to coordinate management activities. Such a plan 
would include an overlay, continually updated, comprising important habitat, deer 
migration corridors and critical range, streams (both perennial and intermittent), wetlands 
(including vernal pools), riparian habitat, percentage of tree canopy, areas where sensitive 
species occur, and ecological preserves. 

• Creation of a Technical Advisory Committee comprising professionals and 
members of the public with expertise in plant and wildlife issues to advise responsibles on 
these issues and to make periodic reports on effectiveness of programs to maintain native 
plant and wild.life habitat in a condition conducive to long-term sustainability of 
populations. 

• Us1ng Development Agreements, zoning ordinances, and/ or plan amendments to 
protect contiguous blocks of habitat through consultation with state and federal 
"stakeholder" agencies and the Technical Advisory Committee. 

OPEN SPACE 

~/though. .. open space is usually thought of as providing recreation, it serves many 
olher purposes as well. Open space can provide beauty, privacy, and voriely; 
moderate temperature; and creole a sense of spaciousness and scale. 11 can 
proted a waler supply; provide a noise and safely buffer zone around an airport; 
or substitute for development on unsuitable soils, in Rood plains, or in earthquake 
zones. n 

-Council on Environmental Qualify, Environmental Quality, 7973 

·7qonservafion lands /should] be located or configured so they would ultimately 
become port of o community-wide network of interconnected open spaces.... They 
should also be used to buHer existing profeded areas, such as any public porks, 
forests, or game lands, as well as preserves or eased lands protected by private 
conservation organizations such as land trusts. N 
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-Randall Arendt. Growing Greener, 1999 

"'{Ojpen-space elements conlained within {general] plans have an enormous 
polenlial fo foster conservation of important areas and resovrces. " 

-SNEPFinal Report to Congress., Vol I, 1996. 

The DEIR should identify and map present open space in the jurisdictional part of 
the County. It should then analyze the purposes that this open space might or does serve. 
These indude such purposes as habitat for native plants and wildlife (the ecological 
preserves), agriculture pursuits, provision of buffers between conflicting uses, protection of 
wetlands and known groundwater recharge areas, protection of river canyons and riparian 
corridors, protection of water quality, protection of natural resources such as important 
stands of trees (and a County-wide Habitat Conservation Plan), protection of public safety 
(as flood zones, mitigation of fire hazard), protection of scenic corridors and vistas, 
provision of"community" open space (such as a "town plaza") to bring people together, 
provision of recreational opportunities (both active, such as ballfields, rafting; and more 
passive, such as picnicking, birdwatching), buffering between conflicting land uses, 
protection of burial grounds. 

The DEIR should analyze how such open space contributes to quality-of-life 
amenities, and the extent to which these are important factors for. residents, tourists, and in 
attracting new business. Analyze how these amenities influence property values. 

Explain the method, if any, by which the County keeps track of conversion of open 
space to other uses. 

The DEIR should explain what strategies the General Plan contains for setting aside 
open space and what policies, if any, guide a systematic approach to doing so. How does it 
identify lands to be included in open-space set-asides? Include techniques such as 
clustering development , transfer of development rights, purchase of development rights, 
development agreements, requiring some portion of each development proposal to provide a 
minimum amount of open space, etc. 

Analyze the merits of creating a Regional Park and Open Space District and discuss 
possible funding methodologies. 

Evaluate protecting viewsheds by policies prohibiting new building on ridgelines, 
requiring utilization of topography and existing vegetation ( or planting nativefire-resistant 
vegetation)as barriers to viewing houses and driveways from public roads, and minimizing 
allowable cut-and-fill. 

For all alternatives of the General Plan, the DEIR should analyze and evaluate 
impacts on the ability of open space under different land-use densities to: 

• provide biologicaUy meaningful protection to natural resources, including wildlife 
corridors and critical habitat 

• maintain agricultural uses 
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• provide and protect recreational opportunities and their related contribution to t 
the economy of the County 

• provide separation of communities (greenbelts, along with urban limit lines) 
through lower land-use densities 

• protect scenic corridors 
• protect public safety 
• protect water quality 
• protect historical & cultural resources, such as old cemeteries 

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY ELEMENT 

Agriculture: 

''Visualize a strip of land haH a mile wide stretching from New York lo Califomia. 
Thal is one m,1/ion acres--the amount of imporlanf farm land converled to other 
uses and irreversibly lost lo agricuhure every year in the United States. H 

-Council on Environmental Policy and USDA, Notional Agricultural land 
Study, 7981. 

Agriculture began in the early years of the County's history to supply the needs of the 49ers 
and has continued to this day though it changed throughout that period and continues to change 
now. Agriculture and mining both contributed to the creation of the County>s present water 
delivery system. Agriculture remains an important contributor to the economy of the County, as 
well as to its rural quality, and should be protected from pressures to succumb to sprawling 
residential growth. Agricultural lands are non-renewable resources. 

For agricultural use, soils are commoaJy divided into Capability Classes, ranging from I (bes4 
and unrestricted in use) to VIII (severe limitations such that their use is limited to recreation, wildlife 
habitat, water supply, or aesthetics). Appropriate management techniques can, however, mitigate 
some limiting factors though~ even so, only Capability Gasses I through IV are considered amenable 
to culti...ation. According to the soil sun:cy published in 197 4, El Dorado County has no soils in 
Capability Class I. Class I1 is only sparsely represented, comprising only 4447 acres and 0.6%, of the 
total 539,065 acres covered in the soil survey. These soils are considered to have moderate 
limitations that reduce choice of plants and require moderate conservation practices. Class III soils 
comprise a little over 32,000 acres and 6.1 ° c1 of the surveyed area. They are considered to have 
severe limitations that reduce choice of plants and/ or require special conservation practices. 
Class TV soils comprise somewhat over 85?000 acres and 15.5% of the surveyed area. They a.re 
considered to have very severe limitations that reduce choice of plants and/ or require very careful 
management. 

Thus soils amenable to cultivation in the surveyed area, even with very careful management, 
encompass only about one fifth of the total area. For the future of the agricultural base of the 
County, it is thus l't'TJ' important that these sods stiff in agrii:Jtltura! t1Ses todq;· be protected from conversion to 
non-agricult11ra/ useJ: 
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The Important Farmland Mapping Program is a program operated out of the State's 
Department of Conservation to encourage protection of agricultural lands. Under it, every two 
years, commencing in about 1984, primarily utilizing aerial photographs, the department inventories 
agricultural lands in each county and classifies them as "prime" farmland, farmland of "statewide 
importance", "unique" farmland, and farmland of "local importance". The 1990 figures for El 
Dorado County showed 1185 acres in prime~ 914 acres in statewide importance, and 4362 acres in 
unique (Apple Hill was mentioned as an example of the latter). 

Does El Dorado County effectively participate in the Important Farmland Mapping 
Program? How have the acreages in its categories changed since 1980? 

The DEIR should describe the present state of agriculture in the County, the crops 
and the acreage devoted to each, the contribution of each to the economy of the County, and 
how they have changed over rime. It should describe the "Farm Trails" program, 
identifying, in general, where the participating farms are located. 

Of the jurisdictional part of the County that is subject to the proposed General Plan, 
what pan is agricultural lands and how has its quantity changed over the last 30 years? 
What factors have contributed to this change? 

How does encroachment of suburban land uses affect agriculture? How can the 
adverse impacts be prevented? 

Agriculture generates revenues for the County, while homes generally generate a 
demand for services that taxes fail to fund completely; how, then, does conversion of 
productive agricultural land to subdivisions affect County coffers in the long-term? Include 
the monetary contributions of tourism attracted by such as Apple Hill and the other 
products available on the "Farm Trail" program. 

How does agriculture contribute to the County's economy, through employment, 
and through "recycling" of associated income? 

Describe the functions agricultural land performs that are not subject to easy 
conversion to monetary value, such as open space, scenic vistas, habitat for wildlife, and 
separation of communities. Would El Dorado County seem "rural" in its absence? 

Explain the workings of the Williamson Act as a way to protect agricultural lands. 
Please identify the total acreage and show location and status on a map. How much 
acreage is in Williamson Act roll-out and what are the associated timelines? What is the 
acreage of Prime, Statewide Importance, Unique, and Local Importance farmlands to be 
affected by the General Plan? How much acreage is grazing lands? 

How has extension of infrastructure, such as water and sewer lines, into agricultural 
areas affected value of agricultural lands, ability to continue agricultural activities with the 
spread of residential developments, and, ultimately, conversion of such lands from 
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agricultural use? 

Does the County monitor loss of agricultural land and, if so, by what mechanism? 
What trends are seen? Does it make reports to the State Department of Conservation's 
Important Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program on such changes? Does the County 
have any threshold for concern at loss of agricultural land? Does the County try to minimize 
loss of agricultural land? If so, by what mechanisms and how well do they work? Evaluate 
the effectiveness of a policy that would restrict location of public projects on or near 
agricultural soils. 

With growing interest in vineyards in the County, from what source have the lands 
convened to vineyards been coming? From agricultural lands used for other purposes? 
From timber lands? From lands designated for residential use? Evaluate the potential for 
continuing conversion to vineyards? 

1 

Evaluate the importance of small-farm activity in the County, where the activity is J 
not the primary source of family income, hut rather a supplement to it. How much acreage • 
is involved? How much does this kind of activity contribute to County coffers and to overall 
economic activity? 

Identify what programs the County has to help agriculture with advice about ] 
Integrated Pest Management, advice about timing and nature of use of irrigation water, and 
guarding against introduction of pests like the glassy-winged sharpshooter. 

How much irrigated agriculture is there in the County today? How much acreage l 
for what crops? What is the amount of piped water used and how has it changed over the . 
last 25 years? What part is potable ( treated) water and what part raw water? To what extent 
are wells used as a source of irrigation water? 

How has availability of water for agriculture been affected by residential growth? As 
part of the Central Valley Project, was Jenkinson Lake built primarily to supply water for 
agriculture? What portion of its storage capacity was originally committed to this purpose? 
Over time, was the El Dorado Irrigation System required to recommit to supplying any 
particular portion of Jenkinson Lake's storage capacity to agriculture? What bas been 
actual usage over the last 25 years? With authorization by Congress for EID to purchase 
Jenkinson Lake, how is EID's commitment to serve water to agriculture from Jenkinson 
Lake expected to change, if any. 

If residential growth has been consuming an ever increasing part of EID's water 
supply, how does EID expect to make up for this deficit? 

EID is phasing out its so-called Domestic Irrigation rate. Analyze the effect this will 
have, if any, of small-farm production? 
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Forestry; 

.,,'forests are the 'lungs' of our land, purifying the air and giving fresh sfrengfh to 
our people. n 

-Fronk/in D. Roosevelt,. 29 Jan 1935 

nliquidoling old growfh is not forestry, if is simply spending our inheritance. Nor is 
planting a monoculture ... forestry,,· it is simply planlation management. "' 

-Chns Maser,. World Watch, Jul-Aug 1990 

Nin a review of fhe application of best management pradices [under fhe California 
Fores! Pradices Ad of 19 73],. adequacy of profedion could not be fully 8Yalua!ed 
because pradices were nof applied in many cases." 

-SNEP Final Report to Congress, 1996. 

According to historical accounts, virgin coniferous forest originally covered much more of 
the County than it does today. The UtiliZfltion of El Dorado C01111!J Land, University of California 
Agriculture Experiment Station Bulletin 572~ 1934, states, "It seems apparent that the ... forest 
formerly extended down to as low as 1,000 feet in elevation .... " Studies of dredging debris {A 
Comparati1'f En1b1ation ef the Natome Grotmd Sluice Diggings, Folsom, California, Lindstrom, EIP, 1988) 
e,:en found an occasional remnant ponderosa pine predating mining deposits as low as 500 feet in 
elevation. There was a shingle mill at Shingle Springs that took advantage of a forest, according to 
pioneer accounts, consisting of ponderosa and sugar pine and incense cedar. That forest is long 
gone today. fa·idently the logging practiced then was not done in a sustainable way, even though 
Bulletin 5 72 warned against just that. This lesson seems to be hard to learn even to this day as mills 
dose and logging declines. 

Both private and U.S. Forest Sen~ce lands provide trees for the logging industry today. The 
County has jurisdiction only over the former. The DEIR should describe the regulatory setting 
relative to these lands with respect to the Forest Practices Act and the California 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. What of jurisdiction relative to erosion and 
sediment control, use of pesticides, and effects on watercourses? 

The DEIR should analyze the degree of application of best management practices 
within El Dorado County on private lands (see introductory quote) and the effects of lack of 
full adherence to these. 

How much acreage is involved in jurisdictional private coniferous timber lands? Do 
any of these lands have virgin stands? What percentage is old growth, second growth, third 
growth? How much revenue do they produce for County coffers? What is the overall 
contribution to the County's economy? 

What of non-coniferous lumbering? What kinds of trees besides conifers support any 
industry? What kinds of industry? Answer the same questions as in the prior paragraph for 
coniferous lands. 
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Soil formation depends upon se,eral factors: climate, organisms, relief, parent material, and 
time (expressed in the formula "G.,ORPT' of soil science). Soil forms in a geologic time frame. 
Logging removes from the growing site materials tha4 left to nature, would be recycled to contribute 
to and augment soil formation and fertility. In some parts of the world, experience has shown that 
soil depleted by cutting and recutting evenrually will no longer support growth sufficient to provide 
another cycle of cutting in a "reasonable" time on human scale. The DEIR should analyze this 
effect and its consequences for our rate of consumption of timber. 

Deforestation has many other environmental consequences, which the DEIR should 
analyze. 

Does the County have any program to protect against accidental introduction of the 
fungus that is now devastating oaks and some other species in coastal forests? (Black oaks 
are known to be susceptible.) 

What of privately-held inholdings within the Eldorado National Forest? What 
unique problems do they present from the view of either the County or the ENF? Answer 
the same set of questions as in the second paragraph above. Do the County and ENF have 
a mechanism for collaboration in addressing these problems? If so, what is that method 
and what have been the results? 

How many people are employed in direct extraction? How many people are 
employed in added-value activities? 

Who are the owners of these lands, by acreage, naming corporations and giving 
numbers of small owners? 

What cutting methodologies are used? What percentage is dear-cut and what is 
selectively Jogged? What are the pros and cons of each method? What are the impacts to 
the land and to waters that might be affected by increased erosion and runoff? What 
regulations, if any, are specific to each methodology? 

What portion of these lands are replanted and managed for eventual recutting? What 
is the anticipated time span before the next cutting? What portion represents only a 
"standing resource" that occasionally is cut to supplement the owner's income? What 
portion of the latter category is cut in the course of conversion to another use, and to what 
use? Does the need for a Timber Harvest Plan apply to both kinds of harvesting? 

The 1973 Z'Berg-Nejedly Forest Practices Act, in Section 4516.5, gives counties authority to 
make local rules governing timber harvesting on private land and several have done so. For 
example, San Mateo requires a 100-foot buff er from existing homes, and this has undergone judicial 
review. Has the County considered implementing special rules, or is it doing so, with a goal 
of ensuring continued viability of the industry, protecting water quality, or protecting public 
safety within the County? If not, why not? Analyze what new regulations might be 
beneficial, including the possibility of requiring retention of at least 50 percent of both 
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overstory canopy and understory vegetation along riparian corridors. 

How much acreage is covered by now-deforested land that has a potential for again 
growing timber? (The map is Bulletin 572 could help to identify such lands.) 

By what mechanisms does the County protect timber lands for that purpose? How 
does land parcelization affect the ability and/ or intent to restock? How does the spread of 
residential development and infrastructure affect the likelihood of conversion of such lands 
to residential purposes? Does the County track conversion of such lands and to what uses 
have such conversions occurred? What have been the trends ove.r the past 25 years? 

How does spreading residential development affect the economic viability of timber 
managment on nearby lands? 

To what extent have timber-market vagaries influenced the spread into forested 
areas of year-round homes that originated as vacation homes? How has this affected 
demand to split land into smaller parcels? How has the relative remoteness of such homes 
affected the demand for and provision of services? Evaluate the potential for continued 
growth of such relatively low-cost land. How many such parcels are there? What 
mechanisms, if any, are there for the collection of impact fees relative to development of 
such land? How can such growth be mitigated? 

There is increasing recognition among ecological economists and others that trees offer 
many "free" services to humans that are difficult to evaluate in the traditional way of dollars and 
cents, Among these are aesthetic values (along with habitat and food for various creatures we 
enjoy)~ cooling with their shade and transpiration, moderating the force of precipitation and thus 
inhibiting erosion and sedimentation, helping infiltration through the pathways afforded by their 
roots, assist in the formation of new soil by furnishing organic matter through leaf litter, and 
cleansing the air of pollution while serving as a carbon "sink" to mitigate our exuberant 
consumption of fossil fuels and thus moderate global warming. Some of these services contribute to 
the value of our property (aesthetics); others directly save us money (e.g., savings in cost of energy); 
others are services that too few of us are even aware of but would sorely miss were they not there. 

The DEIR should, therefore, evaluate mechanisms by which the County could 
control the cutting of privately-owned trees on residential lots. Does it have any 
mechanism for encouraging the planting of trees? Evaluate any program or standards for 
retention of trees during subdivision development. 

Evaluate how the proposed General Plan will act to maintain viability of this industry 
through whatever means, including but not limited to consolidation of parcels, prevention of 
further splitting, and minimizing conflict between timberlands and residential uses; 
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PARKS AND RECREATION ELEMENT 

0/Pjarks are al the center of a community's charodsr.: they reffed and sfrenglhen 
the sense of place and identify that make cities lit places for people." 

-Conservation Foundation, 19 72 

u[ljn almost every city studied, decision-makers have ignored this fundamental 
need. ... "' 

-Charles E liflle and John G. Mitchell, Space for Survival, 1971 

Describe the existing structure of the County's Parks and Recreation program. Is it 
still under the General Services Department rather than as a separate department? How 
does this affect its stability and security relative to having the ability to do adequate 
planning? 

State the various jurisdictions with.in the County that have any jurisdiction and 
responsibility for providing parks and recreational opportunities and detail how they 
interrelate in functioning. 

There is perhaps a tendency to believe~ because of the quantity of public lands that exist 
fairly close to "the settled part of the County, recreational needs are taken care of. But these lands do 
nothing to meet the needs for facilities like playing fields, or even a "green spot" to which a harried 
parent can escape with a child for a short time, or a family can adjourn to for an outdoor meal in 
pleasant surroundings where the children can run and explore. Perhaps this attitude is why, at the 
time of the 1996 General Plan, parks and recreational facilities were so inadequate in the County that 
many residents utilized recreational facilities in the City of Placerrille, causing overcrowding. With 
increasing County population, the shortfall of nearby parkland will be exacerbated. 

What County plans for parks and recreation exist? How often are they updated? 
When were they last updated? What funding sources are available and are they sufficient for 
all needs? What opportunities for interagency cooperation exist? What has been agreed to 
by all parties? 

Identify all park lands in the area of jurisdiction of the General Plan, including 
neighborhood, community, and regional parks. Include acreages and correlate with 
population served. Derive an acres-per-1,000 people served figure and compare it with the 
standards of the City of Placerville for adequate park lands. 

Identify the user-groups that this network of parks is intended to serve. What 
recreational opportunities, including both passive and active, are offered? 

Are there impediments to making dual-use of sports fields at schools for non-school 
recreation on weekends and during vacation periods? 

Are there any regional parks? Evaluate the potential for a regional park at the Texas 
Hill Reservoir site, where the added purpose of separation-of-communities would be served. 
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Is it still contemplated for a .regional park? If not, why not? 

Evaluate the potential of Bass Lake as a regional park, with due consideration to 
protecting the bald eagles that utilize it. 

Buying land at inflated prices after development has been approved is a costly way of 
meeting needs for pack lands. Has the County used Conditions of Approval and Development 
Agreements as means of augmenting the shortage of local and community parks? If not, 
why not? The DEIR should identify those areas of the County where park acreage 
standards are not met and discuss ways of remedying the situation. 

Offering alternative means of transportation is a way of reducing dependence upon the 
automobile and of alleviating the average number of trips on local roads generated each day per 
household. Is there a trails master plan? How often is it updated and when was this last 
done? What user-groups is it intended to serve? What specific policies guide its evolution? 
For example, does it provide for linkages to schools, parks, open space, employment and 
shopping centers, state and federal trails (e.g., National Historic Trails)? A.re routes, 
especially for schoolchildren, separated from traffic by setbacks? Identify those routes that 
would require improvement in this regard. Is secure storage for bicycles at destination 
points allowed for? 

What funding sources and opportunities for interagency cooperation are available? 

What opportunities exist for protecting and utilizing existing and abandoned rights 
of way, including old ditches, utility corridors, etc., to add to the trails network? 

What is the status of the old railroad right-of-way acquired under the federal R.ails-to
Trails Act? What has been the delay in planning for its use? Why has the County 
contributed to its destruction by changing grades and paving over crossings, removing 
track, building the Ray Lawyer Drive overpass too low to allow passage of an engine 
underneath, and planning the use of a portion for a connector road between Missouri Flat 
Road and Pleasant Valley Road? Has the County expressed any opposition to destruction of 
the link this right-of-way affords for a trail through Placerville for the purpose of adding an 
east-bound lane to Highway 50? If not, why not? What alternative link is available? Did 
the County approve variances for constructing housing dose to the right-of-way south of 
Highway 58 in the western part of the County ? If so, why did it do so? 

Has the County used Conditions of Approval and Development Agreements as a 
means of adding to the trails network in the County? If not, why not? 

Has the County maintained an inventory of dedicated trails and easements for trails 
acquired as a result of discretionary land-use decisions? Please include a list. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT 

•Growth is an increase in size, wh11e development is an increase in qualify and 
diversity. Development increases the value of both public and private investments, 
while growth fends to require increases in these inveslments !hat may or may not 
increase value." 

---Rocky Mountain lnsfitule, "Paying for Growth, Prospering from 
Development",. Summer J 995. 

"'Throughput growth is not the woy to reach sustainability,· we cannot "grow" our 
way info sustainability. The global ecosystem, which is the source of all the 
resources needed for the economic subsystem, is finite and hos limited 
regenerative and assimilative capacities . ... The path lo sustainable futvre gains in 
!he human condition w,11 be through qua/ifafivs improvement rather than 
quantitative increases in throughput.* 

-Robert Costanza,. et al, Art Introduction to Ecological Economics, 1997 

'll?ink 9/obolly. Ad locally .... 
-bumper sticker 

The NOP omits mention of the Economic Development Element in its discussion of 
anticipated environmental impacts. But economic "development" is one of the major sources of 
such impacts. Economists long ago recognized that growth was limited by the laws of nature. But 
the belief that economic growth is "good" has become a mainstay of mainstream economists and, 
certainly, of popular belie£ There appears a predisposition to this view in the NOP, which says, 
under "Q. Growth-Inducing Impacts", that the analysis "will focus on the ability of the proposed 
plan to foster economic growth, remove obstacles to growth, etc." 

But the laws of nature dictate that continued "growth" is impossible to sustain. There is an 
increasing body of economic though~ ecological economics, that recognizes that fact. Global 
warming is merely one manifestation of it 

The history of the County's own economy demonstrates environmental destruction and a 
lack of sustainability. In the earliest years of the County's existence, mining and logging were the 
main activities. But easily obtainable gold was gone in only a few years, and hydraulic mining, 
turned to in an effort to capture less easily obtainable gold, destroyed land both where the water was 
applied and downstream where the sediments were transported and deposited. (G. K Gilbert, a 
famous U.S. Geological Survey scientist working at the tum of the century, estimated their volume 
as over eight times the earth moved to build the Panama Canal.) Fisheries were devastated. E. A. 
Stevenson. Special Indian Agent, wrote in December 1853 to Thomas J. Henley, Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs (quoted in Robert F. Heizer's The Destmction of California Indians): 

"The rivers or tributaries of the Sacramento formerly were dear as crystal and aboundedd 
with the finest salmon and other fish. I saw them at Salmon Falls on the American river in the year 
1851, and also the Indians taking barrels of these beautiful fish and drying them for winter. But the 
miners have turned the streams from their beds and conveyed the water to the dry diggings and after 
being used until it is so thick with mud that it will scarcely run it returns to its natural channel and 
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with it the soil from a thousand hills, which has driven almost every king of fish to seek new places 
of resort where they can enjoy a purer and more natural element .. " 

In The Natural W~ltb ef Calffornia, T. F. Cronise wrote in 1868 about El Dorado County: 

"There are numerous small valleys and alluvial flats in this county under culti,-arion-neacly all the 
cereals, fruits and vegetables grown in California being here raised with little trouble .... Owing to the 
circumstance that many of the fertile valleys and flats here, as well as elsewhere throughout the 
mining counties, conrained rich deposits of gold, they have been completely destroyed by having all 
their alluvial soil ·washed away by the miner. Thousands of acres of valuable land have thus been 
irretrievable ruined, El Dorado having suffered largdy in this respect." 

Property destruction was so overwhelming downstream of mining communities that a federal court 
decision in 1884 essentially banned hydraulic mining. To this day its sediments clog the rivers, the 
Delta, and San Francisco Bay. The demand for mercury, used in the recovery of gold, denuded 
slopes around mercury mines with poisonous fumes and severely affected the health of its miners. 
Mercury still poisons Sierran watercourses today and vegetation around old mercury smelters is still 
scanty. Development of water resources for use in hydraulic mining permanently altered many a 
water course and its hydrological regimen. Its successor, dredging, left a landscape of mounds of 
water-worn stones that arc a familiar sight today. 

Logging denuded the slopes. Shingle Springs got its name from a mill that used the 
extensive forests of ponderosa and sugar pine and incense cedar of pioneer accounts. These were 
cut to build and rebuild (after fires) Sacramento. Today those trees are essentially gone; regrowth 
remnants occur today within the boundaries of cemeteries and are scattered elsewhere. In the Tahoe 
Basin, the mountains were stripped for the building (and fueling) of the raikoad and for the mines of 
the Comstock Lode, leaving today's forest of second- and third-growth and changed species to that 
it is considered especially vulnerable to fire. 

It is very probable that remO\Tal of these forests made the climate in summer both hotter and 
drier, and led to considerable soil erosion. At the same time, it interrupted the recycling of nutrients 
that accompanies natural death and decay, and thus would have affected soil formation. 

In recent years, recreation and tourism have come to be very important to the economy. 
That these activities are founded on the natural amenities that attract visitors and users has 
significant implications for a General Plan that supports economic development The distinction 
made in the introductory quotations between "gruwt:h" and "development'' is important to make 
and to understand, and the Economic Development Element should be rooted in such a distinction 
and understanding. This element is also important relative to any discussion of housing. population, 
and the jobs-housing ratio. At the very least, economic development requires land, water, 
infrastructure, and services, whether provided by governmental agencies or, as ecological services 
(such as carbon sequestration, nutrient recycling, and pollination), for free, by nature. It cannot be 
dismissed as of no account relative to environmental impacts and omitted from consideration in 
preparing a DEIR. 

Inclusion of an Economic Development Element in the General Plan implies intent to take 
an active role in developing an economy suited to a vision of the County. Doing so in a way 
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beneficial to the County requires thoughtful examination of the characteristics of a healthy economy 
relative to what benefits are afforded the County. Development of shared community goals will 
help to formulate the contents of such an Element. 

The DEIR should describe the present economy of the County in detail. What kinds 
of business activities are present? What are the largest employers? (Break schools out of 
"government".) What are the primary economic "engines"? What revenues do they yield to 
the County? What kinds of jobs do they offer and what level of income do they afford to 
employees? Are County residents employed or do workers come from outside the County 
and, if so, in what proportion? What is the unemployment rate? What are the largest 
employers? 

How have these characteristics changed over rime? How will General Plan policies 
affect employment opportunities as job demographics change? 

How does the rafting-kayaking industry contribute to the County's economy? How 
does it affect the health of the riverine ecosystem? What of the pulsed flows from 
hydroelectric facilities that make the industry possible in rimes outside of the natural period 
of adequate flows? 

How has small business been faring? Provide statistics on start-ups and closures. 
What reasons lie behind the latter? How has the arrival of "big box" businesses such as 
Office Max, K-Mart, and Homebuilders Outlet affected their small-business competitors? 

Analyze the effect on local business of the Internet as an alternative source in a 
community so dependent upon automobiles for transportation and with a high percentage 
of older people. 

Does the County have any unique characteristics relative to nearby jurisdictions? 
(E.g., dependence upon Highways 50, 49, and 193 for east-west and north-south traffic, 
topography that presents a constraint to economical provision of services and 
infrastructure.) How might these constraints affect economic development? 

Discuss the availability of both educational and job training opportunities in the 
County? 

What is the outlook for various types of employment given current trends in the 
County? Will these trends contribute to a desirable outcome relative to economic 
development? 

What sort of businesses do residents feel are now lacking? Should maintaining and 
enhancing a sense of the County's history be considered or is it acceptable to look like 
"everywhere else"? 

Are all kinds of business desirable? What of businesses with a increased potential for 
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causing pollution? Ones requiring a large amount of water? Do current residents want lots 
of "big box» stores and fast-food restaurants? What has been the usual experience of small 
local businesses when a "big box" store comes to town? Is there sufficient population to 
support "big box" stores? (K-Mart is rumored not to be doing very wdl) If such stores don't 
last for long, how can their space he reused in a way that will contribute to community well
being? Can planning ahead help to ease a constructive transition? 

The DEIR should examine factof'S that go to defining a healthy economy and the 
kind of businesses that the County should strive to attract. What makes a particular kind of 
business desirable or undesirable? Some of the facton to examine could be: Is the activity 
sustainable in the long-term so that it will contribute to a stable economy? Is it based on 
special assets of the County? Does the activity add value to a product or does it export raw 
materials that are depletahie? Does the activity generate money that stays in the 
community or that goes instead to a non-local owner? Will it provide opportunities for 
steady, rewarding jobs and advancement? Will the jobs fit the needs of the prospective 
workforce in both numbers and characteristics. Will the business invest in the community 
or just be here to extract our money? WiU it employ local people or will it draw workers 
from outside the County? Will it have adverse environmental effects? Will it contribute to a 
diversified economy better able to withstand disruptions affecting any one business sector? 

What attributes of the County are important in attracting new business? Evaluate 
the importance of amenities such as dean air and water, good roads and transportation, a 
reliable water supply, good schools, recreational and cultural opportunities, climate, 
availability of a range of housing relative to price, "rural quality of life", shopping 
opportunities, dependable County services (fire, law enforcement, emergency medical), 
reasonable property taxes, a stable and civil political climate, a sense of community. 

Explain how the Economic Development Element of the General Plan will 
contribute to maintaining and enhancing identified important amenities. 

Identify and discuss the appropriateness of various strategies for attracting and 
retaining a desirable business. Examine some past instances and give the cost in subsidies 
per job generated. Even if not forgone, do present fees support all necessary services and 
infrastructure ( e.g., are there fees for fire and law enforcement services? Are fees for 
building infrastructure adequate? Do they also cover maintenance once built? Are they 
generous enough to contribute to eventual replacement costs? If not, who pays? 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 

H[l]ourism and the environment fare in!erdependenfj. People, travel mostly lo visi! 
places fhaf no! only possess and advertise !heir special environmental and cultural 
heritages, but also preserve and enhance them . ... ~en communilies fail lo protect 
and ex/end their historic legacies,, they risk compromising and perhaps even 
destroying permanently the very assets that affrad tourists . ... Most zoning 
ordinances fat'l lo address proadively and explicitly whal a community should be 
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and look like, and rarely do they speak directly to issues of histonc preservation or 
economic sustainability.' 

-Roger K. Lewis, Reining in Sprawl Protects Nation's Tourist Destinations, 
Washington Post, 6 Sep 1997. 

-"'Historic bu,'ldings and sfrudures oflen fall vidim to abandonment or obsolescence . 
... "Road-widening proiects all too frequently may destroy hisfonc bridges and the 
stone wolfs and ancient frees fhaf line scenic roads . ... #Cemeteries can yield a 
wealth of historical information."' 

-S. N. Stokes, A E. W"at.ron, rt-S. S. AfaJtran, Saving America's Countryside, 
Nati011al T rnst for Historic Presm;ation, 1997 

The DEIR should discuss how the proposed General Plan and its alternatives will 
contribute to preserving cultural and historic resources in the jurisdictional part of the 
County. Basic to this purpose should be an inventory of resources, including, for example, historic 
buildings, cemeteries, Marshall Gold Discovery State Historic Park, the Mormon Immigrant T!"ai4 
Pony Express stations, old stone walls, traces of old roads, historic bridges, archeological sites, etc .. 
Does the County now have such an inventory? If not, what plans does it have to develop 
one? 

Local businesses play a role in preserving historical resources through utilizing old buildings 
(Poor Red's, the Sierra Nevada House, the Cary Hotel, several bed-and-breakfasts, etc.) How do 
historic places contribute to the economy through attracting tourist interest? We understand, 
for instance, that 11 percent of visitors to Amador County come specifically to visit old cemeteries. 
The web site of its Chamber of Commerce includes a map of their locations and information about 
each. What program, if any, does the County have to foster interest in historical features and 
thereby assist in "growing" the economy? 

What buildings, if any, are recognized in the National Register of Historic Places? 
What places are recognized as State Historic Landmarks? 

The deterioration of the Old Stone House in Shingle Springs is of great concern. The 
DEIR should describe the present framework and that set forth in the proposed General 
Plan and its alternatives whereby information is gathered and recommendations made 
about historically/ culturally significant aspects of the County's history and prehistory. How 
are or will be such places protected? 

What, if any, is the role and authority of the County Historical Museum? Of the 
County Historical Society? Of the Cultural Resources Preservation Commission? Of the 
Pioneer Cemetery Commission? Of the Planning Department? Of the Planning 
Commission? How are these activities funded? Are funding levels adequate for programs? 

Does any entity exercise an oversight function and how is it funded to do so? 

Describe any coordinated county-wide program to preserve such sites and 
commemorate the participation of the many cultural and ethnic groups represented in place 
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names like Indian Diggins, Missouri Flat, Kanab Valley, China Diggins, Frenchtown, 
Spanish Dry Diggings, Tennessee Creek, Maidu Drive, Mewok (sic) Lane, Negro Hill, New 
York Creek, Irish Creek, Chili (sic] Bar, etc. 

Vandalism, lack of maintenance, and obliteration (e.g., the Catholic cemetery that was 
partially used for a communication facility) of old cemeteries is another source of great concern. 
Please describe in the DEIR the regulatory setting in which cemeteries exist and explain 
how the County enforces the restrictions on land use. Does an inventory of all the 
cemeteries in the County exist? How many are publicly owned and how many are privately 
owned? 

What program will prevent repetition of such unfortunate events as that of the 
communication facility? Describe what computerized parcel inventories the County may 
have and how they could be used to keep track of land-use restrictions and forestall a 
recurrence of such an event. If such a system is not deemed practical or doesn't exist, 
describe an alternative system that would work. Is such a system contained in the proposed 
General Plan or alternatives? 

In accordance with statutory protection afforded cemeteries under Political Code 
Sec. 3105 from conflicting land uses, describe the means by which the County assures that 
all maps recorded in the County that include such cemeteries indicate this restriction 
thereon. 

Burial sites are not uncommonly found outside the fences that "enclose" cemeteries. Yet 
ground disturbance associated with some sort of development often occurs right up to the fence 
line. Does the proposed General Plan include provision for a no-disturbance buffer zone 
around cemeteries? The DEIR should analyze the merits of doing this. 

The DEIR should also analyze the possible need for additional cemetery space in 
light of population growth and make provision for same, if needed. 

TAHOE BASIN ELEMENT 

Planning in the Tahoe Basin is overseen primarily by the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. 
The provisions for a,Talanches discussed under Risk of Upset in the Public Health and Safety 
Element, however, would have applicability here, as also would considerations of congestion on 
Highway 50 and how business in South Lake Tahoe and the Tahoe Basin might be affected thereby. 

l 
ALTERNATIVES 

We have asked throughout these comments for analyses pertinent to all scenarios of the 
proposed General Plan. 
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CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

The DEIR should discuss the cumulative effects of the loss of agricultural land and 
water; the effects of increasing number of wells and of septic systems on groundwater 
supply and quality, including occurrence ofwedands and wildlife and plants dependent on 
groundwater; the loss of productive capacity of timberlands due to erosion, loss of organic 
matter in the soil-formation process, and air pollution; effects of increasing traffic on air 
quality; effects of increasing air pollution on black oaks and other vulnerable species 
(including grapes); effects of traffic and pets on wildlife stress and mortality, including cat 
predation on birds; effects ofloss of oaks on wildlife in land-conversion actions; effects of 
habitat fragmentation on all forms of' wildlife; effects of introduced weeds and their spread 
associated with human-caused disturbance (e.g., Yellow Star Thistle) on native plants and 
loss of productive use of land; effects of land conversion on survival of the native flora; 
effects on fire frequency of increasing population; effects of timber harvesting on climate 
and watershed yield; effects of growth in the County on congestion on Highways49 and 50 
outside the County; effects of growing demand for water on health of the entire riverine 
ecosystem downstream to San Francisco Bay-Delta, as well as on the high-Sierran lakes 
from which water is drawn and the economies of Amador and Alpine Counties; effects of 
increased demand for electricity; effects of increasing amounts of discharge of treated 
wastewater on streams into which effluent is discharged; effects of increased amount of 
impervious surfaces on storm runoff and those downstream; effects of everything on quality 
of life. 

GROWI'H-INDUCING IMPACTS 

Expansion of the road system (see Traffic section) has the effect of inducing growth, 
as does expansion of other infrastructure (water delivery, wastewater service, etc.) These 
impacts should be analyzed. The sustainability of growth in the long-term should he 
analyzed. What growth-inducing impacts are likely to stem from the proposed casino and 
interchange? 

SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE CHANGES 

The DEIR should treat all land•disturbing activities as irreversible and all effects 
associated with fossil-fuel consumption as irreversible because of the geologic rimeframes 
involved. •. 
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Art Marinaccio 
PO Box 1922 
Diamond Springs CA 95619 

General Plan Team 
2850 Fairlane Ct. 
Placerville CA 95667 

RE: Kanaka Valley/ Salmon Falls Road area 
In support of client May Trust 

LETTER282 

This area has a somewhat unique history some of which I shall endeavor to explain. This 
area has some important Gabbro soils and other areas where no Gabbro soils or 
endangered plants of any sort reside. 

As early as the late 70's and perhaps earlier, before my involvement in local land use 
discussions, the major issue for this area has been access. As the years have gone by 
even stricter rules for secondary access such as California Firesafe Regulations have 
made that discussion more important. The advent of the issue over rare plants has made 
the need for comprehensive planning more important. 

As part of the processing of the 2010, local landowners made their requests for LDR 
designations. See files 1-24 Reobbelen including approximately 25 parcels in the Salmon 
Falls Road area, as well as files 2-52, 2-53, as well as many others. These property 
owners all asked for LDR designations. The Kanaka Valley project under some name 
was stopped in the middle of processing due to the IGPG, or interim General; Plan 
Guidelines. 

Early Administrative Draft General Plans had defined LDR as a transition from HDR to 
Rural. 

Even the Scoping Comments from Taxpayers for Q G submitted on February 3, 1994 by 
their group for the EIR for what was later to be referred to as the 1996 plan, 
acknowledges the importance of the ability to comprehensively plan this area. Quoting 
from page I-9 of their submittal: 

AREA SPECIFIC LAND USE POLICIBS 

2) Ecological- preserve lands in Kanaka Valley may receive density bonuses over 
and above the current land-use designation ( RR & RRL) if substantial rare-plant 
preserve/open space is set aside, and housing is clustered to maximize preserved 
lands. 

This statement is in support of the position the Planning Commission later took in 
identifying this area with the designation ofLDR-PD. Because of this action, and in 
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reliance on it, various land owners have entered into contracts for and sold lands to 
various entities including the BLM in order to facilitate the very policies the TQG group 
were asking for and got 

The policies enacted within the 1996 General Plan and supported by the neighborhood 
were and are in furtherance of environmental goals. The fact that Judge Bond was 
critical of the process is just further evidence of her commitment to correcting the process 
errors whether those errors helped or hindered the anti-growth faction. 

Proposed policies which limit the transfer of development rights except within 
community regions greatly frustrate the goals of even the anti-growth group. I have 
talked to a number of members of that group who appear mystified as to where a policy 
like that could have originated. 

Key to implementing an overall development plan that meets stated goals of quality 
development that enhances the environment is retaining the 1996 General Plan and the 
LDR-PD designation that both requires and allows the types of overall planning for 
circulation and other infrastructure that will be necessary for the long term. 

Thank you 

282 
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LETTER283 

Art Marinaccio 
PO Box 1922 
Diamond Springs CA 956 I 9 

General Plan Team 
2850 Fairlane Ct. 
Placerville CA 95667 

RE: EIR comments 

It would appear from reading the new proposed Policies and Ordinances that staff wishes 
to see adopted that my (and the Taxpayers Association) concerns for what has been 
referred to as the " Lou Green" Letter and the hiring of Shute Mahaly to represent the 
interests of their current and former anti-growth clients was well founded. 

Rather than comply with the terms of the writ and address the EIR deficiencies we have 
now launched into a program of trying to make a laundry list of all the possible 
roadblocks that can be imagined to delay and preclude growth. 

Unfortunately, this effort is misplaced and doomed to failure. As we saw with the 1986 
projection of the population to the year 2000 by the Department of Finance, moratoriums 
and lawsuits etc. are only effective in the short run in reducing population growth. 

What we are left with in the big picture is having to determine whether our planning is 
making the growth that is coming more acceptable or making it in fact worse. 

Even well meaning proposals when taken in total can have the result of defeating the 
overall purpose. 

This is the light in which the proposals on the Executive summary need to be reviewed. 
Each and every one needs to have developed a proposed statement of reasons that could 
be used by the Planning Commission and BOS to reject the inclusion of the proposal 
within the final EIR. 

Staff has been adamant that this would not be appropriate; however not having a properly 
prepared set of findings was the reason Judge Bond threw out the last effort. 

It would be easy to assume that staff's reluctance to prepare the requested documents has 
more to do with their wish not to make it easy to reject their proposals. 

To start down the list on 2-9 staff is proposing a new joint powers agreement. The goal is 
worthwhile but it is called LAFCO. We do not need another parallel agency within the 
Planning Department. We need action. These discussions were to occur within the 2-
year update proposed in 1995. We do not need an agency we need a meeting. 

Separation of Communities; the county shall develop a new program. 

] 
l 
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This is not even in response to an environmental issue. This is strictly an opinion of a 
few people that they would like separation. Now it is being couched in terms oflevel of 
significance of the impact if the new measure is implemented. What impact, this is 
strictly a political decision as to desires. 

5.1.3 Staff wants to make all ministerial projects discretionary and subject to CEQA 
review. This is perhaps the most significant proposal under consideration in its 
effect on the need for more county staff and office space with in fact having no 
relevant relationship to a General Plan or General Plan law. Staff was given 
direction by the Board of Sups to develop their own policies and clearly staff 
would like more staff So what. 

This document needs to have at least 10 days of hearings just to go through these items 
one by one and decide as to whether any of them have any merit. Few should survive. 
This is the most overtly political EIR I have ever reviewed. Many of these proposals are 
just purely outlandish. 

The bottom line is that with enactment of this EIR as proposed the County wiH not be 
able to deal effectively with the population that is coming. We would have to start the 
process all over again with a new Board of Supervisors. We have already wasted too 
much money, it is time to analyze this document comprehensively and re-adopt the 1996 
Land Use alternative. 

The suggestion has been made that we should just adopt garbage because we can always 
change it. This is simply not accurate. It is not that simple to make major structural 
changes to a document that has not been thought through. Should we decide we have to 
adopt "something" and fix it later that must be the I 996 plan exactly ass adopted by the 
board of Supervisors. We would have to identify as a part of the process what the 
mechanism was to get the changes considered. 

I am going to leave it to others to comment page by page on Volume One and get into 
some specifics on volume 2 and 3 

J 

J 

l 
l 
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5.9-34 

The Final EIR should include a statement that the Lead Agency for SMARA enforcement 
will be returned to the County within the time frame of this General Plan. This may 
occur within the next year. El dorado county has committed to the same goals as the 
SM&GB of protecting our valuable mineral resources while protecting the environment 
from unnecessary negitive effects of mineral extraction activities. Return ofLead 
Agency status to the County would not result in significantly different administration of 
SMARA and would not have physical effects on the environment different than those 
under the State's control. 

5.9-35 

Federal management of mineral resources include both the USFS and BLM. Both 
agencies have the authority to enter into leases and sales of certain classes of mineral 
materials from their lands. These leases and sales are regulated under federal law and are 
subject to their own environmental review processes. 

Public Domain lands within El Dorado County that are managed by BLM and the USFS 
are subject to the minng law of 1872 unless the lands are set aside for an alternate public 
purpose. Mining clalims do exist on significant portions of these lands. Activities on 
these claims are regulated under federal law including 43 CFR 3809. Regulation of these 
activities is through the federal agencies. 

Measure A 

To the extent that Measure A may be incompatible with State Law concerning the 
protection of important mineral resources, this plan and EIR have been developed 
recognizing the existance of those resources. The scope of analysis was not done on the 
basis of the complete exclusion of mining activities and therefore would not have to be 
re-written should Measure A be declared invalid or otherwise renderred unenforceable. 
Site specific environmental effects would be subject to their own site specific 
environmental reviews. 

5.9-64 

This analysis is outdated and flawed and needs to be redone. The mapping upon which 
this analysis is based has been completely revised by the State and significantly changed. 
It must be recognized that provisions ofMeasure Awhich are completely incompatible 
with State Law are not enforceable. There needs to be at least a cursory analysis of the 
impact that would result form attempting to implement both the State Law under 
SMARA and Measure A This would require not allowing any impermissable uses 
within 10,000 feet of those resources identified by the State Mining And Geology Board 
as suitable for and requiring protedction. Open File Report 2000-03 as recently released 
must be regognized. 
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5.9-65 

This table does not adequately reflect the nature nad extent of the incompatibility. This J 
table reflects an approximation of how EDAW assumes Measure A will be treated. 

Strictly enforcesd there would be no lands designated residential in areas identified as 1 
MRZ2xx. This would be equally inappropriate as designating no improtant mineral .JI 
resources within areas designated as residential. Notice also that almost 3000 acres of 
lands within Open Space designations are also identified as important mineral resources. 

5.12-33 and 34 

The suggested mitigation measure 5.12. l(h) would have lands designated Open Space 
removed form the -MR designation . This is inconsistent with State Law and therefore 
unadoptable. Ifin fact one were to take the false positon(read Judge Bond's decision) 
that Open Space designations and mining are incompatible one would have to remove the 
Open space designation instead of removing the MR designation. The Mineral Resource 
designations are as adopted by the State Mining and Geology board under OFR 2000-03 
and are not up for discussion. 

Oak retention policies 

Having attended numerous discussions and meetings where this important topic has been 
discussed, I firmly believe this topic has been used by a handful of anti-everything 
fanatics in an attempt to control land use for purposes unrelated to biological needs. The 
subject has repeadedly and consistently approached form the standpoint of"we know 
what we want to stop, so how do we justify it?" While this approach is typical of liberal 
extremeists and their view of property it is not scientifically valid and needs to be taken 
for what it is. 

The effort has been characterized as one to accomplish a condition that the "true 
believers', accept as their goal. So what Their beliefs have not yet obtained the status of 
a religion that is protected by consititutional right. The economics and science tell us that 
there is a problem of a manageable nature that can and should be dealt with responsibly. 

Staff needs to develop a cogent assessment of the social and fiscal costs of implementing 
the various Oak Retention proposals as well as the efforts to define Habitat connectivity 
as a new religion. These costs need to be weighed against the actual, not idealized 
benefits of the proposals and only those proposals actually adopted that have merrit. 

The attitude that these are "environmental concerns" therefore an economic analysis 
would be irrelavant is rubbish. The handful of true believers pushing these policies even 
had the committee empanneled to discuss these issues disbanded due to their 
unwillngness to be challenged. The responsibility to review these proposals one-by-one 
now transfers to the Planing Commission and Board of Supervisors. This effort needs to 

\Y 
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be alloted adequate time for serious discussion, as the economic effects of adopting these 
proposals would be very significant. They would impair our ability to meet many of the 
other goals of the plan such as affordable housing and job creation. 
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Volume 3 

Overview 

As pointed out in the overview, buildout scenarios are calculated based upon total capacity of the ·1. 
property assuming development at maximum permissible densities, rather than estimated average 
densities. This assumption has made the population numbers reached have no real practical 
usefulness. Knowing that the population numbers are based on unrealistic and impossible _j 
assumptions means that the numbers should never be quoted or used without an asterisk 
explaining the narrow limits of the usefulness. 

Unfortunately the assumptions used for these "calculations" are so out of touch with real 
experience to render the work somewhat useless. Factually, the number of families who will 
reside within the western slope of El Dorado County will not be materially affected by which 
alternative is chosen. We can see this rather graphically by the fact that the projected growth to 
the year 2000 was not materially affected by all the lawsuits and moratoriums that have existed 
over the last 15 years. 

Assessing the likely population from the 1994 plan that is not even an alternative for discussion 
is a useless piece of speculation. The real issue at question is whether we have adequately dealt 
with the needs of a community of the size that will come, and whether we have in fact alleviated 
as much of the effect on the physical environment that this level of development is likely to 
cause. 

IV Land Use Demand 

J 

The population projections created by EPS in order to calculate Land Use Demand are equally ·1 
faulty. The basic fallacy resides in the issue of assuming that Measure Y and the Writ will in 
fact reduce the population growth in the county. 

It has been admitted by those who were proponents of both the Writ and Measure Y that the 
purpose of these activities were and are an attempt to reduce the population which will reside in 
our county. However it is false to base all our planning efforts on the bad assumption that the 
anti-growth faction will be successful in that effort. History tells us that they will fail and the 
Department of Finance projections will be relatively accurate. The projections for the year 2000 
that were predicted in 1986 were met despite moratoriums and lawsuits. 

The implications of this are that the projection for 2025 of200,000 population for the western ·1 
slope is a lower end projection. The DOF figure is 40,000 higher and is much more likely. The 
question we must ask is what is the validity of our planning if the 240,000 number is more 
accurate. The answer we must put into our final EIR is at least an admission that our plan will , 
not be valid for as long a period as projected. t 
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DOF has El Dorado County reaching the 200,000 population by 2015. Interestingly this was the 
target date for the original release of the 1996 plan. What we must do then is adopt the 1996 
plan as the 2025 plan with the admission that it in fact may only be the 2015 plan as when it was 
adopted in 1996. We need to understand the importance of reciting within the document that this 
fact does not affect the validity or usefulness of the plan. This is one point of focus that was 
recited by the Judge in her decision that allowed her to uphold the validity of the plan in 1999. 

Additionally, it is important to note that alternatives that do not even meet the needs of the lower 
population numbers that are likely to occur within the next 12 years are simply not viable. I of 
course understand the hypocritical nature of this statement in light of the fact that I do not 
believe that a General Plan could affect the population outcome anyway. Perhaps a more 
reflective way to understand the dilemma is to explain that the lower growth alternatives will not 
be valid even for 12 years, perhaps only for 7 or 8 years. The remaining question would be 
whether a plan that had a useful life only Y2 as long as it takes to approve a plan was a plan at all. 

Compliance With Writ of Mandate 

Page 4 - Rejection of Mitigation Measures 

As has been said repeatedly, the position of staff that the issue of findings will be addressed at 
time of project approval" is not full compliance with the "Direction to County" that findings be 
developed that justify the actions. 

This position assumes that the Board of Supervisors may adopt these proposed measures and 
therefore findings will not be necessary. That is not the time to be establishing the 
administrative record for the analysis of the negative effects or outrageous cost to benefit ratio 
that many of these specific proposals addressed. 

There needs to be a specific document where the negatives of these proposals are disclosed so 
the benefits cart be compared. To leave it up to the electeds and appointed to develop in open 
session the reasoning why items such as Scenic Corridor Combining Zones was and should be 
rejected is unfair and unrealistic. Staff response has been to recite these issues as staff's 
responsibility to "come up with reasons" later. This seems to me to miss the point of 
establishing justification "supported by the record" to justify the decisions. 

A better method of dealing with this problem needs to be developed immediately. 

A very similar problem arises in the way the EIR deals with the issue of Overriding J 
Considerations. Either a document needs to be prepared where the references to the "substantial 
evidence in the record" or more documentation needs to be prepared sooner rather than later. 
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LETTER284 

Art Marinaccio 
PO Box 1922 
Diamond Springs CA 95619 

General Plan Team 
2850 Fairlane Ct 
Placerville CA 95667 

RE: various property owners I have represented orally 

Reviewing the list of landowner parcel specific requests I wish to note additionally that 
these property owners for which I spoke orally are still desirous of having their specific 
needs addressed individually. 

In all cases the 1996 General Plan is the plan supported as being most in line with the 
appropriate uses of these lands. 

Max Nungesser, Tr. 51-140-06, 67, 68, 69, 76, 77, &78 
See Parcel Specific Request file 14-16 
These lands were originally to be included in the Placerville Community Region and 
were subsequently removed at the request of the City of Placerville. They were removed 
with the admonition that the City and County work cooperatively to resolve the long term 
issue of where the development should occur. This area has been identified within the 
area most likely for extension of public water within the recently released Water Agency 
document entitled Water Resources Development and Management Plan. The 1996 
General Plan designation needs to be adopted as a minimum. Direction needs to be giv~n 
as to how the joint planning with the City of Placerville actually will occur. Alternatively 
bring these lands back within the Community Region as LDR allowing for future 
planning. 

Baer Family 60-031-03, 23, 29, 37, 38, 39, 40, &41 
See Parcel Specific Request file 11-10, 11-11, 11-12 

These lands rolled out of a Williamson Act contract about 20 years ago. The zoning 
never has been changed from AE to RE-5 as approved by the Planning Commission in 
the 80's. This ranch is mostly serpentine soils. You c&nnot argue agriculture just ! 
because the rocks are green. These lands should retain the designation as places on them I 
in the 1996 plan. There is simply too much history here to recite in a letter of this sort. J 
Many of the policies and proposed mitigations that would make development of this 
property difficult need to be rejected. This is precisely the type property that should be 
developed to its highest possible density to allow for the retention of true agricultural and 
other resource lands. 

Cora White 90-070-12; 90-190-01; 90-22-05 & 24 
See Parcel specific Request 2-29 
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This property was brought within the Shingle Springs Community Region with an LDR 
designation. It is served by EID and had Sewer and Water lines adjacent to or within the 
property. To suggest that this land should be large parcels is ridiculous. These close in 
large parcels with available infrastructure are more infill than sprawl. Any review of this 
property on site would reveal the logic of this land being developed as a higher density 
project than its current RE-5 zoning. 

As I said numerous times the requests of the original property owners who made parcel 
specific requests need to be reviewed. There is no justification to ignore them. This 
request has been made consistently as part of the record. 

Thank you. 

J 
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From: Hap Mather [hmather@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 9:52 AM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: Preference for #1 and #4 alternatives in General Plan 

LETTER285 

I am a property owner in El Dorado County, and have reviewed the pending 
alternatives for the General Plan. 

I am in favor of #1 and 14 (the No Project and 1996 Alternatives). 

I oppose alternatives #2 and #3. 

If you have questions or need further information, I can be reached at the 
numbers below. 

Thank you. 

Shapleigh R. Mather 
Parcel# 06105171 
314-434-2283 
hmather@earthlink.net 
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From: Bill and Kathy Mather [mtf@ixpres.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 1:20 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Cc: HAP & SUSAN 
Subject: General Plan Response 

MATHER TREE FARM 
P.O. BOX 1752 
GEORGETOWN, CA 95634 
1-530-333-2116 

Dear Sir, 

LETTER286 

We wish to voice our support for options 1 and 4 in the General Plan and 
opposition to options 2 and 3 

Sincerely, 

William Rankin Mather 
Shapleigh Rankin Mather 

Owner/Partners 
Mather Tree Farm 

J 
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LETTER287 

Howard Miller, General Partner 
Prospect Investment Company/ El Dorado Land Comp,~nY,1•1 \ 5 Ph z: l{2. 
4661 Pony Express Trail uJ 0 U-
Camino, Ca 95709 :; :i:· C ~ \ \/ ED 
(530) 644-2453 ?LAt~HIHG OEP t.RiMENT 

General Plan Team 
2850 Fairlane Ct. 
Placerville CA 95667 

RE:327-110-04;06; 324-120-19, 21, & 22 

We are re-submitting the letter attached, which re-iterates the testimony Art Marinaccio 
has given on a number of occasions. We, through experience, have painfully seen the 
reality of the failure to include the Headdington Road extension as part of the overall 
circulation element. We believe this road segment to be a critical part of the County's 
overall parallel capacity to Highway 50. This reason alone should be sufficient to include 
it within the Circulation Element. 

Additionally, repeated traffic studies of the area have conclusively shown that 
commercial uses of those lands so designated within ALL versions of the 2025 General 
Plan require this road as part of the regional circulation. 

What is conclusive is that this property cannot and will not be developed without this 
road as a sales tax generating area. The logical alternative is multifamily housing. 

Should the Planning Commission decide not to include Headdington Road .within the 
Circulation Plan we request that this land be either designated as Multifamily or 
alternatively r-ecognized as property that most certainiy will p~ ifl front of someone 
asking for a use permit as multifamily within a commercial zone. 

We remain baffied as to why staff remains adamant that commercial use will not be 
facilitated for this area, but that seems to be the result. 

Sincerely, 

Art Marinaccio, fur Howard Miller 

1 

J 
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Prospect Investment Company/El Dorado Land Company 
530 l Grassy Run Road 

August 29, 2002 

General Plan Team 
El Dorado County Planning 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 

Placerville, CA 95667 
(530) 676-4353 

Subject: Alternative Land Use Request 
Assessor's Parcel Nos. 327-110-04 & 06; 324-120-19,21 & 22 
Project Name: Sundance Plaza 

Dear General Plan Team: 

The subject property was approved in December of 1998 as the major portion of a 
commercial project known as Sundance Plaza. The original developer/applicant for the 
project abandoned their plans to build the project in 2001. Since that time several other 
developers have considered the project and have also declined. In every instance the 
major factor was that the project was not economically viable now or in the future as long 
as the developer had to incur the cost of installing the extension of Headington Road and 
the associated signalization. Only if these improvements were a part of the County's 
Circulation Element could the project be economically viable. 

Under the current constraints Prospect Investment/ El Dorado Land Company would like 
to request that the property be consider for multi-family land use under aH of the 
alternatives to be considered in adopting a new general plan and in the Housing Element. 

Sincerely, 
Prospect Investment Company/El Dorado Land Company 

John Johnson, General Partner 
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From: Diane {murillo@directcon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 2:50 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: EIR-Market Area not acknowledged 

Attn: General Planners; 

LETTER288 

There is a 15th Market Area you have failed to study in this EIR and it is 
focused around exisiting economic centers. 

The K-Mart shopping center, new Safeway,Applebeas and much more approved at Hwy 
50 and North on Missouri Flat to the over 6,000 people attending and working at 
the Community College, El Dorado Co. Office of Education and its 6 +- different 
schools, Indian Creek Elementary, Co. Day Care Center etc. The Green Valley 
Christian Church is expanding and giving a public park. The 13 ac Veerkamp Park 
has been on the drawing board and partially funded for 13 years. These people 
need food and housing nearby to cut traffic. 

All the area from Greenstone and Green Valley Road, over to Weber Creek and Cold 
Springs subdivision up to Ciry Limits, back west along hwy 50 down to Greenstone 
Road is the hugh market area that IS NOT Diamond Springs or El Dorado. 

The College Community area has 12" EID water lines 10" sewer lines, public 
County transportation routes, major County roads in place and a proposed major 
road called Missouri Flat extension 100' easement to connect to Cold Springs 
Road across the land adjoining the Office Of Education. 

This Market Area needs housing and food to cut down the vehicle trips to these 
public needs that are already in place. 

All infrastructure is in place for this to be logical infill. 
In the studies of growth in '94' the center of population for the entire County 
was determined to be the Missouri Flat Corridor for the next 20 years. It is 
getting all the retail now lets get some housing to improve our quality of life 
by getting out of our car and walk and bike to school and shop. 

Thank You from a 50+ year resident who used to ride her horse up to Perks Corner 
gas station for a cream soda, now it's Eppies for a drink. 

Diane Murillo 
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From: Diane [rnurillo@directcon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 2:52 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: EIR-Market Area not addressed 

Attn: General Planners; 

There is a 15th Market Area you have failed to study in this EIR and it is 
focused around exisiting economic centers. 

The K-Mart shopping center, new Safeway,Applebeas and much more approved at Hwy 
50 and North on Missouri Flat to the over 6,000 people attending and working at 
the Community College, El Dorado Co. Office of Education and its 6 +- different 
schools, Indian Creek Elementary, Co. Day Care Center etc. The Green Valley 
Christian Church is expanding and giving a public park. The 13 ac Veerkamp Park 
has been on the drawing board and partially funded for 13 years. These people 
need food and housing nearby to cut traffic. 

All the area from Greenstone and Green Valley Road, over to Weber Creek and Cold 
Springs subdivision up to Ciry Limits, back west along hwy 50 down to Greenstone 
Road is the hugh market area that IS NOT Diamond Springs or El Dorado. 

The College Community area has 12" EID water lines 10" sewer lines, public 
County transportation routes, major County roads in place and a proposed major 
road called Missouri Flat extension 100' easement to connect to Cold Springs 
Road across the land adjoining the Office Of Education. 

This Market Area needs housing and food to cut down the vehicle trips to these 
public needs that are already in place. 

All infrastructure is in place for this to be logical infill. 
In the studies of growth in '94' the center of population for the entire County 
was determined to be the Missouri Flat Corridor for the.next 20 years. It is 
getting all the retail now lets get some housing to improve our quality of life 
by getting out of our car and; walk and bike to school and shop. 

Thank You from a 50+ year resident who used to ride her horse up to Perks Corner 
gas station for a cream soda, now it's Eppies for a drink. 

Diane Murillo 

/ 
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From: Diane [murillo@directcon.netJ 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 2:57 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: Housing 

Attn General Plan; 

LETTER289 

The property owners in the Community College area feel since all 6000 + people a 
day are in that public area against there land that it would be the very 
appropriate to allow a planned community to be built on the land North adjoining 
the College. 

All infrastructure is in place and all land owners feel it is really needed to 
supply Sr. and affordable housing in this area. It is the most lickly place to 
allow infi 11 , 

Thank You 
Diane Murillo 

J 
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The 1996 General PlanFrom: Gary Peters [gp@gpre.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 2:55 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: The 1996 General Plan 

LETTER290 

The 1996 General Plan should be the ONLY plan that we are considering here in 
2003. The "Writ" required that the 1996 General Plan's EIR be re-visited and 
completed correctly. With that now being successfully completed, we only need to 
apply the corrected EIR to the 1996 General Plan ... That's it, Nothing More!!! 

Please, Let's move El Dorado County Forward! 

Sincerely, Gary Peters 
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The1996 general PlanFrom: Gary Peters (gp@gpre.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 2:55 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject; The1996 general Plan 
The 1996 General Plan should be the ONLY plan that we are considering here in 
2003. The "Writ" required that the 1996 General Plan's EIR be re-visited and 
completed correctly. With that being successfully completed, we only need to 
apply the corrected EIR to the 1996 General Plan ... That's it, Nothing More!!! 
Let's move El Dorado County Forward! 

Sincerely, Gary Peters 
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LETTER291 

JUL-15-03 TUE 10:35 AM GIDARO GROUP 

LAW Otfletlli of 
G110.R.GR E. P1:m .. t.1rs 

General Plan Team 

July 15, 2003 · 

El Dorado County Planning Depart.men!' 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Plac:et'Ville, CA !jo667 

FAX NO. 19169294180 

l!()f,('.arf!lld A,yCMJ: 

~CAiifornlp l)S6Ql 

Tcli.'fl\W\C C,16) 91!l-4f:!00 
Tl'llcfiix{916)W9""80l 

Re: Comments. on Draft General Plan and General Plan draft ER 

Dear To Whom n May Concem; 

On beb"'.H of JTS Communities and the Gidaro Croup (J!S/Gida.ro)., we 
oiler the comments set forth. below cm the draft General 1lan and General Plm 
draft ET.R. )TS/Gidaro own.'4 Qr controls two propedie1, Ranclm Victona, 
fornwtly :referred to u the Olmstead Ranch, and the Oeer Creek propetty. Both 
properties are shovro on the attached exhibits. 

Draft General Plan. · 

P. 03 

1, We request that th~ CenetQl Piaf\ Land '1,1.tre de~gnation for Rancho l 
Victoria. under the 1996 General Plan remain the same, allowing one dwelling unit 
per 10 to 1.60 acres. Specifically, we request the l,.ow Density Residential designation, J 

2. we request that the General Plan land use designation for the Deer ·1 
Creek property remain as desi&N-ted under all of~= .land use a.l:remalives; 
allowing one dwelling unit per 5 to 20 acres. Specifically, we wish to retain ·tne . 
Low Density Residential designation for the property, J 
General Plan Dr.eft BIR 

Page 5.1-20 and 21 
Please explain how the retention of the land use de,signatiorns requested 1above . ·]· ' 

would exceed the thresholds of significance listed on~ two pages. Specifically, with 
the descriptt-0n of the Market hes. 8 ~ Latrobe, as stated on page S.1~9, please provide 
the analysis Iha~ would supporl a. conclusion that the 1and cse designations requested 
would not be consistent with '1atge-1ot homeSites interspet$ed with. ran,;hlands; .. " 

.. ' ......... ~-----"'_,__,__._ ... 
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JUL-15-03 TUE 10:35 AM GIDARO GROUP 

General Plan Tlilitlffl 
}1.ity 15, 2003 
Page 2 

FAX NO. 19169294180 

1'0:191G$294160 

Pages. 5, 1, ... 34 and 35 
Please provide ana"iysis that suppor~ the conclusion that the suggest12d 

mitigation measure will reduce this imp4lc;t ro less than significant~ Whete the 
Roadway Comtrained and Environmentally C~trained Altemntives vary so 
i;igni&:an.tly from planning and infta:ttruct\!r~ efforts at work regiona.11)", merely 
calling for coordination between \he County and adjacentjurlsdktions, does not 
resolve the land use inconsistencies that would result. 

~age5.1•36 
Please provide analysis that supports the concept that agricultural 

residen&l pattem,s existing in the County. would be inc.onsisbmt wjth, and 
therefore significant, to the land uses deaired in the Co\lnty. Prior to the great.er 
urbanization of Placerville, Laki Tahoe and .a Dotado Iiills, m Dorado's land 
u1e heritag~ w~s 1arg~ land holc;ungs and ru.ral residential life styles. To a great 
degree, sutj\ rural tesidentlal uses have defined El Dorado County•s character for 
many yea.rs. 

Please provide support for the conclus~on that continuing such land uses 
under the 1996 General Plan results in a sismficant fmpact. The mere .fad of 
exhtifflg urban entitl~ments protected by development agreements should not 
reault of the effective "do'WnZOning" of properties heretofore avatlable for rural 
r.\$.d.Mti.al densities of 5 and 10 acre pa:rcels. 

Page 5.1-42 and 43 
Please provide the analysis that supports the punitive concep* of 

precluding meeningful hind djvi$iOTIS lot n,ira1 residential densities·m order to 
11acrommo<L'lb: c::Xisting commitments" Of 1'1,565 uruts pTotecied by development 
agyeemen.ts. In aontrast to the conclusion that the R.oa5fway Constrained 
Alter.native 11 

••• ~uld result in denser but smaller mban/subu.rban areas than 
under the No .Pt:oject Alternative". This a1temtttive would. result tn a scenario of 
prot~cted urban/suburban area and little to no development allowed elsewhere. 

Page 5.1-44 and 45 
For our comments on the Environmentally Constrained Alternative, 

please consider the commmi.ts listed above on the Roadway Constrained 
Alternative. 

PageS.1-47 
PleMe distinguishm your conclusion that urban/suburban development 

would reduce commul"lity ~racter in the County versus that of rural resident.W 
d¢velopment consistent with surrounding or proximate development. We sugg~st 

P. 04 

' ...... --·--' ..... - ·- --· __ ..,_ ,. ~··---··· ....... -- --

J 
l 
I 
J 

J 
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JUL-15-03 TUE 10:36 AM GIDARO GROUP 

General Plan Team 
July 15, :2003 
Page 3 

FAX NO. 19169294180 

that the condwion would be dillerent: if r>n;t)yzing rural versus Urban/ suburban 
residential devtlopment. · 

Consistent wil:h Generetl Plan policy, rural reside.ntW may, where 
appropriate, be clusttS"ed in such a way as to retain significant open spa<:e areas 
and community sepll:rJtors. Please analyze you.r condusf on listed und.et 
Mitigation Measure 5.1-2. 

Page5.HS 
Please provide support for the conclusion that "parcels (that} may be too 

small to suppott long-tenn agriculture'' in an area where even very large parcels 
are not family supporting, partkula.dy where soil types preclude cmy . 
agri(ultural activity other than seasonal cattle gra2ing, S1;ch as the western ·edgtis 
of the County. 

PageS.1-52 
We COl"lfur y,ith the conc:lu~on that 10 =icre parcels geri~ally providP. 

"adequate b-pa.ce and buffering to allow adjacent residential and agricultural 
activities to coexist compa:l:ibly". This conclusion is consistent with our request to 
retain the land use designation fur the 'Randto. Victoria property. 

P~ge 5.1-~6 
.!?lease provide support in erwironmental terms for the limltaHon of i 

"one-tin\e dMeion of existing legal parcels'', This would appear to be offered fot 
political rather than environmental reasons. Regardless ot its origin, however~ it 
.is a.rbitmcy ,nd extremely harsh o:n those properties and property own.et& 

affeded. 

Page 5.2-5 
Please eo:ruirm whether or not the numbers shown for the number of 

value of livestock shown in Tables S.2 .. 1 and z take into account that the majority 
of whid"t mv.st be relocated (some perhaps even outside El Dorado County) 
during the dry months for adequate p~$h:ae to survive. Language in the top 
paragraph on page 5.2..S would appear to support the conclusion that the 
numbe.ts ate not truly indicative of the agricultural production QI El Dorado 

. ~ounty alone. ' 

Page5.2~9 
Please provide support for the conclusion that development pressures 

have adverse1y .affected th~ grazing industry in the County. Spedficalty as to 
cattle operations, adjacent land uses have very little to do with the continued 

P. 05 
P.004"007 

J 

] 

l 

........ ~ __ .... , .. --· 
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~1s-~-4eei1~ ___ ....._ ... r .... o ..... :1~91 .... ~ ... g294-----1e0 ___ ...,.. ·...;·;;.;,;""""""....;·-;;.,·: .... ;....i;;;..006'.;;;•~;;.:/~;;;;0;.:;:.!..,.~,11.... .. :.....· 

General Plan Team 
July 15, 2003 
Page 4 

viability of ranching. Your analysis must discuss current compared to h!s~oriatl 
beef pric:es· compared to the cost of maintaining the :ranching operation, i.e., fuel 
costs, feed costs, insurance costs and labor costs. We suggest that these factors 
contribute more to the failure of ranches than development pressure$, Under the 
COI1$ttained alternatives,. plea..~ p;rovide analysis ~at e~e& the public's 
ability to afford the acquisition of regulated open spa~ when agricultural uses 
are no longer economically viable. 

Page5,4·23 
Please evaluate the thfrd thre9.hold of significance in light o( the co~t 

im.medlately above. ConVSr$ion of a.n uneconomic grazing land should raise 
different i$sutS for analysis than the conversion of economic grating land. 

Enclosures 

cc: Steve Gidaro 
Bill Greer 
Jack Sl.oukas 
Matt Spokely 

~~ 
G~orge B. Phillips 
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Deer Creek Ranch: 

Location: On Latrobe Road 
2 miles south of Highway 50 

APN#: l 08-020-03-100 
l 08-050-31-100 
l 08-050-19-100 

Total Acreage: 608+/-

General Plan Designation: 5-20 ac/du min 

Olmstead Ranch (Rancho Victoria): 

Location: On Latrobe Rd near the intersection of South Shingle Rd 
9 Miles South of Highway 50 and El Dorado Hills 

APN#: 087-0 l 0-06-100 
087-010-12-100 
087-010- I 6-100 
087-030-32-100 
087-030-41-100 

Total Acreage: 835+/-

General Plan Designation: I 0-160 ac/du min 

We request that our current land use designation (listed above) under the 1996 
general plan is analyzed in the proposed General Plan EIR for whichever 
alternative is chosen. J 
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Deer Creek Ranch: 

Location: On Latrobe Road 
2 miles south of Highway 50 

APN#: l 08-020-03-100 
108-050-31-100 
108-050-19-100 

Total Acreage: 608+/-

General Plan Designation: 5-20 ac/du min 

Olmstead Ranch (Rancho Victoria): 

Location: On Latrobe Rd near the intersection of South Shingle Rd 
9 Miles South of Highway 50 and El Dorado Hills 

APN#: 087-010-06-100 
087-0 I 0-12-100 
087-010-16-100 
087-030-32-100 
087-030-4 l - l 00 

Total Acreage: 835+/-

General Plan Designation: l 0-160 ac/du min 

We request that our current land use designation (listed above) under the 1996 
general plan is analyzed in the proposed General Plan EIR for whichever 
alternative is chosen. 
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EXISTING ZONING EXHlSf·T 

RANCHO VICTORIA 
EL DOftADO COUNTYt CALIFORNIA 

.AUGUST. ~2 

l. .. ~ 

P. 07 

I 
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LETTER292 

Introduction: Comments on the General Plan Alternatives (Plan) and the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report DEIR for the El Dorado 
From: Steven Proe [trails@d-web.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 2:36 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: 2003,July 15, General Plan Comments,Introduction.doc 

July 15, 2003 

Submitted By Steven Proe individually and a the Secretary and Steering Committee 
Member of the El Dorado County Taxpayers for Quality Growth 

Introduction: Comments on the General Plan Alternatives (Plan) and the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report DEIR for the El Dorado County Draft General 
Plan. (County) 

We comment that the DEIR and the Plan/shave been circulated for comments in a 
manner which is in a format which is excessively difficult for the average 
person to be able to locate the issues of their concerns easily and in a timely 
manner. 

Please explain why this type of format was selected and also what you will do to 
correct these issues in the FEIR or in the Supplemental DEIR that should be 
circulated as a result of the many impacts which have not been identified in 
these two incomplete documents? 

The Individual Elements(Elements) contained in the DEIR and the Plan are 
scattered throughout these documents and use different wording to describe a 
potential impact or condition which is confusing and very difficult to 
understand and comment on. These Elements are confusing in their placing through 
out the DEIR and the Plan and in different locations in the Elements. 
Please explain how the County proposes to make these documents user friendly 
and easily understood in the future versions of the DEIR, Plan, FEIR or 
Supplemental documents? 

The County has deliberately chosen to use a method using the pdf. Format in 
Adobe Acrobat(Adobe) which does not allow the cut copy and pasting of the 
information contained in the County publicly released version of the DEIR and 
the Plan. 
We had specifically requested that the County provide these documents in a use 
friendly format in public hearings. The County purposely chose to ignore our 
comments by using a option in Adobe which is not user friendly, this action is 
not consistent the guidelines for a General Plans usability, with a Plan and 
DEIR being user friendly, by the average person. 

We further comment that Adobe has the ability to produce a full and complete 
version of the entire Plan/sand DEIR in a format that is user friendly and has 
the ability to search the whole of the Plan/sand DEIR with a Boolean search 
tool without having to go through each individual separate folder which is very 
time confusing and confusing to comments. 
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Please explain why the County has purposely chosen the method that they have to 
deliver the Plan/sand the DEIR to the public and agencies? Why has the County 
not used a user friendly format? Even if the County had a concern that someone 
might edit some parts of the Plan/sand the DEIR, any such attempt certainly 
would be discovered in the responses to comments by the County? We further ask 
the question, why the County did not chose the type of format which is readily 
available in Adobe to disallow the cutting and pasting of yet still allows the 
whole of the Plan/s /DEIR to be viewed and searched for content of all of the 
Elements and Sections of the DEIR while still preserving the whole of the 
document from any possible tampering? 

The Plan/s maps do not depict the lands and infrastructures for the public and 
governmental agencies. This oversight has lumped most of these areas in to large 
areas of the County Natural Resources (NR) or Open Space (OS) the infrastructure 
for the Georgetown Divide Public Utility District is not depicted on the Plan 
maps. Please explain why these and other portions of infrastructure were not 
shown? Please explain what the County will do to correct this oversight? 

The Plan/s "Auburn Roadway Constrained Six-Lane Plus Alternative" map have a 
disclaimer that states under, NOTES:" This document was compiled from many 
sources-public and private- the accuracy of which was not verified by the County 
of El Dorado. The County does not warrant-expressly or implicitly- the accuracy 
or validity of information contained in this document. Users therefore use this 
information at their own risk, and are encouraged to verify any information 
contained or depicted in this document." 

The County nor the Surveyors Office, its departments or divisions has not 
provided the listing of the many sources-public and private, so that the public 
would have the ability to even attempt to verify this information. The County 
nor the Surveyors Office, its departments or divisions has not provided the 
location/s of these documents, this is especially important as information from 
"private" sources is normally not available to the public and is not subject to 
the provisions of the CA Public Records Act, therefore making it nearly 
impossible for this verification to occur. 

Please explain how and when the County will produce maps and supporting 
information, which are factually accurate and inclusive of all of the 
information which is mandated to be released as a part of the General Plan 
Process and available to the public at large? 

This map information is critical for the public to have accurate complete and 
verified information to base their comments on, if this information is not 
accurate the circulated maps are nothing more than lines on a piece of paper are 
usable in the General Plan process by the County to illicit comments from the 
public and agencies that may have a regulatory or oversight interest in the Plan 
and DEIR. 

Why have the maps that are expected to be relied upon by the public and agencies 
been declared to be unverified and are by fact incomplete and inaccurate? 

The Plan/sand DEIR refer to these maps in there text, please explain how the 
comments which are and will be submitted to the County can have validity based 
on inaccurate, non disclosing, maps issued by the County thru its Surveyors 
Department and Planning Department? Please identify specifically what will the 
County do to correct this extreme dissemination the afore mentioned General Plan 
maps? 

J 

J 
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The County has given direction on Certificate of Compliances that have been 
issued in El Dorado County. 

See County Website at : http://www.co.eldorado.ca.us/surveyor/bospolicy.htm 

http://www.co.el-dorado.ea.us/surveyor/cocdef.htm 

The maps circulated in the Plan and DEIR do not take into account the many of 
the hundreds of parcels, if not the thousands of parcels which have been created 
through this process. 

Please explain why these parcels have not been depicted in their entirety on the 
Plan/sand DEIR maps? 

Please also include the many impacts that may be associated with these parcels 
as they are developed? 

There are also grant deed's, government, railroad deeds and government grant 
deeds, under lying parcel's which are not depicted within larger parcels which 
are shown as a single large parcel on the Plan/sand DEIR maps, some of these 
large parcels are in excess of a thousand acres but have included within them 
many smaller parcels which have a right to build or develop as per the Surveyors 
Department, the Board Of Supervisors and the Planning and Building Dept's. 

Please explain when these parcels will be shown on maps that will include an in 
depth analysis to access the impacts and constraints that these latent parcel 
groups may have in the Plan/s DEIR process and regional adjacent lands? 

The Plan/sand DEIR have very little discussion on the many substandard roadways 
and driveways located with the County including the federal lands contained 
within the County. It is impossible for the public and agencies to make informed 
cormnents on the Plan/sand the DEIR without these substandard roads depicted on 
maps. 

When and how will the County identify these roads and driveways, so that the 
potential significant, insignificant individually but may when combined have 
significant cumulative impact? 

J 
J 

Please identify how and when the County will allow development of these still to J 
be identified properties/parcels and parcels which are adjacent to these roads 
and driveways? 

How and when will the County enforce the applicable State Fire Safe Laws on 
these substandard roads other roads and driveways in the Plan/sand DEIR? Some 
of these documents have been submitted to the Planning Department and Planning 
Commission during the hearings on the February 24, 2003 Item on my appeal Item. 

How and when will the County ensure that roadways will meet or exceed these 
applicable State and possibly Federal Standards and guidelines in the Plan/sand 
DEIR? 

How and when will the County analyze and access the latent demands/impacts and ] 
actual demands/impacts that has been given by the Board of Supervisors by it's 
use of by right. These uses contain in our opinion the Right to Farm, Ranch 
Marketing, Wineries and Vineyards. These activities have apparently been · 
receiving from the County a windfall in not having these impacts mitigated and \)/" 
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not having the cumulative impacts from impacts of a lesser type, these also are J 
asked when and how the County will access these multiple locations which are 
also not on the Plan/s Map's or in the DEIR. 

Some of these uses are clearly Commercial in nature and must be considered under 
Measure Y, please explain how and when these location will be placed on the 
Plan/s maps and into the DEIR? 

The Plan/s do not depict the current state of location of the trails and trails 
easements which the County has extracted thru the Land Use process on the maps 
for the Plan/s or the DEIR. 

We further state that without the requested information that the County has not 
disclosed or included in the Plan/s or DEIR, the information and comments which 
have been submitted would appear to be incomplete and tainted by the lack of 
accurate verified information in compliance with all State Fire Laws, how and 
when will the County cure these afore mentioned impacts in the DEIR and Plan/s 
process? 

We further comment that there are not any Urban areas contained in El Dorado per 
the US Census, please explain how this information will impact the Plan/sand 
DEIR? 

There is a use of the word "Suburban" used in the Plan's and DEIR yet there is 
no definition, we would request and ask the County to address this corrunent and 
when they will implement this request? 

We question, why the Tahoe has an environmental carrying capacity of the area, 
yet the rest of the County has no had this type of assessment released a apart 
of the Plan/s or DEIR will this be done for the West Slope? We ask you to 
explain the reasoning for any decision on this question? 

There is a referenced to land use splits that will be constrained as a result of 
the numerous parcels which have been approved previously approved for 
development by the County, yet there are not any figures that discloses how many 
parcels will be allowed to be subdivided or that the individual plan/swill 
allow to be split or subdivided or created by the issuance of Certificates Of 
Compliance. 

We ask when and how this information and maps will be prepared and released to 
the public so that they may have the opportunity o provide written meaningful 
comment for the Plan/sand DEIR? 

We further hereby request and corrunent that the Quality Growth Comments on the 
Plan/s previously submitted to the County in the beginning of the General Plan 
process be included in the comments for the Plan/sand the DEIR. 

If there are any questions on any of these comments and statements, I we hereby 
request that you contact us/me as soon as possible and please confirm the 
receipt of these comments by e-mail. 

We shall also fax a copy to the Planning Department. 

Submitted By Steven Proe individually and a the Secretary and Steering 
Committee Member of the El Dorado County Taxpayers for Quality Growth 

J 
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LETTER293 

JUL.15.2003 1:02PM 

July 15, 2003 

RRM DESIGN GROUP 

Ill 
RRM DESIGN GROUP 

~~~~ 

N0.986 

Via Fax: 530-642-0508 

General Plan Team 
El Dorado County 
Planning Department 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 

RE: Comment on Proposed General Plan Update 

Dear General Plan Team: 

P.2/4 

I am submitting these comments on behalf of G-3 Enterprises, the new owner of the m 
Dorado limestone mine property, located south of the Cameron Park-Shingle Springs 
area. This site encompasses approximately 740 acres. The property is identified as 
Assessor's Parcel Numbers 109-010-091, 101, 131, 141; 109-020-041. 051, 061, 171 and 
201. The limestone mine on site is no longer in operation. 

The land use development pattern, adjacent to the majority of the property periphery, is 
large-lot residential development. The net effect is the infeasibility of continuing to 
utillu the property for resource extraction, due to the incompatibility of that type of land 
use with the adjoining residential. 

Further. the Deer Creek Wastewater Treatment Facility is located directly adjacent to the 
property, which provides potential opportunity for this property, to support a higher level 
of residential density. The site topography and vegetative characteristics are also very 
suitable for a continuation of the residential growth patterns in the area. 

Below. I have segregated our comments into our specific request for land use designation 
followed by our general comments regarding the various General Plan alternatives. 

As the new owner of the limestone mine property, G-3 Enterprises requests the County 
consider the designation of this 740 acres as Low-Density Residentialt allowing the 
residential density of 1 unit per S acryB, This is consistent with virtually all the 

Oakdale• San 1.uis Ob!epo • Her.Jdsburg • I.os Angeles 
131 South Secoruli\vcnw.e • Ot~ Dlifornla 95)61 • l"hoate: ,:og/847-1794 • fax: ao9/S+7-2.~~ • www.rr~sn-~om 
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Ill 
surrounding properties. With this request, we are also willing to consider performance 
policies focused on ensuring that the property is not simply subdivided into 5 acre 
parcelst but designed in a manner that would respond to some of the environmental 
consideratiollS associated with the topography and vegetation in and around the site in 
order to preserve scenic and environmental corridors. However. there are significant J. 
portions of the site that a.re very developable and would be suitable for residential uses. 
As mentioned above, the proximity of the Deer Creek W asteWater Treatment Facility 
offers the potential to accommodate clustered residential development on this site. 

General Comments 

Given our specific objective expressed in the comment above. we have the following J 
general comments regarding the alternatives that the County is considering for the 
General Plan Update. Our pmference is the No Project and 1996 General Plan 
Alternative. Se~ondarily, we support the Environmentally Constrained Alternative. We 
would like to express our opposition to the Roadway Constrained Alternative. . 

The 1996 General Plan reflected a land use designation for the subject property that was 
more in line with the land use and development patterns that have been reflective of land 
use in this area. of the County. As such, it was treating the subject property fairly in light 
of surrounding development and land use, with the exception that a portion of the site, 
previously owned by the Bureau of Land Management, was designated open space. The 
entire pa.reel,. if the 1996 General Plan were to be considered as the preferred alternative, 
should be designated as Rural Residential. 

Under the Environment.ally Constrained Alternative, the subject property has been 
isolated as a Rural Lands desigootion while being surrounded by Single-Family 
Residential. With some consideration to the appropriateness of the Rural Lands 
designation on our particular property, the Environmentally Constrained Alternative 
appears to be a reasonable and rational alternative to address growth concerns in the 
County while effectively mitigating the associated impacts. One specific issue under the 
Environmentally Constrained Alternative that we believe would need some clarification 
is Policy LU-4C, which states: "Infrastructure availability alone shall not be sufficient 
cause to expand existing or established new Community Regions or Rural Centers in the 
County's Rural Regions." We believe this policy needs to be further clarified as to what 
other factors would support growth if infrastructure alone will not. 

As mentioned above, we are opposed to the Roadway Constrained Alternative as it l 
appears to be an unreasonably restrictive alternative for the County's General Plan. With 
specific regard to G-3 Enterprises land holdings, the property is designated Natural 
Resources, while all the sU1Tounding property north, south, east and west is designated for 
a considerably higher lev~l of entitlement. The isolation of our pa.reel, no longer being an 
operating limestone mine, . brings into question the equity and appropriateness of this 
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. We reserve the right to expand 
upon these comments as the County moves forward with the Public Hearing process. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Mr. Bob Lubeck, CEO, G-3 Enterprises 
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Cynthia L. Shaffer 
P.O. Box 183 

El Dorado, California 95623 
(530) 622-6010 

via email with hard copy via Federal Express 
Revised 12:00 PM 

July 15, 2003 

El Dorado County Planning Commission 
2830 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, California 95667 

Re: Draft General Plan and Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Dear Commissioners: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft General Plan 
and the Draft Environmental Impact Report NO. 2001082030. 

My parents, Glenn and Margaret Shaffer, purchased approximately 173 acres of 
land located at the end of Echo Lane, north of Highway 50 and west of El Dorado Road 
in 1978 - nearly 30 years ago. They built a home there and for a period of time operated 
a large quarter horse breeding facility, Indian Creek Ranch. Although the horse breeding 
operation was wound down about 5 to l O years ago, the facilities and the home remain in 
place. I have been asked by my family to review and provide comments on the Draft 
General Plan and DEIR. 

Property Location and Characteristics 

The property consists of approximately 173 acres of relatively flat terrain and 
gently rolling hills north of Highway 50, west of El Dorado Road. Access is provided at 
the end of Echo Lane, a frontage road along Highway 50. A portion of the property 
actually abuts the Highway 50 right-of-way. A number of structures including homes, 
barns, garages and other buildings have been built on the property over the years, as 
shown in the aerial photographs attached to the original of this letter. Substantial 
portions of the property have been previously "disturbed" where fenced pastures of non
native grassland provided grazing areas for horses which once occupied the property. 
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A pond or "lake" measuring approximately 10 surface acres is located at the south 
eastern portion of the property; the result of an old earthen dam within the Indian Creek 
watershed. 

Water (EID), electrical and telephone service are provided at the site. Sewer 
mains serving property to the northwest are located in El Dorado Road, within about 1 
mile of the site. 

A review of the DEIR documents indicates that the property: 

e Does not consist of "Important Farmland", is not subject to a Williamson 
Act contract and does not contain Choice Agricultural Soils 

• Is not located in a Timber Production Zone 

• • • • • "developed" 

Does not contain significant mineral resources 

Is not known to support special-status plant or animal species 

Is not within the boundaries of identified "Important Biological Corridors" 

Is about a 20-minute drive from the El Dorado/Sacramento County line 

At least a portion of the property is classified by the County as 

1996 General Plan Land Use and Alternatives 

Under the adopted 1996 General Plan, the majority of the site has been designate 
as Low Density Residential, with a small portion of the property contiguous to Highway 
50 designated as Medium Density Residential. The 1996 General Plan land use 
designations are consistent with the surrounding land use, the proximity of the property to 
Highway 50 and adjacent Commercial land uses, the site topography and availability of 
existing services to the property o 

The Environmentally Constrained ("EC") alternative designates most of the 
property as Rural Lands and the Roadway Constrained ("RC") alternative designates one 
parcel as Rural Lands and another as Natural Resources. We understand that the RC and 
EC Alternatives were developed using computer modeling based on the relative size of 
parcels of undeveloped land" In view of "'prior commitments" to large land owners 
(primarily in the El Dorado Hills area), and having previously permitted subdivision of 
properties to five to 10 acre parcels within the rnral regions, the RC and EC Alternatives 
seek to evaluate the effect of outright prohibition or stringent restrictions on future 
subdivision of "medium-sized" parcelso 

\Y 
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Although the information derived from the computer-driven model might be 
useful in terms of establishing parameters for Alternatives analysis, it is a poor substitute 
for sound land planning principles. While such land use designations under the RC and 
EC Alternatives might be appropriate in more remote areas of the County, the 
designations applied to Indian Creek Ranch are not appropriate for property abutting 
Highway 50 within the western portion of the County. 

The land use designations under the RC and EC Alternatives overlook an 
opportunity to create environmentally superior developments. Medium-sized parcels 
with Low or Medium Residential density designations, together with appropriate 
"clustering" policies, provide possibilities to create compact developments to meet the 
needs of a growing population, while preserving large blocks of habitat for inclusion in a 
preserve system. The benefits of such an approach are well established and 
acknowledged in this DEIR. 

Traffic and Circulation 

Consideration oflntersection Improvements as Alternative to Road Widening 

The traffic analysis contained in the DEIR indicates existing or projected 
deficiencies at certain roadway segments under all of the Plan Alternatives. The 
mitigation testing described in the document involves iterative runs of the TDF model 
with widened roadways or new roadways to eliminate the deficiency. Such widened 
roads or new roads are described elsewhere in the DEIR as undesirable due to adverse 
environmental impacts, including impacts to biological resources, community character 
and visual impacts. 

Frequently when an LOS deficiency is identified, it is the intersection ( or 
interchange) which has actually failed, not the roadway "segment" itself. Often, 
improvements to the intersection, such as adding turn lanes, new traffic signalization or 
synchronization of existing signals, or incorporation of free-flow traffic devices such as 
roundabouts and traffic circles will relieve the problem without the need to widen the 
roadway. It is unclear from the information contained in the DEIR whether or not such 
improvements to intersections have been analyzed separate and apart from the analysis of 
new or widened roadways. While intersection improvements alone may not provide 
relief in areas of extremely high traffic volumes, they may be beneficial in solving peak
hour deficiencies in less heavily traveled areas. 
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Application oflnconsistent LOS Policies 

The DEIR acknowledges the existence of differing LOS Policies for the various 
"equal weight" alternatives, but attempts to determine significance based on these 
differing policies. The impacts to traffic and circulation associated with each of the 
alternatives should be evaluated based on the same LOS performance criteria. 

The General Plan and DEIR documents are voluminous. The foregoing represent 
our initial impressions from our review of the documents to date. However, our review 
of the General Plan and DEIR and their effect on the Indian Creek Ranch property is still 
ongoing. It is likely that we will have additional comments at some point prior to the 
final hearing on certification of the EIR and adoption of the General Plan. 

Very truly yours; 

(sent via email) 

Cynthia L. Shaff er 

CLS/rlk 

Attachments 
(aerial photos attached to original letter sent via Federal Express) 

] 
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Gary and Myrna Sparks 
1341 Salmon FaHs Road 

July 15, 2003 

El Dorado Hills, California 95162 
916.933.07 41 

Via Facsimile 530.642.0508 

El Dorado Planning Commission 
c/o Ei Dorado County Planning Department 
attention: Peter Maurer, Principal Planner 
2850 Fair Lane Court 
PJacerville. CA 95667 

Re: General Plan Update 
APN 067-051-02 

Dear Members of the Planning Commission: 

I am the vice-president of Seven River~ Inc., the owner of the above-referenced parcel. 
My attorney, Joel Korotk~ has previously submitted a letter in regard to the General Plan 
update and the various designations proposed for the property. I am writing to express my 
concern about what I believe is an unfair designation in the proposed Environmentally 
Constrained Alternative (Alternative #3), as well as to ask for changes to the designation in 
Alternatives 2 and 3. 

My wife and I, and our two sons, have lived in El Dorado County since 1976. I have built 
two homes in the area, and am presently living in the second one, on a five acre lot off of 
Salmon Falls Road. The property I am writing about is located a short distance :from my 
home. It is an 80 acre parcel, and was originally a portion of the old Dixon Ranch. It has 
been owned by Seven Rivers, Inc. since 1987. We have held the property, expecting to 
develop it when we felt the time was right. 

Knowing that the property immediately to the east had already been developed into 5 acre 
parcels, and .knowing that the property was identified in the 1996 General Plan for Low 
Density Residential, we anticipated that we would be able to develop at a comparable 
density. Given the existence of the necessary infrastructur~ and the general intensity of 
development in the area, this seemed to us to be a reasonable assumption. Unfortunately, 
when the four alternative general plan maps were released, we foWld that only Alternatives 
# 1 and #4 would allow the property to be developed with 5 to JO acre parcels. 

The proposed designation under Alternative #3, the Environmentally Constrained 
Alternative, is for Rural Lands (RL). This designation represents a reduction in the 
development potential of the property. Under the RL designation the most that could be 
developed are 10 acre parcels. Right next door are 5 acre parcels, and all along Salmon 
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Falls Road are 5 acre parcels. Such a reduction in development potential does not make 
sense. If there is any place in El Dorado County where it makes sense to allow denser 
development, it is in this area. The roadway network exists; schools, fire departments, 
retail and commercial projects serving the potential residents are all in place. For this 
reason, we are requesting that the Land Use Designation under this ahernative be changed 
to Low-Density Residential (LDR). 

Under Alternative #2, the Roadway Constrained Six Lane "Plus" Alternative, the proposed 
designation is fur Natural Resource (NR). This designation makes no sense. It would 
render the property undevelopable, yet would serve no purpose. As I said above, the 
infrastructure for residents already exists. It does not make good p1anning or environmental 
sense to stop development on this property. Even more confusing to me is that the 40 acre 
parcel immediately to the south (APN 67 051 06) is shoV\lll on the map for this alternative 
as RL. I cannot understand what the difference is between that property and my property. 
If there is a justification for designating one of them RL. the other should be designated RL 
as well. While that would permit some development of the property, I believe that both 
parcels, as well as the property to the west, should be actually be designated LOR, which is 
consistent with the surrounding community. At this time I am asking the Planning 
Commission to change the designation of my parcel under Alternative #2 to Low Density 
Residential (LDR). 

It is not clear to me ifthere is anything else I can or should do to have this change 
considered before any final decision is made on the General Plan. If there is, please let me 
know. I would be happy to appear before you~ or attend any meeting to discuss the request 
contained in this letter. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Gary Spar~ -
Seven Rivers, Inc. 
Vice-President 

Copy to Joel M. Korotkin, Esq. 
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TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION OF El DORADO COUNTY -o 

Post Office Box 13 ol'l::! Placerville, California 95667 

Founded in 1956 

General Plan Team 
El Dorado County Planning Department 
2850 Fairiane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 ,,, ,~ 

' 

{J1 
( ..... ) 

FROM: Ellen Day, l'resicle·-·--w-~;;/--
Tnpayen Assoda,~EI Dorado Co(i'1 

DATE: July 15, 2003 

REGARDING: Comments on the Draft General Plan and EIR 

The Taxpayers Association hereby submits their recommendations and comments of the 
four "equal-weight" General Plan Alternatives and DEIR under consideration. 

Summary 
• The Taxpayers Association unanimously recommends that the 1996 General Plan 

be the basis for Preferred Alternative. The 1996 Plan is the only Plan that is 
economically viable and has genuine forward looking planning for the county's future; 
the only one that has undergone public input and deliberation of policies with public 
buy-in and Board approval; the one that will most quickly remove the constraints 
imposed by the Writ, and give property owners reasonable latitude over their own 
property; the one that, with a few exceptions, has passed CEQA; and thus the one 
considered to be the least likely for legal challenge. 

• The 1996 General Plan is already "Court Approved'\ Judge Bond's Ruling clearly 
states on page 141: "The form and content of the El Dorado County General Plan do not 
violate the planning and zoning law, and the Court does not invalidate the plan on that 
basis. Similarly. the water use projected under this plan does not violate the public Trust 
Doctrine ... 
Page 138 of the Ruling states: This ruling does not mean that the County must rewrite 
the F...nvironmental Impact Report as a whole. Further the Ruling states: Nor does this 
ruling require the County to rewrite General Plan. This ruling merely requires the 
County to correct the violatiom of CEQA that occurred during the environmental process 
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• The Taxpayers Association requests that, due to the complexity of the Draft 
General Plan Alternatives and the DEIR, responses are provided concerning 
comments made herein on both sets of documents~ 

General Comments 
Measure Y as approved by the voters carried a 10-year sunset clause. The Board 
has directed that the Measure Y dictates be included in aU four Alternatives, 
omitting the sunset provision. The Association respectfully requests that the 10-year 
sunset requirement be added to all Plans. It was never intended to make measure Y 
permanent. Had that been the direction, it would have been challenged. 

The EIR must have a discussion of the effect of sunsetting of measure Y and how the 
county will respond to address the issues should Measure Y be determined to be invalid 
by the Courts, repealed by the voters, or fail to be renewed by the voters. Not to include 
this documentation in the next round of discussions would be for staff to have unilaterally 
changed the meaning and purpose of a voter approved measure. 

• The Judge's instructions to respond to the EJR deficiencies have not been followed. 
"Instead of addressing the Judges Ruling to provide data and analyses that justifies why 
the county did not adopt the various proposals and proposed mitigation measures, this 
new general plan process proposes that these issues be adopted as new programs. This is 
not what the Ruling said to do. 

The Taxpayer's Association again requests compliance with the Judge's directions by 
providing the necessary data and analyses to supports the county's not adopting certain 
proposals and mitigation measures. Clearly, the Judge's ruling is stating that data, facts, 
and reasoned analysis are to be provided for the decision making process. Staff should be 
immediately instructed to create the administrative record that would be necessary and 
appropriate if the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors were to choose not to 
adopt one or more of the proposals. The Taxpayer's Association believes that in most 
cases the decision not to adopt the offending proposals was appropriate and was simply 
not supported adequately in the record. That record must be developed and discussed 
openly in the next round of Planning Commission hearings so as to allow proper 
consideration of the true issues involved. 

• Appendix G, Compliance with the Writ of Mandate, Page 11, the '~rewrite team" errs by 
ignoring the Judges instructions. The direction given was to justify the quantification of 
the "achievable density", not derive the theoretical maximum densities, implying that 
they could be reached by spending enough time and money over the long term. This is 
misleading and a distortion of the real world. Clearly implementing many of the new 
proposals for "mitigation measures" will in fact significantly lower the achievable 
densities. The analysis of how much achievable density would be lost should have been 
made as an adjunct to each of the measures proposed. New requirements for dubious 
environmental protections will result in a land use pattern that in fact will make "the evil 
of suburban sprawl" worse. 
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Each of the new proposed mitigations needs to have a set of findings for decision makers 
reference in order for them to make specific findings that allow rejection many of the 
proposed measures, if they so choose. 

An objective of the 1996 General Plan is: To oversupply residential and non-residential 
land use designations in order to provide market and landowner flexibility to more 
feasibly accommodate the market. Understanding that growth corresponds closely with 
the projections of the Department of Finance despite growth control measures that 
typically fail, this objective merely aids in achieving affordable housing requirements, 
and prevents problems due to lack of foresight and planning. 

• The new Constrained Alternatives contain dubious policies and land use changes 
that have only been subjected a bare minimum of public hearings and 
deliberations. This violates the spirit and intent of Section 65033, Public participation 
of the State Planning and Zoning Statutes, to wit: 

The Legislature recognizes the importance of public participation at every level of 
the planning process. It is therefore the policy of the state and the intent of the 
Legislature that each state, regional, and local agency concerned in the planning 
process involve the public through public hearings, informative meetings, 
publicity and other means available to them, and that at such hearings and other 
public forums, the public be afforded the opportunity to respond to clearly defined 
alternative objectives, policies, and actions. 

This requirement is further emphasized by Judge Bond's statement, to wit: This 
balancing of interests is a political matter, not a judicial function. The political nature of 
the planning process is revealed by the Planning and Zoning Law's repeated emphasis 
on "the importance of public participation at eve1y level of the planning process. The 
Taxpayers Association asserts that in spite of repeated requests and reminders of this 
requirement, the County has failed to comply. Note that the requirement says "at every 
level'\ The workshops held in August of 2002 provided very limited public participation. 
There were no Housing Elements available, and no Environmentally or Roadway 
Constrained Alternatives available for review, thus no public input or deliberation. 

Although it has been repeated numerous times by counsel that "there will be an 
opportunity to have hearings on the plan prior to adoption", this has not happened. Now 
the property and business owners are confronted with the release of confusing and 
overwhelming Alternative/ EIR documentation that obfuscates rather than informs them 
regarding changes being proposed. The 1996 General Plan has been changed with 
revisions "piecemealed" through the EIR, as opposed to being located in one coherent 
document Both of the Constrained Alternatives have been developed by the "rewrite 
team" with a process that prevented public input or deliberation. The State Planning and 
Zoning Statute of "the importance of public participation at every level of the planning 
process,, has been grossly violated. 
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• The No Project Alternative is clearly not acceptable as an Alternative. Rather it 
establishes baseline conditions driven by the Writ, offering no planning applicable to the 
future of the entire county. The simple fact is that all sides of this discussion agree that 
El Dorado County needs a General Plan. This is the same as saying everyone agrees that 
the no project alternative is unacceptable. 

• The Association notes that only the 1996 General Plan policies and planning may be 
viable out to year 2025. The other growth constrained Alternative plans should be more 
accurately labeled according to their estimated useful life such as to 2015 or 2018. As 
previously noted, one of the objectives of the 1996 General Pian is "To oversupply 
residential and non-residential land use designations in order to provide market and 
landowner flexibility to more feasibly accommodate the market" and thus it may be 
viable to 2025. Many people expressed dismay with this direction in the 1996 plan. 
What we must now realize however is that by talcing the "oversupply" built into the 2015 
plan and extending the stated useful life of that plan to 2025 we have used up the 
oversupply. In fact the achievable populations under the other 3 alternatives do not even 
support the population projected to actually exist in 2025. The county is using the figure 
of 234,821 as a likely population for the purpose of deciding on needed county personnel 
and office space. 234,821 is probably a conservative number that is very likely to be met 
or exceeded. Only the 1996 plan alternative allows the proper planning of infrastructure 
necessitated by the coming population. 

• The 1996 General Plan Alternative embodies a well-developed statement of Vision 
for Principals, Goals, and Objectives for the County. It was established, by 
consensus, through a series of workshops in the early phases of the General Plan process, 
and should be maintained. In contrast, the Constrained Alternatives have had no public 
input and no Vision statement. The 1996 Plan vision is unsuitable for either of these 
Alternatives. 

1 
J 

• The Preferred Alternative Plan must have an Economic Element with policies such l 
as those that have been detlned for the 1996 Plan. The idea of fonning a committee at 
some point in the future to generate economic policies is irresponsible. The county ·-
needs economic development to occur immediately. _ 

• The Taxpayers Association once again requests changes to the Housing Element to 
aid affordable housing. Meeting the state directed affordable housing demand will only 
happen if and when such projects are economically viable. A comprehensive analysis of 
the policies and costs impact must be conducted, with policies developed to provide for 
waivers, fee deferrals and similar aids. The imposition of Inclusionary Zoning is 
considered to be a punitive measure that will prevent rather than encourage the 
development of affordable housing. 

The Department of Housing and Community Development's June 10, 2003 letter to the 
Planning Director makes this point abundantly clear by stating that the County's fees are 
almost triple the state wide average. J 
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• The County is exacerbating rather than taking remedial actions to address the 
affordable housing problem by adding a multitude of policies, regulations, 
commissions, and staff tasks. There is no justification, and no analyses of the cost or 
time impacts for these additions: 
l) Oak Tree Removal Permit Fee 
2) General Plan Consistency Determination Fee 
3) Housing Trust Fund Fee 
4) Park and Ride Lot Fee 
5) Biological Corridor and Environmental Fee 
6) Regional Park Fee 
7) Integrated Natural Resources Management Fee 
8) Evaluation for conformance with other General Plan policies required prior to 

implementation of proposed fuel management activities" (an obvious conflict with 
state fire defensible protection requirements). 

These issues will assure that "Government is the Problem-Not the Solution", from a cost point of 
view, and a stifling regulation of private property. They should be eliminated and county staff 
reduced accordingly! 

• Government should not grow faster than the population. The Taxpayers Association 
questions the wisdom of assuming a population of234,821 as the basis for expenditures 
for new county government facilities, but only providing one of three Alternatives that 
will accommodate the projected 2025 population of 241,241. 

• There is no discussion or recognition of issues that may fall into the category of 
"Overriding Considerations". Background information should be prepared for the 
administrative record for the decision makers to deal with these issues. Only mitigation 
measures have been presented the in EIR. 

• The General Plan Draft Alternatives and EIR are confusing and difficult to follow. 
This is a General Plan - it should be "general", and it should be simplified. The 
overwhelming detail, the undesirable specificity, and overzealous authoritarian control of 
staff specified tasks should be greatly simplified or eliminated, leaving the Planning 
Commission and Board of Supervisors more latitude to apply judgment on many issues. 
It applies a ·~one size fits all mentality" and deals too much in telling property owners 
what others want to do with their private property. Details that directly affect property 
owners are to be located in a Zoning Document, subject to public hearings - not 
imbedded in the General Plan 

The Pref erred Alternative 
The Taxpayers Association strongly supports the 1996 General Plan Alternative for a viable 
Preferred Alternative. This plan establishes Hwhen and where" people will be located that is 
necessary to develop the long range planning required for roads, water, schools and similar 
infrastructure. Conversely, there are numerous issues and policies in the Constrained 
Alternatives that would prevent or hamper such infrastructure development, including some that 
the Taxpayers Association believes would render them impractical and unviable. 
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The Association therefore requests that these dubious policies such as "one time 4 X 4 of parcels 
regardless of size, or the latent demand water supply issue be eliminated. 
The Roadway Constrained Alternative treats the Circulation Element in the exact opposite way, 
as does Judge Bonds Ruling. The fact that to adopt this position would have an outcome that the 
Judge said was unjustified by the record of evidence. She stated that the 1996 Plan addressed 
transportation adequately and appropriately, and that the plaintiffs did not prevail on this issue 
(see pages 13 thrul 7 of the Ruling), but the Roadway Constrained Alternative treats the 
Circulation Element as if the Plaintiffs had prevailed. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
For the reasons stated above, the Taxpayers Association believes that the 1996 General 
Plan Alternative is clearly the only plan that qualifies for "Preferred Alternative" status, 
and recommends that additions or changes to the 1996 General Phm should be limited to 
those issues necessary for updating, such as Measure Y including the sunset provision. 

] 
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From: Alan Tolhurst 
To: Heidi Tschudin 
Cc: Heidi Tschudin 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 10:55 AM 
Subject: General Plan Comments 

Heidi 

LETTER297 

I was hoping to be able to compose a more thorough set of comments, but like 
everyone else, I have been really pressed for time. These are just a couple of 
issues that I have mentioned and would like to make sure they are properly 
addressed in the EIR and all of the Alternatives to the General Plan. 

I have discussed the Highway 50 eight lane problem with Matt Boyer and I think 
you have been working the issue, but just to make sure nothing got lost in the 
translation I'll explain to you my concerns. If we are using Highway 50 to 
mitigate the traffic problems, we must demonstrate that we have properly 
addressed the feasibilty and timing of the additional lane. I don't think we 
have to show that it is in the Master Plan for Cal-Trans or SACOG, but I think 
we need to show what the trigger mechanism would be, how the funding would be 
generated and how we have planned to accomplish the addition to be timed to come 
on-line with build-out requirements. If we don't show how we plan to mitigate 
this situation, I think we're on track for another law suit. 

The other issue that concerns me is the water situation at Lake Tahoe. (I 
know, it seems that there is a whole Lake full of water!). Every where else in 
the County we have building restrictions based on water availability, but since 
we are not doing any more subdivisions here, the restricitons do not seem to 
apply. For the past five years we have been on water restrictions, and this year 
seems to be the worst yet. EID is required to show it has water supplies to 
handle two consecutive drought years. This is a normal water year in the Tahoe 
Basin, and yet we are under stage 3 water restrictions. They seem to indicate 
that they don't have the capacity to serve the existing water needs, especially 
on busy weekends, and they certainly don't have the reserves to adequately deal 
with a fire situation. TRPA does not concern itself with these types of issues, 
it is really a local juristiction issue. I think it is irresponsible to continue 
to issue building permits if we don't have the water capacity to serve the new 
buildings, and I think it is detrimental to health and safety of the community 
to continue to issue permits if we cannot adequately protect the citizens from 
fire. I think we ought to have in the General Plan the same types of 
requirements for the Tahoe Basin as in other areas of the county, and we should 
probably have the STPUD give an annual report to the Planning Commission and the 
Board of Supervisors which; shows that they have the capacity to adequately 
serve the water needs of the community, including any additional building 
permits for any given year. 
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July 15, 2003 

VIA FACSIMILE: 530-642-0508 

General Plan T earn 
2850 Fairlane Com1 
Placerville, CA 95667 

Dear General Plan Team: 

LETTER298 
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PlANHING DEPARTMENT 

I write with regard to the upcoming general plan decision and its application to 
my family's land located at parcel numbers 319-260-65 and 66. 

The current general plan designation for our land is industrial as is the designation 
under general plan proposals #1, #2 & #4. However, under general plan proposal #3 it is 
designated low density residential. To adopt this low density residential designation 
(general plan proposal #3) would be a mistake for the county and a severe financial 
hardship to us for the following reasons: 

i . The county has a severe shortage of good industrial land and should not be 
further reducing that supply. 

2. Our land is surrounded by industrial uses including a trucking depot that 
hauls garbage at night (319-260-2) and the old Bennett Sculpture building 
that has a history of toxic pollution (319-260-41). Therefore a fow density 
residential designation does not make sense as few want to live there. 

3. My family bought this land with its current general plan zoning 
designation of industrial. We have held it for many years waiting for the 
money and appropriate economic conditions to deveJop it. Therefore, to 
lose our industrial zoning designation now would be a huge financial blow 
as it has little residential value surrounded by industrial uses. 

For these reasons I ask that you adopt general plan proposal #1, #2 or #4 as they 
apply to parcel numbers 319-260 65 and 66 maintaining their currentjndustrial zoning 
designatkm. Please feel free to contact me at 415-793-9000 with any questions. 

I 
I 
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STEPHAN C. VOLKER 

HEATHER A. DAGEN 

GRETCHEN E. DENT 

Law Offices of 

STEPHAN C. VOLKER 
436 141

h Street, Suite 1300 
Oakland, California 94612 

TEL: 510/496-0600 ro FAX: SI0/496-1366 

e-mail: sv0lker@volkerlaw.com 

July 15, 2003 
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VIA FACSIMILE (530-642-0508)AND EMAIL (generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us) 

General Plan Team 
El Dorado County Planning Department 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 

Re: Comment of El Dorado County Taxpayers for Quality Growth and 
Associated Organizations on El Dorado County Draft General Plan and 
EIR 

Dear General Plan Team: 

These comments are submitted on behalf of El Dorado County Taxpayers for Quality 
Growth, League to Save Sierra Lakes, Environmental Planning and Information Council of 
Western El Dorado County, Inc., Sierra Club, California Sportfishing Protection Alliance, Caples 
Lake Homeowners' Association, Kirkwood Meadows Public Utilities District, Northern Sierra 
Summer Homeowners' Association, Sorensen's Resort, South Silver Lake Homeowners' 
Association, California Native Plant Society, Safegrow, Caples Lake Resort, Kit Carson Lodge, 
and Plasse Homestead Homeowners' Association. All of these organizations prevailed in 
litigation challenging El Dorado County's 1996 General Plan on the grounds it violated the 
California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq. ("CEQA"). 
On February 5, 1999, Presiding Judge Cecily Bond of the Sacramento Superior Court ruled that 
El Dorado County's adoption of its 1996 County General Plan violated CEQA in at least 23 
separate respects. By Writ of Mandate filed on July 19, 1999, Judge Bond ordered the County to 
conduct extensive further environmental review, analysis and disclosure before attempting to 
adopt a successor General Plan. Pending compliance with the Court's Writ of Mandate, Judge 
Bond imposed significant constraints on further urban development within El Dorado County. 

The primary purpose of this comment letter is to identify the most significant areas in 
which the County's Draft General Plan and Draft EIR thereon depart from the requirements of 
Judge Bond's ruling and applicable law, including CEQA, the California Government Code, and 
the General Plan Guidelines promulgated by the Governor's Office of Planning and Research. 
For ease of reference, our comments are represented in the order in which Judge Bond addressed 
the County's violations of CEQA in the Court's Writ of Mandate. 

Writ Point 2.1: Changes in Land Use Maps. 

Judge Bond struck down the County's 1996 General Plan in part because many of the 
Plan's proposed changes in land use were not adequately disclosed and evaluated in the County's 
EIR. Ruling dated February 5, 1999 ("1999 Ruling") at pages 56-70. The Court therefore 
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directed the County, in its review of any future draft General Plan, to '·either make a finding, 
based on 
substantial evidence, that the changes in the land use maps did not result in any new significant 
environmental impact or a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact, or it 
must review the environmental impacts of the changes pursuant to CEQA." Writ at 2:25-3: 1. 
This remains an area of concern, for two reasons. First, the County's DEIR purports to find that 
certain changes in the land use maps will not result in significant environmental impacts, without 
substantial evidence to support this conclusion.. DEIR at Volume 1, pages 2-9 through 2-46 
("DEIR 1 :2:9-46"). 

Second, as to those land use changes that the DEIR admits do pose significant 
environmental impacts (e.g., DEIR 1:2:47-76), the DEIR fails to provide an adequate review of 
the environmental impacts of these changes pursuant to CEQA. For example, the DEIR admits, 
in Appendix G, that the impact of the plan on Caples, Silver and Aloha Lakes would be 
"significant and unavoidable," yet the DEIR fails to provide the full environmental review of 
such impacts required under the Writ. Similarly, the County has proposed to mitigate impacts on 
wildlife habitat through the creation of so-called "Important Biological Corridors" ("IBCs"), an 
of which run north-to-south rather than east-west. Yet available science confirms 
overwhelmingly that wildlife require east-west migration corridors to provide seasonally 
appropriate habitat for wildlife species that move to higher elevations during the summer. The 
DEIR masks the plan's dramatically adverse impacts on wildlife habitat through reliance on 
ineffective and illusory mitigation measures. For example, the DEIR fails to provide an adequate 
assessment of the environmental impact of the plan's proposal to allow smaller parcels within 
wildlife habitat such as deer migration corridors. DEIR 3: App. G: 7-8. 

Writ Point 2.2: Changes in Oak Woodland Canopy Coverage Policies. 

Judge Bond ruled that the 1996 General Plan Draft EIR's purported mitigation for the loss 
of oak woodlands by adoption of a "replacement" standard for oak trees was illusory, since the 
County failed to present substantial evidence that planting seedlings could mitigate for the loss of 
fully grown oak trees. 1999 Ruling at 70-73. Accordingly, the Court's Writ directed the County 
to either readopt its original policy of retention (rather than "replacernenf') of specified 
percentages of canopy coverage, "make a finding. based on substantial evidence, that the change 
in the oak woodland canopy coverage policies did not result in a new significant environmental 
impact .... or ... review the environmental impacts of the change pursuant to CEQA." Writ at 
3:18-20. 

The County has failed to comply with this direction. Although the DEIR admits, as it must, 
that the 1996 General Plan's proposed replacement policy would be ineffective (DEIR 2:5.12:42-
43), the DEIR fails to disclose and evaluate the even less effective mitigation measure now 
proposed, a "Mitigation Fee." DEIR 2:5.12:61. The proposed Mitigation Fee, which is tied to 
preparation of the Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan ("INRMP"), has no timeline for 
implementation, nor factual predicate, since the INRMP has not yet been prepared. 

Equally significant, the County's proposed INRMP violates Government Code section 
65563(b) and the implementing OPR General Plan Guidelines. For nearly 30 years. section 
65563(b) has required that counties prepare an inventory of their open-space resources. Courts 
have vigorously enforced this requirement. Save El Toro Assn. v. Days (1977) 74 Cal.App.3d 64, 
73. The General Plan Guidelines likewise confirm that county general plan open-space elements 
must "includ[e] an inventory of open-space resources." General Plan Guidelines (1990) at p. 
128. Contrary to this settled requirement, the County's proposed General Plan fails to include 
the required inventory of open-space resources. Instead, the County proposes once again to 
defer, indefinitely, compilation of this critical inventory. Yet completion of this inventory is 
essential to protection of fish and wildlife habitat, watershed resources, natural scenery, and other 
protected open-space resources. 

Writ Point 2.3: Changes in Acceptable Levels of Traffic Congestion. 
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General Plan Team 
July 15, 2003 
Page3 

Judge Bond overturned the County's 1996 General Plan because the County EIR' s 
"discussion of traffic impacts was unnecessarily complex and obscure," resulting in a failure to 
"fairly disclose one of the significant environmental impacts of the General Plan." 1999 Ruling 
at 73-80. Likewise with regard to the County's DEIR, the discussion of traffic impacts from 
proposed development remains "unnecessarily complex and obscure." DEIR 1:5.4:1-69. The 
DEIR fails to provide the reader with a clear and direct summary of the plan's impacts on the 
existing traffic conditions throughout the County. Instead the DEIR presents a confusing set of 
assumptions and accompanying text and tables that fail to clearly and fairly delineate the impacts 
on traffic of the four alternatives under consideration. For example, many of its projections, such 
as the DEIR' s conclusion that buildout under the 1996 General Plan would have a less severe 
impact on the traffic than would buildout under the "environmentally constrained" Alternative 
Number 3, are never explained, and indeed, defy logic. DEIR 1:5.4:52, 56. 

Writ Point 2.4: Range of Alternatives Considered. 

The County's 1996 General Plan was invalidated in part because Judge Bond found that the 
County's EIR failed to consider a reasonable range of alternatives. For example, Judge Bond 
noted that "it is not clear how the Low Growth Alternative offered 'substantial environmental 
advantages over the project proposal'." 1999 Ruling at 90. Likewise here, the DEIR purports to 
offer an "Environmentally Constrained Alternative" which, in fact, fails to protect the 
environment in many substantial respects, to the point where it would result in greater traffic 
congestion and air pollution than would the 1996 General Plan that Judge Bond ruled illegal. 
Indeed, as to most areas of environmental impact, the County's "Environmentally Constrained 
Alternative" ranks exactly the same as the other alternatives under consideration, depriving the 
public of any meaningful choice between the alternatives presented. DEIR 1 :2:9-76 (Executive 
Summary Table discloses identical levels of environmental impact after mitigation for each of 
the four alternatives in virtually all categories of impact). Contrary to Judge Bond's Writ, the 
County has failed to "adequately disclose[] the analytic route it traveled in arriving at its 
conclusion that the 'Low Growth Alternative' [i.e., the "'Environmentally Constrained 
Alternative"] offered significant environmental advantages over the other alternatives... '"or, in 
the alternative, ... consider at least one new alternative that does so." 1999 Ruling at 91. 

Writ Point 2.5: Consideration of a "No Project" Alternative. 

The County's 1996 General Plan was thrown out in part because EIR failed to discuss the 
impacts of buildout under the plan and its alternatives in comparison to "the current conditions in 
the County." 1999 Ruling at 91, 94. Judge Bond accordingly ruled that "in any reanalysis or 
supplemental analysis prepared by the County ... the County must 'analyze the "No Project" 
alternative in a manner that clearly discloses the population impacts of the General Plan in 
relation to current County population as well as in relation to what would be reasonably expected 
to occur in the foreseeable future if the General Plan were not approved .... " 1999 Ruling at 95. 
Contrary to this direction, the DEIR fails to analyze the "No Project" alternative in the required 
manner. Instead, the DEIR assumes, without explanation, that the County's unlawful 1996 
General Plan is equivalent to a "no project" alternative. Demonstrably, an unlawful plan that 
cannot be legally implemented is not a viable "no project" alternative. 

Writ Point 2.6: Rejection of Specific Proposed Mitigation Measures. 

Judge Bond invalidated the County's 1996 General Plan in part because the Court "found 1 
that certain of the County's findings that proposed mitigation measures were infeasible. . 
.violated CEQA because they did not set forth the facts and analysis supporting them." 1999 
Ruling at 113. Therefore the Court directed that the County must "either take action to make 
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General Plan Team 
July 15. 2003 
Page4 

proper findings of infeasibility according to the standards set forth [in the Court's Ruling], adopt 
the proposed mitigation measures, or otherwise comply with the requirements of CEQA." 1999 
Ruling at 113. 

Contrary to this direction, the DEIR attempts to dodge this requirement altogether. In 
Appendix G. the DEIR asserts that "the issue of findings will be addressed at the time of project 
approval. ... " DEIR 3:App. G: 4-5. CEQA requires disclosure of the County's assessment of 
the feasibility and efficacy of contemplated mitigation measures now, in order to assure that the 
public has an opportunity to review and comment on the County's reasoning. The County's 
stubborn refusal to comply with Court's Writ in this regard violates CEQA. 

The County's failure to disclose and assess the feasibility and efficacy of its proposed 
mitigation measures strikes at the core of the CEQA process. Throughout the DEIR, the reader is 
advised that essential mitigation measures will be devised in the future rather than presented for 
evaluation now. For example, the County admits that it would not require adoption of a "'Scenic 
Corridor Ordinance" to mitigate developmental impacts on scenery for up to five years. General 
Plan, Draft Environmentally Constrained Alternative, page 38. Deferring delineation of this 
critical mitigation measure for up to five years deprives the public of information vitally 
necessary now in order to assure informed public review and comment on the General Plan 
alternatives and DEIR thereon. 

Likewise, the County has proposed to create IBCs that would be both discontiguous and 
oriented in a north-south, rather than east-west, direction. The public cannot begin to make an 
informed choice with regard to these proposed mitigation measures until the County provides 
data and analysis that addresses the efficacy of these proposals. Without this analysis, the public 
is left in the dark regarding one of the most critical features of the General Plan: its protection of 
fish and wildlife resources. 

Similarly with regard to the County's policy regarding the piping, culverting or lining of 
streams, the County's analysis is subverted by the caveat that these otherwise prohibited 
developments would be allowed "where such activities cannot be avoided." DEIR 3:App. G:6. 
By thus allowing undefined exceptions to swallow the rule, the DEIR defies reasoned analysis. 
defeating the public's right to a meaningful CEQA process. 

Similarly with regard to the utilization of narrow road standards to limit traffic speeds and 
noise, promote public safety and protect rural. quality of life, the County's failure to adequately 
define its terms undermines public understanding of contemplated mitigation measures. The 
DEIR states in Appendix G, for example, that Mitigation Measure 5.3-2 would apply to "rural" 

, roads. DEIR 3:App. G:7. But developments within rural regions already utilize narrow road 
standards. It is within the Community Regions that additional narrow road protections are 
needed. The County's failure to delineate its proposed mitigation measures with sufficient 
specificity forecloses public assessment of their efficacy. 

Likewise with regard to Judge Bond's ruling that there was no basis for the County's 
rejection of mitigation measures that would lower densities for certain land use categories (1999 
Ruling at 113), the County fails to address the feasibility of this obvious mitigation measure in 
the DEIR and the Draft General Plan. The County's continuing failure to consider density 
reductions as appropriate to reduce the impacts of future development as required under Judge 
Bond's ruling violates the Writ and CEQA. 

The County also fails to provide any reasoned analysis to support the DEIR's conclusion 
that "deer can successfully migrate through smaller parcels" as smaU as 10 acres. DEIR 3:App. 
G:7-8. Judge Bond's Writ set aside the 1996 General Plan in part because it failed to explain 
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General Plan Team 
July 15, 2003 
Page5 

why it rejected limitations on parcel size in areas of deer habitat. Writ at 5:16-6:5. The DEIR 
suffers from the same unlawful omission. 

The County's proposal to allow destruction of oak woodlands upon payment of a 
"Mitigation Fee" likewise violates Judge Bond's Writ. As pointed out above, the Court set aside 
the County's attempted relaxation of its former oak woodland "retention" policy because the 
County failed to provide any substantial evidence to support its assumption that mature oak 
woodlands could be "replaced" with seedlings at no environmental cost. The County's current 
proposal, to substitute a "Mitigation Fee" for the aborted and clearly deficient "replacement" 
policy, represents an even more egregious departure from CEQA requirements. 

Similarly, the County's rejection of a twenty-acre minimum lot size for parcels adjacent to 
grazing land fails to pass CEQA's evidentiary muster. Judge Bond ruled in 1999 that the 
County's rejection of lot size limitations for parcels adjacent to grazing land was not supported 
by the facts and analysis required under CEQA. 1999 Ruling at 113. Consequently, the Court 
ordered the County to "either take action to make proper findings of infeasibility ... adopt the 
proposed mitigation measures, or otherwise comply with the requirements of CEQA." Writ at 
6: 1-5. Contrary to this dear directive, the DEIR rejects this mitigation measure without any 
factual analysis. DEIR 3:App. G:8. Accordingly, the DEIR violates CEQA. 

Writ Point 2.7: Adoption of Dubious Mitigation Measures. 

Judge Bond overturned the County'-s 1996 General Plan in part because it purported to 
adopt a mitigation measure of "dubious" efficacy. 1999 Ruling at 114. Accordingly, the Court 
ordered the County to "void the adoption" of the dubious mitigation measure in question. For 
the same reason here, the County should either delete, or support with tangible, reliable data and 
analysis, the numerous mitigation measures of dubious efficacy that are criticized in these 
comments, as well as in the separate comment letters of the undersigned organizations. 

Writ Point 2.8: Environmental Review of Proiected Water Supplies. 

The DEIR continues to ignore the extremely deleterious impacts of its projected rapid 
urban growth on the upper watershed communities that depend on Caples, Silver and Aloha 
Lakes for recreation, domestic and other community purposes. This violates Judge Bond's 1999 
ruling. In that ruling, the Court agreed with petitioners that the County's EIR on its proposed 
1996 General Plan "fails to disclose or discuss the impact that development of future water 
supplies will have ... on Caples, Aloha and Silver Lakes." 1999 Ruling at 116-117, 122. 
Accordingly, Judge Bond ordered the County to "make findings, consistent with this Ruling in 
supported by substantial evidence, that the adoption of the General Plan will not result in any 
environmental impacts on Caples, Silver or Aloha Lakes, or, in the alternative, perform a full 
environmental review of such impacts pursuant to CEQA." Writ at 7:2-6. Contrary to this order, 
the DEIR fails to "perform a full environmental review" of the General Plan's admittedly 
significant and unavoidable" impacts on these lakes. DEIR 3:App. G:9-10. The County must 
rectify this serious violation of CEQA. 

Writ Point 2.12: Statement of Overriding Considerations. 

Judge Bond threw the County's 1996 General Plan in part because the "Statement of 
Overriding Considerations" adopted by the County in an effort to sidestep analysis and mitigation 
of the significant environmental impacts from the County's proposed growth was not supported 
by the detailed data and analysis that CEQA requires. 1999 Ruling at 134-135. Accordingly, the 
Court ordered the County to specifically address with adequate factual analysis the numerous 
examples of baseless assumptions and faulty reasoning identified by the petition~rs. Writ at 
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8:25-9:3. So too in its new Draft General Plan and DEJR, the County indulges numerous 
baseless assumptions and engages in faulty reasoning in the respects summarized above. Lest the 
County again find itself in Court due to avoidable CEQA violations, the undersigned 
organizations urge the County to carefully consider the foregoing comments,. together with those 
transmitted separately by the undersigned organizations. 

Thank you for considering our comments on this important matter. Please call me if you 
have any question. 

SCV:aml 

cc: Louis B. Green, El Dorado County Counsel 

Very truly yours, 

Stephan C. Volker 
Attorney for El Dorado Taxpayers for 

Quality 
Growth and associated conservation 
organizations and concerned citizens. 

.J 
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From: John M. Latini [mailto:jlatini@latinilaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 3:02 PM 
To: 'pmaurer@co.el-dorado.ca.us' 
Subject: RE: El Dorado County General Plan 

ALSO SENT VIA US MAIL 

Dear Mr. Maurer: 

LETTER300 

I am in receipt of your e-mail sent yesterday July 14, 2003 responding to my 
comments on the four General Plan alternatives circulated by the County of El 
Dorado. Specifically, my comments expressed the concern that, based upon my 
review of the four (4} alternatives released in April, 2003, that none of the 
four alternatives prepared by the County identified, acknowledged or otherwise 
reflected the Salmon Falls planned development of this property by my client as 
set forth in the development application on file with the County since 1998. I 
am encouraged that the potential traffic and other impacts associated with my 
clients Salmon falls development were included in the base land use densities 
for the 1996 General Plan alternative. However, it is my opinion that to fail 
to include these same density calculations and impacts under the Environmentally 
Constrained General Plan alternative or the Roadway Constrained General Plan 
alternative was error and presumptuous. 

Accordingly, my client demands that its Salmon Falls development impacts be 
considered in both the Environmentally Constrained General Plan alternative or 
the Roadway Constrained General Plan alternative. 

Very truly yours, 

John M. Latini 
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~. LLC NijM. 
989 Governor Drive, Suite 101. El DOf3do Hills. CA 95762 916-94H4ll &x: 916-941-1474 

VIA FAX: 538-642-0503 

July 15, 2003 

General Plan Team 
EI Dorado County Planning Department 
28SO Fairiane Court 
Placerville, California 95667 

Dear General Plan Team: 

Thank for you for extending the public review period of the General Plan and the 
environmental impact report (EIR). With the extension, hopefully more useful comments 
will result. 

We were pleased to see that the 2001 General Phm Project Description released in July 
2001 included a statement of vision to provide for a four.year university; however, we 
were disappointed that the vision was not carried over into the General Plan alternatives. 

Providing a site for a four-year university is not 'Without its challenges and extensive 
planning review would be required before any sites are desjgnated. Nevertheless, 
planning for a four-year university is still a worthwhile goal that mould not be 
abandoned. 

We provided a. comment letter to the 2001 Project Description on August 29, 2002, which 
we will incorporate by reference. We believe th.at properties we :represent would be an 
ideal location for a four-year university due to tb.e reasons outlined in the letter; however. 
it is not the only site possible in the county. Regardl.ess of where a four-yeM university is 
designated, we believe that the County should pursue a site, or, at a minimum, not 
preclude the possibility of a four-year university from occuning. 

If you have any questions or comments) please feel free to contact me. 

Very Truly Yours, 

:President 

PAGE 03/IH 
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From: Freda D. Fechner [mylawyer@jps.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 3:34 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: My client: Loring Brunius 

July 15, 2003 E-MAIL TRANSMITTAL 

General Plan Team 

2850 Fairlane Ct. 

Placerville CA 95667 

RE: My client: Loring Brunius, dba Sierra Rock 

Diamond Quarry 

California Mine Number 91-09-0003 

LETTER302 

The above property is currently being mined. The requirements of the Surface 
Mine and Reclamation Act, as it relates to the protection of lands designated on 
approved mineral resource mapping as MRZ-2a lands, do not appear to be 
incorporated into any of the proposed drafts of the General Plan or the 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The property is important to protect, as El 
Dorado County is currently not able to serve all of its current needs, as set 
forth in OFR-2000-03. My client's mine is a designated Aggregate Resource Area, 
in the recently released mapping of "Mineral Resources of El Dorado County•, and 
thus entitled to protection. We are looking forward to the opportunity to meet 
with your staff, along with my consultant, to discuss the manner in which 
applicable state law will be more fully implemented in the final EIR and Plan. 

In addition, this property is currently zoned Industrial, has an approved 
Reclamation Plan which relies upon Industrial Zoning. If the zoning is changed, 
my client's property rights will be severely compromised. The first alternative, 
residential, is incompatible with mining, and violates the mandate to protect 
the identified resource. My client has spent substantial sums to reclaim this 
historic property from past mining abuse, which has been done in a manner 
consistent with Industrial Zoning. If the end use was changed to Residential, a 
different reclamation plan would be required, as well as different mining 
practices, at substantial additional expense. Moreover, the Writ of Mandate 
which compelled the new general plan specifically accepted the entitlements 
which were approved in reliance upon the 1996 General Plan, as was my client's 
reclamation plan, when it was approved in August, 1997. 

On behalf of my client, we request that the Industrial Zoning be retained in the 
new General Plan for Diamond Quarry. Thank you for your attention in this 
matter. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this 
matter, or if you wish to discuss it in further detail. 

Very truly yours, 

FREDA D. FECHNER 
FDP:ss 

c: Loring Brunius 
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STEPHAN C. VOLKER 

HEATHER A. DAGEN 

GRETCHEN E. DENT 

Law Offices of 

STEPHAN C. VOLKER 
436 14th Street, Suite 1300 

Oakland, California 94612 

TEL: 510/496-0600 ro FAX: 510/496-1366 
e-mail: svo!ker@volkerlaw.com 

July 15, 2003 
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VIA FACSIMILE (530-642-0508)AND EMAIL (generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us) 

General Plan Team 
El Dorado County Planning Department 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 

Re: Comment of El Dorado County Taxpayers for Quality Growth and 
Associated Organizations on El Dorado County Draft General Plan and 
EIR 

Dear General Plan Team: 

These comments are submitted on behalf of EI Dorado County Taxpayers for Quality Growth, 
League to Save Sierra Lakes, Environmental Planning and Information Council of Western El 
Dorado County, Inc., Sierra Club, California Sportfishing Protection Alliance, Caples Lake 
Homeowners= Association, Kirkwood Meadows Public Utilities District, Northern Sierra Summer 
Homeowners= Association, Sorensen=s Resort, South Silver Lake Homeowners= Association, 
California Native Plant Society, Safegrow, Caples Lake Resort, Kit Carson Lodge, and Plasse 
Homestead Homeowners= Association. All of these organizations prevailed in litigation challenging 
El Dorado County=s 1996 General Plan on the grounds it violated the California Environmental 
Quality Act, Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq. (ACEQA@). On February 5, 1999, 
Presiding Judge Cecily Bond of the Sacramento Superior Court ruled that El Dorado County=s 
adoption of its 1996 County General Plan violated CEQA in at least 23 separate respects. By Writ of 
Mandate filed on July 19, 1999, Judge Bond ordered the County to conduct extensive further 
environmental review, analysis and disclosure before attempting to adopt a successor General Plan. 
Pending compliance with the Court=s Writ of Mandate, Judge Bond imposed significant constraints 
on further urban development within El Dorado County. 

The primary purpose of this comment letter is to identify the most significant areas in which 
the County=s Draft General Plan and Draft EIR thereon depart from the requirements of Judge 
Bond=s ruling and applicable law, including CEQA, the California Government Code, and the J. 
General Plan Guidelines promulgated by the Govemor=s Office of Planning and Research. For ease 
of reference, our comments are represented in the order in which Judge Bond addressed the 
County=s violations of CEQA in the Court=s Writ of Mandate. 

Writ Point 2.1: Changes in Land Use Maps. 

Judge Bond struck down the County=s 1996 General Plan in part because many of the Plan=s 
proposed changes in land use were not adequately disclosed and evaluated in the County=s EIR. 
Ruling dated February 5. 1999 (Al999 Ruling@) at pages 56-70. The Court therefore directed the 
County, in its review of any future draft General Plan, to Aeither make a finding, based on substantial 
evidence, that the changes in the land use maps did not result in any new significant environmental 
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impact or a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact, or it must review the 
environmental impacts of the changes pursuant to CEQA.@ Writ at 2:25-3: 1. This remains an area 
of concern. for two reasons. First, the County=s DEIR purports to find that certain changes in the 
land use maps will not result in significant environmental impacts. without substantial evidence to 
support this conclusion. DEIR at Volume I, pages 2-9 through 2-46 (ADEJR 1 :2:9-46"). 

Second, as to those land use changes that the DEJR admits do pose significant environmental 
impacts (e.g., DE1R I :2:47-76), the DEIR fails to provide an adequate review of the environmental 
impacts of these changes pursuant to CEQA. For example, the DE1R admits, in Appendix G, that the 
impact of the plan on Caples, Silver and Aloha Lakes would be Asignificant and unavoidable,@ yet 
the DEJR fails to provide the full environmental review of such impacts required under the Writ 
Similarly, the County has proposed to mitigate impacts on wildlife habitat through the creation of so
called Almportant Biological Corridors@ (AIBCs@), all of which run north-to-south rather than east
west. Yet available science confirms overwhelmingly that wildlife require east-west migration 
corridors to provide seasonally appropriate habitat for wildlife species that move to higher elevations 
during the summer. The DEJR masks the plan=s dramatically adverse impacts on wildlife habitat 
through reliance on ineffective and illusory mitigation measures. For example, the DEIR fails to 
provide an adequate assessment of the environmental impact of the plan=s proposal to allow smaller 
parcels within wildlife habitat such as deer migration corridors. DEIR 3: App. G: 7-8. 

Writ Point 2.2: Changes in Oak Woodland Canopy Coverage Policies. 

Judge Bond ruled that the 1996 General Plan Draft EIR=s purported mitigation for the loss of 
oak woodlands by adoption of a Areplacement@ standard for oak trees was illusory, since the County 
failed to present substantial evidence that planting seedlings could mitigate for the loss of fully 
grown oak trees. 1999 Ruling at 70-73. Accordingly, the Court=s Writ directed the County to either 
readopt its original policy of retention (rather than Areplacement@) of specified percentages of 
canopy coverage, Amake a finding, based on substantial evidence, that the change in the oak 
woodland canopy coverage policies did not result in a new significant environmental impact ... or .. 
. review the environmental impacts of the change pursuant to CEQA.@ Writ at 3:18-20. 

The County has failed to comply with this direction. Although the DEJR admits, as it must, 
that the 1996 General Plan=s proposed replacement policy would be ineffective (DEJR 2:5.12:42-
43), the DEIR fails to disclose and evaluate the even less effective mitigation measure now proposed. 
a AMitigation Fee.@ DE1R 2:5.12:61. The proposed Mitigation Fee, which is tied to preparation of 
the Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan (AINRMP@), has no timeline for implementation, 
nor factual predicate, since the INRMP has not yet been prepared. 

Equally significant, the County=s proposed INRMP violates Government Code section 
65563(b) and the implementing OPR General Plan Guidelines. For nearly 30 years, section 65563(b) 
has required that counties prepare an inventory of their open-space resources. Courts have 
vigorously enforced this requirement. Save El Toro Assn. v. Days ( 1977) 7 4 Cal.App.3d 64, 73. The 
General Plan Guidelines likewise confirm that county general plan open-space elements must 
Ainclud[e] an inventory of open-space resources.@ General Plan Guidelines (1990) at p. 128~ 
Contrary to this settled requirement, the County=s proposed General Plan fails to include the 
required inventory of open-space resources. Instead, the County proposes once again to defer, 
indefinitely, compilation of this critical inventory. Yet completion of this inventory is essential to 
protection of fish and wildlife habitat, watershed resources, natural scenery, and other protected 
open-space resources. 
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Writ Point 2.3: Changes in Acceptable Levels of Traffic Congestion. 

Judge Bond overturned the County=s 1996 General Plan because the County EIR=s 
Adiscussion of traffic impacts was unnecessarily complex and obscure,@ resulting in a failure to 
Af airly disclose one of the significant environmental impacts of the General Plan.@ 1999 Ruling at 
73-80. Likewise with regard to the County=s DEIR, the discussion of traffic impacts from proposed 
development remains Aunnecessarily complex and obscure.@ DEIR 1:5.4:1-69. The DEIR fails to 
provide the reader with a clear and direct summary of the plan=s impacts on the existing traffic 
conditions throughout the County. Instead the DEIR presents a confusing set of assumptions and 
accompanying text and tables that fail to clearly and fairly delineate the impacts on traffic of the four 
alternatives under consideration. For example, many of its projections, such as the DEIR=s 
conclusion that buildout under the 1996 General Plan would have a less severe impact on traffic than 
would buildout under the Aenvironmentally constrained@ Alternative Number 3. are never explained, 
and indeed, defy logic. DEIR 1 :5.4:52, 56. 

Writ Point 2.4: Range of Alternatives Considered~ 

The County=s 1996 General Plan was invalidated in part because Judge Bond found that the 
County=s EIR failed to consider a reasonable range of alternatives. For example, Judge Bond noted 
that Ait is not clear how the Low Growth Alternative offered >substantial environmental advantages 
over the project proposal=.@ 1999 Ruling at 90. Likewise here, the DEIR purports to offer an 
.AEnvironmentallyConstrained Alternative@ which, in fact, fails to protect the environment in many 
substantial respects, to the point where it would result in greater traffic congestion and air pollution 
than would the 1996 General Plan that Judge Bond ruled illegal. Indeed, as to most areas of 
environmental impact, the County=s AEnvironmentally Constrained Alternative@ ranks exactly the 
same as the other alternatives under consideration, depriving the public of any meaningful choice 
between the alternatives presented. DEIR 1 :2:9-76 (Executive Summary Table discloses identical 
levels of environmental impact after mitigation for each of the four alternatives in virtually all 
categories of impact). Contrary to Judge Bond=s Writ, the County has failed to Aadequately 
disclose[] the analytic route it traveled in arriving at its conclusion that the >Low Growth J 
Alternative= [i.e., the A.Environmentally Constrained Alternative@] offered significant environmental 
advantages over the other alternatives ... Aor, in the alternative, . . . consider at least one new 
alternative that does so.@ 1999 Ruling at 91. . 

Writ Point 2.5: Consideration of a A.No Project@Alternative. 

The County=s 1996 General Plan was thrown out in part because the EIR failed to discuss the 
impacts ofbuildout under the plan and its alternatives in comparison to Athe current conditions in the 
County.@ 1999 Ruling at 91, 94. Judge Bond accordingly ruled that Ain any reanalysis or 
supplemental analysis prepared by the County ... the County must >analyze the ANo Project@ 
alternative in a manner that clearly discloses the population impacts of the General Plan in relation to 
current County population as well as in relation to what would be reasonably expected to occur in the 
foreseeable future if the General Plan were not approved .... @ 1999 Ruling at 95. Contrary to this J 
direction, the DEIR fails to analyze the A.No Project@ alternative in the required manner. Instead, the 
DEIR assumes, without explanation, that the County=s unlawful 1996 General Plan is equivalent to 
a Ano project@ alternative. Demonstrably, an unlawful plan that cannot be legally implemented is 
not a viable Ano project@ alternative. 

Writ Point 2.6: Rejection of Specific Proposed Mitigation Measures. 

Judge Bond invalidated the County=s 1996 General Plan in part because the Court Afound that 
certain of the County=s findings that proposed mitigation measures were infeasible ... violated 
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CEQA because they did not set forth the facts and analysis supporting them.@ 1999 Ruling at 113. 
Therefore the Court directed that the County must Aeither take action to make proper findings of 
infeasibility according to the standards set forth [in the Court=s Ruling], adopt the proposed 
mitigation measures, or otherwise comply with the requirements of CEQA.@ 1999 Ruling at 113. 

Contrary to this direction, the DEIR attempts to dodge this requirement altogether. In 
Appendix G, the DEIR asserts that Athe issue of findings will be addressed at the time of project 
approval .... @ DEIR 3:App. G: 4-5. CEQArequires disclosure of the County=s assessment of the 
feasibility and efficacy of contemplated mitigation measures now, in order to assure that the public 
has an opportunity to review and comment on the County=s reasoning. The County=s stubborn 
refusal to comply with the Court=s Writ in this regard violates CEQA. 

The County=s failure to disclose and assess the feasibility and efficacy of its proposed 
mitigation measures strikes at the core of the CEQA process. Throughout the DEIR, the reader is 
advised that essential mitigation measures will be devised in the future rather than presented for 
evaluation now. For example, the County admits that it would not require adoption of a AScenic 
Corridor Ordinance@ to mitigate developmental impacts on scenery for up to five years. General 
Plan, Draft Environmentally Constrained Alternative, page 38. Deferring delineation of this critical 
mitigation measure for up to five years deprives the public of information vitally necessary now in 
order to assure informed public review and comment on the General Plan alternatives and DEIR 
thereon. 

Likewise, the County has proposed to create IBCs that would be both discontiguous and 
oriented in a north-south, rather than east-west, direction. The public cannot begin to make an 
informed choice with regard to these proposed mitigation measures until the County provides data 
and analysis that addresses the efficacy of these proposals. Without this analysis, the public is left in 
the dark regarding one of the most critical features of the General Plan: its protection of fish and 
wildlife resources. 

Similarly with regard to the County=s policy regarding the piping, culverting or lining of 
streams, the County=s analysis is subverted by the caveat that these otherwise prohibited 
developments would be allowedAwhere such activities cannot be avoided.@ DEIR 3:App. G:6. By 
thus allowing undefined exceptions to swallow the rule, the DEIR defies reasoned analysis, defeating 
the public=s right to a meaningful CEQA process. 

Similarly with regard to the utilization of narrow road standards to limit traffic speeds and 
noise, promote public safety and protect rural quality of Iife, the County=s failure to adequately 
define its terms undermines public understanding of contemplated mitigation measures. The DEIR 
states in Appendix G, for example, that Mitigation Measure 5.3-2 would apply to Arural@ roads. 
DEIR 3:App. G:7. But developments within rural regions already utilize narrow road standards. It is 
within the Community Regions that additional narrow road protections are needed. The County=s 
failure to delineate its proposed mitigation measures with sufficient specificity forecloses public 
assessment of their efficacy. 

Likewise with regard to Judge Bond=s ruling that there was no basis for the County=s rejection 
of mitigation measures that would lower densities for certain land use categories (1999 Ruling at 
113), the County fails to address the feasibility of this obvious mitigation measure in the DEIR and 
the Draft General Plan. The County=s continuing failure to consider density reductions as 
appropriate to reduce the impacts of future development as required under Judge Bond=s ruling 
violates the Writ and CEQA. 

·······------- ---------- ---··· ·- .. ·······c-·-·-·-·-·•-·-·-·- .............. •• ........................... ,~ ................. - -.. -. .j .-.~.-.-.... -) .... -· 
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The County also fails to provide any reasoned analysis to support the DEIR=s conclusion that 
Adeer can successfully migrate through smaller parcels@ as small as 10 acres. DEIR 3:App. G:7-8. 
Judge Bond=s Writ set aside the 1996 General Plan in part because it failed to explain why it rejected 
limitations on parcel size in areas of deer habitat. Writ at 5: 16-6:5. The DEIR suffers from the same 
unlawful omission. 

The County=s proposal to allow destruction of oak woodlands upon payment of a AMitigation 
Fee@ likewise violates Judge Bond=s Writ. As pointed out above, the Court set aside the County=s 
attempted relaxation of its former oak woodland Aretention@ policy because the County failed to 
provide any substantial evidence to support its assumption that mature oak woodlands could be 
Areplaced@ with seedlings at no environmental cost The County=s current proposal, to substitute a 
AMitigation Fee@ for the aborted and clearly deficient Areplacement@ policy, represents an even 
more egregious departure from CEQA requirements. 

Similarly, the County=s rejection of a twenty-acre minimum lot size for parcels adjacent to 
grazing land fails to pass CEQA=s evidentiary muster. Judge Bond ruled in 1999 that the County=s 
rejection of lot size limitations for parcels adjacent to grazing land was not supported by the facts 
and analysis required under CEQA. 1999 Ruling at 113. Consequently, the Court ordered the 
County to Aeither take action to make proper findings of infeasibility . . . adopt the proposed 
mitigation measures, or otherwise comply with the requirements of CEQA.@ Writ at 6: 1-5. Contrary 
to this clear directive, the DEIR rejects this mitigation measure without any factual analysis. DEIR 
3:App. G:8. Accordingly, the DEIR violates CEQA. 

Writ Point 2.7: Adoption of Dubious Mitigation Measures. 

Judge Bond overturned the County=s 1996 General Plan in part because it purported to adopt a 
mitigation measure of Adubious@ efficacy. 1999 Ruling at 114. Accordingly, the Court ordered the 
County to Avoid the adoption@ of the dubious mitigation measure in question. For the same reason 
here, the County should either delete, or support with tangible, reliable data and analysis, the 
numerous mitigation measures of dubious efficacy that are criticized in these comments, as well as in 
the separate comment letters of the undersigned organizations. 

Writ Point 2.8: Environmental Review of Projected Water Supplies. 

The DEIR continues to ignore the extremely deleterious impacts of its projected rapid urban 
growth on the upper watershed communities that depend on Caples, Silver and Aloha Lakes for 
recreation, domestic water supply and other community purposes. This violates Judge Bond=s 1999 
ruling. In that ruling, the Court agreed with petitioners that the County=s EIR on its proposed 1996 
General Plan Af ails to disclose or discuss the impact that development of future water supplies will 
have ... on Caples, Aloha and Silver Lakes.@ 1999 Ruling at 116-117, 122. Accordingly, Judge 
Bond ordered the County to Amake findings, consistent with this Ruling and supported by substantial 
evidence, that the adoption of the General Plan will not result in any environmental impacts on 
Caples, Silver or Aloha Lakes, or, in the alternative, perform a full environmental review of such 
impacts pursuant to CEQA.@ Writ at 7 :2-6. Contrary to this order, the DEIR fails to Aperfonn a full 
environmental review@ of the General Plan=s admittedly significant and unavoidable@ impacts on 
these lakes. DEIR 3:App. G:9-10. The County must rectify this serious violation of CEQA. 

Writ Point 2.12: Statement of Overriding Considerations. 

Judge Bond threw out the County=s 1996 General Plan in part because the AStatement of 
Overriding Considerations@ adopted by the County in an effort to sidestep analysis and mitigation of 
the significant environmental impacts from the County=s proposed growth was not supported by the 
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detailed data and analysis that CEQA requires. 1999 Ruling at 134-135. Accordingly, the Court 
ordered the County to specifically address with adequate factual analysis the numerous examples of 
baseless assumptions and faulty reasoning identified by the petitioners. Writ at 8:25-9:3. So too in 
its new Draft General Plan and DEIR, the County indulges numerous baseless assumptions and 
engages in faulty reasoning in the respects summarized above. Lest the County again find itself in 
court due to avoidable CEQA violations, the undersigned organizations urge the County to carefully 
consider the foregoing comments, together with those transmitted separately by the undersigned 
organizations. 

Thank you for considering our comments on this important matter. Please call me if you have 
any questions. 

SCV:aml 

cc: Louis B. Green, El Dorado County Counsel 

Very truly yours, 

Stephan C. Volker 
Attorney for El Dorado County Taxpayers for 
Quality Growth and associated conservation 
organizations and concerned citizens. 
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From: Freda D. Fechner [mylawyer@jps.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 3:56 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: Corrunents to General Plan 

July 15, 2003 

E-MAIL TRANSMISSION 

General Plan Team 

2850 Fairlane Ct. 

Placerville CA 95667 

RE: My client: Loring Brunius, dba Sierra Rock 

Weber Creek Quarry 

California Mine Number 91-09-0002 

LETTER304 

The above property is currently being mined. The requirements of the Surface 
Mine and Reclamation Act, as it relates to the protection of lands designated on 
approved mineral resource mapping as MRZ-2a lands, do not appear to be 
incorporated into any of the proposed drafts of the General Plan or the 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The property is important to protect, as El 
Dorado County is currently not able to serve all of its current needs, as set 
forth in OFR-2000-03. My client's mine is a designated Aggregate Resource Area, 
in the recently released mapping of "Mineral Resources of El Dorado County", and 
thus entitled to protection, under applicable California law. 

In addition, this property is currently zoned Industrial, has an approved 
Reclamation Plan which relies upon Industrial Zoning. If the zoning is changed, 
my client's property rights will be severely compromised. The first alternative, 
residential, is incompatible with mining, and violates the mandate to protect 
the identified resource. My client has spent substantial sums in consideration 
of the Industrial Zoning. If the end use was changed to Residential, a different 
reclamation plan would be required, as well as different mining practices, at 
substantial additional expense. Moreover, the Writ of Mandate which compelled 
the new general plan specifically accepted the entitlements which were approved 
in reliance upon the 1996 General Plan, as was my client's reclamation plan, 
when it was approved in August, 1997. 

Thank you for your attention in this matter. Please feel free to contact me if 
you have any questions regarding this matter, or if you wish to discuss it in 
further detail. 

Very truly yours, 

FREDA D. PECHNER 

FDP:ss 

c: Loring Brunius 
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From: Freda D. Fechner [mylawyer@jps.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 4:08 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: Comments to General Plan 

July 15, 2003 

E-MAIL TRANSMISSION 

General Plan Team 

2850 Fairlane Ct. 

Placerville CA 95667 

RE: My client: Sierra Terra, Inc. 

APN 95-011-49 & 95-011-50 

ARA 7 

LETTER305 

The above-described property was formerly owned by Cosumnes River Associates, 
and is now owned by my client. It has been identified as containing high quality 
limestone, and was designated by El Dorado County as a mineral resource, around 
1983. The limestone deposit has been historically mined on both sides of the 
Cosumnes River. However, the requirements of the Surface Mine and Reclamation 
Act, as it relates to the protection of lands designated on approved mineral 
resource mapping as MRZ-2a lands, do not appear to be incorporated into any of 
the proposed drafts of the General Plan or the Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR). 

My client's property is important to protect, as El Dorado County is currently 
not able to serve more than approximately one-third of its current needs, as set 
forth in Open File Report 2000-03. My client's mine is a designated Aggregate 
Resource Area, and thus entitled to protection, and a designation, in the new 
General Plan, as Mineral Resource Zoning. If any other zoning was approved for 
my client's property, the provisions of the state designation of this resource 
would be violated. 

Thank you for your attention in this matter. Please feel free to contact me if 
you have any questions regarding this matter, or if you wish to discuss it in 
further detail. 

Very truly yours 

FREDA D. PECHNER 

FDP:ss 

c: Sierra Terra, Inc. 
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From: Freda D. Pechner [mylawyer@jps.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2003 4:24 PM 
To: generalplan@co.el-dorado.ca.us 
Subject: Comments to General Plan 

July 15, 2003 

E-MAIL TRANSMISSION 

General Plan Team 

2850 Fairlane Ct. 

Placerville CA 95667 

RE: My client: Sierra Terra, Inc. 

APN 93-190-01, 93-150-12, 93-150-21, 93-150-22 

LETTER306 

This letter shall serve as request that the above-noted property, owned by my 
client, be designated as Mineral Resource Zoning in the new General Plan. These 
parcels are located directly south of property owned by the County of El Dorado, 
which it operates as a mine, extracting road sand. My client's property is 
located in the same deposit as is the County property, and clearly just as 
valuable a mineral resource as is the County mine. 

Although this property has not been designated as a Mineral Resource Area in the 
recently released mapping of "Mineral Resources of El Dorado County", it remains 
entitled to protection, as a current and future material source. The properties 
should be protected from encroaching residential uses that may limit their 
development in the future. We are looking forward to the opportunity to meet 
with your staff, along with my consultant, to discuss the manner in which 
applicable state law will be more fully implemented in the final EIR and Plan. 

Thank you for your attention in this matter. Please feel free to contact me if 
you have any questions regarding this matter, or if you wish to discuss it in 
further detail. 

Very truly yours, 

FREDA D. PECHNER 

FDP:ss 

c: Sierra Terra, Inc. 
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LETTER307 

Jul 15 03 03:57p Sierra Rook 5306213863 

P.O. Box 184 03 JUL 15 PM 4: 51 
Diamond Springs. CA 95619-0184 

July 15, 2003 

General Plan T cam 
2850 Fairlane Ct. 
PlacerviUc, CA 95667 

RE: Summer Stream Propt...-ty 
APN #102-150-25 

(530) 622-862 t .::, :::- C ,::· IVE D 
ruuiHtr{G oEP t,RTMENT 

The above property has been desi::,,natcd as industrial in the previously approved El 
Dorado County General Plan. lndu.~rial land borders our property on two the Nonh., as 
wen as the South. This designation best suits the property.~ well as the adjoining iand 
usages. Retention of the industrial designation on the new General Plan wi11 preserve our 
land usage and property value, as wen as the property value of the adjoining parcels. 

Please retain our designated ... Indu~'triar' land ~1atus in the proposed and new General 
Plan. 

1f you have any questions or comments please feel free to contact me. 

Eric T. Brunius 

(~~ _\ -. --·f 1·).)\'c~ 'M'/\.K/) 
C_ .. l·\C. l \ .. J . __ 'v · 

President 

P• l 
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July 14, 2003 

General Plan Team 
El Dorado County Planning Department 
2850 Fairlane Court 
Placerville, CA 95667 

RE: Draft General Plan 

LETTER308 

My choice for adoption of the General Plan is Alternative #4, the 1996 General Plan. This Plan 
is the hest alternative today, as it was when adopted by the 1996 Board of Supervisors (BOS). At 
that time thousands of hours were spent and 5 years of meetings held attended by thousands of 
residents offering their input, not only to the BOS and Planning Commission, but to Policy 
Advisory and Technical Advisory Committees. Compare this to the low attendance and input 
during this latest round of public meetings regarding this long a.waited and costly process for a 
General Plan. 

The flaws I still see with all the Draft County General Plan and DEIR Alternatives, is the 
failure to specify and address the impacts of high volume traffic on the South Fork of the 
American River. Environmental damage caused by vehicles on the banks an.d in the river itself, as 
weft as run off from fuels and oil on roadways, have all gone iguored not only in the various 

Alternatjves, but the River Management Plan. 

This is a valley. that has an average visitor count of 500,000 to 600,000 annually. Commercial 
rafting operators estimate J 20,000 boaters use the river, not counting other users. A 
spokesperson representing the commercial outfitters folt this waterway could handle 240,000 
boaters. This far exceeds recreational use on other California Rivers. Concerns about air and 
water poltution, plus erosion have fallen on deaf ears over the years. 

The other area that should be addressed is in Apple Hill. I fully support the tourism, 
recreational, and agricultural industries, but feel attention and concerns should be equal in these 
areas as those in the high residential developments in El Dorado Hills. Traffic on Highway 50 and 
arterial roaCl.s is as heavy or worse on weekends as well ds the wv, kweek. 

In Ausust of J 989, the BOS and Plannine C:ommission clearly stated that this county could 
not afford to exist solely as a bedroom community. History has also shown that relying on tourist 
do!Iars is also not an economically sound practice. Yet those who have filed lawsuits and have 
guided ( controlled) the general plan process with the assistance of the state and federal 
government have put business grov..-th, employment, roads and schools at the bottom of the 
priority list, except when it benefits the.it fi..nancial or phil-0sophical interests. The other is their 

quest for control. 

Measure Y, other attempted voter initiatives, lawsuits against the timber industry, water 
projects and road improvements, as well as the 1996 adopted General Plan) have cost El Dorado 
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Page 2: General Plan 

county residents millions of dollars that could have been used for needed community services and 

pn>jects. 

Measure Y needs to be sent back to the voters. This initiative as well as other legislated Acts 
are not clearly defined, and leave too much of the language open for determination by the judicial 
system. Since the voters passed Measure Y, we have all heard many say they did not realize the 
total impact this initiative: would have on their lives and others. "In other words, l would not vote 

for Measure Y today." A judge bas even roled has ruled the Measure moot. Measure Y was just 
another ~utempt by the same group and individuals to throw a monkey wrench on growth and the 
economy in El Dorado County. 

Recent and past publications by the few individuals and organizatious iu El Dorado County 
and elsewhere are and have always been clear about the path they laid out for this state back in the 
late I 960's and eru-ly 1970's. In 199 l 0 92 this was more del'rly defined in the Mountain Lion 
Foundation handbook and the Caltfornia State ~fthe State Green Report by the Sierra Club. 
This again will be the main focus at the Sierra Nevada. Alliance annual conference to be held in 

Arnold next month. 

The message is clear: "We will continu~ lo file lawsuits until we get what we want." "The 
California Department of Fish aJ:ld Game should. control all land use planning in the state." 

The Office of Planning and Research was also very dear back in 1989 - .El Dorado County 
lacked the required percentage of affordable (median priced) housing. Unless county residents 
open their eyes and ears to those of us who do oot have a pohtical or self-interest agenda, the 
road will remain open for continued legal disputes by the radical environmental movement, the 
developmt:nt 1.,;,.,:mununity and the State of Califoniia. 

1'm sure one of the Alternatives will be adopted, but that does not mean the lawsuits wiU stop 
against any kind of business growth, road improvements, water facilities and even individual 
property owners. This County will continue in a No Win situation until those in county 
government stand their ground against the rew whu want to take control. If not, then j1.1st stop 
wasting taxpayers money and time implement the no growth plan or what is indicated in the 

aforementioned public:aticms. 

~e::~,.~cµ~ 
P.O. Box: 299 
Pollock Pines, CA 95726-0299 

cc: Board of Supervisors 
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